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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
A  computer  is  an  electronic  information-processing  machine.  Computer  is  defined  as    

“An automatic electronic machine for making calculations or controlling operations that are 

expressible in numerical or logical terms”. 

Computer can perform arithmetic operations and non-arithmetic operations like comparing etc. 

A computer automatically accepts and stores input data, processes them and produces the 

result with the help of programs. Computers can do a job exactly as per the program given. 

 
1.2 HISTORY OF COMPUTERS 

Abacus 

The history of evolution of computers beginning with ABACUS. This ABACUS device was 

invented as early as 2600 B.C. ABACUS device was originally developed in China. The popular 

version of ABACUS consists of a frame. The frame supports about ten or twelve rods. Movable 

beads are strung on wires above and below a cross bar. Arithmetic calculations are performed 

by manipulating the beads. The ABACUS is still widely used in various parts of the world 

namely India, Malaya, China, Japan etc., 
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Slide Rule 

 
Slide rule was invented in the year of 1632 by William Ought red. A slide rule consists of two 

movable rulers placed side by side. Each ruler is marked OFF in such a way that the actual 

distance from the beginning of the ruler are proportional to the logarithms of the numbers 

printed on the ruler. Multiplication and division are carried out by sliding the rulers. 

 
Contribution of Pascal 

 
French Scientist Blaise Pascal invented a first real calculating machine called PASCALINE in 

the year 1642. PASCALINE was an automatic desktop machine. It can be used for addition and 

subtraction. It consists of a set of wheels with each wheel having digits 0 through 9 engraved on 

it. PASCALINE machine is capable of adding or subtracting 8-digit numbers and had an 

automatic carry generation facility. 

 
The disadvantage of PASCALINE machine is it is not possible for doing multiplication and 

division operations. 

 
Contribution of Charles Babbage 

 
Charles Babbage, an English mathematician is called “Father of Computers”. Charles Babbage 

designed two computers. They are (i) The difference Engine and (ii) The Analytical Engine. 

 
The Difference Engine 

 
The Difference Engine was invented in the year of 1823. It was based on the mathematical 

principle of finite differences. This machine was used to solve calculations on large numbers 

using a formula. It was also used for solving the polynomial and trigonometric functions. 

 
The Analytical Engine 

 
In 1832, Charles Babbage invented the Analytical Engine. Analytical Engine was the general 

purpose computing device. The Analytical engine was used for performing any mathematical 

operation automatically. The analytical engine contains the many features of present-day 

computers. 

 
It consists of the following components. 

 
The store : A memory unit consisting of sets of counter wheels. 

 
The Mill : An arithmetic unit which is used for performing four basic arithmetic operations 

according to certain rules. 
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Cards : There are two types of cards: (i) Operation Cards and (ii) Variable Cards. Operation 

cards are used to select any one of the arithmetic operations. Variable cards are used to select 

the memory locations to be used by the mill. 

 
Output : The output may be directed to a printer or a card punch device. 

 
Contribution of Lady Lovelace 

 
Lady Lovelace was an admirer of Charles Babbage. She discovered some of the key elements 

of programming and program design. She discovered that the same set of punched cards could 

be reused to repeat certain instructions. Such instructions in a program are called 

SUBROUTINES and LOOPS. 

 
Tabulating Machine 

 
Dr. Herman Hollerith, a mechanical Engineer and a statistician invented a tabulating machine in 

the year of 1890. This tabulating machine was used in the US census of 1890. Hollerith 

designed punched cards for recording census statistics. This punched card had 288 locations 

for punching holes. He also developed a tabulating machine that could tabulate the data 

recorded on these cards at the rate of 50 to 75 cards a minute. 

 
ENIAC 

 
ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer) developed by John Mauchy and John 

Presper Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania in the year 1946. The ENIAC was developed  

to meet the requirements of U.S. army during the World war - II. It could perform 5000 additions 

per second. ENIAC is a giant machine, occupying a number of rooms. ENIAC needed a great 

amount of electricity and emitted large amount of heat. 

 
The following are the main features of the ENIAC machine. 

 
 ENIAC was a general purpose computer in which Vacuum tube technology was used. It 

consists of more than 18,000 Vacuum tubes. 

 ENIAC was based on decimal arithmetic rather than binary arithmetic. 

 ENIAC machine was programmed manually by setting switches and plugging and 

unplugging. When each time the program was changed, the machine has to be re-wires. 

Thus change the instruction was cumbersome and time-consuming. This was the major 

limitation of ENIAC. 
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John Van Neuman Machine 

 
In 1946, John Van Neuman, a mathematician proposed an electronic computer. This computer 

overcomes the problem of rewiring when changing the program in ENIAC computer. Neuman 

proposed EDVAC (Electronics Discrete Variable Automatic Computer). 

 
This computer uses the stored program concept. In stored program concept machine, the 

machine would read instructions from computer memory for switching to a new program. But in 

the earlier machine ENIAC, operator having to rewire the machine to go to a different program. 

 
Neuman also proposed that the computer use Binary Number System instead of decimal 

number system used in ENIAC. 

 
1.3 GENERATION OF COMPUTERS 

 
The generations of computers are basically differentiated by a fundamental hardware 

technology. The components used in the different generation of computers are 

 

Generation of Computers Components used 

First Vacuum tubes 

Second Transistors 

Third Integrated Circuits ( IC) 

Fourth 
Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( LSI) and 

Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( VLSI) 

Fifth 
Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( LSI) and 

Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( VLSI) 

 
1.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPUTER 

Speed 

A computer is a very fast device. A computer performs one operation at a time. The speed of 

the computer is measured in Millisecond (10
-3

), Microsecond (10
-6

), Nanosecond (10
-9

) and 

Picoseconds (10 
-12

). 

 
For the smallest computer, the time required to execute a basic operation is few microseconds. 

For the largest computer, the time required is 80 nanoseconds or less. The slowest computer 

can perform hundreds of thousands of operation in a second. The largest computer can perform 

millions of operations in a second. 
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Accuracy 

 
The accuracy of the computer is consistently high. The electronic circuits of the computer can 

perform millions of operations in every second. These circuits can run error free for hours and 

days at a time. Errors can also occur in a computer. These errors are mainly due to logical 

errors of a program and also due to inaccurate data. 

 
Memory 

 
Computer can store a large amount of information in a very small space. The internal memory of 

the computer is limited. It is used to store a certain amount of information. It is not possible to 

store large amounts of data in internal memory. So the large amount of data is stored in 

secondary memory. 

 
Diligence 

 
A computer is free from monotony, tiredness and lack of concentration. A computer can work for 

hours together without creating any error. Computers are better than human being for doing 

routine types of jobs. If ten million calculations have to be performed, a computer will perform 

ten millionth calculations with exactly the same accuracy and speed as the first one. 

 
Automation 

 
A computer is much more than an adding machine or a calculator. The adding machine or the 

calculator requires a human operator for the operations to be performed. 

 
In a computer, a program is stored in computer‟s memory. Then the individual instructions are 

transferred, one after another, to the control unit for execution. The CPU follows the instructions 

until it executes “stop” instruction. 

 
Versatility 

 
A computer is capable of performing any type of task. Versatility is one of the most wonderful 

things about the computer. A computer can do different types of jobs depending upon the 

software loaded in the machine. Programs are used to change the job. One moment, it is 

preparing the results of examinations, the next moment it is busy preparing payroll. 
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1.5. COMPUTER TYPES BASED ON THE OPERATING PRINCIPLE 

 
Computers are classified by the type of data they are designed to process. Data that are 

obtained by counting are called discrete data. Examples of discrete data are the total number 

of employees in a company or the total amount of salary. 

 
Data that may be obtained through measurements are called continuous data. Examples of 

continuous data are the speed of a vehicle measured by a Speedo meter, or the temperature of 

the patient measured by a thermometer. 

 
Analog Computers 

 
Analog computers operate on continuous data. Analog computers operate on data, which are 

in the form of continuously variable physical quantities like voltage and current. The physical 

quantities such as temperature, pressure etc., are represented in the form of volts and 

processed by operational amplifiers. These computers are simple in construction and capable of 

solving complex time dependent problems. 

 
Applications: It is used for scientific applications, for solving complex problems and for 

controlling of missiles. 

 
Digital Computers 

 
Digital computers operate on discrete data. A digital computer operates by counting. It 

operates by directly counting numbers (or digits) that represent numerals, letters or other 

special symbols. As it deals with discrete signals, it works with high precision and at high speed. 

It has very large memory that can store huge quantities of data. All mathematical operations are 

carried out by means of binary digits. It is used for both scientific and business applications. 

 
Comparison between Analog and Digital Computers 

 

S.No Analog Computer Digital Computer 

1. 
Operates by measuring continuously 

varying quantities. 
Operates by counting. 

2. Requires physical analogy of problems. Does not require physical analogy. 

3. 
Problems are converted into equations and 

then to electrical signals. 

Problems are converted into binary 

numbers. 

4. Gives result in graphical form. Gives result in discrete form. 

5. Accuracy is less. Accuracy is more. 
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S.No Analog Computer Digital Computer 

6. Applications are limited. Applications are more. 

7. Memory capacity is less. Memory capacity is more. 

8. Alphanumeric characters cannot be used. Alphanumeric characters can be used. 

9. Operating speed is slow. Operating speed is fast. 

10. Used for scientific application only. 
Used for both scientific and business 

applications. 
 

Hybrid Computers 

 
A hybrid computer is a combination of Analog and a Digital computer. For example, in a 

hospital intensive-care unit, analog computer is used to measure the patient‟s heart rate, 

temperature, and other vital signs. These measurements may then be converted into numbers 

and supplied to the digital component in the system. This component is used to monitor the 

patient‟s vital signs and to send an immediate signal to a nurse‟s station, if any abnormal 

readings are detected. Hybrid types of computers are used in process controls, fighter aircraft 

etc. 

 
1.6. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON THE COMPUTING POWER 

Micro Computer 

A microcomputer is the smallest general purpose-processing computer. Microcomputers are 

designed by using microprocessors. Along with a microprocessor, it consists of a semiconductor 

ROM for storing programs and a RAM for data. It has floppy disks and hard disks as secondary 

memories. 

 
Microcomputers are usually designed for the use of one person at a time. It can be easily linked 

with large computers. These computers usually have 8, 16, 32 or 64 Bit microprocessors. 

Microcomputers have 256 KB to 16-MB memory capacity. They are capable of handling small 

business applications. Microcomputers are smaller in size, have limited memory and low speed. 

There will be a limitation for using auxiliary storage devices in micro computers. 

 
Personal computers and home computers all are Micro computer. 

 
Example: APX 432, Motorola - M 6800 etc., 
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Mini Computers 

 
A mini computer is a medium-sized computer. It is more costly and powerful than a micro-

computer. A minicomputer is usually designed  to serve multiple users simultaneously.    A 

system that supports multiple users is called multiterminal, time-sharing system. These 

computers support a variety of peripheral devices. A mini computer has usually a word length of 

32 bits. They have memory capacity ranging from 8 MB to 96 MB. The speed is also high, 

compared to Microcomputer. 

 
Example: VAX, Hall mark II, HCL Magnum etc., 

 
Applications: These types of computers are used in Government Organization, Industries, 

Universities etc., for preparing payroll, accounts, etc. 

 
Main Frame Computers 

 
These are large-scale general-purpose computers. They are very large computers with a very 

high capacity of main storage. They can process large amounts of data very quickly. The word 

length may vary from 32 to 128 Bits. The memory capacity is between 64 MB to 256 MB. It has 

different varieties of auxiliary storage. 

 
Mainframes are kept in an air-conditioned room. They can be linked with a network with smaller 

departmental computers, microcomputers or with each other. They act as nodes of large 

national and international communication networks. 

 
Examples: IBM 4381, ICL 39 Series and CDC Cyber series. 

 
Super Computers 

 
Super computers are the most powerful and expensive. These have extremely large storage 

capacities and computing speeds. Super computers are at least 10 times faster than other 

computers. The speed of traditional computers is measured in terms of Millions of Instructions 

Per Second (MIPS). But the speed of the super computer is measured in tens of Millions of 

Operations Per Second (MOPS). 

 
A super computer contains a number of CPUs, which operate in parallel to make it faster. Super 

computers have limited use and limited market because of their very high price. They are used 

in research centers and government agencies involving sophisticated scientific and engineering 

tasks. 
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Applications 

 
They are also sometimes referred to as the Maxicomputers. Super computers are mainly used 

for applications requiring enormous amounts of data to be processed in a very short time.  

These include Weather Forecasting, Weapons Research and Development, Designing Aircrafts 

and so on. 

 
Examples: CRAY X- MP/14, X-MP/24 and X-MP/48; CRAY 2, CRAY 3, SX-2, HITAC S-300 

etc., 

 
Comparison of Micro-Mini-Main frame and Super computers 

 

Items 
Micro 

Computer 

Mini 

Computer 

Mainframe 

Computer 
Super Computer 

Peripherals 
VDU, floppy 

disk etc. 
Wide variety All types All types 

Memory Capacity 256KB -16 MB 8 MB - 96 MB 64 MB - 256 MB 256 MB & more 

Speed 1 - 10 MIPS 10 - 30 MIPS 30 - 100 MIPS 400 - 10000 MIPS 

Word Length 4 - 16 Bits 12 - 32 Bits 30 - 128 Bits 64 Bits and above 

 

 
1.7. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

Hardware 

The physical components of a computer are called hardware. Computer hardware represents  

all electrical, electronic and mechanical components. Anything that we can see or touch is the 

hardware. 

 
Examples : Microprocessors, ICs, hard disks, keyboard, printers etc., 

 
Computer hardware can be classified into (i) Central Processing Unit (CPU) (ii) The peripherals. 

Peripheral devices are connected to the CPU. Peripheral devices are used to transfer data and 

programs to and from the CPU. 

 
Software 

 
A set of instructions is required to tell the computer what it should do. This set of instructions is 

called a program. A set of programs is termed as software. Programs are used to drive the 

hardware. Computer hardware cannot function without software. 
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Software can be classified as: System software and Application software. 

 
System Software: System Software is a set of programs that are used to control the computer. 

Some examples of system software are operating systems, assembler, compiler, interpreter, 

etc. 

 
Application software: Pre-written programs for doing specific tasks are called application 

software. A large number of prewritten programs are available to solve specific tasks. Some 

examples of the application software are WordStar, Lotus 1-2-3, Dbase, FoxPro, Oracle, C, 

C++, Java, Dotnet, J2EE, etc. 

 

 
1.8. ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPUTER: 

 
All digital computers have the following three units. 1) Input unit 2) Central Processing Unit 

(CPU) 3) Output unit. Figure 1.1 the block diagram of a digital computer. 

 
Input Unit 

 
An input unit is used to enter data and instruction into a computer. An input unit converts the 

instructions and data into binary form. Then this data are stored in memory unit. Large ranges of 

input devices are available. The commonly used input device is keyboard. 

 
Examples 

 
Optical Character Reader (OCR), Magnetic Ink Character Reader (MICR), Graphic Tablets, 

Mouse, Keyboard, etc. 

 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

 
CPU is called the heart of any computer system. The primary function of the CPU is to execute 

programs. The central processing unit consists of (1) Memory Unit (2) Arithmetic and Logic Unit 

(ALU) (3) Control Unit. 

 
Memory unit 

 
The computer program and data are stored in the memory unit. It also temporarily stores 

intermediate and final results of processing. The data and instructions are transferred from the 

main memory to the ALU. The data and instructions are transferred to and from auxiliary 

memory and main memory. The size of the main memory in a computer is normally very limited. 

Also, the information stored in the main memory is temporary because once the power is 

switched OFF. The main memory will become blank. 
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Central Processing Unit (CPU)    
 

 

Control 

Data flow 

Fig 1.1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A DIGITAL COMPUTER 

 

Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) 

 
This unit is used to perform all the calculations, comparisons and other logical operations. The 

data from the main memory is transferred to the ALU as and when needed. Appropriate 

operations are also performed as per signals received from the control unit. After  the  

operations are over, the results are sent from the ALU to the main memory. 

 
Control unit 

 
The control unit supervises all the other units of the computer. Control unit is responsible for 

executing the instructions stored in the main memory. It receives the instructions from the 

memory and executes them after decoding. It interprets each instruction stored in main memory 

one by one and signals the other units to perform the appropriate action. It manages and co-

ordinates the entire computer system. 

 
Output unit 

 
The output unit is used to transmit the results to the outside world. It receives the results from 

the memory unit and displays them in the required form. 

 
Examples: Visual Display Unit (VDU), Printer, Plotter, Speaker, etc. 

Auxiliary Memory 

Main Memory 

Input unit 

Arithmetic & 

Logic unit Output unit 

Control unit 
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Secondary Memory or Auxiliary storage device 

 
The most of the transfer of data to and from the processing unit is via the main memory. For 

doing this, the operating speed of primary storage device must be fast. To achieve the fast 

access time, semiconductors are used in the design of main memory. These high-speed 

storage devices are expensive. So the capacity of the main memory is limited. 

 
The storage capacity of the main memory is not sufficient to store the large volume of data. So 

additional memory is used. This additional memory is called as Auxiliary memory or 

Secondary memory. Some of the secondary storage devices are (a) Hard disk (b) Floppy disk 

(c) Cassettes and Cartridges (d) Optical disc. 

 

 
1.9. ABOUT PCs 

 
The most popular form of computer in use today is the personal computer. PC is a short form of 

personal computer. The PC can be used for various applications. PC can be defined as a single 

user microcomputer. 

 
Personal computers are classified as PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, and Super AT, Pentium systems. All 

the classification of personal computers contains a system unit, CRT display and keyboard. The 

system unit contains power supply, storage device (RAM and ROM), hard disk and floppy drives 

and the motherboard containing CPU and memory. 

 
Microprocessor 

 
The CPU or microprocessor is the most important chip in the motherboard. The personal 

computer‟s performance depends directly on the CPU. The performance of CPU depends on 

model, version, and speed. 

 
Model: Each CPU has a specific model number. Some of the common CPUs produced by Intel 

company for PC‟s are 8088, 80286, 80386, 80486, 80586, Pentium, Pentium II, Pentium III, 

Pentium IV, Pentium Duel Core or Pentium Core 2 due. 

 
Version: In each model of CPU, there are many versions, such as SX, DX, DX2 etc., SX is less 

powerful than DX and DX is less powerful than DX2. 

 
Speed: The speed of PC is measured in Giga hertz (GHz). Higher the value, faster is the 

information processed by CPU. 
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PC is the simplest and cheapest type of personal computer. It uses Intel‟s 8088 CPU, 640 

Kbytes RAM, 8 Kbytes ROM, and floppy disks as secondary memory. It does not have a hard 

disk. PC/XT has a hard disk. 

 
PC/AT (Advance Technology) contains Intel‟s 80286 CPU, 640 Kbytes RAM (expandable to 4 

Mbytes), 64 Kbytes ROM (expandable to 128 Kbytes), both hard disk and floppy disk drives 

(360 Kbytes/1.2 Mbytes). Its CPU is more powerful than the CPU of PC/XT. 

 
Super ATs (or Supermicros) use a 32-bit CPU, Intel 80386 or 80486. The RAM capacity of 

Supermicros lies in the range 2-8 MB. In the case of 80386 CPU, RAM can be extended up to 

32 Mbytes and in the case of 80486 up to 64 Mbytes. The hard disk capacity of supermicros lies 

in the range of 640-1024 Mbytes. 

 
The latest range of PC used in the market is based upon Intel Pentium Processors. The speed 

of Pentium processor starts from 1.5 GHz. 

 

 
1.10. MEMORY 

 
Memory unit is used to store the data, instructions and program. A computer system uses a 

variety of memory devices. 

 
Computer has two types of memory. They are (1) Primary Memory or Main memory 

(2) Secondary memory or Auxiliary memory. 

 
Differences between main memory and secondary memory 

 

S.No Main Memory Secondary Memory 

1. 
Main memory is made from 

semiconductor materials. 

Auxiliary memory is made from magnetic 

materials. 

2. Storage capacity is less. Storage capacity is more. 

3. 
Used for storing data and programs at 

the time of processing. 
Used for storing data for future use. 

4. Main memory is a part of the CPU. Auxiliary memories are external devices. 

5. Cost of main memory is more. Cost of Secondary memory is less. 
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MEANINGS OF BIT, BYTE, WORD, KILO BYTE, MEGA BYTE AND GIGA BYTE 

 
Bits and Bytes 

 
The computer can work in two states, ON or OFF. The „ON‟ state is represented by 1 and the 

„OFF‟ state is represented by 0. „0‟ or „1‟ is called a binary digit or a BIT. A collection of 8 bits is 

known as a BYTE. A character in computer is represented by a byte. The storage capacity of 

the main memory or the auxiliary memory is measured in Kilobytes, Megabytes or Gigabytes. 

 

8 Bits 1 Byte 

1024 Bytes 1 Kilobyte (KB) 

1024 Kilobytes (KB) 1 Megabyte (MB) 

1024 Megabytes (MB) 1 Gegabyte (GB) 

1024 Gigabytes (GB) 1 Terabyte (TB) 

 
Word 

 
Word is a group of bits constituting the basic unit of information in a computer. A word may have 

a length of 8, 16, 32, 48, 64 bits or more. The size of the word depends on the architecture of 

the computer. Word size or word length specifies the number of bits of data that is 

processed by the microprocessor as a unit. For example, an 8-bit microprocessor performs 

operations on 8 bit data and 32-bit microprocessor performs operation on 32 bit data. In the PC 

world, for 80286 processor, the word length is 16 bits and for 80386 and 80486 processor, the 

word length is 32 bits. 

 
SEMI CONDUCTOR MEMORY 

 
In earlier computers, magnetic core memory was used. All modern computers use 

semiconductor memory as main memory. Semiconductor memories are of two-type (i) RAM 

(ii) ROM. 

 

RAM (Random Access Memory) 

 
RAM is nothing but random access memory. This memory can be accessed in a random 

manner. So accessing of any location is easy. RAM is also called READ / WRITE memory. 

Information can be read from a RAM and can also be written into it. RAM is a volatile memory. 

The contents of the memory are lost when the power is turned off. RAM is used for storing data 

temporarily. There are two types of RAM available. They are (1) Static RAM (SRAM) 

(2) Dynamic RAM (DRAM) 
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Static RAM (SRAM) 

 
Flip-flops are used in the construction of Static RAM. Flip-flop can store data as long as the 

power supply remains on. So, Static RAM retains the information until it is overwritten or the 

power supply is OFF. Refreshing is not required. Static RAM is mostly used in personal 

computers. 

 
Dynamic RAM (DRAM) 

 
The DRAMs are constructed using capacitors and transistors. The charge on the capacitor 

tends to leak off. Therefore a dynamic RAM loses information in a very short time even though 

the power supply is ON. So the cells are periodically refreshed to retain the information. It is 

mainly suitable for computers having higher memory capacity. 

 
Differences between SRAM and DRAM 

 

S.No SRAM DRAM 

1. Refreshing is not necessary. Requires separate circuit for refreshing. 

2. Bigger in size. Smaller in size. 

3. Access speed is high. Access speed is low. 

4. Cost is more. Cost is less. 

5. Memory capacity is more. Memory capacity is less. 

 
ROM 

 
A Read Only Memory is called as ROM. Information is permanently stored in ROM. The 

information from the memory can be read only. It is not possible to write fresh information into  

it. When the power supply is switched off, the information stored inside a ROM is not lost. So it 

is called Non-volatile memory. 

 
Information is written into the ROM chip at manufacturing time. ROMs store permanent 

programs and other types of information, which are needed by the computer to execute the 

program. ROM is normally used to store Booting Command and Initial Loading instructions. 
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Differences between RAM and ROM 

 

S.No RAM ROM 

1. Used for storing data temporarily. Used for storing data permanently. 

2. RAM is volatile. ROM is non-volatile. 

3. Expensive. Cheapest. 

4. Accessing speed is high. Accessing speed is low. 

5. Can be written many times. Written only during manufacturing. 

 
PROM (Programmable ROM) 

 
A PROM is a programmable read only memory. The computer system manufacturer supplies 

ROM chips. It is not possible for a customer to modify the programs stored inside the ROM chip. 

PROM can be programmed only once by a special write device. The special device used for 

programming the PROM is called “PROM Programmer”. Once the chip has been programmed, 

the recorded information cannot be changed. 

 
EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) 

 
The information stored in a ROM or a PROM chip cannot be changed or altered. In EPROM, it 

is possible to erase information stored and the chip can be reprogrammed to store new 

information using a special prom-programmer facility. Information stored in an EPROM chip can 

be erased by exposing to ultraviolet light for about 20 minutes. When an EPROM is exposed to 

ultraviolet light the data are erased. It is not possible to erase the contents of certain selected 

memory location. 

 
When an EPROM is in use, information can only be „read‟ and the information remains on the 

chip until it is erased. R & D personnel mainly use EPROM‟s because they frequently change 

the micro programs to test the efficiency of the computer system with new programs. The 

EPROM‟s can be written electrically. But the write operation is not simple. It requires the 

erasure of whole storage cells. The erasure of information is a time consuming process. 

 
EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) 

 
The information is stored in EEPROM is erased by electrically. To store the new information into 

EEPROM, it is not necessary to erase all the previous data. In EEPROM‟s the writing time is 

considerably higher than reading time. EEPROM can be updated easily. 
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Typical RAM Capacities in Personal Computers 

 

Name RAM Capacity 

PC 640 k bytes 

PC / XT 640 k bytes 

PC / AT (80286) 1 MB Expandable to 4 MB 

80386 

80486 

80386 

80486 

2 - 8 MB 

Can be extended upto 32 MB. 

Can be extended upto 64 MB 

Pentium System 
8 MB – 128 MB 

RAM can be extended up to 4 GB 

 
1.11. SECONDARY STORAGE DEVICES 

 
1.11.1 Floppy Disk 

 
Floppy Disks are commonly used as secondary and backup memory for personal computers. 

Floppy disks are also called as floppy diskettes or floppies. These disks are very thin and 

flexible. So they are called floppy. Floppy disk is made from flexible plastic and coated with 

magnetic oxide. Floppy disks are packaged in protective envelopes. 

 
The floppy disks are inserted in a floppy disk drive for read / write operation. A read / write head 

of the disk unit is used to read data from or write data onto a floppy disk. Floppies are available 

in two different sizes. A 5.25 inch disk is  called  Mini  floppy.  A  3.5  inch  disk  is  called  

Micro floppy. Figure 1.2. Shows different parts of a 5.25 inch disk and 3.5 inch disk. 

Fig 1-2. 5.25 Inches and 3.5 Inches Floppy disks 
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Parts of a 5.25” Floppy Disk 

 

Name of the Part Use 

Jacket Is a permanent plastic covering to protect disk. 

 
Write Protect Notch 

It is used for protecting the data. When It is covered, it is impossible 

to  write data on floppy or erase the data. But reading from the 

floppy is possible 

 
1.11.2. Hard Disks 

 
A hard disk is used for storing a large amount of information. A hard disk can be used to retrieve 

any data very fast. The track and bit densities of hard disk are much higher than those of a 

floppy disk. The disks come in different sizes such as 3.5 inch, 5.25 inch and 8 inch. The hard 

disk is completely sealed and is protected from dust particles. A hard disk is also referred as 

“Winchester Disk “ 

 
Construction 

 
All magnetic disks are round platters. Disks are coated on both sides with magnetic  material.   

A hard disk consists of a number of disks or platters. All platters are packed together and 

mounted on a common shaft. The central shaft rotates at the speed of 7200 or more revolutions 

per minute. All the disks of a hard disk move simultaneously in the same direction. 

 
A number of access arms and read / write heads are used. Two heads are mounted on each 

arm to access two surfaces. The disk packs, the read / write heads and the access mechanism 

are sealed in an airtight, dust-free container. The construction of hard disk is shown in figure1.4. 

 
Storage of Information 

 
Each disk has two sides. Information is stored on both sides of each disk. The upper side of the 

top plate and lower surface of the bottom are not used. Each disk consists of a number of 

tracks. A set of corresponding tracks in all sides is called a cylinder. Each track is further 

divided into sectors. Thus a hard disk having 10 platters will have 18 recording surfaces and 

hence it will have 18 tracks per cylinder. The presence of a magnetized spot represents 1 bit 

and its absence represents 0 bit. 
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Number of Cylinders x Tracks per Cylinder x Sectors per Track x Bytes per Sector. 

 

 
Fig 1-4. Construction of a Hard disk 

 
Storage capacity 

 
The storage capacity of a hard disk depends on the number of disk surfaces. But the capacity 

also depends on the tracks per inch of surfaces and the bits per inch of track. The total number 

of bytes that can be stored in a hard disk is 

 

 
Accessing of Data 

 
The many head system consists of one read / write head for each disk surface. The access arm 

can be moved in and around. Each read / write head moves horizontally across the surface of 

the disk. When the „access‟ arm moves, all the read-write heads move in unison across the disk 

surfaces. Whenever the access mechanism comes to rest, each read-write head will be 

positioned on the equivalent track on each and every surface. For one movement of the access 

arm, access is possible from one cylinder (corresponding tracks in all surfaces). Fig 1-5 shows 

the tracks and cylinders of a Hard disk. 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Hard disk 

 

S.No Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Large Storage Capacity. Hard disks are not portable. 

2. Reusable. Cost is more. 

3. Very fast accessing Capability. More chance for errors. 

 
Differences between Floppy Disk and Hard Disk 

 

S. No FLOPPY DISK HARD DISK 

1. Storage capacity is less. Storage capacity is more. 

2. The access time is less. The access time is more. 

3. Floppy disks are flexible. Hard disks are rigid. 

4. Handling of the floppy disk is easy. Handling of the hard disk is difficult. 

 
1.11.3. CD-ROM (Compact Disk - Read Only Memory) 

 
CD-ROM is an optical disc. Optical memories are mass storage devices. The CD-ROM is a 

direct extension of audio CD. Pre-recorded data can be read out. The manufacturer writes data 

on CD- ROMs. The disk is made up of a resin, such as polycarbonate. It is coated with a 

material like aluminum. The material changes its reflecting property when a high intensity laser 

beam is focused on it. 

 
Reading and Writing Operation 

 
Information‟s are written into the CD-ROM by a high power laser beam. The laser beam is 

used to burn tiny holes (or pits) on a spinning disk. The tiny pit represents “1“ and the surface 

without a pit, known as “land“, represents “ 0 “. 

 
Information is retrieved from a CD-ROM using a low power laser beam. Photo-diode is used to 

read data. The reflected laser beam is sensed by photo-diode. The intensity of the reflected light 

of laser changes when it finds a pit. A pit spreads the light so that the photo-diode receives little 

reflected light. But land reflects sufficient light to the photo-diode. In this way, change in 

reflected light is sensed and converted into electrical signals. 

 
In the CD-ROMs data stored on an outermost track is higher than the data stored in an 

innermost track. 
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The layout of the CD-ROM is shown in figure 1-6. The data is stored sequentially along a spiral 

track. The track is divided into blocks. CD-ROMs are very good media for distributing large 

amount of information to large number of users. The storage density of CD-ROM is enormous. 

One CD-ROM disk stores about 550 megabytes. 

 
Advantages 

 
1. Large storage capacity. 

2. Mass replication is inexpensive and fast. 

3. The storage cost is very low. 

4. The access time is relatively fast. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. It is a read only memory. Therefore the disk cannot 

be reused. 

2. They cannot be erased. 

 
1.12. PERIPHERAL DEVICES 

 
1.12.1. Input Devices 

 
Input devices are used to enter data and instruction to the computer. An input unit converts the 

data into binary codes and stores them in the main memory of the computer. A few input 

devices, which are used now-a-days are keyboard, magnetic ink character reader, mouse etc. 

 
Keyboard 

 
The keyboard is the mostly used input device. Both program and data may be entered into the 

computer system with the help of keyboard. A computer keyboard closely resembles a 

typewriter keyboard. A computer keyboard is used much like a typewriter keyboard. A keyboard 

has all alphabetic, numeric, and special characters found on a typewriter. There is one key for 

each letter, number, symbol etc. Additional keys are used to handle special functions. Each 

character keyed in is encoded and is stored in memory. 

 
When a key is pressed, the corresponding character is stored in the computer main memory 

and also displayed on the screen simultaneously. When a key is pressed, a physical contact is 

made. When pressing the key, the particular key switch is activated. The keyboard has an 

electronic circuit to determine which key has been pressed. Then a standard 8-bit code is 

generated and sent to the computer. Detecting the key, which is pressed, and generating the 

corresponding code is known as encoding. 
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Advantages 

 
1. Entering the data is easy. 

2. Keyboard is very fast and cheap compared to other input devices. 

3. Numeric data is entered very fast. 

 
Mouse 

 
The mouse is an input device. Mouse is also a pointing device. When a user moves the mouse 

across a flat surface, the cursor on the screen also moves in the direction of the mouse‟s 

movement. By moving the mouse, the user can point to any position on the screen. 
 

The mouse consists of a small plastic box. Mouse has one or more buttons on the top. Fig 1-7 

shows a diagram of a mouse. It is held in one hand and moved across a flat surface. There are 

two rotating wheels on the underside of the mouse. The wheels have their axes at right angles 

to each other. The two rotating wheels detect the movement and the direction of the movement. 

Each wheel is connected to a shaft encoder. 

 
The shaft encoder delivers an electrical pulse for every incremental rotation of the wheel. As the 

mouse is rolled around on a flat surface, its movement in two orthogonal directions is translated 

into rotation of the wheels. These rotations can be measured by counting the pulses received 

from the shaft encoders. The converted values may be held in registers accessible to the 

computer or written directly into the computer‟s memory; the values are normally sampled 30 or 

60 times a second by the computer. 

 
The mouse is used to draw sketches, diagrams etc., on the screen, the mouse is also used to 

edit text. The operation of the mouse is simple and the cost is also low. 

 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

 
Optical character reader recognition is capable of detecting alphabetic and numeric characters 

printed on paper. The characters may be either typewritten or handwritten. No special ink is 

required. 
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Optical character readers are designed to interpret handmade characters, machine-printed 

characters, and special bar codes. The handwritten characters must usually be precisely 

written. 

 
The optical reading system has the flexibility to read entire pages of machine-printed 

alphanumeric symbols. These symbols are often printed in the standard type font. Most optical 

character readers scan the printer matter with a photoelectric device that recognizes characters 

by the absorption or reflection of light on the document (characters to be read are non-

reflective). Reflected light patterns are converted into electrical pulses and then transmitted to 

recognition logic circuits. There they are compared with the characters the machine has been 

programmed to recognize. If a suitable comparison is made, the data may be recorded for input 

into CPU. If a mismatch occurs, the document may be rejected. 

 
Advantages 

 
1. OCR eliminates the duplication of human effort required to feed data into the computer. 

2. OCR can improve data accuracy and can increase the speed of the information processing. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. OCR devices are expensive. 

2. OCR devices are used only for large-volume processing applications. 

3. Documents to be read are neatly typed. 

 
Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) 

 
In this method, human characters are printed on documents (such as cheques) using special 

magnetic ink. A magnetic ink character reader can recognize such characters. In a cheque, the 

branch code, account number, and cheque number are preprinted at the bottom using magnetic 

ink. When a filled in cheque is presented at the bank, a bank employee encodes the amount in 

the lower right corner. 

 

Fig No 1-8. A Sample MICR Cheque 
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This cheque is then processed using an MICR device. The MICR device can recognize 

magnetic ink characters. A sample MICR cheque is shown in figure 1-8. This method eliminates 

the need to manually enter data from cheques into a floppy or punched card. 

 
Magnetic-ink character recognition (MICR) devices were widely used by banks to process the 

tremendous volume of cheques written every day. 

 
MICR devices examine each character pixel by pixel. After scanning the whole character, it is 

compared with the characters (standard fonts) which the machine has been programmed to 

recognize. If the scanned character does not match satisfactorily with any of the fonts, it is 

rejected. 

 
Advantages 

 
1. Cheques may be roughly handled, folded, smeared and stamped. 

2. Processing is speeded up because the cheques can be fed directly into the input devices. 

3. Magnetic Ink characters can also be easily read by people. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. Special type of magnetic ink is required. 

2. Only 10 digits and 4 special characters are allowed. No alphabetic characters are available. 

3. MICR is not suitable for general-purpose data processing applications. 

 
1.12.2. Output Devices 

 
The output devices are used to bring out the results in a humanly readable form. Output devices 

can be classified into (i) Hard copy devices (ii) Soft copy devices. Hard copy devices produce a 

permanent record on media such as paper. Examples of hard copy devices are printers and 

plotters. Soft copy devices do not produce a permanent record. Examples of soft copy devices 

are Visual Display unit and Audio response unit. 

 
Visual Display Unit (VDU) 

 

 
A Visual Display Unit looks like a TV screen and is used to 

display information. Fig 1-9 shows a visual display unit with a 

keyboard. 

 
 

 
Fig No 1-8 Visual Display Unit (VDU) 
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Main advantage of using a VDU is that the information keyed in through the keyboard is 

displayed on the screen for visual check-up. Once the information is corrected, it can be stored 

in devices such as magnetic tape or floppies. Because of this reason, most of the modern 

computers use a VDU as an input device. VDU can also be used as output device. Once a 

computer processes data, it is displayed on the screen. This helps in checking the results  

before sending them to a printer. 

 
VDUs can work in two different modes: (i) Text mode and (ii) Graphics mode. Text mode can 

display only ordinary alphanumeric characters. Graphics mode can display graphic symbols as 

well as alphabets and numerals. 

 
The screen of a VDU varies in size ranging from 8 inches to 20 inches. The number of lines 

displayed at a time may vary from 20 lines to 30 lines with a number of characters ranging from 

32 to 80. 

 
The images on the screen are displayed in dots. These dots are called pixels. The number of 

dots on the screen is called as resolution. The more detailed images contain more number of 

pixels. Thus, higher the resolution, the better the picture quality. A typical high-resolution 

monitor has 1024 x 768 pixels across the screen. 

 
Monochrome monitors display a single color, usually green, amber or white on black 

background. Color monitors are also available which contain special type of tube for producing 

different color objects. 

 
The information displayed on the screen needs to be recorded somewhere so that the screen 

can read that data and display it. The memory that holds the display data is physically located 

inside the system unit. This memory is called Video memory. 

 
The VDU is constantly reading this display memory and creating an image that reflects the 

contents of this memory area. 

 
Printers 

 
The printer is the most commonly used output device. The printer is an electromechanical 

device i.e., it contains both electronic and mechanical parts. 

 
The printer receives data from the computer and prints the characters on the paper. The 

permanent readable copy of computer output is often called as hard copy. Printers are generally 

classified into two types (i) Impact printer (ii) Non-Impact printer 
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IMPACT PRINTER 

 
In an impact printer, the character is formed by the physical contact of the print head against an 

inked ribbon and onto paper. Impact printers can be further classified into serial or character 

printers and line printers. 

 
Serial or character Impact printers : In a character printer, characters are printed one after 

the other. Only one character can be printed at a time. Some of the character printers are Dot 

matrix printer, Daisy wheel printer, Golf ball printer. 

 
Line printers : In a line printer, many characters of a line are printed at a time. The line printer 

prints a complete line of characters in one time. The drum printer, band printer and chain printer 

are the examples of line printers. The speed of a line printer is very high. 

 
NON-IMPACT PRINTER 

 
In a non-impact printer, there is no physical contact of the head with the paper or ribbon. The 

laser printer, ink-jet printer and Electro-static printer are all non-impact printers. 

 
DOT- MATRIX PRINTER 

 
Dot matrix printer does not print a whole character. Each character is formed by small dots. A 

matrix, (usually 9 by 7), is used to create the character pattern of dots. The print head contains 

a vertical array of 7, 9, 14, 18 or even 24 pins. There is a solenoid corresponding to each pin. A 

dot is printed on paper for each pin that is activated. The character to be printed has dots in 

certain positions of the matrix. The head moves column by column in the matrix. When the head 

is in one of the columns of the matrix, all the required dots for that column are formed by striking 

appropriate pins. Then, the head moves to the next column in the matrix and the process is 

repeated. When all the columns in the matrix are covered, one character pattern is completed. 

Fig 1-10 (a) explains the operation of a Dot-matrix printer. The figure (1-10(b)) shows the 

printing of the character „T‟ by a dot-matrix printer. 

 
To print the character „T‟, at the first instance, Pin number 1 is energized and the impression of 

the above pin is produced on the paper. Thus first column of the character is obtained. Then the 

print head is moved towards right, once again, the pin 1 is energized and produces impression 

on the paper. Similarly to print the third column of the character, all the pins are energized. 

Similarly, corresponding pins are energized to print a full character. 

 
The sharpness of the quality of print depends upon the number of dots included in the matrix. 

Higher number of dots gives a better print quality. The speed of the dot matrix printer is 

measured in terms of CPS (Character Per Second). The printing speed lies in the range of      

30 - 600 CPS. 
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Fig 1-10. Principle of Operation of a Dot Matrix Printer 

 
Advantages 

 
1. Dot matrix printers are less expensive. 

2. They can print both text and graphics. 

3. They can print in any language without additional hardware change. 

4. Color printing is also possible by changing ribbons. 

5. Multiple copies are possible in a single printing. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. Dot matrix printers are noisy. 

2. Cannot produce letter quality output. 

3. This printer is not suitable for heavy-duty continuos printing. 

 
Ink-Jet printer 

 
An Ink-jet printer produces characters by spraying small ink droplets on to paper. Ink-jet printer 

uses the dot-matrix approach to print text and graphics. Ink-jet printer uses one or more nozzles 

in the print head. The nozzle ejects a steady stream of tiny ink drops. Each droplet is electrically 

charged when it passes through a value. Then it passes through horizontal and vertical 

deflecting plates. These plates are used to deflect the ink drops. These deflecting plates direct 

the ink drops to the proper spots on the paper to form the impression of a character. The 

principle of operation of an Ink-jet printer is shown in figure 1-11. 

 
In this type of printers, continuous stream of ink-drop is used. The average life of an ink-jet 

printer head is 5 times more than dot-matrix printer. The speed of ink-jet printer lies in the range 

of 40-300 CPS. 
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Advantages 

 
1. Color printing is possible. 

2. The print quality is good because the character is formed by dozens of tiny ink dots. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. Inkjet printers cannot produce multiple copies of a document in a single printing. 

2. The speed is low. 

Fig 1-11. The principle of operation of Ink-jet Printer 

Laser Printer 

The laser printer is a non-impact high-speed page printer. The quality of printing is very high. 

The special feature of laser printer is its variety of fonts and difference in sizes. 

 
The principle of a laser printer is shown in figure 1-12. A photoconductive drum made of 

selenium is used. This photoconductive drum is sensitive to light. The drum is initially charged 

before being exposed to a coherent monochromatic light beam from a helium-neon laser. 

 
The light beam scans parallel to the axis on the photosensitive drum using a rotating polygonal 

mirror (a many-sided mirror). As the beam hits one face of the mirror, the movement of the 

mirror causes one scan across the drum. The drum and the mirror system are continuously 

revolving in synchronism so that the beam scans the whole surface of the drum. The principle of 

operation of laser printer is shown in figure 1-12. 

 
Dot-matrix characters are formed in a similar scanning manner as with a visual display unit. In 

this case the light beam (rather than the electron beam) is switched ON and OFF, by an 

acoustic-optical deflector, inserted between  the  laser  and  the  mirror  system.  Typically  an 

18 * 24 dot matrix is employed with the dots. 
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The light beam selectively discharges areas on the drum and then toner material is spread over 

the surface to form an ink image. This is then transferred to a roll of paper and finally made 

permanent by heat. By splitting the beam into a number of beams, several dots can be formed 

simultaneously in a vertical line, thus increasing the speed of operation. 

 
Advantages 

 
1. Good quality of printing can be achieved. 

2. Speed is high. 

3. Variety of fonts with different sizes is possible. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. The cost is very high. 

2. Multiple copies in a single printing is not possible. 

 
PLOTTERS 

 
A plotter is an output device. The plotter is used to draw figure, graphs, design & illustrations 

etc., many plotters use colored pens to draw colored designs. Many types of plotters are 

available. The incremental plotters (drum type) and the X-Y plotters (flat bed) are used 

extensively. 
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FLAT- BED PLOTTERS (X-Y PLOTTERS) 

 
The flatbed plotter is less expensive and is used in many smaller computing systems. It is 

shown in fig 1-13. In this plotter, the paper is held horizontally on a flat bed, by an electrostatic 

field. An arm containing the pen moves over the paper. The arm can move in two directions, 

one parallel to the plotter and the other perpendicular to it (called X & Y directions). With this 

kind of movement, the arm can approach any point on the paper. In addition, the pen can be 

raised or lowered onto the paper, during the drawing operations. 
 

 
Most of the flat-bed plotters have facilities to use more than one pen. The pen holder can be 

equipped with different pens to allow multi-color plots. The moving arm picks one pen at a time. 

After completing the drawing with the pen currently in use, it is put back in the respective slot 

and another pen is taken to continue drawing. Depending on the requirements of the drawing, 

either pens with different colors can be used or pens with different line thickness can be used. 

 
Advantages 

 
1. Flat-bed plotter is a low cost plotter. 

2. The user can easily control the graphics. The user can lift the arm along with the pen at time 

and manually take it to any position on the paper, so that the position of the graphics can 

be altered as per user choice. 

 
Disadvantages 

 
1. The drawing size is limited to 30 cm * 20 cm. 

2. Flatbed plotter occupies large space. 
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1.1.3 Introduction to OS 

 
Operating system is a larger collection of programs. Which manages the resources of the 

computer systems and access and inerface between the user of the computer and comupter 

hardware. 

 
An operating system controls the execution of application programs. It is an essential 

component of the computer system. 

 
Example : MS-DOS, MS-Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Unix, 

Linux. 

 
Functions 

 
 To make the computer system convenient to use. 

 To utilize the computer resource in an efficient manner. 

 To develop, test and introduces new system functions. 

 To understand the inner functions of the computer very closely. 

 
Hardware – End User Interface 

 
The main purpose of the operating system is to act as an interface between the computer 

hardware and the end user. 

 

 
Different layers of computer operating system 
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Operating system directly control computer hardware resources. The user can interact with the 

operating system by using system call in a program or directly by using operating system 

commands. 

 
The user of the application programs is called an end user. The end user views a computer 

system in terms of an application program. To develop application programs, the application 

programmers using the programming language. 

 
This application program uses the service of a set of system programs called “utilities”. 

 
Example : Assemblers, Editors, Compilers, etc., 

 

OS Service Description 

 
Program Creations 

Programmers can use number of utilities such as editors and 

debuggers for creating programs through the OS. 

 
Program Execution 

For executing the program, the program and its associated data must 

be loaded into the main memory. I/O devices and files must be 

initialized. The OS does all the above jobs for the users. 

Access to I/O 

devices 

Each I/O device has its own signal controls for their operations. The 

OS takes care of the operation of I/O devices. 

Controlled accessed 

to files 

The OS takes care of the protection mechanism to control access to 

the files. It also provides protection for resource and data from 

unauthorized users. 

Error detection and 

response 

The operating system detects the errors such as, memory error, 

device failure error, and software errors in the system. 
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Unit II 

UNIT II 

DATA PROCESSING 

Data processing: concepts of data processing, Definition of Information and data, Basic data types, 

Storage of data/Information as files, Representation of data/Information. 

concepts of data processing 

What do you mean by data processing? 

Data processing is the conversion of data into usable and desired form. This conversion or 

―processing‖ is carried out using a predefined sequence of operations either manually or automatically. 

Most of the data processing is done by using computers and thus done automatically. The output or 

―processed‖ data can be obtained in different forms like image, graph, table, vector file, audio, charts or 

any other desired format depending on the software or method of data processing used. 

 
Fundamentals of data processing & how data is processed 

Data processing is undertaken by any activity which requires a collection of data. This data collected needs 

to be stored, sorted, processed, analyzed and presented. This complete process can be divided into 6 simple 

primary stages which are: 

 
1. Data collection 

2. Storage of data 

3. Sorting of data 

4. Processing of data 

5. Data analysis 

6. Data presentation and conclusions 

 
Once the data is collected the need for data entry emerges for storage of data. Storage can be done in 

physical form by use of papers, in notebooks or in any other physical form. With the emergence and 

growing emphasis on Big Data & Data Mining the data collection is large and a number of operations 

need to be performed for meaningful analysis and presentation, the data is stored in digital form. Having 

the data into digital form enables the user to perform a large number of operations in small time and 

allows conversion into different types. The user can thus select the output which best suits the 

requirement. 

 
What is a Data Processing Cycle? 

Data processing cycle as the term suggests a sequence  of  steps  or  operations  for  processing  data, 

i.e., processing raw data to the usable form.  The processing of data can be done by number   of data 
processing methods. 

 
Stages of data processing: 

 
1. Input – The raw data after collection needs to be fed in the cycle for processing. This is considered 

the first step and called input. 

2. Processing – Once the input is provided the raw data is processed by a suitable or selected 

processing method. This is the most important step as it provides the processed data in the form of 

output which will be used further. 

https://planningtank.com/planning-techniques/data-presentation-and-analysis
https://planningtank.com/computer-applications/data-mining
https://planningtank.com/planning-techniques/data-presentation-and-analysis
https://planningtank.com/computer-applications/data-processing-data-processing-methods
https://planningtank.com/computer-applications/data-processing-data-processing-methods
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3. Output – This is the outcome and the raw data provided in the first stage is now ―processed‖ and 

the data is useful and provides information and no longer called data. 
 

 

 

Expanded Data Processing Cycle 

 
 Origination. Origination is a steps which refers to the process of collecting the original data. An original 

recording of the data is called a source document. For example, the source documents for the determination 

of student grades are the graded test papers of the students. Note that if there were any questions 

concerning the students final letter grade, one could go back to the sources documents, the students test 

papers, to see if any error had been made during the processing step. 

 Distribution. This step refers to the distribution of the output data. Recordings of the output data are 

often called report documents. For example, the report document in the case of student grades is the class 

grade sheet which is forwarded to the registrar. The flow line which goes from the distribution box back 

to the originating box indicates that report documents may become the source documents for data 

processing. 

 Storage. Storage is crucial in many data processing procedures. Data processing results are frequently 

placed in the storage to be used as input data for further processing at a later date. The two flow lines 

between the processing box and storage box indicate the interaction of these two steps. A unified set of data 

in storage is called a file. Usually a file consists of a collection of records, where each record contains 

similar data items, and a collection of related files is called a data base. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Definition of Information and data 

 

 Data are plain facts. The word "data" is plural for "datum." When data are processed, organized, 

structured or presented in a given context so as to make them useful, they are called Information.

 Data is represented with the help of characters such as alphabets (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9) or 

special characters (+,-,/,*,<,>,= etc.)

 

 Data can be defined as a representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formalized 

manner, which should be suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by human or 

electronic machine.
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 It is not enough to have data (such as statistics on the economy). Data themselves are fairly 

useless, but when these data are interpreted and processed to determine its true meaning, they 

becomes useful and can be named as Information.

 

 
What is Information? 

 

Information is organized or classified data, which has some meaningful values for the receiver. 

Information is the processed data on which decisions and actions are based. 

For the decision to be meaningful, the processed data must qualify for the following characteristics 

− 

 Timely − Information should be available when required.

 Accuracy − Information should be accurate.

 Completeness − Information should be complete.
 

Data Processing Cycle 

Data processing is the re-structuring or re-ordering of data by people or machine to increase their 

usefulness and add values for a particular purpose. Data processing consists of the following basic steps - 

input, processing, and output. These three steps constitute the data processing cycle. 

 Input − In this step, the input data is prepared in some convenient form for processing. The form 

will depend on the processing machine. For example, when electronic computers are used, the 

input data can be recorded on any one of the several types of input medium, such as magnetic 

disks, tapes, and so on.

 Processing − In this step, the input data is changed to produce data in a more useful form. For 

example, pay-checks can be calculated from the time cards, or a summary of sales for the month 

can be calculated from the sales orders.
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 Output − At this stage, the result of the proceeding processing step is collected. The particular 

form of the output data depends on the use of the data. For example, output data may be pay-

checks for employees.

The words Data and Information may look similar and many people use these words very frequently, 

But both have lots of differences between them. 
 

 Data Information 

Meaning Data is raw, unorganized facts 

that need to be processed. Data 

can be something simple and 

seemingly random and useless 

until it is organized. 

When data is processed, organized, structured or 

presented in a given context so as to make it 

useful, it is called information. 

Example Each student's test score is one 

piece of data. 

The average score of a class or of the entire 

school is information that can be derived from 
the given data. 

Etymology "Data" comes from a singular 

Latin word, datum, which 

originally meant "something 

given." Its early usage dates back 

to the 1600s. Over time "data" 

has become the plural of 
datum. 

"Information" is an older word that dates back to 

the 1300s and has Old French and Middle 

English origins. It has always referred to "the act 

of informing, " usually in regard to education, 

instruction, or other knowledge communication. 

 
 

Basic Data Types 
 

 A data type is a classification that dictates what a variable or object can hold in computer 

programming. 

 

 Data types are an important factor in virtually all computer programming languages, 

including C#, C++, JavaScript, and Visual Basic. 
 

 

 When programmers create computer applications, both desktop and web-based, data types 

must be referenced and used correctly to ensure the proper result and an error- free 

program. 

 

Common examples of data types 

https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/v/variable.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/o/object.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/c/csharp.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/c/csharp.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/j/javascript.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/v/vb.htm
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 Boolean (e.g., True or False) 

 Character (e.g., a) 

 Date (e.g., 03/01/2016) 

 Double (e.g., 1.79769313486232E308) 

 Floating-point number (e.g., 1.234) 

 Integer (e.g., 1234) 

 Long (e.g., 123456789) 

 Short (e.g., 0) 

 String (e.g., abcd) 

 Void (e.g., no data) 

The data type of a value (or variable in some contexts) is an attribute that tells what kind of data that value 

can have. 

The data type of a value (or variable in some contexts) is an attribute that tells what kind of data 

that value can have. Most often the term is used in connection with static typing of variables in 

programming languages like C/C++, Java and C# etc, where the type of a variable is known at compile 

time. Data types include the storage classifications like integers, floating point values, strings, characters 

etc. 

Data types define particular characteristics of data used in software programs and inform the 
compilers about predefined attributes required by specific variables or associated data objects. 

Text 

Text data consists of words, sentences and paragraphs. Text processing refers to the ability to 

manipulate words, lines and pages. Text is normally stored as ASCII code without formatting. 

EX: Some examples of text data are Riaz Ameen, Pakistan, Islam etc. 

Numeric data 

Numeric data consists of numeric digits from numeric digits from 0 to 9. It may also contain decimal 

point ―.‖, plus sing ―+‖ or negative sign ―-―. The numeric type of data may either be positive or negative. The 

use of ―+‖ with positive numbers is optional. 

Examples: 10, +5, -12, 13.7, -32.5 etc. 

Image 

This type of data includes chart, graph, pictures and drawing. This form of data is more comprehensive. It 

can be transmitted as a set of bits. The bits are packed as bytes. 

Audio 

 
Video 

Sound is a representation of audio. Audio data includes music, speech or any type of sound. 

 
Video is a set of full-motion images played at a high speed. Video is used to display actions and 

movements. 

 
How to data represented in computer? 

Computer works with binary numbers. Binary number may be 0 or 1. The data inside the computer 

is represented as electrical pulses. The binary digit 1 indicates the presence of electrical pulse. The binary digit 

0 indicates the absence of electrical pulse. 

https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/b/boolean.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/c/charact.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/floapoin.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/i/integer.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/s/string.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/v/void.htm
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The binary digit is known as bit. It is an abbreviation of binary digit. It is the smallest unit of memory. A 

collection of four bits is called nibble. A collection eight bits is called byte. One byte can store single 

character. 

 
Data types in C Language 

 Data types specify how we enter data into our programs and what type of data we enter. 

 C language has some predefined set of data types to handle various kinds of data that we 

can use in our program. 

 These data types have different storage capacities. 

 

C language supports 2 different type of data types: 

 
1. Primary data types: 

These are fundamental data types in C namely integer(int), floating point(float), character(char) and 

void. 

 
2. Derived data types: 

 
Derived data types are nothing but primary datatypes but a little twisted or grouped together like 

array, stucture, union and pointer. These are discussed in details later. 

 

 

 

 

Integer type 

Integers are used to store whole numbers. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine: 
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Type Size(bytes) Range 

int or signed int 2 -32,768 to 32767 

unsigned int 2 0 to 65535 

short int or signed short int 1 -128 to 127 

unsigned short int 1 0 to 255 

long int or signed long int 4 -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 

unsigned long int 4 0 to 4,294,967,295 

 

Floating point type 

Floating types are used to store real numbers. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine 
 

Type Size(bytes) Range 

Float 4 3.4E-38 to 3.4E+38 

Double 8 1.7E-308 to 1.7E+308 

long double 10 3.4E-4932 to 1.1E+4932 

 

 
 

Character type 

Character types are used to store characters value. 

Size and range of Integer type on 16-bit machine 
 

Type Size(bytes) Range 

char or signed char 1 -128 to 127 

unsigned char 1 0 to 255 

 

 
 

void type 

void type means no value. This is usually used to specify the type of functions which returns 

nothing. We will get acquainted to this datatype as we start learning more advanced topics in C language, 

like functions, pointers etc. 

 
 

Storage of data/Information as files 
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A file is an object on a computer that stores data, information, settings, or commands used with a 

computer program.  In  a GUI(graphical  user  interface),  such  as Microsoft  Windows,  files  display as 

icons that relate to the program that opens the file. For example, the picture is an icon associated with 

Adobe Acrobat PDFfiles. If this file was on your computer, double-clicking the icon in Windows would 

open that file in Adobe Acrobat or the PDF reader installed on the computer. 

 
 

 
How are files created? 

A file is created using a software program on the computer. For example, to create a text file you 

would  use  a text  editor,  to  create  an image file  you  would  use  an image  editor,  and  to  create   a 

document you would use a word processor. 

 How do I create a computer file? 

 Viewing the contents of a file. 

 
 

Where are files stored? 

Computer   files   are    stored    on    a drive (e.g.,    the hard    drive), disc,    (e.g., DVD),    and a 

diskette (e.g., floppy disk) and may also be contained in a folder (directory) on that medium. 

 
 

File management 

Microsoft Windows computer the user can  view,  manage,  and  organize  their  files  by  using 

Windows Explorer and Apple users can use the Finder. See our file system definition for further 

information about file management. 

 How to list files in a directory or folder on the 

computer. 

 How to copy files. 

 How to move files. 

 How to rename files. 

 How to delete files. 

 
Copy Files 

 
1. Go to the files or folders you want to copy. ... 

2. Highlight the file or files you want to copy by clicking them once with the mouse. ... 

3. Once highlighted, right-click one of the highlighted files and select copy. 

 

To move a file or folder to another location on your computer: 
 

1. Right-click the Start menu button and choose Open Windows Explorer. ... 

2. Double-click a folder or series of folders to locate the file that you want to move. ... 

 How are files created? 

 Where are files stored? 

 File management 

 File extensions and file types 

 Illegal file characters 

 Related file pages 

https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/data.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/data.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/p/program.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/g/gui.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/w/windows.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/i/icon.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/p/pdf.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/doublecl.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/s/software.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/s/software.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/t/textfile.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/editor.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/i/image.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/i/imageedi.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/document-area.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/w/word-processor.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch001312.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000429.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/drive.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/h/harddriv.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/disc.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/dvd.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/disk.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/floppydi.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/folder.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/director.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/explorer.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/finder.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/filesyst.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch001315.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch001315.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch001315.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000766.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch001476.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000846.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000743.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#create
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#stored
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#file-management
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#file-extensions
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#illegal
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm#related
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Click and drag the file to another folder in the Navigation pane on the left side of the window. 

 
Rename Files 

 
1. Right-click on the file you want to rename. 

2. Click on the "rename" option. 

3. Type in the new name for that file. 

4. Press "ENTER" or click anywhere on the screen to save the name. 

 
 

Delete Files or Folders 
 

1. Select the items you'd like to delete by holding the Shift or Command key and clicking next to each file/folder 

name. Use Shift to select all items between the first and last item selected. ... 

2. Once you have selected all items, scroll to the top of the file display area and click the Trash button in the 
upper-right. 

 

 
File extensions and file types 

The most common document file extensions are: 

 

.DOC Microsoft Word Document 

.DOCX Microsoft Word Open XML Document 

.LOG Log File 

.MSG Outlook Mail Message 

.ODT OpenDocument Text Document 

.PAGES Pages Document 

.RTF Rich Text Format File 

.TEX LaTeX Source Document 

.TXT Plain Text File 

.WPD WordPerfect Document 

.WPS Microsoft Works Word Processor Document 

 
There are millions of files used with computers today and are identified either by the file 

extension of the file or the data contained in the file. For example, in the picture of Windows Explorer 

above is the "Regedit.exe" file. "Regedit" is the name of the file and ".exe" is the file extension that 

identifies the file as an executable file. The next file "RtlExUpd.dll" is a DLL file and another example of 

a file. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Representation of data/Information 

 
Digitization is the process of converting information, such as text, numbers, photo, or music, 

https://fileinfo.com/extension/doc
https://fileinfo.com/extension/docx
https://fileinfo.com/extension/log
https://fileinfo.com/extension/msg
https://fileinfo.com/extension/odt
https://fileinfo.com/extension/pages
https://fileinfo.com/extension/rtf
https://fileinfo.com/extension/tex
https://fileinfo.com/extension/txt
https://fileinfo.com/extension/wpd
https://fileinfo.com/extension/wps
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/fileext.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/fileext.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/explorer.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/explorer.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/explorer.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/execfile.htm
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/d/dll.htm
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into digital data that can be manipulated by electronic devices. 

 

Digital Revolution has evolved through four phases, beginning with big, expensive, standalone 

computers, and progressing to today’s digital world in which small, inexpensive digital devices are 

everywhere. 

 The 0s and 1s used to represent digital data are referred to as binary digits —from this term

 we get the word bit that stands for binary digit.

 A bit is a 0 or 1 used in the digital representation of data.

 A digital file, usually referred to simply as a file, is a named collection of data that exits on a 

storage medium, such as a hard disk, CD, DVD, or flash drive.

 

 
 

Representing Numbers 

 

Decimal Number Binary Number 

0 0 

1 01 

2 10 

3 11 

4 100 

5 101 

6 110 

7 111 

8 1000 

9 1001 

10 1010 

 

Data Compression 

 To reduce file size and transmission times, digital data can be compressed.

 Data compression refers to any technique that recodes the data in a file so that it contains fewer bits.

 Compression is commonly referred to as ―zipping.‖

Compression techniques divided into two categories: lossless and lossy 

 Lossless compression provides a way to compress data and reconstitute it into its original 

state;

 uncompressed data stays exactly the same as the original data.

 Lossy compression throws away some of the original data during the compression 

process; uncompressed data is not exactly the same as the original
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(1 x 1000)+ (2 x 100)+ (3 x 10)+ (4 x l) 

(1 x 103)+ (2 x 102)+ (3 x 101)+ (4 x l00) 

1000 + 200 + 30 + 4 

1234 

Number System 

 
When we type some letters or words, the computer translates them in numbers as computers can 

understand only numbers. A computer can understand the positional number system where there are only 

a few symbols called digits and these symbols represent different values depending on the position they 

occupy in the number. 

The value of each digit in a number can be determined using − 

 The digit

 The position of the digit in the number

 The base of the number system (where the base is defined as the total number of digits available 

in the number system)

Decimal Number System 

The number system that we use in our day-to-day life is the decimal number system. Decimal 

number system has base 10 as it uses 10 digits from 0 to 9. In decimal number system, the successive 

positions to the left of the decimal point represent units, tens, hundreds, thousands, and so on. 

Each position represents a specific power of the base (10). For example, the decimal number 1234 

consists of the digit 4 in the units position, 3 in the tens position, 2 in the hundreds position, and 1 in the 

thousands position. Its value can be written as 

As a computer programmer or an IT professional, you should understand the following number systems 

which are frequently used in computers. 
 

S.No. Number System and Description 

 

1 
Binary Number System 

Base 2. Digits used : 0, 1 

 

2 Octal Number System 

Base 8. Digits used : 0 to 7 

 

3 Hexa Decimal Number System 

Base 16. Digits used: 0 to 9, Letters used : A- F 

 
 

Binary Number System 

Characteristics of the binary number system are as follows − 

 Uses two digits, 0 and 1

 Also called as base 2 number system
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 Each position in a binary number represents a 0 power of the base (2). Example 20

 Last  position  in  a  binary   number   represents   a x power   of   the   base   (2).   Example 2x 

where x represents the last position - 1.

Example 

Binary Number: 101012 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent − 

Step Binary Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 101012 ((1 x 24) + (0 x 23) + (1 x 22) + (0 x 21) + (1 x 20))10 

Step 2 101012 (16 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1)10 

Step 3 101012 2110 

Note − 101012 is normally written as 10101. 

 
 

Octal Number System 

Characteristics of the octal number system are as follows − 

 Uses eight digits, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7

 Also called as base 8 number system

 Each position in an octal number represents a 0 power of the base (8). Example 80

 Last  position  in  an   octal   number   represents   a x power   of   the   base   (8).   Example 8x 

where x represents the last position - 1

Example 

Octal Number: 125708 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent − 
 

Step Octal Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 125708 ((1 x 84) + (2 x 83) + (5 x 82) + (7 x 81) + (0 x 80))10 

Step 2 125708 (4096 + 1024 + 320 + 56 + 0)10 

Step 3 125708 549610 

Note − 125708 is normally written as 12570. 

 
 

Hexadecimal Number System 

Characteristics of hexadecimal number system are as follows − 

 Uses 10 digits and 6 letters, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F

 Letters represent the numbers starting from 10. A = 10. B = 11, C = 12, D = 13, E = 14, F = 15

 Also called as base 16 number system
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 Each position in a hexadecimal number represents a 0 power of the base (16). Example, 160

 Last position in a hexadecimal number represents a x power of the  base  (16).  Example 16x 

where x represents the last position - 1

Example 

Hexadecimal Number: 19FDE16 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent − 

Step Binary 

Number 

Decimal Number 

Step 1 19FDE16 ((1 x 164) + (9 x 163) + (F x 162) + (D x 161) + (E x 160))10 

Step 2 19FDE16 

((1 x 164) + (9 x 163) + (15 x 162) + (13 x 161) + (14 x 

160))10 

Step 3 19FDE16 (65536+ 36864 + 3840 + 208 + 14)10 

Step 4 19FDE16 10646210 

Note − 19FDE16 is normally written as 19FDE. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Number Conversion 

There are many methods or techniques which can be used to convert numbers from one base to another. In 

this chapter, we'll demonstrate the following − 

 
 Decimal to Other Base System

 Other Base System to Decimal

 Other Base System to Non-Decimal

 Shortcut method - Binary to Octal

 Shortcut method - Octal to Binary

 Shortcut method - Binary to Hexadecimal

 Shortcut method - Hexadecimal to Binary

Decimal to Other Base System 

Step 1 − Divide the decimal number to be converted by the value of the new base. 

Step 2 − Get the remainder from Step 1 as the rightmost digit (least significant digit) of the new base 

number. 

Step 3 − Divide the quotient of the previous divide by the new base. 

Step 4 − Record the remainder from Step 3 as the next digit (to the left) of the new base number. 

Repeat Steps 3 and 4, getting remainders from right to left, until the quotient becomes zero in Step 3. 

The last remainder thus obtained will be the Most Significant Digit (MSD) of the new base number. 
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Example 

Decimal Number: 2910 

Calculating Binary Equivalent − 
 

Step Operation Result Remainder 

Step 1 29 / 2 14 1 

Step 2 14 / 2 7 0 

Step 3 7 / 2 3 1 

Step 4 3 / 2 1 1 

Step 5 1 / 2 0 1 

As mentioned in Steps 2 and 4, the remainders have to be arranged in the reverse order so that the first 

remainder becomes the Least Significant Digit (LSD) and the last remainder becomes the Most 

Significant Digit (MSD). 

Decimal Number : 2910 = Binary Number : 111012. 

 

Other Base Systemto Decimal System 

Step 1 − Determine the column (positional) value of each digit (this depends on the position of the digit 

and the base of the number system). 

Step 2 − Multiply the obtained column values (in Step 1) by the digits in the corresponding columns. 

Step 3 − Sum the products calculated in Step 2. The total is the equivalent value in decimal. 
 

Example 

Binary Number: 111012 

Calculating Decimal Equivalent − 

Step Binary Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 111012 ((1 x 24) + (1 x 23) + (1 x 22) + (0 x 21) + (1 x 20))10 

Step 2 111012 (16 + 8 + 4 + 0 + 1)10 

Step 3 111012 2910 

Binary Number : 111012 = Decimal Number : 2910 

Other Base Systemto Non-Decimal System 

Step 1 − Convert the original number to a decimal number (base 10). 

Step 2 − Convert the decimal number so obtained to the new base number. 
 

Example 

Octal Number : 258 

Calculating Binary Equivalent − 
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Step 1 - Convert to Decimal 

Step Octal Number Decimal Number 

Step 1 258 ((2 x 81) + (5 x 80))10 

Step 2 258 (16 + 5)10 

Step 3 258 2110 

Octal Number : 258 = Decimal Number : 2110 

Step 2 - Convert Decimal to Binary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Decimal Number : 2110 = Binary Number : 101012 

Octal Number : 258 = Binary Number : 101012 

 

 
Shortcut Method─ Binary to Octal 

Step 1 − Divide the binary digits into groups of three (starting from the right). 

Step 2 − Convert each group of three binary digits to one octal digit. 
 

Example 

Binary Number : 101012 

Calculating Octal Equivalent − 
 

Step Binary Number Octal Number 

Step 1 101012 010 101 

Step 2 101012 28 58 

Step 3 101012 258 

Binary Number : 101012 = Octal Number : 258 

 
 

Shortcut Method─ Octal to Binary 

Step 1 − Convert each octal digit to a 3-digit binary number (the octal digits may be treated as decimal for 

this conversion). 

Step 2 − Combine all the resulting binary groups (of 3 digits each) into a single binary number. 

Step Operation Result Remainder 

Step 1 21 / 2 10 1 

Step 2 10 / 2 5 0 

Step 3 5 / 2 2 1 

Step 4 2 / 2 1 0 

Step 5 1 / 2 0 1 
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Example 

Octal Number : 258 

Calculating Binary Equivalent − 
 

Step Octal Number Binary Number 

Step 1 258 210 510 

Step 2 258 0102 1012 

Step 3 258 0101012 

Octal Number : 258 = Binary Number : 101012 

 

Shortcut Method─ Binary to Hexadecimal 

Step 1 − Divide the binary digits into groups of four (starting from the right). 

Step 2 − Convert each group of four binary digits to one hexadecimal symbol. 

 

Example 

Binary Number : 101012 

Calculating hexadecimal Equivalent − 
 

Step Binary Number Hexadecimal Number 

Step 1 101012 0001 0101 

Step 2 101012 110 510 

Step 3 101012 1516 

Binary Number : 101012 = Hexadecimal Number : 1516 

 
 

Shortcut Method - Hexadecimal to Binary 

Step 1 − Convert each hexadecimal digit to a 4-digit binary number (the hexadecimal digits may be 

treated as decimal for this conversion). 

Step 2 − Combine all the resulting binary groups (of 4 digits each) into a single binary number. 
 

Example 

Hexadecimal Number : 1516 

Calculating Binary Equivalent − 
 

Step Hexadecimal Number Binary Number 

Step 1 1516 110 510 

Step 2 1516 00012 01012 

Step 3 1516 000101012 

Hexadecimal Number : 1516 = Binary Number : 101012 
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************************************************************************************************************************************************

********** 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Windows  operating  system  introduce by  Microsoft  Corporation  in  1983.  Windows is a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) operating system. There are different versions of MS-Windows. 

S.No Version Year 

1 Windows 1983 

2 Windows 3X 1990 

3 Windows NT (New Technlogy) 1993 

4 Windows 98 1998 

5 Windows ME, 2000 Professional 2000 

6 Windows XP (Windows eXPerience) 2001 
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3.2. WINDOWS XP 
 

Windows XP stands for Windows eXPerience. Working in Windows XP environment is more 

productive and it has many advantage than its old versions. The important feature is the World 

Wide Web (WWW) can easily accessible from anywhere. The enhancements to the desktop, 

task bar and start menu helps to open shortcuts and programs quickly. These new features 

help to work faster and more efficient. It allows the user to work on multiple applications 

simultaneously. It has more user friendliness and facilities to transfer data between different 

applications. 

 
There are three types of editions in Windows XP. They are 

 
 Windows XP Professional Edition.

 Windows XP Home Edition.

 Windows XP 64-Bit Edition.

 
Features of Windows XP 

 
 Start menu can be changed in two ways.

 Taskbar can be easily Lock and Unlock in Windows XP.

 Every user can be used his photo for account.

 In Windows XP, can be use More than one language.

 Clear Type technology used in Windows XP. So can be read and write clearly.

 It has the facility to Search, Index, Favorites, Help and Support Center.

 New Wizard : Its used create the computer network and share the device such as 

printer.

 It has the facility to Share Internet Connection from one computer to another.

 In Windows XP, Windows Firewall is turned on by default. It restricts unwanted 

program that comes to the computer from other device, giving more control over the 

data on the computer and providing a line of defense against people or programs.

 The Desktop Cleanup Wizard is used to remove objects that you don't use from 

desktop. The wizard automatically runs every 60 days, or you can start it yourself 

whenever you want.

 Plug and Play:automatically finds the new hardware inserted and takes it into account.

 Multi-function:Multi-function device installation time, in windows XP atomatically 

collect and install the corresponding softwares such as All-in-one printer (Scan, Print, 

Fax).

 Dual View: In Windows XP, can be display the two monitor at a time.
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 The User Account has divided into two types.

1. Administrator 

2. Limited 

 
1. Administrator 

 
A user with a computer administrator account can assign or change pictures for all users. 

 
2. Limited 

 
A user with a limited account or one who is logged on using the guest account can only change 

their own picture. 

 
Mouse and its Activities 

 
It is called as cursor or mouse pointer. The mouse is a hardware device that lets you 

interact with Windows Graphical User Interface by letting your perform actions such as 

pointing, clicking and dragging. 

 
 Point to an Item - Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item.

 Click an Item - The mouse pointer on a particular icon or item and

pressing the left mouse button once. Used to select 

the icon or item. 

 Double-Click an Item - Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item

and pressing the left mouse button twice quickly. Used 

to execute the program. 

 Drag an Item - The mouse pointer on a particular icon or item,

holding the left mouse button and then releasing the 

mouse button. Used to move the icon, items and drop 

them in a new location. 

 Right Click an Item - Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item

and pressing the right mouse button once. Used to 

display the short-cut menus. 

 Right Drag an Item -       Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item
and pressing the right mouse button while moving the 

mouse and release the mouse button. Used to display 

the short-cut menus. 
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3.3. DESKTOP 
 

The active desktop is a user interface. This has elements connected to an outside source. 

These elements can be regularly updated without the user involvement. 

 
The different parts of the desktop are given below. 

 
Icons : The icons are small graphical pictures displayed on the desktop. The icons may be 

Folder icon, Program icon, File icon, Short cut icon and also default icons. 

Taskbar : It is positioned at the bottom of the desktop by default. It contains Start Button at the 

left side, Quick Launch Toolbar, Volume control and Time Indicator at the right side. 

The name of the applications currently working with will be displayed on the 

Taskbar. 

 
Default items on the desktop 

 
There are five objects in desk top. Are 

1. My Computer 

2. My Network Places 

3. Recycle Bin 

4. Internet Explorer 

5. My Document 

 
1. My Computer 

 
It is a system folder that contains all drives to which the computers 

connected. (Floppy Drive, Hard Drive, CD-Drive, DVD Drive, Printers, Control 

Panel and Other Drives, etc.,) 

 
2. My Network Places 

 
My Network Place is a system folder that contain the interconnected 

computer icons that can browse to view or use shared resources such as 

folders and printers, Memroy drives, Printers, CD Drive, DVD Drive and 

others. 

 
3. Recycle Bin 

 
It is a system folder that stores the deleted items such as file and folders. 

Items in the recycle bin can be restored or permanently deleted at a later 

time. 
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4. Internet Explorer 

 
Internet Explorer is browser and also application program that serves as the primary method for 

accessing the World Wide Web, which is one of the major services on the Internet. Internet 

Exploer is an icon that start Internet explorer when clicked. 

 
5. My Document 

 
My Documents is a system folder and convenient place to store documents, graphics, or other 

files you want to access quickly. By default microsoft office’s files are stored in my document. 

 
In desktop can be create a following icons. 

 Folder Icon

 File Icon

 Shortcut Icon

 

3.4. START MENU  

The Start button, displays a menu that contains everything you need to use windows. The Start 

menu will appear while clicking the start button. By default, the Start Button and the task bar are 

always have visible. 

 The start menu will appear when clicking the Start Button.

 Move the mouse pointer to the required menu and the sub menu will comes 

automatically if it has and click on the menu to open.

 
Start menu can be viewed in two ways, are 

 
3.4.1 Start Menu 

 
This type of Start Menu is very easy to use the E-Mail and 

Internet facilities. 
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3.4.2 Classic Start Menu 

 
This type of Start Menu can be used as the Windows old versions. 

 

Programs Or All Programs 

 
It contains shortcuts to applications and application subfolders, such as the accessories folder. 

 
Documents Or My Recent Documents 

 
It contains shortcuts to recently used 15 files. 

 
Settings 

 
It contains shortcuts to the Control Panel folder, Printers folder, and the Taskbar and Start 

menu properties dialog box, Folder options, Active Desktop options, and Window update. 

 
Search 

 
It contains commands to find files, folders, computers, Internet sites, and Web pages on the 

Internet. 

 
Help and Support 

 
Start the online and offline help system for windows. 
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Run 

 
Open a dialog box from which you can type a command to open programs, folders, or web 

sites. 

 
Logoff 

 
Let you close all programs and log on as a different user. 

 
Turn off Computer 

 
Provides Stand by, Turn off and Restart options. 

 

 
Program Menu 

When you open the programs folder on the Start menu, you will see shortcuts to programs and 

additional folders. 
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3.5 CONTROLS 

 
3.5.1 Windows Controls 

 
A portion of the screen where programs and processes can be run. You can open several 

windows at the same time. For example, you can open your e-mail in one window, work on a 

budget in a spreadsheet in another, download pictures from your digital camera in another 

window, and order your weekly groceries on the Web in another window. Windows can be 

closed, resized, moved, minimized to a button on the taskbar, or maximized to take up the 

whole screen. 

 
System Menu Title Bar Minimize     Restore Close 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Start Menu Quick Launch Open Program Task Bar Notification Area 

System Menu 

It will be displayed at the top left side of the window. When clicked on the control box, control 

menu will be displayed on the screen. 
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Title Bar 

 
The horizontal bar at the top of a window that contains the name of the window. On many 

windows, the title bar also contains the program icon, the Maximize, Minimize, and Close 

buttons. To display a menu with commands such as Restore and Move, right-click the title bar. 

 
Minimize Button 

 
Click it to reduce the application window to a button on the taskbar. When working with 

document windows, click it to reduce the window to a button within the application window. 

 
Restore Button 

 
Click it to restore a maximized window to its previous size. 

 
Maximize Button 

 
Click to enlarge a window to its largest size by clicking the Maximize button (at the right of the 

title bar). 

 
Close Button 

 
Click to close the window (at the right of the title bar). 

 
Quick Launch 

 
A customizable toolbar that lets you display the Windows desktop or start a program (for 

example, Internet Explorer) with a single click. You can add buttons to start your favorite 

programs from the Quick Launch location on the taskbar. 

 
Open Program 

 
Open program is a working application window and minimized applications are land in the task 

bar. 

 
Taskbar 

 
Click buttons on it to select a window that is not in view, or to open a window you have 

minimized. The on-screen bar that contains the Start button and appears by default at the 

bottom of the desktop. 
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Notification Area 

 
The area on the taskbar to the right of the taskbar buttons. The notification area displays the 

time and can also contain shortcuts that provide quick access to programs, such as Volume 

Control and Power Options. Other shortcuts can appear temporarily, providing information 

about the status of activities. For example, the printer shortcut icon appears after a document 

has been sent to the printer and disappears when printing is complete. 

 
Window border or corner 

 
Drag it to change the size of the window. The pointer becomes a sizing pointer when positioned 

on a window border or corner. 

 
Sizing pointer 

 
The mouse pointer becomes a sizing pointer when you rest it on a window border or corner. 

This indicates that you can size the window by dragging its border. 

 
Arrange the Icons 

 
File, Folder and icons are arranged. To arrange your desktop icons 

1. Right-click the desktop. 

2. Point to Arrange Icons By, and then click one of the commands on the submenu, as 

explained in the table below. 

Name : Arrange icons in alphabetical order by the icon name. 

Size : 
Arrange icons in order of file size. If the icon is a shortcut to a program, the 
size refers to the size of the shortcut file. 

Arrange icons in order of type. For example, if you have shortcuts to 
Type : several PowerPoint presentations on your desktop, these will be arranged 

next to each other. 

Modified : Arrange icons in the order that the shortcut was last modified. 

 
Auto Arrange 

 
Automatically arrange the icons in columns along the left side of your screen. 

 
Align to Crid 

 
This option used to align the icons with space left, right, Up and down of icons. Snap icons into 

place as designated by an invisible grid on your screen. The grid keeps the icons aligned with 

each other. 
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Show Desktop Icons 

 
Hide or show all desktop icons. When this command is checked, desktop icons are displayed 

on your desktop. 

 
3.5.2. Dialog box 

 
When you select certain commands, windows will open a dialog box displaying related options. 

Some dialog boxes contain tabs to display additional sets of options. A dialog box contains 

controls that provide different ways to specify a setting or choose an option. On Desktop, right 

click the mouse button and select Properties option. 

 
Title Bar Tabs Help Button 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Drop-down List Check Box Command Button 

Title bar 

It identifies the title of the dialog box, which displays, properties. 

 
Text Box 

 
Click in the box, and then type information. In a dialog box, a box in which you type information 

needed to carry out a command. The text box may be blank or may contain text when the 

dialog box opens. 

 
Command Buttons 

 
Click to carry out actions described by the button name. When command names have ellipse 

following them, they will access another dialog box. 
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Drop-down list 

 
Click the drop-down list arrow to open a short list of options, and then make a choice from the 

options provided. 

 
Help 

 
Click the help button, then the option helps on, to view a description of the setting. When the 

help button is clicked, the pointer becomes an arrow with a question mark ( ? ). 

 
Slider 

 
Drag the slider bar to increase or decrease a value for a setting. 

 
Spin Box 

 
Type a value in the box, or click the up or down arrow to change a value. 

 
Tab 

 
Displays related options in the same dialog box. Click a tab to access its options. 

 
Option buttons 

 
Click to select one option appearing in a set of options. A selected option contains a dark circle. 

 
Check box 

 
Click to select or deselected an option. A check mark in the box indicates the option is selected. 

To turn off an option by removing the X or check mark from a check box. You clear a check box 

by clicking it, or by selecting it and then pressing the SPACEBAR. 

 
3.5.3. Common Dialog box 

 
The common dialog boxes help to browse folder when selecting saving, and opening files on 

local and network drives. You will access these dialog boxes when using many windows 

application and features. In these dialog boxes, you can also perform many file management 

tasks. 
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List 

Delete 

Look-in Box Up one Level Create New Folder 

 
Look in box 

 
It shows the current folder. Click to select a drive, folder from the hierarchy of folders in your 

computer and network computers for save, open the file. 

 
Up one level Button 

 
Click to select the parent folder of the current folder. 

 
Create new folder Button 

 
Click to create a new folder in the current folder. 

 
View Button 

 
Click to show files and folders as 

 Thumbnails

 Tiles

 Icons

 List

 Details

 Properties

 Preview

 Web View
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File name box 

 
Type a file name with wildcards in this box. This limits the files displayed. 

 
Files type box 

 
Select a file type to display in the list of items. 

 
Open/Save button 

 
Click to open selected file or save and name a file. 

 
Deleting Files 

 
Select the files to delete and then click on delete button or Right Click and choose Delete option 

or select Delete from File menu. Confirm File delete dialog box is displayed then choose Yes to 

delete the files. 

 

3.6. FOLDERS AND FILES 
 

Folders store related items such as files and other folders. In older versions of Windows, folders 

were called directories. Files are items that store information, such as the data you create when 

using an application. 

 
3.6.1. System Folder 

 
Windows create a folder for own use. That folders are special folders that windows maintain for 

specific purposes. 

 
Desktop 

 
A root folder from which all other folders can be accessed. When you first start windows, the 

desktop folder is presented as the screen background. 

 
My Computer 

 
It is a system folder that contains all drives to which the computers connected. 

(Floppy Drive, Hard Drive, CD-Drive, DVD Drive, Printers, Control Panel and 

Other Drives, etc.,) 
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Internet Explorer 

 
Internet Explorer is browser and also application program that serves as the 

primary method for accessing the World Wide Web, which is one of the major 

services on the Internet. Internet Exploer is an icon that start Internet explorer 

when clicked. 

 
My Network Places 

 
My Network Place is a system folder that contain the interconnected computer 

icons that can browse to view or use shared resources such as folders and 

printers, Memroy drives, Printers, CD Drive, DVD Drive and others. 

 
Recycle Bin 

 
It is a system folder that stores the deleted items such as file and folders. Items 

in the recycle bin can be restored or permanently deleted at a later time. 

 

 
3.6.2. Folders and Files 

 
You may use folders to store files or other folders. Example, you might organize all your data in 

a folder named Art and create folder within Art. 

 
File types 

 
You will typically create files when working with applications such as a word processing 

program. You may use shortcuts to open an application or folder quickly. The system files that 

make up Windows are generally hidden from view. 

 
3.6.3. Naming files and folders 

 
File names many contain spaces and can be as long as 

255 characters. They cannot the following characters. \ / * 

? ’ < > | [ ] ” : ; + = windows creates an alias for each long 

file name so programs written for versions of  Windows 

prior to Windowss XP can read the new files. Examples, 

the file name MYFIRSTDRFT.TXT would appear as 

MYFIRS~1.TXT in these programs. 
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3.6.4. Create new files and folders 

 
Create new folder 

1. Open the folder in which to create a new folder. 

2. Right click an empty place of the desktop or folder. 

3. Point to new on the shortcut menu that appears. 

4. Click folder on the submenu that appear. 

5. Type new folder name and press enter. 

 
Create new file 

 
1. Open the folder in which to create new file. 

2. Right-click an empty place of the desktop or folder. 

3. Point to New on the shortcut menu that appears. 

4. Click desired file type on the submenu that 

appears. 

5. Type new file name and press enter. 

 
3.6.5. Copy files and folders 

 
You can copy files and folders from one location to another 

using menu commands or drag and drop. 

 
Copying by right clicking 

 
1. Open source folder containing files or folders to copy. 

2. Select files and / or folders. 

3. Right click any selected icon, and then click copy (Ctrl + C) on the shortcut menu that 

appears. 

4. Open destination folder. 

5. Right click any blank area in destination folder, and then click Paste (Ctrl + V) on the 

shortcut menu that appears. 

 
Copying by dragging 

 
1. Arrange the desktop so the items to copy and destination folder are in view. 

2. Select files or folders to copy. 

3. Press Ctrl and drag selection onto the destination folder window, folder icon, or the 

desktop. 

4. Release mouse button to complete the process. 
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3.6.6. Delete files and folders 

 
Except for files deleted from removable disks, such as floppy disks, Windows stores items you 

delete in the recycle bin where they can be restores to their original locations when needed. 

 
1. Open folder containing files or folders to delete. 

2. Select files or folders to delete. 

3. Point to any selected icon, and then drag the selection onto the recycle bin or Press 

delete or Right click any selected icon, the click delete, on the shortcut menu that 

appears. 

 
3.6.7. Move files and folders 

 
You can move files and folders from one location to another using menu commands or drag 

and drop. When you move a folder, all items stored in that folder are moved. 

 
Moving by right clicking 

 
1. Open the source folder containing files and folders to 

move. 

2. Select files or folders to move. 

3. Right click any selected icon, and then click Cut (Ctrl + 

X) on the shortcut menu that appears. 

4. Open destination folder. 

5. Right click any blank area in destination folder, and 

then click paste (Ctrl + V) on the shortcut menu that 

appears. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Moving by dragging 

 
1. Arrange desktop so the items to move and the destination folder are in view. 

2. Select files or folders to move. 

3. Press Shift and drag the selection over the destination folder. 

4. Release the mouse button to complete the process. 
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3.6.8. Rename files and folders 

 
You can rename a file or folder stored on the desktop, in a folder window, in the Windows 

Explorer contents pane, or in a common dialog box. 

 
Renaming by right clicking 

 
1. Open folder containing file or folder to rename. 

2. Right-click icon or folder to rename. 

3. Click Rename on the shortcut menu that appears. 

4. Edit or type over the name as desired. 

5. Click on a blank area of the folder or desktop workspace to complete the process. 

 
Renaming by using the Menu 

 
1. Open folder containing file or folder to rename. 

2. Select file or folder to rename. 

3. Click the File menu, then click Rename on the menu that appears. 

4. Edit or type over the name as desired. 

5. Click on a blank area of the folder workspace to complete the process. 

 
 

3.7. MY COMPUTER 
 

My Computer is a system folder that appears on the desktop. It contains disk drive and system 

folder icons. You can use the My Computer folder as a starting point to browse all the drives 

connected to the computer, including network drives that have been mapped. 

 
Open my computer 

1. If necessary, click the desktop icon on the taskbar to view the desktop. 

2. Click or double-click the My Computer icon. 

3. Right click on My Computer icon, select the open menu. 

 
Icons display in the My Computer Window 

 Display the contents of a floppy disk.

 Display the contents of a hard disk.

 Display the contents of a CD-ROM disc, if you have installed in your computer.

 Open the Control Panel folder and change the system settings.

 Open the Control Panel folder to set up or manage printers and print queues.
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3.8. RECYCLE BIN 
 

The Recycle Bin is a system folder in which Windows stores the items you delete. You can use 

Recycle Bin commands to return selected items to their original locations or permanently 

deleted them. Files that are deleting from the removable disks or from the MS-DOS Command 

Prompt or by pressing Ctrl + Delete are not sent to the Recycle Bin because these are 

permanently deleted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deleted file 

Permanently 
Deleted file 

 

Restore all items 
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Features 

 
 You can open the Recycle Bin to view its contents by double-clicking the Recycle Bin 

icon that appears on the desktop.

 Items you drag onto the Recycle Bin icon are stored there until you remove them, or 

until they take up a specified percentage of available hard disk space.

 If you delete an item by pressing the Del key, Windows also places it in the Recycle 

Bin.

 You can restore all, or just selected items in the Recycle Bin to their original folder 

locations.

 You can empty all or selected item in the Recycle Bin. Doing this will permanently 

deleted the items.

 

Restoring Files 

 
 Select the file you want to restore or multiple files.

 Click on Restore from the File menu to restore the file(s) back to the original location.
 

 
Icon indicate Recycle Bin 
contains deleted items 

 
Icon indicate Recycle Bin 
is empty. 

 
 

 

Files are not sent to the Recycle Bin 

 
 Items deleted from floppy disks or network drives are permanently deleted.

 Items deleted through applications or from MS-DOS command prompt are permanently 

deleted.
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3.9. ACCESSORIES 
 

MS-Windows XP provides a variety of accessory applications utilities to assist you when doing 

your work. 

 
Calculator 

 
Click Start Programs Accessories select Calculator. 

 
 Performs Standard and advanced calculations. 

 Store values in memory. 

 Copy and paste data to and from the clipboard. 

 
 
 

Command Prompt 

 
Click Start Programs Accessories select Command Prompt. 

 
 It displays the MS-DOS operating system. 

 MS-DOS also known as Command Prompt. 
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Notepad 

 
Click Start Programs Accessories select Notepad. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paint 

 Notepad is a basic text editor to create documents.

 Notepad’s file extension is .TXT (Text).

 Create and edit the ASCII text files.

 Cut, Copy, and Paste text to and from the clipboard.

 Insert the system time and date into a document.

 Set word wrap ON and OFF.

 Apply page format commands, such as margins, header and footer, 

and print.

 

Click Start Programs Accessories select Paint. 

 
 Create and editable bitmap graphics with text. 

 Cut, Copy, and paste sections of drawings to theClipboard or a file. 

 Select a variety of fonts and font sizes when using text, magnify 

drawings for detailed editing, preview and print drawings. 

 Link or embed objects into other applications. 

 Set current drawing as a wallpaper pattern. 

 
Windows Explorer 

 
Using Windows Explorer, you can browse folders and the files they contain. In the Windows 

Explorer window, the left pane shows the hierarchy of folders in your computer, while the right 

pane shows the content of the folder selected in the left pane. 

 
Click Start Programs Accessories select Windows Explorer 
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Browse folders 

1. Open the Windows Explorer. 

2. Click the scroll bar in the left pane to view additional folders in the list. 

3. If desired, drag the separator bar that divides the left and right pane to change the size 

of each pane. 

4. In the left pane, click the plus sign ( + )of a folder to see the folders contains. 

5. In the left pane, click the minus icon ( - ) of a folder to hide folder contains. 

6. In the left pane, click the desired folder to view its content in the right pane. 

 
Browse a particular folder 

 
Right-click on the folder you wish to explore, then click Explore from the shortcut menu that 

appears. 

 
WordPad 

 
Click Start Programs Accessories select WordPad 

 
 WordPad is a text editor.

 It provides word processing functions that are suitable for letters and smaller 

documents.

 WordPad document’s file extension is RTF (Rich Text Format).

 Cut, Copy, and Paste the text to and from the clipboard. Save and open text document 

in Word, Rich Text, Text only formats.

 Insert size and move graphics, apply page format commands including font selection, 

bulleted lists, paragraph alignments, page breaks, spacing, margins, tabs, indents, 

header and footers.

 Insert embedded or linked OLE (Object Linking Embedded) objects.
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3.10. CONTROL PANEL 
 

From the Control panel you can change a wide range of computer settings. You can access the 

Control Panel from the Start menu or from the My Computer folder. Additional icons may 

appear in your Control Panel window depending on the applications and devices you have 

installed on your computer. 

 Click Start Settings Control Panel (or)

 Double-click the My Computer Control Panel
 

Options  

Accessibility Options 

Use Accessibility Options in Control Panel to customize the way your keyboard, display, or 

mouse functions. Many of these features are useful to people without disabilities. 

 
Perform various functions. 

 Sticky Keys enables simultaneous keystrokes while pressing one key at a time.

 Filter Keys adjusts the response of your keyboard.

 Toggle Keys emits sounds when certain locking keys are pressed.

 Sound Sentry provides visual warnings for system sounds.

 Show Sounds instructs programs to display captions for program speech and sounds.

 High Contrast improves screen contrast with alternative colors and font sizes.

 MouseKeys enables the keyboard to perform mouse functions.

 Serial Keys allows the use of alternative input devices instead of a keyboard & mouse.
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Add Hardware 

 
The Add new hardware wizard will walk you through steps and automatically detect most 

hardware devices. The Add Hardware Wizard enables you to add new hardware or 

troubleshoot any hardware-related problems. 

 
Add or Remove programs 

 
Installs and uninstalls software, Windows components and also creates an emergency start up 

disk. 

 
Date and Time 

 
Change the computer date, time, time zone and internet time. 

 
Display 

 
Change the appearance of Desktop background, Themes, Screen Saver, Appearance, and 

Settings. 

 
Fonts 

Fonts are used to display text on the screen and in print. In Windows, a font is the name of a 

typeface. Fonts have styles, such as italic, bold, and bold italic. Add, change and manage fonts 

installed on your computer. 

Internet Options 

 
This Control Panel component opens the Internet Properties dialog box, where Internet 

properties can be changed. These properties are organized under seven tabs: General, 

Security, Privacy, Content, Connections, Programs, and Advanced. 

 
Keyboard 

 
The keyboard is the primary way of entering text in a computer, although it may be replaced by 

handwriting and speech recognition programs in the future. You can adjust the rate at which a 

character is repeated when you hold down a key and the time delay before it starts repeating 

and adjust the cursor blink rate. 

 
Modem 

 
Installs/uninstall and dial up properties and tests modems connected to your computer 
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Mouse 

 
Setup mouse options such as the primary mouse button, pointers, double-click and motion. 

Option may vary depending on the types of mouse installed. 

 
Folder Options 

 
Customize the display of files and folders, change file associations, and make network files 

available offline. To change folder options settings, open Folder Options in Control Panel. Or, to 

open Folder Options from a folder window, click Tools, and then click Folder Options. 

 
Mouse 

 
Setup mouse options such as the primary mouse button, pointers, double-click and motion. 

Option may vary depending on the types of mouse installed. 

 
Network Connections 

 
A component you can use to gain access to network resources and functionality, whether you 

are physically at the network location or in a remote location. By using the Network Connections 

folder you can create, configure, store, and monitor connections. 

 
Printers and Faxes 

 
Printers are used to put text and graphics on all types of paper. This option used to Adds, 

removes and changes the printer / Fax and printer properties, manages and views print queues 

for given printers. 

 
System 

 
Display information about computer system and change settings for hardware, performance 

and automatic updates. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION TO WORD 

 
Microsoft Office’s word processing application is an extremely versatile program that allows to 

create visually exciting document that can contain drawings, tables, charts, as well as basic 

correspondence and reports. 
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Control 

Menu Box 
Title Bar Menu Bar 

 

Standard Formatti 
Toolbar 

| 

Insertion 

Point 

Vertical 

Ruler 

Horizontal 

Ruler 

Minimize 

button 

Maximize / 

Restore 

button 

Anatomy of MS-Word Window 
 
 

 

4.2 DOCUMENT HANDLING 

4.2.1 New Document 

 
When Word is first started, a new document based on the Normal template automatically 

appears on the screen. 

 
New documents can be blank documents based on the Normal template, or they can be based 

on pre-formatted templates for memos, letters, facsimiles, or other purposes. 

 
To create a New Document in word do the following steps. 

 
Click   the   New   Blank Document  button on the toolbar appears in the window. 
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1) Click File, New to display the new dialog box. 

2) Click the tab to select the type of new document to create. 

3) Click the desired template icon for a new document 

4) A preview of the template appears in the Preview area. 

5) Click  

 
New documents exist only on the screen and in the computer’s temporary RAM memory until 

they are named and saved to a disk. If a power outage or system crash occurs, anything in 

RAM will be lost. Make it a habit to periodically save all open documents. Word makes a 

periodic automatic backup of all open documents. 

 
New documents have a default name (Document 1, Document 2, etc.) until they are named and 

saved (see Save and Save As). 

 
4.2.2 Save a Document 

 
The shortcut key to save a document is Ctrl + S. 

 
Until a document has been saved to a disk, any changes that have been made to it exist only in 

the computers temporary RAM memory. 

 
The first time you save a document, a Save As operation is performed by the computer. This 

enables you to name the document for the first time and to indicate where you wish to save it. 

Each additional Save will simply save the most recent changes to the current document. The 

Save as dialog box will not reappear unless you choose Save As in place of Save. 
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1. Click the Save  button OR 

Click File, Save to display the Save As dialog box. 

2. Click a working folder button to save your file to a specific file group. 

3. Double click the folder in which you want to place the document. 

4. In the File name text box, type the document name you want (your typing will replace the 

default name). 

5. Click the Create New Folder  button to create a new folder within the folder currently 

displayed in the Save in text box. 

6. Click the Save in drop-down to choose another folder or disk drive. 

7. Click the Save button. 

4.2.3 Open a Document 

 
The keyboard shortcut to open a document is Ctrl + O. 

 
When you open a file of another format, such as WordPerfect file or a file from a previous 

version of Word. Word will attempt to automatically convert the file of Word 2000 format. 

 
Opening a file automatically creates in the current directory a temporary file, the name of which 

begins with a tilde. When the document is correctly closed, the temporary file is deleted. 

 
If your system crashes and you lose a document, you can try opening the temporary file. The 

location of your temporary file is determined in the Options window. 

 
To open a Document that has been saved on a disk, or a network, do following steps. 

File   Open  
 

1. Click File, Open to display the dialog box or on the standard toolbar, click the open button. 

2. Click a folder button to change the file group displayed in the window. 
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History 

 
most recently accessed documents. 

 

 

 
My Documents 

the folder where your files are saved 

by default. 

 

 

 
Desktop 

 
an overview of your computer. 

 

 

 
Favorites 

favorite folders and files that you have 

previously chosen. 

 

 

 
Web Folders 

favorite folders collected from the 

World Wide Web. 

 

3. Choose the desired folder 

a) Click the Up One level button to display the folders that are stored along with the 

folder currently displayed in the Look in text box. 

b) Double click a folder icon in the list window to display the contents of that folder. 

c) Click the Look in drop down arrow to choose another disk drive. 

4. Click the drop-down arrow next to the Views button to change the way of the folder and file 

list is displayed: 

 
4.2.4 Move around in the document 

 
Most documents are too big to be completely viewed on the word window. Here’s how to get 

around your document quickly. 

 
Use the scroll bars to move where you desire. 

 
a) The end of the document 

b) The beginning of the document 

c) A specific par t of the document – Click and drag the box. 

d) The right side of the page 

e) The left side of the page 

f) The previous page 

g) The next page 

h) Select browse object, then move to the next or previous object. 
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Click  the  Select  Browse  Object  button and choose from the following. 

 

 Go to a particular page number 
 

 Find text 

 Browse by Edits 

 Browse by Heading 
 

 
Browse by Graphic 

 

 
Browse by Field 

 Browse by Table 

 
Browse by Endnote 

 

 Browse by Footnote 
 

 Browse by Comment 
 

 
Browse by Section 

 Browse by Page 

 
4.2.5 Move Insertion Point 

 
The insertion point, usually appearing as a vertical line, can be placed on the page using the 

mouse or keystrokes. 
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Keystrokes 

 
To move the insertion point Press 

One character left Left arrow 

One character right Right arrow 

One line up Up arrow 

One line down Down arrow 

One word left Ctrl + Left arrow 

One word right Ctrl + Right arrow 

One paragraph up Ctrl + Up arrow 

One paragraph down Ctrl + Down arrow 

End of the line End 

Beginning of the line Home 

Top of the window Alt + Ctrl + Page Up 

Bottom right of the window Alt + Ctrl + Page Down 

Up one screen Page Up 

Down one screen Page Down 

Top of next page Ctrl + Page Down 

Top of previous page Ctrl + Page Up 

End of document Ctrl + End 

Beginning of document Ctrl + Home 

Previous revision Shit + F5 

Location of insertion point 

when doc was last closed 

Shift + F5 

 
 Choose List to shows as many files as possible. 

 Choose Details to show file information, such as size, type, and date modified. 

 Choose Properties to show more file information about the currently selected file. 

 Choose Preview to display a thumbnail image of the file 

 Choose Arrange Icons to change the order of the list. 

 
Click the name of the file you want to open. 

Click  the Open button     . 

4.2.6 Text Selection 

 
Selecting text, graphics, tables and other information is one of the most basic actions in word 

processing. Many commands and features are designed to after only selected information. 
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When text, graphics, or tables are selected, they appear surrounded by a block of color that will 

be different depending on your Windows settings. Information can be selected a number of 

different ways using the mouse and the keyboard. 

Using Mouse 

 
Select this By doing this 

A varying amount of text and graphics Click and drag over information. 

A single word Double-click the word. 

A single graphic Click the graphic. 

A line of text 
Click in the left margin (the pointer becomes an 

arrow). 

Several lines of text 
Click and drag in the left margin (the pointer 

becomes an arrow). 

A sentence Press Ctrl, Click the sentence. 

A paragraph 
Double click in th left margin (the pointer becomes 

an arrow) or triple click the paragraph. 

Several paragraphs 
Click and drag in the left margin (the pointer 

becomes an arrow) 

A large amount of text and graphics 
Click the beginning of the block, press and hold 

Shift and click the end of the block. 

The entire document 
Triple-click the left margin (the pointer becomes an 

arrow). 

A vertical block of text Press Alt, then click and drag over text. 

 
Using Keyboard 

 
Keyboard selections are relative to the current location of the insertion point. 

 
Select this By doing this 

The character to the right Shift + Right arrow 

The character to the left Shift + Left arrow 

The rest of the word Ctrl + Shift + Right arrow 

The beginning of the word Ctrl + Shift + Left arrow 

The rest of the line Shift + End 

The beginning of the line Shift + Home 

One line down Shift + Down arrow 

One line up Shift + Up arrow 

The rest of the paragraph Ctrl + Shift + Down arrow 

The beginning of the paragraph Ctrl + Shift + Up arrow 

One screen down Shift + Page Down 
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One screen up Shift + Page Up 

The beginning of the document Ctrl + Shit + Home 

The entire document Ctrl + A 

Specific blocks of text F8 + arrow keys, then Esc to cancel 
 

Select Text and Graphics in a Table 

 
Select this By doing this 

The next cell Tab 

The preceding cell Shift + Tab 

Additional cells Shift + desired arrow key 

The column Shift + Up arrow or Down arrow 

Additional columns or rows Ctrl + Shift + F8, Esc to cancel 

Fewer cells Shift F8 

The entire table 
Alt + 5 (numeric keypad only, 

Num Lock off) 

 
4.2.7 Copy Information 

 
The keyboard shortcut for copying information is Ctrl + C. 

 
The Copy command to copy text, formatting, and graphics and place them elsewhere in the 

document, or in a different document. Because it is such a common word processing task,  

there are several ways to copy information. 

 
Word’s Drag-and-Drop feature must be turned on in order to copy text using the drag-and-drop 

method. To turn it on, click Tools, Options, and the Edit tab, then check Drag-and-drop text 

editing to select it. 

Copied information is placed on the Clipboard, where it remains until something new is copied 

or cut over it. (The Clipboard contents exist in RAM memory, and so are not saved when the 

system is shut down). 

 
Drag-and-Drop Feature 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 

2. Press and hold the Ctrl key, then click and drag the selected information to the new 

location (the insertion point will have a gray square and a square with a plus sign (+) inside it to 

indicate that you are dragging a copy). 

3. Release the mouse button at the spot where you want the copied information to appear. 
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Toolbar 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 

2. Click the Copy button. 

3. Point to and click the spot where you want to paste the copied information. 

4. Click the Paste button. 

 
Menu 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 

2. Click Edit, Copy. 

3. Point to and click the spot where you want to paste the copied information. 

4. Click Edit, Paste. 

 
4.2.8 Move/Cut Information 

 
The keyboard shortcut for cutting information is Ctrl + X. 

 
The Cut and Paste commands to copy text; formatting and graphics and place them elsewhere 

in the document, or into a different document. Because they are such common word  

processing tasks, there are several ways to cut and paste information. 

 
If drag-and-drop dosen’t work, the Drag-and-drop feature might not be turned on. To turn it on, 

click Tools, Options and the Edit tab, then check Drag-and-drop text editing to select it. 

 
Drag-and-Drop Feature 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to move. 

2. Click and drag the selection to the new location (the insertion point will have a gray square 

to indicate that you are dragging information). 

3. Release the mouse button at the spot where you want the information to appear. 

 
Toolbar 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to move. 

2. Click the Cut button. 

3. Click the spot where you want to move the information. 

4. Click the Paste button. 
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Menu 

 
1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to move. 

2. Click Edit, Cut. 

3. Click the spot where you want to move the information. 

4. Click Edit, Paste. 

 
4.2.9 Undo and Redo 

 
This feature allows you to “undo” any mistakes you make in your document. 

 
Edit  Undo 

 
1) When you realize you have made a mistake, click the Undo button. 

OR 

 
To undo more than one step, click the Undo drop-down arrow, and then click the desired 

number of steps to undo. OR 

 
Click Edit, Undo. 

 

 
2) To redo a step, click the Redo     button . OR 

 
To redo more than one step click the Redo drop down arrow, then click the number of step to 

redo. OR 

 
Click Edit, Redo. 

 

 
4.3 FORMAT 

 
4.3.1 Align Text 

 
Text can be aligned at the left or right margin, evenly justified between margins, or centered 

along a vertical axis. 

Format         Paragraph … 
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on. 

Using toolbar 

 
1. Click and drag over the text to be formatted OR 

Click at the spot where you plan to type new text. 

2. Click the desired toolbar butt 

 Align Left button 

 Align Right button 

 Justify (left and right align) button 

 Center button 
 

Using dialog box 

 
1. Click and drag over the text to be formatted . 

OR 

Click the spot where you plan to type new text. 

2. Click Format, Paragraph to display the Paragraph dialog box. 

3. Click the Indents and Spacing tab. 

4. Click the Alignment drop-down arrow and click the desired alignment. 

5. Click OK. 
 

 

To align text more than one way on a line, use Tabs (see Tabs). 

The keyboard shortcuts for aligning text are : 

Left - Ctrl + L Right - Ctrl + R 

Justified - Ctrl + J Centered - Ctrl + E 
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4.3.2 Font 

 
By formatting the font, you can change the typeface, appearance (such as bold or italic), 

size, color, and other aspects of the type in your documents. 

 

Format   Font…  

Using Toolbar 

1.  Click and drag over the text to be formatted. OR 

Click at the spot where you plan to type new text. 

 To change the typeface, click the Font drop-down arrow  and click the 

desired font. 

 To change the font size, click the Font size drop-down arrow and click the desired size. 

 To make the text bold,  click the Bold button. 

 To italicize the text, click the Italics button . 

 To underline the text, click the Underline button . 

 To change the text color, click the Font Color drop-down arrow . 

 
Using Font Dialog Box 

 
1. Select the text to be formatted, OR 

Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new text. 

2. Click Format, Font to display the Font dialog box. 

a. Scroll through the fonts in the Font list box and click the desired font (which fonts are 

listed will depend on which are installed on your computer). 

b. Click a style in the Font Style list box. 

c. Click a size in the Size list box OR type the desired point size. 

d. Click the Font Color drop-down arrow to choose the desired font color. 

e. Click the Underline style drop-down arrow to select the desired underline style. 

f. Click the Underline color drop-down arrow to choose the desired underline color. 

g. Click an Effects check box to turn effects off or on. 

h. View a preview of the formatted font in the Preview box. 

i. Click OK. 
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Font attributes can be changed one at a time using the toolbar, or all can be accessed at once 

using the Font dialog box. The Font dialog box also contains additional attributes that are not 

available on the toolbar. 

 
The keyboard shortcuts to change fonts are: 

Bold  - Ctrl + B 

Italic - Ctrl + I 

Underlined - Ctrl + U 

Larger - Ctrl + Shift + > 

Smaller - Ctrl + Shift + < 
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4.3.3 Indent Paragraphs 

 
Paragraphs can be quickly indented from the left using the toolbar buttons. Using the 

Paragraph dialog box, paragraphs can also be set with only the first line indented or with all 

lines following the first indented (a hanging indent). 

 

Format          Paragraph…  Indents and Spacing 

Using toolbar 

1. Click and drag over the paragraphs to be indented. 

OR 

Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 

2. Click  the  Increase  Indent       button to move text to the right. OR 

Click the Decrease     Indent button to move text to the left. 

 
To change Indent Spacing 

 

 
1.  Click and drag over the paragraphs to be indented. 

OR 

Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 

2. If necessary, click View, Ruler to display the rulers. 

3. Click and drag the First Line  Indent marker to change the indent for the first 

line of text. 

4. Click and drag the Hanging     Indent marker to change the indent for the 

rest of the lines in the paragraph. 

5. Click and drag the Left     Indent box to change the indent for all lines of text 

in the paragraph. 

6. Click and drag the Right     Indent marker to change the right indent. 

Using dialog box 

 
1. Click and drag over the paragraphs to be indented. 

OR 

Click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 

2. Click Format, Paragraph to display the Paragraph dialog box. 

3. If necessary, click the Indents and Spacing tab to bring it to the front. 
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4. Click the Left text box and type or scroll to the desired distance to indent from the left 

margin. 

5. Click the Right text box and type or scroll to the desired distance to indent from the right 

margin. 

6. Click the Special drop-down arrow and click the desired indent type. 

7. In the By text box, type or scroll to the desired distance that the special indent should be 

from the left margin. 

8. Click OK. 

 
4.4 TABLE MANIPULATION 

 
Tables are made up of rows and columns of data entered into cells. The cells contents are 

individual paragraphs, and can be formatted using the same procedures you would use for 

paragraphs. 

 
Creating a Table 

 
By default table gridlines are displayed when you insert a table in your document. Select Table 

→ Gridlines to toggle the display of table gridlines. 

 
Gridlines are not printed when you print the document. To print gridlines in a table you add 

borders to the table. 

 
1. Position the insertion point where you want place a table. 

2. Click on the insert table button on the standard toolbar, and then drag to create a table  

with the corresponding number of rows and columns. OR 

Choose table – insert table to display the insert table dialog box 

3. Choose any of the following options to create a table to your specification: 

 
a) Specify the number of columns in the table in the number of columns text box. 

b) Specify the number of rows in the table in the number of rows text. 

c) Specify the width of each column or select auto to evenly adjust the columns between the 

left and right margins. 

d) Choose OK. 

Editing the Table 

The table’s appearance can be changed to fit your data. 

To delete cells, rows or columns: 
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1. Select the cells to be deleted or a cell in each row or columns to be deleted and then  

select Table  Delete cells to display the delete cells dialog box. 

2. Choose one of the following options: 

 Select shift cells left to move the remaining cells in the row to the left after the deletion. 

 Select shift cells up to move the remaining cells in the column up after the deletion. 

 Select delete entire row to delete the row that contains the select check. 

 Select delete entire column to delete the column that contains the selected cell. 

3. Choose OK. 

To insert cells, rows, or columns in the table. 

 Select the number of cells, rows, or columns in the position in which they are to be 

inserted in the table. 

 Click on the insert cells, rows, or columns buttons on the standard toolbar, or choose 

Table  Insert cells, rows, or columns. 

4. Choose one of the following options. 

 Select shift cells right to insert cells in the position of the selection, and move the 

originally selected cells to the right. 

 Select shift cells down to insert cells in the position of the selection and move the 

originally selected cells down. 

 Select insert entire row to insert a row(s) and move the original selection down. 

 Select insert entire column to insert a column(s) and move the original selection to the 

right. 

5. Choose OK. 

 
You can also use either of the following methods to add a row or column. 

 
 With the insertion point in the last cell press tab to add another row at the end of the 

table. OR 

 To add a column on the right edge of the table select end – row marks and then click 

on the insert column button on the standard toolbar. 

 
To change the width of a column or a cell to exact specifications. 

 
1. Select the cells or columns whose widths are to be changed. 

2. Choose Table → Cell Height and Width, and then choose the column tab. 

3. Select any of the following options. 

 Specify the width of the selected cell or column in the Width of column number text box. 

 Specify the amount of blank space between the column boundaries and the cell 

contents in the Space between Columns text box. 

 Choose previous column to select the previous column in the table. 
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 Choose Next Column to select the next column in the table. 

 Select AutoFit to automatically adjust the widths of all the columns in the table that 

contains the insertion point to their minimum widths. 

4. Choose OK. 

To specify the exact row height and set other row formatting options. 

 
1. Select the row to be changed. 

2. Choose Table → Cell Height and Width, and then choose the Row tab. 

3. Change any of the following options. 

 
 In the Height of Row number drop-down list, select Auto to allow Word to adjust the 

height automatically, or select at least and then specify a minimum row height, or exactly and 

the specify an exact row height. 

 

 Specify the measurement for the height of the selected rows in the At text box if you 

choose At Least or Exactly in the Height of Row Number drop-down list. 

 

 Specify the distance from the left margin to the left edge of the row in the Indent From 

left text box. 

 

 In the Alignment area, choose the Left to align the row along the left margin, Center to 

align the row between the left and right margins, or right to align the row along the right margin. 

 

 Select the allow row to break across pages check box (selected by default) to let a table 

split across a page break at the selected row. 

 
 Choose Previous Row to select the previous table row. 

 
4.5 SPELLING AND GRAMMAR 

 
The keyboard shortcut to start a spelling check is F7. 

Tools  Spelling and Grammar … 
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Click 

1. Right click the misspelled word. 

2. From the list of possible spelling choices, click the desired spelling 

OR 

Click Ignore All to accept the word throughout the document. 

OR 

Click Add to permanently add the word to Word’s dictionary. 

 
Using dialog box 

 
1. Click Tools, Spelling and Grammar to open the Spelling and Grammar dialog box. OR 

Click   the   Spelling  and  Grammar button. 

 
 

 
2. The first misspelled word will appear in the Not in Dictionary text box. 

 
You can do one of the following. 

 
i. Click the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions list and click the Change button 

. 

ii. the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions list and click the Change All button  

to correct all identical misspellings throughout the document. 

iii. Click the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions list and click the AutoCorrect button 

 to automatically correct the identical misspelling when you type it in the future. 

iv. Click the Ignore button to leave the word as it is and go on to the next word. 

v. Click the Ignore All button to ignore all instances of the word. 

vi. Click the Add button to add the word to the dictionary for future spell checks. 

 
3. Repeat the Step 2 until all words are checked. 

 
4.5.1 Thesaurus 

 
Use Word’s built-in Thesaurus to find synonyms or antonyms for a selected word or 

phrase. 
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Using the Thesaurus 

 
To use Thesaurus to look up the synonyms of a word. 

1. If necessary, select a word or phrase to look up. 

2. Choose Tools →Thesaurus (Shift + F7) to display the Thesaurus dialog box. 

3. Choose any of the following options. 

i) To change the current word in the Looked up text box, select a word in the Replace With 

Synonym list box and choose Look Up. The meanings of the word in the Looked Up text box 

are displayed in the Meanings list box. Synonyms of the word highlighted in the Meanings list 

box are displayed in the Replace with Synonym list box. 

ii) Select Replace to replace the word selected in your document with the word in the 

Replace with Synonym text box and close the Thesaurus dialog box. 

 
iii) Select Look up to look up the word highlighted in the Replace with Synonym text box. 

 
iv) Choose Previous to display the last word looked up in the Looked up text box, and its 

meanings in the Meanings list box. 

 
v) Choose cancel to return to your document without replacing the selected word. 

 
4.6 EMBEDDING OBJECTS 

 
An embedded object becomes part of the file, and can be edited from within the file. 

 
Creating and Embedding a New Object 

 
An object is data of any type that is created in the active application on another application that 

supports OLE or DDE. Objects can be embedded in each of the Microsoft Office application. 

 
1. Position the insertion point in the location document of the embedded. 

2. Select Insert > Object, and then choose the Create New tab or Create New to display the 

Object or Insert Object dialog box. 

3. Select the kind of object you want to embed in the Object Type list box. 

4. To display the Object as an icon in your document, select the Display As Icon checkbox is 

cleared, the Object appears as a miniature version of the data selected for the object. 

5. Choose OK to open the application used to create the object. 

6. Create a object in the source application. 

7. To embed the object and return to the destination file, select File. Exit And Return To 

Destination in the source application, if it has the command and then choose Yes to confirm 

that you want to embed the object in the destination file. Or, if necessary, click in the file outside 

the object. 
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8. Click on the save button on the toolbar that is displayed or choose File .> Save (Ctrl+S) in 

the embedded object. 

 
Editing an Embedded Object 

 
You can open the source and edit an object from within the client application. 

 
1. Double-Click on the object in the destination file. Or select the object 

2. Choose Edit > Object, and then choose Edit. The Source application opens with the 

object’s file already active. 

3. Make the necessary change to the object. 

4. Select File > Exit And Return To Destination in the source application, if it has the 

command, and then choose Yes to confirm that you want to embed the object in the destination 

file. Otherwise, Click in the destination file outside the object. 

5. Click on the save button on the toolbar that is displayed or choose File > Save (Ctrl+S) in 

the destination file to save the changes in both the file and the embedded object. 

 

 
4.7 PRINT A DOCUMENT 

 
The printer that is currently set up for all Windows applications is the one that will be used to 

print the active file. When it is printed, the object or file will appear as it is displayed in the print 

preview window in each of the Microsoft Office applications. 

 
Printing File 

 
To print the current file or a selection in the file using the current settings in the Print dialog box. 

Click on the Print button on the standard toolbar. 

 

 
To change the settings in the print dialog box . 

 
1. If necessary, select the portion of the file to be printed. 

2. Select File > Print (Ctrl+ P) to display the print dialog box, within the name of the printer 

that is currently set up at the top. 

3. Enter the number of copies to be printed in the copies text box. 

4. If multiple copies are specified select the Collate Copies check box to print one entire copy 

of the file, object or selection, and then print the next entire copy. 

5. Choose any of the following options depending the active Microsoft Office application. 
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Print Range 

 
Choose All to print the entire object, Selection to print only selected data, or pages, and then 

specify the range of pages in the From and To text boxes. 

 
Indicate which pages of the current file are to be printed. In word, Select All to print the hole 

document, Current page to print only the page that contains the insertion point Selection to print 

a selection in the document, or pages to print the pages specified. 

 
Print 

 
In the word, select the order in which to print the specified pages in the drop down list. Choose 

All pages in Range to print the range of pages specified in the pages text box. Or, When 

printing on both sides of the paper, select Odd pages, and then choose File > Print (Ctrl+P) 

again and select even pages. 

 
Select OK in the print dialog box to print the file object, or selection. 

 
Setting Up the Printer 

 
Before you print for the first time, or if you change to a different printer, you must set up the 

printer to use when printing your Window’s entire application file. 

 
1. Select File > Print (Ctrl+P) to display the print dialog box, and then choose Setup, Printer 

Setup, or Printer to display the print Setup or Printer Setup dialog box. 

2. Select Set As Default Printer to make the selected printer the one used to print files in all 

your Windows application. 

3. Choose OK or Close in the Print Setup or Print Setup or printer Setup dialog box. 

4. Choose Cancel or Close in the Print dialog box. 

 
4.8 MAIL MERGE 

 
Use word’s mail merge feature to combine a data source with a main document. The data 

source is a database file that contains the information that changes for each document. The 

main document contains the text that stays the same in each document, and the merge field 

codes, which instruct Word where to insert the data source information in the main document 

text. 

 
There are three basic steps to performing a Mail Merge-Specify the file that is the main 

document, then specify the data source, are finally, merge the data source with the main 

document. 
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Creating the main document 

 
1. Open a new or existing document to use as the main document. 

2. Select Tool. Mil merge to display the Mail Merge Helper dialog box. 

3. Choose Create in the Main Document area. 

4. Select one of the following types of documents to create. 

 
 Highlight From Letters to create a merge document that is a form letter. 

 Select Mailing Labels to create a merge documents for various types of Avery labels. 

 Highlight Envelope to set up a merge using envelopes as the type of document. 

 Select Catalog to organize lists of data. 

 Select Restore To Normal Word Document to change a main document by removing 

the relationship it has with the data source. 

 
5 Select Active Window to use the current document as the main document, or New main 

Document to open a new document window for the main document 

 
Designating a Data Source 

 
To specify the database file that contains the fields that will be inserted in the merge field codes 

in the main document. 

 
1. Select Get data in the Data Source area of the mail Merge Helper dialog box. 

2. Choose one of the following options in the drop-down list.: 

 
a) Select Create Data Source to display the Create Data Source dialog box. 

b) Choose Open Data Source to display the Open data Source dialog box, select the file 

that contain the data in the File Name list box, and choose OK. 

 
3. To move or delete a field name, highlight it in the Field Name to remove the name from the 

list box. 

4. When data is created, select OK in the dialog box, type a name for the file in the File Name 

text box, and then choose OK in the Save Data source. 

 
Editing a Data File 

 
To add records to or delete record from the data source: 
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1. Choose Edit Data Source after a new data source is created, or click on the Edit Data 

Source button on the Mail Merge toolbar in the main document window to display the data from 

dialog box. 

2. Type the appropriate information in the first text box, press Tab to enter that information in 

the field, and then move to the next text box. 

3. Repeat step 2 until all the data is entered in the first record, and then Select Add New to 

enter the data from for the next record. 

4. To display an existing record, type the number of the Record in the data from in the Record 

text box and select Find. Or Click on the First Record, Previous Record, Next Record, or last 

Record button in the record area to display the specified record. 

5. If necessary, select Find to display the find in Field dialog box, type the text field dialog 

box, type the text to find in the Find What text box, and select the name of the field in which to 

search for the text in the field In Field drop down list. Then Choose find first or Find Next to find 

the next record and display it in Data Form dialog box. Choose Close to return to the Data 

Form. 

6. When all the records for the data source have been added or edited, choose OK in the 

Data Form Dialog box. 

7. When you close the main document, a dialog box appears asking if the changed data 

source document should be saved, Choose Yes to save the changes. 

 

 
Editing the Main Document 

 
After you have specified an open data source, insert the field names in the data source 

document as merge fields in the main document: 

 
1. If necessary, click on the Mail Merge Helper button on the Mail Merge toolbar to display the 

Mail Merge Helper dialog box. Then choose Edit in the Main document area to set up the main 

document. 

2. Position the insertion point where a merge field is to be inserted in the main document, and 

then click on the insert Merge Field button on the Mail Merge toolbar and choose the field to 

insert, Repeat this step for each location in the main document that will contain a merge field. 

3. Insert the necessary punctuation or edit the text and other document items in the main 

document. 

4. Click on the Save button on the standard toolbar to save the main document. 

5. If any changes were made to the Word data source that is attached to the main document, 

choose Yes in the dialog box that appears to save the data source file. 
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Inserting Field in a Word Data Source 

 
You can add, remove, or edit the field names in the data source file. 

 
1. Click on the Edit Data Source button on the Mail Merge toolbar in the main document 

window to display the Data Form dialog box. 

2. Choose View Source to display the data source document window. 

3. Click on the Manage Fields button on the Database toolbar to display the Manage Fields 

dialog box. 

4. Type a new name in the Name text box. 

5. Select Add to add the new field to Field Names In Header Row list box. 

6. If necessary, highlight a field in the Field Names In Header Row list box, and then select 

Remove to remove the field name from the data source. 

7. Optionally, highlight a field in the Field Names In Header Row list box, and then select 

Rename to display the Rename Field dialog box. Type the new in the New Field Name text box, 

and then Choose OK. 

8. Select OK in the Manage Fields dialog box. 

 

 
Merging the Data File and the Main Document 

 
After the main document and the data source files are created, merge the two files to insert the 

records in the data source into the merge field codes in the main document 

 
1. If necessary, click on the Mail Merge Main Document button on the database toolbar or 

select Window. Filename to activate the main document. 

2. Click on the view Merged Data button on the Mail Merge Data record are displayed in the 

main document merge field locations. 

3. If necessary, click on the First Record, previous Record, Next Record, or Last Record 

button, or type the number of the record to display in the Go To Record text box on the Mail 

Merge toolbar and press. 

4. If necessary, click on the Mail Merge button on the Mail Merge toolbar to display the Mail 

Merge dialog box, select any of the following options, and then choose Merge. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Microsoft Office’s presentation application helps you to create interactive, self-running, or 

speaker-controlled visual displays. PowerPoint makes use of multimedia technology to include 

photographs, drawings, text, graphs, video and audio clips in your presentation. 
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Slide View Window 

 
It is important to become familiar with the main PowerPoint screen features that are displayed in 

Normal view. 

 
Normal view is PowerPoint’s default view. It splits the screen into three windows: Outline, Slide 

and Notes. In this view all aspects of one slide are displayed at once. 

 

 

Title Bar Application 
Control Buttons 

Document 
Control Buttons 

Menu 
Bar 

 

Outline 

View 

 
 
 

 
Place holders 

 

 
Slide 

View 

 
 
 

View 

Buttons 

 
 
 

Scroll Bar 

Office 

 

Drawig 

 
 

Status Bar Notes Window 

1. The top bar is the Title bar. A temporary title appears within brackets until you save and 

name the presentation file. 

2. The Application Control buttons, which are located on the right side of the Title bar, 

allow you to control how the PowerPoint application will appear on screen. 
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 Click the Minimize button     to reduce the application window to an icon on the 

Windows Taskbar at the bottom of your screen. 

 Click the Restore Window button  to restore the application window. OR Click the 

maximize button  to maximize the application window. 

 Click the Close button  to close PowerPoint. 

3. The second bar is the Menu bar. It provides drop-down menus that contain PowerPoint 

commands. Click on a desired menu item to reveal the available commands. 

4. The Document Control buttons, which are located on the right side of the Menu bar, 

allow you to control how the current PowerPoint presentation will appear on screen. 

 Click the Minimize button to reduce the presentation to an icon at the bottom of the 

PowerPoint application window. 

 Click the Restore Window button to restore the presentation window to its previous 

size and location. OR Click the Maximize button to maximize the presentation 

window. 

 Click the Close button to close the presentation. 

5. The Standard toolbar contains shortcut buttons that access PowerPoint’s most commonly 

used commands, such as Print, save and E-mail. 

6. The Formatting toolbar contains shortcut buttons that allow you to adjust the way objects 

and text appear on the screen and in presentations. 

7. Placeholders are empty text or graphics boxes provided as prompts. Each prompt 

indicates what type of text or 0graphic should be inserted. The type of slide layout that you 

select will determine which placeholders will be present. 

8. Scroll bars allow you to scroll through each window to view its full contents. 

9. Although Normal view displays Outline View, Slide view, and Notes view windows 

simultaneously; you can also use the View buttons to change the screen to display only 

one view at a time. Slide Sorter and Slide Show views many also be accessed from these 

buttons. 

10. The Drawing toolbar contains buttons, which access most of the tools you will need to  

add graphics to your slides. 

11. The Status bar identifies the number of the slide currently being displayed as well as the 

template design that is being used. 

12. The Office Assistant is an animated helper. Click on the assistant whenever you need 

help. 

 
 

 
6.2 NEW PRESENTATION 

 

 
6.2.1 BLANK PRESENTATION 
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CREATES A NEW BLANK PRESENTATION AND A NEW SLIDE DIALOG BOX DISPLAYS A 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAYOUTS SUCH AS TITLE SLIDE, BULLETED SLIDE, COLUMN 

TEXT, TABLE, CHART WITH TEXT, ORGANIZATION CHART, GRAPH, CLIPART WITH 

TEXT, AS SHOWN IN THE FIGURE. 
 

 
CLICK ON THE SLIDE LAYOUT, WHICH YOU PREFER TO PRESENT. 
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6.2.2 AUTO CONTENT WIZARD 
 

The Auto Content Wizard steps you through a series of questions relating to the information you 

wish to present and then formats a content driven presentation based on your responses. The 

result is a powerful template with content prompts that will help you build a professional quality 

presentation. 

 
1. Click File, New to open the New Presentation dialog box. 

2. Click the General tab to bring it to the front. 

 

 
3. Double click the AutoContent Wizard icon to start the wizard. 

4. Click   the Next  button on the first wizard screen to begin building the 

presentation. 
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5. On the second wizard screen, click a button that best describes the category of the 

presentation type you wish to give. 
 

m 

6. Select a presentation type from the window on the right and click the Next button. 

7. On the third wizard screen, select the style and format for your presentation and click the 

Next button. 

8. On the fourth wizard screen, enter the presentation title and footer text, select the date and 

slide number check boxes if desired, and click the Next button. 
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9. Click the Finish button  once you have supplied all the necessary information for 

the presentation. OR 

If necessary, click the Back button     to revise any information provided on the 

previous screens. OR 

Click the Cancel button  to exit the wizard without creating a new presentation. 

 
When the wizard is complete, the presentation displays in Normal view. From the Outline view 

window, you can read the suggested text prompts, which will guide you by providing relevant 

text for the type of presentation you wish to give. 

 

6.2.3 DESIGN TEMPLATES 
 

Design Templates are pre-designed presentations that contain a wide variety of stylish designs 

such as coordinating backgrounds, fonts, colors, objects, etc. PowerPoint provides numerous 

professionally designed templates so that you can focus on your presentations content instead 

of its design. 
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Select a design template for a new presentation 

 
1. Click File, New to open the New Presentation dialog box. 

2. Click the Design Templates tab to bring it to the front. 

3. Click on a desired Design Template and a preview of the template will appear on the right 

side of the dialog box. 

4. Click OK. 

 
Change the design template for an existing presentation 

 
1. Open the presentation that you want to change. 

2. Click Format, Apply Design Template to open the Apply Design Template dialog box. 

3. A list of available template names is listed in the middle of the dialog box and a preview 

window is presented on the right. 

4. To select a template, click on a Design Template file. OR 

Double-click the Office 97 folder and click on an Office 97 template. 

OR 

Click to select any of the folders listed on the left side of the dialog box and then click on a 

desired file. OR 

Type the name of file you wish to use in the File name text box. 

5. Click  the  Apply  button to apply the selected template to the presentation. 

OR 

Click the Cancel button to exit the dialog box without applying a new 

template. 

 
 
 

 
6.3 HEADER AND FOOTER 

 

A header contains information that appears at the top of a PowerPoint note page or handout. 

Footer contains information that appears at the bottom of a slide, note page or handout.   

Header and footer information can include date, time, slide number, and/or additional text. 
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Insert footers on slides 

 
1. Click View, Header and Footer. 

2. The Header and Footer dialog box displays with the slide tab selected by default. 
 

 

3. Click Date and time to access the date and/or time options, which may be used to insert the 

date into the footer. 

4. Click Slide number to insert the slide number into the footer. 

5. If desired, select the Footer check box to access the footer text box. This option allows you 

to add a line of text. 

6. Click doesn’t show on title slide if you want to apply footers to all slides except for the 

initial title slide. 

7. Click  the  Apply to All button to apply footer information to all slides in 

the current presentation. OR 

Click  the Apply button to  apply footer information to the selected 

slides only. OR 

Click the Cancel button to return to the presentation without inserting any footer 

information. 

 
 

Insert Headers and/or Footers on Notes and Handouts 

 
1. Click View, Header and Footer. 

2. When the Header and Footer dialog box displays, click the Notes and Handouts tab. 
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3. Click Date and time to access the date and/or time options, which may be used to insert the 

date into the header of each notes page and handout. 

4. Click the Header check box to access the header text box. This option allows you to add a 

line of text at the top of each note page and handout. 

5. Click the Footer check box to access the footer text box. This option allows you to add a  

line of text at the bottom of each notes page and handout. 

6. Click the Apply to All button  to apply header and footer formatting to all 

slides in the current presentation. OR 

  CLICK   THE   CANCEL BUTTON TO RETURN TO THE PRESENTATION 

WITHOUT INSERTING ANY HEADER OR FOOTER FORMATTING TO THE SLIDES. 

6.4 BACKGROUND DESIGNING 

Different colors, patterns, and textures can be added to the background of one slide, 

select slides, or to an entire presentation. Changing a default background can create 

interesting and eye catching results. 

 
1. With a slide selected, click Format, Background to open the background dialog box. 
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2. The Background fill box shows previews of how your slide(s) will look with a particular fill. 

3. To change the background colors or texture, click on the Background fill drop-down arrow. 

4. Select More Colors from the drop-down list if you wish to change the pre selected color 

scheme. 

5. Select Fill Effects from the drop-down list if you wish to change the texture of the 

background. 

 
 Gradient provides different variegated effects. 

 Texture provides numerous textures, from marble to a crumpled-up paper bag. Each 

texture can be previewed in the preview box. 

 Pattern provides options such as plaid and bricks. The pattern color can also be 

changed here. 
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 Picture inserts a picture as a background for a slide. Click Select Picture on this tab to 

access many of the pictures that come preloaded with PowerPoint. 

6. Click Preview to see what the slide will look like with the selected background. 

7. If desired, choose Omit background graphics from master. If this option is selected, the 

formatting that you choose will not be entered on the Master Slide. 

8. Click the Apply to All button     to apply the background settings to the entire 

presentation. OR 

Click the Apply button  to apply the background settings only to the selected slide or 

slides. OR 

Click the Cancel button to return to the presentation without making any changes. 
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6.5 DRAW OBJECTS 
 

The PowerPoint drawing tools allow you to draw objects using various predefined shapes, 

colors and effects. 

 
 

Drawing toolbar 

 

 

Draw a shape 

 
1. If necessary, click View, Toolbars, and Drawing to display the Drawing toolbar. 

2. In Slide view, click on one of the four drawing tools available on the Drawing toolbar. 

 
         Line tool          Rectangle tool 

         Arrow tool          Oval tool 

 
3. Click on the slide and drag to create the desired shape. 

 
 
 

 
1. Click on the drawing object. 

2. To select more than one drawing object at a time, press the Shift key as you click on each 

object. 

3. Each selected drawing object is surrounded by four to eight handles (small squares) 

 
4. Click on any handle and drag inward to reduce the size of the object(s) or outward to 

enlarge it. 

 
 

Move a Drawing 

 
1. Click inside of a drawing object to select it. 

2. To select more than one object at a time, press the Shift key as you click on each object. 
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3. Click and drag the object(s) to the desired location. 

 

Copy a Drawing 

 
1. Click on the drawing object. 

2. To select more than one drawing object at a time, use the Shift key as you click on each 

object. 

3. Do the following. 

a. Click Edit, Copy. 

b. Place the cursor where you wish to paste the copied object(s). OR 

a. Press the Ctrl key. 

b. Drag the mouse to a desired location on the same slide and a copy of the object(s) will 

appear when you release the mouse. 

 

6.5.1 Group Objects 

 
The Group option allows you to combine several objects into one. 

 
1. Click an object on a slide. 

2. Press and hold the Shift key and select the additional items you want to group. 

3. Handles will appear around each object. 

 
4. Right click on the grouped objects and select Grouping from the shortcut menu. OR 

Click the Draw  button  on the Drawing toolbar. 

5. Click the Group button.  

6. One set of handles now surrounds the entire grouped object. 

7. Size, move, and/or copy the grouped object as desired. 
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6.5.2 Order Objects 

 
The Order option allows you to change how objects are layered on a slide by sending them 

backward or forward in the order. 

 
1. Click one object on a slide whose order you want to change. 

2. Selection handles will indicate the selected object. 
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3. Click the Draw button   on the Drawing toolbar. OR 

Right click to access a shortcut menu. 

4. Click Order. 

5. Select an order option from the submenu that displays. 

 

 Click   the   Send   Backward  button  to move the 

object back one layer at a time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Click the Send  to  Back button to move the object to 

the back of all other objects in the order. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Click the Bring Forward button to move the object 

forward one layer at a time. 

 

 Click the Bring to Front button to move               the object to 

the front of all other objects in the order. 
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6.5 PRESET ANIMATION 
 

PowerPoint Animation feature enables you to animate the appearance of specified objects and 

text during a slide show presentation. PowerPoint’s Preset Animation option provides you with 

fourteen animation settings to choose from. 

 
 

1. To animate objects one at a time on 

object while in Slide view. 

 
 
 

2. To animate several objects on a slide 

same animation effect, select one or 

Slide Sorter view. 

a slide, click on an 

 
 
 

 
at once, using the 

more slides in 

 
 
 

3. Click Slide Show, Preset Animation and 

choose one of the following animation options 

from the submenu that displays. 

 
4. To  view  the  animation effect, click Slide Show 

Animation Preview. 

 
 

Turn Animation Off 

 
1. To   turn   animation   off, select  the animated 

object9s) in Slide View. OR 

Select the entire Slide Sorter view. 
2. Click Slide Show, Preset Animation. 

3. Click the Off option. 

6.7 SLIDE TRANSITION 
 

Transitions are the special effects that take place while moving from one slide to the next during 

a slide show. 

 
 

 
In Slide View or Outline View 
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1. Click Slide Show, Slide Transition. 

2. The Effect box contains a picture to demonstrate the transition effects before they are set. 

3. Click the drop-down list to select an effect. 

4. Choose a speed by clicking  the appropriate option button. 

5. Choose  when  the  slide  should  make  the transition, either 

Automatically after a set amount of time, or on mouse click. 
 

 

6. Click the Sound drop-down list box 

transition. 

to apply a sound to the 

(The sound can only be heard if the computer running the slide  show has the 
appropriate hardware). 
7. Click the Apply to All button to apply the transition settings to the entire presentation. 

OR 

Click the Apply button to apply the transition settings only to the selected side(s). 

OR 

Click the Cancel button to return to the presentation without applying a transition. 

 

 
From Slide Sorter view 

 
1. In Slide Sorter view, the Slide Sorter toolbar includes a Slide Transition button. Click on it 

and the Slide Transition dialog box will open. 
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On the Slide Sorter toolbar, you can also change or add a transition by clicking on the Slide 

Transition Effects drop-down list to select an effect. The Slide Transition dialog box will not 

open, however, so you cannot set timing or sound. 

 

 
6.8 SLIDE FORMAT 

 
6.8.1 Slide Layout 

 

The Slide Layout feature allows you to change the layout of a slide as well as to choose 

a layout for a new slide. The slide layout determines how title, subtitle, text, picture and 

chart placeholders will appear on the screen. 

 
1. Click Format, Slide Layout. 

2. The layout for the current slide is highlighted in the Slide Layout dialog box, and the name of 

the layout is listed in the bottom right corner. 
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To select a new slide lay option for the current slide 

 

 Click on a new slide layout option and click the Apply button . 

OR 

 
To reapply the default master slide layout after formatting or adjusting placeholders on 

the current slide 

 

 Click   the   Reapply   button.              OR 

 Click the Cancel button to return to the presentation without changing the layout of the 

current slide.  

 

6.8.2 Slide Master 
 

The slide master acts as a pattern for all slides within a presentation except for the title 

slide (which may be adjusted separately). Any formatting or adjusting of placeholders, 

backgrounds patterns, etc. that is applied to the slide master will affect all current and 

future slides in a presentation. 

 
1. Click View, Master, Slide Master to view the Master layout. 

 

2. To move placeholders for all slides within the presentation, click and drag to the desired 

location. 

3. To make formatting changes to a placeholder for all slides within the presentation, click on 

the placeholder and make font, font size, font color, tab adjustments, etc. 

4. To make changes to the background template, click on the various objects and move, delete, 

or adjust them as desired. 
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5. To adjust the Date, Footer, or Slide Number areas, click on the appropriate placeholder and 

make the desired adjustments. 

6. When you are finished adjusting the slide master, click the Close button on the Master 

toolbar to exit slide master view and return to the previous view. OR 

 

Click View and select another view. OR 
Click on a view button at the bottom of the screen. 

 
 

6.9 SLIDE VIEW 

 
6.9.1 Slide Sorter view 

 

Slide sorter view displays every slide within a presentation in miniature view. This 

allows you to see the entire flow of your presentation and also allows you to make some 

universal changes to all slides or selected slides if desired. 
 

1. Click View, Slide Sorter. OR 

Click  the  Slide Sorter button  at the bottom of the screen. 

 
2. To change the order of the existing slides 

a. Click on the slide you want to move. 

b. Drag it to a new location. 
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1. To copy a slide 

a. Click on the slide you want to copy. 

b. Click Edit, Copy. OR 

Click  the  Copy  button  on the Standard toolbar. 

c. Click to the right of the new slide location. 

d. Click Edit, Paste. OR 

Click the Paste button on the Standard toolbar. 

 
2. To delete a slide in Slide Sorter View 

a. Click on the slide you want to delete. 

b. Press the Delete key. OR 

Click Edit, Delete Slide. 

 
3. To insert a new slide 

a. Position cursor to the left of the new slide location. 

b. Click Insert, New Slide. 

c. Choose an Auto Layout. 

d. Click OK. 

 
To exit Slide Sorter view, click another view option on the View menu or from the view buttons 

at the bottom of the screen. 

 

6.9.2 Slide Show 

 
Once your presentation is complete and all slide show enhancements have been set, you are 

ready to display the show. PowerPoint provides several ways to view slide show transitions, 

animation, and other effects. 

 
 

Preview Individual Slide Effects in Miniature Window 

 
1. In Slide or Outline view, place insertion point within a desired slide. 

2. Click Slide Show, Animation preview. 

3. A miniature window will appear and display all special effects assigned to the selected 

slide. 
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4. To view another slide’s settings, click on another slide. 

 

 
Preview Individual Slide Effects on a Full Screen 

 
1. In Slide or Outline view, place cursor within a desired slide. 

2. Click the Slide Show View button at the bottom of the screen. 

3. The slide show will run from the selected slide forward if you click the mouse or press the 

arrow keys on the keyboard. 

 
 

View Entire Slide Show from the Beginning 

 
1. Open a presentation. 

2. From any view or any selected slide, click Slide Show, View Show. OR Click View, 

Slide Show. 

 
3. Click the mouse to advance through the slide show. OR 

 
Use the Up or Right arrow keys on the keyboard to move forward and the Down or Left 

arrow keys to repeat a slide or to repeat the animation effect of an object or text item. 

OR 

 
If slide timings have been set, the presentation will advance automatically. 
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General 

Manager 

 

 

Prod. Manager Sales Manager R & D Manager 

 

6.10 CHARTS 

 

The PowerPoint chart feature can be used to illustrate data in a graphic display. 

 
 

 
Organization of Charts 

 
Organization of charts provides a simple visual for displaying hierarchical information, such as 

list of supervisors, managers, and reporting staff. PowerPoint uses the Microsoft Organization 

chart application to create a organization chart as a slide object. 

 
You can also create an organization chart by selecting the Organization Chart layout option 

when creating a new slide. Double-click on the organization chart placeholder. 

 

When you create an organization chart using the Microsoft Organization Chart application, the 

chart is saved as an object within the presentation. It is not saved a s a separate file. 
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INTRODUCTION TO DATA STRUCTURES
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THE NEED OF DATA STRUCTURES

Computer system based on three

activities:

1. Storing

2. Accessing

3. Manipulation



CONTINUED....

 The field of computer science divided into 
major categories:

Operating systems

Databases

 Compilers

 Artificial Intelligence

 Application programs

 Etc..

 Each of this field requires above said activities



CONTINUED ...

 Each field addresses the data of their interest

 All applications of computer science uses the 

study of data structures

 Every programmer need to understand the 

principles and techniques to solve the 

problems.



TYPES

 A type refers to a domain of values

 The following table shows the examples:

Types Domain of Values

Characters Set of characters

Integers ...., -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

Real Set of real numbers

Complex numbers Real number x Real number

Small fractions { x | x is between 0.0 and 1.0}

Boolean {true | false}

Days {Sunday, Monday,..., Saturday}

Months {Jan, Feb, ..., Dec}

Primary colors {red, green, blue}



DATA TYPE

 Data type refers to the domain of values 

(types) and the operations performed on 

these values

 Table shows the examples of data types:

Data Types Set of operations

Integer Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Modules

Character Convert a character to lowercase/uppercase, to find 

whether the character is alphabetic/digit, etc.

Real Number Arithmetic (+, -, *,/), finding absolute, floor, ceil values

Complex number Create complex number, find conjugate of the number, 

arithmetic operations(+, -, *, /)

Boolean AND, OR, NOT



ABSTRACT DATA TYPES (ADT)

 An ADT is a data type in which the members of 

the data type are unknown to users of the type

 Abstraction refers to defining new types, hiding 

the details of implementation

 The user and the implementor agree on the 

type of the interface

 Example: interface for operating a television 

using remote control

 Television circuit details are hidden 



ADVANTAGES OF ADT

 Isolate application from the implementation

 Supports modular programming

1. Program split into modules

2. Modules compiled separately

3. Modules can use same ADT

 Supports encapsulation

1. Modules are kept independent

2. Different classes that implements same interface

3. No need to change the modules use the ADT, when 
change the implementation



PRE- AND POST- CONDITIONS

 Pre- condition refers to the properties of the 

inputs assumed by the operation

 This defines the state of the program before calling 

a function

 Post- conditions specifies the effect of an 

operation

 This defines the state of the program when it 

returns



DATA STRUCTURES

 A data structure is a physical representation of 

an ADT

 It indicates the data type and how its stored in 

a computer

 An integer as a data structure, defined as 

integer data type stored on consecutive 

memory locations



CONTINUED...

 String is a data structure, consists of sequence 

of characters – stored in consecutive locations

 Two types of implementations:

 Fixed length and 

 Variable length

 The following table shows the various types of 

data types:



Type Topology Description Examples

Set Collection of 

unrelated items

Students in a class

Linear One-to-One 

relationship

Queue at a ticket 

counter

Hierarchical 

(Tree)

One-to-Many 

relationship

A family tree, 

organization chart

Network (Graph) Many-to-Many 

relationship

Communication 

network, road map



TYPES OF DATA STRUCTURES

 Classification according to the type of elements:

 Primitive data structure:- basic structures like 

integer, character

 Compound data structure:- one which consists of 

other structures

 Classification according to the ordering 

between them:

 Linear data structure:- elements have a linear order 

with first, second and so on

 Non-linear data structure:- ordering is not present



 File structures

 The data structure defined in secondary storage 

devices as files

 Recursive data structure

 A data structure partially composed of smaller 

instances of the same data structure, e.g. Tree
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An array refers to a collection of

homogeneous elements, stored in

contiguous locations in memory

The basic operations on arrays:
• Extraction and

• Storing

Array is an example of static allocation of

memory



A variable of primitive type refer a single

entity

Arrays are data structures used to refer a

collection of similar data types

“An array is defined as a finite ordered

collection of homogeneous elements

stored in contiguous location”



Each term describes the feature of an

array:
• A finite collection refers to the size of the array –

the size of the collection is fixed

• The elements of the array are of same type

• Arrays are ordered collection

• Each element stored adjacent to each other – a

block of memory allocated at one time

• All elements of an array are referred by a

common name



Storage 

representation of 

an array

A

B

C

D

T

Array Name

1010

1010

1010

1010



 Individual elements of an array are referred with
the index

 Index gives the relative position of the element
(offset) from the starting position of the array

 The first index is referred as the lower bound
 The last index is referred as the upper bound
 Range refers to the number of elements in the

array
 The lower bound depends on programming

languages



Few examples of array declaarations in C:
• Int data[10]

 Lower bound 0, upperbound 9, range 10

• Char code[20]

 Lower bound 0, upper bound 19, range 20

 In general, if the lower bound is 0 and range

is n then the upper bound will be n-1

The physical size of the array is:

the number of elements * number of bytes

required to store the element



The primitive operations on an array are
• Extraction(retrieval)

• Storing

Extraction refers to getting the value of

an element stored in an array

X = Data[i] , where i is the valid index in

the array

Storing value is opposite to retrieval

Data[i] = X



A function that gives the starting byte

address of an element, if the base

address and index of the element are

given

Addressing functions give a mapping

between logical numbering of the

elements and the physical byte address

Addressing function depends on the type

of the arrays



 It refers to a collection of elements in one 
dimension

A B C D E F G H I J

str

10 elements

Char str[10];



 If base address of str be b
• Then the first element stored in this address
• Second element stored in b+2
• Third element stored in b+2*2

We assume elements are stored from 0th

index
 In general

• The address of the ith element is b+i*e
 b is the base address

 i is the index of the element
 e is the size of the data type

This is the addressing function of one-
dimensional array



Represented by rows and columns
 Individual elements denoted by row index

and column index values
Two-dimensional matrix id declared as
A[lb1...ub1] [lb2...ub2]

 lb1 and lb2, lower bound for rows and
columns

ub1 and ub2, upper bound for rows and
columns

The range of 2-dimensional array is (ub1-
lb1+1)(ub2-lb2+1)



2D arrays are logical representation
The storage is single dimension
So need a mapping between 2D

representation and single dimension
This mapping is a way of storing the

elements of 2D array into an one-
dimensional array

Two ways of storage representations:
1. Row major order representation

2. Column major order representation



The elements are stored in row wise
The elements of 0th row are stored first

and then first row and so on

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

Address Values

b 1

b+1 2

b+2 3

b+3 4

b+4 5

b+5 6

b+6 7

b+7 8

b+8 9

b+9 10

b+10 11

b+11 12

b+12 13

b+13 14

b+14 15



The addressing function is:

Address of a[i][j] = b+[(i*COL)+j]*e

• b is base address

• i number of elements in each row

• COL number of columns

• j is the number of elements in the ith row and

column preceding j

• e is size of each element



 The elements are stored in column wise
 The elements in 0th column are stored first, then

1st column and so on

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

Address Values

b 1

b+1 6

b+2 11

b+3 2

b+4 7

b+5 12

b+6 3

b+7 8

b+8 13

b+9 4

b+10 9

b+11 14

b+12 5

b+13 10

b+14 15



The addressing function is

Address of a[i][j] = b+[(j*ROW)+i)*e

• b is base address

• j Index of jth column

• ROW number of rows in the table

• i index of ith row

• e is the size of each column



The special types of matrices classified

based on the characteristic position of

non zero elements
• Lower triangular matrices

• Upper triangular matrices

• Tridiagonal Matrices

• Sparse matrices



A square matrix is called lower
triangular if all the
entries above the main diagonal are zero

 In a n*n lower triangular matrix, the
number of non-zero elements is

1+2+3+...+n = n(n+1)/2

10987

0654

0032

0001



 In a lower triangular matrix,

 If the matrix A(n*n) is represented as

B[n(n+1)/2) matrix

The storage representation of the matrix

A is








zeronon
jiA

0
]][[

If  i>j

otherwise



 


0

2/)1([
]][[

jiiB
jiA

If  i≤j

otherwise



A square matrix is called upper
triangular if all the
entries below the main diagonal are zero

 In a n*n lower triangular matrix, the
number of non-zero elements is
n+(n-1)+(n-2)+....+2+1=n(n+1)/2

10000

9800

7650

4321



 In an upper triangular matrix

 If the matrix A(n*n) is represented as

B[n(n+1)/2) matrix

The storage representation of the matrix

A is








zeronon
jiA

0
]][[

If  i<j

otherwise



 


0

2/)1([
]][[

jiiB
jiA

If  i≥j

otherwise



A tridiagonal matrix has elements only

on the main diagonal, the first

superdiagonal, and the first subdiagonal

The total number of non-zero elements =

3n-2

xx

xxx

xxx

xx

00

0

0

00



Addressing function of the tridiagonal

elements is

A[i][j] = B[2*i+j]



Sparse matrices in which the number of
non-zero elements is less compared to zero
elements

The non-zero elements will be in random
positions

Each element of a sparse matrix is
represented by a triple as (row,col,value)

0006

0300

2000

0004

603

322

231

400

valuecolrow
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Introduction 

 Static allocation of memory refers to the 
allocation of memory during compilation

 During run-time most of the memory is not used

 This problem of can be solved if we allocate 
memory only when there is a need

 This type of allocation is referred to as dynamic 
allocation

 Linked lists are used to implement dynamic 
allocation



Continued ...

 In dynamic allocation,

 The elements are stored in non-contiguous
locations

 We need to know the address of the locations
where each element is stored

 An element we store the address of the
consecutive element

 Linked lists are dynamic data structure as
their size can grow or shrink during execution



Continued...

 The nodes can be added at anytime to the list or
deleted from the list

 Each node in the list have one or multiple
information fields with a pointer field to hold
address of the adjacent element

 The node will be referred by the name

 DATA(Node) represents the value stored in the
DATA field

 NEXT(Node) refers to the address of the next node
in the list

Node 

DATA NEXT



Continued...

10 20 30 40 NULL

•The (      ) symbol indicates the storage of address 
of the next element
•We use data types “structure” for each node
•The representation is

•‘next’ is a pointer to a struct of type Node
NODE* head;

Struct Node {
int data;
struct Node *next;

};
Typedef struct Node NODE;



Memory allocation

 NODE defines the structure of a node in a linked
list

 In dynamic allocation, actual memory has to be
allocated before using the node

 In C, memory allocated as:

Head = (NODE *) malloc(sizeof(NODE))

 Once memory is allocated , the fields are
accessed as:
Head data

Head next



Benefits of linked lists

 It eliminates memory wastage

 Improves memory utilization as it implements 
dynamic memory allocation

 Simple and efficient procedures for adding and 
deleting elements

Limitations of linked lists
• It uses extra space to store the address of the 

adjacent elements

• Linked lists is better to use if the number of 
elements not known initially



Type of Linked Lists

 Singly linked list 

 Each node contains the address of the adjacent 
node

 Last node contains NULL(\) field indicating the 
end of the list

\



Continued...

 Circular singly linked list

 Structure will be same like singly linked list

 The last node will have the address of the first 
node



Continued...

 Doubly linked list

 Each node will have two pointers

 One pointing to the previous node (PREV)

 Other pointing to the successive(next) node 
(NEXT)

 The PREV of the first node and NEXT of the last 
node will be NULL.

\ \



Continued...

 Multiply linked list

 Each node will have multiple pointers 

 Pointer to points various structures

 Mostly used for sparse matrices

Row Index Column Index Value

Pointer to next element 
In the row

Pointer to next element 
In the Column



Basic operations on Linked List

 Insertions

 Deletions

 Traversal



Singly linked list

 Insertion of a node in the beginning of a List

1. Allocate memory for a node and assign its 
address to the variable ‘New’

2. Assign the elements in the data field of the new 
node

3. Make the next field of the new node as the 
beginning of the existing list

4. Make the new node as the head of the list after 
insertion



Step 1 New

NewStep 2 elt

Step 3 New

NewStep 4

Head

Head

10 20 \elt

elt 10 20 \

Algorithm InsertBegin(Head, elt)

1. New  getnode(NODE)
2. data(New)  elt
3. next(New) Head
4. Head New
5. Return Head



Inserting a Node at the End

 The last node has a NULL value in the next field

 This feature is used to locate the last node
1. Allocate memory for a node and name it as new

2. Assign the element in the data field of the new node

3. Make the next field of the node as NULL

4. If the exixting list is empty,
a. Call this new node as the list

b. Else get the address of the last node in the list by
traversing from the beginning pointer

5. Make the next field of the last node point to the
new node



 Algorithm InsertEnd(Head, elt)
1. New  getnode(NODE)
2. data(New)elt
3. next(New) NULL
4. If Head = NULL

A. then 
a. Head New
b. Return Head

B. else
a. temp Head

5. While(next(Temp) ≠ NULL)
a. temp  next(temp)

6. Next(temp) New
7. Return Head

New

New elt

New elt \

Head 10 20

Temp

\

Head 10 20 elt \

Temp
New

Step 1

Step 2

Step 5 & 6

Step 4

Step 3



Deleting a Node

 There are a few steps to deleting a specific 
element from the list:

1. Find the node with the element (if it exists).

2. Remove that node.

3. Reconnect the linked list.

4. Update the link to the beginning (if necessary)



Circular Linked Lists

 In a circular linked list, the next pointer of the last node 
is to point the head of the list

 The operations on singly linked list can be done
 Algorithm insertEndCLL(Head, elt)

1. Allocate memory for new node and store elt
a. new  getnode(NODE)
b. data(new)  elt

2. If Head = NULL
a) Then

a. Head  new

b) Else
a. Next(new)  next(Head)
b. Next(Head)  new
c. Head  new

3. return



Count the Number of nodes in CLL

 Do the traverse list from the beginning till end
 Every time we cross a node, the count is 

incremented
 At the end count returns the number of nodes in the 

list
 Algorithm CountNodesCLL(Head)

1. If Head=Null return 0
2. Count 1
3. Temp  next(Head)
4. While (temp ≠ Head)

a. Count Count +1
b. temp  next(temp)

5. Return Count



Print the values stored in a 
CLL

 Algorithm PrintElementsCLL(Head)

1. If Head = NULL return;

2. temp  Head

3. Do {

a. Print(data(temp))

b. temp  next(temp)

c. } while(temp≠Head)

4. return



Double Linked List

 Travers in forward and backward direction

 DLL is doubly linked has two pointers

 On pointer points next node other points 
previous node

Structure DLLNode {

int data;

Struct DLLNode *prev, *next;

}

typedef struct DLLNode DLLNODE

Prev NextData



Print elements in DLL

 Algorithm PrintElementDLL(Head)

1. If (Head = NULL) return

2. temp  Head

3. Do {

a. Print(data(temp))

b. Temp  next(temp)

c. }while(temp ≠ NULL)

4. return



Insert an element in a DLL after M

 Insert an node in DLL after a given node
 Algorithm insert (DLLNODE Head, int elt, 

DLLNODE M)
1. new getnode(DLLNODE)
2. data(new)  elt
3. next(new)  next(M)
4. If (Head = NULL)

a. Head  new

5. Else
a. Prev(new) M
b. prev(next(M))  new
c. next(M)  new

6. return Head





Deletion in DLL

 Deleting a node in DLL requires changes in the prev and 
next pointers

 Algorithm deleteDLLNode(Head, M)
1. If (M = NULL)

a. return Head

2. If (M=Head)
a. Then

a) Head  next(Head)
b) prev(Head) NULL

b. Else
a) prev(next(M))  prev(M)
b) next(prev(M))  next(M)

3. Free(M)
4. return Head
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Introduction 

 Stack is a collection of items accessed by
Last In First Out(LIFO) order

 It is referred as LIFO list

 It can be implemented using either an
array or a linked list

 The following operations be performed:
◦ Storing

◦ Retrieval

 The data stored or retrieved only last in
the list





 In computer systems stacks are mostly used in
function execution, memory allocation for
program, nested/recursive functions, etc..

 The primitive operations are: push and pop
 The pointer variable top is used to point the

next element to store



 The primitive operations on stack are
defined using the following functions:

◦ Push(S, x) – to insert element x into the stack S

◦ Pop(S) – to delete an element from stack S

◦ showTop(S) – returns the element at the top of
the stack



ADT Stack

 A stack ADT include the following
functions:

1. Create(S) – create an empty stack

2. Push(S, element) – push(add) and element
on top of the stack

3. Pop(S) – pop(remove) the top element of
the stack S

4. ShowTop(S) – return the top element of
the stack(without removing)



 Create(S)

◦ Creates an empty stack

◦ It initialize the space to be used for
elements when they are pushed

◦ The allocation of space can be static or
dynamic

◦ All operations on a stack are performed on
the top element

◦ Top variable properly initialized by empty
stack



 Push(S, element)

1. Get space for the element (depends on
implementation)

2. If step 1 cannot allocate space
a. Then

i. Return error

b. Else
i. Store element in the space allocated in step 1

ii. Update top so that it points to the currently added
element

iii. Return

3. end



 Pop(S)

1. Check whether there is at least an element 
that can be popped out(check for nonempty 
stack)

2. If the stack is not empty

a. Then 
i. Copy the value stored in a temporary variable to return at 

the end

ii. Bring down top to the next element

3. Return the element stored in step 2a



Implementation of Stack

 A stack represents an ordered
collection of homogeneous elements

 Stack can be implemented by

◦ Arrays

◦ Linked Lists

 Array implementation provides the
static allocation policy

 Whereas linked representation give the
benefits of dynamic allocation



Array implementation of stack

 In array implementation size of the array
should be fixed

 An integer variable top can be used to
mark the top of the stack

 There are two notations of initializing the
top variable

1. Top will be -1 for an empty stack because 0
is a valid index where an element is stored

2. Top will point to the next free location , so,
for an empty stack top will be 0





Stack Algorithms

 Create stack – to setup an empty stack

 Algorithm Create (S)
 Algorithm to initialize a stack using array. 

 TOP points to the top-most element of stack

1. TOP: = 0; 

2. Exit

 C function
void createinit(Stack *s)
{
s->TOP = -1;
}



 Push an element into the stack

int push(STACK *S, char element)
{int top = S->top;
if (top > SIZE) {

printf(“Stack Overflow”);
return NULL;}

Top +=1;
S -> elements[top] = element;
Return 1;
}



 Pop an element from the stack

int pop(STACK *S)
{ int top = S->top;
if (top <= -1) {

printf(“Stack Underflow”)
return NULL; }

element = S->elements[top]
top --;
return element;
}



 Show the top of the stack

int pop(STACK *S)
{
int top = S->top;

if (top <= -1) 
{

printf(“Stack Underflow”)
return NULL; 

}
element = S->elements[top]
return element;
}



 Check for empty stack

 Check for stack full

int isEmpty(Stack *s)
{

if(s->top == -1)
return 0;

return -1;
}

int isFull(Stack *s)
{
if(s->top == MAX-1)

return 0;
return -1;
}



Linked List Implementation of Stack

 Another way to represent a stack is by using
links(or pointers)

 When the number of elements in the stack are
not known in the beginning

 A stack can be represented using nodes by two
fields, possibly called data and link

 Memory is allocated when an element if pushed

 Memory can be freed when we pop the element

 Adding a node to and removing a node from the
head of a linked list





struct Node {
int elt;
struct Node *next;

}
typedef struct Node stack;

void create(stack s) {
s=NULL;

}

stack * push(stack s, int elt){
stack * new = malloc(sizeof(strut stack));
if (new == NULL) {

printf(“overflow-no memory available”);
return NULL;

new->elt = elt;
new->next = s;
s=new;
return s;}



 Delete an element from the stack from the 
head



stack * pop(stack s) {
stack * temp;

if (s==NULL) {
printf(“stack underflow – no elements in the stack”);

return NULL;

temp = s;

s= s->next;

free(temp);

return s;

}



Applications of Stack

 Well formedness of parenthesis

 Syntax check

 Evaluation of Postfix expression

 Conversion of Infix to Postfix form

 Recursion functions

 Tower of Honai



Well Formedness of Parenthesis

Operators Precedence

Parenthesis Highest

Unary operators

^ (Exponentiation)

*, /

+, - Lowest



• An expression has well-formed parenthesis if 
the following are satisfied:
1. The number of opening and closing parenthesis 

are equal

2. A closing parenthesis follows its opening 
parenthesis

3. A closing parenthesis is matched with the last 
open parenthesis



 Well-Formedness of parenthesis in an
expression can be checked using stacks

 The characters of the expression are read
from left to right

 When an open parenthesis is encounted it is
pushed on to the stack

 When a closed parenthesis is read, an open
parenthesis is poped out of the stack

 The stack will be empty at the end to
indicate the expression has well formed
parenthesis





 Algorithm CheckWFP(expression)
1. Read symbols in the expression one by one and do 

steps 2-3 till End of Expression
2. If symbol is opening parenthesis

Then
Push the symbol on to a stack

3. If symbol is closing parenthesis
Then
Pop the element from the stack
If pop returns NULL
Then 
Write “Parenthesis not welformed-excess closing Prenthesis”
Return

4. If stack is not empty
Then
Write “Parenthesis not well formed - Excess opening Parenthesis”
Else
Write “Parenthesis well formed”

5. end



Syntax Checking using Stacks

 A language can be using regular expression.
 Representing language tokens using regular 

expressions
◦ Decimal = (sign)?(digit)+

◦ Identifier = (letter)(letter | digit)*

 We assume Finite state Automata accepts any three 
digit binary value ending in digit 1. FA = {Q(q0, qf), 
Σ(0,1), q0, qf, δ}



 a|b* denotes {ε, "a", "b", "bb", "bbb", ...}

 (a|b)* denotes the set of all strings with no
symbols other than "a" and "b", including the
empty string: {ε, "a", "b", "aa", "ab", "ba", "bb",
"aaa", ...}

 (0|(1(01*0)*1))* denotes the set of binary
numbers that are multiples of 3: { ε, "0", "00",
"11", "000", "011", "110", "0000", "0011",
"0110", "1001", "1100", "1111", "00000", ... }

 [hc]at matches "hat" and "cat"

 [^b]at matches all strings matched
by .at except "bat"



Infix, Prefix, Postfix forms of Expression

 An expression is said to be infix if the
operator is in between the operands

Operand1 operator Operand2

A+B, A+B*C, A+(C-D)-E, ((A+B)*C)-D

 An expression is said to be in prefix
notation if the operator precedes the
operands

Operator Operand1 Operand2

+AB, +A*BC, -+A-B/CDE, -*+ABCD



Steps for converting A+(B-C/D)-E to PREFIX

Subexpression Operator Operand1 Operand 2 Prefix form

C/D / C D /CD

(B-C/D) - B /CD -B/CD

A+(B-C/D) + A -B/CD +A-B/CD

A+(B-C/D)-E - +A-B/CD E -+A-B/CDE

• An expression is said to be in postfix form if the
operator follows the operands

Operand1 Operand2 Operator

AB+, ABC*+, ABCD/-+E, AB+C*D-

Steps for converting A+(B-C/D)-E to POSTFIX

Subexpression Operator Operand1 Operand 2 Postfix form

C/D / C D CD/

(B-C/D) - B CD/ BCD/-

A+(B-C/D) + A BCD/- ABCD/-+

A+(B-C/D)-E - ABCD/-+ E ABCD/-+E-



 To convert an infix expression to postfix
notation we need to find out the order of
execution of the operators

 Dijkstra’s shunting algorithm is a method of
generating postfix form of infix
1. Scan the infix string from left to right

2. Initialise an empty stack

3. If the current character is an operand
Then

Add it to the postfix string

4. If the current character is an operator and if the
stack is empty
Then

Push the character to stack



5. If the current character is an operator and the
stack is not empty
Then

a. Compare the precedence of the character with the
operator on top of the stack

b. While operator at top of stack has higher precedence
over the current character and stack is not empty

i. Pop the stack
ii. Add the popped character to the postfix string

c. Push the scanned character to stack

6. Repeat the steps 3-5 till at the characters are
scanned

7. While stack is not empty
a. Add operator in top of stack to postfix string
b. Pop the stack

8. Return the postfix string



Input Current 

symbol

Stack Postfix 

output

Action

a*b+c/d/e^f-c a a Add

*b+c/d/e^f-c * * a Push

b+c/d/e^f-c b * ab Add

+c/d/e^f-c + ab* Pop and add 

+ push

c/d/e^f-c c + ab*c Add

/d/e^f-c / +/ ab*c Push

d/e^f-c d +/ ab*cd Add

/e^f-c / + ab*cd/ Pop and Add

+/ ab*cd/ Push

e^f-c e +/ ab*cd/e Add

^f-c ^ +/^ ab*cd/e Push

Expression : a*b+c/d/e^f-c



f-c f +/^ ab*cd/ef Add

-c - +/^ ab*cd/ef^ Pop and Add

+/ ab*cd/ef^/ Pop and Add

+ ab*cd/ef^/+ Pop and Add

- ab*cd/ef^/+ Push

c c - ab*cd/ef^/+c Add

ab*cd/ef^/+c Pop and add

• For parenthesised expressions, when open an
parenthesis is encountered, it will be pushed
on the stack

• When a closing parenthesis is encounted all
operators in the stack upto open parenthesis is
popped out and stored into postfix string

• The open parenthesis should be popped out
from the stack and ignored



 Expression A + (B – C /D ) - E

Input Current 

symbol

Stack Postfix 

output

Action

A + (B – C /D ) - E A A Add

+ (B – C /D ) - E + + A push

(B – C /D ) - E ( +( A Push

B – C /D ) - E B +( AB Add

– C /D ) - E - +(- AB Push

C /D ) - E C +(- ABC Add

/D) – E / +(-/ ABC Push

D) – E D +(-/ ABCD Add

)-E ) + ABCD/- Pop and Add

-E - ABCD/-+ Pop and Add

- ABCD/-+ Push

-E E - ABCD/-+E Add

ABCD/-+E- Pop and Add



Evaluation of Postfix Expression

 The steps for evaluating postfix expression is
1. Read the characters of postfix expression one by

one and do steps 2-3 till end of expression

2. If the current character is an operand push it on to
a stack

3. If the current character is an operator
Then

a. Pop an element and store as operand 2

b. Pop an element and store as operand 1

c. Evaluate the expression result = operand1 operator operand2

d. Push result onto the stack

4. end





Converting Infix to Prefix

Expression = (A+B^C)*D+E^5
Step 1. Reverse the infix 
expression.

5^E+D*)C^B+A(
Step 2. Make Every '(' as ')' and 
every ')' as '('

5^E+D*(C^B+A)
Step 3. Convert expression to 
postfix form
Step 4. Reverse the expression.

+*+A^BCD^E5



Recursive Functions

 Recursive functions, which call themselves
either directly or indirectly through other
functions.

 A recursive function can go infinite like a loop.
 To avoid infinite running of recursive function,

there are two properties that a recursive
function must have −
◦ Base criteria − There must be at least one base

criteria or condition, such that, when this condition
is met the function stops calling itself recursively.

◦ Progressive approach − The recursive calls should
progress in such a way that each time a recursive
call is made it comes closer to the base criteria
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 Queue refers to the collection of elements , 
accessed in a First In First Out (FIFO) order

 Elements are added to one end(rear) and 
deleted from other end(front) of the queue

Front
rear



 The basic opertaions on a queue are
◦ Insertion 

◦ Deletion 

 Insertion operation insert elements at rear

 Deletion operation delete elements from front

 Various forms of queues are defined based 
on the elements are accessed
◦ Circular queue

◦ Dequeue

◦ Priority queue



 Two forms of implementation
◦ Array-based implementation

◦ Linked list based implementation

 Both ends of the queue are used
◦ rear 

◦ front



 An array of a predefined size and the indices 
of the front and the rear end to be 
maintained

 Creation 

 Declaration of an array and initializing front 
and rear to 0
Algorithm CreateQ(int Q[])

1. front=0

2. rear=0



 Insertion
Algorithm Insert(Q, front, rear, item)

1. If rear >= SIZE

Then

a. Write “Queue Overflow”

b. Exit

Else

a. rear  rear +1

b. Q[rear]  item

c. If front = 0

Then

Front  1

2. end



 Deletion

 The first element of the queue is at the index 
front
Algorithm Delete(Q, front, rear)
1. If front=0

Then

a. Write “Queue Underflow”

b. Exit

2. item  Q[front]
3. If front = rear

Then 

a. Front = rear = 0

Else

a. Front  front +1

4. return





 Two pointers as front and rear used in this 
representation

 Creation
 Creation of queue involves initializing the front and 

rear pointers to be NULL
 A queue structure can be defined as

struct node 
{ int data; 
struct node *next; 
} *rear,*front;

create() 
{ 
front = rear = NULL; 
}



 Insertion
Algorithm insertQ()

1. Create a newNode with the given value and set the 
node's pointer to NULL.

2. Check whether queue is EMPTY.

3. If it is EMPTY, set FRONT and REAR to newNode.

4. Else, set the pointer of REAR to newNode and make 
REAR as the newNode

 Deletion
Algorithm deleteQ()

1. Check if the queue is EMPTY.

2. If it is EMPTY, then display "EMPTY QUEUE" and 
exit.

3. Else, create a temporary node and set it to FRONT.

4. Make the next node as FRONT and delete the 
temporary node





 The locations of the queue are viewed in a 
circular form

 The first location is viewed after the last one

 The overflow error occurs only when all 
locations are filled

 When rear pointer reaches the end , it check 
the first location

 Elements are inserted by increasing the 
variable rear to the next free location



 When rear=n-1, the next element is entered 
at q[0] if the spot is free.

 The variable front always points one position 
counterclockwise from the first element in the 
queue.

 The variable front=rear if and only if the 
queue is empty, initially front=rear=0
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INTRODUCTION

 The data structures like stack, queues used to
represent sequential collection of elements

 In order to perform any operation in a linear data
structure, the time complexity increases with the
increase in the data size

 A tree is a nonlinear hierarchical data structure that
consists of nodes connected by edges.

 A tree is defined as a collection of nodes(elements)
which

1. Can be empty

2. Has a node designated as root from which zero or more
subtrees/branch







ADVANTAGES OF TREE

 Tree reflects structural relationships in the data.

 It is used to represent hierarchies.

 It provides an efficient insertion and searching 

operations.

 Trees are flexible. It allows to move subtrees

around with minimum effort



TERMINOLOGIES OF A TREE

 Node
 A node is an entity that contains a key or value and pointers to its

child nodes.

 Edge
 It is the link between any two nodes

 Root

 Root is a special node in a tree.

 Node at the top hierarchy of the tree

 It does not have a parent

 A tree has only one root

 Parent Node

 Parent node is an immediate predecessor of a node

 That is a node one level up in th hierarchy of the tree with which
it is connected



 Child Node

 The node below a given node connected by its edge

downward is called its child node

 Siblings

 Nodes with the same parent are called Siblings

 Leaves or External Nodes

 The node which does not have any child node is called the

leaf node or External Nodes

 Non-Leaf or Internal Nodes

 Nodes which are not leaves, are called Internal Nodes

 Internal nodes have at least one child



 Ancestor Nodes

 A node n1, is ancestor of n2, if n1 is the parent of n2 or to any 

of its ancestors

 Descendant Node

 A node n1 is descendant to node n2, if n1 is the child of n2 or 

to any of its child

 Left Descendant Node

 A node n1 is left descendant to node n2, if n1 is the left child 

of n2 or to any of its left descendant

 Right Descendant Node

 A node n1 is right descendant to node n2, if n1 is the right 

child of n2 or to any of its right descendant



 Path

 Path is a number of successive edges from source node to

destination node

 Length of a path

 Number of edges in a path

 Level of a node

 Root is at level 0

 The level of any node is one plus level of its parent

 Depth of the Tree

 Maximum level of any leaf in the tree

 Degree of Node

 Degree of a node represents a number of children of a node



 Degree of a Tree

 The degree of a tree is the maximum degree of a node in

the tree

 Subtree

 Subtree represents the descendants of a node

 Each subtree is disjoint

 Visiting

 Visiting refers to checking the value of a node when control is on

the node

 Traversing

 Traversing means passing through nodes in a specific order

 Forest

 A collection of disjoint trees is called a forest

 N-ary Tree

 If the maximum number of subtrees from a node is restricted to

Maximum of N, the tree is referred to as N-ary tree.



BINARY TREES

 A binary tree is a finite set of nodes which is either empty or
consists of a root and two disjoint binary trees called the
left and right subtrees.

 Binary tree is a 2-ary tree

 Each node in the tree have either 0,1, or 2 subtrees



TYPES OF BINARY TREES

 Depends on the structure and number of nodes 

the binary tree is classified into the following 

types

1. Strictly Binary Tree

2. Complete Binary Tree

3. Almost complete Binary Tree

4. Skew Binary Tree



STRICTLY BINARY TREE

 All the nodes will have either 0 or 2 children

 Strictly binary tree with n leaves will have 2n-1 

nodes

 All the nodes will have either 0 or 2 children



COMPLETE BINARY TREE

 Level 0 has only one node, all other nodes will 

have 2 children except leaf nodes in lowest level

 In general, level i will have 2i nodes in a complete 

binary tree

 The total number of nodes in a complete binary 

tree of depth d is 2d+1-1

 All leaves of  complete binary tree of depth d are 

at level d

 The number leaves is 2d

 Remaining 2d-1 are non leaf nodes





ALMOST COMPLETE BINARY TREE

 An almost complete binary tree of depth d will have its 

leaves either at level d or d-1

 All levels upto d-1 will be full 

 Level d will be filled from left to right

 The total number of nodes will be between 2d-1 and 

2d+1-1



SKEW BINARY TREE

 A skew tree is a binary tree in which every node except 

the leaf, has only one child node

 A left skew tree has all nodes with only the left child

 A right skew tree all nodes have only right child



REPRESENTATION OF BINARY TREES

 There are two types of representation

1. Linear(using arrays)

2. Linked(using pointers)

 Linear Representation

 Nodes of a tree are numbered from 0 level by 

level

 A tree of depth d is represented by using one 

dimensional array of size 2d+1-1

 The number of the node is used as index in the 

array





 The following notations used in this array

representation

 The left child of a node p is at index 2p+1 and right child is

at index 2p+2

 If the left child is at lc, its siblings is at lc+1

 If the right child is at rc, its siblings is at rc-1

 Parent of node at c is at (c-1)/2



LINKED REPRESENTATION

 Linked list representation uses linked lists to 

represent binary tree

 Each node in the binary tree is represented as a 

node

 An external pointer  to the root node refers to the 

tree

 lchild – pointer to left child

 info – the information at the node

 rchild – pointer to the left child

lchild info

rchild



 C definition
struct Node {

int info;

struct Node *lchild, *rchild;

}



BINARY TREE TRAVERSALS

 Traversal refers to processing every node of the

tree once

 There are three ways of binary tree traversals:

1. Inorder traversal

2. Preorder traversal

3. Postorder traversal



INORDER TRAVERSAL

 The nodes of a binary tree are traversed in the 

following order

1. Traverse left subtree in inorder

2. Process root node

3. Traverse right subtree in inorder

Algorithm inordertraversal(NODE T)

• If (not empty(T)) then

• Begin

 Inorder traversal(left subtree(T))

 Print(info(T))

 Inorder trversal(right subtree(T))

• end



 C function

Void inorder_traversal(NODE *T)

{

If(T!=NULL)

{
Inorder_traversal(T->lchild);

Printf(“%d”, T->info);

Inorder_traversal(T->rchild);

}

}



PREORDER TRAVERSAL

 Preorder traversal method is

1. Process root node

2. Traverse left subtree in preorder

3. Traverse right subtree in preorder

Algorithm preordertraversal(NODE T)

• If (not empty(T)) then

• Begin

 print(info(T))

 preorder traversal(left subtree(T))

 preorder trversal(right subtree(T))

• end



 C function

Void preorder_traversal(NODE *T)

{

If(T!=NULL)

{
printf(“%d”, T->info);

preorder_traversal(T->lchild);

preorder_traversal(T->rchild);

}

}



POSTORDER TRAVERSAL

 The nodes of a binary tree are traversed in the 

following order

1. Traverse left subtree in postorder

2. Traverse right subtree in postorder

3. Process root node

Algorithm postorder traversal(NODE T)

• If (not empty(T)) then

• Begin

 postorder traversal(left subtree(T))

 postorder trversal(right subtree(T)) 

 print(info(T))

• end



 C function

Void postorder_traversal(NODE *T)

{

If(T!=NULL)

{
postorder_traversal(T->lchild);

postorder_traversal(T->rchild); 

printf(“%d”, T->info);

}

}





BREADTH FIRST TRAVERSAL

 Processing of the nodes of the binary tree level by level

 Root is processed first followed by all its children left 

to right



EXPRESSION TREES

 An expression can be represented using binary 

trees called expression trees

 The operands of the expression form the leaves of 

the tree

 The operators form the interior nodes

 These trees are also referred to as heterogeneous 

trees

 Because leaves have numerical and interior node 

have symbols



 The node in an expression tree can be defined as

 type – operator/operand

 info – symbol/value

 lchild – pointer to left child

 rchild – pointer to right child

type info lchild rchild



Construction of Expression Tree

 We consider that a postfix expression is given as an 

input for constructing an expression tree. 

 Following are the step to construct an expression tree:

1. Read one symbol at a time from the postfix expression.

2. Check if the symbol is an operand or operator.

3. If the symbol is an operand, create a one node tree and 

pushed a pointer onto a stack

4. If the symbol is an operator, pop two pointer from the 

stack namely T1 & T2 and form a new tree with root as 

the operator, T1 & T2 as a left and right child

5. A pointer to this new tree is pushed onto the stack





THREADED TREES

 Threaded Binary Tree is also a binary tree in which all

left child pointers that are NULL (in Linked list

representation) points to its in-order predecessor, and

all right child pointers that are NULL (in Linked list

representation) points to its in-order successor

 If there is no in-order predecessor or in-order

successor, then it points to the root node

 In a threaded binary tree, NULL pointers are replaced

by references of other nodes in the tree

 These extra references are called as threads



 There are two types of threaded binary trees.

1. Single Threaded(right-in-threaded) Trees:

 Where a NULL right pointers is made to point to the 

inorder successor (if successor exists)



2. Double Threaded Trees:

 Where both left and right NULL pointers are made to point 

to inorder predecessor and inorder successor respectively.

 The predecessor threads are useful for reverse inorder

traversal and postorder traversal



 Representation of right-in-threaded trees

 The representation of a node in right-in-threaded tree 

is

 isthread it true, to represent a thread or NULL, 

otherwise it is false

lchild info rchild isthread



APPLICATION OF TREES

 Every information in computer science is encoded as 
strings of 1s and 0s

 The objective of information theory is to usually 
transmit information using fewest number of bits in 
such a way that every encoding is unambiguous

 There are two forms of coding to make this 
conversion:
 Fixed length coding

 Variable length coding

 In fixed length coding each character is replaced by a 
unique sequence of 0’s and 1’s

 Length of the sequence depends on the size of the 
alphabet set

 N bits represents 2N combinations

 To represent M characters we need  M2log



 In Variable- Length coding, variable number of bits 
for encoding the characters depending on their 
frequency in the given text

 Encoding and decoding is the process involved in 
message transmission

 Huffman Coding

 Huffman coding assigns codes to characters 

 The length of the code depends on the relative 
frequency or weight of the corresponding character

 It is a variable-length code

 Huffman coding is a data compression algorithm 
(lossless) which use a binary tree

 The Huffman code for each letter is derived from a 
full binary tree called the Huffman coding tree, or 
simply the Huffman tree



 The following steps are followed to construct 

Huffman tree for the given character with its 

frequency:

1. Represent each character along with their 

frequency as individual nodes [create a forest]

2. Create a node whose left child is the node with 

least value and right child is the node with next 

least value. 

 Update the frequency of the new node as sum 

of the frequencies of both its children

3. Repeat step 2 until one binary tree is formed 

4. Label all left edges with 0 and right edges with 1

5. To get the code of a character [leaf node], read 

the labels of all edges starting from root to that 

node.



 Consider the following table of character with its 

frequency values:

Characters Frequencies

a 10

e 15

i 12

o 3

u 4

s 13

t 1



Step -1

Step - 2



Step - 3



Step - 4



Step - 5



Step - 6



Step - 7



Step - 8



 Decoding

 To decode the encoded data we require the 

Huffman tree. 

 We iterate through the binary encoded data. 

 To find character corresponding to current bits, 

we use following simple steps.

1. We start from root and do following until a leaf is 

found.

2. If current bit is 0, we move to left node of the tree.

3. If the bit is 1, we move to right node of the tree.

4. If during traversal, we encounter a leaf node, we 

print character of that particular leaf node and then 

again continue the iteration of the encoded data 

starting from step 1
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INTRODUCTION

 The word algorithm comes from the name of a

Persian author, Abu Ja'far Mohammed ibn Musa al

Khowarizmi

 This word has taken on a special significance in

computer science

 “Algorithm" has come to refer to a method that can

be used by a computer for the solution of a

problem



 Definition: An algorithm is a finite set of

instructions that, if followed, accomplishes a

particular task.

 In addition, all algorithms must satisfy the

following criteria:

1. Input: Zero or more quantities are

externally supplied.

2. Output: At least one quantity is produced



3. Definiteness: Each instruction is clear and

unambiguous.

4. Finiteness: If we trace out the instructions of an

algorithm, then for all cases, the algorithm terminates

after a finite number of steps.

5. Effectiveness: Every instruction must be very basic so

that it can be carried out, in principle, by a person

using only pencil and paper.

 It is not enough that each operation be definite as in

criterion 3; it also must be feasible



 Algorithms that are definite and effective are also

called computational procedure

 One important example of computational procedure

is the operating system of a digital computer

 To achieve the criterion of definiteness, algorithms are

written in a programming language

 A program is the expression of an algorithm in a

programming language



 The study of algorithms includes many important

and active areas of research.

 There are four distinct area

1. How to devise algorithms?

2. How to validate algorithms?

3. How to analyze algorithms?

4. How to test a program?



How to devise algorithms

 Design techniques that have proven to be useful in

that they have often yielded good algorithms

 Dynamic programming is one such technique

 Some of the techniques are especially useful in

fields other than computer science such as

operations research and electrical engineering



How to validate algorithm

 It is necessary to show that it computes the correct

answer for all possible legal inputs

 We refer to this process as algorithm validation

 The purpose of the validation is to assure us that this

algorithm will work correctly

 Once the validity of the method has been shown, a

program can be written and a second phase begins

 This phase is referred to as program proving or

sometimes as program verification



 A proof of correctness requires that the solution be

stated in two forms

 One form is usually as a program which is

annotated by a set of assertions about the input

and output variables of the program

 The second form is called a specification

 A complete proof of program correctness requires

that each statement of the programming language

be precisely defined and all basic operations be

proved correct



How to analyze algorithms

 Analysis of algorithms or performance analysis

refers to the task of determining how much

computing time and storage an algorithm require

 This is a challenging area which sometimes requires

great mathematical skill

 An important result of this study is that it allows you

to make quantitative judgments about the value of

one algorithm over another

 An algorithm perform in the best case, in the worst

case, or on the average are typical



How to test a program

 Testing a program consists of two phases:

 Debugging and

 profiling (or performance measurement)

 Debugging is the process of executing programs on

sample data sets to determine whether faulty

results occur and, if so, to correct them

 Profiling or performance measurement is the process

of executing a correct program on datasets and

measuring the time and space it takes to compute

the results
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GENERAL METHOD

Given problem n inputs the divide-and-conquer

strategy splits the inputs into k distinct subsets,

1< k ≤ n, yielding k subproblem

These subproblems must be solved, and then a

method must be found to combine subsolutions

into a single solution

 If the subproblems are still relatively large, then

the divide-and-conquer strategy can possibly be

reapplied

By a control abstraction we mean a procedure

whose flow of control is clear but whose primary

operations are specified by other procedure.



DAndC is initially invoked as DAndC(P), where P is
the problem to be solved.

 the size of P is n and the sizes of the k subproblems
are n1,n2, ….. ,nk, respectively

Then the computing time of DAndC is described by
the recurrence relation

•Where T(n) is the time for DAndC on any input of
size n and g(n) is the time to compute the answer
directly for small inputs.
•The function f(n) is the time for dividing P and
combining the solutions to subproblems



 The complexity of many divide-and-conquer algorithms
is given by recurrences of the form

•Where a and b are known constants.
•We assume that T(1) is known and n is a power of b (i.e.,n=
bk).



BINARY SEARCH
 Let ai,1≤i≤n, be a list of elements that are sorted in

nondecreasing order.

 Consider the problem of determining whether a given element x
is present in the list.

 If x is present, we are to determine a value j such that aj = x.

 If x is not in the list, then j is to be set to zero.

 Let Small(P) be true if n = 1

 If P has more than one element, it can be divided into a new
subproblem as follows.

 Pick an index q (in the range (i,l)and compare x with aq

 There are three possibilities:
 x= aq: In this case the problem P is immediately solved.

 x < aq: In this case x has to be searched for only in the sublist ai,ai+1,..,.aq-1.

 x > aq: In this case the sublist to be searched is aq+1,...al







-15, -6, 0, 7, 9, 23, 54, 82, 101, 112, 125, 131, 142, 151

-15, -6, 0, 7, 9, 23 82, 101, 112, 125, 131, 142, 151

-16, -6 7,9,23 82, 101, 112 131, 142, 151

6 6 23 82 112 131 151

Mid= (1+14)/2 = 7

Mid = (1+6)/ 2 = 3 Mid = (8+14)/2 = 11

Mid = (1+2)/2 = 1 Mid = (4+6)/2 = 5
Mid = (8+10)/2 = 9

Mid = (12+14)/2 = 13





 if n=14, then a binary decision tree that traces the way in
which these values are produced by BinSearch

•If x is present , then the algorithm will end at one of the
circular node.
•If x is not present , the algorithm will terminate at one of the
square node
•Circular nodes are called internal nodes and square nodes are
referred to as External nodes



The computing time of binary search for the best,
average, and worst cases:



FINDING THE MAXIMUM AND 

MINIMUM

 The problem is to find the maximum and minimum 

items in a set of n elements

Algorithm StraightMaxMin(a, n, max, min)

//Set max to the maximum and min to the minimum of a[l:n]

{

max:=min:=a[l];

for i :=2 to n do

{

if (a[i]>max)then max:=a[i];

if (a[i]<min) then min :=a[i];

}

}



 The time complexity of  this algorithm, we 

concentrate on the number of element comparisons

 The frequency count for other operations in this 

algorithm is of the same order as that for element 

comparison

 when the elements in a[l:n] are polynomials, vectors, 

very large numbers, or strings of characters, the cost 

of an element comparison is much higher than the 

cost of the other operations

 Hence the time is determined mainly by the total cost 

of the element comparisons

 StraightMaxMin requires 2(n -1) element 

comparisons in the best, average, and worst cases



 An immediate improvement is possible by realizing 

that the comparison a[i] < min is necessary only when 

a[i] > max is false

 We can replace the contents of the for loop by

if (a[i] >max)then max:=a[i]; 

else if (a[i] <min) then min :=a[i];

 The number of element comparisons is n-1

 The worst case occurs when the elements are in 

decreasing order that is 2(n-1)

 The average number of element comparisons is less 

than 2(n -1)

 On the average, a[i] is greater than max half the 

time, and so the average number of comparisons is 

3n/2-1



 Let P = (n, a[i], ..., a[j]) denote an arbitrary instance of

the problem.

 Here n is the number of elements in the list a[i], ..., a[j]

and we are interested in finding the maximum and

minimum of this list

 Let Small(P) be true when n <2

 In this case, the maximum and minimum are a[i] if n =

1

 If n = 2, the problem can be solved by making one

comparison

 If the list has more than two elements P has to be

divided into smaller instances

 We might divide P into the two instances P1 =

(└n/2┘,a[l],...,a[└n/2┘]) and P2 = (n- └n/2┘,
a[└n/2┘+1] , ..., a[n])



 After having divided P into two smaller subproblems

we can solve them by recursively invoking the same 

divide-and-conquer algorithm

 How can we combine the solutions for P1 and P2 to 

obtain a solution for P? 

 If MAX(P) and MIN(P) are the maximum and 

minimum of the elements in P, then MAX(P) is the 

larger of MAX(P1)and MAX(P2) 

 Also, MIN(P) is the smaller of MIN(P1) and MIN(P2)

 The situation of set sizes one (i = j) and two (i = j-1) 

are handled separately





 The algorithm is initially invoked by MaxMin(1, n, x, y)

 On the array a[], the following tree is generated

 3n/2 -2 is the best-,average-,and worst-case number of 

comparisons when n is a power of two



MERGE SORT

 Given a sequence of n elements (also called keys)
a[1],..,a[n], the general idea is to imagine them split into
two sets a[1],..,a[ ] and a[ +1],…,a[n]

 Each set is individually sorted

 The resulting sorted sequences are merged to produce a
single sorted sequence of n element

 Consider the array of ten elements a[1:10]= (310, 285,179,
652,351,423,861, 254, 450,520)

 Algorithm MergeSort begins by splitting a[ ] into two sub
arrays each of size five (a[1:5] and a[6:10])



 2/n  2/n

310    285   179   652   351 423     861    254   450     520



The elements in a[1:5] are then split into two subarrays of 
size three (a[1:3]) and two (a[4 : 5])

310    285   179   652   351 423     861    254   450     520

Then the items in a[1 : 3] are split into subarrays of size 
two (a[1: 2]) and one (a[3 : 3])

310    285   179   652   351 423     861    254   450     520

The two values in a[1 : 2] are split a final time in to one-
element subarrays

310 285   179   652   351 423     861    254   450     520



 Now the merging begins

 Elements a[l] and a[2] are merged to yield

 Then a[3] is merged with a[l:2]

 Next, elements a[4] and a[5] are merged

 then a[l:3] and a[4 :5]

285     310  179   652   351 423     861    254   450     520

179    285    310   652   351 423     861    254   450     520

179    285    310   351   652 423     861    254   450     520

179    285    310   351   652 423     861    254   450     520



 At this point the algorithm has returned to the 

first invocation of MergeSort and is about to 

process the second recursive call 

 Repeated recursive calls are invoked producing 

the following subarrays

 Elements a[6] and a[7] are merged

 Then a[8] is mergedwith a[6:7]

179    285    310   351   652 423 861 254 450 520

179    285    310   351   652 423 861 254 450 520

179    285    310   351   652 254   423 861 450 520



 Next a[9] and a[10] are merged

 Then a[6:8] and a[9:10] are merged

 Now the two sub arrays final merge produces the 

fully sorted result

179    285    310   351   652 254   423 861 450 520

179    285    310   351   652 254   423 450   520    861

179    254   285   310   351     423    450    520   652     861  



 AlgorithmMergeSort(low, high)

// Small(P)is true if there is only one element to sort

{

if (low< high) then  //If there are more than one element

{

// DivideP into subproblems.   

// Find where to split the set.

mid:=                     

MergeSort(low,mid);   

MergeSort(mid+ 1,high);

Merge(low,mid,high); 

}

}

 high)/2(low 



 Algorithm Merge(low, mid, high)

// b[ ] is an auxiliary global array.

{

h :=low; i :=low; j :=mid+ 1;  

while ((h ≤ mid) and (j ≤  high)) do

{

if (a[h] <a[j]) then { b[i] :=a[h]; h:=h + 1;}

else { b[i] =a[j]; j:=j+ l; }

i :=i + 1;

}

if  (h >mid) then

for k :=j to high do

{ b[i] :=a[k];i :=i + 1; }

else

for k :=h to mid do

{  b[i] :=a[k]; i :=i + 1; }

for k :=low to high do a[k] :=b[k];

}



worst case its complexity is 0(nlogn)



INSERTION SORT

 Its basic idea for sorting the items in a[1:n] is as follows:

for j :=2 to n do{

Place a[j] in its correct position in the sorted set a[l:j-1];

}



Algorithm lnsertionSort(a, n) 

{

for j =2 to n do

{

item:=a[j]; i :=j -1;

while ((i >= 1) and (item<a[i]))do

{

a[i+ 1]:=a[i]; i =i-1;

}

a[i+ 1]:=item;

}

}

 Its best-case computing time is Ɵ(n)

 the worst-case time of this procedure is bounded by 
Ɵ(n2)



QUICK SORT

 In merge sort, the file a[1:n] was divided at its midpoint
into subarrays which were independently sorted and
later merged

 In quicksort, rearranging the elements in a[1:n] such that
a[i] < a[j] for all i between 1 and m and all j between m +
1 and n for some m, 1< m < n

 The elements in a[1:m] and a[m + 1:n] can be
independently sorted

 No merge is needed

 The rearrangement of the elements is accomplished by
picking some element of a[ ],say t = a[s],and then
reordering the other elements



 All elements appearing before t in a[l:n] are less than or
equal to t and all elements appearing after t are greater
than or equal to t

 This rearranging is referred to as partitioning

 Partitioning of the elements of a[m:p-1], It is assumed that
a[p] >a[m] and that a[m] is the partitioning element

 If m = 1 and p-1 = n, then a[n+1] must be defined and must
be greater than or equal to all elements in a[1:n]

Algorithm QuickSort(p,q)

{  if (p <q) then //If there are more than one element

{

j :=Partition(a, p, q+ 1); // j is the position of the partitioning element.

QuickSort(p, j-1);

QuickSort(j+ l, q); 

}

}





Algorithm Partition(a,m,p)

//Set a[p] = ∞

{

v :=a[m]; i :=m; j :=p;

repeat

{ repeat

i=i+ 1;

until(a[i] ≥ v);

repeat

j :=j -1;

until(a[j] ≤ v);

if (i <j) then lnterchange(a,i,j);

}until(i >j);

a[m] :=a[j]; a[j] :=v; return j;

}

Algorithm Interchange(a,i,j)

{

p :=a[i]; a[i]:=a[j]; a[j]:=p;

}



 QuickSort uses Ω(n2) comparisons

 the worst-case time is 0(n2), the best and average 

time is only 0(n log n)



SELECTION

 We are given n elements a[1 : n] and are required to
determine the kth-smallest element

 If the partitioning element v is positioned at a[j], then j-1
elements are less than or equal to a[j] and n-j elements
are greater than or equal to a[j]

 if k< j, then the kth-smallest element is in a[1: j-1];

 if k = j, then a[j] is the kth-smallest element;

 if k >j, then the kth-smallest element is the (k -j)th-smallest
element in a[j + 1: n]

 Places the kth-smallest element into position a[k] and
partitions the remaining elements so that a[i] <a[k], 1<i <
k, and a[i] >a[k], k <i <n



Algorithm Selectl(a, k, n)
// Selects the kth-smallest element in a[1:n] and places it

// in the kth position of a[ ].The remaining elements are

// rearranged such that a[m] ≤ a[k] for 1 ≤  m <k, and

// a[m] ≥ a[k] for k <m ≤ n.

{

low :=1;up :=n + 1;

a[n+ 1]:= ∞ ;// a[n+ 1]is set to infinity.

repeat

{ // Each time the loop is entered,  1 ≤ low ≤ k ≤ up ≤ n+ 1.

j :=Partition(a,low,up);  // j is suchthat a[j] is the jth-smallest value 

in a[ ]. 

if (k = j) then return;

elseif (k <j) then up := j; // j is the new upperlimit.

else low := j + 1; // j + 1is the new lowerlimit.

}until(false);

}



 The worst-case complexity of Selectl is 0(n2)

 The average computing time of Selectl is, 0(n)

 By choosing the partitioning element v more carefully,
we can obtain a selection algorithm with worst-case
complexity 0(n)



STRASSEN'S MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

 Let A and B be two n x n matrices.

 The product matrix C= AB is also an n x n matrix 

 whose i,jth element is formed by taking the 

elements in the ith row of A and the jth column of B 

and multiplying them to get



C(i,j)=

 for all i and j between 1 and n

 To compute C(i,j) using this formula, we need n 

multiplications

 As the matrix C has n2 elements, the time for the 

resulting matrix multiplication algorithm, which 

we refer to as the conventional method is Ɵ(n3)


 nk

jkBkiA
1

),(),(



 The divide-and-conquer strategy suggests another 

way to compute the product of two n x n matrices

 For simplicity we assume that n is a power of 2, that 

is, that there exists a non negative integer k such 

that n = 2k

 In case n is not a power of two, then enough rows 

and columns of zeros can be added to both A and B

 So that the resulting dimensions are a power of two

 The product AB can be computed by using the above 

formula for the product of 2 x 2 matrices 
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 then

C11= A11B11+ A12B21

C12= A11B12 +A12B22

C21 = A21B11 +A22B21

C22 = A21B12+ A22B22

 For n > 2, the elements of C can be computed using 

matrix  multiplication and addition operations 

applied to matrices of size n/2 X n/2

 These matrix products can be recursively computed 

by the same algorithm we are using for the n x n case

 To compute AB using we need to perform eight 

multiplications of  n/2 x n/2 matrices and four 

additions of n/2 x n/2 matrices



 Volker  Strassen has discovered a way to compute the 

Cjj's using only 7 multiplications and 18 additions or 

subtractions 

 His method involves first computing the seven n/2 x 

n/2 matrices P, Q, R, S, T, U, and V

 P, Q, R, S, T, U, and V can be computed using 7 matrix 

multiplications and 10 matrix additions or 

subtractions

 The Cij's require an additional 8 additions or 

subtractions



P = (A11+A22)(B11+B22)

Q = (A21+A22)B11

R = A11(B12-B22)

S = A22(B21-B11)

T = (A11+A12)B22

U = (A21-A11)(B11+B12)

V = (A12 -A22)(B21+B22)

 C11 = P+S-T+V

 C12 = R+T

 C21 = Q+S

 C22 = P+R-Q+U
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THE GENERAL METHOD

 Problems have n inputs and require us to obtain 

a subset that satisfies some constraints

 Any subset that satisfies those constraints is 

called a feasible solution

 We need to find a feasible solution that either 

maximizes or minimizes a given objective 

function

 Feasible solution that does this is called an 

optimal solution



 The greedy method suggests that one can devise an
algorithm that works in stages considering one input at a
time

 At each stage a decision is made regarding whether a
particular input is in an optimal solution

 This is done by considering the inputs in an order
determined by some selection procedure

 If the inclusion of the next input into the partially
constructed optimal solution will result in an infeasible
solution, then this input is not added to the partial solution

 Otherwise, it is added

 The selection procedure itself is based on some
optimization measure

 This measure may be the objective function

 This version of the greedy technique is called the subset
paradigm



 The function Select selects an input from a[ ] and removes it

 Feasible is a Boolean-valued function that determines whether x can
be included into the solution vector

 The function Union combines x with the solution and updates the
objective function

Algorithm   Greedy(a,n)
//a[1:n] contains the n inputs.
{

solution:=∅;// Initialize the solution.
for i := 1 to n do
{
x :=Select(a);
if Feasible(solution, x) then

solution:=Union (solution,x);
}
return solution;

}



 For problems that do not call for the selection of an optimal
subset,in the greedy method we make decisions by
considering the inputs in some order.

 Each decision is made using an optimization criterion that
can be computed using decisions already made

 Call this version of the greedy method the ordering
paradigm



KNAPSACK PROBLEM

 We are given n objects and a knapsack or bag

 Object i has a weight wi and the knapsack has a 

capacity m

 If a fraction xi, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, of object i is placed into 

the knapsack, then a profit of pixi is earned

 The objective is to obtain a filling of the knapsack 

that maximizes the total profit earned

 Since the knapsack capacity is m, we require the 

total weight of all chosen objects to be at most m



 Formally, the problem can be stated as

 The profits and weights are positive numbers


 ni1

  max
ii

xpimize

 
 ni1

m    to
ii

xwsubject

n  i  1 1,   x0 
i

and



 At each step we include that object which has the 

maximum profit per unit of capacity use

 This means that objects are considered in order of the 

ratio pi/wi

 If the objects have already been sorted into 

nonincreasing order of pi/wi, then function 

GreedyKnapsack obtains solutions corresponding to 

this strategy



Time Complexity:
O(n logn) for sorting the input using fast sorting algorithms merge 
or quick sort
For the greedy knapsack O(n)
So the total time required is O(n log n)



JOB SEQUENCING WITH DEADLINES

 We are given a set of n jobs.

 Associated with job i is an integer deadline di ≥0 and a
profit pi >0.

 For any job i the profit pi is earned iff the job is
completed by its deadline

 To complete a job, one has to process the job on a
machine for one unit of time

 Only one machine is available for processing jobs

 A feasible solution for this problem is a subset J of
jobs such that each job in this subset can be
completed by its deadline



 The value of a feasible solution J is the sum of the
profits of the jobs in J or

 An optimal solution is a feasible solution with
maximum value

Ji i
p



 To formulate a greedy algorithm to obtain an optimal
solution, we must formulate an optimization measure to
determine how the next job is chosen.

 As a first attempt we can choose the objective function
as our optimization measure

 Using this measure, the next job to include is the one that
increases the most, subject to the constraint that the
resulting J is a feasible solution

 This requires us to consider jobs in non increasing order of
the pi’s

Ji i
p

Ji i
p



Algorithm GreedyJob(d,J,n)

// J is a set of jobs that can be completed by their deadlines

{

J:={1};

for i :=2 to n do

{

if (all jobs in J ∪ {i} can be completed by their deadlines) then J 

:=J ∪ {i};

} 

}

 How to determine whether all jobs in J ∪ {i} can be
completed by their deadlines

 We can avoid sorting the jobs in J each time by keeping
the jobs in J ordered by deadlines

 We can use an array d[1 : n] to store the deadlines of the
jobs in the order of their p-values



 The set J itself can be represented by a one dimensional
array J[1 : k] such that J[r],1< r < k are the jobs in J and
d[J[1]] ≤ d[J[2]] ≤ …. ≤ d[J[k]]

 To test whether J ∪ {i} is feasible, we have just to insert i
into J preserving the deadline ordering and then verify
that d[J[r]] ≤ r, 1 ≤ r ≤ k + 1

 The insertion of i into J is simplified by the use of a
fictitious job 0 with d[0] = 0 and J[0]= 0

 if job i is to be inserted at position q, then only the
positions of jobs J[q],J[q+ 1], ..., J[k] are changed after the
insertion



Algorithm JS(d,j,n)
// d[i] ≥ 1,1 ≤ i ≤ n are the deadlines, n ≥ 1.The jobs are ordered 

such that p[1] ≥ p[2] ≥ …. ≥ p[n]. J[i] is the ith job in the 
optimal solution,1 ≤ i ≤ k.

// Also, at termination d[J[i]] ≤ d[J[i+ 1]], 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

{
d[0] :=J[0]:=0; //Initialize.

J[1]:=1; //Include job1.

k :=1;

for i :=2 to n do
{ // Consider jobs in non increasing order of p[i]. Find

// position for i and check feasibility of insertion.

r :=k; 

while ((d[J[r]] > d[i]) and (d[J[r]] ≠ r)) do r :=r -1;

if ((d[J[r]] ≤ d[i]) and (d[i] >r)) then

{  // Insert i into J[ ]. 

for q :=k to (r + 1) step-1 do J[q+ 1]:=J[q];

J[r+ 1]:=i; k :=k + 1; 

}

}

return k;

}



OPTIMAL STORAGE ON TAPES

 There are n programs that are to be stored on a computer
tape of length l.

 Associated with each program i is a length li,1 ≤ i ≤ n.

 All programs can be stored on the tape if and only if the
sum of the lengths of the programs is at most l.

 We assume that whenever a program is to be retrieved
from this tape, the tape is initially positioned at the front.

 If the programs are stored in the order I=i1, i2, i3, …, in, the
time tjneeded to retrieve program ij is proportional to

  jk ik
l1



 If all programs are retrieved equally often, then the
expected or mean retrieval time (MRT) is

 In the optimal storage on tape problem, we are required to
find a permutation for the n programs

 So that when they are stored on the tape in this order the
MRT is minimized.

 This problem fits the ordering paradigm.

 Minimizing the MRT is equivalent to minimizing

  nj j
tn 1)/1(

   nj jk ik
lId 1 1)(



 Let n = 3 and (l1, l2, l3)= (5,10,3). There are n!= 6 possible
orderings. These orderings and their respective d values
are:

 The optimal ordering is 3,1,2

Ordering l d(I)

1,2,3

1,3,2

2,1,3

2,3,1

3,1,2

3,2,1

5 + 5 + 10+ 5 + 10+ 3 

5 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 10

10+ 10+ 5 + 10+ 5 + 3 

10+ 10+ 3 + 10+ 3 + 5

3 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 10 

3 + 3+10+ 3 + 10+ 5 

=

=

=

=

=

=

38

31

43

41

29

34



 The next program on the basis of some optimization
measure

 One possible measure would be the d value of the
permutation constructed so far

 The next program to be stored on the tape would be one
that minimizes the increase in d

 If we have already constructed the permutation i1,i2,i3.., ir
then appending program j gives the permutation i1,i2,i3.., ir,
ir+1= j

 This increases the d value by

 The greedy method simply requires us to store the
programs in non decreasing order of their lengths

 This ordering can be carried out in O(nlogn) time using an
efficient sorting algorithm

jnj jk ik
llId    1 1)(



 The tape storage problem can be extended to several tape

 If there are m > 1 tapes, To,...,Tm-1, then the programs are to be
distributed over these tapes

 If the jobs are initially ordered so that l1≤l2 ≤l3 ≤…. ≤ln, then the
first m programs are assigned to tapes To,...,Tm-1 respectively.

 The next m programs will be assigned to tapes To,...,Tm-1
respectively

 The general rule is that program i is stored on tape Ti mod m
Algorithm Store(n,m)

// n is the number of programs and m the number of tapes.

{

j = 0; // Next tape to store on

for i :=1 to n do

{

write ("append program ",I, "to permutation for tape ",j);

j = (j + 1) mod m;

}

}



OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS

 Two sorted files containing n and m records respectively
could be merged together to obtain one sorted file in time
0(n+m)

 For example files x1,x2,x3, and x4 are to be merged

 we could first merge x1 and x2 to get a file y1.

 Then we could merge y1 and x3 to get y2
 Finally, we could merge y2 and x4 to get the desired sorted file

• Alternatively, first merge x1and x2 getting y1 ,

• then merge x3 and x4and get y2, and

• finally merge y1 and y2 and get the desired sorted file

 Given n sorted files, there are many ways in which to pair
wise merge them into a single sorted file

 It fits the ordering paradigm



 The files x1,x2, and x3 are three sorted files of length 30,20, and
10 records each
 Merging x1 and x2 requires 50 record moves

 Merging the result with x3 requires another 60 moves.

 The total number of record moves required to merge the three files
this way is 110

 If,we first merge x2 and x3 (taking 30 moves) and then x1 (taking 60
moves),

 the total record moves made is only 90

 Hence,the second merge pattern is faster than the first.

 Choice for a selection criterion is: at each step merge the two
smallest size files together

 If we have five files (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) with sizes (20,30,10,5, 30)
would generate the following merge pattern:
 Merge x4 and x3 to get z1 (│z1│ = 15),

 Merge z1and x1 to get z2 (│z2│ = 35),

 Merge x2 and x5 to get z3 (│z3│ = 60),

 and merge z2 and z3 to get the answer z4 (│z4│ = 95).

 The total number of record moves is 205



 The merge pattern described will be referred to as a two-
way merge pattern (each merge step involves the merging
of two files)

 The two-way merge patterns can be represented by binary
merge trees

 The leaf nodes are drawn as squares and represent the
given files.

 These nodes are called external nodes.

 The remaining nodes are drawn as circles and are called
internal nodes

 Each internal node has exactly two children and it
represents the file obtained by merging the files
represented by its two children

 The number in each node is the length (i.e. the number of
records) of the file represented by that node



 If di is the distance from the root to the external node for 
file xi and qi, the length of xi is then the total number of 
record moves for this binary merge tree is

 This sum is called the weighted external path length of the 
tree




n

i
ii

qd
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 An optimal two-way merge pattern corresponds to a binary
merge tree with minimum weighted external path length

 The algorithm has as input a list of n trees

 Each node in a tree has three fields, lchild, rchild, and weight

 Initially, each tree in list has exactly one node

Algorithm Tree(n)

{

for i :=1 to n -1 do

{

pt :=new treenode;   // Get a new treenode.

(pt  lchild) := Least(list);         // Merge two trees with

(pt  rchild) :=Least(list);         // smallestlengths. 

(pt  weight) :=  ((pt Ichild) weight) +((ptrchild)weight); 

Insert(list, pt); 

} 

return Least(list);    // Tree left in list is the merge tree.

}
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MINIMUM  COST  SPANNING TREES



 Let G = (V, E) be an undirected connected graph

 A subgraph t = (V, E') of G is a spanning tree of G iff t is a
tree

 Spanning trees have many applications
 Used to obtain an independent set of circuit equations for
an electric network
 First, a spanning tree for the electric network is obtained

 Let B be the set of network edges not in the spanning tree

 Adding an edge from B to the spanning tree creates a cycle

 Kirchoff's second law is used on each cycle to obtain a circuit
equation

 The cycles obtained in this way are independent



 Another application of spanning trees arises from the
property that a spanning tree is a minimal subgraph G'of G
such that V(G')= V(G)and G’ is connected
 Any connected graph with n vertices must have at least n -1 edges

 and all connected graphs with n – 1 edges are trees

 If the nodes of G represent cities and the edges represent possible
communication links connecting two cities, then the minimum
number of links needed to connect the n cities is n -1

 The spanning trees of G represent all feasible choices

 Kirchhoff’s Second Law states that the “net
electromotive force around a closed circuit loop is equal
to the sum of potential drops around the loop”

 It is termed as Kirchhoff’s Loop Rule which is an
outcome of an electrostatic field which is conservative



 In practical situations, the edges have weights assigned
to them

 These weights may represent the cost of construction ,
the length of the link, and so on

 Given such a weighted graph, one would then wish to
select cities to have minimum total cost or minimum
total length

 In either case the links selected have to form a tree
(assuming all weights are positive)

 We are therefore interested in finding a spanning tree of
Gwith minimum cost

 The cost of a spanning tree is the sum of the costs of the
edges in that tree

 The identification of a minimum-cost spanning tree
involves the selection of a subset of the edges, this
problem fits the subset paradigm



Prim's Algorithm

 Minimum-cost spanning tree builds this tree edge by
edge

 The next edge to include is chosen according to some
optimization criterion

 The simplest such criterion is to choose an edge that
results in a minimum increase in the sum of the costs
of the edges so far included



 if A is the set of edges selected so far, then A forms a tree

 The next edge (u,v) to be included in A is a minimum-
cost edge not in A with the property that A U {(u,v)} is
also a tree

 The corresponding algorithm is known as Prim's
algorithm

 The algorithm will start with a tree that includes only a
minimum-cost edge of G

 Then, edges are added to this tree one by one

 The next edge (i,j) to be added is such that i is a vertex
already included in the tree, j is a vertex not yet included

 And the cost of (i,j), cost[i,j] is, minimum among all
edges (k,l) such that vertex k is in the tree and vertex l is
not in the tree



 To determine this edge (i,j) efficiently, we associate
with each vertex j not yet included in the tree a value
near[j]

 The value near[j] is a vertex in the tree such that
cost[j,near[j]] is minimum among all choices for
near[j]

 We define near[j]= 0 for all vertices j that are already
in the tree

 The next edge to include is defined by the vertex j such
that near[j] ≠ 0 (j not already in the tree) and
cost[j,near[j]] is minimum

 The time required by algorithm Prim is 0(n2), where n
is the number of vertices in the graph G





∞     28     ∞      ∞       ∞      10     ∞
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Kruskal's Algorithm

 The set of edges so far selected for the spanning
tree be such that it is possible to complete t in to a
tree

 tmay not be a tree at all stages in the algorithm

 it will generally only be a forest since the set of
edges t can be completed into a tree iff there are no
cycles in t

 This method is called Kruskal
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THE GENERAL METHOD
• Dynamic programming is an algorithm 

design method that can be used when the 
solution to a problem can be viewed as the 
result of a sequence of decisions

• One way to solve problems for which it is not 
possible to make a sequence of step wise 
decisions leading to an optimal decision 
sequence is to try all possible decision 
sequence



• We could enumerate all decision sequences 
and then pick out the best

• Dynamic programming reduces the amount 
of enumeration by avoiding the 
enumeration of some decision sequences 
that cannot possibly be optimal

• In dynamic programming an optimal 
sequence of decisions is obtained by making 
explicit appeal to the principle of optimality



• The principle of optimality states that an 
optimal sequence of decisions has the 
property that whatever the initial state and 
decision are, the remaining decisions must 
constitute an optimal decision sequence with 
regard to the state resulting from the first 
decision

• The difference between the greedy method 
and dynamic programming is 
– In the greedy method only one decision sequence 

is ever generated
– In dynamic programming , many decision 

sequences may be generated



ALL-PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS

• Let G=(V,E) be a directed graph with n vertices.
• Let cost  be a cost adjacency matrix for G such 

that cost(i,i) = 0, 1≤i ≤n.
• cost(i,j) is the length (or cost) of edge ‹i,j›  

E(G) and cost(i,j)=∞ if i≠j and ‹i,j›  E.
• The all-pairs shortest path problem is to 

determine a matrix A such that A(i,j) is the 
length of a shortest path from i to j.



• cost(i,j)  0, for every edge ‹i,j› , we only 
require that G  have no cycles with negative 
length.

• If we allow G to contain a cycle of negative 
length , the shortest path between any two 
vertices on this cycle has length -∞.

• Let us examine a shortest path i to j path in 
G, i≠j.

• This path originate at vertex i and goes 
through some intermediate vertices and 
terminates at j.



• If k is an intermediate vertex on this shortest 
path, then the subpaths from i to k must be 
shortest path from i to k and k to j.

• If k is the intermediate vertex with highest 
index, then i to k path is a shortest i to k path 
in G going through no vertex with index 
greater than k-1.

• We need to find two shortest paths, one from 
i to k and other from k to j. 

• Otherwise, the i to j path is not of minimum 
length

• So, the principle of optimality hold



• Using Ak(i,j) to represent the length of a shortest path from i 
to j going through no vertex of index greater than k, we 
obtain

• Clearly, A0(i,j) = cost(i,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤n
• We can obtain a recurrence for Ak(i,j)
• A shortest path from i to j going through no vertex higher 

than k either goes through vertex k or it does not
• If it does, Ak(i,j) = Ak-1(i,k) + Ak-1(k,j)
• If it does not; then no intermediate vertex has index greater 

than k-1
• Hence Ak(i,j) = Ak-1(i,j)
• Combining, we get  

Ak(i,j) = min{Ak-1(i,j), Ak-1(i,k)+Ak-1(k,j)}, k1
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Algorithm AllPaths(cost, A, n)
{
    for i = 1 to n do
 for j = 1 to n do
 A[i,j] = cost[i,j];

for k = 1 to n do
for i = 1 to n do

 for j = 1 to n do
    A[i,j] = min(A[i,j], A[i,k]+A[k,j]}

}



• K=1, i=1, j=1
A[1,1]= min(A[1,1], A[1,1]+A[1,1]) = min(0, 0+0) = 0
• K=1, i=1, j=2
A[1,2]= min(A[1,2], A[1,1]+A[1,2]) = min(4, 0+4) = 4
• K=1, i=1, j=3
A[1,3]= min(A[1,3], A[1,1]+A[1,3]) = min(11, 0+11) = 11



• K=1, i=2, j=1
A[2,1]= min(A[2,1], A[2,1]+A[1,1]) = min(6, 6+0) = 6
• K=1, i=2, j=2
A[2,2]= min(A[2,2], A[2,1]+A[1,2]) = min(0, 6+4) = 0
• K=1, i=2, j=3
A[2,3]= min(A[2,3], A[2,1]+A[1,3]) = min(2, 6+11) = 2
• K=1, i=3, j=1
A[3,1]= min(A[3,1], A[3,1]+A[1,1]) = min(3, 3+0) = 3
• K=1, i=3, j=2
A[3,2]= min(A[3,2], A[3,1]+A[1,2]) = min(∞, 3+4) = 7
• K=1, i=3, j=3
A[3,3]= min(A[3,3], A[3,1]+A[1,3]) = min(0, 3+11) = 0



• K=2, i=1, j=1
A[1,1]= min(A[1,1], A[1,2]+A[2,1]) = min(0, 4+6) = 0
• K=2, i=1, j=2
A[1,2]= min(A[1,2], A[1,2]+A[2,2]) = min(4, 4+0) = 4
• K=2, i=1, j=3
A[1,3]= min(A[1,3], A[1,2]+A[2,3]) = min(11, 4+2) = 6
• K=2, i=2, j=1
A[2,1]= min(A[2,1], A[2,2]+A[2,1]) = min(6, 0+6) = 6
• K=2, i=2, j=2
A[2,2]= min(A[2,2], A[2,2]+A[2,2]) = min(0, 0+0) = 0
• K=2, i=2, j=3
A[2,3]= min(A[2,3], A[2,2]+A[2,3]) = min(2, 0+2) = 2
• K=2, i=3, j=1
A[3,1]= min(A[3,1], A[3,2]+A[2,1]) = min(3, 7+6) = 3
• K=2, i=3, j=2
A[3,2]= min(A[3,2], A[3,2]+A[2,2]) = min(7, 7+0) = 7
• K=2, i=3, j=3
A[3,3]= min(A[3,3], A[3,2]+A[2,3]) = min(0, 7+2) = 0



• K=3, i=1, j=1
A[1,1]= min(A[1,1], A[1,3]+A[3,1]) = min(0, 6+3) = 0
• K=3, i=1, j=2
A[1,2]= min(A[1,2], A[1,3]+A[3,2]) = min(4, 6+7) = 4
• K=3, i=1, j=3
A[1,3]= min(A[1,3], A[1,3]+A[3,3]) = min(6, 6+0) = 6
• K=3, i=2, j=1
A[2,1]= min(A[2,1], A[2,3]+A[3,1]) = min(6, 2+3) = 5
• K=3, i=2, j=2
A[2,2]= min(A[2,2], A[2,3]+A[3,2]) = min(0, 2+7) = 0
• K=3, i=2, j=3
A[2,3]= min(A[2,3], A[2,3]+A[3,3]) = min(2, 2+0) = 2
• K=3, i=3, j=1
A[3,1]= min(A[3,1], A[3,3]+A[3,1]) = min(3, 0+3) = 3
• K=3, i=3, j=2
A[3,2]= min(A[3,2], A[3,3]+A[3,2]) = min(7, 0+7) = 7
• K=3, i=3, j=3
A[3,3]= min(A[3,3], A[3,3]+A[3,3]) = min(0, 0+0) = 0



SINGLE-SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS: 
GENERAL WEIGHTS

• When negative edge lengths are permitted, we 
require that the graph have no cycles of negative 
length.

• When there are no cycles of negative length, 
there is a shortest path between any two vertices 
of an n-vertex graph that has at most n-1 edges.

• A path that has more than n-1 edges  must  
repeat at least one vertex and hence must 
contain a cycle.

14



• Let distl[u] be the length of a shortest path from 
the source vertex v to vertex u under the 
constraint that the shortest path contains at most l 
edges.

• Then dist1[u] = cost[v,u], 1 ≤ u ≤ n.
• When there are no cycles of negative length, we 

can limit our search for shortest paths with at 
most n-1 edges.

• distn-1[u] is the length of an unrestricted shortest  
path from v to u.

• Our goal then is to compute distn-1[u]  for all u
•  This can be done using the dynamic programming 

methodology
15



• Two observations:
1. If the shortest path v to u with at most k, k>1, edges 

has no more than k-1 edges, then distk[u]=distk-1[u].
2. If the shortest path from v to u with at most k, k>1, 

edges has exactly k edges, then it is made up of a 
shortest path from v to some vertex j followed by 
the edge ‹j,u›.

The path from v to j has k-1 edges, and its length 
is distk-1[j].
– The following recurrence relation is used for finding 

distk[u].
distk[u] = min{distk-1[u], min{distk-1[i]+cost[i,u]}}

– This recurrence can be used to compute distk from distk 

-1 , for k = 2,3,... , n-1.
16



Algorithm  BellmanFord(v, cost, dist, n)

{

  for i = 1 to n do

dist[i] = cost[v, i];

for k = 2 to n-1 do

    for each u such that u≠v and u has at least one 
incoming edge do

for each ‹i,u› in the graph do

if dist[u]>dist[i]+cost[i,u] then

dist[u]=dist[i]+cost[i,u];

}

17



• dist[1]=0, dist[2]=6, dist[3]=5, dist[4]=5, 
dist[5]=∞, dist[6]= ∞, dist[7]= ∞.

18



• K=2,u=2, 
i=1, ‹1,2› 
(dist[2]=6) > (dist[1]=0+cost[1,2]=6)
i=3, ‹3,2› 
(dist[2]=6)>(dist[3]=5+cost[3,2]=-2) then 
     dist[2]= 5-2=3
• K=2, u=3, i=1, ‹1,3› 
(dist[3]=5)>(dist[1]=0+cost[1,3]=5)
i=4, ‹4,3› 
(dist[3]=5)>(dist[4]=5+cost[4,3]=-2) then 

dist[3]= 5-2=3
• K=2, u=4, i=1, ‹1,4› 
(dist[4]=5)>(dist[1]=0+cost[1,4]=5)
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• K=2, u=5, i=2, ‹2,5› 
(dist[5]=∞)>(dist[2]=6+cost[2,5]=-1) then

dist[5]=6-1=5
i=3, ‹3,5› 
(dist[5]=5)>(dist[3]=5+cost[3,5]=1)
• K=2, u=6, i=4, ‹4,6› 
(dist[6]= ∞)>(dist[4]=5+cost[4,6]=-1) then

dist[6]=5-1=4
• K=2, u=7, i=5, ‹5,7› 
(dist[7]= ∞)>(dist[5]= ∞+cost[5,7]=3)
i=6, ‹6,7› 
(dist[7]= ∞)>(dist[6]= ∞+cost[6,7]=3)
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THE TRAVELING SALESPERSON PROBLEM

Above problems are the subset selection 
problems

Now we discuss permutation problems
Let G=(V,E) be a directed graph with edge costs 

cij 
The variable cij > 0 for all i and j and cij=∞ if ‹i, 

j›  E
Let V=n and assume n > 1

21



A tour of G is a directed simple cycle that includes 
every vertex in V.

The cost of the tour is the sum of the cost of the 
edges on the tour.

The traveling salesperson problem is to find a tour 
of minimum cost.

Examples, 
postal van to pick up mail, 
 robot arm movement,
manufacturing commodities - When the machines are 

changed from production of commodity i to commodity j, 
a change over cost cij is incurred
• It is desired to find a sequence in which to manufacture these 

commodities
• This sequence should minimize the sum of change over cost

22



A tour to be a simple path that starts and 
ends at vertex 1.

Every tour consists of an edge ‹1, k› for 
some kV-{1} and a path from vertex k to 
vertex 1.

The path from vertex k to vertex 1 goes 
through each vertex in V-{1,k} exactly once 
and k to 1 path must be shortest path.

Let g(i,S) be the length of a shortest path 
starting at vertex i, going through all vertices 
in S, and terminating at vertex 1.

23



• The function g(1, V-{1}) is the length of an 
optimal salesperson tour.

• From the principle of optimality it follows that

 g(1, V-{1})= min2≤k≤n{c1k+g(k, V-{1,k})}
• Generalizing we obtain

g(i, S) = minjS{cij+g(j, S-{j})}
• g(i, Ф) = ci1, 1≤i≤n

• First we obtain g(i, S) for all S of size 1.
• Then for S with S=2 and so on.
• When S <n -1, the values of i and S for which 

g(i,S) is needed are such that i ≠1, 1S and i S
24



• Initially  g(2, )= c∅ 21 = 5, g(3, )= c∅ 31 = 6, and g(4, ) = c∅ 41 = 8
• Next step is S=1
– g(2,{3})= c23+g(3, )= 9 + 6 = 15∅

– g(2,{4})= c24+g(4, )= 10 + 8 = 18∅

– g(3,{2})= c32+g(2, )= 13 + 5 = 18∅

– g(3,{4})= c34+g(4, )= 12 + 8 = 20∅

– g(4,{2})= c42+g(2, )= 8 + 5 = 13∅

– g(4,{3})= c43+g(3, )= 6 + 6 = 15∅
25



• Next,we compute g(i,S) with S=2, i  ≠ 1, 1  S and ∉
i  S∉
– g(2,{3,4})  = min {c23+g(3,{4}),c24+g(4, {3})} = min 

{ 9 + 20, 10 + 15} = min {29, 25} = 25
– g(3,{2,4}) = min {c32+g(2,{4}),c34+g(4, {2})} = min 

{ 13 + 18, 12 + 13} = min { 31, 25} = 25
– g(4,{2,3}) = min {c42+g(2,{3}),c43+g(3,{2})} = min 

{ 8 + 15, 9 + 18} = min {23, 27} = 23
• Finally, we obtain
– g(1,{2,3,4}) = min {c12 + g(2,{3,4}), c13+g(3,{2,4}), 

c14+g(4,{2,3})}
= min{10 + 25, 15 + 25, 20 + 23} = min {35,40,43}
= 35
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• A graph G consists of two sets V and E. The set
V is a finite, nonempty set of vertices

• The set E is a set of pairs of vertices; these
pairs are called edges

• The notations V(G) and E(G) represent the sets
of vertices and edges, respectively, of graph G

• We write G = (V, E) to represent a graph
• In an undirected graph the pair of vertices

representing any edge is unordered.
– The pairs (u,v) and (v, u) represent the same edge

• In a directed graph each edge is represented
by a directed pair (u,v); u is the tail and v the
head of the edge
– Therefore, (v, u) and (u,v) represent two different

edge



• The set representations of these graphs are

– V(G1) = {1,2,3,4}, E(G1)= {(1,2),(1, ,3), (1,4),
(2,3), (2,4), (3,4)}

– V(G2)= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, E(G2)= {(1,2), (1,3), (2,
,4), (2,5), (3,6), (3,7)}

– V(G3)= {1,2,3} , E(G3) = {(1,2),(2,1),(2,3)}



• Restrictions on graphs:

1. A graph may not have an edge from a vertex v back
to itself

• That is, edges of the form (v, v) and <v,v> are not legal

• Such edges are known as self-edges or self-loops

• If we permit self-edges , we obtain a data object referred
to as a graph with self-edges

2. A graph may not have multiple occurrences of the
same edge

• If we remove this restriction, we obtain a data object
referred to as a multigraph



• If (u,v) is an edge in E(G),then we say
vertices u and v are adjacent and edge (u,v)
is incident on vertices u and v

• If (u,v) is a directed edge, then vertex u is
adjacent to v, and v is adjacent from u

• A subgraph of G is a graph G‘ such that V(G')
⊆ V(G) and E(G') ⊆ E(G)

• A path from vertex u to vertex v in graph G
is a sequence of vertices u,i1, i2, ...., ik,v such
that (u,i1), (i1,i2), ..., (ik,v) are edges in E(G)



• The length of a path is the number of edges
on it

• A simple path is a path in which all vertices
except possibly the first and last are distinct

• A cycle is a simple path in which the first
and last vertices are the same

• In an undirected graph G, two vertices u and
v are said to be connected iff there is a path
in G from u to v

• An undirected graph is said to be connected
iff for every pair of distinct vertices u and v
in V(G), there is a path from u to v in G



• A tree is a connected acyclic (i.e., has no cycles)
graph

• A directed graph G is said to be strongly
connected iff for every pair of distinct vertices u
and v in V(G), there is a directed path from u to
v and also from v to u

• The degree of a vertex is the number of edges
incident to that vertex

• If G is a directed graph, we define the in-degree
of a vertex v to be the number of edges for
which v is the head

• The out-degree is defined to be the number of
edges for which v is the tail

• A graph with weighted edges is called a network



• Some of these applications are
1. The analysis of electric circuits,

2. Finding shortest routes,

3. Project planning,

4. Identification of chemical compounds,

5. Statistical mechanics,

6. Genetics - The scientific study of heredity,

7. Cybernetics - cybernetic systems are various
kinds of automatic control devices in engineering,

8. Linguistics - The science of language, including
phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, and
semantics

9. Social sciences,

10. Mathematical structures, and so on



Graph Representations

• Most commonly representations for graphs
are

– Adjacency matrices,

– Adjacency lists, and

– Adjacency multilists



Adjacency Matrix

• Let G = (V,E) be a graph with n vertices, n ≥ 1

• The adjacency matrix of G is a two-dimensional n
x n array, say a, with the property that a[i, j] = 1 iff
the edge (i,j) ((i,j)for a directed graph) is in E(G)

• The element a[i, j] = 0 if there is no such edge in G



Adjacency Lists

• In this representation of graphs, the n rows of
the adjacency matrix are represented as n
linked lists

• There is one list for each vertex in G

• The nodes in list i represent the vertices that
are adjacent from vertex i

• Each node has at least two fields:
– vertex and

– link

• The vertex field contains the indices of the
vertices adjacent to vertex i





Adjacency Multilists

• In some applications it is necessary to be able to
determine the second entry for a particular edge
and mark that edge as having been examined

• This can be accomplished easily if the adjacency
lists are maintained as multilists

• Each edge there is exactly one node, but this node
is in two lists

• The new node structure is

• Where m is a one-bit mark field that can be used
to indicate whether the edge has been examined





TECHNIQUES FOR GRAPHS

• In its simplest form it requires us to determine
whether there exists a path in the given graph
G = (V, E) such that this path starts at vertex v
and ends at vertex u

• This problem can be solved by starting at
vertex v and systematically searching the graph
G for vertices that can be reached from v

• Two search methods

– Breadth First Search and Traversal

– Depth First Search and Traversal



Breadth First Search and Traversal

• In breadth first search we start at a vertex v and mark it
as having been reached (visited)

• The vertex v is at this time said to be unexplored

• A vertex is said to have been explored by an algorithm
when the algorithm has visited all vertices adjacent
from it

• All unvisited vertices adjacent from v are visited next

• These are new unexplored vertices

• Vertex v has now been explored

• The newly visited vertices haven't been explored and
are put onto the end of a list of unexplored vertices

• The first vertex on this list is the next to be explored

• Exploration continues until no unexplored vertex is left

• The list of unexplored vertices operates as a queue



Algorithm BFS(w)
//A breadth first search of G is carried out beginning
// at vertex v. For any node i, visited[i]= 1if i has
// already been visited. The graph G and array visited[]
// are global; visited[] is initialized to zero.
{

u :=v; // q is a queue of unexplored vertices.
visited[v] :=1;
Repeat

{ for all vertices w adjacent from u do
{

if (visited[w]= 0) then
{
Add w to q; // w is unexplored.
visited[w] :=1;
}

}
if q is empty then return;// No unexplored vertex.
Delete u from q; // Get first unexplored vertex.

}until(false);

}





• A complete traversal of the graph can be made
by repeatedly calling BFS each time with a new
unvisited starting vertex

• The resulting traversal algorithm is known as
breadth first traversal (BFT)

Algorithm BFT(G,n)

// Breadth first traversal of G

{
for i :=1to n do // Mark all vertices unvisited.

visited[i]:=0;

for i :=1to n do
if (visited[i]= 0) then BFS(i);

}



Depth First Search and Traversal

• A depth first search of a graph differs from a
breadth first search in that the exploration of
a vertex v is suspended as soon as a new
vertex is reached

• At this time the exploration of the new
vertex u begins

• When this new vertex has been explored, the
exploration of v continues

• The search terminates when all reached
vertices have been fully explored



Algorithm DFS(w)

// Given an undirected (directed) graph G = (V,E) with

// n vertices and an array visited[] initially set

//to zero, this algorithm visits all vertices

// reachable from v. G and visited[] are global.

{
visited[v] :=1;

for each vertex w adjacent from v do

{
if (visited[w]= 0) then DFS(w);

}

}

• The algorithm for this (DFT) differs from BFT
only in that the call to BFS(i) is replaced by a call
to DFS(i)
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What Is an Operating System? 

In the 1960s, the definition of an operating system might have been the software that 

controls the hardware. But the landscape of computer systems has evolved signifi• cantly 

since then, requiring a richer definition. 

Today's hardware executes a great variety of software applications.  To  

increase hardware utilization, applications are designed to execute concurrently. If 

these applications are not carefully programmed, they might interfere with one 

another. As a result, a layer of software called an operating system separates appli• 

cations from the hardware they access and provides services that allow each appli• 

cation to execute safely and effectively. 



 

 

 
 

Early History: The 1940s and 1950s  
 

An operating system is software that enables applications to interact with a 

computer's hardware. The software that contains the core components of the oper• 

ating system is called the kernel. Operating systems can be found in devices ranging 

from cell phones and automobiles to personal and mainframe computers. In most 

computer systems, a user requests that the computer perform an action  (e.g., exe• 

cute an application or print a document) and the operating system manages the 

software and hardware to produce the desired result. 

To most users, the operating system is a "black box" between the applications 

and the hardware they run on that ensures the proper result, given appropriate 

inputs. Operating systems are primarily resource managers —they manage hard• 

ware, including processors, memory, input/output devices and communication 

devices. They must also manage applications and other software abstractions that, 

unlike hardware, are not physical objects. 

In the next several sections we present a brief history  of operating systems  

from the simple, single-user batch systems of the 1950s to the complex, multiproces• 

sor, distributed, multiuser platforms of today. 

 

Early History: The 1940s and 1950s 
Operating systems have evolved over the last 60 years through several  distinct 

phases or generations that correspond roughly to the decades (see the Operating 

Systems Thinking feature, Innovation).
3
 In the 1940s, the earliest electronic digital 

computers did not include operating systems.
4,
 

5,
 

6
 Machines of the time were so 

primitive that programmers often entered their machine-language programs one bit 

at a time on rows of mechanical switches. Eventually, programmers entered their 

machine-language programs on punched cards. Then, assembly languages—which 

used English-like abbreviations to represent the basic operations of the computer— 

were developed to speed the programming process. 

General Motors Research Laboratories implemented the first operating sys• 

tem in the early 1950s for its IBM 701 computer.
7
 The systems of the 1950s  gener• 

ally executed only one job at a time, using techniques that smoothed the transition 

between jobs to obtain maximum utilization of the computer system.
8
 A job consti• 

tuted the set of program instructions corresponding to a particular computational 

task, such as payroll or inventory. Jobs typically executed without user input for 

minutes, hours or days. These early computers were called single-stream batch-pro- 



 

 

 
 

 

Schematic if a virtual machine. 

 

1.12 Operating System Components and Goals 

Computer systems have evolved from early systems containing no operating  sys• 

tem, to multiprogramming machines, to timesharing machines, to personal comput• 

ers and finally to truly distributed systems. As the demand for new features and 

improved efficiency grew and hardware changed, operating systems evolved to fill 

new roles. This section describes various core operating system components and 

explains several goals of operating systems. 

 

1.12.1 Core Operating System Components 

A user interacts with the operating system via one or more user applications, and 

often through a special application called  a  shell, or command interpreter.
105

 Most  

of today's shells are implemented as text-based interfaces that enable the user to 

issue commands from a keyboard or as GUIs that allow the user to point  and click 

and drag and drop icons to request services from the operating system (e.g., to open 

an application). For example, Microsoft Windows XP provides a GUI through 



 

 

 

 

Operating System Components and Goals  

 
which users can issue commands; alternatively, the user can open a command 

prompt window that accepts typed commands. 

The software that contains the core components of the operating system is referred 

to as the kernel. Typical operating system core components include: 

• the process scheduler, which determines when and for how long a process 

executes on a processor. 

• the memory manager, which determines when and how memory is allo• 

cated to processes and what to do when main memory becomes full. 

• the I/O manager, which services input and output requests from and to 

hardware devices, respectively. 

• the interprocess communication (IPC) manager, which allows processes to 

communicate with one another. 

• the file system manager, which organizes named collections of data on stor• 

age devices and provides an interface for accessing data on those devices. 

Almost all modern operating systems support a multiprogrammed environ• ment in 

which multiple applications can execute concurrently. One of the most fun• damental 

responsibilities of an operating system is to determine which processor executes a 

process and for how long that process executes. 

A program may contain several elements that share data and that can be exe• cuted 

concurrently. For example, a Web browser may contain separate components to read a 

Web page's HTML, retrieve the page's media (e.g., images, text and video) and render the 

page by laying out its content in the browser window. Such program com• ponents, 

which execute independently but perform their work in a common memory space, are 

called threads. Threads are discussed in Chapter 4, Thread Concepts. 

Typically, many processes compete to use the processor. The process sched• 

uler can base its decisions on several criteria, such as importance of a process, its 

estimated running time, or how long it has waited to obtain the processor. We dis• 

cuss processor scheduling in Chapter 8, Processor Scheduling. 

The memory manager allocates memory to the operating system and to pro• 

cesses. To ensure that processes to do not interfere with the operating system  or 

with one another, the memory manager prevents each process from accessing mem• 

ory that has not been allocated to it. Almost all of today's operating systems sup•  

port virtual memory, as discussed in Chapters 10 and 11. 

Another core function of the operating system is to manage the computer's 

input/output (I/O) devices. Input devices include  keyboards,  mice,  microphones 

and scanners; output devices include monitors, printers and speakers. Storage 

devices (e.g., hard disks, rewritable optical discs and tape) and network cards func• 

tion as both input and output devices. When a process wishes to  access  an  I/O 

device, it must issue a system call to the operating system. That system call is subse• 

quently handled by a device driver, which is a software component that interacts 

directly with hardware, often containing device-specific commands and other 

instructions to perform the requested input/output operations. 



 

 

 

Most computer systems can store data persistently (i.e., after the computer is turned 

off). Because main memory is often relatively small and loses its data when the power is 

turned off, persistent secondary storage devices are used, most com• monly hard disks. 

Disk I/O — one of the most common forms of I/O —occurs when a process requests 

access to information on a disk device. 

Secondary storage, however, is much slower than processors and main mem• 

ory. The disk scheduler component of an operating system is responsible for reor• 

dering disk I/O requests to maximize performance and minimize  the  amount  of 

time a process waits for disk I/O. Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) 

systems attempt to reduce the time a process waits for disk I/O by using  multiple 

disks at once to service I/O requests. We discuss disk scheduling algorithms  and 

RAID systems in Chapter 12, Disk Performance Optimization. 

Operating systems use file systems to organize and efficiently access named 

collections of data called files located on storage devices. File system concepts are 

addressed in Chapter 13, File and Database Systems. 

Often, processes (or threads) cooperate to accomplish a common goal. Thus, 

many operating systems provide interprocess communication (IPC) and synchroni• 

zation mechanisms to simplify such concurrent programming. Interprocess commu• 

nication enables processes to communicate via messages sent between the 

processes (and threads); synchronization provides structures that can be used to 

ensure that processes (and threads) share data properly. Processes and threads are 

discussed in Chapters 3 through 8. 

 

 
1.12.2 Operating System Goals 

Users have come to expect certain characteristics of operating systems, such as: 

• efficiency 

• robustness 

Operating System Components and Goals  
 

• scalability 

• extensibility 

• portability 

• security 

• interactivity 

• usability 

An efficient operating system achieves high throughput and low average turn• 

around time. Throughput measures the amount of work a processor can complete within a 

certain time period. Recall that one role of an operating system is to provide services to 

many applications. An efficient operating system minimizes the time spent providing 

these services (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Performance). 

A robust operating system is fault  tolerant and reliable —the  system will not 

fail due to isolated application or hardware errors, and if it fails, it does so gracefully 

(i.e., by minimizing loss of work and by preventing damage to the system's hard- 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



ware). Such an operating system will provide services to each application unless the 

hardware it relies on fails. 

A scalable operating system is able to use resources as they are added. If an 

operating system is not scalable, then it will quickly reach a point where additional 

resources will not be fully utilized. A scalable operating system can readily adjust its 

degree of multiprogramming. Scalability is a particularly important attribute of 

multiprocessor systems —as more processors are added to a system, ideally the pro• 

cessing capacity should increase in proportion to  the number of processes, though,  

in practice, that does not happen. Multiprocessing is discussed in Chapter 15, Multi• 

processor Management. 

An extensible operating system will adapt well to new technologies and pro• vide 

capabilities to extend the operating system to perform tasks beyond its original design. 

A portable operating system is designed such that it can operate on many 

hardware configurations. Application portability is also important, because it is 

costly to develop applications, so the same application should run on a variety of 

hardware configurations to reduce development costs. The operating system is cru• 

cial to achieving this kind of portability. 

A secure operating system prevents users and software from accessing  ser• 

vices and resources without authorization. Protection refers to the mechanisms that 

implement the system's security policy. 

An interactive operating system allows applications to respond quickly to user 

actions, or events. A usable operating system is one that has the potential to serve a 

significant user base. These operating systems generally provide an easy-to-use user 

interface. Operating systems such as Linux, Windows XP and MacOS X are charac• 

terized as usable operating systems, because each supports a large set of applica• 

tions and provides standard user interfaces. Many experimental and academic 

operating systems do not support a large number of applications or provide user- 

friendly interfaces and therefore are not considered to be usable. 

 

 

OperatingSystemArchitectures  
Today's operating systems tend to be complex because they provide many services and 

support a variety of hardware and software resources (see the Operating Sys• tems 

Thinking feature, Keep It Simple (KIS) and the Anecdote,). Operating system 

architectures can help designers manage this complexity by organizing operating system 

components and specifying the privilege with which each component exe• cutes. In the 

monolithic design, every component of the operating system is con• tained in the kernel; 

in the microkernel design, only the essential components are included. In the sections that 

follow, we survey several important architectures (see the Operating Systems Thinking 

feature, Architecture). 

 

1.13.1 Monolithic Architecture 
The monolithic operating system is the earliest and most common operating system 

architecture. Every component of the operating system is contained in the kernel and 

can directly communicate with any other (i.e., simply by using function calls). The 

kernel typically executes with unrestricted access to the computer system (Fig. 1.3). 

OS/360, VMS and Linux are broadly characterized as monolithic operating sys• 

tems.
106

 Direct intercommunication between components makes monolithic operat• 

ing systems highly efficient. Because monolithic kernels group components together, 

 

 



  
 

 

 

| Monolithic operating System kernel architecture. 

 
however it is difficult to isolate  the source of bugs  and other errors. Further, because all 

code executes with unrestricted access to the system, systems with monolithic ker• nels 

are particularly susceptible to damage from errant or malicious code. 
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1.13.2 Layered Architecture 
As operating systems became larger and more complex, purely monolithic designs 

became unwieldy. The layered approach to operating systems attempts to  address 

this issue by grouping components that perform similar functions into layers. Each 

layer communicates exclusively with those immediately above and below it. Lower- 

level layers provide services to higher-level ones using an interface that hides their 

implementation. 

Layered operating systems are more modular than monolithic operating sys• 

tems, because the implementation of each layer can be modified without requiring  

any modification to other layers. A modular system  has  self-contained  componen 

that can be reused throughout the system. Each component hides how it performs 

 
 

its job and presents a  standard interface that  other components can use  to request 

its services. Modularity imposes structure and consistency on the operating sys• 

tem—often simplifying validation, debugging and modification. However, in a lay• 

ered approach, a user process's request may need to pass through many layers 

before it is serviced. Because additional methods must be invoked to pass data from 

one layer to the next, performance degrades compared to that of a monolithic ker• 

nel, which may require only a single call to service a similar request. Also, because 

all layers have unrestricted access to the system, layered kernels are also suscepti• 

ble to damage from errant or malicious code. The THE operating system is an early 

example of a layered operating system (Fig. 1.4).
107

 Many of today's operating sys• 

tems, including Windows XP and Linux, implement some level of layering. 

 

 

1.13.3 Microkernel Architecture 
A microkernel operating system architecture provides only a small number of ser• vices 

in an attempt to keep the kernel small and scalable. These services typically include low-

level memory management, interprocess communication and basic pro- 



 

 

 

Figure 1.4 | Layers of the THE operating system. 
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cess synchronization to enable processes to cooperate. In microkernel designs, most 

operating system components—such as process management, networking, file sys• 

tem interaction and device management—execute outside the kernel with a lower 

privilege level (Fig. 1.5).
108,
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Microkernels exhibit a high degree of modularity, making them extensible, 

portable and scalable.
112

 Further, because the microkernel does not rely on each 

component to execute, one or more components can fail, without causing the oper• 

ating system to fail. However, such modularity comes at the cost of an increased 

level of intermodule communication, which can degrade system performance. 

Although few of today's popular operating systems fully embrace the microkernel 

design, Linux and Windows XP, for example, contain modular components.
113

 

 
 

 
 

 

| Microkernel operating system architecture. 



 

 

 

1.13.4 Networked and Distributed Operating Systems 

Advances in telecommunications technology have profoundly affected operating sys• 

tems. A network operating system enables its processes to access resources (e.g., files) 

that reside on other independent computers on a network.
114

 The structure of many 

networked and distributed operating systems is often based  on  the  client/server 

model (Fig. 1.6). The client computers in such a network request resources—such as 

files and processor time—via the appropriate network protocol. The servers respond 

with the appropriate resources. In such networks, operating system designers must 

carefully consider how to manage data and communication among computers. 

Some operating systems are more "networked" than others. In a networked 

environment, a process can execute on the computer on which it is created or on 

another computer on the network. In some network operating systems, users can 

specify exactly where their processes run; in others, the operating system deter• 

mines where processes are executed. For example, the system may determine that a 

process can be more efficiently executed on a computer experiencing a light load.
115

 

Networked file systems are an important component of networked operating 

systems. At the lowest level, users acquire resources on another machine by explic• 

itly connecting to that machine and retrieving files. Higher-level network file sys• 

tems enable users to access remote files as if they were on  the local  system. 

Examples of network file systems include Sun's Network File System (NFS) and 

 

 
Figure 1.6 | Client/server networked operating system model. 



 

 

 
 

CMU's Andrew and Coda file systems. Networked file systems  are  discussed  in 

detail in Chapter 18, Distributed Systems and Web Services. 

A distributed operating system is a single operating system that manages 

resources on more than one computer system. Distributed systems provide the illu• 

sion that multiple computers are a single powerful computer, so that a process can 

access all of the system's resources regardless of the process's location within the 

distributed system's network of computers.116 Distributed operating  systems  are 

often difficult  to implement and require complicated algorithms to enable processes 

to communicate and share data. Examples of distributed operating  systems  are 

MIT's Chord operating system and the Amoeba operating system from the Vrije 

Universiteit (VU)  in  Amsterdam.117,  118 We  discuss  distributed  systems  in 

Chapter 17, Introduction to Distributed Systems. 

Now that we have presented a seemingly endless stream of facts, issues, and 

acronyms, we proceed with a discussion of the basic principles of computer hard•  

ware and software in Chapter 2, Hardware and Software Concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Definition of Process 
The term "process" in the context of operating systems was first used by and the 

designers of the Multics system in the 1960s (see the Mini Case Study, CTSS and 

Multics and the Biographical Note, Fernando J. Corbato).
1
 Since that time, process, 

used somewhat interchangeably with task, has been given many definitions, such  as: 

a program in execution, an asynchronous activity, the "animated spirit" of a proce• 

dure, the "locus of control" of a procedure in execution, that which is manifested by 
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the existence of a data structure called a "process descriptor" or a "process control 

block" in the operating system, that entity to which processors are assigned and the 

"dispatchable" unit. A program is to a process as sheet music is to a symphony 

orchestra playing the music. 

Two key concepts are presented by these definitions. First, a process is an entity. 

Each process has its own address space, which typically consists of a text region, data 

region and stack region. The text region stores the code that the processor executes. 

The data region stores variables and dynamically allocated memory that the process 
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uses during execution. The stack region stores instructions and local variables for 

active procedure calls. The contents of the stack grow as a process issues nested pro• 

cedure calls and shrink as called procedures return.
13

 Second, a process is a "program 

in execution." A program is an inanimate entity; only when a  processor "breathes 

life" into a program does it become the active entity we call a process. 

 

 

Process States: Life Cycle of a Process 

The operating system must ensure that each process receives a sufficient amount of 

processor time. For any system, there can be only as many truly concurrently exe• cuting 

processes as there are processors. Normally, there are many more processes
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than processors in a system. Thus, at any given time, some  processes can  execute  

and some cannot. 

During its lifetime, a process moves through a series of discrete process states. 

Various events can cause a process to change state. A process is said to be running  

(i.e., in the running state) if it is executing on a processor. A process is said to be ready 

(i.e., in the ready state) if it could execute on a processor if one were available. A pro• 

cess is said to be blocked (i.e., in the blocked state) if it is waiting for some event to 

happen (such as an I/O completion event, for example) before it can proceed. There 

are other process states, but for now we will concentrate on these three. 

For simplicity, let us consider a uniprocessor system, although the extension to 

multiprocessing (see Chapter 15, Multiprocessor Management) is not difficult. In a 

uniprocessor system only one process may be running at a time, but several may be 

ready and several blocked. The operating system maintains a ready list of ready pro• 

cesses and a blocked list of blocked processes. The ready list is  maintained in prior• 

ity order, so that the next process to receive a processor is the first  one  in  the list 

(i.e., the process with the highest priority). The blocked list is typically unordered— 

processes do not become unblocked (i.e., ready) in priority order; rather, they 

unblock in the order in which the events they are waiting for occur. As we will see 

later, there are situations in which several processes may block awaiting the same 

event; in these cases it is common to prioritize the waiting processes. 
 

3.2 Process Management 
As the operating system interleaves the execution of its processes, it must carefully 

manage them to ensure that no errors occur as the processes are interrupted and 

resumed. Processes should be able to communicate with the operating system to 

perform simple tasks such as starting a new process or signaling the end of process 

execution. In this section, we discuss how operating systems provide certain funda• 

mental services to processes—these include creating processes, destroying pro• 

cesses, suspending processes, resuming processes, changing a process's priority, 

blocking processes, waking up processes, dispatching processes, enabling processes 

to interact via interprocess communication (IPC) and more. We also discuss how 

operating systems manage process resources to allow multiple processes to actively 

contend for processor time at once. 
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3.3.1 Process States and State Transitions 

When a user runs a program, processes are created and inserted into the ready list. A 

process moves toward the head of the list as other processes complete their turns 

using a processor. When a process reaches the head of the list, and when a processor 

becomes available, that process is given a processor and is said to make a state tran• 

sition from the ready state to the running state (Fig. 3.1). The act of assigning a pro• 

cessor to the first process on the ready list is called dispatching and is performed by a 

system entity called the dispatcher. Processes that are in the ready or running states  

are said to be awake, because they are actively contending for processor time. The 

operating system manages state transitions to best serve processes in the system. To 

prevent any one process from monopolizing the system, either accidentally or mali• 

ciously, the operating system sets a hardware interrupting clock (also called an inter• 

val timer) to allow a process to run for a specific time interval or quantum. If the 

process does not voluntarily yield the processor before the time interval expires, the 

interrupting clock generates an interrupt, causing the operating system to gain con• 

trol of the processor (see Section 3.4, Interrupts). The operating system then changes 

the state of the previously running process to ready and dispatches the first process  

on the ready list, changing its state from ready to running. If a running process ini• 

tiates an input/output operation before its quantum expires, and therefore must wait 

for the I/O operation to complete before it can use a processor again, the running 

process voluntarily relinquishes the processor. In this case, the process 

 

 
 

 

 
| Process state transitions. 
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is said to block itself, pending the completion of the I/O operation. Processes in the 

blocked state are said to be asleep, because they cannot execute even if a processor 

becomes available. The only other allowable state transition in our  three-state  

model occurs when an I/O  operation (or some other event the process is  waiting  

for) completes. In this case, the operating system transitions the process from the 

blocked to the ready state. 

We have defined four possible state transitions. When a process is  dispatched, 

it transitions from ready to running. When a process's quantum expires, it  transi• 

tions from running to ready. When a process blocks, it transitions from running to 

blocked. Finally, when a process wakes up  because of the completion of some  event 

it is awaiting, it transitions from blocked to ready. Note that the only state transition 

initiated by the user process itself is block—the other three transitions are initiated 

by the operating system. 

In this  section, we have assumed that the operating system assigns each process  

a quantum. Some early operating systems that ran on processors without interrupting 

clocks employed cooperative multitasking, meaning that each process must voluntar• 

ily yield the processor on which it is running before another process can execute. 

Cooperative multitasking is rarely used in today's systems, however, because it allows 

processes to accidentally or maliciously monopolize a processor (e.g., by entering an 

infinite loop or simply refusing to yield the processor in a timely fashion). 

 

3.3.2 Process Control Blocks (PCBs)/Process Descriptors 
The operating system typically performs several operations when it creates a pro• cess. 

First, it must be able to identify each process; therefore, it assigns a process 

identification number (PID) to the process. Next, the operating system creates a 

process control block (PCB), also called a process descriptor, which maintains 

information that the operating system needs to manage the process. PCBs typically 

include information such as: 

• PID 

• process state (e.g., running, ready or blocked) 

• program counter (i.e., a value that determines which instruction the proces• 

sor should execute next) 

• scheduling priority 
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• credentials (i.e., data that determines the resources this process can access) 

• a pointer to the process's parent process (i.e., the process that created this 

process) 

• pointers to the process's child processes (i.e., processes created by this pro• 

cess) if any 

• pointers to locate the process's data and instructions in memory 

• pointers to allocated resources (such as files). 

The PCB also stores the register contents, called the execution context, of the 

processor on which the process was last running when it transitioned out of the run• 

ning state. The execution context of a process is architecture specific but typically 

includes the contents of general-purpose registers (which contain process data that 

the processor can directly access) in addition to process management registers, such 

as registers that store pointers to a process's address space. This enables the operat• 

ing system to restore a process's execution context when the process returns to the 

running state. 

When a process transitions from one state to another, the operating system 

must update information in the process's PCB. The operating system typically main• 

tains pointers to each process's PCB in a systemwide or per-user process table so 

that it can access the PCB quickly (Fig. 3.2). The process table is one of many oper• 

ating system data structures we discuss in this text (see the Operating Systems 

Thinking feature, Data Structures in Operating Systems). When a process is termi- 
 

 

 

Figure 3.2 | Process table and process control blocks. 
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nated (either voluntarily or by the operating system), the operating system frees the 

process's memory and other resources, removes the process from the process table and 

makes its memory and other resources available to other processes. We discuss other 

process manipulation functions momentarily.
19

 

. 
 

3.3.3 Process Operations 

Operating systems must be able to perform certain process operations, including: 

• create a process 

• destroy a process 

• suspend a process 

• resume a process 

• change a process's priority 

• block a process 

• wake up  a process 

• dispatch  a process 

• enable a process to communicate with another process (this is called inter• 

process communication). 
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A process may spawn a new process. If it does, the creating process is called 

the parent process and the created process is called the child process. Each child 

process is created by exactly one parent process. Such creation yields a hierarchical 

process structure similar to Fig. 3.3, in which each child has only one parent (e.g., A 

is the one parent of C; H is the one parent of I), but each parent may have many 

children (e.g., B, C, and D are the children of A; F and G are the children of C).In 

UNIX-based systems, such as Linux, many processes are spawned from the init pro• 

cess, which is created when the kernel loads (Fig. 3.4). In Linux, such processes 

include kswapd, xfs and khubd—these processes perform memory, file system and 

device management operations, respectively. Many of these processes are discussed 

further in Chapter 20, Case Study: Linux. The login process authenticates users to 

the operating system. This is typically accomplished by requiring a user to enter a 

valid username and corresponding password. We discuss other means of authentica• 

tion in Chapter 19, Security. Once the login process authenticates the user, it 

spawns a shell, such as bash (Bourne-again shell), that allows the user to interact 

with the operating system (Fig. 3.4). The user may then issue commands to the shell 

to execute programs such as vi (a text editor) and finger (a utility that displays user 

information). Destroying a process involves obliterating it from the system. Its 

memory and other resources are returned to the system, it is purged from any sys• 

tem lists or tables and its process control block is erased, i.e., the PCB's memory 

space is made available to other processes in the system. Destruction of a process is 

more complicated when the process has spawned other processes. In some operat• 

ing systems, each spawned process is destroyed automatically when its parent is 

destroyed; in others, spawned processes proceed independently of their parents, 

and the destruction of a parent has no effect on its children. 
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Figure 3.4 | Process hierarchy in Linux. 

 
Changing the priority of a process normally involves modifying the priority 

value in the process's control block. Depending on how the operating system imple• 

ments process scheduling, it may need to place a pointer to the PCB in a different 

priority queue (see Chapter 8, Processor Scheduling). The other operations listed in 

this section are explained in subsequent sections. 
 

Self Review 

1. (T/F) A process may have zero parent processes. 

2. Why is it advantageous to create a hierarchy of processes as opposed to a linked list? 

Ans: 1) True. The first process that is created, often  called  init in  UNIX systems, does  not 

have a parent. Also, in some systems, when a parent process is destroyed, its children proceed 

independently without their parent. 2) A hierarchy of processes allows the  operating system  

to track parent/child relationships between processes. This simplifies operations such as 

locating all the child processes of a particular parent process when that parent terminates. 

 

3.3.4 Suspend and Resume 
Many operating systems allow administrators, users or processes to suspend a pro• 

cess. A suspended process is indefinitely removed from contention for time on a 

processor without being destroyed. Historically, this operation allowed a system 

operator to manually adjust the system load and/or respond to threats of system 

failure. Most of today's computers execute too quickly to permit such manual 

adjustments. However, an administrator or a user suspicious of the partial results of  

a process may suspend it (rather than aborting it) until the user can  ascertain 

whether the process is functioning correctly. This is useful for detecting security 

threats (such as malicious code execution) and for software debugging purposes. 

Figure 3.5 displays the process state-transition diagram of Fig. 3.1 modified to 

include suspend and resume transitions. Two new states have been added, suspend- 

edready and suspendedblocked. Above the dashed line in the figure are the active states; 

below it are the suspended states. 
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Figure 3.5 | Process state transitions with suspend and resume. 

A suspension may be initiated by the process being suspended or by another 

process. On a uniprocessor system a running process may suspend itself, indicated 

by Fig. 3.5(a); no other process could be running at the same moment to issue the 

suspend. A running process may also suspend a ready process or a blocked process, 

depicted in Fig. 3.5(b) and (c). On a multiprocessor system, a running process may 

be suspended by another process running at that moment on a different processor. 

Clearly, a process suspends itself only when it is in the running state. In such a 

situation, the process makes the transition from running to suspendedready. When a 

process suspends a ready process, the ready process transitions from ready to suspend• 

edready. A suspendedready process may be made ready, or resumed, by another pro• 

cess, causing the first process to transition from suspendedready to ready. A blocked 

process will make the transition from blocked to suspendedblocked when it is sus• 

pended by another process. A suspendedblocked process may be resumed by another 

process and make the transition from suspendedblocked to blocked. 

One could argue that instead of suspending a blocked process, it is better to 

wait until the I/O completion or event completion occurs and the process becomes 

ready; then the process could be suspended to the suspendedready state. Unfortu- 
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nately, the completion may never come, or it may be delayed indefinitely. The 

designer must choose between performing the suspension of the blocked process or 

creating a mechanism by which the suspension will be made from the ready state 

when the I/O or event completes. Because suspension is typically a high-priority 

activity, it is performed immediately. When the I/O or event completion  finally 

occurs (if indeed it does), the suspendedblocked process makes the transition from 

suspendedblocked to suspendedready. 
 

 

3.3.5 Context Switching 

The operating system performs a context switch to stop executing a running process and 

begin executing a previously ready process.
20

 To perform a context switch, the kernel 

must first save the execution context of the running process to its PCB, then load the 

ready process's previous execution context from its PCB (Fig. 3.6). 

 
 

 

Figure 3.6 | Context switch. 
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Context switches, which are essential in a multiprogrammed environment, 

introduce several operating system design challenges. For one,  context  switches 

must be essentially transparent to processes, meaning that the processes  are 

unaware they have been removed from the processor. During a context switch a 

processor cannot perform any "useful" computation—i.e., it performs tasks that are 

essential to operating systems but does not execute instructions on behalf of  any 

given process. Context switching is pure overhead and occurs so frequently that 

operating systems must minimize context-switching time. 

The operating system accesses PCBs often. As a result, many processors con• 

tain a hardware register that points to the PCB of the currently executing process to 

facilitate context switching. When the operating system initiates  a  context switch, 

the processor safely stores the currently executing process's execution  context in  

the PCB. This prevents the operating system (or other processes) from overwriting 

the process's register values. Processors further simplify and speed context switch• 

ing by providing instructions that save and restore a process's execution context to 

and from its PCB, respectively. 

In the IA-32 architecture, the operating system dispatches a new process by 

specifying the location of its PCB in memory. The processor then performs a con• 

text switch by saving the execution context of the previously running process. The 

IA-32 architecture does not provide instructions to save and restore a process's exe• 

cution context, because the processor performs these operations without software 

intervention.
21

 

 

3.4 Interrupts 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Hardware and Software Concepts, interrupts enable 

software to respond to signals from hardware. The operating system may specify  a  

set of instructions, called an interrupt handler, to be executed in response to each 

type of interrupt. This allows  the operating system to  gain  control of the processor 

to manage system resources. 

A processor may generate an interrupt as a result of executing a process's 

instructions (in which case it is often called a trap and is said to be synchronous with 

the operation of the process). For example, synchronous interrupts occur when a 

process attempts to perform an illegal action, such as dividing by zero  or referenc• 

ing a protected memory location. 
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Interrupts may also be caused by some event that is unrelated to a process's 

current instruction (in which case they are said to be asynchronous with process 

execution; see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Asynchronism vs. Synchro• 

nism). Hardware devices issue asynchronous interrupts to communicate a status 

change to the processor. For example, the keyboard generates an interrupt when a 

user presses a key; the mouse generates an interrupt when it moves or when one of  

its buttons is pressed. 

Interrupts provide a low-overhead means of gaining the attention of a proces• sor. 

An alternative to interrupts is for a processor to repeatedly request the status of each 

device. This approach, called polling, increases overhead as the complexity of the 



computer system increases. Interrupts eliminate the need for a processor to repeatedly 

poll devices. 

A simple example of the difference between polling  and  interrupts  can  be 

seen in microwave ovens. A chef may either set a timer to expire after an  appropri• 

ate number of minutes (the timer sounding  after  this  interval interrupts the  chef), 

or the chef may regularly peek through the oven's glass door and watch as the roast 

cooks (this kind of regular monitoring is an example of polling). 

Interrupt-oriented systems can become overloaded—if interrupts arrive too quickly, 

the system may not be able to keep up with them. A human air traffic con• troller, for 

example, could easily be overwhelmed by a situation in which too many planes 

converged in a narrow area. 

In networked systems, the network interface contains a small amount of mem• ory 

in which it stores each packet of data that it receives from other computers.
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Each time the network interface receives a packet, it generates an interrupt  to 

inform a processor that data is ready for processing. If a processor cannot process 

data from the network interface before  the interface's  memory fills,  packets might 

be lost. Systems typically implement queues to hold interrupts  to  be  processed 

when a processor becomes available. These queues, of course, consume memory  

that is limited in size. Under heavy load, the system might not be able to  enqueue  

all arriving interrupts, meaning that some could be lost. 

 

. 

 

3.4.1 Interrupt Processing 
We now consider how computer systems typically process hardware interrupts. 

(Note that there are other interrupt schemes.) 

1. The interrupt line, an electrical connection between the mainboard and a 

processor, becomes active—devices such as timers, peripheral cards and 

controllers send signals that activate the interrupt line to inform a proces• 

sor that an event has occurred (e.g., a period of time has passed or an I/O 

request has completed). Most processors contain an  interrupt controller 

that orders interrupts according to their priority so that important inter• 

rupts are serviced first. Other interrupts are queued until all higher-priority 

interrupts have been serviced. 

2. After the interrupt line becomes active, the processor completes execution 

of the current instruction, then pauses the execution of the current process. 

To pause process execution, the processor must save  enough information  

so that the process can be resumed at the correct place and with the correct 

register information. In early IBM systems, this data was contained in  a  

data structure called the program status word (PSW). In the Intel IA-32 

architecture, such process state is referred to as the task state segment 

(TSS). The TSS is typically stored in a process's PCB.
22

 

3. The processor then passes control to the appropriate interrupt handler. 

Each type of interrupt is assigned a unique value that the processor uses as 

an index into the interrupt vector, which is an array of pointers to interrupt 

handlers. The interrupt vector is located in memory that processes cannot 

access, so that errant processes cannot modify its contents. 

4. The interrupt handler performs appropriate actions based on the type of 

interrupt. 
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5. After the interrupt handler completes, the state of the interrupted process 

(or some other "next process" if the kernel initiates a context switch) is 

restored. 

6. The interrupted process (or some other "next process") executes. It is the 

responsibility of the operating system to determine whether the inter•  

rupted process or some other "next process" executes. This important deci• 

sion, which can significantly impact the level of service each application 

receives, is discussed in Chapter 8, Processor Scheduling.  For  example, if 

the interrupt signaled an I/O completion event that caused a high-priority 

process to transition from blocked to ready, the operating system might 

preempt the interrupted process and dispatch the high-priority process. 

Let us consider how the operating system and hardware interact in response to 

clock interrupts (Fig. 3.7). At each timer interval, the interrupting clock generates an 

interrupt that allows the operating system to execute to perform system management 

operations such as process scheduling. In this case, the processor is executing process 

P1 (1) when the clock issues an interrupt (2). Upon receiving the interrupt, the pro• 

cessor accesses the interrupt vector entry that corresponds to the timer interrupt (3). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 | Handling interrupts. 
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The processor then saves the process's execution context to memory (4) so that the 

P1's execution context is not lost when the interrupt handler executes.
23

 The processor 

then executes the interrupt handler, which determines how to respond to the inter• 

rupt (5). The interrupt handler may then restore the state of the previously executing 

process (P1) or call the operating system processor scheduler to determine the "next" 

process to run. In this case, the handler calls the process scheduler, which decides that 

process P2, the highest-priority waiting process, should obtain the processor (6). The 

context for process P2 is then loaded from its PCB in main memory, and process P1's 

execution context is saved to its PCB in main memory. 

 

 

 
 

3.4.2 Interrupt Classes 
The set of interrupts a computer supports is dependent on the system's architecture. 

Several types of interrupts are common to many architectures; in this section we discuss 

the interrupt structure supported by the Intel IA-32 specification,
24

 which is implemented 

in Intel® Pentium® processors. (Intel produced over 80 percent of the personal computer 

processors shipped in 2002.
25

) 

The IA-32 specification distinguishes between two types of signals a processor 

may receive: interrupts and exceptions. Interrupts notify the processor  that  an 

event has occurred (e.g., a timer interval has passed) or that an external device's 

status has changed (e.g., an I/O completion). The IA-32 architecture also provides 

software-generated interrupts—processes can use these to perform system calls. 

Exceptions indicate that an error has occurred, either in hardware or as a result of a 

software instruction. The IA-32 architecture also uses exceptions to pause a process 

when it reaches a breakpoint in code.
26

 

Devices that generate interrupts, typically in the form of I/O signals and timer 

interrupts, are external to a processor. These interrupts are asynchronous with the running 

process, because they occur independently of instructions being executed by the 

processor. Software-generated interrupts, such as system calls, are synchronous with the 

running process, because they are generated in response to an instruction. Figure 3.8 lists 

several types of interrupts recognized by the IA-32 architecture. 
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Interrupt Type Description of Interrupts in Each Type 

I/O These are initiated by the input/output hardware. They notify a 

processor that the status of a channel or device has changed. I/O 

interrupts are caused when an I/O  operation completes, for 

example. 

Timer  A system may contain devices that generate interrupts periodically. 

These interrupts can be used for tasks such as timekeeping and 

performance monitoring. Timers also enable the operating system 

to determine if a process's quantum has expired. 

Interprocessor These interrupts allow one processor to send a message to another 

interrupts in a multiprocessor system. 

 

Figure 3.8 | Common interrupt types recognized in the Intel IA-32 architectures. 
 

The IA-32  specification  classifies  exceptions  as   faults,   traps   or   aborts 

(Fig. 3.9). Faults and traps are exceptions to which  an  exception  handler  can  

respond to allow processes to continue execution. A fault indicates an error that an 

exception handler can correct. For example, a page fault occurs when a process 

attempts to access data that is not in memory (we discuss page faults in Chapter 10, 

Virtual Memory Organization, and in Chapter 11, Virtual Memory Management). 

The operating system can correct this error by placing the requested data in main 

memory. After the problem is corrected, the processor restarts the process that 

caused the error at the instruction that caused the exception. 

Traps do not typically correspond to correctable errors, but rather to  condi• 

tions such as overflows or breakpoints. For example, as a process instructs a proces• 

sor to increment the value in an accumulator, the value might exceed the capacity 

 

Excertion Class Description of Exceptions in Each Class 

Fault These are caused by a wide range of problems that may occur as a 

program's machine-language instructions are executed. These 

problems include division by zero, data (being operated upon) in 

the wrong format, attempt to execute an invalid operation code, 

attempt to reference a memory location beyond the limits of real 

memory, attempt by a user process to execute a privileged instruc• 

tion and attempt to reference a protected resource. 

Trap These are generated by exceptions such as overflow (when the 

value stored by a register exceeds the capacity of the register) and 

when program control reaches a breakpoint in code. 

Abort This occurs when the processor detects an error from which a pro• 

cess cannot recover. For example, when an exception-handling 

routine itself causes an exception, the processor may not be able  

to handle both errors sequentially. This is called a double-fault 

exception, which terminates the process that initiated it. 

 

Figure 3.9 | Intel IA-32 exception classes. 
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of the accumulator. In this case, the operating system can simply notify the process that 

an overflow occurred. After executing the trap's exception handler, the proces- sor 

restarts the process at the next instruction following the one that caused the exception. 

Aborts indicate errors from which the process (or perhaps even the system) cannot 

recover, such as hardware failure. In this case, the processor cannot reliably save the 

process's execution context. Typically, as a result, the operating system ter• minates 

prematurely the process that caused the abort. 

Most architectures and operating systems prioritize interrupts, because some 

require more immediate action than others. For example, responding to a hardware 

failure is more important than responding to an I/O-completion event. Interrupt 

priorities can be implemented in both hardware and software simultaneously. For 

example, a processor might block or queue interrupts of a lower priority than that  

of the interrupt the processor is currently handling. At times, the kernel can become 

so overloaded with interrupts that it can no longer respond  to  them.  Rapid 

response to interrupts and quick return of control to interrupted processes is essen• 

tial to maximizing resource utilization and achieving a high degree of interactivity. 

Most processors therefore allow the kernel to disable (or mask) an interrupt type. 

The processor may then ignore interrupts of that type or store them in a queue of 

pending interrupts that are delivered when that type of interrupt is  reenabled. In  

the IA-32 architecture, the processor provides a register that indicates whether 

interrupts are disabled.
27

 

 

3.5 Interprocess Communication 
In multiprogrammed and networked environments, it is common for processes to 

communicate with one another. Many operating systems provide mechanisms for 

interprocess communication (IPC) that, for example, enable a text editor to send a 

document to a print spooler or a Web browser to retrieve data from a distant server. 

Interprocess communication is also essential for processes  that  must  coordinate 

(i.e., synchronize) activities to achieve a common goal. The case studies  on Linux 

(see  Section 20.10,  Interprocess Communication) and Windows  XP  (see 

Section 21.10, Interprocess Communication) discuss how IPC is implemented in 

popular operating systems. 
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3.5.1 Signals 
Signals are software interrupts that notify a process that an event has occurred. 

Unlike other IPC mechanisms we discuss, signals do not allow processes to specify 

data to exchange with other processes.
28

 A system's signals depend on the operating 

system and the software-generated interrupts supported by a particular processor. 

When a signal occurs, the operating system first determines which process should 

receive the signal and how that process will respond to the signal. 

Processes may catch, ignore or mask a signal. A process catches a signal by 

specifying a routine that the operating system calls when it delivers the signal.
29

 A 

process may also ignore the signal. In this case, the process relies on the operating 

system's default action to handle the signal. A common default action is to abort, 

which causes the process to exit immediately. Another common default action is 

called a memory dump, which is similar to aborting. A memory dump causes a pro• 

cess to exit, but before doing so, the process generates a core file that contains the 

process's execution context and data from its address space, which is useful for 

debugging. A third default action is to simply ignore the signal. Two other default 

actions are to suspend and, subsequently, resume a process.
30

 

A process can also block a signal by masking it. When a process masks a signal 

of a specific type (e.g., the suspend signal), the operating system does not deliver 

signals of that type until the process clears the signal  mask.  Processes  typically 

block a signal type while handling another signal of the same type.  Similar  to  

masked interrupts, masked signals may be lost, depending on the operating system 

implementation. 

 

3.5.2 Message Passing 
With the increasing prominence of distributed systems, there has been a surge of interest 

in message-based interprocess communication.
31,
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33,

 
34,

 
35,

 
36

 We discuss message-based 

communication in this section; particular implementations are dis• cussed in the Linux 

and Windows XP case studies.
37,

 
38

 

Messages can be passed in one direction at a  time—for  any  given  message, 

one process is the sender and the other is the receiver. Message passing may be 

bidirectional, meaning that each process can act as either a sender or  a  receiver 

while participating in interprocess communication. One model of message passing 

specifies that processes send and receive messages by making calls such as 

send( receiverProcess, message ); 

receive( senderProcess, message ); 
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The send and receive calls are normally implemented as system calls accessible 

from many programming language environments. A blocking send must wait for the 

receiver to receive the message, requiring that the receiver notify the sender when the 

message is received (this notification is called an acknowledgment). A nonblocking 

send enables the sender to continue with other processing even if the receiver has not 

yet received (and acknowledged) the message; this requires a message buffering 

mechanism to hold the message until the receiver receives it. A blocking send is an 

example of synchronous communication; a nonblocking send is an example of asyn• 

chronous communication. The send call may explicitly name a receiving process, or it 

may omit the name, indicating that the message is to be broadcast to all processes (or  

to some "working group" with which the sender generally communicates). 

Asynchronous communication with nonblocking sends increases throughput by 

reducing the time that processes spend waiting. For example, a sender may send 

information to a busy print server; the system will buffer this information until the print 

server is ready to receive it, and the sender will continue execution without having to 

wait on the print server. 

If no message has been sent, then a blocking receive call forces the receiver to 

wait; a nonblocking receive call enables the receiver to continue with other process• 

ing before it next attempts a receive. A receive call may specify that a message is to 

be received from a particular sender, or the receive may receive a message from any 

sender (or from any member of a group of senders). 

A popular implementation of message passing is a pipe—a region of memory 

protected by the operating system that serves as a buffer, allowing two or more pro• 

cesses to exchange data. The operating system synchronizes access  to  the buffer— 

after a writer completes writing to the buffer (possibly filling it), the operating system 

pauses the writer's execution and allows a reader to read data from the buffer. As a 

process reads data, that data is removed from the pipe. When the reader completes 

reading data from the buffer (possibly emptying it), the operating system pauses the 

reader's execution and allows the writer to write data to the buffer.
39

 Detailed treat• 

ments of pipes are provided in the Linux and Windows XP case studies at the end of 

the book. See Section 20.10.2, Pipes, and Section 21.10.1, Pipes, respectively. 

In our discussions of interprocess communication between processes on the 

same computer, we always assumed flawless  transmission. In  distributed  systems,  

on the other hand, transmissions can be flawed and even lost. So senders and 

receivers often cooperate using an acknowledgment protocol for  confirming  that 

each transmission has been properly received. A timeout mechanism  can  be  used 

by the sender waiting for an acknowledgment message from the receiver; on time• 

out, if the acknowledgment has not been received, the sender can retransmit the 

message. Message passing systems with retransmission  capabilities  can  identify 

each new message with a sequence number. The receiver can examine these num• 

bers to be sure that it has received every message and to resequence out-of-  

sequence messages. If an acknowledgment message is lost and the sender decides to 

retransmit, it assigns the same sequence number to the retransmitted message as to 
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the originally transmitted one. The receiver detecting several messages with  the same 

sequence number knows to keep only one of them. 

One complication in distributed systems with send/receive message  passing is 

in naming processes unambiguously so that explicit send and receive calls reference 

the proper processes. Process creation and destruction can be coordinated through 

some centralized naming mechanism, but this can introduce considerable transmis• 

sion overhead as individual machines request permission to use new names. An 

alternate approach is to have each computer ensure unique process names  for its own 

processes; then processes may be addressed by combining the computer name with 

the process name. This, of course, requires centralized control in determining a 

unique name for each computer in a distributed system, which  could  potentially 

incur significant overhead if computers are frequently added and removed from the 

network. In practice, distributed systems pass messages between computers using 

numbered ports on which processes listen, avoiding the naming problem (see  

Chapter 16, Introduction to Networking). 

As we will see in Chapter 17, Introduction to Distributed Systems, message- 

based communication in distributed systems presents serious  security  problems. 

One of these is the authentication problem: How do the senders  and  receivers know 

that they are not communicating with imposters who may be trying to steal or corrupt 

their data? Chapter 19, Security, discusses several authentication approaches. 

There are several IPC techniques that we discuss later in the book. In addition to 

signals and pipes, processes may communicate via shared memory (discussed in Chapter 

10, Virtual Memory Organization), sockets (discussed in Chapter 16, Introduction to 

Networking) and remote procedure calls (discussed in Chapter 17). They also may 

communicate to synchronize activities using semaphores and moni• tors., which are 

discussed in Chapter 5, Asynchronous Concurrent Execution, and Chapter 6, Concurrent 

Programming, respectively. 
 

 

 M u t u a l E x c l u s i o n 

Consider a mail server that processes e-mail for an  organization. Suppose we want 

the system to continuously monitor the total number of e-mails that have been sent 

since the day began. Assume that the receipt of an e-mail is handled by one of sev• 

eral concurrent threads. Each time one of these threads receives an e-mail from a 

user, the thread increments a processwide shared variable, mailCount, by 1. Con• 

sider what happens if two threads attempt to increment mailCount simultaneously. 

First, assume that each thread runs the assembly-language code 

LOAD mailCount 

ADD 1 

STORE mailCount 

Assume that the LOAD instruction copies mailCount from memory to a regis• 

ter, the ADD instruction adds the immediate constant 1 from memory to the value in 

the register, and the STORE instruction copies the value in the register to memory. 

Suppose mailCount is currently 21687. Now suppose the first thread executes the 

LOAD and ADD instructions, thus leaving 21688 in the register (but not yet updating 
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the value in mailCount in memory, which is still 21687). Then, due to a quantum 

expiration, the first thread loses the processor and the system  context switches  to  

the second thread. The second thread now executes all three instructions, thus set• 

ting mailCount to 21688. This thread loses the processor, and the system context 

switches back to the first thread, which then continues by executing the STORE 

instruction—also placing 21688 into mailCount. Due to the uncontrolled access to 

the shared variable mailCount, the system has essentially lost track of one of the e- 

mails—mailCount should be 21689. In the case of an e-mail management applica• 

tion, such an error may seem minor. A similar error occurring in a mission-critical 

application such as air traffic control could cost lives. 

The cause of this incorrect result is the writing of the shared variable mail- 

Count. Clearly, many concurrent threads may read data simultaneously without this 

difficulty. But when one thread reads data that another thread is writing,  or when  

one thread writes data that another thread is also writing, indeterminate results can 

occur.
6,
 
7,
 
8
 

We can solve this problem by granting each thread exclusive access to mail- 

Count. While one thread increments the shared variable, all  other threads  desiring 

to do so will be made to wait. When the executing thread finishes accessing the 

shared variable, the system will allow one of the waiting processes to proceed. This   

is called serializing access to the shared variable. In this manner, threads will not be 

able to access shared data simultaneously. As each thread proceeds to update the 

shared variable, all others are excluded from doing so simultaneously. This is called 

mutual exclusion.
9,
 

10,
 

11
 As we will see in this and subsequent chapters, waiting 

threads must be carefully managed to ensure that they will be  able  to  proceed 

within a "reasonable" amount of time. 

5.2.1 Java Multithreading Case Study, Parf II: 
A Producer/Consumer Relationship in Java 
In a producer/consumer relationship, the producer portion of the application gener• 

ates data and stores it in a shared object,  and the consumer portion reads data from 

the shared object. One example of a common producer/consumer relationship is print 

spooling. A word processor spools data to a buffer (typically a file) and that data is 

subsequently consumed by the printer as it prints the document. Similarly, an applica- 
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tion that copies data onto compact discs places data in a fixed-size buffer that is emp• 

tied as the CD-RW drive burns the data onto the compact disk. 

Consider a multithreaded producer/consumer relationship implemented in 

Java in which a producer thread generates data and places it into a buffer capable of 

holding a single value and a consumer thread reads data from the buffer. If the pro• 

ducer waiting to put the next data into the buffer determines that the consumer has 

not yet read the previous data from the buffer, the producer should call wai t so the 

consumer gets a chance to read unconsumed data before it is overwritten. When the 

consumer reads the data, it should call notify to allow the (possibly waiting) pro• 

ducer to store the next value. Object method notify transitions a thread from the 

waiting state to the ready state. If the consumer finds the buffer empty (because the 

producer has not yet produced its first data) or finds that the previous data has 

already been read, the consumer should call wait to place itself in the waiting state; 

otherwise, the consumer might read "garbage" from an empty buffer or might erro• 

neously process the same data again. When the producer places the next data into 

the buffer, the producer should call notify to allow the (possibly waiting) con• 

sumer thread to proceed, so the consumer can read the new data. Note that notify 

has no effect when none of an application's threads are waiting. 

Let us implement this example in Java to see how logic errors can arise if we 

do not synchronize access among multiple threads manipulating shared data. The 

example that follows (Fig. 5.1-Fig. 5.5) implements a producer/consumer relation• 

ship in which a producer thread sequentially writes numbers (1 to 4) into a shared 

buffer—a memory location shared between two threads (a single int variable 

called buffer in Fig. 5.4). The consumer thread reads this data from the shared 

buffer and displays the data. The program's output (three samples are shown in  

Fig. 5.5) shows the values that the producer writes (produces) into the shared buffer 

and the values that the consumer reads (consumes) from the shared buffer. 

Each value the producer writes to the shared buffer must be  consumed 

exactly once (and in order) by the consumer thread. However, the threads in this 

example are not synchronized, meaning that they do not cooperate when perform• 

ing their tasks (which, as we have seen, is especially important when one of the 

threads is writing to the buffer). Therefore, data (possibly multiple values) can be 

lost if the producer places new data into the shared buffer before the consumer con• 

sumes the previous data, and data can be incorrectly duplicated (possibly many 

times) if the consumer consumes data again before the producer produces the next 

value. The consequence of not synchronizing access to shared data is somewhat like 

the consequence of not having a traffic light at a busy intersection. 

To show these possibilities, the consumer in the following example keeps a 

total of all the values it reads. The producer produces values from 1 to 4 in order. In 

the traditional producer/consumer relationship, the consumer reads each produced 

value once and only once. In addition, the consumer cannot read each value until 

after the producer has produced it. Therefore, the producer must always produce a 

value before the consumer reads that value, and the total of the values consumed in 
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our example must be 10. However, if you execute this program several times  (see 

the sample outputs of Fig. 5.5), you will see that the total is rarely, if ever, 10. The 

producer and consumer threads in the example each sleep for random intervals  of  

up to three seconds between performing their tasks, simulating some lengthy delay 

such as waiting for user input or for some event to occur. Thus, we do not know 

exactly when the producer will attempt to write a new value, nor do we know when 

the consumer will attempt to read a value. 

The Java program consists of interface Buffer (Fig. 5.1) and four classes — 

Producer (Fig.5.2), Consumer (Fig.5.3), UnsynchronizedBuffer (Fig.5.4) and 

SharedBufferTest (Fig. 5.5). Interface  Buffer declares methods  set and  get  that 

a Buffer must implement to enable a Producer thread to place a  value  in  the 

Buffer and enable a Consumer thread to retrieve a value from the Buffer, respec• 

tively. This interface is implemented in Fig. 5.4 (line 4). 

Class Producer (Fig.5.2) —a subclass of Thread (line 5) —contains field 

sharedLocation (line 7), a constructor (lines 9-14) and a run  method (lines  18- 

40). The constructor initializes Buffer reference sharedLocation (line 13) with a 

reference to an object that implements the Buffer interface. That object is created  

in man n (Fig. 5.5; lines 6-18) and passed to the constructor as the parameter shared 

(Fig. 5.2; line 10); the constructor initializes the Buffer reference sharedLocation 

(line 13) to be a reference to the parameter shared. The producer thread in this 

program executes the tasks specified in method run (lines 18-40). The  for state• 

ment in lines 20-35 loops four times. Each iteration of the loop invokes Thread 

method sleep (line 25) to place the producer thread into the sleeping state for a 

random time interval between 0 and 3 seconds (to simulate a lengthy operation). 

[Note: Normally, a thread awakens when its sleep time expires.  A  sleeping 

thread can be awakened early if another thread calls the sleeping thread's i nter rupt 

method. If this occurs, sleep "throws" an exception (of type Interrupt -edExcep- 

tion) to indicate that the thread was interrupted before its sleep  time  expired.  In 

Java, this exception must be "handled," which requires the sleep method call to 

appear in a tr y block that is followed by a catch handler.The tr y block contains the 

code that might throw an exception. The catch handler specifies the type of excep• 

tion it handles. In this example, the catch handler prints a stack trace, then the pro• 

gram continues with the next statement after the try. . .catch sequence.] 

 
 

1 //Fig. 5.1: Buffer.Java 

2 // Buffer interface specifies methods to access buffer data. 

3 

4 public interface Buffer 

5 { | 

6 public void set( int value ); // place value into Buffer 

7 public int get(); // return value from Buffer 

8 } 

Figure 5.1 | Buffer interface used in producer/consumer examples. 
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When the thread awakens, line 26 passes the value of control variable count 

to the Buffer object's set method to change the shared buffer's value. When the 

loop completes, lines 37-38 display a message in the console window indicating that 

the thread finished producing data and that the thread is terminating. Next, method 

run terminates (line 40) and the producer thread enters the dead state. It is impor• 

tant to note that any method called from a thread's run method (such as Buffer 

method set in line 26) executes as part of that thread of execution. In fact, each 

thread has its own method-call stack. 

 
 

1 // Fig. 5,2: Producer.Java 

2 // Producer's run method controls a producer thread that 

3 // stores values from 1 to 4 in Buffer sharedLocation. 

4 

5 publ ic class Producer extends Thread 

6 { 

7 private Buffer sharedLocation; // reference to shared object 

8 

9 // Producer constructor 

10 public Producer( Buffer shared ) 

11 { 

12 super( "producer" ); // create thread named "Producer" 

13 sharedLocation = shared; // initialize sharedLocation 

14 } // end Producer constructor 

15 

16 // Producer method run stores values from 

17 // 1 to 4 in Buffer sharedLocation 

18 public void run() 

19 { 

20 for C int count = 1; count <= 4; count++ ) 

22 // sleep 0 to 3 seconds, then place value in Buffer 

23 try 

24 { 

25 Thread.sleep( ( int ) ( Math.random() * 3001 ) ); 

26 sharedLocation.set( count ); // write to the buffer 

27 } // end try 

28 

29 //if sleeping thread interrupted, print stack trace 

30 catch ( InterruptedException exception ) 

31 { 

32 exception.printStackTrace(); 

33 } // end catch 

34 

35 } // end for 

Figurv 5.2 | Producer class represents the producer thread in a producer/con- 

sumer relationship. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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36  

37  System.err.println( getNameO + " done producing." + 

38  "\nTerminating " + getNameO + "." ); 

39   

40 } // end method run 

41   

42 } // end class Producer 
 

Figure 5.2 | Producer class represents the producer thread in a producer/con- 

sumer relationship. (Part 2 of 2.) 

Class Consumer (Fig.5.3) contains  instance  variable  sharedLocation  (line 

7), a constructor (lines 9-14) and a run method (lines 16-41). The constructor ini• 

tializes Buffer reference sharedLocation (line 13) with a reference  to  an  object 

that implements the Buffer interface. That object is created in main (Fig.5.5) and 

passed to the constructor as the parameter shared (Fig. 5.3; line 10). As we will see 

(Fig. 5.5; lines 12-13), this is the same  UnsynchronizedBuffer object  that is  used 

to initialize the Producer object; thus, the  producer and  consumer  threads  share 

the object. The consumer thread in this program performs the tasks specified in 

method run (Fig. 5.3; lines 16-41). The loop in lines 22-36 loops four times. Each 

iteration of the loop invokes Thread method sleep (line 27) to put the consumer 

thread into the sleeping state for a random time interval between 0 and 3 seconds. 

Next, line 28 uses the Buffer's get method to retrieve the value  in  the  shared 

buffer, then adds the value to variable sum. When the loop completes, lines 38-39 

display a line in the console window indicating the sum of the consumed values and 

the fact that the consumer thread is terminating. Then, method run terminates (line 

41), and the consumer thread enters the dead state. 

 

 
1 //Fig. 5.3: Consumer.Java 

2 // Consumer's run method controls a thread that loops four 

3 // times and reads a value from sharedLocation each time. 

4 

5 public class Consumer extends Thread 

6 { 

7 private Buffer sharedLocation; // reference to shared object 

8 

9 // Consumer constructor 

10 public Consumer( Buffer shared ) 

11 { 

12 super( "Consumer" ); // create thread named "Consumer" 

13 sharedLocation = shared; // initialize sharedLocation 

14 } // end Consumer constructor 

Figure 5.3 | Consumer class represents the consumer thread in a producer/con- 

sumer relationship. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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15 

16 // read sharedLocation's value four times and sum the values 

17 public void run() 

18 { 

19 in t sum = 0; 

20 

21 // alternate between sleeping and getting Buffer value 

22 for (int count = 1; count <= 4; ++count ) 

23 { 

24 // sleep 0-3 seconds, read Buffer value and add to sum 

25 try 

26 { 

27 Thread.sleep( ( int ) ( Math.random() * 3001 ) ); 

28 sum += sharedLocation.get(); 29

 } 

30 

3 1 /  /  i f sleeping thread in te rrupted  , pr in  t stack trace 

32 catch ( InterruptedException exception ) 

33 { 

34  exception.printStackTrace(); 

35 } 

36 } // end for 

37 

38 System.err.println( getName() + " read values totaling: " 

39 + sum + "AnTerminating " + getName() + "." ); 

40 

41 } // end method run 

42 

43 } // end class Consumer 

 

Figure 5.3 | Consumer class represents the consumer thread in a producer/con- 

sumer relationship. (Part 2 of 2.) 

 

[Note: We use a randomly generated interval with method sleep in method 

run of both the Producer and Consumer classes to emphasize the fact that, in mul• 

tithreaded applications, it is unclear when and for how long each thread will per• 

form its task. Normally, these thread-scheduling issues are the job of the operating 

system. In this program, our thread's tasks are quite simple—for the producer, loop 

four times, each time setting a value in the shared buffer; for the consumer, loop 

four times, each time retrieving a value from the shared buffer and adding the value 

to variable sum. Without the sleep method call, and if the producer were to execute 

first, it most likely would complete its task before the consumer got a chance to exe• 

cute; if the consumer were to execute first, most likely it would consume the "null" 

value (-1 , specified in UnsynchronizedBuffer, line 6 of Fig. 5.4) four times, then 

terminate (displaying the invalid sum, -4) before the producer produced even its 

first value.] 
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Class UnsynchronizedBuffer (Fig. 5.4) implements interface Buffer (line 4) 

defined in Fig. 5.1 and declares the variable buffer (line 6), shared between the 

Producer and Consumer. Variable buffer is initialized with the value -1  .  This 

value is used to demonstrate the case in which the Consumer attempts to consume a 

value before the Producer places a value in buffer. Methods set (lines 8-15)  and 

get (lines 17-24) do not synchronize access to field  buffer (we will see how to do 

this shortly). Method se t simply assigns its parameter to buffer (line 14) and 

method get simply returns the value of buffer (line 23).  Note  that  each method 

uses class Thread's static method currentThread to obtain a reference to the cur• 

rently executing thread, then uses that thread's method getName to obtain the 

thread's name for output purposes (lines 11 and 20). 

Class SharedBufferTest (Fig. 5.5) contains method man n (lines 6-18), which 

launches the application. Line 9 instantiates a shared  UnsynchronizedBuffer  

object and assigns it to Buffer reference sharedLocation. This  object stores  the 

data that will be shared between the producer and consumer threads. Lines 12-13 

create the Producer object producer and the Consumer object consumer. Each of 

 
1 / /   Fig. 5.4: UnsynchronizedBuffer.Java 

2 // UnsynchronizedBuffer  represents   a  s ingle  shared   integer.  

3 

4 public class  UnsynchronizedBuffer  implements  Buffer 

5 { 

6  private in t buffer = - 1 ; // shared by Producer and Consumer 

7   

8  / / place value int o buffer 

9  public void set( in t value ) 

10  { 

11  System.err.println( Thread.currentThread().getName() + 

12  " writes " + value ); 

13   

14  buffer = value; 

15  } // end method set 

16   

17  // return value from buffer 

18  public int get() 

19  { 
20  System.err.println( Thread.currentThread().getName() + 

21  " reads " + buffer ); 

22   

23  return buffer; 

24  } // end method get 

25   

26 } // end class UnsynchronizedBuffer 

Figure 5.4 | UnsynchronizedBuffer class maintains the shared integer that is 

accessed by a producer thread and a consumer thread via methods set and get 
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the constructor calls in these lines passes sharedLocation as the argument to the 

constructor (lines 9-14 of Fig. 5.2 for Producer and lines 9-14 of Fig. 5.3 for Con• 

sumer), so that each thread accesses the same Buffer. Next, lines 15-16 of Fig. 5.5 

invoke method s t a r  t on the producer and consumer  threads,  respectively,  to 

place them in the ready state. This launches the execution of these threads by mak- 

ing an implicit call to each thread's run method. A thread's run  method will  be 

called when the thread is dispatched to a processor for the first time. After the pro• 

ducer and consumer threads are started, method main (i.e., the main thread of exe• 

cution) terminates and the main thread enters the dead state. Once both the 

producer and consumer threads enter the dead state (which occurs when their run 

methods terminate), the program terminates. 

Recall from the overview of this example that the Producer thread must pro• 

duce a value before the Consumer thread consumes a value, and every value pro• 

duced by the producer must be consumed exactly once by the consumer. However, 

when we study the first output of Fig. 5.5, we see  that the consumer retrieved the 

value -1 before the producer ever placed a value in the buffer. The first value pro• 

duced (1) was consumed three times. Furthermore, the consumer finished executing 

before the producer had an opportunity to produce the values 2, 3 and 4, so those  

three values were lost. An incorrect total of 2 was produced. 

In the second output, we see that the value 1 was  lost, because the values  1  

and 2 were produced before the consumer thread could read the value 1 (so the 

 

1 // Fig. 5.5: SharedBufferTest.Java 

2 // SharedBufferTest creates producer and consumer threads, 

3 

4 public class SharedBufferTest 

5 { 

6 public  static  void  main(  String  [  ]  args  ) 

7 { 

8 // create shared object used by threads 

9 Buffer sharedLocation = new UnsynchronizedBuffer(); 

10 

11 // create producer and consumer objects 

12 Producer producer = new Producer( sharedLocation ); 

13 Consumer consumer = new Consumer( sharedLocation ); 

14 

15 producer.start(); // start producer thread 

16 consumer.start(); // start consumer thread 

17 

18 } // end main 

19 

20 } // end class SharedCell 
 

Figure 5.5 | Shared Buffer class enables threads to modify a shared object With• 

out synchronization. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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Sample Output 1. 
Consumer reads -1 

Producer writes 1 

Consumer reads 1 

Consumer reads 1 

Consumer reads 1 

Consumer read values totaling: 2. 

Terminating Consumer. 

Producer writes 2 

Producer writes 3 

Producer writes 4 

Producer done producing. 

Terminating Producer. 

 

Sample Output 2: 
Producer writes 1 

Producer writes 2 

Consumer reads 2 

Producer writes 3 

Consumer reads 3 

Producer writes 4 

Producer done producing. 

Terminating Producer. 

Consumer reads 4 

Consumer reads 4 

Consumer read values totaling: 13. 

Terminating Consumer. 

 

Sample Output 3: 
Producer write s 1 

Consumer reads 1 

Producer writes 2 

Consumer reads 2 

Producer writes 3 

Consumer reads 3 

Producer wri tes  4 

Producer done producing. 

Terminating Producer. 

Consumer reads 4 

Consumer read values totaling : 10. 

Terminating Consumer. 

 

Ffffure 5.5 I Shared Buffer class enables threads to modify a shared object with- 

out synchronization. (Part 2 of 2.) 
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value 2 overwrote the value 1 in the buffer). Also, the value 4 was consumed twice. 

Once again, an incorrect total was produced. The last sample output demonstrates 

that it is possible, with some luck, to get a proper output; clearly, this behavior can• 

not be guaranteed. 

This example demonstrates that access to a shared object by concurrent 

threads must be controlled carefully; otherwise, a program may produce incorrect 

results. We provide a solution to this problem in the next chapter. The remainder of 

this chapter discusses how threads control concurrent access to shared data by 

enforcing mutually exclusive access to that data. 
 

5.2.2 Critical Sections 
Mutual exclusion needs to be enforced only when threads access shared modifiable 

data. When threads are performing operations that do not conflict with one another 

(e.g., reading variables), the system should allow the threads to proceed concur• 

rently. When a thread is accessing shared modifiable data, it is said to be in a critical 

section (or critical region).
12

 To prevent the kinds of errors we encountered earlier, 

the system should ensure that only one thread at a time can execute the instructions  

in its critical section for a particular resource. If one thread attempts to enter its 

critical section while another is in its  own  critical section, the first thread should  

wait until the executing thread exits the critical section. Once a thread has exited its 

critical section, a waiting thread (or one of the waiting threads, if there are several), 

may enter and execute its critical section. Any thread that does not need to enter its 

critical section may execute regardless of whether a critical section is occupied. 

A system that enforces mutual exclusion must carefully control access to, and 

execution in, critical sections. A thread in a critical section has exclusive access to 

shared, modifiable data, and all other threads currently requiring access to that data 

are kept waiting. Therefore, a thread should execute a critical section as quickly as 

possible. A thread must not block inside its critical section,  and  critical  sections 

must be carefully coded to avoid—for example—the possibility of infinite loops. If a 

thread in a critical section terminates, either voluntarily or involuntarily, then the 
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operating system, in performing its termination housekeeping, must release mutual 

exclusion so that other threads may enter their critical sections. 

Enforcing mutually exclusive access to critical sections is one of the key prob• 

lems in concurrent programming. Many solutions have been devised: some  soft• 

ware solutions and some hardware solutions; some rather low-level and some high- 

level; some requiring voluntary cooperation among threads and some demanding 

rigid adherence to strict protocols. We will  examine  a variety of these solutions in  

the upcoming sections. 
 

 

5.2.3 Mutual Exclusion Primitives 

The following pseudocode properly describes the e-mail counting mechanism of 

Section 5.2, Mutual Exclusion. Notice that we use the words enterMutualExclu- 

sion(  ) and exitMutualExclusion().These words are constructs that encapsulate 

the thread's critical section—when a thread wants to enter its critical section, the 

thread must first execute enterMutualExclusion() ;  when a thread exits the criti• 

cal section, it executes exitMutualExclusion() .  Because these constructs invoke 

the most fundamental operations inherent to mutual exclusion, they are sometimes 

called mutual exclusion primitives. 

while  (true)  { 

Receive e-mail // executing outside critical section 

enterMutual Exclusion() // want to enter critical section 

Increment  mailCount // executing inside critical section 

exitMutualExclusion() // leaving critical section 

} 

Let us consider how these primitives can provide mutual exclusion. For sim• 

plicity in the example presented in this and the next several sections,  we  shall 

assume only two concurrent threads and one processor. Handling n concurrent pro• 

cesses or threads is a considerably more complex  topic,  which  we  discuss  in 

Section 5.4.3, N-Thread Mutual Exclusion: Lamport's Bakery Algorithm. We will 

also discuss how mutual exclusion is enforced on multiprocessor systems. 

Assume that threads T1 and T2 of the same process are both executing in the 

system. Each thread manages e-mail messages, and each thread contains instructions that 

correspond to the preceding pseudocode. When T1 reaches the enterMutual Ex- 
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clusion() line, the system must determine whether T2 is already in its critical 

sec• tion. If T2 is not in its critical section, then T1 enters its critical section, 

increments shared variable mail Count and executes exitMutualExclusion()  to 

indicate that T1 has left its critical section. If, on the other hand, when T1 executes 

enterMutual - Exclusion(), T2 is in its critical section, then T1 must wait until T2 

executes exitMu• tual Exclusion(),  at which point T1 enters its critical section. If 

T1 and T2 simultaneously execute enterMutualExclusion(),  then only one of the 

threads will be allowed to proceed, and one will be kept waiting. For the moment, 

we shall assume that the system randomly selects the thread that will proceed. [As 

we will see, such a policy could lead to indefinite postponement of one of the 

threads if the other is  always selected when the threads repeatedly try to enter 

their critical sections.] In the next several sections, we discuss various mechanisms 

for implementing the enterMu• tualExclusion()  and exitMutualExclusion() 

mutual exclusion primitives. 

 

5.3 Implementing Mutual Exclusion Primitives 
Each initial mutual exclusion solutions that we  discuss provides an 

implementation of enterMutualExclusion() and exitMutualExclusion()  

that exhibits the fol• lowing properties: 

1. The solution is implemented purely in software on a machine without 

spe• cially designed mutual exclusion machine-language instructions. 

Each machine-language instruction is executed indivisibly—i.e., once 

started, it completes without interruption. If a system contains multiple 

processors, several threads could try to access the  same  data item  

simultaneously. As we will see, many mutual exclusion solutions for 

uniprocessor systems rely on access to shared data, meaning that they 

might not work on multipro• cessor systems (see Section 15.9, 

Multiprocessor Mutual Exclusion). For simplicity, we will assume that 

the  system contains one processor. Again,  we will deal with 

multiprocessor systems later. 

2. No assumption can be made about the relative speeds of asynchronous 

concurrent threads. This means that any solution must assume that a 

thread can be preempted or resumed at any time during its execution and 

that the rate of execution of each thread may not be constant or 

predictable. 
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3. A thread that is executing instructions outside its critical section cannot 

prevent any other threads from entering their critical sections. 

4. A thread must not be indefinitely postponed from entering its  critical  

section. [Note: Once inside an improperly coded critical section, a thread 

could certainly "misbehave" in ways that could lead to indefinite postpone• 

ment or even deadlock. We discuss these issues in depth in Chapter 7, 

Deadlock and Indefinite Postponement.] 

 

 

5.4 Software Solutions to the Mutual Exclusion Problem 



An elegant software implementation of mutual exclusion was first presented by the 

Dutch mathematician Dekker. In the next section we follow Dijkstra's  develop• 

ment of Dekker's Algorithm, an implementation of mutual exclusion for two 

threads.
13

 The arguments presented introduce many of the subtleties in concurrent 

programming that make this such an interesting field of study. Then, we discuss sim• 

pler and more efficient algorithms developed by G. L. Peterson
14

 and L. Lamport.
15

 

 

5.4.1 Dekker's Algorithm 
In this section we examine several attempts to implement mutual exclusion. Each 

implementation contains a problem that the subsequent one overcomes. The sec• 

tion culminates in the presentation of a correct software implementation to mutual 

exclusion that is free of deadlock and indefinite postponement. 
 

First Version (Introducing lockstep Synchronization and Busy Waiting) 

Figure 5.6 shows a first effort at specifying the code for enforcing mutual exclusion 

between two threads. The pseudocode is presented using a C-like syntax. Each 

thread's instructions can be broken into three parts: noncritical instructions (i.e., 

instructions that do not modify shared data), critical instructions (i.e., instructions 

that do modify shared data) and the instructions that ensure mutual exclusion (i.e., 

instructions that implement enterMutualExclusion()  and exitMutualExclu• 

sion() ) .  Each thread repeatedly enters and exits its critical section until it is done. 

Under this version of mutual exclusion, the system uses a variable called 

threadNumber, to which both threads have access. Before the system starts execut- 
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1 System: 
2 
3 int threadNumber = 

1; 4 

5 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

6 

7 Thread T1: 
8 

9 void main() 

{ 10 

11 while ( !done ) 

12 { 
13 while ( threadNumber == 2 ); // enterMutualExclusion 

14 

15 // critical section 

code 16 

17 threadNumber = 2; // 

exitMutualExclusion 18 

19 // code outside critical 

section 20 

21 } // end outer 

while 22 

23 } // end Thread 

Tl 24 

25 Thread T2: 
26 \ 
27 void main() 

{ 28 

29 while ( !done ) 

30 { 

31 while ( threadNumber == 1 ); // 



enterMutualExclusion 32 

33 // critical section 

code 34 

35 threadNumber = 1; // 

exitMutualExclusion 36 

37 // code outside critical 

section 38 

39 } // end outer 

while 40 

41 } // end Thread T2 

Figure 5.6 | Mutual exclusion implementation- version 1. 
 

ing the threads, threadNumber is set to 1 (line 3). Then the system starts both 

threads.The enterMutualExclusion() primitive is implemented as a single while 

loop that loops indefinitely until variable threadNumber becomes equal to the 

number of the thread (see lines 13 and 31 in threads T1 and T2, respectively). The 
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exitMutualExclusion() primitive is implemented as a single instruction that sets 

threadNumber to the number of the other thread (see lines 17 and 35 in threads T1 and T2, 

respectively). 

Consider one way in which execution might proceed under this implementa• 

tion. Assume T1 begins executing first. The thread executes the while loop (line 13) 

that acts as enterMutuaIExcIusion().  Because threadNumber is initially 1, T1 

enters its critical section (the code indicated by the comment in  line  15).  Now 

assume that the system suspends T1 and begins executing T2. The  second thread  

finds threadNumber equal to 1 and remains "locked" in the while loop (line  31). 

This guarantees mutual exclusion, because T2 cannot enter its  critical section until  

T1 exits its critical section and sets threadNumber to 2 (line 17). 

Eventually, T1 finishes executing in its critical section (recall that we are assum• 

ing that the critical sections contain no infinite loops and that threads do not die or block 

inside critical sections). At this point, T1 sets threadNumber to 2 (line 17) and continues 

to its "noncritical" instructions. Now T2 is free to enter its critical section. 

Although this implementation guarantees mutual exclusion, the solution has 

significant drawbacks. In the enterMutualExclusion()  primitive, the thread uses 

the processor to perform essentially no work (i.e., the thread repeatedly tests the 

value of threadNumber. Such  a thread is said to be busy waiting. Busy waiting can  

be an ineffective technique for implementing mutual exclusion on uniprocessor sys• 

tems. Recall that one goal of multiprogramming is to increase processor utilization.  

If our mutual exclusion primitive uses processor cycles to perform work that is not 

essential to the thread, then processor time is wasted. This overhead, however, is 

limited to short periods of time (i.e., when there is  contention between the  threads 

to enter their critical sections). 

A more damaging drawback of this implementation is that it  violates  one of 

the key constraints we identified in Section 5.3, Implementing Mutual Exclusion 

Primitives, namely that a thread that is not in its critical section should not affect a 

thread that desires to enter its own critical section. For example, T1 must enter the 

critical section first, because the system initially sets  threadNumber to 1. If T2 tries 

to go first, it begins execution and unsuccessfully attempts to enter its critical sec• 

tion. Eventually, T1 executes, entering its critical section and setting  threadNumber 

to 2. Thus, T2 may be delayed considerably before it may enter its critical section. In 

fact, the threads must enter and leave their critical sections in  strict  alternation. If 

one thread needs to enter its critical section more frequently than the  other, the  

faster thread will be constrained to operate at the speed of the slower thread. This is 



called the lockstep synchronization problem.* The next mutual exclusion imple• 

mentation eliminates this problem but introduces another. 

 

 
Of course, the problem in Section 5.2.1 required lockstep synchronization because the 
buffer was of unit size. However, almost all buffers contain several entries, meaning that 
lockstep synchronization causes inefficient behavior if the producer and consumer 
operate at different speeds. 
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Second Version (Violating Mutual Exclusion) 

Figure 5.7 contains a solution that attempts to eliminate the lockstep synchroniza• 

tion of the previous implementation. In the first solution, the  system  maintained 

only a single global variable—this forced the lockstep synchronization. Version 2 

maintains two variables — t1Inside that is true if T1 is inside its critical section, and 

t2Inside that is true if T2 is inside its critical section. 

 
 

1 System: 

2 

3 boolean tl lnside = false; 

4 boolean t2Inside  =  false; 

5 

6 startThreads() ; //  i n i t i a l i z  e  and  launch  both  threads 

7 

8 Thread T1: 
9 

10 void main() { 

11 

12 while ( !done ) 

13 { 

14 while ( t2Inside ); // enterMutualExclusion 

15 

16 t1Inside = true; // enterMutualExclusion 

17 

18 // critical section code 

19 

20 tllnside = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

21 

22 // code outside critical section 

23 

24 } // end outer while 

25 

26 } // end Thread Tl 

27 

28 Thread T2: 
29 

30 void main() { 

31 

32 while ( !done ) 

33 { 

34 while ( tllnside ); // enterMutualExclusion 

35 

36 t2Inside = true; // enterMutualExclusion 

37 

38 / / c r i t i c a  l section code 

 

Figure 5.7 | Mutual exclusion implementation- version 2. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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39  

40  t2Inside = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

41   

42  // code outside critical section 

43   

44 } // end outer while 

45   

46 } // end Thread T2 
 

Figure5.7  |  Mutual exclusion implementation- version 2. (Part 2 of 2) 

 
By using two variables to govern access to the critical sections (one for each 

thread), we are able to eliminate lockstep synchronization in our second mutual 

exclusion implementation. T1 will be able to continuously enter its critical section as 

many times as necessary while t2 Ins ide is false. Also, if T1 enters the critical section 

and sets t1 Ins ide to true, then T2 will busy wait. Eventually,T1 will finish its critical 

section and perform its mutual exclusion exit code, setting t l l n s  i de to false. 

Although this solution eliminates the lockstep synchronization issue, it unfor• 

tunately does not guarantee mutual exclusion. Consider the following situation. 

Variables t l l n s i d  e and t2 Ins id  e are both false, and both  threads  attempt  to 

enter their critical sections at the same time. T1 tests the value  of t2 Ins id  e  (line  

14), determines that the value is false and proceeds to the next statement. Now sup• 

pose that the system preempts T1 before it can execute line 16  (which it needs to  do 

to keep T2 out of its own critical section). T2 now  executes,  determines  that  

t1Ins id  e is false and so T2 enters its critical section. While T2 is in its critical sec• 

tion, T2 is preempted and T1 resumes execution in line 16, setting t1 Ins id  e to true 

and entering its critical section. Both threads are concurrently executing their criti• 

cal sections, violating mutual exclusion. 

 
Third Version (Introducing Deadlock) 

Version 2 failed because between the time a thread determines in its whi 1 e test that 

it can go ahead (lines 14 and 34) and the time the thread sets a flag to say that it is in 

its critical section (lines 16 and 36), there is the possibility that the  other  thread 

could gain control, pass its while test and enter its critical section. To correct this 

problem, once a thread attempts the while test, it must be assured that the other 

process cannot proceed past its own while test. Version 3 (Fig.5.8) attempts to 

resolve this problem by having each thread set its own flag prior to  entering the 

while loop. Thus, T1 indicates its desire to enter its critical section by setting 

t1WantsToEnter to true. If t2WantsToEnter is false, then T1 enters its critical sec• 

tion and prevents T2 from entering its own critical section. Thus mutual exclusion is 

guaranteed, and it seems that we have a correct solution. We ensure that, once a 

thread signals its intent to enter the critical section, another thread cannot enter the 

critical section. 
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1 System: 

2 

3 boolean tlWantsToEnter = false; 

4 boolean t2WantsToEnter = false; 

5 

6 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

7 

8 Thread T1: 

9 

10 void main() 

11 { 

12 while ( !done ) 

13 { 

14 tlWantsToEnter = true; // enterMutuaiExclusion 

15 

16 while ( t2WantsToEnter ); // enterMutualExclusion 

17 

18 // critical section code 

19 

20 tlWantsToEnter = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

21 

22 // code outside critical section 

23 

24 } // end outer while 

25 

26 } // end Thread Tl 

27 

28 Thread T2: 

29 

30 void main() 

31 { 

32 whi le ( !done ) 

33 { 

34 t2WantsToEnter = true; // enterMutualExclusion 

35 

36 while ( tlWantsToEnter ); // enterMutualExclusion 

37 
38 // critical section code 

39 
40 t2WantsToEnter = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

41 

42 // code outside critical section 

43 

44 } // end outer while 

45 

46 } // end Thread T2 
 

Figure 5.8 | Mutual exclusion implmentation- version 3. 
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One problem has been solved, but another has been introduced.  If  each  

thread sets its flag before proceeding to the while test, then each thread will  find  

the other's flag set and will loop forever in the while. This is an example of a two- 

process deadlock, which is discussed in depth in Chapter 7, Deadlock and Indefinite 

Postponement. 

 
Version Fourth (Introducing Indefinite Postponement) 

To create an effective mutual exclusion implementation, we need a way to "break 

out" of the infinite  loops  we  encountered  in  the  previous  version.  Version  4 

(Fig. 5.9) accomplishes this by forcing each looping thread to repeatedly set its  flag  

to false for brief periods. This allows the other thread to proceed through its while 

loop with its own flag set to true. 

 

1 System: 

2 

3 boolean tlWantsToEnter = false; 

4 boolean t2WantsToEnter = false; 

5 

6 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

7 

8 Thread T1: 

9 

10 void main() 

11 { 

12 while ( !done ) 

13 { 

14 t1WantsToEnter = true; // enterMutualExclusion 

15 

16 while ( t2WantsToEnter ) // enterMutualExclusion 

17 { 

18 t1WantsToEnter = false; // enterMutualExclusion 

19 

20 // wait for small, random amount of time 

21 

22 tlWantsToEnter = true; 

23 } // end while 

24 

25 // critical section code 

26 

27 tlWantsToEnter = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

28 

29 // code outside critical section 

30 

31 } // end outer while 

32 

Figure 5.9 | Mutual exclusion implementation- version 4. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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33 } // end Thread Tl 

34 

35 Thread T2: 

36 

37 void main() 

38 { 

39 while ( !done ) 

40 { 

41 t2WantsToEnter = true; // enterMutualExclusion 

42 

43 while ( tlWantsToEnter ) // enterMutualExclusion 

44 { 

45 t2WantsToEnter = false; // enterMutualExclusion 

46 

47 // wait for small, random amount of time 

48 

49 t2WantsToEnter = true; 

50 } // end while 

51 

52 // critical section code 

53 

54 t2WantsToEnter = false; // exitMutualExclusion 

55 

56 // code outside critical section 

57 

58 } // end outer while 

59 

60 } // end Thread T2 

Figure 5.9 | Mutual exclusion implementation- version 4. (Part 2 of 2.) 

 

The fourth version guarantees mutual exclusion and prevents deadlock, but 

allows for another potentially devastating problem to develop, namely, indefinite 

postponement. Because we cannot make any assumptions about the relative speeds 

of asynchronous concurrent threads, we must consider all possible execution 

sequences. The threads could, for example, proceed in tandem. Each thread can set 

its flag to true (line  14), then make the while test (line 16), then enter the body of 

the while loop, then set its flag to false (line 18), then wait for  a random amount of 

time (line 20), then set its flag to true (line 22), then repeat the sequence beginning 

with the while test. As the threads do  this, the tested conditions  (lines  18  and 45) 

will remain true. Of course, such an execution sequence would occur with low prob• 

ability—but nevertheless it could occur. If a system using this type of mutual exclu• 

sion were controlling a space flight, a heart pacemaker, or an air traffic control 

system, the possibility of indefinite postponement and subsequent system failure 

could put people's lives at risk. Therefore, version four, also, is an unacceptable 

solution to the mutual exclusion problem. 
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Dekker's Algorithm (A Proper Solution) 

Figure 5.10 illustrates Dekker's Algorithm—a correct, two-thread mutual exclusion 

solution implemented purely in software with no special-purpose hardware instruc• tions. 

Dekker's Algorithm still uses a flag to indicate a thread's desire to enter its critical 

section, but it also incorporates the concept of a "favored thread" that will enter the 

critical selection in the case of a tie (i.e., when each thread simultaneously wishes to 

enter its critical section). 

 

 
1 System: 

2 

3 int favoredThread = 1; 

4 boolean t1WantsToEnter = false; 

5 boolean t2WantsToEnter = false; 

6 

7 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

8 

9 Thread T1: 
10 

11 void main() 

12 { 

13  while ( !done ) 

14  { 

15  t1WantsToEnter = true; 

16   

17  while ( t2WantsToEnter ) 

18  { 

19  if ( favoredThread == 2 ) 

20  { 

21  t1WantsToEnter = false; 

22  while ( favoredThread == 2 ); // busy wait 

23  t1WantsToEnter = true; 

24  } // end if 

25   

26  } // end while 

27   

28  // critical section code 

29   

30  favoredThread = 2; 

31  t1WantsToEnter = false; 

32   

33  // code outside critical section 

34   

35  } // end outer while 

36   

37 } // end Thread T1 

Figure 5.10 | Dekker's Algorithm for mutual exclusion. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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38 

39 Thread T2: 

40 

41 void main() 

42 { 

43 while ( !done ) 

44 { 

45 t2WantsToEnter = true; 

46 

47 while ( t1WantsToEnter ) 

48 { 

49 if ( favoredThread == 1 ) 

50 { 

51 t2WantsToEnter = false; 

52 while ( favoredThread == 1 ); // busy wait 

53 t2WantsToEnter = true; 

54 } // end if 

55 

56 } // end while 

57 

58 // critical section code 

59 

60 favoredThread = 1; 

61 t2WantsToEnter = false; 

62 

63 // code outside critical section 

64 

65 } // end outer while 

66 

67 } // end Thread T2 

 

Figure 5.10 | Dekker's Algorithm for mutual exclusion. (Part 2 of 2.) 
 

Let us examine how Dekker's Algorithm eliminates the possibility of the 

indefinite postponement experienced in version 4. First note that in this algorithm, 

the enterMutualExclusion primitive is implemented by lines  15-26  and  45-56; 

the exitMutualExclusion primitive is implemented by lines 30-31 and 60-61.T1 

indicates its desire to enter its critical section by setting its flag to  tru e  (line  15). 

The thread then proceeds to the while test (line 17)  and  determines whether T2  

also wants to enter its critical section. If T2's flag is set to false,  there is no conten• 

tion between threads attempting to enter their critical sections, so T1 skips the body 

of the while loop and enters its critical section (line 28). 

Suppose, however, that when T1 performs the whi 1 e test (line 17), it discovers 

that T2's flag is set to true.  In this case, there is contention between threads 

attempting to enter their respective critical  sections. Thread T1 enters the body of 

its while loop, where the thread examines the value of variable favoredThread, 

which is used to resolve such conflicts (line 19). If thread T1 is the favored thread, 
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then T1 skips the body of the i f and repeatedly executes the  while test, waiting for 

T2 to set t2WantsToEnter to false,  which, as we will see, it must eventually do. If  

T1 determines that T2 is the favored thread  (line  19), T1 is  forced  into the body of 

the if statement, where T1 sets tlWantsToEnter to fa ls  e (line 21),  then  loops 

inside the ensuing while as long as T2 remains the favored thread (line 22). By set• 

ting tlWantsToEnter to false,  T1 allows T2 to enter its own critical section. 

Eventually, T2 exits its critical section and executes its mutual exclusion exit 

code (lines 60-61). These statements set favoredThread back to T1 and set 

t2WantsToEnter to false.  T1 may now pass the inner whi 1 e test (line 22) and set 

tlWantsToEnter to tru e (line 23).T1 then executes the outer while test  (line  17). 

If t2WantsToEnter (which was recently set to false)  is still  fal se,  then T1 enters  

its critical section (line 28) and is guaranteed exclusive access. If, however, T2 has 

quickly tried to reenter its own critical section, then t2WantsToEnter will be set to 

true, and T1 is once again forced into the body of the outer whi 1 e (line 19). 

This time, however, T1 is the favored thread. T1  therefore  skips  the body of  

the if and repeatedly executes the outer while test (line 17) until T2 sets 

t2WantsToEnter to fa lse,  allowing T1 to enter its critical section. 

Dekker's Algorithm guarantees mutual exclusion while preventing deadlock 

and indefinite postponement. However, the proof of this statement is not immedi• 

ately apparent, due to the complex nature of mutual exclusion. For example, con• 

sider the following interesting possibility. As T1 exits the inner busy wait loop (line 

22), the system might preempt T1 before it sets tlWantsToEnter  to  t rue.  This 

would allow T2 to loop around and attempt to reenter its own critical section. T2 

would then set t2WantsToEnter to tru e and reenter its critical section. When T1 

eventually resumes execution, it sets t1WantsToEnter to true.  Because it is T1's 

turn (and because tlWantsToEnter is now set to true),  if T2 tries to reenter (line 

47), it must set t2WantsToEnter to fal se and enter its inner busy wait (line 52). T1 

now will be able to enter its critical section. Thus,  this  circumstance, which  may 

seem complicated at first, does not result in indefinite postponement. A rigorous 

proof that the algorithm never results in indefinite postponement is a more compli• 

cated task (see the Anecdote, Why Should You Believe That Your Software Is 

Functioning Correctly?), and one which the reader will find in the literature.
16
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another (if they operated in tandem). 2) False. The point is that no assumptions can be made about 
the relative speeds of asynchronous concurrent threads. Even though the random time intervals 
might indeed be different, we cannot assume how fast the rest of the algorithm will run. 

 

5.4.2 Peterson's Algorithm 
The development of Dekker's Algorithm in the previous section introduces some subtle 

problems that arise due to concurrency and asynchronism in multipro- grammed systems. For 

many years, this algorithm represented the state of the prac- tice in busy-wait solutions for 

enforcing mutual exclusion. In 1981, G. L. Peterson published a simpler algorithm for 

enforcing two-process mutual exclusion with busy waiting (Fig. 5.11).
17

 

To illustrate the correctness of Peterson's Algorithm, let us examine the algo- rithm 

as executed by thread T1. Before  entering its  critical section, T1 indicates  that it wishes to 

do so by setting tlWantsToEnter to tru e (line 15). To avoid indefinite postponement, T1 

sets favoredThread to 2 (line 16), allowing T2 to enter its critical section. T1 then busy waits 

while t2WantsToEnter is tru e and favoredThread is 2. If either condition becomes false, 

it is safe for T1 to enter its critical section (line 20). 
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After executing the instructions in its critical section, T1 sets t1WantsToEnter to 

false (line 22) to indicate that it has completed its critical section. 

Now let us consider how preemption affects the behavior  of  thread  T1.  If 

there is no contention for the critical section when thread T1 performs its mutual 

exclusion entry code, t2WantsToEnter is fals  e when thread T1 executes line 18: 

thread T1 enters its critical section (line 20). Consider the case in which thread T1 is 

preempted immediately following entry into its critical section. Because thread T2 

must set favoredThread to 1 (line 37), the test that T2 performs  in  line  39  will 

cause T2 to busy wait until thread T1 has exited its critical section and set 

t1WantsToEnter to false.  

However, if t2WantsToEnter is tru e when thread T1 attempts to enter its 

critical section (line 18), then T2 must have been preempted while attempting to 

enter its critical section. One possibility is that T2 was preempted while executing 

code in its critical section, meaning favoredThread = 2 and t2WantsToEnter = 

true.  In this case, T1 must simply busy wait at line 18 until T2 completes its critical 

section and sets t2WantsToEnter to false,  thereby causing the while condition to 

fail in line 18 and allowing T1 to proceed. 

If thread T1 discovers that both t2WantsToEnter is true and favoredThread  

to 2 in line 18, T1 will busy wait in its while loop (line 18), because it had set 

favoredThread to 2 immediately before executing line 18. Thread T1 will  wait until 

T2 regains the processor and sets favoredThread to 1  (line  37). At  this  point, T2 

must busy wait because t1WantsToEnter is t rue and favoredThread is 1. When 

thread T1 regains control of a processor, it performs the test in its while loop and 

enters its critical section (line 20). 

If thread T1 discovers that t2WantsToEnter is tru e and favoredThread to 1  

in line 18,T1 may safely enter its critical section, because tlWantsToEnter is true 

and favoredThread is 1; thread T2 must busy wait until T1 completes executing its 

critical section and sets tlWantsToEnter to false.  

We will now provide a formal proof that Peterson's Algorithm guarantees 

mutual exclusion. We do so by proving that T2 cannot execute while T1 is inside its 

critical section. Note that the algorithm is unchanged if every instance of the char• 



acters 1 and 2 is  swapped. Consequently, if we  prove that T2  cannot execute while 

T1  is inside its critical section, we  have also proven that T1 cannot execute while T2  

is inside its critical section. 

 

1 System: 

2 

3 int favoredThread = 1; 

4 boolean tlWantsToEnter = false; 

5 boolean t2WantsToEnter = false; 

6 

7 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

Figure 5.11 | Peterson's Algorithm for mutual exclusion. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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8 

9 Thread! v 

10 

11 void main() 

12 { 

13 whi le ( !done ) 

14 { 

15 t1WantsToEnter = true; 

16 favoredThread = 2; 

17 

18 while ( t2WantsToEnter && favoredThread == 2 ); 

19 

20 // critical section code 

21 

22 t1WantsToEnter = false; 

23 

24 // code outside critical section 

25 

26 } // end while 

27 

28 } // end Thread T1 

29 

30 Thread T2: 

31 

32 void main() 

33 { 

34 while ( !done ) 

35 { 

36 t2WantsToEnter = true; 

37 favoredThread = 1; 

38 

39 while ( t1WantsToEnter && favoredThread == 1 ); 

40 

41 // critical section code 

42 

43 t2WantsToEnter = false; 

44 

45 / / code outside c r i t i c a  l section 

46 

47 } //  end  while 

48 

49 } // end Thread T2 
 



Figure 5.11 | Peterson's Algorithm for mutual exclusion. (Part 2 of 2.) 

 
To begin the proof, we observe that the value of favoredThread is set 

immediately before a thread executes its while loop. Furthermore, each thread 

sets the value in favoredThread such that the other thread is favored if both 
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threads wish to enter their critical sections. Also, tlWantsToEnter is controlled 

exclusively by thread T1; similarly, t2WantsToEnter is modified exclusively by thread 

T2. Now assume that T1 is the only thread executing inside its critical sec• tion—this 

implies that tlWantsToEnter = tru e and either favoredThread = 1 or t2WantsToEnter = 

false. 

For T2 to enter its critical section (line 39), either 

• t1WantsToEnter must be fa lse,  

• favoredThread must be 2, or 

• both t1WantsToEnter is fals  e and favoredThread is 2. 

This proof will assume that T2 has successfully entered its critical section while 

T1 executes inside its critical section and show  that Peterson's Algorithm guaran• 

tees mutual exclusion because this cannot occur (i.e., proof by contradiction). In the 

first case (tlWantsToEnter is fa l se)  , T2 has entered its critical section because 

tlWantsToEnter is fals  e and favoredThread is either 1 or 2. However, as 

described earlier in this section, t1WantsToEnter must be tru e if thread T1 is also 

executing inside its critical section—the only time t1WantsToEnter is  fals  e is 

after T1 has exited its critical section (line 22)  and before it  attempts to  reenter it 

(line 15). Thus thread T2 could not have entered its critical section because 

tlWantsToEnter was false  . This also implies that thread T2 could  not  have 

entered its critical section given the third  condition  (both  t1WantsToEnter  is 

false and favoredThread is 2). 

We now must show by contradiction that T2 cannot enter its critical section 

because favoredThread cannot be set to 2 while T1 executes inside its critical sec• 

tion. To enter its critical section, T2 must have set t2WantsToEnter to tru e (line  

36), then favoredThread to 1 (line 37) before exiting the while loop in line 39. 

Therefore, if thread T2 executes in its critical section while thread T1 executes in its 

critical section, the value of favoredThread must have changed after thread T2 

executed line 37. Note that the only time favoredThread is set to 2 is when T1 exe• 

cutes line 16 of its mutual exclusion entry code, requiring that T1 exit its critical sec• 

tion. Note that thread T2 has already set t2WantsToEnter to tru e in line 36. 

Consequently, when thread T1 attempts to enter its critical section in line 18, it will 

busy wait, because both t2WantsToEnter is tru e and favoredThread is 2. 

Although T2 may enter its critical section, now T1 must wait until T2 exits its critical 

section. This contradicts the statement that T2 and T1 are both executing inside their 

critical sections. Because we have shown by contradiction that T2 and T1 cannot 

concurrently execute inside their critical sections, we have proven that Peterson's 

Algorithm ensures mutual exclusion. 

Deadlock and indefinite postponement are impossible in Peterson's Algo• 

rithm as long as no thread terminates unexpectedly. [Note: As always, we mean that 

deadlock and indefinite postponement could not be caused by the mutual exclusion 

entry and exit code. They nevertheless could occur if the threads misbehaved  in  

their critical sections.] For deadlock to occur, both T1 and T2 must concurrently 
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busy wait in their whi 1 e loops. This will not occur, because f avoredTh read is either 1 

or 2 and is not modified during the while loop, meaning that the whi 1 e test will always 

fail for one thread, allowing it to enter its critical section. For indefinite post- ponement 

to occur, one thread would have to be able to continually complete and reenter its critical 

section while the other thread busy waited. Because each thread sets the value of 

favoredThread to the number corresponding to the other thread before entering the while 

loop, Peterson's Algorithm ensures that the two threads will alternate execution of their 

critical sections, meaning that indefinite postpone• ment cannot occur. 

 

 
5.4.3 N-Thread   Mutual Exclusion: Lamport's  Bakery  Algorithm 

Dijkstra was the first to present a software implementation of n-thread mutual 

exclusion primitives.
18

 Knuth responded with a solution that eliminated the possi• 

bility of indefinite postponement in Dijkstra's algorithm, but still allowed  a process 

to experience a (potentially) lengthy delay.
19

 This generated a  series  of efforts  to 

rind algorithms with shorter delays. Eisenberg and McGuire presented a solution 

guaranteeing that a process will enter its critical section within n — \ tries.
20

 Lam• 

port developed a solution that is particularly applicable to networks of computers 

(see the Biographical Note, Leslie Lamport).
21

 The algorithm, which we discuss in 

depth in this section, uses a "take-a-ticket" system like those employed in busy bak• 

eries, and has been dubbed Lamport's Bakery Algorithm. Burns et al. offer a solu• 

tion to n-thread mutual exclusion that uses a single shared variable.
22

 Carvalho and 

Roucairol discuss enforcing mutual exclusion in computer networks.
23 

Lamport was the first to introduce an algorithm that allows threads to enter 

critical sections quickly when access to the critical section is not contested (which is 

often the case).
24

 Such fast mutual exclusion algorithms tend to suffer from ineffi• 

ciency when the critical section is indeed a point of contention. Anderson and Kim 

present an algorithm that allows for fast entry into a  critical section in the  absence 

of contention and for good performance under contention.
25

 

Many of the early solutions to the n-thread mutual exclusion problem are dif• ficult 

to understand because they require a large number of shared variables and complicated 

loops that determine if a thread can enter its critical section. Lamport's algorithm 

provides a simpler solution that borrows from a common real-world sce• nario—waiting 

for service at a bakery. Moreover, Lamport's algorithm does not require that any 

operation occur atomically. 

Lamport's algorithm is modeled on a bakery in which one employee services 

customer requests for baked goods; this employee can service exactly one customer 
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at a time. If only one customer is present, the transaction is simple: the customer 

requests baked goods, the employee retrieves the items, the customer pays for the food 

and exits the bakery. However, when multiple customers concurrently request service, 

the employee must determine in what order to serve the customers. Many bakeries 

serve customers in first-come-first-served  order by  requiring that they take a 

numbered ticket from a ticket dispenser as they enter the bakery. The tickets are 

dispensed in ascending order (i.e., if the current ticket contains a value n, the next 
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ticket contains the value n + 1). After each transaction, the employee serves the cus- 

tomer possessing the ticket with the lowest numerical value, which ensures that cus- 

tomers are served in first-come-first-served order. 

Figure 5.12 presents an implementation of Lamport's algorithm for n threads. 

In Lamport's algorithm, each thread represents a customer that must "take a ticket" 

to determine when the thread can enter its critical section. When a thread possesses 

a ticket with the lowest numerical value, it can enter its critical section. Mutual 

exclusion is enforced by resetting the thread's ticket value when it exits its critical 

section. Unlike a real-world ticket dispenser, Lamport's algorithm allows multiple 

threads to obtain the same ticket number. As we will see, Lamport's algorithm 

includes a tie-breaking mechanism to ensure that only one thread can execute in its 

critical section at a time. 

 

1 System: 
2 
3 // array that records which threads are taking a ticket 

4 boolean 

choosing[n]; 5 

6 // value of the ticket for each thread initialized to 0 

7 int 

ticket[n]; 8 

9 startThreads(); // initialize and launch all threads 

10 

11 Thread Tx: 
12 

13 void main() 

14 { 

15 x = threadNumber(); // store current thread number 

16 

17 while ( !done ) 

18 { 
19 // take a ticket 
20 choosing[x] = t rue ; // begin t i cke  t select ion process 

21 t icket[x ] = maxValue( ticket ) + 1; 

22 choosing[x] = fa lse ;  //  end  t i cke  t  select ion  process  

23 

24 // wait fo r number  to  be  cal led  by  comparing   current 

25 / /  t i cke  t value to other thread' s t icke  t value 

2 6 for ( in t i  =  0  ;  i  <  n ; i++) 

27 { 

28 i f ( i == x ) 

29 { 
30 continue; // no need to check own ticket 

31 } // end if  



Figure 5.12 | Lamport's Bakery Algorithm. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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33 / / busy wait while thread[ i  ] is choosing 

34 while ( choosing[i] != false ); 

35 

36 / / busy wait un t i  l current t i cke  t value is lowest 

37 while ( t icke t [ i  ] != 0 && t i cke t [ i  ] < ticket[x] ); 

38 

39 // t ie -breaker code favors smaller thread number 

40 if ( t i cke t [ i  ] ==  t icke t[x]   &&  i  <  x  ) 

41 

42 / / loop unt i  l th read [ i  ] leaves it  s c r i t i c a  l section 

43 while   (  t i cke t [ i  ] !=  0 );  //  busy wait 

44 } / / end  fo r 

45 

46 // critical section code 

47 

48 ticket[x] = 0; // exitMutualExclusion 

49 

50 // code outside critical section 

51 

52 } // end while 

53 

54 } // end Thread TX 

Figure 5.12 | Lamport's Bakery Algorithm. (Part 2 of 2.) 

Lines 3-7 declare two arrays that are shared among all n threads participating 

in mutual exclusion. The boolean array choosi ng (line 4) is of size n; if thread Tx is 

currently selecting a ticket value, then choosing[x] is t rue.  Otherwise, choos• 

ing[x] is false . The integer array t i c ke  t (line 7)  contains values corresponding 

to each thread's ticket. Similar to choosi ng, thread Tx's ticket value is contained in  

ti cket [x]. In this example, the initial value for each thread's ticket is zero. 

Lines 13-54 represent the code executed by thread Tx, one of the n threads 

attempting to execute their critical sections. Each thread participating in the bakery 

algorithm executes the same enterMutualExclusion (lines 19-44) and exitMutu- 

alExclusion (line 48) constructs. When a thread is started, it executes line 15, 

which stores an integer value in variable x to uniquely identify  the  thread. The 

thread uses this value to determine its corresponding entries in the choosing and 

t i cke  t arrays. 

Each thread "takes a ticket" by executing the code in lines 19-22. Line 20 indi• 

cates that the current thread is attempting to take a ticket by setting  choosi ng [x]  

to true.  As we will soon see, this step is necessary to ensure that mutual exclusion is 

enforced if multiple threads concurrently determine their ticket values. The thread 

calls method maxVal ue (line 21), which returns the largest value in the integer array 

t icke t  . The thread then adds  one  to  that value  and  stores it  as  its  ticket value,  

ti cket [x] (line 21). Note that if there are numerous threads in the system, method 

maxValue can take substantial time to execute, increasing the likelihood that the 
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thread that calls maxValue will be preempted before the method completes. After 

the thread has assigned its ticket value to t i c ke t [ x  ] (line 21), the thread sets 

choosing[x] to fals  e (line 22), indicating that it is no longer selecting a ticket 

value. Note that when a thread exits its critical section (line 48), the ticket value is 

set to zero, meaning that a thread's ticket value is nonzero only if it wishes to enter 

its critical section. 

Unlike a real-world bakery, in which an employee calls each customer's num• 

ber in turn for service, the bakery algorithm requires that each thread determine 

when it can enter its critical section (lines 24-44). Before entering its critical sec•  

tion, a thread must execute the for loop  (lines 26-44) that determines the state  of  

all threads in the system. If thread Ti, the thread to examine, and thread Tx, the 

thread executing the for statement, are identical (line 28), Tx executes the con• 

tinue statement (line 30), which skips the remaining statements in the body of the 

for loop and proceeds directly to increment i in line 26. 

Otherwise, Tx determines if Ti is choosing a ticket value (line 34). If Tx does  

not wait until Ti has chosen its ticket before entering its critical section, mutual 

exclusion can be violated. To understand why, let us first examine the other two 

conditions that are tested in each iteration of the for loop. 

Line 37 tests if the current thread possesses a ticket value that is less than or 

equal to the ticket value for the thread it is examining. This  condition is  analogous 

to a real-world bakery—each thread must wait until it possesses the lowest nonzero 

ticket value. 

Unlike a real-world bakery, however, two or more threads in the system may 

obtain the same ticket value. For example, consider a thread Ta that is preempted 

after method maxValue returns and before the  thread  assigns  a  new  value  to 

t icke  t [a] in line 21. If the next thread that executes calls maxVal ue, the method 

will return the same value as it did to Ta. As a result, any of the threads could obtain 

the same ticket value. Therefore, in the case of a tie, line 40 indicates that the thread 

with the lowest unique identifier proceeds first. 

Let us return to line 34 to examine how mutual exclusion is violated if thread 

Tx does not wait if Ti is selecting a ticket value. For example, consider what happens 

if thread Ta is preempted after returning from method maxVal ue but before adding 

one to the ticket value (line 21). Assume for this example that maxVal ue returns the 

value 215. After Ta is preempted, several other threads execute their mutual exclu• 

sion entry code. Consider two threads, Tb and Tc, that execute after Ta is preempted 

and complete the ticket selection code (lines 19-22), leaving thread Tb with ticket 

value 216 (note that Ta's ticket value is currently 0)  and Tc with ticket value  217. It 

is possible for Tb to complete its mutual exclusion entry code (lines 19-14), execute 

its critical section (line 46) and exit its critical section (line 48) before Ta regains 

control of a processor. It is likewise possible for Tc to enter its critical section before 

Ta regains control of a processor. 

If Tc is preempted while executing code in its critical section and Ta regains control 

of a processor, Ta completes the instruction in line 21 by setting its ticket 
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value to 216, which is lower than that of Tc.Thus,Ta could execute its mutual exclu• 

sion entry code and enter its critical section before Tc exits its critical  section,  

thereby violating mutual exclusion. For this reason, Tx must wait until Ti has com• 

pleted its ticket selection (line 34) before comparing ticket values in lines 36-43. 

When Tx has passed all of the tests for each thread (lines 28-43), Tx is guaran• 

teed exclusive  access to its critical section. When Tx exits its critical section, it sets    

its ticket value to 0 (line 48) to indicate that it is no longer executing in its critical 

section nor is it attempting to enter its critical section. 

In addition to being one of the simplest n-thread mutual exclusion algorithms. 

Lamport's bakery algorithm exhibits several interesting properties. For example, it 

does not require its instructions to be executed atomically. Recall from Section 5.3, 

Implementing Mutual Exclusion Primitives, that we required instructions to exe• 

cute atomically. This was necessary because both Dekker's and Peterson's algo• 

rithms require multiple threads to modify a shared variable to  control  access  to 

their critical sections. If each thread could read and modify this variable simulta• 

neously on different processors, the threads might read inconsistent values of their 

shared variables. This might allow both threads to enter their critical sections simul• 

taneously, violating mutual exclusion. Although many architectures provide a small 

set of atomic instructions (see Section 5.5, Hardware Solutions to the Mutual 

Exclusion Problem), it is rare to find a multiprocessor system that provides hard• 

ware to prevent threads from reading and writing data simultaneously. 

Lamport's Bakery Algorithm provides an elegant solution to mutual  exclu• 

sion on multiprocessor systems, because each thread is assigned its own set of vari• 

ables that control access to its critical section. Although all threads in the system 

share the arrays choosing and ti cket, thread Tx is the only thread that can modify 

values in choosi ng [x] and ti cket [x]. This prevents threads from reading incon• 

sistent data, because the variables a thread examines while performing its mutual 

exclusion entry code cannot be simultaneously modified by another thread. 

Another interesting property of the bakery algorithm is that threads that are 

waiting to enter their critical sections are admitted in first-come-first-served (FCFS) 

order unless multiple threads possess the same ticket value. Finally, Lamport's algo• 

rithm can continue to enforce mutual exclusion even if one or more threads fail, 

provided that the system sets each failed thread's value in the choosi ng array to 

fals  e and each thread's value in the ti cket array to 0. Given this final provision, 

Lamport's Bakery Algorithm cannot suffer from deadlock or indefinite postpone• 

ment, a property that is particularly important in multiprocessor and distributed 

systems, where the failure of a hardware device such as a processor does not neces• 

sarily result in system failure. 
 

 

 

5.5 Hardware Solutions to the Mutual Exclusion Problem 

In the preceding examples the software solutions to the mutual exclusion problem 

that make few assumptions about the system's instruction set and hardware capa• 

bilities. As discussed in Chapter 2, Hardware and Software Concepts, hardware 

designers tend to implement mechanisms previously handled  by  software  to 

improve performance and reduce development time. This section presents several 

mechanisms provided in hardware to help solve the problem of mutual exclusion. 

 

5.5.1 Disabling Interrupts 

The reason mutual exclusion primitives are needed in a uniprocessor system  is 

largely that preemption allows multiple threads to access shared data asynchro• 



nously, which can result in program errors. Threads are typically preempted by 

interrupts such as the interrupting clock  (to signal quantum expiration). Therefore,  

a simple way to enforce mutual exclusion is to disable (or mask) interrupts. Unfor• 

tunately, the disabling of interrupts places limitations on what  software  can  do  

inside a critical section. For example, a thread that enters an infinite loop in its criti• 

cal section after disabling interrupts will never yield its processor. On a uniproces• 

sor system, the operating system could no longer use timer interrupts  to  gain  

control of the processor, meaning that the system will hang. In real-time systems, 

such as an air traffic control system, such a result could put people's lives at risk. 

Disabling interrupts is not a viable solution for mutual exclusion in a multi• 

processor system. After all, its purpose is to ensure that preemption will not occur. 

However, in a multiprocessor system, two threads can execute at the same  time, 

each on a different processor. If these threads are unsynchronized, disabling inter• 

rupts alone does not prevent them from simultaneously executing inside their criti• 

cal sections. Therefore, simply disabling interrupts on either processor (or both) is 

insufficient to enforce mutual exclusion. In general, operating  system  designers 

avoid disabling interrupts to provide mutual exclusion. However, there are a lim- 
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ited set of solutions in which it is optimal for the kernel to disable interrupts for 

trusted code whose execution requires a short period of time. See the Linux and 

Windows XP case studies in Chapters 20 and 21, respectively, for examples of how 

current operating systems enforce mutual exclusion by disabling interrupts. 
 

5.5.2 Test-and-Set Instruction 

Disabling interrupts is rarely a practical solution to the synchronization problem, so 

other techniques include the use of special hardware instructions. Recall from our 

previous examples that shared data can become corrupted because the system may 

preempt a thread after it has read the value at a memory location, but before the 

thread can write a new value to the location. The test-and-set instruction enables a 

thread to perform this operation atomically (i.e., indivisibly).
40,

 
41

 Such  operations 

are also described as atomic read-modify-write (RMW) memory  operations. 

because the processor reads a value from memory, modifies its value in its registers 

and writes the modified value to memory without interruption.
42

 

The previous examples of software mutual exclusion required that a thread  

read a variable to determine that no other thread is executing a critical section, then 

set a variable, known as a lock, to indicate that the thread is executing its critical 

section. The difficulty in guaranteeing mutually exclusive access to  critical sections  

in software was that a thread could be preempted between testing the  availability of  

a critical section and setting a lock to keep other threads from entering their critical 

sections. The testAndSet instruction eliminates the possibility of preemption 

occurring during this interval. 

The instruction 

testAndSet( a, b ) 

works as follows. First the instruction reads the value of  b, which  may be either 

tru e or false.  Then, the value is copied into  a, and the instruction sets the value of 

b to true.  
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Figure 5.13 shows how a thread can employ testAndSet to enforce mutual 

exclusion. The global boolean variable, occupied, is true if either thread is in its 

critical section. Thread T1 decides to enter its critical section based on its local bool• 

ean variable, plMustWait. If p1MustWait is true, T1 must wait;  otherwise,  the 

thread may enter its critical section. Thread T1 initially sets variable p1MustWait to 

true. Then the thread repeatedly calls testAndSet on p1MustWait and the global 

variable occupi ed. If T2 is not in its critical section, the value of occupied is false.  

In this case, the testAndSet assigns fals  e to variable p1MustWait and sets occu- 

pied to true.  The while fails at this point and T1 enters its critical section. Because 

the indivisible hardware instruction set occupied to true,  T2  will  be  unable  to 

enter its critical section until T1 has reset occupi ed to fa lse.  

 

 

1 System: 

2 

3 boolean occupied =  fa lse ; 

4 

5 s tartThreads() ;  / / i n i t i a l i z  e  and  launch  both  threads 

6 

7 Thread T1: 
8 

9 void main() 

10 { 

11 boolean p1MustWait = t rue ; 

12 

13 while ( !done ) 

14 { 

15 while ( p1MustWait ) 

16 { 

17  testAndSet( p1MustWait, occupied ); 

18 } 

19 

20 // critical section code 

21 

22 p1MustWait = true; 

23 occupied = false; 

24 

25 // code outside critical section 

26 

27 } // end while 

28 

29 } // end Thread T1 

30 

31 Thread T2: 
32 

 

Figure 5.13 | testAndSet instruction for  mutual   exclusion.   (Part 1 of 2.) 
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33 void main() 

34 { 

35 boolean p2MustWait = true; 

36 

37 while ( !done ) 

38 { 

39 while ( p2MustWait ) 

40 { 

41  testAndSet( p2Mustwait, occupied ); 

42 } 

43 

44 // critical section code 

45 

46 p2MustWait = true; 

47 occupied = false; 

48 

49 / / code outside  c r i t i c a  l  section 

50 

51 } // end  while 

52 

53 } // end Thread T2 

 

Figure 5.13 | testAndSet instruction for mutual exclution. (Part 2 of 2.) 
 

Now suppose that T2 already is in its critical section when T1 wants to enter. In this 

case, occupied remains tru e during T1's repeated while tests. Therefore, T1 continues its 

busy waiting until T2 eventually leaves its critical section and sets occupied to false. At 

this point, the testAndSet assigns occupied's value to p1MustWait, thus allowing T1 to 

enter its critical section. 

Although testAndSet as used here does guarantee mutual exclusion, the 

solution may suffer from indefinite postponement. It is possible for a thread to exit 

the critical section and loop around to call testAndSet  before  the  competing  

thread has a chance to execute again. 

. 

5.5.3 Swap Instruction 

To simplify synchronization code and improve program efficiency, most architec• 

tures provide several atomic instructions. However, each architecture supports a 

different set of atomic operations, meaning the testAndSet instruction might not 
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be available to the application or system programmer. In this section, we demon• 

strate how another instruction that performs an atomic read-modify-write memory 

operation can provide functionality identical to the testAndSet instruction. 

It is common for programs to exchange (or swap) values stored in two differ•  

ent variables (consider, for example, the Quicksort algorithm). Although the con• 

cept is simple, a successful exchange of values between two variables in most high- 

level programming languages requires three instructions and the creation of a tem• 

porary variable: 

temp = a; 

a = b; 

b = temp; 

Because such swapping operations are performed regularly, many architec• tures 

support a swap instruction that enables a thread to exchange the values of the two 

variables atomically. 

The instruction 

swap( a, b ) 

proceeds as follows. First the instruction loads the value of b, which may be either true or 

false, into a temporary register. Then, the value of a is copied to b and the value of the 

temporary register is copied to a. 

Figure 5.14 shows how a thread can employ swap to enforce mutual exclusion. 

Similar to Fig. 5.13, the global boolean variable, occupi ed, is tru e if either thread is 

in its critical section. Thread T1 decides to enter its critical section based on its local 

boolean variable, p1MustWai t. Similarly, thread T2 decides to enter its critical section 

based on its local variable p2MustWait. Note that the swap instruction can be used 

interchangeably with the testAndSet instruction in this algorithm. The only differ• 

ence between Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 is that we have created a "fast track" to the criti• 

cal section, in which control of the critical section can be obtained by the execution of 

one fewer instruction (i.e., by testing the loop condition after the swap instruction). 

 

 
1 System: 

2 

3 boolean occupied =  fa lse  ; 

4 

5 s tartThreads() ;  / / i n i t i a l i z  e  and  launch  both  threads 

6 

7 Thread T1: 
8 

9 void main() 

10 { 

11 boolean plMustWait = t rue ; 

12 

Figure 5.14 I swap instruction for mutual exclusion. (Part 1 of 2.) 
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13 while ( !done ) 

14 { 

15 do 

16 { 

17 swap( p1MustWait, occupied ); 

18 } while ( p1MustWait ); 

19 

20 // critical section code 

21 

22 p1MustWait = true; 

23 occupied = 

false; 24 

25 // code outside critical section 

26 

27 } // end 

while 28 

29 } // end Thread T1 

30 

31 Thread T2: 
32 

33 void 

main() 34 { 

35 boolean p2MustWait = 

true; 36 

37 while ( !done ) 

38 { 

39 do 

40 { 

41 swap( p2MustWait, occupied ); 

42 } while ( p2MustWait ); 

43 

44 // critical section code 

45 

46 p2MustWait = true; 

47 occupied = 

false; 48 

49 // code outside critical section 

50 

51 } // end 

while 52 

53 } // end Thread T2 

Figure 5.14 | swap instruction for mutual exclusion. (Part 2 of 2.)



 
 

5.5 Semaphores 

Another mechanism that a system can provide to  implement mutual  exclusion is  the semaphore, as described by 

Dijkstra in his seminal paper on cooperating sequential processes (see the Biographical Note, Edsger W. Dijkstra).
43

 A 

sema- 
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phore contains a protected variable whose integer value, once initialized, can be 

accessed and altered by only one of two operations, P and V. [Note:  P  and  V are 

short for the Dutch words, proberen, which means "to test," and verhogen, which 

means "to increment."] A thread calls the P operation (also called the wait opera• 

tion) when it wants to enter its critical section and calls the V operation (also called 

the signal operation) when it wants to exit its critical section. Before  a  semaphore 

can be used for synchronization, it must be initialized. Initialization sets the value of 

the protected variable to indicate that no thread is executing in its critical section. It 

also creates a queue that stores references to threads waiting to enter their critical 

sections protected by that semaphore. Note that P and V  are  simply  abstractions 

that encapsulate and hide the details of mutual exclusion implementations. These 

operations can be applied to a system with any number of cooperating threads. 

 
5.6.1 Mutual Exclusion with Semaphores 

Figure 5.15 demonstrates how mutual exclusion is enforced using a semaphore. The 

system initializes the semaphore occupi ed to 1; such semaphores are called binary 

semaphores. This value indicates that the critical section is available. 

The program in Fig. 5.15 uses the P and V operations as the enterMutualEx- 

clusion() and exitMutualExclusion() primitives from Section 5.2.3, Mutual Exclusion 

Primitives. When a thread wants to enter a critical section that is pro• tected by 

semaphore S, the thread calls P( S ), which operates as follows 

 
1 System: 

2 

3 // create semaphore and initialize value to 1 

4 Semaphore occupied = new Semaphore(1); 

5 

6 startThreadsO; // initialize and launch both threads 

7 

8 Thread Tx: 

9 

10 void main() 

11 { 

12 while ( !done ) 

13 { 

14 P( occupied ); // wait 

15 

16 // critical section code 
17 

 

18 V( occupied ); // signal 

19 

20 // code outside critical section 

21 } // end while 

22 } // Thread TX 

Figure 5.15 | Mutual exclusion with semaphores. 
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If S>0 

S = S-1 

Else 

The calling thread is placed in the semaphore's queue of waiting threads 

Because Fig. 5.15 initializes the semaphore value to 1, only one thread will  be 

allowed into the critical section at a time. When this thread calls P, the semaphore's 

value is reduced to 0. When another thread calls P, that thread will be blocked. 

After a thread finishes executing in its critical section, the thread calls V( S ). 

This operation proceeds as follows 

If any threads are waiting on S 

Resume the "next" waiting thread in the semaphore's queue 

Else 

S = S+1 

Thus, if any threads are waiting on the semaphore, the "next"  thread,  which 

depends on the semaphore implementation, executes. Otherwise, the value of S is 

incremented, allowing one more thread to enter its critical section. 

A proper semaphore implementation requires that P and V be indivisible 

operations. Also, if several threads attempt a P(S) simultaneously, the implementa• 

tion should guarantee that only one thread will be allowed to proceed. The  others 

will be kept waiting, but the implementation of P and V can guarantee that threads 

will not suffer indefinite postponement. For example, when a thread blocks on a 

semaphore, the system might place that thread in a queue associated with the sema• 

phore. When another thread calls P, the system can select one of the threads in the 

queue to release. We shall assume a first-in-first-out queuing discipline for threads 

blocked on a semaphore (to avoid indefinite postponement). 

 

 

5.6.2 Thread Synchronization with Semphores 
In the previous section, we saw how a program can use a semaphore to  protect 

access to a critical section. Semaphores also can be used to synchronize two or more 

concurrent threads. For example, suppose one thread,T1, wants to be notified about 

the occurrence of a particular event. Suppose some other thread, T2, is capable of 

detecting that this event has occurred. To synchronize these two threads, T1 exe• 

cutes some preliminary instructions, then calls P on a semaphore that has been ini- 
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tialized to 0, causing T1 to block. Eventually, T2 executes V to signal  that the event 

has occurred. This allows T1 to proceed (with the semaphore still zero). 

This mechanism succeeds even if T2 detects the event and signals it with V 

before T1 waits for the event by calling P. The semaphore will have been incre• 

mented from 0 to 1, so when T1 calls P, the operation will simply decrement the 

semaphore from 1 to 0, and T1 will proceed without waiting for the event. 

One example of thread synchronization is the producer/consumer relation• 

ship, introduced in Section 5.2.1, Java Multithreading  Case Study, Part  II. 

Figure 5.16 shows how to implement this relationship with semaphores. Both 

threads share a variable called sharedValue. The producer generates values and 

assigns them to this variable, and the consumer retrieves and processes the values  

the producer places in this variable. Each thread may need to wait for an event to 

occur before it can accomplish its  task. The consumer may need to wait for  a value  

to be produced (indicated by the producer signaling semaphore valueProduced): 

the producer must wait for a previously produced value to be consumed  (indicated 

by the consumer signaling semaphore valueConsumed). 

 

 

 
 

1 System: 

2 //' semaphores that synchronize access to sharedValue 
3 Semaphore valueProduced = new Semaphore(O); 

4 Semaphore valueConsumed = new Semaphore(1); 

5 int sharedValue; // variable shared by producer and consumer 

6 

7 startThreads(); // initialize and launch both threads 

8 

9 Producer Thread: 
10 

11 void main() 

12 { 

13 int nextValueProduced; // variable to store value produced 

14 

15 while ( !done ) 

16 { 

17 nextValueProduced = generateTheValue(); // produce value 

18 P( valueConsumed ); // wait until value is consumed 

19 sharedValue = nextValueProduced; // critical section 

20 V( valueProduced ); // signal that value has been produced 

21 

22 } // end while 

23 

24 } // end producer thread 

Figure 5.16 | Producer/consumer relationship implemented with semaphores. 

(Part 1 of 2.) 
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25 

2 6 Consumer Thread: 

27 

28 void main() 

29 { 

30 int nextValue; // variable to store value consumed 

31 

32 while ( !done ) 

33 { 

34 P( valueProduced ); // wait until value is produced 

35 nextValueConsumed = sharedValue; // critical section 

36 V( valueConsumed ); // signal that value has been consumed 

37 processTheValue( nextValueConsumed ); // process the value 

38 

39 } // end while 

40 

41 } // end consumer thread 

 

Figure 5.16 | Producer/consumer relationship implemented with semaphores. 

(Part 2 of 2.) 

The implementation of each thread is straightforward. The producer gener• 

•••s a new value (line 17), then waits on semaphore valueConsumed (line 18). The 

semaphore's value is initially 1 (line 4), so the producer assigns the newly created 

value nextValueProduced to shared variable sharedValue (line 19). Then the 

producer signals semaphore val ueProduced (line 20). The consumer waits on this 

semaphore (line 34) and, when the producer signals val ueProduced (line 20), the 

consumer assigns the shared variable sharedVal ue to a local variable nextValue- 

Consumed (line 35). The consumer then signals semaphore valueConsumed  (line 

36). which allows the producer to create a new value, and so on. The semaphores 

ensure mutually exclusive access to shared variable sharedValue and  ensure that  

the threads alternate so that the consumer always reads the value that the producer 

has just created. 

 

5.6.3 Counting Semaphores 

A counting semaphore (also called a general semaphore) is a semaphore that is ini• 

tialized to an integral value greater than zero and commonly greater than one. A 
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counting semaphore is particularly useful when a resource is to be allocated from a 

pool of identical resources. The semaphore is initialized to the number of resources 

in the pool. Each P operation decrements the semaphore by 1, indicating that 

another resource has been removed from the pool and is in use by a thread. Each V 

operation increments the semaphore by 1, indicating that a thread has returned a 

resource to the pool and the resource may be reallocated to another thread. If a 

thread attempts a P operation when the semaphore has been decremented to zero, 

then the thread must wait until a resource is returned to the pool by a V operation. 
 

 
 

5.6.4 Implementing Semaphores 

Semaphores can be implemented in user applications and in the kernel. Given Dek- 

ker's algorithm or the availability  of a  testAndSet or  swap machine instruction, it 

is straightforward to implement P and V with busy waiting. However, busy waiting 

wastes processor cycles that could be put to better use in a multiprogrammed sys• 

tem. In Chapter 3, Process Concepts, we studied the thread-state switching mecha• 

nisms implemented in the kernel. We noted that a thread requesting an I/O  

operation voluntarily blocks itself pending completion of the I/O. The  blocked 

thread does not busy wait—it remains asleep until the system awakens it and moves  

it to the ready list. 

Semaphore operations can be implemented in the kernel by blocking waiting 

threads to avoid busy waiting.
55

 A semaphore is implemented as a protected variable 

and a queue in which threads can wait for V operations. When a thread attempts a P 

operation on a semaphore whose value is zero, the thread relinquishes the processor 

and blocks itself to await a V operation on the semaphore. The system places the 

thread in the queue of threads waiting on that semaphore. (We assume a first-in-first- 

out queue discipline. Other disciplines have been investigated.)
56

 The system then 

reassigns the processor to the next ready thread. The thread in the semaphore queue 

eventually moves to the head of the queue. A subsequent V operation removes the 

thread from the semaphore queue and places it on the ready list.
57

 

Of course, threads attempting simultaneous P and V operations on a semaphore 

must be guaranteed exclusive access to the semaphore by the kernel. In the case of 

uniprocessor systems, because P and V are so short, their indivisibility can be ensured 

by simply disabling interrupts while P and V operations are executing. This prevents 

the processor from being usurped until the operation is complete (at which point 
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interrupts are again enabled). This should be done with care, or it could lead to poor 

performance or even deadlock (see the Anecdote, Unclear Requirements). 

In the kernel of a multiprocessor system, one  of the processors  can be  given  

the job of controlling the ready list and determining which processors run which 

threads.58 Another approach to implementing a kernel for  a  multiprocessor system  

is to control access (via busy waiting) to a  shared ready list.59 A  distributed operat• 

ing system kernel could have one  processor control the ready list,  but  normally 

each  processor  manages  its  own  ready  list  and  essentially   has   its   own 

kernel.60, 61, 62, 63 As a thread migrates between various processors of a distributed 

system, control of that thread is passed from one kernel to another.
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developed by academics for research purposes and tend to lack many  of the  fea• 

tures needed to implement real systems. Today, many popular programming lan• 

guages support concurrency, including Java. C#. Visual C++ .NET. Visual Basic 

.NET and Python. Concurrent programming presents opportunities for computer science 

students as they prepare for careers in industry, where few people are expe• rienced in 

this complex subject. 

 
 

Monitors 

A monitor is an object that contains both the data and  procedures needed to  per• 

form allocation of a particular serially reusable shared resource or group of serially 

reusable shared resources. The notion of a monitor was  suggested  by  Dijkstra.
23

 

then by Brinch Hansen,
24,

 
25

 then refined by Hoare.
26

 There has been much discus• 

sion in the literature on this important topic.
27,

 
28,

 
29,

 
30,

 
31,

 
32,

 
33,

 
34,

 
35

 Monitors have 

become an important software construct —in fact, the Java programming language 

makes extensive use of monitors to implement mutual exclusion. 

To accomplish resource allocation using monitors, a thread must call a moni- 

tor entry routine. Many threads may want to enter the monitor at the 

same time, but mutual exclusion is rigidly enforced at the monitor boundary —only one 

thread at a time is allowed to enter. A thread that tries to enter the monitor when it is in 

use is made to wait by the monitor. Because the monitor guarantees mutual exclu• sion, 

concurrency problems (such as indeterminate outcomes) are avoided. 

Data inside a monitor may be either global to  all routines within  the  monitor  

or local to a specific routine. Monitor data is accessible only within  the  monitor:  

there is no way for threads outside the monitor to  access  monitor data. This  is  a 

form of information hiding a software architectural technique that improves mod• 

ularity and facilitates the development of more reliable software systems (see the 

Operating Svstems Thinking feature. Information Hiding). 

If a thread calls a monitor entry routine while no other threads are executing 

inside the monitor, the thread acquires a  lock  on  the  monitor and  enters it. While 

the thread is in the monitor, other threads may not enter the monitor to acquire the 

resource. If a thread calls a monitor entry routine while the monitor is locked, the 

monitor makes the calling thread wait outside the monitor until the lock on the 

monitor is released (i.e.. when a thread is no longer executing inside the monitor). 

Once inside the monitor, a thread might need to wait because the resource has been 

allocated to another thread. Because mutual exclusion is enforced at the boundary 
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of the monitory, a thread waiting for a resource must do so outside the  monitor to 

allow another thread into the monitor to return the resource. 

Eventually, the thread that has  the  resource will  call  a  monitor entry routine  to 

release the resource. This routine could merely free the resource and wait for another 

requesting thread to arrive. But there may be threads waiting  for  the  resource, so the 

monitor entry routine calls signal to  allow  one  of  the  waiting threads to enter the 

monitor and acquire the resource. If a thread signals the return (also called the release) 

of the resource, and no  threads are  waiting, then the signal has no effect (but. of 

course, the monitor has recaptured the resource, which  it  can now allocate to arriving 

threads). To avoid  indefinite  postponement,  a  monitor  gives a higher priority to 

waiting threads than to newly arriving ones. 

 

Self Review 

1. Why must a thread wait for a resource outside a monitor? 

2. How does a monitor prevent multiple threads from concurrently executing inside the 

monitor? 

Ans: 1) If the thread were to wait  inside  a  monitor for  a  resource, no  other threads could enter 

the monitor to return the resource. As  we  will  see  in  Chapter 7.  Deadlock  and Indefinite 

Postponement, this could cause all the threads waiting for  the  resource  to  dead• lock. 2) The 

monitor enforces mutual exclusion at its border using the kinds of techniques discussed in 

Chapter 5. Asynchronous Concurrent Execution. 
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6.2.1 Condition Variables 

Monitors implement both mutual  exclusion  and  synchronization  between  threads of 

execution. A thread currently inside a monitor may need to wait outside the monitor until 

another thread performs an action inside the monitor. For example, in the 

producer/consumer relationship, the producer finding  that  the  consumer  still has not 

read the value in a single shared buffer must wait outside the monitor gov• erning the 

shared buffer so that the consumer can consume the buffer contents. Similarly, a consumer 

finding that the shared buffer is empty must wait outside the monitor until the producer 

fills the buffer. A thread inside a monitor uses a condition 

variable to wait on a condition outside the monitor. A monitor assicuates a sep- 

arate condition  variable  with  each  distinct  situation  that  might  cause  a  thread  to have to 

wait. We define the wait and signal operations as: 

wait (condition Variable) 

signal (conditionVariable) 

Condition variables are different from '"conventional" variables. Every condi• tion 

variable has an associated queue. A thread calling wait  on  a particular condi• tion 

variable is placed into the  queue associated with that condition  variable  (while in that 

queue, the thread is outside the monitor, so that another thread can eventu•  ally enter the 

monitor and call signal).  A thread calling signal on a particular condition variable 

causes a thread waiting on that condition variable to be removed from the queue 

associated with it and to reenter the monitor. We may assume a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 

queue discipline, although priority schemes can be useful in certain sit nations.
36

'
37

 

Before that thread can reenter the  monitor, the  thread  calling  signal  must first 

exit the monitor. Brinch Hansen (see the Biographical Note.  Per  Brinch  Hansen), noting 



that many signal statements immediately preceded a return statement (i.e.. the thread 

exits the monitor), proposed a signal-and-exit monitor, in which a thread immediately 

exits the monitor upon signaling.
38

 The monitors in the following examples are signal-and-

cxit monitors. Alternatively, a signal-and-continue 

monitor allows a thread inside the monitor to signal that the monitor will soon 

become available, but still maintain a lock on the monitor until the thread exits the 

monitor. A thread can exit the monitor by waiting on a condition variable or bv 

completing execution of the  code protected bv  the  monitor. The  thread released bv a 

signal-and-continue monitor must wait until the signalling thread exits the  moni• tor. As 

we discuss in Section 6.3. Java Monitors, the Java programming language implements 

signal-and-continue monitors. 
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1 // Fig. 6.1: Resource allocator monitor 
2 

3 // monitor initialization (performed only once) 

4 boolean inUse = false; // simple state variable 

5 Condition avai lable  ; // condition variable 

6 

7 // request resource 

8 monitorEntry void getResource() 9 { 

10  if ( inUs e ) // is resource in use? 11 { 
1 2 wait ( av ai la bl  e ) ; / / wai t unti l a vai la bl  e i s si gn al le  d 
13 } // end if 14 

15 inUse = true; // indicates resource is now in use 16 

17 } // end getResource 

18 

19 // return resource 

20 monitorEntry void returnResource() 21

 { 

2 2 inUse = false; // indicate resource is not in use 

23 signal( available ); // signal a waiting thread to process 

24 

2 5 } // end returnResource 

 

Figur e 6.1 | Simple resource allocation with a monitor in pseudocode. 

 

Line 8 begins method getResource. which a thread calls to request the  resource 

associated with the condition variable avai lab le.  Line 10 tests the state variable inUse to see 

whether the resource is in use. If this value is  true, meaning that the resource has been 

allocated to another thread, the calling thread must wai t  on condition variable ava i lab l  e 

(line 12). After calling wait, the thread exits the monitor and is placed in the queue associated 

with the condition variable aval 1 - able. As we will see. this allows the thread that is using the 

resource to enter the monitor and release the resource by signaling condition variable 

avai lable.  When the resource is not in  use. the  requesting thread executes line  15. which  

sets  inUse to true, providing the thread exclusive access to the resource. 

Line 20 begins method returnResource. which a thread calls to release the resource. 

Line 22 sets the value of inUse to false to indicate that the resource is no longer in use and can 

be allocated to another thread. Line 23 calls signal on condi- tion variable ava i lab le to alert 

any waiting thread that the resource is now free. If there are any threads waiting in the queue 

associated with ava i lab le  (as a result of executing line 12). the next waiting thread reenters 

the monitor and executes line 

15. obtaining exclusive access to the resource. If there are no threads waiting on available, signal 



has no effect. 
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The beauty of the monitor in Fig. 6.1 is that it performs exactly as a binary sema• 

phore: method getResource acts as the  P operation: method  returnResource acts 

as the V operation. Because the simple one-resource monitor can be used to imple• 

ment semaphores, monitors are at least as powerful as semaphores. Note that the 

monitor initialization (lines 3-5) is performed before threads begin  using the monitor; 

in this case inUse is set to false to indicate that the resource is initially available. 

 

6.2.2 Monitor Example: Circular Buffer 

In this section we discuss the circular buffer (sometimes called the bounded buffer. ) 

and how it is useful in situations in which a producer thread passes data to a con• 

sumer thread. Because the producer and consumer access the same data and may 

operate at different rates, synchronization between the two threads is essential. 

We can use an array to implement the circular buffer. In the circular buffer 

implementation of the solution to the producer/consumer problem, the producer 

deposits data in the successive  elements of the  array. The  consumer removes them 

in the order in which they were deposited (FIFO). The  producer  can  be  several 

items ahead of the consumer. Eventually, the producer fills the last element of the 

array. When it produces more data, it must "wrap around" and again begin  deposit• 

ing data in the first element of the array (assuming, of course, that the consumer has 

removed the data previously put there by the  producer).  The  array  effectively  

closes in a circle, hence the term circular buffer. 

Because of the fixed size of the circular  buffer, the  producer will  occasionally 

find all the array elements full: in this case the producer must wait until the consumer 

empties an array element. Similarly, there will be times when the consume]' wants to 

consume, but the array will be empty: in this case the consumer must wait until the 

producer deposits data into an array element. The monitor in Fig. 6.2 (based on the 

example presented by Hoare)
47

 implements a circular buffer and the appropriate syn• 

chronization mechanisms to handle the producer/consumer relationship. 

 
1 // Fig. 6.2: Circular buffer monitor 
2 

 
Figure 6.2 | Monitor pseudocode implementation of a circular buffer. (Part 1 of 
2.) 
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3 char circularBuffer[] = new char[ BUFFER_SIZE ],; // buffer 

4 int writerPosition = 0; // next slot to write to 

5 int readerPosition = 0; // next slot to read from 

6 int occupiedSTots = 0; // number of slots with data 

7 Condition hasData; // condition variable 

8 Condition hasSpace; // condition variable 

9 

10 // monitor entry called by producer to write data 

11 monitorEntry void putChar( char slotData ) 

12 { 

13 // wait on condition variable hasSpace if buffer is ful l 
14 if ( occupiedSTots == BUFFER_SIZE ) 

15 { 

16 wait( hasSpace ); // wait until hasSpace is signaled 

17 } // end if 

18 

19 // write character to buffer 

20 circularBuffer[ writerPosition ] = slotData; 

21 ++occupiedSlots; // one more slot has data 

22 writerPosition = (writerPosition + 1) % BUFFER_SIZE; 

23 signal( hasData ); // signal that data is available 

24 } // end putChar 

25 

26 // monitor entry called by consumer to read data 

27 monitorEntry void getChar( outputParameter slotData ) 

28 { 

29 // wait on condition variable hasData if the buffer is empty 

30 if ( occupiedSlots == 0 ) 

31 { 

32 wait( hasData ); // wait until hasData is signaled 

33 } // end if 

34 

35 // read character from buffer into output parameter slotData 

36 slotData = circularBuffer[ readPosition ]; 

37 occupiedSlots--; // one fewer slots has data 

38 readerPosition = (readerPosition + 1) % BUFFER_SIZE; 

39 signal( hasSpace ); // signal that character has been read 

40 } // end getChar 

 

Figure 6.2 | Monitor pseudocode implementation of a circular buffer. (Part 2 of 
2.) 

 
 

We shall assume that the array circularBuffer contains BUFFER_SIZE 

entries consisting of one character (line 3). Variables writerPosition and read- 

erPosition (lines 4-5) indicate in which slot of the circular buffer the next item is 

to be placed by a producer and from which slot of the circular buffer the next item 

is to be removed by a consumer, respectively. 
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A producer adds data to the buffer by calling method putChar (lines 10-24). 

Line 14 tests if the buffer is full. If it is, the producer waits on the condition variable 

hasSpace (line 16). When it does this, the producer leaves the monitor and waits in 

the queue associated with the condition variable hasSpace. As we will soon  see,  

this allows a consumer to enter the monitor, consume data in the circular buffer and 

signal condition variable hasSpace.This enables the producer to continue; it writes 

the data to the buffer (line 20), increments the number of occupied  slots  (line 21)  

and updates the wr i t e rP o s i t io  n variable (line 22). Finally, line 23 signals condi• 

tion variable hasData to enable a waiting consumer, if there is one, to proceed. 

A consumer reads data from the buffer by calling method getChar (lines 26- 

40). Note the use of the output parameter slotData in the pseudocode (indicated by 

keyword outputParameter in line 27). Many languages support such a capability. 

Data written to the output parameter is immediately available in the caller's argu• 

ment. Line 30 tests if the buffer is empty. If it is, the consumer waits on condition vari• 

able hasData (line 32). When the consumer can continue, it reads the data from the 

buffer directly into the output parameter  slotData (line 36), immediately making 

the data available in the caller's argument. The consumer then decrements the num• 

ber of occupied slots (line 37) and updates readerPosi ti on (line 38). Line 39 signals 

condition variable hasSpace to enable a waiting producer, if there is one, to proceed. 

The beauty of the circular buffer is that it allows the producer to "get ahead" 

of the consumer. The producer can create a new value without waiting for the con- 

sumer to read the previous value (as is necessary in the single buffer producer/con- 

sumer relationship). These extra values are placed in the empty slots of the circular 

buffer. The consumer will still read the values in the correct order. The  circular 

buffer reduces the amount of time the producer must  wait  before  producing  

another value, thus improving system performance. The larger the  circular  buffer, 

the more values the producer can produce before it must wait for the consumer to 

empty the buffer. If the producer and consumer work at approximately the same 

speed, using the circular buffer can increase the average speed of the application. If 

there is a difference in the average speeds of the threads, this advantage is nullified. 

For example, if the producer works consistently faster than the consumer, the circu- 

lar buffer will quickly become full and stay full, forcing the producer to  wait  each 

time for the consumer to free up space. Similarly, if the consumer works consis-  

tently faster than the producer, then the consumer will typically find the circular 

buffer empty and will almost always have to wait for the producer to create a value.   

In these last two cases, using the circular buffer will simply  waste memory rather  

than increasing the speed of the application. 

Operating systems can use a circular buffer  to  implement  spooling  control 

One common example of spooling occurs when a thread generates lines to  be  

printed on a relatively slow output device such as a printer. Because the thread can 

produce the lines much faster than the printer can print them, and because we would 

like the thread to be able to complete its execution as quickly as  possible,  the  

thread's output lines can be directed to a circular buffer. The circular buffer may be 
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in primary storage, or more likely on disk. The thread creating the lines to be 

printed is often called a spooler. Another thread reads the lines from the 

circularBuffer  and writes them to the printer. But this second thread, often 

called a despooler, runs at the slower, speed of the printer. The circularBuffer  

has sufficient storage to "take up the slack" resulting from the mismatch in the 

speeds of the spooler and despooler threads. Of course, we assume the system does 

not indefinitely generate print lines faster than the printer can print them; if it did, 

the buffer would always be full and would be of little value in "smoothing" the 

printing operation. 

 

6.2.3 Monitor Example: Readers and Writers 
In computer systems, it is common to have some consumer threads (called readers) 

that read data and producer threads (called writers) that write it. For example, in an 

airline reservation system there may be many more readers than writers—many 

inquiries will be made against the database of  available flight  information before the 

customer actually selects and commits to a particular seat on a particular flight. 

Because readers do not change the contents of the database, many readers 

may access the database at once. But a writer can modify the data, so it must have 

exclusive access. When a writer is active, no other readers or writers may be active. 

This exclusion needs to be enforced only at the record level. It is not necessary to 

grant a writer exclusive access to the entire database —doing so could dramatically 

hurt performance. 

The problem of designing a concurrent program to control access of readers 

and writers to a database was first posed and solved by Courtois, Heymans, and 

Par- nas.
48

 The solution in Fig. 6.3 is based on that developed by Hoare.
49

 

The monitor in Figure 6.3 may be used to control access  to an entire 

database,  a subset of the database consisting of many or few records, or even a  

single  record. In any of these cases, the following discussion applies. Only  one  

writer  may  be active at a time; when a writer is active, the boolean variable wri 

teLock (line 4) is true. No readers may be active when a writer is active.The 

integer variable, read• ers (line 3), indicates the number of active readers. When 

the number of readers is 
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1 // Fig. 6.3: Readers/writers problem 

2 

3 int readers = 0; // number of readers 

4 boolean writeLock = false; // true if a writer is writing 

5 Condition canWrite; // condition variable 

6 Condition canRead; // condition variable 

7 

8 // monitor entry called before performing read 

9 monitorEntry void beginRead() 

10 { 

11 // wait outside monitor if writer is currently writ ing or if 
12 // writers are currently waiting to write 
13 if ( writeLock || queue( canWrite ) ) 



14 { 

15 wait( canRead ); // wait until reading is allowed 

16 } // end if 

17 

18 ++readers; // there is another reader 

19 

20 signal( canRead ); // allow waiting readers to proceed 

21 } // end beginRead 

22 

23 // monitor entry called after reading 

24 monitorEntry void endReadO 

25 { 

26 --readers; // there are one fewer readers 

27 

28 //if no more readers are reading, allow a writer to write 

29 if ( readers == 0 ) 

30 { 

31 signal ( canWrite ); // allow a writer to proceed 

32 } // end if 

33 

34 } // end endRead 

35 

36 // monitor entry called before performing write 

37 monitorEntry void beginWrite() 

38 { 

39 / / wait i f readers are  reading or i f a wr i te  r i s wr i t i n  g 

40 if ( readers > 0 || writeLock ) 

41 { 

42 wait( canWrite ) ; / / wait un t i  l wr i t i n  g is allowed 

43 } / /  end  i f 

44 

Figure 6.3 | Monitor pseudocode for solving the readers and writers problem. 

(Part 1 of 2.) 
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45 writeLock = true; // "lock out all readers and writers 

46 } // end beginWrite 

47 

48 // monitor entry called after performing write 

49 monitorEntry void endWrite() 

50 { 

51 writeLock = false; // release lock 

52 

53 // if a reader is waiting to enter, signal a reader 

54 if ( queue( canRead ) ) 

55 { 
56 signal( canRead ); // cascade in waiting readers 
57 } // end if 
58 else // signal a writer if no readers are waiting 
59 { 
60 

signal( canWrite ); // one waiting writer can proceed 
61 

} // end else 
62 

63 } // end endWrite 
 

Figure 6.3 | Monitor pseudocode for solving the readers and Writers problem. 

(Part 2 of 2.) 

reduced to zero (line 29), then one waiting writer (if there is one) becomes active (line 

31). If a new reader cannot proceed (line 13), it waits on the condition variable canRead 

(line 15). If a new writer cannot proceed (line 40), it waits on the condition variable 

canWrite (line 42). 

When a reader wishes to read, it calls monitor entry beginRead (lines 8-21); a 

reader that has finished calls endRead (lines 23-34). In beginRead, a new reader can 

proceed as long as no thread is writing and no writer thread is waiting to write (line  

13). The latter condition is important for preventing indefinite postponement of wait• 

ing writers; it is tested by using the boolean function, queue, which determines 

whether or not threads are waiting on the condition variable specified in its argument. 

Note that procedure begi nRead ends by signaling canRead (line 20) to allow another 

waiting reader to begin reading. This causes the next reader in the queue of waiting 

readers to become active and, in turn, signal the next waiting reader to proceed. This 

"chain reaction," also called a cascade, will continue until all waiting readers have 

become active. While this chaining is progressing, all arriving threads are forced to  

wait because the monitor observes the rule that signaled threads are serviced before 

arriving threads. If arriving readers were allowed to proceed, then  a  continuous 

stream of arriving readers would cause indefinite postponement of waiting writers. 

Since the readers do not interfere with one another and can be run in parallel on mul• 

tiprocessor systems, this is an efficient way to service these threads. 

When a thread is done reading, it calls monitor entry endRead (lines 23-34), which 

decrements the number of readers by 1 (line 26). Eventually, this decrement• ing causes 

the number of readers to become zero, at which point the thread signals 
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canWrite (line 31) to allow a waiting writer, if there is one, to proceed (preventing 

indefinite postponement of waiting writers). 

When a thread wishes to write, it calls monitor entry beginWrite (lines 36- 

46). Because a writer must have exclusive access, if there are any readers or if there  

is an active writer (line 40), the new writer must wait on condition variable can- 

Write (line 42). When the writer is able to proceed (because  canWrite is signaled 

in line 31 or line 60), writeLock is set to tru e (line 45). This keeps out any other 

readers and writers. 

When a writer finishes, it calls monitor entry endWrite (lines 48-63).This pro• 

cedure sets writeLock to fals  e (line 51) so that either readers or  another writer  

can become active. The monitor then must signal another waiting thread to proceed 

(lines 53-61). Should it give preference to a waiting reader or a waiting writer? If it 

gives preference to a waiting writer, then it will be possible for a steady stream of 

incoming writers to cause the indefinite postponement of waiting readers. There• 

fore, as a writer finishes, it first checks if there is a waiting reader  (line  54). If so. 

then can Read is signaled (line 56) and the waiting reader proceeds (and this, of 

course, cascades in all waiting readers). If there is no waiting reader, then canWrite 

is signaled (line 60) and a waiting writer is allowed to proceed. 

 

6.2 Java Monitors 

In the following sections, we present complete, working Java multithreaded solu• tions to 

common concurrent programming problems. Monitors are associated with every object 

created in Java. Monitors are also the primary mechanism to provide mutual exclusion 

and synchronization in multithreaded Java applications. The key• word synchronized 

imposes mutual exclusion on an object in Java. In this section, we explain how Java 

monitors differ from the pseudocode monitors discussed in the previous section. 

When a thread attempts to execute a method protected by a  Java  monitor  

(i.e., the method is declared synchronized), it must first enter that monitor's entry 

set (commonly referred to as an entry queue), which is a queue of threads awaiting 

entry into the monitor. If there is no contention for entry into the monitor, a thread 

will immediately enter the monitor. If a thread is already inside the monitor, other 

threads must remain in the entry set until the monitor becomes available. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of Deadlock 

Deadlocks can develop in many ways. If a process is given the task of waiting for an 

event to occur, and if the system includes no provision for signaling that event, then 

we have a one-process deadlock.
3
 Such deadlocks are extremely difficult to detect. 

Deadlocks in real systems often involve multiple processes competing for multiple 

resources of multiple types. Let us consider several common examples. 
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7.1 Examples of Deadlock 
Figure 7.1 illustrates a kind of deadlock that occasionally develops in cities. A num• ber 

of automobiles are attempting to drive through a busy neighborhood, and the traffic is 

completely snarled. The police have to unwind the jam by slowly and care• fully backing 

cars out of the congested area. Eventually the traffic begins to flow normally, but not 

without much annoyance, effort, and loss of time (see the Anec• dote, One-Lane Bridge). 

 

 



Figure 7.1 | Traffic deadlock example.
4
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Ans: 1.) In Fig. 7.1, only two cars would need to back up to allow every other car to eventually 
move-any one of the cars abutting an ellipsis, then the car ahead of that one in the intersec- 
tion. 2.) Only one car has to be removed—namely, any one of the four cars in the intersections. 

 
 

Simple Resource Deadlock 
Most deadlocks in operating systems develop because of the normal contention for 

dedicated resources (i.e., resources that may be used over time by many processes 

but by only one process at a time, sometimes called serially reusable resources). For 

example, a printer can print jobs for only one process at a time (otherwise pieces of 

many print jobs would be interwoven). A simple example of a resource deadlock is 

illustrated in Fig. 7.2. This resource allocation graph shows two processes as rectan- 

gles and two resources as circles. An arrow from a resource to a  process indicates 

that the resource belongs to, or has been allocated to, the process. An arrow from a 

process to a resource indicates that the process is requesting, but has not yet been 

allocated, the resource. The diagram illustrates a deadlocked system: Process  P1 

holds resource R1 and needs resource R2 to continue. Process P2 holds resource R2 

and needs resource R1 to continue. Each process is waiting for the other to free a 

resource that the other process will not free. This circular wait is characteristic of 

deadlocked systems (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Waiting, Dead- 

lock and Indefinite Postponement). Holding resources tenaciously in this way, a is 

sometimes referred to as a deadly embrace. 
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Figure 7.2 | Resource deadlock example. This System is deadlocked because each 

process holds a resource being requested by the other  process and neither process is 

willing to release the resource it holds. 

7.1.1 Deadlock in Spooling Systems 

A spooling system improves system throughput by disassociating a program from 

slow devices such as printers. For example, if a program sending lines to the printer 



must wait for each page to be printed before  it  can  transmit the next page, then it will 

execute slowly. To speed the program's execution, a spooling system routes out• put 

pages to a much faster device, such as a hard disk, where they are temporarily stored 

until they can be printed. 

Spooling systems can be prone to deadlock. Some spooling systems require that 

the complete output from a program be available before printing can begin. Several 

partially completed jobs generating pages to a spool file can become dead• locked if 

the disk's available space fills before any job completes. The user or system 

administrator may kill one or more jobs to make sufficient spooling space available 

for the remaining jobs to complete. 
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Typically, the system administrator specifies the amount of space for spooling 

files. One way to make deadlocks less likely is  to provide considerably more space  

for spooling files than is likely to be needed. This solution may not be  feasible  if 

space is at a premium. A more common solution is to restrain the input spoolers so 

that they do not accept additional print jobs when the spooling files begin to reach 

some saturation threshold, such as 75 percent full. This may reduce system through• 

put, but it is the price paid to reduce the likelihood of deadlock. 

Today's systems are more sophisticated than this. They might allow printing to 

begin before the job is completed so that a full, or nearly full, spooling file can begin 

emptying while a job is still executing. This concept has been applied to  streaming 

audio and video clips, where the audio and video begin to play before the clips down• 

•oad fully. In many systems spooling space allocation has  been made more dynamic,  

so that if existing space starts to fill, then more space may be made available. 

 

 

7.1.2 Example:   Dining Philosophers 

Dijkstra's problem of the Dining Philosophers,
5,
 
6
 illustrates many of the subtle 

problems inherent in concurrent programming. The problem is this: 

Five philosophers sit around a circular table. Each leads a simple life alternating 
between thinking and eating spaghetti. In front of each philosopher is a dish of 
spaghetti that is constantly replenished by a dedicated wait staff. There are exactly 
five forks on the table, one between each adjacent pair of philosophers. Eating spa• 
ghetti (in the most proper manner) requires that a philosopher use both adjacent 
forks (simultaneously). Develop a concurrent program free of deadlock and 
indefinite postponement that models the activities of the philosophers. 

If the solution to this problem were not free of deadlock and indefinite post• 

ponement, one or more philosophers would starve. The program must, of course, enforce 

mutual exclusion—two philosophers cannot use the same fork at once. A typical 

philosopher behaves as shown in Fig. 7.3. 

The problems of mutual exclusion, deadlock and indefinite  postponement lie  

in the implementation of method eat. Consider the simple, yet dangerous imple- 

mentation in Fig. 7.4. Because the philosophers operate asynchronously and con- 

 

 
1 void typicalPhilosopher() 

2 { 

3 while ( true ) 

4 { 

5 think()  ; 

6 eat(); 
7 } // end while 

8 

9 } // end typicalPhi lospher  



 

Figure 7.3 | Dining philosopher behavior. 
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1 void eat() 

2 { 

3 pickUpLeftFork(); 

4 pickUpRightFork(); 

5 eatForSomeTime(); 

6 putDownRightFork(); 

7 putDownLeftFork(); 

8 } // eat 

Figure 7.4 | Implementation of method eat 

 

 
currently, it is possible for each philosopher to execute line 3 before any 

philosopher executes line 4. In this case, each philosopher will hold exactly one 

fork, and no forks will remain available on the table. The philosophers will all dead- 

lock and starve. 

One way to break the deadlock when each philosopher holds a left fork is to 

force one or more philosophers to put their left fork down so that another philoso• 

pher may grab it as a right fork. To implement this rule, pickllpRightForkO can 

specify that a philosopher puts down the left fork if that philosopher cannot obtain 

the right fork. However, in this case, it is possible (albeit unlikely) that each 

philos• opher will pick up and put down its left fork repeatedly in tandem without 

ever obtaining the two forks it needs to eat spaghetti. In this case, the philosophers 

are not deadlocked, but "livelocked," suffering from indefinite postponement, and 

they will still starve. The solution must prevent deadlock (by forcing philosophers 

to put down forks) but also prevent livelock (indefinite postponement) by 

guaranteeing that each philosopher will obtain both forks from time to time. In the 

exercises, you will be asked to develop a complete solution to the Dining 

Philosophers problem. 
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7.2 Related Problem: Indefinite Postponement 

In any system that requires processes to wait as a result of resource-allocation and 

process scheduling decisions, a process may be delayed indefinitely while other pro• 

cesses receive the system's attention. This situation, called indefinite postponement, 

indefinite blocking, or starvation, can be as devastating as deadlock. 

Indefinite postponement may occur because of biases in a system's resource- 

scheduling policies. When resources are scheduled on a priority basis, it is possible  

for a given process to wait for a resource indefinitely, as processes with higher prior• 

ities continue to arrive. Waiting is a fact of life  and is  certainly an important aspect  

of what goes on inside computer systems, so systems should be designed to manage 

waiting processes fairly and efficiently. Some systems prevent indefinite postpone• 

ment by increasing a process's priority gradually as it waits for a resource —this 

technique is called aging. Eventually, the waiting process's priority will exceed the 



priorities of all processes, and the it will be serviced. 

 

7.3 Resource Concepts 
As a resource manager, the operating system is responsible for the allocation  of a 

vast array of resources of various types; this is part of what makes operating system 

design so interesting. We consider resources that are preemptible, such as proces• 

sors and main memory. Processors are perhaps the most frequently preempted 

resources on a computer system. Processors must be rapidly switched (i.e., multi• 

plexed) among all active processes competing for system service to  ensure  that 

these processes progress at a reasonable rates. Whenever a particular process 

reaches a point at which it cannot effectively use a processor (such as during a long 
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wait for input/output completion), the operating system dispatches another process to 

that processor. As we will see in Chapters 9,10 and 11, a user program currently 

occupying a particular range of locations in main memory may be removed or pre- 

empted by another program. Preemption is thus extremely critical to the success of 

multiprogrammed computer systems. 

Certain resources are nonpreemptible; they cannot be removed from the pro• 

••••es to which they are assigned until the processes voluntarily release them. For 

example, tape drives and optical scanners are normally assigned to a particular pro- 

cess for periods of minutes or hours. 

Some resources may be shared among several processes, while others are ded• 

icated to a single process at a time. Although a single processor can normally belong 

to only one process at a time, its multiplexing among many processes creates the 

illusion of simultaneous sharing. Disk drives are sometimes dedicated to single pro- 

cesses, but typically they contain files that can be accessed by many processes. Disks 

can be multiplexed among many processes requesting I/O. 

Data and programs certainly are resources that the operating system must 

control and allocate. On multiprogramming systems, many users may simulta- 

neously want to use an editor program. If the operating system maintained in main 

memory a separate copy of the editor for each program, there would be a signifi• cant 

amount of redundant data, wasting memory. A better technique is for the operating 

system to load one copy of the code in memory and to make the copy available to 

each user. If a process were allowed to modify this shared code, other processes might 

behave unpredictably. As a result, this code must be reentrant, meaning the code is 

not modified as it executes. Code that may be changed but is reinitialized each time it 

is used is said  to  be serially reusable. Reentrant code may be shared by several 

processes simultaneously, whereas serially reusable code may 

be used correctly by only one process at a time. 

When we call particular resources shared, we must be careful to state whether 

they may be used by several processes simultaneously by only one process at a time. 

The latter kind—serially reusable resources —are the ones that tend to become 

involved in deadlocks. 

 

7.5 Fou r Necessary Conditions for Deadlock 

Coffman, Elphick and Shoshani
7
 proved that the following four conditions are nec• 

essary for deadlock to exist: 



 

 

 

 
1. A resource may be acquired exclusively by only one process at a time 

(mutual exclusion condition). 

2. A process that has acquired an exclusive resource may hold that resource 

while the process waits to obtain other resources (wait-for condition, also 

called the hold-and-wait condition). 

3. Once a process has obtained a resource, the system cannot remove it from 

the process's control until the process has finished using the resource (no- 

preemption condition). 

4. Two or more processes are locked in a "circular chain" in which each pro• 

cess is waiting for one or more resources that the next process in the chair.    

is holding (circular-wait condition). 

Because these are necessary conditions, the existence of a deadlock implies that 

each of them must be in effect. As we will see later, this observation helps us develop 

schemes to prevent deadlocks. Taken together, all four conditions are necessary and 

sufficient for deadlock to exist (i.e., if they are all in place, the system is deadlocked). 

 

7.6 Deadlock Solutions 

Deadlock has been one of the more productive research areas in computer science 

and operating systems. There are four major areas of interest in deadlock research 

—deadlock prevention, deadlock avoidance, deadlock detection and dead• lock 

recovery. 

In deadlock prevention our concern is to condition a system to remove any pos• 

sibility of deadlocks occurring. Prevention is a clean solution  as far as  deadlock itself 

is concerned, but prevention methods can often result in poor resource utilization. 

In deadlock avoidance the goal is to impose less stringent conditions than in 

deadlock prevention in an attempt to get better resource utilization. Avoidance 

methods do not precondition the system to remove all possibility of deadlock. 

Instead, they allow the possibility to loom, but whenever a deadlock is  approached, 

it is carefully sidestepped. 

Deadlock detection methods are used in systems in which  deadlocks  can  

occur. The goal is to determine if a deadlock has occurred, and to identify the pro• 

cesses and resources that are involved. 
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Deadlock recovery methods are used to clear deadlocks from a system so that it 

may operate free them, and so that the deadlocked processes may complete their 

exe- cution and free their resources. Recovery is a messy problem at best, typically 

requir- ing that one or more of the deadlocked processes be flushed from the system. 

The flushed processes are normally restarted from the beginning when sufficient 

resources 

are available, with much or all of the work done by these processes being lost. 

 

7.7 Deadlock Prevention 

This section considers various methods of deadlock prevention and examines  the 

effects on both users and systems, especially from the standpoint of performance.
8
-
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13
 Havender,

14
 observing that a deadlock cannot occur if a system denies any of  

the four necessary conditions, suggested the following deadlock prevention strategies: 

• Each process must request all its required resources at once and cannot 

proceed until all have been granted. 

• If a process holding certain resources is denied a further request, it must 

release its original resources and, if necessary, request them again together 

with the additional resources. 

• A linear ordering of resources must be imposed on all processes; i.e., if a 

process has been allocated certain resources, it may subsequently request 

only those resources later in the ordering. 

In the sections that follow, we consider each strategy  independently  and  discuss 

how each denies one of the necessary conditions (see the Anecdote, No  Nuts, Bolts 

or Screws Allowed). Note that Havender presents  three  strategies, not  four. The 

first necessary condition, namely that processes claim exclusive use of the resources 

they require, is not one that we want to break, because we specifically want to allow 

dedicated (i.e., serially reusable) resources. 
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7.7.1 Denying the "Wait-For" Condition 
Havender's first strategy requires that all of the resources a process needs to com• 

plete its task must be requested at once. The system must grant them on an "all or 

none" basis. If all the resources needed by a process are available, then the system 

may grant them all to the process at  once, and the process may continue to  execute.  

If they are not all available, then the process must wait until they are. While the pro• 

cess waits, however, it may not hold any resources. Thus the "wait-for" condition is 

denied, and deadlocks cannot occur. 

Although this strategy successfully prevents deadlock, it wastes resources. For 

example, a program requiring four tape drives at one point in its execution must request, 

and receive, all four before it begins executing. If all four drives are needed throughout 

the execution of the program, then there is no serious waste. But, sup• pose the program 

needs only one tape drive to begin execution (or worse yet, none 
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at all) and then does not need the remaining tape drives for several hours. The 

requirement that the program must request, and receive, all four tape drives before 

execution begins means that substantial resources will sit idle for several hours. 

One approach to  getting better resource utilization in these  circumstances is  

to divide a program into several threads that run relatively independently of one 

another. Then resource allocation can be controlled by each thread rather than for 

the entire process. This can reduce waste, but it involves a greater overhead in 

application design and execution. 

This Havender strategy could cause indefinite postponement if, for example, it 

favored waiting processes with small resource needs over those attempting to accu• 

mulate many resources. A steady stream of processes arriving with small resource 

needs could indefinitely postpone  a  process with more substantial needs.  One way 

to avoid this is to handle the needs of the waiting  processes  in  first-come-first- 

served order. Unfortunately, accumulating the full complement of resources for a 

process with substantial needs would cause considerable waste, as the gradually 

accumulating resources would sit idle until all were available. 

In large mainframe computer environments with expensive resources, there is 

some controversy over whom to charge for these unused resources. Because the 

resources are being accumulated for a specific user, some designers feel this user should 

pay for them, even while they sit idle. Other designers say this would destroy the 

predictability of resource charges; if the user tried to run the process on a busy 

day, the charges would be much higher than when the machine was lightly loaded. 

 
 
 

7.7.2 Denying the "No-Preemption" Condition 
Havender's second strategy denies the "no preemption" condition. Suppose a sys• 

tem does allow processes to hold resources while  requesting  additional resources. 

As long as sufficient resources remain available to satisfy all requests, the system 

cannot deadlock. But consider what happens when a request  for  additional 

resources cannot be satisfied. Now a process holds resources that a second process 
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may need in order to proceed, while the second process may hold resources needed by 

the first process—a two-process deadlock. 

Havender's second strategy requires that when a process holding resources is 

denied a request for additional resources, it must release the resources it holds and,  

if necessary, request them again together with the additional resources. This strat• 

egy effectively denies the "no-preemption" condition—resources can indeed be 

removed from the process holding them prior to the completion of that process. 

Here, too, the means for preventing deadlock can be costly. When a process 

releases resources, it may lose all of its work to that point. This may seem to be  a  

high price to pay, but the real question is, "How often does this price have to be 

paid?" If this occurs infrequently, then this strategy provides a relatively low-cost 

means of preventing deadlocks. If it occurs frequently, however, then the cost is 

substantial and the effects are disruptive, particularly when high-priority or dead-  

line processes cannot be completed on time because of repeated preemptions. 

Could this strategy lead to indefinite postponement? It depends. If the system 



favors processes with small resource requests over those requesting substantial 

resources, that alone could lead to indefinite postponement. Worse yet, as the pro• 

cess requests additional resources, this Havender strategy requires the process to 

give up all the resources it has and request an even larger number. So indefinite 

postponement can be a problem in a busy system. Also, this strategy requires all 

resources to be preemptible, which is not always the case (e.g., printers should not 

be preempted while processing a print job). 

 
 
 

7.7.3 Denying the "Circular-Wait" Condition 
Havender's third strategy denies the possibility of a circular wait. In this  strategy.  

we assign a unique number to each resource (e.g., a disk drive, printer, scanner, file) 

that the system manages and we create a linear ordering of resources. A  process 

must then request its resources in a strictly ascending order. For example, if a pro• 

cess requests resource R3 (where the subscript, 3, is the resource number), then the 

process can subsequently request only resources with a number greater than 3. 
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Because all resources are uniquely numbered, and because processes must request 

resources in ascending order, a circular wait cannot develop (Fig. 7.5).  [Note:  A 

proof of of this property is straightforward. Consider a system that enforces a linear 

ordering of resources in which Ri and Rj are resources numbered by integers i and j, 

respectively (i ≠ j). If the system  has  a  circular  wait  characteristic  of  deadlock, 

then  according to Fig. 7.5, at least one arrow (or set of arrows)  leads upward from  

Ri to Rj and an arrow (or set of arrows) exists  leading down from  Rj  to  Ri.  How- 

ever, the linear ordering of resources with the requirement that resources be 

requested in ascending order implies that no arrow can ever lead from  Rj  to  Ri  if j > 

i, Therefore deadlock cannot occur in this system.] 

Denying the "circular-wait" condition has been implemented in a number of 

legacy operating systems, but not without difficulties.
15,
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 One disadvantage of 

this strategy is that it is not as flexible or dynamic as we  might  desire. Resources 

must be requested in ascending order by resource number. Resource numbers are 

assigned for the computer system and must be "lived with" for long periods (i.e., 

months or even years). If new resources are added or old ones removed at an instal 

lation, existing programs and systems may have to be rewritten. 

Another difficulty is determining the ordering of resources in  a  system. 

Clearly, the resource numbers should be assigned to reflect the order in which most 

processes actually use the resources. For processes matching this ordering, more 

efficient operation may be expected. But for processes that need the resources in a 

different order than that specified by the linear ordering, resources must be acquired 

and held, possibly for long periods of time, before they are actually used. 

This can result in poor performance. 

An important goal in today's operating systems is to promote software porta- 

bility across multiple environments. Programmers should be able to develop their 

applications without being impeded by awkward hardware and software restric- 

tions. Havender's linear ordering truly eliminates the possibility of a circular wait, 

yet it diminishes a programmer's ability to freely and easily write application code 

that will maximize an application's performance. 
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Process P1 has obtained resources R3, 
R4, R6 and R7, and is requesting 
resource R8 (as indicated by the 
dotted line). No circular wait can 
develop because all arrows  must 
point upward. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7.5 | Havender's linear ordering of of resources for preventing deadlock. 

 
7.7 Deadlock Avoidance with Dijkstra's Banker's Algorithm 
For some systems, it is impractical to implement the deadlock prevention strategies we 

discussed in the preceding section. However, if the necessary conditions for a 
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deadlock to occur are in place, it is still possible to avoid deadlock by carefully allo• 

••ting system resources. Perhaps the most famous deadlock avoidance algorithm is 

Dijkstra's Banker's Algorithm, so named because the strategy is modeled after a 

banker who makes loans from a pool of capital and receives payments that are 

returned to that pool.
19,

 
20,
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 We paraphrase the algorithm here in the context 

of operating systems resource allocation. Subsequently, much work has  been done 

in deadlock avoidance.24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 

The Banker's Algorithm defines how a particular system  can  prevent dead• 

lock by carefully controlling how resources are distributed to users (see the Anec• 

dote, Acronyms). A system groups all the resources it manages into resource types. 

Each resource type corresponds to resources that provide identical functionality. To 

simplify our presentation of the Banker's Algorithm, we limit our discussion to a 

system that manages only one type of resource. The algorithm is easily  extendable to 

pools of resources of various types; this is left to the exercises. 

The Banker's Algorithm prevents deadlock in operating systems that exhibit the 

following properties: 

• The operating system shares a fixed number of resources, t, among a fixed 

number of processes, n. 

• Each process specifies in advance the maximum number of resources that it 

requires to complete its work. 

• The operating system accepts a process's request if that process's maximum 

need does not exceed the total number of resources available in the system,  

t (i.e., the process cannot request more than the total number of resources 

available in the system). 

• Sometimes, a process may have to wait to  obtain an additional resource, but 

the operating system guarantees a finite wait time. 

• If the operating system is able to satisfy a process's maximum need for 

resources, then the process guarantees that the resource will be used and 

released to the operating system within a finite time. 
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The system is said to be in a safe state if the operating system can guarantee  that 

all current processes can complete their work within a finite time. If not, then the 

system is said to be in an unsafe state. 

We also define four terms that describe the distribution of resources among 

processes. 

• Let max(Pi) be the maximum number of resources that process Pi requires 

during its execution. For example, if process P3 never requires more than two 

resources, then max(P3) = 2. 

• Let loan(Pi) represent process Pi's current loan of  a  resource, where  its 

loan is the number of resources the process has already obtained from the 

system. For example, if the system has allocated four resources to process  

P5, then loan(P5) = 4. 

• Let claim(Pi) be the current claim of a process, where a process's claim is 

equal to its maximum need minus its  current loan. For example, if process P7 



has a maximum need of six resources and a current loan of  four  resources, 

then we have 

claim(P7) = max( P7) - loan(P7) = 6 - 4 = 2 

• Let a be the number of resources still available for allocation. This is equiv• 

alent to the total number of resources (t) minus the sum of the loans to all  the 

processes in the system, i.e., 
 

So, if the system has a total of three processes and 12 resources, and the sys• 

tem has allocated two resources to process P1, one resource to process P2 and four 

resources to process P3, then the number of available resources is 

a = 12 - (2 + 1 + 4) = 12 - 7 = 5 

Dijkstra's Banker's Algorithm requires that resources be allocated to pro• 

cesses only when the allocations result in safe states. In that way,  all  processes 

remain in safe states at all times, and the system will never deadlock. 
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the system. Each process must also guarantee that once allocated a resource, the process will 
eventually return that resource to the system within a finite time. 

 

Example of a Safe State 

Suppose a system contains 12 equivalent resources and three processes sharing the 

resources, as in Fig. 7.6. The second column contains the maximum need for each 

process, the third column the current loan for each process and the fourth column the 

current claim for each process. The number of available resources, a, is two; this is 

computed by subtracting the sum of the current claims from the total number of 

resources, t= 12. 

This state is "safe" because it is possible for all three processes to finish. Note 

that process P2 currently has a loan of four resources and will eventually need a max- 

imum of six, or two additional resources. The system has 12 resources, of which 10 are 

currently in use and two are available. If the system allocates these two available 

resources to P2, fulfilling P2's maximum need, then P2 can run to  completion. Note 

that after P2 finishes, it will release six resources, enabling the system to immediately 

fulfill the maximum needs of P1 (3) and P3 (3), enabling both of those processes to fin- 

ish. Indeed, all processes can eventually finish from the safe sate of Fig. 7.6. 

 

Example of an Unsafe State 
Assume a system's 12 resources are allocated as in Fig. 7.7. We  sum the values  of 

the third column and subtract from 12 to obtain a value  of one for a. At  this  point, 

no matter which process requests the available resource, we cannot guarantee that  

all three processes will finish. In fact, suppose process P1 requests and is granted the 

last available resource. A three-way deadlock could occur if indeed each process 

 
 

Process 
max( Pi) 
(maximum need) 

loan ( Pi ) 

(current loan) 

claim( Pi ) 

(current claim) 

P1 
4 1 3 

P2 
6 4 2 

P3 8 5 3 



Total resources, X, = 12 

 
Figure 7.6 | Safe State.Available resources, a, = 2 
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max( Pi ) loan( Pi ) claim ( Pi ) 

Process (maximum need) (current loan) (current claim) 

P1 
10  8  2 

p2 
5  2  3 

p3 3  1  2 

Total resources, t, = 12 
 

Figure 7.7 | Unsafe 

state.Available resources, a, = 1 



 

needs to request at least one more resource before releasing any resources to the 

pool. It is important to note here that an unsafe state does not imply the existence of 

deadlock, nor even that deadlock will eventually occur. What an  unsafe  state  does imply 

is simply that some unfortunate sequence of events might lead to a deadlock. 

 

 

7.8.1 Example of Safe-State-to-Unsafe-State Transition 

Our resource-allocation policy must carefully consider all resource requests before 

granting them, or a process in a safe state could enter an unsafe state. For example, 

suppose the current state of a system is safe, as  shown in Fig. 7.6. The current value  of 

a is 2. Now suppose that process P3 requests an additional resource. If the system 

were to grant this request, then the new state would be as in Fig. 7.8. Now, the cur• rent 

value of a is  1, which is not enough to  satisfy the current claim of any process,  so the 

state is now unsafe. 

 
max( Pi ) 

Process (maximum 
loan( 

need) 
Pi 

(current 
) claim( Pi 
loan) (current 

) 
claim) 

 
P1 

4 1 3 

P2 
6 4 2 

P3 
8 6 2 

Total resources, t, = 12 Available resources, a, = 1 

 

Figure 7.8 | Safe-state-to-unsafe-state transition. 
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7.8.2 Banker's Algorithm Resource Allocation 
Now it should be clear how resource allocation operates under Dijkstra's Banker's 

Algorithm. The "mutual exclusion," "wait-for," and "no-preemption"  conditions 

are allowed—processes are indeed allowed to hold resources while requesting and 

waiting for additional resources, and resources may not be preempted from a pro• 

cess holding those resources. As usual, processes claim exclusive use of the 

resources they require. Processes ease onto the system by requesting one resource 

at a time; the system may either grant or deny each request. If a request is denied, 

that process holds any allocated resources and waits for a finite time until that 

request is eventually granted. The system grants only requests that result in safe 

states. Resource requests that would result in unsafe states are repeatedly denied 

until they can eventually be satisfied. Because the system is always maintained in a 

safe state, sooner or later (i.e., in a finite time) all requests can be satisfied and all 

users can finish. 

 
 

Process max( Pi ) loan( Pi ) claim( Pi ) 

P1 5   1 4   

P2 3   1 2   

P3 10   5 

a = 2 

5   

 

Figure 7.9 | State description of three processes. 
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7.8.3 Weaknesses in the Banker's Algorithm 
The Banker's Algorithm is compelling because it allows processes to proceed that 

might have had to wait under a deadlock prevention situation. But the  algorithm  has 

a number of weaknesses. 

• It requires that there be a fixed number of resources to allocate. Because 

resources frequently require service, due to breakdowns or preventive 

maintenance, we cannot count on the number of resources remaining fixed. 

Similarly, operating systems that support hot swappable devices (e.g., USB 

devices) allow the number of resources to vary dynamically. 

• The algorithm requires that the population of processes remains fixed. This, 

too, is unreasonable. In today's interactive and multiprogrammed systems. 

the process population is constantly changing. 

• The algorithm requires that the banker (i.e., the system) grant all requests 

within a "finite time." Clearly, much better guarantees than this  are needed 

in real systems, especially real-time systems. 

• Similarly, the algorithm requires that clients (i.e., processes) repay all loans 

(i.e., return all resources) within a "finite time." Again, much better guaran• 

tees than this are needed in real systems. 

• The algorithm requires that processes state their maximum needs in 

advance. With resource allocation becoming increasingly dynamic, it is 

becoming more difficult to know a process's maximum needs. Indeed, one 

main benefit of today's high-level programming languages and "friendly" 

graphical user interfaces is that users are not required to know such low- 

level details as resource use. The user or programmer expects the system to 

"print the file" or "send the message" and should not need to worry about 

what resources the system might need to employ to honor such requests. 

For the reasons stated above, Dijkstra's Banker's Algorithm is not imple• mented in 

today's operating systems. In fact, few systems can afford the overhead incurred by 

deadlock avoidance strategies. 

 
 

7.8 Deadlock Detection 

We have discussed deadlock prevention and avoidance —two strategies for ensuring 

that deadlocks do not occur in a system. Another strategy is to allow deadlocks to 

occur, locate them and remove them, if possible. Deadlock detection is  the process 

of determining that a deadlock exists and identifying the processes and resources 
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involved in the deadlock.  
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 Deadlock detection algorithms gen- 

erally focus on determining if a circular wait exists, given that the other necessary 

conditions for deadlock are in place. 

Deadlock detection algorithms can incur significant runtime  overhead. Thus 

we again face the trade-offs so prevalent in operating systems—is the overhead 

involved in deadlock detection justified by the potential savings from locating and 

breaking up deadlocks? For the moment, we shall ignore this issue and concentrate 

instead on the development of algorithms capable of detecting deadlocks. 

 



7.9.1 Resource-Allocation Graphs 
To facilitate the detection of deadlocks, a popular notation (Fig. 7.10) is used in 

which a directed graph indicates resource allocations and requests.
41

 Squares 

represent pro• 

••••es and large circles represent classes of identical resources. Small circles 

drawn inside large circles indicate the separate identical resources of each class. For 

exam- ple, a large circle labeled "R1" containing three small circles indicates that 

there are 

three equivalent resources of type R1 available for allocation in this system. 

Figure 7.10 illustrates the relationships that may be indicated in a resource- 

allocation and request graph. In Fig. 7.10(a), process P1 is requesting a resource of type 

R1. The arrow from P1 touches only the extremity of the large circle, indicating that the 

resource request is under consideration. 

In Fig. 7.10(b), process P2 has been allocated a resource of type R2 (of which 

there are two).The arrow is drawn from the small circle within the large circle R2 to 

the square P2, to indicate that the system has allocated a  specific resource of that  

type to the process. 

Figure 7.10(c) indicates a situation somewhat closer to a potential deadlock. 

Process P3 is requesting a resource of type R3, but the system has allocated the only 

R3 resource to process P4. 

Figure 7.10(d) indicates a deadlocked system in which process P5 is requesting  

a resource of type R4, the only one of which the system has allocated to process P6. 

Process P6, is requesting a resource of type R5, the only one of which the system has 

allocated to process P5. This is an example of the "circular wait" necessary for a 

deadlocked system. 

Resource-allocation and request graphs change as processes  request 

resources, acquire them and eventually release them to the operating system. 
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Figure 7.10 | Resource-allocation and request graphs. 

 
7.9.2 Reduction of Resource-Allocation Graphs 

One technique useful for detecting deadlocks involves graph reductions, in  which the 

processes that may complete their execution, if any, and the processes that will remain 

deadlocked (and the resources involved in that deadlock), if any, are deter• mined.
42

 

If a process's resource requests may be granted, then we say that a graph may be 

reduced by that process. This reduction is equivalent to showing how the graph would 

look if the process was allowed to complete its execution and return its resources to 

the system. We reduce a graph by a process by removing the arrows to that process 

from resources (i.e., resources allocated to that process) and by remov- ing arrows 

from that process to resources (i.e., current resource requests of that process). If a 

graph can be reduced by all its processes, then there is no deadlock. If   a graph cannot 

be reduced by all its processes, then the irreducible processes consti• tute the set of 

deadlocked processes in the graph. 

Figure 7.11 shows a series of graph reductions demonstrating that a particular set 

of processes is not deadlocked. Figure 7.10(d) shows an irreducible set  of processes that 

constitutes a deadlocked system. It is important to note here that the order in 
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Figure 7.11 | Graph reductions determining that no deadlock exists 

 

which the graph reductions are performed does not matter: The final result will always 

be the same. We leave the proof of this result to the exercises (see Exercise 7.29). 
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7.9 Deadlock Recovery 

Once a system has become deadlocked, the deadlock must be broken by removing 

one or more of the four necessary conditions. Usually, several processes will lose 

some or all of the work they have accomplished. However, this may be a small price 

to pay compared with leaving a system in a state where it cannot use some of its 

resources. 

Recovery from deadlock is complicated by several factors. First, it may not be 

clear that the system has become deadlocked. For example, most systems contain 



processes that wake periodically, perform certain tasks, then go back to sleep. 

Because such processes do not terminate until the system is shut down, and because 

they rarely enter the active state, it is difficult to determine if they are deadlocked. 

Second, most systems do not provide the means to suspend a process indefinitely, 

remove it from the system and resume it (without loss of work)  at  a  later time.  

Some processes, in fact, such as real-time processes that must function continuously, 

are simply not amenable to being suspended and resumed. Assuming that effective 

suspend/resume capabilities did exist, they would most certainly involve consider• 

able overhead and might require the attention of a highly skilled system administra• 

tor. Such an administrator is not always available. Finally, recovery from deadlock is 

complicated because the deadlock could involve many processes (tens, or even hun• 

dreds). Given that recovering from deadlocks with even a small number of pro• 

cesses could require considerable work, dealing with deadlock among many 

hundreds (or even more) processes could be a monumental task. 

In current systems, recovery is ordinarily performed by forcibly removing a 

process from the system and reclaiming its resources.
43,
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 The  system  ordinarily 

loses the work that the removed process has performed, but the remaining pro• 

cesses may now be able to complete. Sometimes it is necessary to remove several 

processes until sufficient resources have been reclaimed to allow the remaining pro• 

cesses to finish. Recovery somehow seems like an inappropriate term here, because 

some processes are in fact "killed" for the benefit of the others. 

Processes may be removed according to some priority  order. Here, too, we 

face several difficulties. For example, the priorities of the deadlocked processes may 
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not exist, so the system may need to make an arbitrary decision. The priorities also 

may be incorrect or somewhat muddled by special considerations, such as deadline 

scheduling, in which a relatively low-priority process has a high priority temporarily 

because of an impending deadline. Furthermore, it may require considerable  effort to 

determine the right processes to remove. 

The suspend/resume mechanism allows the system to put a temporary hold on a 

process (temporarily preempting its resources), and, when it is safe to do so, to resume 

the held process without loss of work. Research in this area is important for reasons 

other than deadlock recovery. For example, a suspend/resume mechanism can be 

applied to a system as a whole, allowing a user to  shut down the entire sys• tem and 

start it later without loss of work. Such technology has  been incorporated into many 

laptop systems, where limited battery life requires users  to  minimize power 

consumption. The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI), a popular 

specification for power management, defines a sleeping state in which the contents of 

memory, registers and other system state information are written to a nonvolatile 

medium (such as the hard disk) and the system is powered off. In Win• dows XP, this 

feature is known as "suspend to disk" or "hibernate." When the sys• tem starts up 

again, it resumes from the point at which it entered the sleeping state without loss of 

work.
45

 

Checkpoint/rollback, the precursor to suspend/resume, is widely used in cur• 

rent database systems. Checkpoint/rollback copes with system failures and dead• 

locks by attempting to preserve as much data as possible from each terminated 

process. Checkpoint/rollback facilitates suspend/resume capabilities by limiting the 

loss of work to the time at which the last checkpoint (i.e., saved state of the system) 

was taken. When a process in a system terminates (by  accident or intentionally as  the 

result of a deadlock recovery algorithm), the system performs a rollback by undoing 

every operation related to the terminated process that occurred since the  last 

checkpoint. 



When databases may have many resources (perhaps millions or more) that must 

be accessed exclusively, there can be a risk of deadlock. To ensure that data in the 

database remains in a consistent state when deadlocked processes are termi• nated, 

database systems typically perform resource allocations using transactions. The 

changes specified by a transaction are made permanent only if the transaction 

completes successfully. We discuss transactions in more  detail in  Chapter 13, File 

and Database Systems. 

Deadlocks could have horrendous consequences in certain real-time systems. A 

real-time process control system monitoring a gasoline refinery must function without 

interruption for the refinery's safe and proper operation. A computerized heart 

pacemaker must literally not "miss a beat." Deadlocks  cannot be risked in such 

environments. What would happen if a deadlock did develop? Clearly, it would have 

to be detected and removed instantaneously. But is  this  always  possible? These are 

some of the considerations that keep operating systems designers from restful sleep. 
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7.10 Deadlock Strategies in Current and Future Systems 

In personal computer systems and workstations, deadlock has generally  been  

viewed as a limited annoyance. Some systems implement the basic deadlock pre• 

vention methods suggested by Havender while others ignore the problem—these 

methods seem to be  satisfactory. While ignoring deadlocks may seem dangerous,  

this approach can actually be rather efficient. Consider that today's systems can 

contain thousands or millions of serially reusable objects on which processes and 

threads can deadlock. The time required to execute a deadlock detection algorithm 

can rise exponentially with the number of serially reusable objects in the system. If 

deadlock is rare, then the processor time devoted to checking for deadlocks signifi• 

cantly reduces system performance. In systems that are neither mission critical nor 

business critical, the choice of ignoring deadlock to favor performance often out• 

weighs the need for a solution to the occasional deadlock. 

Although some systems ignore deadlock that occurs due to user processes, it is 

far more important to prevent deadlock in the operating system. Systems such as 

Microsoft Windows provide debugger support, allowing developers to thoroughly 

test drivers and applications to ensure that they acquire resources without causing 

deadlock (e.g., they do not attempt to acquire locks in recursive routines, or they 

specify lock acquisition in a certain order).
46

 Interestingly, once such programs are 

released, these testing mechanisms are often disabled to improve efficiency.
47

 

In real-time, mission-critical or business-critical systems the possibility of 

deadlock cannot be tolerated. Researchers have developed techniques that handle 

deadlock while minimizing data loss and maintaining good performance. For exam• 

ple, deadlock is commonly addressed in distributed database systems, which could 

provide concurrent access to billions of records for millions of users over thousands 

of sites.
48

 Due to the large size of distributed database systems, they often do not 

employ deadlock prevention or deadlock avoidance algorithms. Instead, they rely  

on deadlock detection and recovery via checkpoint/rollback (using transactions).
49

 

These techniques are beyond the scope of this chapter; see Chapter 17, Introduc• 

tion to Distributed Systems, for an introduction to such methods. 

Given current trends, deadlock will continue to be an important area of research 

for several reasons: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Scheduling levels 
In this section we consider three levels of scheduling (Fig. 8.1). High-level schedul• 

ing—also called job scheduling or  long-term  scheduling—determines  which jobs 

the system allows to compete actively for system resources. This level is sometimes 

called admission scheduling, because it determines which jobs gain admission to the 

system. Once admitted, jobs are initiated and become processes or groups of pro• 

cesses. The high-level scheduling policy dictates the degree of multiprogramming— 

the total number of processes in a system at a given time.
1
 Entry of too many pro• 

cesses into the system can saturate the system's resources, leading to poor perfor• 

mance. In this case, the high-level scheduling policy may decide to temporarily 

prohibit new jobs from entering until other jobs complete. 

After the high-level scheduling policy has admitted a job (which may contain one 

or more processes) to the system, the intermediate-level scheduling policy determines 

which processes shall be allowed to compete for processors. This policy 
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Figure 8.1 | Scheduling levels. 

 
responds to short-term fluctuations in system load. It temporarily suspends and resumes 

processes to achieve smooth system operation and to help realize certain systemwide 

performance goals. The intermediate-level scheduler acts as a buffer between the 

admission of jobs to the system and the assignment of processors to the processes 

representing these jobs. 

A system's low-level scheduling policy determines which active process the 

system will assign to a processor when one next becomes available. In many of today's 

systems, the low- and intermediate-level schedulers are the only schedulers. 
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(In this case, job initiation is performed by the intermediate-level scheduler.) High- 

level schedulers are often limited to large mainframe systems that perform batch 

processing. 

Low-level scheduling policies often assign a priority to each process, reflecting 

its importance —the more important a process, the more likely the scheduling policy 

is to select it to execute next. We discuss priorities in Section 8.4, Priorities, and 

throughout this chapter. The low-level scheduler (also called the dispatcher) also 

assigns (i.e., dispatches) a processor to the selected process. The dispatcher operates 

many times per second and must therefore reside in main memory at all times. 

In this chapter we discuss many low-level scheduling policies. We present each 

in the context of certain scheduling objectives and criteria (which we discuss in 

Section 8.5, Scheduling Objectives, and Section 8.6, Scheduling Criteria), and we 

describe how they relate to one another. Coffman and Kleinrock discuss popular 

scheduling policies and indicate how users who know  which  one  the  system 

employs can actually achieve better performance by taking appropriate measures.
2
 

Ruschitzka and Fabry give a classification of scheduling algorithms, and they for• 

malize the notion of priority.
3
 

 

 

8.3 Preemptive vs. Nonpreemtpive Scheduling 

Scheduling disciplines are either preemptive or nonpreemptive. A scheduling disci• 

pline is nonpreemptive if, once the system has assigned a processor to a process, the 

system cannot remove that processor from that process. A scheduling discipline is 

preemptive if the system can remove the processor from the process it is running. 

Under a nonpreemptive scheduling discipline, each process, once given a processor, 

runs to completion or until it voluntarily relinquishes its processor. Under a pre• 

emptive scheduling discipline, the processor may execute a portion of a process's 

code and then perform a context switch. 

Preemptive scheduling is useful in systems in which high-priority processes 

require rapid response. In real-time systems (discussed in Section 8.9, Real-Time 

Scheduling), for example, the consequences of not responding to an interrupt could 

be catastrophic.
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 In interactive timesharing systems, preemptive scheduling 

helps guarantee acceptable user response times. Preemption is not without cost  - 

context switches incur overhead (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, 
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Overhead). To make preemption effective, the system must maintain many pro• 

cesses in main memory, so that the next process is ready when a processor becomes 

available. As we will see in Chapter 10, Virtual Memory Organization, only a por• tion 

of each process typically is in main memory at any time; the less active portions 

typically reside on disk. 

In nonpreemptive systems, short processes can experience lengthy service 

delays while longer processes complete, but turnaround times are more predictable, 

because incoming high-priority processes cannot displace waiting  processes. 

Because a nonpreemptive system cannot remove a process from a processor until it 

completes, errant programs that never complete (e.g., by entering an infinite loop) 

may never relinquish control of the system. Also, in a nonpreemptive system, exe• 

cuting unimportant processes can make important processes wait. 

To prevent users from monopolizing the system (either maliciously or acciden• 

tally), a preemptive system can take the processor away from a process. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, Process Concepts, this is typically implemented by setting an interrupt• ing 

clock or interval timer that periodically generates an interrupt, which allows the 

operating system to execute. Once a processor is assigned to a process, the process 

executes until it voluntarily releases its processor, or until the clock interrupt or some 

other interrupt occurs. The operating system may then decide whether the running 

process should continue or some other "next" process should execute. 

The interrupting clock helps guarantee reasonable response times to interac• tive 

users, prevents the system from getting hung up on a user in an infinite loop. 
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and allows processes to respond to time-dependent events. Processes that need to run 

periodically depend on the interrupting clock. 

In designing a preemptive scheduling mechanism, one must carefully consider the 

arbitrariness of priority schemes. It does not make sense to build a sophisticated 

mechanism to faithfully implement a priority preemption scheme when the priori- ties 

themselves are not meaningfully assigned. 

 
 

Priorities 
Schedulers often use priorities to determine how to schedule and dispatch pro- cesses. 

Priorities may be statically assigned or may change dynamically. Priorities quantify the 

relative importance of processes. 

Static priorities remain fixed, so static-priority-based mechanisms are rela• 

tively easy to implement and incur relatively low overhead. Such mechanisms  are not, 

however, responsive to changes in environment, even those that could increase 

throughput and reduce latency. 

Dynamic priority mechanisms are responsive to change. For example, the sys• 

tem may want to increase the priority of a process that holds a key resource needed 

by a higher-priority process. After the first process relinquishes the resource, the 

system lowers the priority, so that the higher-priority process  may  execute.  Dynamic 

priority schemes are more complex to implement and have greater over• head than 

static schemes. Hopefully, the overhead is justified by the increased responsiveness of 

the system. 

In multiuser systems,  an operating system must provide reasonable service to a 

large community of users but should also provide for situations in which  a mem• ber 



of the user community needs special treatment. A user with an important job may be 

willing to pay a premium, i.e., to purchase priority, for a higher level of ser• vice. This 

extra charge is merited because resources may need to be withdrawn from other 

paying customers. If there were no extra charge, then all users would request the 

higher level of service. 
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8.4 Scheduling Objectives 
A system designer must consider a variety of factors when developing a scheduling 

discipline, such as the type of system and the users' needs. For example, the schedul• 

ing discipline for a real-time system should differ from that for  an interactive desk• top 

system; users expect different results from  these  kinds  of systems. Depending  on the 

system, the user and designer might expect the scheduler to: 

• Maximize throughput. A scheduling discipline should attempt to service the 

maximum number of processes per unit time. 

• Maximize the number of interactive processes  receiving  "acceptable"  response 

times. 

• Maximize resource utilization. The scheduling mechanisms should keep the 

resources of the system busy. 

• Avoid indefinite postponement. A process should not experience an unbounded 

wait time before or while receiving service. 

• Enforce priorities. If the system assigns priorities to processes, the schedul• 

ing mechanism should favor the higher-priority processes. 

• Minimize overhead. Interestingly, this is not generally considered to be  one of 

the most important objectives. Overhead often results in  wasted resources. 

But a certain portion of system resources effectively invested as overhead can 

greatly improve overall system performance. 

• Ensure predictability. By minimizing the statistical variance in process response 

times, a system can guarantee that processes will receive predictable service 

levels (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Predictability). 

A system can accomplish these goals in several ways. In some cases, the sched• 

uler can prevent indefinite postponement of processes through aging—gradually 

increasing a process's priority as the process waits for service. Eventually, its  prior• ity 

becomes high enough that the scheduler selects that process to run. 

The scheduler can increase throughput by favoring processes whose requests can be 

satisfied quickly, or whose completion frees other processes to run. One such strategy 

favors processes holding key resources. For example, a low-priority process may be 

holding a key resource that is required by a higher-priority process. If the 
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resource is nonpreemptible, then the scheduler should give the low-priority process more 

execution time than it ordinarily would receive, so that it will release the key resource 

sooner. This technique is called priority inversion, because the relative pri• 

•••••es of the two processes are reversed so that the high-priority one will obtain the 

resource it requires to continue execution. Similarly, the scheduler may choose to favor 

a process that requests underutilized resources, because the system will be more likely 

to satisfy this process's requests in a shorter period of time. 



Many of these goals conflict with one another, making scheduling a complex 

problem. For example, the best way to minimize response times is to have sufficient 

resources available whenever they are needed. The price for this strategy is that overall 

resource utilization will be poor. In real-time systems, fast, predictable responses are 

crucial, and resource utilization is less important. In other types of systems, the 

economics often makes effective resource utilization imperative. 

Despite the differences in goals among systems, many scheduling disciplines exhibit 

similar properties: 

• Fairness. A scheduling discipline is fair if all similar processes are treated  the 

same, and no process can suffer indefinite postponement due to sched• uling 

issues (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Fairness). 

• Predictability. A given process always should run in about the  same  amount 

of time under similar system loads. 

• Scalability. System performance should degrade gracefully  (i.e., it  should not 

immediately collapse) under heavy loads. 

 
 

 

8.5 Criteria 

To realize a system's scheduling objectives, the scheduler should consider process 

behavior. A processor-bound process tends to use all the processor time that the 

system allocates for it. An I/O-bound process tends to use the processor only briefly 

before generating an I/O request and relinquishing it. Processor-bound processes 

spend most of their time using the processor; I/O-bound processes spend most  of 

their time waiting for external resources (e.g., printers, disk drives, network connec• 

tions, etc.) to service their requests, and only nominal time using processors. 

A scheduling discipline might also consider whether a process is batch or 

interactive. A batch process contains work for the system to perform without inter• 

acting with the user. An interactive process requires frequent inputs from the user. The 

system should provide good response times to an interactive process, whereas a batch 

process generally can suffer reasonable delays. Similarly, a scheduling disci- pline should 

be sensitive to the urgency of a process. An overnight batch process 
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does not require immediate responses. A real-time process control system that monitors a 

gasoline refinery must be responsive, possibly to prevent an explosion. 

When the second edition of this book was published, users interacted with 

processes by issuing trivial requests using a keyboard. In this environment, a sched• 

uler could favor an interactive process with little effect on other processes, because the 

time required to service interactive processes (e.g., by displaying text) was nom- inal. 

AS computers became more powerful, system designers and application pro- 

grammers included features such as graphics and GUIs to improve user- friendliness. 

Although some systems still use text-based interfaces, most of today's users interact 

via GUIs, using a mouse to perform actions such as opening, resizing, dragging and 

closing windows. Users expect systems to  respond  quickly  so  that these actions 

produce smooth movement. Unlike text display, this can be a compu- tationally 

intensive task requiring the system to redraw the screen many times per second. 

Favoring these interactive processes can significantly reduce the level of service 

provided to other processes in the system. In the case of a batch process, this 

temporary reduction in service may be acceptable, though perhaps not for  pro- cesses 

that execute in real time (e.g., multimedia applications). 

In a system that employs priorities, the scheduler should favor processes with 



higher priorities. Schedulers can base their decisions on how frequently a higher 

priority process has preempted a lower-priority one. Under some disciplines, fre- 

quently preempted processes receive less favored treatment. This is because the 

process's short runtime before preemption does  not justify  the  overhead incurred by 

a context switch each time the process is dispatched. One can argue to the con• trary 

that such processes should receive more favored treatment to make up for previous 

"mistreatment." 

Preemptive scheduling policies often maintain information  about how much real 

execution time each process has received. Some designers believe  a  process  that has 

received little execution time should be favored. Others believe a process  that has 

received much execution time could be near completion and should be favored to help 

it reach completion, free its resources for other processes to use and exit the system as  

soon as possible. Similarly, a scheduler may maintain an  estimate of how much time 

remains before a process completes. It is easy to prove that aver• age waiting times can 

be minimized by running those processes first that require the minimum runtime until 

completion. Unfortunately, a system rarely knows exactly how much more time each 

process needs to complete. 

 
 

 

 

 

Scheduling Algorithms 
In previous sections we discussed scheduling policies, which specify the goal of the 

scheduler (e.g., maximizing throughput or enforcing priorities). In the subsections 

that follow we discuss scheduling algorithms that determine at runtime which pro- 

cess runs next. These algorithms decide when and for how long each process runs; 

they make choices about preemptibility, priorities, running time, time-to-comple- 

tion, fairness and other process characteristics. As we will see, some systems require 

the use of a particular type of scheduler (e.g., real-time systems typically require 

preemptive, priority-based schedulers). Others rely on process behavior when mak• 

ing scheduler decisions (e.g., favoring I/O-bound processes). 

 

 

8.6.1 First-In-First-Out (FIFO) Scheduling 
Perhaps the simplest scheduling algorithm is first-in-first-out (FIFO), also called first-

come-first-served (FCFS) (Fig. 8.2). Processes  are  dispatched  according  to their 

arrival time at the ready queue. FIFO is nonpreemptive — once a process has a 

processor, the process runs to completion. FIFO is fair in that it schedules processes 

according to their arrival times, so all processes are treated equally, but somewhat 

unfair because long processes make short processes wait, and unimportant pro- 

cesses make important processes wait. FIFO is not useful in scheduling interactive 

processes because it cannot guarantee short response times. 

FIFO is rarely used as a master scheme in today's systems, but it is often found 

within other schemes. For example, many scheduling schemes dispatch processes 

according to priority, but processes with the same priority are dispatched in FIFO order. 

 

 

 
Figure 8.2 | First-in-first out scheduling. 
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8.6.2 Round-Robin (RR) Scheduling 
In round-robin (RR) scheduling (Fig. 8.3), processes are dispatched FIFO but are 

given a limited amount of processor time called a time slice or a quantum.
8
 If a pro- 

cess does not complete before its quantum expires, the system preempts it and gives 

the processor to the next waiting process. The system then places the preempted 

process at the back of the ready queue. In Fig. 8.3, process P1 is dispatched to a pro• 

cessor, where it executes either until completion, in which case  it  exits the system, 

or until its time slice expires, at which point it is preempted and placed at the tail of 

the ready queue. The scheduler then dispatches process P2. 

Round-robin is effective for interactive environments in which the  system 

needs to guarantee reasonable response times. The system can minimize preemp- 

tion overhead through efficient context-switching mechanisms and by keeping wait- 

ing processes in main memory. 

Like FIFO, round-robin is commonly found within more sophisticated proces- 

sor scheduling algorithms but is rarely the master scheme. As we will see through• 

out this section, many more sophisticated scheduling  algorithms  degenerate  to 

either FIFO or round-robin when all processes have the same priority. For this rea• 

son, FIFO and round-robin are two of the three scheduling algorithms required by the 

POSIX specification for real-time systems (we discuss real-time scheduling in Section 

8.9, Real-Time Scheduling).
9
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8.3 | Round-robin Scheduling. 
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Selfish Round-Robin 
Kleinrock discussed a variant of round-robin called selfish round-robin (SRR) that 

uses aging to gradually increase process priorities over time.
10

 In this  scheme, as 

each process enters the system, it first resides in a holding queue, where it ages until 

the its priority reaches the level of processes in the active queue. At this point, it is 

placed in the active queue and scheduled round-robin with other processes in the 

queue. The scheduler dispatches only processes in the active queue, meaning that 

older processes are favored over those that have just entered the system. 

In SRR. a process's priority increases at a rate a while  in the holding queue,  

and at a rate b, where b ≤ a , in the active queue. When b < a, processes in the hold 

ing queue age at a higher rate than those in the active queue, so they will eventually 

enter the active  queue and  contend for the processor. Tuning  the parameters a  and 

b impacts how a process's age affects  average latency and throughput. For example, 

as a becomes much larger than b, then processes that enter the system will spend lit 



tle, if any, time in the holding queue. If b << a, then processes spend an insignificant 

amount of time in the holding queue, so SRR degenerates to round-robin. If b = a, 

every process in the system ages at the same rate, so SRR degenerates to FIFO. 

Exercise 8.23 investigates some properties of the SRR scheme. 

 

Quantum Size 

Determination of quantum size, q, is critical to the effective operation of a  com  

puter system with preemptive scheduling.
11

 Should the quantum be large or small? 

Should it  be fixed  or variable?  Should it be  the same for all processes, or should  it  

be determined separately for each process? 

First, let us consider the behavior of the system as the quantum gets either 

extremely large or extremely small. As the quantum gets large, processes tend to 

receive as much time as they need to complete, so the round-robin scheme degener 

ates to FIFO. As the quantum gets small, context-switching overhead dominates; 

performance eventually degrades to the point that the system  spends  most  of its 

time context switching with little, if any, useful work accomplished. 

Just where between zero and infinity should the quantum be set? Consider the 

following experiment. Suppose a circular dial is marked with values between q = 0 

and q = c, where c is an extremely large value. We begin with the dial positioned at 

zero. As we turn the dial, the quantum for the system increases. Assume that the 

system is operational and there are many interactive processes.  As  we  initially 

rotate the dial, the quantum sizes are near zero, and the context-switching overhead 

consumes most of the processor's cycles. The interactive users experience a sluggish 

system with poor response times. As we increase the quantum, response times 

improve. The percentage of processor consumed by overhead is small enough that 

the processes receive some processor service, but response times are still not as  fast 

as each user might prefer. 

As we turn the dial more, response times continue to improve. Eventually, we 

reach a quantum size for which most of the interactive processes receive promt 
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responses from the system, but it is still not clear if the quantum setting is optimal. 

We turn the dial a bit further, and response times become slightly better. As we con- 

tinue to turn the dial, response times start to become sluggish again. The quantum, 

as it gets larger, eventually becomes large enough for each process to run to com- 

pletion upon receiving the processor. The scheduling is degenerating to FIFO, in 

which longer processes make shorter ones wait, and the average waiting time 

increases as the longer processes run to completion before yielding the processor. 

Consider the supposedly optimal value of the quantum that yielded good 

response times. It is a small fraction of a second. Just what does this quantum repre• 

sent? It is large enough so that the vast majority of interactive requests require less 

time than the duration of the quantum. When an interactive process begins execut- 

ing. it normally uses the processor only briefly—just long enough to generate an I/O 

request, then block—at which point the process then yields the  processor to  the  

next process. The quantum is larger than this compute-until-I/O time. Each time a 

process obtains the processor, there is great likelihood that the  process  will  run 

until it generates an I/O request. This maximizes I/O utilization and provides rela• 

tively rapid response times for interactive processes. It does so with minimal impact 

to processor-bound processes, which continue to get the lion's share of processor 

time because I/O-bound processes block soon after executing. 

Just what is the optimal quantum in actual seconds? Clearly, the size varies from 

system to system and under different loads. It also varies from process to process, but 

our particular experiment is not geared to measuring differences in processes. 



In Linux, the default quantum assigned to a process is 100ms, but can vary from 

10 to 200ms, depending on process priority and behavior. High-priority and I/O- 

bound processes receive a larger quantum than low-priority and processor-bound 

processes.
12

 In Windows XP, the default quantum assigned to a process is an architec• 

ture-specific value equalling 20ms on most systems. This value can vary depending on 

whether the process executes in the foreground or background of the GUI.
13

 

When all processes are processor bound, the additional overhead  detracts 

from system performance. However, even  when  only  processor-bound  processes 

are active, preemption still is useful. For example, consider that processor-bound 

processes could be controlling a real-time, mission critical system—it would be dev• 

astating if a process entered an infinite loop or even a phase in which it demanded 

more processor time than expected. More simply, many processor-bound systems 

support occasional interactive processes, so preemption is needed to ensure that 

arriving interactive processes receive good response times. 

 

 

8.6.3 Shortest-Process-First (SPF) Scheduling 
Shortest-process-first (SPF) is a nonpreemptive scheduling discipline in which the 

scheduler selects the waiting process with the smallest estimated run-time-to-com• 

pletion. SPF reduces average waiting time over FIFO.
14

 The waiting times, however, 

have a larger variance (i.e., are more unpredictable) than FIFO, especially for large 

processes. 

SPF favors short processes at the expense of longer ones. Many designers 

advocate that the shorter the process, the better the service it should receive. Other 

designers disagree, because this strategy does not incorporate priorities (as mea• 

sured by the importance of a process). Interactive processes, in  particular, tend  to 

be "shorter" than processor-bound processes, so this discipline would seem to still 

provide good interactive response times. The problem is that it is  nonpreemptive, 

so, in general, arriving interactive processes will not receive prompt service. 

SPF selects processes for service in a manner ensuring the next one will com- plete 

and leave the system as soon as possible. This tends to reduce the number of waiting 

processes and also the number of processes waiting behind large processes. As a result, 

SPF can minimize the average waiting time of processes as they pass through the system. 

A key problem with SPF is that it requires precise knowledge of how long a 

process will run, and this information usually is not available. Therefore, SPF must rely 

on user- or system-supplied run-time estimates. In production environments where the 

same processes run regularly, the system may be able to maintain reason• able runtime 

heuristics. In development environments, however, the user rarely knows how long a 

process will execute. 

Another problem with relying on user process duration estimates is that users may 

supply small (perhaps inaccurate) estimates so that the system will give their programs 

higher priority. However, the scheduler can be designed to remove this temptation. For 

example, if a process runs longer than estimated, the system could terminate it and 

reduce the priority of that user's other processes, even invoking penalties. A second 

method is to run the process for the estimated time plus a small percentage extra, then 

"shelve" it (i.e., preserve it in its current form) so that the system may restart it at a later 

time.
15

 

SPF derives from a discipline called short job first (SJF), which might have 

worked well scheduling jobs in factories but clearly is inappropriate for low-level 

scheduling in operating systems. SPF, like FIFO, is nonpreemptive and thus not suitable 

for environments in which reasonable response times must be guaranteed. 
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8.6.4 Highest-Response-Ratio-Next (HRRN) Scheduling 
Brinch Hansen developed the highest-response-ratio-next (HRRN) policy that cor• 

rects some of the weaknesses in SPF, particularly the excessive bias against longer 

processes and the excessive favoritism toward short processes. HRRN is a nonpre- 

emptive scheduling discipline in which each process's priority is a  function not only 

of its service time but also of its time spent waiting for service.
16

 Once a process 

obtains it, the process runs to completion. HRRN calculates dynamic priorities 

according to the formula 

Because the service time appears in the denominator,  shorter  processes 

receive preference. However, because the waiting time appears in the numerator, 

longer processes that have been waiting will also be given favorable treatment. This 

technique is similar to aging and prevents the scheduler from indefinitely postpon- 

ing processes. 
 

8.6.5 Shortest-Remaining-Time (SRT) Scheduling 
Shortest-remaining-time (SRT) scheduling is the preemptive counterpart of SPF that 

attempts to increase throughput by servicing small arriving processes. SRT was effec• 

tive for job-processing systems that received a stream of incoming jobs, but it is no 

longer useful in most of today's operating systems. In SRT, the scheduler selects the 

process with the smallest estimated run-time-to-completion. In SPF, once a process 

begins executing, it runs to completion. In SRT, a newly arriving process with a shorter 

estimated run-time preempts a running process with a longer run-time-to-completion. 

Again, SRT requires estimates of future process behavior to be effective, and the 

designer must account for potential user abuse of this system scheduling strategy. 
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The algorithm must maintain information about the elapsed  service  time of 

the running process and perform occasional preemptions. Newly arriving processes 

with short run-times execute almost immediately. Longer processes, however, have 

an even longer mean waiting time and variance of waiting times than in SPF. These 

factors contribute to a larger overhead in SRT than SPF. 

The SRT algorithm offers minimum wait times in theory, but in certain situa• 

tions, due to preemption overhead, SPF might perform better. For example, con- 

sider a system in which a running process is almost complete and a new process with  

a small estimated service time arrives. Should the running process be preempted? 

The SRT discipline would perform the preemption, but this may not be the optimal 

choice. One solution is to guarantee that a running process is no longer preemptible 

when its remaining run time reaches a low-end threshold. 

A similar problem arises when a newly arriving process requires slightly less 

time to complete than the running process. Although the algorithm would correctly 

preempt the running process, this may not be the optimal policy. For example, if the 

preemption overhead is greater than the difference in  service  times  between the 

two processes, preemption results in poorer performance. 

As these examples illustrate, the operating systems designer must carefully weigh 

the overhead of resource-management mechanisms against the anticipated benefits. Also 

we see that relatively simple scheduling policies can yield poor per• formance for subtle 

reasons. 

 

 



Multilevel Feedback Queues 
When a process obtains a processor, especially when the process has not as yet had a 

chance to establish a behavior pattern (e.g., how long it typically runs before generat• 

ing an I/O request, or which portions of memory the process is currently favoring), the 

scheduler cannot determine the precise amount of processor time the process will 

require. I/O-bound processes normally use the processor only briefly before  generat• 

ing an I/O request. Processor-bound processes might use the processor for hours at a 

time if the system makes it available on a nonpreemptible basis. A scheduling algo• 

rithm should typically favor short processes, favor I/O-bound processes to get good I/O 

device utilization and good interactive response times and  should  determine  the 

nature of a process as quickly as possible and schedule the process accordingly. 
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Multilevel feedback queues (Fig. 8.4) help accomplish these goals.
17

 A new pro• 

cess enters the queuing network at the tail of the highest queue. The  process 

progresses through that queue in FIFO order until the process obtains a processor. If 

the process completes its execution, or if it relinquishes the processor to wait for I/O 

completion or the completion of some other event, exits the queuing network. If a 

process's quantum expires before the process voluntarily relinquishes the processor, 

the system places the process at the tail of the next lower-level queue. As long as the 

process uses the full quantum provided at each level, it  continues to move to  the tail 

of the next lower queue. Usually there is some bottom-level queue through which the 

 

 
 

 



Figure 8.4 | Multilevel feedback queues. 
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process circulates round-robin until it completes. The process that next gets a proces• sor 

is the one at the head of the highest nonempty queue in the multilevel feedback queue. A 

running process is preempted by one arriving in a higher queue. 

In this system, a process in a lower queue can suffer indefinite postponement,  

if a higher queue always contains at least one process. This can occur in systems that 

have a high rate of incoming processes to be serviced, or in which there are several 

I/O-bound processes consuming their quanta. 

In many multilevel feedback schemes, the scheduler increases a process's 

quantum size as the process moves to each lower-level queue. Thus, the longer a 

process has been in the queuing network, the larger the quantum it receives each  

time it obtains the processor. We will soon see why this is appropriate. 

Let us examine the treatment that processes receive by considering how this 

discipline responds to different process types. Multilevel feedback queues favor I/O- 

bound processes and other processes that need only small bursts of processor time, 

because they enter the network with high priority and obtain a processor quickly. The 

discipline chooses for the first queue a quantum large enough so  that the vast major• 

ity of I/O-bound processes (and interactive processes) issue  an  I/O  request before 

that quantum expires. When a process requests I/O, it leaves the queuing network, 

having received the desired favored treatment. The process reenters  the  network 

when it next becomes ready. 

Now consider a processor-bound process. The process enters the network with 

high priority, and the system places it in the highest-level queue. At this point the 

queuing network does not "know" whether the process is processor bound or I/O 

bound—the network's goal is to decide this quickly. The process obtains the proces• 

sor quickly, uses its full quantum, its quantum expires, and the scheduler moves the 

process to the next lower queue. Now the process has a lower priority, and incoming 

processes obtain the processor first. This means that interactive processes will still 

continue to receive good response times, even as many processor-bound processes 

sink lower in the queuing network. Eventually, the processor-bound process does 

obtain the processor, receives a larger quantum than in the highest queue and again 

uses its full quantum. The scheduler then places the process at the tail of the next- 

lower queue. The process continues moving to lower queues, waits longer between 

time slices and uses its full quantum each time it gets the processor (unless pre• 

empted by an arriving process). Eventually, the processor-bound process arrives at 

the lowest-level queue, where it circulates round-robin with other processor-bound 

processes until it completes. 

Multilevel feedback queues are therefore ideal for separating processes into 

categories based on their need for the processor. When a process exits the queuing 

network, it can be "stamped" with the identity of the lowest-level queue in which it 

resided. When the process reenters the queuing network, the system can place it 

directly in the queue in which it last completed operation—the scheduler here is 

employing the heuristic that a process's recent-past behavior is a good  indicator of 

its near-future behavior. This technique allows the scheduler to avoid placing a 
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returning processor-bound process into the higher-level queues, where it would interfere 

with service to high-priority short processes or to I/O-bound processes. 

Unfortunately, if the scheduler always places a returning process in the lowest 

queue it occupied the last time it was in the system, the scheduler is unable  to respond 

to changes in a process's behavior (e.g., the process may be transitioning from being 

processor bound to being I/O bound). The scheduler can solve this problem by 

recording not only the identity of the lowest-level queue in which the process resided, 

but also the amount of its quantum that was unused during its last execution. If the 

process consumes its entire quantum, then it is placed in a lower- level queue (if one is 

available). If the process issues an I/O request before its quan• tum expires, it can be 

placed in a higher-level queue. If the process is entering a new phase in which it will 

change from being processor bound to I/O bound, initially it may experience some 

sluggishness as the system determines that its nature is chang• ing, but the scheduling 

algorithm will respond to this change. 

Another way to make the system responsive to changes in a process's behav- ior 

is to allow the process to move up one level in  the feedback queuing network each 

time it voluntarily relinquishes the processor before its quantum expires. Simi• larly, 

the scheduler—when assigning a priority—can consider the time a process has spent 

waiting for service. The scheduler can age the process by promoting it and placing it in 

the next higher queue after it has spent  a  certain amount of time wait• ing for service. 

One common variation of the multilevel feedback queuing mechanism is to 

have a process circulate round-robin several times through each queue before it 

moves to the next lower queue. Also, the number of cycles through each queue may 

be increased as the process moves to the next lower queue. This variation attempts 

to further refine the service that the scheduler provides to I/O-bound versus proces• 

sor-bound processes. 

Multilevel feedback queuing is a good example of an  adaptive  mechanism,  i.e., 

one that responds to the changing behavior of the system it controls.
18,

 
19

 Adap• tive 

mechanisms generally require more overhead than nonadaptive ones, but the 

resulting sensitivity to changes in the system makes the system more responsive and 

helps justify the increased overhead. As we discuss in Section 20.5.2, Process Sched• 

uling, the Linux process scheduler employs an adaptive mechanism borrowing from 

multilevel feedback queues. [Note: In the literature, the terms "process scheduling" 

and "processor scheduling" have been used equivalently] 
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increases, many processes can execute and issue I/Os before their quanta expire, resulting in 

effective use of both processor time and I/O devices. 2) In today's computers, many applica• tions 

can be both computationally intensive and I/O bound. For example, a streaming video player must 

perform I/O to retrieve video clip data from a remote server, then must perform computationally 

intensive operations to decode and display the video images. Similarly, an interactive game such as 

a flight simulator must respond to user input (e.g., joystick move• ments) while rendering 

complicated 3D scenes. Adaptive mechanisms enable the system to provide alternate responses to 

these processes as they alternate between I/O-bound and pro• cessor-bound behavior. 

 

 

8.6.6 Fair Share Scheduling 
Systems generally support various sets of related processes. For example, UNIX (and 

other multiuser) systems group processes that belong to an individual user. Fair share 

scheduling (FSS) supports scheduling across such sets of processes.
20,
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  Fair share 

scheduling enables a system to ensure fairness across groups of processes by restricting 



each group to a certain subset of the system resources. In the UNIX envi• ronment, for 

example, FSS was developed specifically to "give a pre-specified rate of system 

resources ... to a related set of users."
24

 

Let us consider an example in which fair share scheduling would be useful. 

Imagine a research group whose members all share one multiuser system. They are 

divided into two groups. The principal investigators —of which there are few—use the 

system to perform important, computationally intensive work such as running 

simulations. The research assistants—of which there are many—use the system for less 

intensive work such as aggregating data and printing results. Now imagine that many 

research assistants and only one principal investigator are using the  system. The 

research assistants may consume a majority of the processor time, to the detri• ment 

of the principal investigator, who must perform the more important work. However, 

if the system allowed the research assistants group to use only 25 percent  of the 

processor time and allowed the principal investigators group to use 75 per• cent, the 

principal investigator would not suffer such service degradation. In  this way, fair 

share scheduling ensures that the performance of a process is affected only by the 

population of its process group, and not by the user population as a whole. 

Let us investigate how fair share scheduling operates in a UNIX system. Nor• 

mally, UNIX considers resource-consumption rates across all processes (Fig. 8.5). 

Under FSS, however, the system apportions the resources to various fair share 

groups (Fig. 8.6). It distributes resources not used by one fair share group to  other  

fair share groups in proportion to their relative needs. 

UNIX commands establish fair share groups and associate specific users with 

them.
25

 For the purpose of this discussion, assume that UNIX uses a priority round- robin 

process scheduler.
26

 Each process has a priority, and the scheduler associates processes of 

a given priority with a priority queue for that value. The process sched- uler selects the 

ready process at the head of the highest-priority queue. Processes 
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Figure 8.5 | Standard UNIX process scheduler. The scheduler grants the processor to 

users, each of whom may have many processes. (Property of AT&T Archives. 

Reprinted with permission f AT&T)
27

 

 

within a given priority are scheduled round-robin. A process requiring further ser- vice 

after being preempted receives a lower priority. Kernel priorities are high and apply to 

processes executing in the kernel; user priorities are lower. Disk events receive higher 

priority than terminal events. The scheduler assigns the user priority as the ratio of 



recent processor usage to elapsed real time; the lower  the elapsed time, the higher the 

priority. 

The fair share groups are prioritized by how close they are to achieving their 

specified resource-utilization goals. Groups doing poorly receive higher priority; groups 

doing well, lower priority. 
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Figure  8.6 | Fair share scheduler. The fair share scheduler divides system resource 

capacity into portions, which are then allocated by process schedulers assigned to 

various fair share groups. (Property of AT&T Archives. Reprinted with permission of 

AT&T)
28

 

 
8.7 Deadline Scheduling 

In deadline scheduling, certain processes are scheduled to be completed by a spe• 

cific time or deadline. These processes may have high value if delivered on time and 

little or no value otherwise.
29,

 
30,

 
31

 

Deadline scheduling is complex. First, the user must supply the precise  

resource requirements in advance to ensure that the process is completed by its 

deadline. Such information is rarely available. Second, the  system  should  execute 

the deadline process without severely degrading service to other users. Also, the 

system must carefully plan its resource requirements through to the deadline. This 

may be difficult, because new processes may arrive, making unpredictable demands. 

Finally, if many deadline processes are active at once, scheduling could become 

extremely complex. 

The intensive resource management that deadline scheduling requires may generate 

substantial overhead (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Inten• sity of 

Resource Management vs. Relative Resource Value). Net consumption of system 

resources may be high, degrading service to other processes. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory Organization 

Historically, main memory has been viewed as a relatively expensive resource. As 

such, systems designers have attempted to optimize its use. Although its cost has 

declined phenomenally over the decades (roughly according to Moore's Law, as 

discussed in Chapter 2; see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, There Are No 

Upper Limits to Processing Power, Memory, Storage and Bandwidth), main mem- 

ory is still relatively expensive compared to secondary storage. Also, today's operat- 

ing systems and applications require ever more substantial quantities (Fig. 9.1). For 

example, Microsoft recommends 256MB of main memory to efficiently run Win- dows 

XP Professional. 

We (as operating system designers) view main memory in terms of memory 

organization. Do we place only a single process in main memory, or do we place several 

processes in memory at once (i.e., do we implement multiprogramming)? If main 

memory contains several processes simultaneously, do we give each the same amount of 

space, or do we divide main memory into portions (called partitions) of different sizes? 

Do define partitions rigidly for extended periods, or dynamically, allowing the system to 

adapt quickly to changes in the needs of processes? Do we require that processes run in a 

specific partition, or anywhere they will fit? Do we require the system to place each 

process in one contiguous block of memory loca- 

tions, or allow it to divide processes into separate blocks and place them in any 

available slots in main memory? Systems have been based on each of  these 

schemes. This chapter discusses how each scheme is implemented. 

Memory Management  
 

Minimum 
Memory 

 
Recommended 

Operating System Release Date Requirement Memory 

Windows 1.0 November 1985 256KB  

Windows 2.03 November 1987 320KB  

Windows 3.0 March 1990 896KB 1MB 

Winndows 3.1 April 1992 2.6MB 4MB 

Windows 95 August 1995 8MB 16MB 

Windows NT 4.0 August 1996 32MB 96MB 

Windows 98 June 1998 24MB 64MB 

Windows ME September 2000 32MB 128MB 

Windows 2000 Professional February 2000 64MB 128MB 

Windows XP Home October 2001 64MB 128MB 

  Windows XP Professional  October 2001 128MB 256MB 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9.1 | Microsoft Windows operating system memory requirements.
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The memory manager is an operating system component concerned with the 

system's memory organization scheme and memory management strategies. The 

memory manager determines how available memory space is allocated to processes 

and how to respond to changes in a process's memory usage. It also interacts with 

special-purpose memory management hardware (if any is available) to improve 

performance. In this and the next two chapters, we describe several different mem 

ory management and organization strategies. 

Each memory management strategy differs in how it answers certain ques 

tions. When does the strategy retrieve a new program and its data to place in mem 

ory? Does the strategy retrieve the program and its data when the system 

specifically asks for it, or does the strategy attempt to anticipate the  system's 

requests? Where in main memory does the strategy place the next program to  be 

run and that program's data? Does it minimize wasted space by packing programs 

and data as tightly as possible into available memory areas, or does it minimize exe 

cution time, placing programs and data as quickly as possible? 

If a new program or new data must be placed in main memory and if main 

memory is currently full, which programs or data already in memory does the strat 

egy replace? Should it replace those that are oldest, those that are used least fre 

quently, or those that were used least recently? Systems have been implemented 

using these and other memory management strategies. 

 
 

 

 

Memory Hierarchy 
In the 1950s and 1960s, main memory was extremely expensive —as much as one 

dollar per bit! To put that in perspective, Windows XP Professional's recommended 

256MB of memory would have cost over 2 billion dollars! Designers made careful 

decisions about how much main memory to place in a computer system. An instal- 

lation could buy no more than it could afford but had to buy enough to support the 

operating system and a given number of processes. The goal was to buy the mini- mum 

amount that could adequately support the anticipated workloads within the economic 

constraints of the installation. 

Programs and data must be in main memory before the system can execute or 

reference them. Those that the system does not need immediately may be kept in sec- 

ondary storage until needed, then brought into main memory for execution or refer 

ence. Secondary storage media, such as tape or disk, are generally far less costly per 

bit than main memory and have much greater capacity. However, main memory may 

generally be accessed much faster than secondary storage—in today's systems, disk 

data transfer may be six orders of magnitude slower than that of main memory.
6,
 
7
 



The memory hierarchy contains levels characterized by the speed and cost of 

memory in each level. Systems move programs and data back and forth  between  

the various levels.
8,
 
9
 This shuttling can consume system resources, such as processor 

time, that could otherwise be put to productive use. To increase efficiency, current 

systems include hardware units called memory controllers that perform memory 

transfer operations with virtually no computational overhead. As a result, systems 

that exploit the memory hierarchy benefit from lower costs and enlarged capacity. 

In the 1960s, it became clear that the memory hierarchy could achieve dramatic 

improvements in performance and utilization by adding one higher level.
10,

 
11

 This 

additional level, called cache, is much faster than main memory and is  typically located 

on each processor in today's systems.
12,

 
13

 A processor may reference pro- grams and 

data directly from its cache. Cache memory is extremely expensive com- pared to main 

memory, and therefore only relatively small caches are used. Figure 9.2 shows the 

relationship between cache, primary memory and secondary storage. 

Cache memory imposes one more level of data transfer on the system. Pro- 

grams in main memory are transferred to the cache before being executed—execut- 

ing programs from cache is much faster than from main memory. Because many 

processes that access data and instructions once are likely to access them again in  

the future (a phenomenon known as temporal locality), even a relatively small 
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Figure 9.2 | Hierarchical memory organization 

cache can significantly increase performance (when compared to running programs in a 

system without cache). Some systems use several levels of cache. 

 
 

9.5 Memory Management Strategies 
Memory management strategies are designed to obtain the best possible use  of  

main memory. They are divided into: 

1. Fetch strategies 

2. Placement strategies 

3. Replacement strategies 

Fetch strategies determine when to move the next piece of a program or  data 

to main memory from secondary storage. We divide them into two types—demand 
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fetch strategies and anticipatory fetch strategies. For many years, the conventional 

wisdom has been to employ a demand fetch strategy, in which the system places the 

next piece of program or data in main memory when a running program  references  

it. Designers believed that because we cannot in general predict the paths of execu- 

tion that programs will take, the overhead involved in making guesses would far 

exceed expected benefits. Today, however, many systems have increased perfor- 

mance by employing anticipatory fetch strategies, which attempt to load a piece of 

program or data into memory before it is referenced. 

Placement strategies determine where in main memory the system  should place 

incoming program or data pieces.
14

-
15

 In this chapter we consider the first-fit, best-fit, 

and worst-fit memory placement strategies. When we discuss paged virtual memory 

systems in Chapters 10 and 11, we will see that program and data can be divided into 

fixed-size pieces called pages that can be placed in any available "page frame." In these 

types of systems, placement strategies are trivial. 

When memory is too full to accommodate a new program, the system must remove 

some (or all) of a program or data that currently resides in memory. The system's 

replacement strategy determines which piece to remove. 

9.6 Contiguous vs. Noncontigues Memory Allocation 

 

 
To execute a program in early computer systems, the system operator or the operat- 

ing system had to find enough contiguous main memory to accommodate the entire 

program. If the program was larger than the available  memory, the  system  could  

not execute it. In this chapter, we discuss the early use of this method, known as 

contiguous memory allocation, and some problems it entailed. When researchers 

attempted to solve these problems, it became clear that systems might benefit from 

noncontiguous memory allocation.
16

 

In noncontiguous memory allocation, a program is divided into blocks or seg- 

ments that the system may place in nonadjacent slots in main memory. This allows 

making use of holes (unused gaps) in memory that would be too small  to hold 

whole programs. Although the operating system thereby incurs more overhead, this 
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can be certified by the increase in the level of multiprogramming (i.e., the number of 

processes that can occupy main memory at once). In this chapter we present the 

techniques that led to noncontiguous physical memory allocation. In the next two 

chapters we discuss the virtual memory organization techniques of paging and seg- 

mentation, each of which requires noncontiguous memory allocation. 
 

9.7 Single-User Contiguous Memory Allocation 
Early computer systems allowed only one person at a time to use a machine. All the 

machine's resources were dedicated to that user. Billing was straightforward—the user 

was charged for all the resources whether or not the user's job required them. In fact, the 

normal billing mechanisms were based on wall clock time. The system opera- tor gave 

the user the machine for some time interval and charged a flat hourly rate. 

Figure 9.3 illustrates the memory organization for a typical single-user contig- uous 

memory allocation system. Originally, there were no operating systems—the 

programmer wrote all the code necessary to implement a particular application, including 



the highly detailed machine-level input/output instructions. Soon, system 

 

 

 
Figure 9.3 | Single-user contiguous memory allocation. 
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designers consolidated input/output coding that  implemented basic  functions  into 

an input/output control system (IOCS).
17

 The programmer called IOCS routines  to 

do the work instead of having to "reinvent the wheel" for each program. The IOCS 

greatly simplified and expedited the coding process. The implementation of input/ 

output control systems may have been the beginning  of today's concept of operat- 

ing systems. 

 
 

9.7.1 Overlays 

We have discussed how contiguous memory allocation limited the size of programs 

that could execute on a system. One way in which a software designer could over- 

come the memory limitation was to create overlays, which allowed the system to 

execute programs larger than main memory. Figure 9.4 illustrates a typical overlay. 

The programmer divides the program into logical sections. When the program does 

not need the memory for one section, the system can replace some or all  of it  with the 

memory for a needed section.
18

 

Overlays enable programmers to "extend" main memory. However, manual overlay 

requires careful and time-consuming planning, and the programmer often 

 

 



 

 
Figure 9.4 | Overlay structure. 
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must have detailed knowledge of the system's memory organization. A program with a 

sophisticated overlay structure can be difficult to modify. Indeed, as pro- grams grew 

in complexity, by some estimates as much as 40 percent of program- ming expenes 

were for organizing overlays.
19

 It became clear that the operating system needed to 

insulate the programmer from complex memory management tasks such as overlays. 

As we will see in subsequent chapters, virtual memory sys- tems obviate the need for 

programmer-controlled overlays, in the same way that the IOCS freed the programmer 

from repetitive, low-level I/O manipulation. 

 

 

9.7.2 Protection in a Single-User System 

In single-user contiguous memory allocation systems, the question of protection is 

simple. How should the operating system be protected from destruction by the  

user's program? 

A process can interfere with the operating system's memory—either inten- 

tionally or inadvertently—by replacing some or all of  its  memory  contents  with 

other data. If it destroys the operating system, then the process cannot proceed. If the 

process attempts to access memory occupied by the operating system, the user  can 

detect the problem, terminate execution, possibly fix the problem and relaunch 

the program. 

Without protection, the process may alter the operating system in a more sub- 

the, nonfatal manner. For example, suppose the process accidentally changes certain 

input/output routines, causing the system to truncate all output records. The process 

could still run, but the results would be corrupted. If the user does not examine the 

results until the process completes, then the machine resource has been wasted. 

Worse yet, the damage to the operating system might cause outputs to be produced 

that the user cannot easily determine to be inaccurate. Clearly, the operating system 

must be protected from processes. 



Protection in single-user contiguous memory allocation systems can be imple- 

mented with a single boundary register built into the processor, as in Fig. 9.5, and 

which can be modified only by a privileged instruction. The boundary register con- 

tains the memory address at which the user's program begins. Each time a process 

references a memory address, the system determines if the request is for an address 

greater than or equal to that stored in the boundary register. If so, the system ser 

 the memory request. If not, then the program is trying to access the operating 
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Figure 9.5 | Memory protection with single-user contiguous memory allocation. 

 
system. The system intercepts the request and terminates the process with an appropriate 

error message. The hardware that checks boundary addresses operates quickly to avoid 

slowing instruction execution. 

Of course, the process must access the operating system from time to time to 

obtain services such as input/output. Several system calls (also called supervisor calls) 

are provided that may be used to request services from the operating system. When a 

process issues a system call (e.g., to write data to a disk), the system detects the  call 

and switches from the user mode to the kernel mode (or executive mode) of execu- 

tion. In kernel mode, the processor may execute operating system instructions and 

access data to perform tasks on behalf of the process. After the system has performed 

the requested task, it switches back to user mode and returns control to the process.
20

 

The single boundary register represents a simple protection mechanism. As 

operating systems have become more complex, designers have implemented more 

sophisticated mechanisms to protect the operating system from processes and to 

protect processes from one another. We discuss these mechanisms in detail later. 

 



 

 

 



 

 
9.7.3 Single-Stream Batch ProcessingEarly single-user real memory systems 

were dedicated to one job for more than the job's execution time. Jobs generally 

required considerable setup time during which the operating system was loaded, 

tapes and disk packs were mounted, appropriate formsplaced in the printer, time 

cards "punched in," and so on. When jobs com- pleted, they required 

considerable teardown time as tapes and disk packs were removed, forms 

removed, time cards "punched out." During job setup and tear- 

down the computer sat idle. 

Designers realized that if they could automate various aspects of job-to-job 

transition, they could reduce considerably the amount of time wasted between jobs. This 

led to the development of batch-processing systems (see the Operating Sys- tems 

Thinking feature, Change Is the Rule Rather Than the Exception). In single- stream 

batch processing, jobs are grouped in batches by loading them consecutively onto tape or 

disk. A job stream processor reads the job control language statements (that define 

each job) and facilitates the setup of the next job. It issues directives to the system 

operator and performs many functions that the operator previously per- 

formed manually. When the current job terminates, the job stream reader reads in the 

control-language statements for the next job and performs appropriate house- 

keeping chores to facilitate the transition to the next job. Batch-processing systems greatly 

improved resource utilization and helped demonstrate the real value of operating systems 

and intensive resource management. Single-stream batch-pro- 

cessing systems were the state of the art in the early 1960s. 

 
 
 

Fixed-Partition Multiprogramming 

Even with batch-processing operating systems, single-user systems still waste a 

considerable amount of the computing resource (Fig. 9.6). A typical process would 

consume the processor time it needed to generate an input/output request; the pro- 

cess could not continue until the I/O finished. Because I/O speeds were extremely 

slow compared with processor speeds (and still are), the processor was severely 

underutilized. 

Designers saw that they could further increase processor utilization by imple- 

menting multiprogramming systems, in which several users simultaneously compete for 

system resources. The process currently waiting for I/O yields the processor if another 

process is ready to do calculations. Thus, I/O operations and processor cal- culations can 

occur simultaneously. This greatly increases processor utilization and system throughput. 

To take maximum advantage of multiprogramming, several processes must reside 

in the computer's main memory at the same time. Thus, when one process requests 

input/output, the processor may switch to another process and continue to perform 

calculations without the delay associated with loading programs from sec- ondary 

storage. When this new process yields the processor, another may be ready 

 



 

 

Figure 9.6 | Procssor utilization on a single-user s y s t e m  . [Note: In many single- 

user jobs, I/O waits are much longer relative to processor utilization periods indicated 

in this diagram.] 
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to use it. Many multiprogramming schemes have been implemented, as discussed in 

this and the next several sections. 

The earliest multiprogramming systems used fixed-partition multiprogram 

ming.
21

 Under this scheme, the system divides main memory into a number of fixed- 

size partitions. Each partition holds a single job, and the system switches the proces 

sor rapidly between jobs to create the illusion of simultaneity.
22

 This technique 

enables the system to provide simple multiprogramming capabilities. Clearly, multi- 

programming normally requires more memory than does a single-user system. 

However, the improved resource use for the processor and the peripheral devices 

justifies the expense of the additional memory. 

In the earliest multiprogramming systems, the programmer translated a job 

using an absolute assembler or compiler (see Section 2.8, Compiling, Linking and 

loading). While this made the memory management system relatively straightfor- 

ward to implement, it meant that a job had its precise location in memory determined 

before it was launched and could run only in a specific partition (Fig. 9.7).This restric- 

tion led to wasted memory If a job was ready to run and the program's partition was 

occupied, then that job had to wait, even if other partitions were available. Figure 9.8 

shows an extreme example. All the jobs in the system must run in partition 3 (i.e., the 

prrograms' instructions all begin at address c). Because this partition currently is in 

use. all other jobs are forced to wait, even though the system has two other partitions 

in which the jobs could run (if they had been compiled for these partitions). 

To overcome the problem of memory waste, developers created relocating 

compilers, assemblers and loaders. These tools produce a relocatable program that 

can run in any available partition that  is  large  enough  to  hold  that  program 

(Fig. 9.9). This scheme eliminates some of the memory waste inherent in multipro- 
 

 



 

 
Figure 9.7 | Fixed-partition multiprogramming with absolute translation and 
loading. 
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Figure 9.8 | Memory waste under fixed-partition multiprogramming with absolute 

translation and loading. I 
 

 
 

 
Figure 9.9 | Fixed-partition multiprogramming with relocatable translation and 

loading. 
 

gramming with absolute translation and loading; however, relocating translators 

and loaders are more complex than their absolute counterparts. 

As memory organization increased in complexity, designers had to augment 

the protection schemes. In a single-user system, the system must protect only the 
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operating system from the user process. In a multiprogramming system, the system 

must protect the operating system from all user processes and protect each process 

from all the others. In contiguous-allocation multiprogramming systems, such as 

those discussed in this section, protection often is implemented with multiple 

boundary registers. The system can delimit each partition with two boundary regis- 

ters-- low and high, also called the base and limit registers (Fig. 9.10). When a pro- 
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Figure 9.10 | Memory protection in contiguous-allocation multiprogramming sys- 
tems. 
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cess issues a memory request, the system checks whether the requested address is 

greater than or equal to the process's low boundary register value and less than the 

process's high boundary register value (see the Anecdote, Compartmentalization). 

If so, the system honors the request; otherwise, the system terminates the program with 

an error message. As with single-user systems, multiprogramming systems pro- vide 

system calls that enable user programs to access operating system services. 

One problem prevalent in all memory organizations is that  of  fragmenta-  

tion —the phenomenon wherein the system cannot use certain areas of available 

main memory (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature, Spatial Resources and 

Fragmentation).
23

 Fixed-partition multiprogramming suffers from internal frag- 

mentation, which occurs when the size of a process's memory and data is smaller 

than that of the partition in which the process executes.
24

 (We discuss external frag- 

mentation in Section 9.9, Variable-Partition Multiprogramming.) 

Figure 9.11 illustrates the problem of internal fragmentation. The system's three 

user partitions are occupied, but each program is smaller than its correspond- ing 

partition. Consequently, the system may have enough main memory space in which to 

run another program but has no remaining partitions in which to run the program. 

Thus, some of the system's memory resources are wasted. In the next sec- tion we 

discuss another memory organization scheme that attempts to solve the problem of 

fixed partitions. We shall see that, although this scheme makes improve- ments, the 

system can still suffer from fragmentation. 
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Figure 9.11 | Internal fragmentation in a fixed-partition multiprogramming system. 

 

9.9 Variable-Partition Multiprogramming 
Fixed-partition multiprogramming imposes restrictions on a system that result in 

inefficient  resource use. For example, a partition may be too small to accommodate  a 

waiting process, or so large that the system loses considerable resources to inter- nal 

fragmentation. An obvious improvement, operating system designers decided, would 

be to allow a process to occupy only as much space as needed (up to the amount of 

available main memory). This scheme is called variable-partition multi- 

programming.
25
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9.9.1 Variable-Partition Characteristics 
Figure 9.12 shows how a system allocates memory under variable-partition multi- 

programming. We continue to discuss only contiguous-allocation schemes, where a 

process must occupy adjacent memory locations. The queue at the top of the figure 

contains available jobs and information about their memory requirements. The operating 

system makes no assumption about the size of a job (except that it does 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 9.12 | Initial partition assignments in variable partition programming 

 
not exceed the size of available main memory). The system progresses through the 

queue and places each job in memory, where there is available space, at which point it 

becomes a process. In Fig. 9.12, main memory can accommodate the first four jobs; we 

assume the free space that remains after the system has placed the job cor- responding 

to process P4 is less than 14KB (the size of the next available job). 

Variable-partition multiprogramming organizations do not suffer from inter- 

nal fragmentation, because a process's partition is exactly the size of the process. 

But every memory organization scheme involves some degree of waste. In variable 

partition multiprogramming, the waste does not become obvious until processes 

finish and leave holes in main memory, as shown in Fig. 9.13. The system can con- 

tinue to place new processes in these holes. However, as processes continue to com- 

plete, the holes get smaller, until every hole eventually becomes too small to hold a 

new process. This is called external fragmentation, where the sum of the holes is 
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Figure 9.13 | Memory "holes" in variable-partition multiprogramming. 

 
enough to accommodate another process, but the size of each hole is too small to 

accomodate any available process.
28

 

The system can take measures to reduce some of its external fragmentation. When 

a process in a variable-partition multiprogramming system terminates, the system can 

determine whether the newly freed memory area is adjacent to other free memory areas. 

The system then records in a free memory list either (1) that the system now has an 

additional hole or (2) that an existing hole has been enlarged 

(reflecting the merging of the existing hole and the new adjacent hole).
29

-
30

 The pro- 

(reflecting the merging adjacent holes to form a single, larger hole is called coalescing and 

is illustrated in Fig. 9.14. By coalescing holes, the system reclaims the largest possi- 

ble contiguous blocks of memory. 

Even as the operating system coalesces holes, the separate holes distributed 

throughout main memory rnay still constitute a significant amount of memory— enough 

in total to satisfy a process's memory requirements, although no individual 

hole is large enough to hold the process. 

Another technique for reducing external fragmentation is called memory 

compaction (Fig. 9.15), which relocates all occupied areas of memory to one end or the 

other of main memory.
31

 This leaves a single large free memory hole instead of the 

numerous small holes  common  in  variable-partition multiprogramming. Now all of 

the available free memory is contiguous, so that an available process can  run if its 

memory requirement is met by the single hole that results from compaction. 

Sometimes memory compaction is colorfully referred to as burping the memory. 

More conventionally, it is called garbage collection.
32

 



 

 

 
 

 
Figure 9.14 | Coalescing memory "holes" in variable partition multiprogramming 

 
 

 
Figure 9.15 | Memory compaction in variable-partition multiprogramming. 

Compaction is not without drawbacks. Compaction overhead consumes sys- 

tem resources that could otherwise be used productively. The system also must 

cease all other computation during compaction. This can result in erratic response 
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times for interactive users and could be devastating in real-time systems. Further- more, 

compaction must relocate the processes that currently occupy the main mem- ory. This 

means that the system must now maintain relocation information, which ordinary is lost 

when the system loads a program. With a normal, rapidly changing job mix, the system 

may compact frequently. The consumed system resources might 

not justify the benefits of compaction. 

 
 

9.9.2 Memory Placement Strategies 
In a variable-partition  multiprogramming system, the system  often  has  a choice as to 

which memory hole to allocate for an incoming process. The system's memory 

placement strategy determines where in main memory to place incoming programs and 

data.
33,
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35

 Three strategies frequently discussed in the literature are illus- 

trated in Fig. 9.16.
36

 

• First-fit strategy—The system places an  incoming job in  main memory in 
the first available hole that is large enough to hold it. First-fit has intuitive 
appeal in that it allows the system to make a placement decision quickly. 

• Best-fit strategy—The system places an incoming job in the hole in main 

memory in which it fits most tightly and which leaves the smallest amount  

of unused space. To many people, best fit is the  most intuitive strategy, but 

it requires the overhead of searching all of the holes in memory for the best 

fit and tends to leave many small, unusable holes. Note in Fig. 9.16 that we 

maintain the entries of the free memory list in ascending order; such  sort 

ing is relatively expensive. 

• Worst-fit strategy—At first this appears to be a whimsical choice.  Upon 

closer examination, though, worst-fit also has strong intuitive appeal. Worst 

fit says to place a job in main memory in the hole in which it fits worst (i.e.,  

in the largest possible hole). The intuitive appeal is simple: After the job is 

placed in this large hole, the remaining hole often is also  large  and  thus 

able to hold a relatively large new program. The worst-fit strategy also 

requires the overhead of finding the largest hole and tends to leave many 

small, unusable holes. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9.16 | First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit memory placement strategies. 
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A variation of first-fit, called the next-fit strategy, begins each search for an 

available hole at the point where the previous search ended.
37

 Exercise 9.20 at the 

end of this chapter examines the next-fit strategy in detail. 

 

 

9.10 Multiprogramming with Memory Swapping 

In all the multiprogramming schemes we have discussed in this chapter, the 

system maintains a process in main memory until it completes. An alternative to  

this scheme is swapping, in which a process does not necessarily remain in main 

mem- ory throughout its execution. 

In some swapping systems (Fig. 9.17), only one process occupies main 

memory at a given time. That process runs until it can no longer continue (e.g., 

because it must wait for I/O completion), at which time it relinquishes both the 

memory and the pro- cessor to the next process. Thus, the system dedicates the 

entire memory to one pro- cess for a brief period. When the process relinquishes 

the resource, the system swaps (or rools) out the old process and swaps (or rolls) in 

the next process. To swap a pro- cess out, the system stores the process's memory 

contents (as well as its PCB) in sec- ondary storage. When the system swaps the 

process back in, the process's memory contents and other values are retrieved from 

secondary storage. The system normally 

swap a process in and out many times before the process completes. 

Many early timesharing systems were implemented with this swapping tech- 

nique. Response times could be guaranteed for a few users, but designers knew that 

they needed better techniques to handle large numbers of users. The swapping sys- 

tems of the early 1960s led to today's paged virtual memory systems. Paging is con- 

sidered in detail in the next two chapters on virtual memory systems. 

More sophisticated swapping systems have been developed that allow several 

processes to remain in main memory at once.
38
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 In these systems, the system swaps a 

process out only when an incoming process needs that memory space. With a suffi- 

cient amount of main memory, these systems greatly reduce the time spent swapping. 

 
 

Locality 

Central to most memory management strategies is the concept of locality—that a 

process tends to reference memory in highly localized patterns.
2
'
3
 Locality mani• 

fests itself in both time and space. Temporal locality is locality over time. For exam• 

ple, if the weather is sunny in a certain town at 3 p.m., then there is a good chance 

(but certainly no guarantee) that the weather in that town was sunny at 2:30 p.m. 



 

 

 
 

 

Page Replacement 
In a virtual memory system with paging, all of the page frames might be occupied 

when a process references a nonresident page. In this case, the system must not only 

bring in a new memory page from auxiliary storage, but must first  decide which  

page in main memory should be replaced (i.e., removed or overwritten) to make 

room for the incoming page. In this and the next several sections, we investigate 

page-replacement strategies. 

Recall that a page fault occurs if a running process references a nonresident 

page. In this case, the memory management system must locate the referenced page 

in secondary storage, load it into main memory and update the appropriate page 

table entry. Page-replacement strategies typically attempt to reduce the number of 

page faults a process experiences as it runs from start to  finish, hopefully reducing  

the process's execution time. 

If the page chosen for replacement has not been modified since it  was  last 

paged in from disk, then the new page can simply overwrite it. If the page has been 

modified, it must first be written (or evicted) to secondary storage to preserve its 

contents. A modified bit, or dirty bit, in the page table entry is set to 1  if the page  has 

been modified and 0 otherwise. 

Writing (or flushing) a modified page to disk, which requires a disk I/O opera• 

tion, increases page-wait times if it is performed when a page is replaced. Some 

operating systems, such as Linux and Windows XP, periodically flush dirty pages to 

secondary storage to increase the likelihood that the operating system can perform 

page replacement without first having to write a modified page to disk. Because this 

periodic flushing can occur asynchronously with process execution, the system  incurs 

little overhead by doing so. If a  process references  a  modified  page before the flush 

is completed, then it is recaptured, thus saving an expensive page-in oper• ation from 

secondary storage. 

When we evaluate a page-replacement strategy, we often compare it to the so- 

called optimal page replacement strategy (also called OPT or MIN), which states that, 

to obtain optimum performance, replace the page that will not be referenced again until 

furthest in the future.
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 Thus, the strategy increases perfor• mance by 

minimizing the number of page faults. This strategy can be demonstrated 

 

 

, but it is not realizable, because we cannot, in general, accurately pre• dict the 

behavior of processes. Instead, the strategy serves as a benchmark to which we 

compare realizable strategies. A well-designed replacement strategy balances the 

goals of minimal future page faults with the overhead incurred by attempting to 

predict future page use. 
 

 

11.5 Page-Replacement Strategies 

In the subsections that follow, we discuss several strategies that determine which 

page to replace to accommodate an incoming page. Each strategy is characterized 

by the heuristic it uses to select a page for replacement and the overhead it incurs. 

Some replacement strategies are intuitively appealing but lead to poor performance 

due to poor choice of heuristic. Other strategies predict future page usage well, but 

their overhead can degrade performance. We also discuss how special-purpose 

hardware can reduce the overhead incurred by page-replacement strategies. 
 



11.5.1 Random Page Replacement 

Random (RAND) page replacement is an easy-to-implement, low-overhead page- 

replacement strategy. Under this strategy, each page in main memory has an equal 

likelihood of being selected for replacement. One problem with RAND is that it 

may accidentally select as the next page to replace the page that will be referenced 

next (which is, of course, the worst page to replace). A benefit of RAND is that it 

makes replacement decisions quickly and fairly. Since typically there are many page 

frames from which to choose, there is only a small probability of replacing a page 

likely to be referenced again almost immediately. Because of its hit-or-miss 

approach, RAND is rarely used. 
 

 

 

 
 

11.5.2 First-In-First-Out (FIFO) Page Replacement 
In the first-in-first-out (FIFO) page-replacement strategy, we replace the page that 

has been in the system the longest. Figure 11.2 provides a simple example of the 

FIFO strategy for a process which has been allocated three page frames. The left• 

most column contains the process's page-reference pattern. Each row in the figure 

shows the state of the FIFO queue after each new page arrives; pages enter the tail 

of the queue on the left and exit the head on the right. 

Under FIFO page replacement, the system keeps track of the order in which 

pages enter main memory. When a page must be replaced, the strategy chooses the 

one that has been in main memory the longest. The intuitive appeal of this strategy 

seems reasonable—namely, that this page has had its chance and it is time to give 

another page a chance. Unfortunately, first-in-first-out can replace heavily used 

pages. For example, on large timesharing systems it is common for many users to 

share a copy of a text editor as they enter and correct programs. FIFO page replace• 

ment on such a system might choose to replace a heavily used editor page. This 

would be a poor choice, because the page would be recalled to main memory 

almost immediately, resulting in an increased page-fault rate. Although FIFO can 

be implemented with relatively low overhead using a queue, it is impractical for 

most systems. But, as we will see in Section 11.6.7, Modifications to FIFO: Second- 

Chance and Clock Page Replacement, FIFO forms the basis of various imple• 

mented page-replacement schemes. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 11.2 | First-in-first-ot (FIFO) page replacement. 



 
 
 

 

11.5.3 FIFO Anomaly 

It would seem reasonable that the more page frames allocated to a process, the 

fewer page faults the process would experience. Belady, Nelson and Shedler discov• 

ered that, under FIFO page replacement, certain page reference patterns actually 

cause more page faults when the number of page frames allocated to a process is 

increased.
21

 This phenomenon is called the FIFO Anomaly or Belady's Anomaly. 

Figure 11.3 illustrates an example of the anomaly. The first table demonstrates 

how the reference pattern causes the system to load and replace pages  (using FIFO) 

when the system allocates three page frames to the process. The second table shows 

how the system behaves in response to the same reference pattern, but when four 

page frames have been allocated. To the left of each table, we indicate whether the 

new page reference causes a page fault or not. When the process executes with four 

pages in memory, it actually experiences one more page fault than when it exe• 

cutes with only three pages. 

The FIFO Anomaly is more of a curiosity than an important result. Perhaps 

its real significance to the student is to serve as a warning that operating systems are 

complex entities that sometimes defy intuition. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.3 | FIFO anomaly-page faults can increase with page frame allocation. 

 

11.5.4 Least-Recently Used (LRU) Page Replacement 
The least-recently-used (LRU) page-replacement strategy (Fig. 11.4) relies on the 



locality heuristic that a process's recent past behavior is a good indicator of the pro• 

cess's near future behavior (temporal locality). When the system must replace  a page, 

LRU replaces the page that has spent the longest time in memory without being 

referenced. 

Although LRU can provide better performance than FIFO, the benefit comes at 

the cost of system overhead.
22

 LRU can be implemented with a list structure that 

contains one entry for each occupied page frame. Every time a page frame is refer• 

enced, the system places that page's entry at the head of the list (indicating that the 

page has been "most-recently referenced"). Older entries migrate toward the tail of 

the list. When an existing page must be replaced to make room for an incoming one, 

the system replaces the entry at the tail of the list. The system frees the correspond• 

ing page frame (possibly requiring a modified page to be written to secondary stor- 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11.4 | Least-recently-used (LRU) page-replacement strategy. 

 

age), places the incoming page into that page frame and moves the entry for that 

frame to the head of the list (because that page is now the one that has been most 

recently referenced). This scheme would faithfully implement LRU; however, it 

incurs substantial overhead, because the system must update the list every time a 

page is referenced. 

We must always be careful when applying heuristic reasoning in operating sys• 

tem design; the heuristic—such as LRU here—could fail in certain common situa• 

tions. For example, the page least recently used could be the next page to be 

referenced by a program that is iterating inside a loop that references several pages. 

If the page is replaced, the system will be required to reload it almost immediately. 
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The least-frequently-used (LFU) page-replacement strategy makes replacement 

decisions based on how intensively each page is being used. Under LFU, the system 

replaces the page that is least frequently used or least intensively referenced. This 

strategy is based on the intuitively appealing heuristic that a page that is not being 

intensively referenced is not as likely to be referenced in the future. LFU can be 

implemented using a counter that is updated each time its corresponding page is 

referenced, but this can incur substantial overhead. 

The LFU page-replacement strategy, too, could easily select  incorrect pages  

for replacement. For example, the least-frequently used page could be the page 

brought into main memory most recently. This page has been used once, whereas all 

other pages in main memory may have been used more than once. In this case, the 

page-replacement mechanism replaces the new page, when in fact  the page would 

be highly likely to be used immediately. Next, we consider a low-overhead page- 

replacement strategy that makes reasonable decisions most of the time. 
 

11.5.5 Not-Used-Recently (NUT) Page Replacement 
A popular scheme for approximating LRU with little overhead is the not-used- 

recently (NUR) page-replacement strategy. NUR is based on the idea that a page 

that has not been used recently is not likely to be used in the near future. The NUR 

strategy is implemented using the following two hardware bits per page table entry: 

• referenced bit—set to 0 if the page has  not been referenced and set  to  one if 

the page has been referenced. 

• modified bit—set to 0 if the page has not been modified and set to 1 if the 

page has been modified. 

The referenced bit is sometimes called the accessed bit. The NUR strategy works 

as follows. Initially, the system sets the referenced bits of all pages to 0. When 
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a process references a particular page, the system sets the referenced bit  of that page 

to  1. The modified bits on all pages also are initially set to 0. Whenever a page   is 

modified, the system sets the page's modified bit to 1. When the system must replace a 

page, NUR first attempts to find a page that has not been referenced (because NUR is 

intended to approximate LRU). If no such page exists, the system must replace a 

referenced page. In this case, NUR checks the modified bit to deter• mine whether the 

page has been modified. If the page has not been modified, the system selects it for 

replacement. Otherwise, the  system must replace a page that  has been modified. 

Recall that replacing a modified page  incurs  the  substantial delay of an additional 

I/O operation as the modified page is written to secondary storage to preserve its 

contents. Note, however, that periodic flushing of dirty pages can, on average, reduce 

or eliminate this delay. 

Of course, main memory will likely be actively referenced in a multiuser sys• 

tem, so eventually most or all of the pages' referenced bits will be  set  to  1. When  this 

is the case, NUR loses the ability to identify the most  desirable  pages  to replace. A 

technique that has been widely implemented to avoid this problem is for the system 

periodically to set all the referenced bits to 0, then continue as usual. Unfortunately, 

this makes even active pages vulnerable to replacement, but only for a brief moment 

after the bits are reset—active pages will  have their referenced bits set to 1 again 

almost immediately. 

Pages can be classified into four groups in the NUR scheme (Fig. 11.5). The pages 

in the lowest-numbered groups should be replaced first, and those in the highest-numbered 

groups last. Pages within a group are selected randomly for replacement. Note that Group 

2 seems to describe an unrealistic situation—namely, pages that have been modified but 

not referenced. This occurs because of the peri• odic resetting of the referenced bits (but 

not of the modified bits). 



Schemes like NUR also can be implemented on machines that lack a hard• ware 

referenced bit, and even on machines that lack a hardware modified bit.
23

 The 

referenced and modified bits are typically implemented in hardware and  set as part of 

the execution of each machine instruction. Each of these bits can be simulated by 

intercepting an operating system's fault handlers and exception handlers as follows. 

The referenced bit can be simulated by implementing a corresponding soft• ware 

bit and by initializing each entry in the page table to indicate that the page is not 

present. When a process references a page and causes a page fault,  control reverts to 

the page fault handler, which sets the referenced bit to 1 and resumes 

 

Group Referenced Modified Description 

Group 1 0 0 Best choice to replace 

Group 2 0 1 [Seems unrealistic] 

Group 3 1 0  

Group 4 1 1 Worst choice to replace 

Figure 11.5 | Page types under NUR. 
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normal processing. The modified bit is simulated by marking each page as read• 

only. When a process attempts to modify the page, a memory-access exception 

occurs; the exception handler gains control, sets the (software-controlled) modified 

bit on and changes the access control on that page to read/write. Of course, the 

mechanism that implements the modified bit must still protect genuine read-only 

pages from being modified, so the operating system must keep track of which pages 

are truly read-only and which are truly read/write. The operating system must also 

periodically set each resident page's referenced bit to zero; the size of this interval is 

crucial to the performance of NUR. The instructions necessary to perform these 

actions are most likely to be a small set that can execute quickly. Almost all of 

today's processors include both a referenced and modified bit to boost the perfor• 

mance of memory managers. 

 

11.5.6 Modifications to FIFO: Second.Chance and Clock Page Replacement 
A clear weakness of the FIFO strategy is that it may choose to replace a heavily 

used page that has been in memory for a long time. This possibility can be avoided 

by implementing FIFO with a referenced bit for each page and replacing a page 

only if its referenced bit is set to zero. 

The second-chance variation of FIFO examines the referenced bit of the old• 

est page; if this bit is off, the strategy immediately selects that page for replacement. 

If the referenced bit is on, the algorithm turns off the bit and moves the page to the 

tail of the FIFO queue. Such a page is treated essentially the same as a new arrival. 

Over time, the page gradually moves to the head of the queue. When it reaches the 

head, it will be selected for replacement only if the referenced bit is still off. 

Active pages will be selected to return to the tail of the list, because their ref• 

erenced bits will be set, and will thus remain in main memory. A modified page 

must be flushed to secondary storage before the system can replace it; so when its 

referenced bit is set off, the page remains "temporarily unreplaceable" until the sys• 

tem completes the transfer. If a process references this page before the flush is com• 

pleted, then it is recaptured, thus saving an expensive page-in operation from 

secondary storage. 
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The clock page replacement strategy, which produces essentially the same 

results as the second-chance algorithm, arranges the pages in a circular list  instead 

of a linear list.
24

 Each time a page fault occurs, a list pointer moves around the cir• 

cular list much as the hand of a clock rotates. When a page's referenced bit is turned 

off, the pointer is moved to the next element of the list (simulating the movement of 

this page to the rear of a FIFO queue). The clock algorithm places new  arrivals  in 

the first page it encounters with the referenced bit turned off. 
 

 

11.5.7 Far Page Replacement 

When programs execute, they tend to reference functions and data in predictable 

patterns. The far page-replacement strategy uses graphs to make replacement deci• 

sions based on these predictable patterns. The far strategy has been shown mathe• 

matically to perform at near-optimal levels, but it is complex to implement  and  

incurs significant execution-time overhead.
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The far strategy creates an access graph (Fig. 11.6) that characterizes a pro• 

cess's reference patterns. Each vertex in the access graph represents one of the pro• 

cess's pages. An edge from vertex v to vertex w means that  the  process  can 

reference page w after it has referenced page v. For example, if an instruction on  

page v references data on page w, there will be a directed edge from vertex v to ver• 

tex w. Similarly, if a function call to page x returns to page y, there will be an edge 

from vertex x to vertex y. The graph, which can become quite  complex, describes 

how a process can reference pages as it executes. Access graphs can be created by 

analyzing a compiled program to determine which pages can be accessed by each 

instruction on each page, which can require significant execution time. [Note: Most 

studies of the far strategy assume the access graph is constructed before a process is 

run, although graph construction at runtime has been investigated.]
28

 The access 

graph in Fig. 11.6 indicates that, after the process references page B, it will next ref• 

erence either page A, C, D or E, but it will not reference page G before it has refer• 

enced page E. 

The replacement algorithm operates in phases much like the clock algorithm.  

Far initially marks all vertices in the access graph as unreferenced. When the process 

accesses a page, the algorithm marks as referenced the vertex that corresponds to that 

page. When the algorithm must select a page for replacement, it chooses the unrefer• 

enced page that is furthest away (hence the name "far") from any referenced page in 
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Figure 11.6 | Far page-replacement-strategy access graph. 

 
the access graph (in Fig. 11.6, this corresponds to page Q).The intuitive appeal of this 

strategy is that the unreferenced page that is furthest from any referenced page  is 

likely to be referenced furthest in the future. If the graph does not contain an unrefer• 

enced vertex, the current phase is complete, and the strategy marks all the vertices as 

unreferenced to begin a new phase.
29

 At this point, the algorithm replaces the page 

furthest in the graph from the most-recently referenced page. 

The field of graph theory provides algorithms for building  and searching the  

the kinds of graphs in the far strategy. However, largely due to its complexity and 

execution-time overhead, far has not been implemented in real systems. 
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11.6 Working Set Model 
Locality of reference implies that a program can run efficiently even though only a 

relatively small subset of its pages resides in main memory at any given time. Den- 

ning's working set theory of program behavior focuses on determining what that 

favored subset is and maintaining it in main memory to achieve the best 

performance.
30

'
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Many studies have been performed that illustrate the phenomenon of locality. 

Figure 11.7 shows a graph of a process's memory reference pattern across  its  

pages.
32

 The darkened areas show which memory areas the process referenced dur• 

ing consecutive time intervals. The figure vividly illustrates how this  process tends  

to favor a subset of its pages during certain execution intervals. 

The hypothetical process behaviors in Fig. 11.8 also support the existence of 

the phenomenon of locality. This figure demonstrates how a process's page fault 

 

 



 

 

Figure 11.7 | Storage reference pattern exhibiting locality. (Reprinted by permission 

from IBM Systems Journal. © 1971 by International Business Machines 

Corporation.) 
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Figure 11.8 | Dependency of page fault rate on amount of memory for a process's 



pages. 

rate depends on the amount of main memory available for  its  pages. The  straight 

line shows how this relationship would appear if the process exhibited a random 

reference pattern uniformly distributed over all its pages. The curved  line  shows 

how processes typically behave. As the number of page frames available to a pro• 

cess decreases, there is an interval over which it does not dramatically affect  the  

page fault rate. But at a certain point, when the number of page frames decreases 

further, the number of page faults experienced by the running process rises dramat- 

ically. The graph shows that the process's page fault rate remains stable as long as its 

favored subset remains in main memory. However, when the system cannot allocate 

enough page frames to the process for its favored subset to remain in memory, the 

process's page fault rate increases dramatically (because the process is constantly 

referencing the pages that have been replaced). 

The principle of locality and the behavior of processes exhibited in the previ• ous 

figures all support Denning's working set theory of program behavior.
33
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 This theory 

asserts that for a program to run efficiently, the system must maintain the program's 

favored subset (i.e., its working set) of pages in main memory. Otherwise, the system 

might experience excessive paging activity causing low processor utiliza• tion, called 

thrashing, as the process repeatedly requests the same pages from sec• ondary storage.
35

 

One way to avoid thrashing might be to give each process enough 
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page frames to hold half its virtual space. Unfortunately, rules like  this  often  result in 

excessively conservative virtual memory management, ultimately limiting the number 

of processes that may effectively share physical memory space. 

A working set memory management policy seeks to maintain in main memory 

only the pages that comprise each process's current working set.
36,
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 The deci• 

sion to add a new process to the active set of processes (i.e., to increase the level of 

multiprogramming) is based on whether the system has a sufficient main memory 

space to accommodate the new process's working set of pages. This decision —espe• 

cially in the case of freshly initiated processes—-is typically made with heuristics, 

because it is generally impossible for the system to know in advance how large  a given 

process's working set will be. 

Figure 11.9 provides a precise definition of the term working set. The x-axis 

represents process time (i.e., the time during which the process uses a processor as 

distinguished from "wall clock" time) and the value t corresponds to the current 

process time. The value w is the process's working set window size, which deter• 

mines how far into the past the system should consider when calculating the pro• 

cess's working set. The process's working set of pages W(t, w), is then defined as the 

set of pages referenced by the process during the process-time interval t - w to t. 

An effective working set memory management strategy must make careful 

decisions about the size, w, of its process's working set window. Figure 11.10 illustrates 

how working set size increases as w increases. This is a consequence of the mathemat• 

ical definition of working set and is not necessarily an indication of empirically 

observable working set sizes. The "true" working set of a process is simply the set of 

pages that must reside in main memory for the process to execute efficiently. 

 



 

 
Figure 11.9 | Definition of a process's working set of pages. 
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Figure 11.10 | Working set size as a function of window size. 
 

Working sets change as a process executes.
40

 Sometimes pages are added or 

deleted. Sometimes dramatic changes occur when the process enters a new phase 

(i.e., execution requiring a different working set). Thus, any assumptions about the 

size and content of a process's initial working set do not necessarily apply to subse• 

quent working sets that the process will accumulate. This complicates precise mem• 

ory management under a working set strategy. 

Figure 11.11 shows how a process running under a working set memory man• 

agement strategy might use main memory. First, as the process demand pages in its 

initial working set one page at a time, the system gradually allocates it enough 

memory to hold the working set. At this point, the process's memory use stabilizes 
 



 

 
Figure 11.11 | Main memory allocation under working set memory management. 
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as it actively references the pages in its first working set. The process eventually 

makes a transition to the next working set, as indicated by the curved line from first 

to second working set. Initially, the curved line rises above the number of pages in  

the first working set because the process is rapidly demand-paging in its new work- 

ing set. The system has no way of knowing whether this process is expanding its cur• 

rent working set or changing working sets. Once the process stabilizes in its next 

working set, the system sees fewer page references in the window and reduces the 

process's main memory allocation to the number of pages in its second working set. 

Each time a transition between the working sets occurs, this rising  and  falling  

curved line shows how the system adapts. One goal of working set memory man- 

agement is to reduce the height of each curved portion of the graph to  that of the 

next working set in the graph as quickly as possible. This would, of course, require 

that the system rapidly determine which pages from the previous working  set  (if 

any) are not part of the process's new working set. 

The figure illustrates one of the difficulties with a working set memory man• 

agement strategy, namely that working sets are transient, and a process's next work• 

ing set may differ substantially from its current one. A  memory  management  

strategy must carefully consider this to avoid overcommitting main memory, which 

can lead to thrashing. Implementing a true working set memory management policy 

can incur substantial overhead, especially because the composition of working sets 

can and does change quickly. Morris discusses the use of custom hardware to make 

working set storage management more efficient.
41

 
 

11.7 Page-Fault-Frequency (PFF) Page Replacement 
One measure of how well a process is executing in a paging environment is its page- 

fault rate. A process that faults constantly may be thrashing because it has too few 

page frames and cannot maintain its working sets in memory. A process that almost 

never faults may have too many page frames and thus may be impeding the 
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progress of other processes in the system (or preventing the operating system from 

increasing the degree of multiprogramming). Ideally, processes should operate at some 

point between these extremes. The page-fault-frequency (PFF) algorithm adjusts a 

process's resident page set (i.e., those pages which are currently in mem• ory), based on 

the frequency at which the process is faulting.
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 Alterna• tively, PFF may 



adjust a process's resident page set based on the time between page faults, called the 

process's interfault time. 

PFF has a lower overhead than working set page replacement because it adjusts 

the resident page set only after each page fault; a working set mechanism must oper• 

ate after each memory reference. Under PFF, when a process makes a request that 

results in a page fault, the strategy calculates the time since the last page fault. If that 

time is larger than an upper threshold value, then the system releases all pages unref• 

erenced in that interval. If the time is less than a lower threshold value, the incoming 

page becomes a member of the process's resident page set. 

A benefit of PFF is that it adjusts a process's resident page set dynamically, in 

response to the process's changing behavior. If a process is switching to a larger work• 

ing set, then it will fault frequently, and PFF will allocate more page frames. Once the 

process has accumulated its new working set, the page fault rate will stabilize and PFF 

will either maintain the resident page set or reduce it. A key to the proper and effi• 

cient operation of PFF is maintaining the thresholds at appropriate values. 

Some systems might increase performance by adjusting their process schedul• ing 

algorithms to the frequency with which a process generates page faults. Presum• ably, 

processes generating few page faults have accumulated their working sets in main 

storage. Processes experiencing large numbers of page faults have not yet established 

their working sets. The conventional wisdom is to favor processes that have established 

their working sets. Another viewpoint is that processes with high page fault rates should 

receive priority because they use a processor only briefly before generating an I/O 

request. A process that is faulting in its next working set appears to be an I/O-bound 

process. Once the working set is accumulated, the pro• cess will "settle down" to 

"regular" behavior—some processes will be processor bound and others will be I/O 

bound. 
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11.8 Page Release 
Under working set memory management, a process indicates which pages it  wants 

to use by explicitly referencing the pages. Pages that a process no longer requires 

should be removed from its working set. Under existing memory management 

strategies, however, needless pages often remain in memory until the management 

strategy can detect that the process no longer needs them. An alternative strategy 

would be for the process to issue  a voluntary page release command to free  a page   

it no longer needs. This would eliminate the delay period caused by letting the pro• 

cess gradually pass the page from its working set. 

Voluntary page release could speed program execution for the entire system. One 

hope in this area is for compilers and operating systems to detect page-release situations, 

and to do so much sooner than is possible under working set strategies. Realistically, 

users cannot make such decisions, but applications programmers and systems 

programmers can. 

 

11.9 Page Size 

An important characteristic of a paged virtual memory system is the size  of the  

pages and page frames that the system supports. In today's systems, there is no one 

"industry standard" page size, and many architectures support multiple page sizes, 

with demonstrable improvements in performance.
47

 When choosing a page size (or 

page sizes), the system designer should evaluate several concerns, based  on  the 

goals and limitations of the system to be designed. 

Many early results in the literature, both theoretical and empirical, point to 

the need for small pages.
48

-
4950

 As both memory and program sizes increase rap•  

idly, larger page sizes have become more desirable. What considerations determine 



whether a page should be large or small? Several are summarized here: 

• A large page size increases the range of memory that the TLB can refer•  

ence with each entry. This increases the likelihood of TLB hits, which 

improves dynamic address translation performance.
51

 

• In general, a large page size can reduce the number of time-consuming I/O 

operations that transfer information between main memory and secondary 

 

 
 

storage. A system transferring such information using a small page size may 

require several separate I/O operations, which would increase a process's 

space-time product (see Section 11.3). However, anticipatory paging and 

(as we discuss in the next chapter) disk scheduling algorithms can reduce 

this overhead. 

• Processes tend to exhibit locality of reference over a small portion of their 

address spaces, so a smaller page size would help a process establish a 
smaller, tighter working set, leaving more memory available to other pro• 
cesses.

52
 

•  A small page size leads to a large number of pages and page frames and 

correspondingly larger page tables. As discussed in Section 10.4.4, Multi• 
level Page Tables, these tables can consume a significant portion of main 
memory (i.e., table fragmentation). Large page sizes reduce table fragmen• 
tation by decreasing the number of page table entries (at the cost of 
increased internal fragmentation). 

• In a combined segmentation/paging organization the system may experi• 
ence internal fragmentation, because procedure and data units rarely com• 
prise an integral number of pages, so a segment is just as likely to have its 

last page nearly full as nearly empty (Fig. 11.12). Thus, each segment con• 
tains, on average, one-half page of internal fragmentation. More fragmen• 
tation results in a larger average working set size for programs.

53
 The 

system can reduce the amount of internal fragmentation by employing 
smaller page sizes.

54
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 11.12 | Internal fragmentation in a paged and segmented system. 
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Although supporting multiple page sizes can address many of the  limitations 

of both large and small page sizes, it has several disadvantages. First, operating sys• 

tems require hardware support for multiple page sizes to provide efficient dynamic 

address translation. This means that the page address translation hardware must be 

able to accommodate large and small pages. In the Intel Pentium 4 processor, this is 

accomplished using multiple TLBs, each of which is dedicated to storing PTEs for 

one page size. This added hardware complexity increases cost. Also, multiple page 

sizes introduces the possibility of external fragmentation similar to that in segmen• 

tation systems, because blocks are of variable size.
55

 

Figure 11.13 lists the page sizes used by several systems. Note the relatively 

small single page sizes chosen for earlier computers, whereas more recent comput• 

ers support larger page sizes and multiple page sizes. 

 

 
Manufacturer Model Page Size  Real adress size 

Honeywell Multics 1KB  36 bits 

IBM 370/168 4KB  32 bits 

DEC PDP-10 and PDP-20 512 bytes  36 bits 

DEC VAX 8800 512 bytes  32 bits 

Intel 80386 4KB  32 bits 

Intel/AMD Pentium 4 / Athlon 4KB or 4MB  32- or 36 bits 

 XP    

Sun UltraSparc II 8KB, 64KB, 512KB, 44 bits 
  4MB   

AMD Opteron / Athlon 64 4KB, 2MB and 4MB 32, 40, or 52 bits 

Intel-HP Itanium, Itanium 2 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, Between 32 and 63 
  64KB, 256KB, 1MB, bits 
  4MB, 16MB, 64MB,  

  256MB  

IBM PowerPC 970 4KB,  128KB, 256KB, 

512KB,   1MB,  2MB, 

32 or 64 bits 

  4MB, 8MB, 16MB,  

  32MB, 64MB,  

128MB, 256MB 

 

Figure 11.13 | Page sizes in various processor architectures.
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12.1 Introduction 

In recent years, processor and main memory speeds have increased more rapidly 

than those of secondary storage devices, such as hard disks. As a result, processes 

requesting data on secondary storage tend to experience relatively long service 

delays. In this chapter, we discuss the characteristics of moving-head disk  storage  

and consider how operating system designers can manage such devices to provide 

better service to processes. We explain how to optimize disk performance by reor• 

dering disk requests to increase throughput, decrease  response times  and  reduce 

the Variance of response times. We also discuss how operating systems reorganize 

data on disk and exploit buffers and caches to  boost performance/Finally, we  dis• 

cuss Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks (RAIDs), which improve disk access 

times and fault tolerance by servicing requests using multiple disks at once. 

 

12.2 Evolution of Secondary Storage 

In early computers, persistent data was stored on punched cards and punched paper 

tape, which used the absence or presence of holes to represent bits of data.
1
 Writing 

software and loading it into the computer using such media was both labor inten•  

sive and slow. The need for an inexpensive, rewritable persistent storage device led 

researchers to develop magnetic storage, which records bits of data by changing the 

direction of magnetization of regions on the medium's surface. To access data, a 

current-carrying device called a read-write head hovers above the medium as it 

moves. The head reads data by measuring how the magnetized medium changes the 

current; it "writes" data by using the current to change the magnetization on the 

medium. A challenge in building these devices is that the head must float extremely 

close to the medium's surface without touching it. 

In 1951, the designers of UNIVAC 1 (UNIVersal Automatic Computer) intro• 

duced magnetic tape storage, which was both persistent and rewritable.
2
 Magnetic 

tape is a form of sequential access storage, like audio or video cassettes. Such a 

medium is inappropriate for transaction-processing applications, where, for exam• 

ple, the system must be able to locate and update any record in a fraction of a sec•  

ond. To address this problem, IBM introduced the first commercial hard disk drive. 

the RAMAC (Random Access Method of Accounting and Control), in 1957. Hard 

disk drives are random access (also called direct access)  devices  because they are  

not limited to accessing data sequentially. RAMAC's capacity totalled five mega• 

bytes, and its cost was $50,000; it was generally rented to installations for hundreds  

of dollars per month.
34

 Although hard disks provided better performance than 

magnetic tape storage, their high cost limited their use to large installations. 

As the decades passed, hard drive capacity and performance increased, while costs 

declined. Typical personal computer hard disk capacity increased from hun• dreds of 

megabytes to several gigabytes during the 1990s while prices fell to a few pennies per 

megabyte. By 2003, hard drive capacity had exceeded 200GB and cost less than a dollar 

per gigabyte.
5
 Due to mechanical constraints that we discuss in the 



 

 

 
 

Characteristics of moving-Head Disk Storage  
 

next section, hard disk speeds have improved more slowly than their capacity. As 

processor speeds increased and applications consumed larger amounts of data, sys• 

tems became increasingly I/O bound.
6
 

Research in persistent storage technology continues to focus on increasing 

capacity and performance. Some solutions attempt to improve the performance of 

existing magnetic disk devices; others employ novel techniques and media. 

 

12.3 Characteristics of Moving-Head Disk Storage 
Unlike main memory, which provides (nearly) uniform access speed to all of its 

contents, moving-head disk storage exhibits variable access speed that depends on 

the relative positions of the read-write head and the requested data. Figure 12.1 

shows a simplified view of a moving-head disk.
7
-
8
-
9
 Data is recorded on a series of 

 

 

 

Figure 12.1 | Schematic side view of a moving-head disk. 
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magnetic disks, or platters, connected to a spindle that rotates at high speed (typi• cally 

thousands of revolutions per minute
10

). 

The data on each disk surface is accessed by a read-write head that is sepa• 

rated by a small amount of space from the surface (much smaller than a particle of 

smoke). For example, the disk in Fig. 12.1 contains two platters, each having two 

surfaces (top and bottom) and four read-write heads, one for each surface. A read- 

write head can access data immediately below (or above) it. Therefore, before data 

can be accessed, the portion of the disk surface at which the data is to be read (or 

written) must rotate until it is immediately below (or above) the read-write head. 

The time it takes for data to rotate from its current position to the beginning of the 

read-write head is called rotational latency time. A disk's average rotational latency 

is simply half the time it takes to complete one revolution. Most hard disks exhibit 

average rotational latency on the order of several milliseconds (Fig. 12.2). 

As the platters spin, each read-write head sketches out a circular track of data 

on a disk surface. Each read-write head is positioned at the end of a disk arm, which 

is attached to an actuator (also called a boom or moving-arm assembly). The disk 

arm moves parallel to the surface of the disk. When the disk arm moves the read- 

write heads to a new position, a different vertical set of circular tracks, or cylinder. 

becomes accessible. The process of moving the disk arm to a new cylinder is called a 

seek operation.
1112

 To locate small units of data, disks divide tracks into several 

sectors, often 512 bytes (Fig. 12.3).
13

 Therefore, an operating system can locate a 

particular data item by specifying the head (which indicates which disk surface  to 

read from), the cylinder (which indicates which track to  read from), and the  sector 

in which the data is located. 

To access a particular record of data on a moving-head disk, several opera• 

tions are usually necessary (Fig. 12.4). First, the disk arm must move to the appro• 

priate cylinder (i.e., perform a seek operation). The time it takes for  the head to  

move from its current cylinder to the one containing the data record is called  the  

seek time. Then the portion of the disk on which the data record  is  stored must  

rotate until it is immediately under (or over) the read-write head. Then the record, 

which is of arbitrary size, must be made to spin by the read-write head. This is called 

transmission time. Because each of these operations involves mechanical move• 

ment, the total time a disk  access  takes is  often  an  appreciable fraction of a  second 

 
 

Model (Environment) 

Average Seek 

Time (ms) 
Average Rotational 
latency (ms) 

Maxtor DiamondMax Plus 9 (High-end desktop) 9.3 4.2 

WD Caviar (High-end desktop) 8.9 4.2 

Toshiba MK8025GAS (Laptop) 12.0 7.14 

WD Raptor (Enterprise) 5.2 2.99 

Cheetah 15K.3 (Enterprise) 3.6 2.0 

 

Figure 12.2  | Hard  disk  track-to-track  seek  times  and  latency  times. 
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12.4 Why Disk Scheduling Is Necessary 531 
 

 

 

Figure  12.3  |  Schematic  top  view  of  a  disk  surface. 
 

(several milliseconds at least). During this same period of time, a processor can exe• 

cute tens or even hundreds of millions of instructions. 
 

 

12.4 Why Disk Scheduling Is Necessary 
Many processes can generate requests for reading and writing data on a disk simul• 

taneously. Because these processes sometimes make requests  faster  than they can 

be serviced by the disk, waiting lines or queues build up to hold disk requests. Some 

early computing systems simply serviced these requests on a first-come-first-served 



 

 

 
 

 

Figure 12.4 | Components of a disk access. 
 

 
(FCFS) basis, in which the earliest arriving request is serviced first.

19
 FCFS is a fair 

method of allocating service, but when the request rate (i.e., the load) becomes 

heavy, can be long waiting times. 

FCFS exhibits a random seek pattern in which successive requests can cause 

time-consuming seeks from the innermost to the outermost cylinders. To reduce the time 

spent seeking records, it seems reasonable to order the request queue in some manner 

other than FCFS.
20

 This process, called disk scheduling, can significantly improve 

throughput.
21

 

Disk scheduling involves a careful examination of pending requests to deter• mine 

the most efficient way to service them. A disk scheduler examines the posi• tional 

relationships among waiting requests, then reorders the queue so that the requests will be 

serviced with minimum mechanical motion. 

Because FCFS does not reorder requests, it is considered by many to be the 

simplest disk scheduling algorithm. The two most common types of scheduling are 

seek optimization and rotational optimization. Because seek times tend  to  be 

greater than latency times, most scheduling algorithms concentrate on minimizing 

total seek time for a set of requests. As the gap between rotational latency and seek 

times narrows, minimizing the rotational latency of a set of requests can also 

improve overall system performance, especially under heavy loads. 



 

 

 

 

Disk Scheduling Strategies  

A system's disk scheduling strategy depends on the system objectives, but most 

strategies are evaluated by the following criteria 

• throughput—the number of requests serviced per unit time 

• mean response time—the average time spent waiting for a request to be 

serviced 

• variance of response times—& measure of the predictability of response 

times. Each disk request should be serviced within an acceptable  time  

period (i.e., the strategy should prevent indefinite postponement). 

Clearly, a scheduling policy should attempt to maximize throughput and mini• 

mize the mean response time. Many scheduling policies  attempt  to  accomplish 

these goals by minimizing the time spent performing lengthy seeks. When through• 

put and mean response time are optimized, average system performance improves, 

nut individual requests may be delayed. 

Variance measures how individual requests are serviced relative to average system 

performance. The smaller the variance, the more likely it is that most disk requests are 

serviced after waiting for a similar amount of time. Therefore, variance can be seen as a 

measure of fairness and of predictability. We desire a scheduling policy that minimizes 

variance (or at least keeps it at reasonable levels) to avoid erratic service times. In a 

business-critical system, such as a Web server, a high vari• ance of response times could 

result in loss of sales if, for example, users' requests to purchase products were 

indefinitely postponed or suffer lengthy waits. In mission- critical systems, the result of 

such a delay could be catastrophic. 

The following sections describe several common scheduling policies. We use 

the set of disk requests in Fig. 12.5 to demonstrate the result of each policy on an 

arbitrary series of requests. The arbitrary series of requests is intended to demon• 

strate how each policy orders disk requests, it does not necessarily indicate the rela• 

tive performance of each policy in a real system. In the examples that follow, 

we 
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Figure 12.5 | Disk request pattern. 

assume that the disk contains 100 cylinders, numbered 0-99, and that the read/write 

head is initially located at cylinder 63, unless stated  otherwise. For simplicity, we  

also assume that the disk scheduler has already determined the cylinder number 

corresponding to each request. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

12.5.1 First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) Disk Scheduling 

Disk Scheduling Strategies  



FCFS scheduling uses a FIFO queue so that requests are serviced in the order in 

which they arrive.
22

'
23

-
24

 FCFS is fair in the sense that a request's position in the 

queue is unaffected by arriving requests. This ensures that no request can be indefi• 

nitely postponed, but it also means that FCFS might perform a lengthy seek opera• 

tion to service the next waiting request, even if another request in  the  queue is  

closer and can be serviced faster. Although this technique  incurs  low  execution- 

time overhead, it can result in low throughput due to lengthy seeks. 

When requests are uniformly distributed over the disk surfaces, FCFS sched• 

uling leads to a random seek pattern because it ignores positional relationships 

among the pending requests (Fig. 12.6).This is acceptable when the load on a disk is 

light. However, as the load grows, FCFS tends to saturate (i.e., overwhelm) the 

device, and response times become large. The random seek pattern of FCFS results 

in low variance (because arriving requests  cannot get ahead of waiting  requests), 

but this is of little solace to  the request sitting at  the back of the disk  queue while  

the disk arm rambles around in a torrid "disk dance." 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 12.6 | Seek pattern under the FCFS strategy. 
 

 

 
 

12.5.2 Shortest-Seek-Time-First (SSTF) Disk Scheduling 
Shortest-seek-time-first (SSTF) scheduling next services the request that is  closest  

to the read-write head's current cylinder (and thus incurs the shortest seek  time). 

even if that is not the first one in the queue.
25,
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27,

 
28

 SSTF does not ensure fairness 

and can lead to indefinite postponement because its seek pattern tends to be highly 

localized, which can lead to poor response times for requests to the innermost and 

outermost tracks (Fig. 12.7). 

By reducing average seek times, SSTF achieves higher throughput rates than 

FCFS, and mean response times tend to be lower for moderate loads. One significant 

drawback is that it leads to higher variances of response times because of the discrim• 

ination against the outermost and innermost tracks; in the extreme, starvation (see 

Chapter 7) of requests far from the read/write heads could  occur if new arrivals tend  

to be clustered near the middle cylinders. The high variance is acceptable in batch- 

processing systems, where throughput and mean response times are more important 

goals. However, SSTF is inappropriate for interactive systems, where the system must 

ensure that each user experiences prompt, predictable response times (see the Anec• 

dote, Every Problem Has a Solution and Every Solution Has a Problem). 
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Figure 12. 7 | Seek pattern under the SSTF strategy. 

 
 

12.5.3SCAN Disk Scheduling 
Denning developed the SCAN disk scheduling  strategy to  reduce  the  unfairness 

and variance of response times exhibited by SSTF.
29

 SCAN chooses the request that 

requires the shortest seek distance in a preferred direction (Fig. 12.8). Thus, if the 

preferred direction is currently outward, the SCAN strategy chooses the  shortest 

seek distance in the outward direction. SCAN does not change its preferred direc• 

tion until it reaches the outermost cylinder  or the innermost cylinder. In this sense, 

it is called the elevator algorithm, because an elevator continues in one direction 

servicing requests before reversing direction. 

SCAN behaves much like SSTF in terms of high throughput and good mean 

response times. However, because SCAN ensures that all requests in a given direction 

will be serviced before the requests in the opposite direction, it offers a lower variance 

of response times than SSTF. SCAN, like SSTF, is a cylinder-oriented strategy. 
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Figure 12.8 | Seek pattern under the SCAN strategy. 

 

Because the read-write heads oscillate between opposite ends of each platter  in  SCAN, 

the outer tracks are visited less often than the midrange tracks, but generally more often 

than they would be using SSTF. Because arriving requests can be serviced before 



waiting requests, both SSTF and SCAN can suffer indefinite postponement. 

 

12.5.4 C-SCAN Disk Scheduling 
In the Circular SCAN (C-SCAN) modification to the SCAN disk scheduling strat• 

egy, the arm moves from the outer cylinder to  the inner cylinder, servicing requests on 

a shortest-seek basis  (Fig. 12.9). When the arm has completed its inward sweep, it 

jumps (without servicing requests) to the outermost cylinder, then resumes its inward 

sweep, processing requests. C-SCAN maintains high levels of throughput while further 

limiting variance of response times by avoiding discrimination against the innermost 

and outermost cylinders.
30

-
31

 As in  SCAN, requests in  C-SCAN can be indefinitely 

postponed if requests to the same cylinder continuously arrive (although this is less 

likely than with  SCAN or  SSTF). In  the sections that follow,  we discuss 

modifications to SCAN that address this problem. 
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Figure 12.9 | Seek pattern under the C-SCAN strategy. 
 

Simulation results in the literature indicate that the best disk scheduling  pol• 

icy might operate in two stages.
32

 Under a light load, the SCAN  policy  is  best. 

Under medium to heavy loads, C-SCAN and other adaptations to the SCAN policy 

vield better results. C-SCAN with rotational optimization handles heavy loading 

conditions effectively.
33

 

 

 

12.5.5 FSCAN and N-Step SCAN Disk Scheduling 
The FSCAN and TV-Step SCAN modifications to the SCAN strategy eliminate the 

possibility of indefinitely postponing requests.
34,

 
35

 FSCAN uses the  SCAN strategy 

to service only those requests waiting when a particular sweep begins  (the  "F" 

stands for "freezing" the request queue at a  certain time). Requests arriving during  

a sweep are grouped together and ordered for optimum service during the return 

sweep (Fig. 12.10). 

TV-Step SCAN services the first n requests in the queue using the SCAN strat- 

egy. When the sweep is complete, the next n requests are serviced. Arriving requests 

are placed at the end of the request queue (Fig. 12.11). TV-Step SCAN can be tuned 

by varying the value for n. When n-1, N-Step SCAN degenerates to FCFS. As n 

approaches infinity, TV-Step SCAN degenerates to SCAN. 



 

 

 
 

 
Figure 12.10 | Seek pattern under the FSCAN strategy. 

 

 

 

Figure 12.11 | Seek pattern under the N-Step SCAN strategy (n = 3). 

 

FSCAN and TV-Step SCAN offer good performance due to  high  throughput 

and low mean response times. Because they prevent indefinite postponement, their 

distinguishing characteristic is a lower variance of response times than with SSTF  

and SCAN, especially when requests would be indefinitely postponed under the lat• 

ter two strategies. 
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12.5.6 LOOK and C-LOOK Disk Scheduling 
The LOOK variation of the SCAN strategy "looks" ahead to the end of the current 

sweep to determine the next request to service. If there are no more requests in the 

current direction, LOOK changes the preferred direction and begins the  next 

sweep (Fig. 12.12). In this sense, it is appropriate to call this the elevator algorithm, 

because an elevator continues in one direction until it  reaches the  last  request in 

that direction, then reverses direction. This strategy eliminates unnecessary seek 

operations exhibited by other variations of the  SCAN strategy  (compare the left  

side of Fig. 12.12 to the corresponding location in Fig. 12.8). 

Circular LOOK (C-LOOK) variation of the LOOK strategy uses the same 

technique as C-SCAN to reduce the bias against requests located at the  extreme  

ends of the platters. When there are no more requests on a  current inward sweep,  

the read/write head moves to the request closest to the outer cylinder (without ser• 

vicing requests in between) and begins the next sweep. The C-LOOK policy is char• 

acterized by a potentially lower variance of response times compared to LOOK and 

nigh throughput (although generally lower than LOOK).
36

 Figure 12.13  summa• 

rizes each of the disk scheduling strategies we have discussed. 

 

 

 

Figure 12.12 | Seek pattern under the LOOK strategy. 



 

 
 

 

Strategy Description 

FCFS 

SSTF 

SCAN 

 
C-SCAN 

 
 
 

FSCAN 

 

N-Step 

SCAN 

 
LOOK 

 

C-LOOK 

Services requests in the order in which they arrive. 

Services the request that results in the shortest seek distance first. 

Head sweeps back and forth across the disk, servicing requests according to 

SSTF in a preferred direction. 

Head sweeps inward across the disk, servicing requests according to SSTF in 

the preferred (inward) direction. Upon reaching the innermost track, the 

head jumps to the outermost track and resumes servicing requests on the 

next inward pass. 

Requests are serviced the same as SCAN, except newly arriving requests are 

postponed until the next sweep. Avoids indefinite postponement. 

Services requests as in FSCAN, but services only n requests per sweep. 

Avoids indefinite postponement. 

Same as SCAN except the head changes direction upon reaching the last 

request in the preferred direction. 

Same as C-SCAN except the head stops after servicing the last request in the 

preferred direction, then services the request to the cylinder nearest the 

opposite side of the disk. 
 

Figure 12.13 | Seek optimization strategies summary. 

 

12.5 Rotational Optimization 
Because the dominant component of access time in early hard drives was seek time, 

research focused on seek optimization. However, today's hard disks exhibit  seek 

times and average latencies that are of the same order of magnitude, meaning that 

rotational optimization can often improve performance.
37

 Processes that access data 

sequentially tend to access entire tracks of data and thus do not benefit much from 

rotational optimization. However, when there are numerous requests to small pieces 

of data randomly distributed throughout the disk's cylinders, rotational optimization 

can improve performance significantly. In this section, we discuss how to combine 

seek and rotational optimization strategies to achieve maximum performance. 

 

12.5.1 SLTF Scheduling 
Once the disk arm arrives at a particular cylinder, there might be many requests pending 

on the various tracks of that cylinder. The shortest-latency-time-first 
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(SLTF) strategy examines all of these requests and services the one with the short•  

est rotational delay first (Fig. 12.14). This strategy has been shown to be close to the 

theoretical optimum and is relatively easy to implement.
38

 Rotational optimization  

is sometimes referred to as sector queuing; requests are queued by sector position 

around the disk, and the nearest sectors are serviced first. 
 

 

12.5.2 SPTF and SATF Scheduling 
The shortest-positioning-time-first (SPTF) strategy next services the request that 

requires the shortest positioning time, which is the sum of the seek time and rota- tional 

latency time. Like SSTF, SPTF results in high throughput and a low mean 

 

 

 

Figure 12.14 | SLTF scheduling. The requests will be serviced in the indicated order 

regardless of the order in which they arrived. 
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response time, and it can also indefinitely postpone requests to the innermost and 

outermost cylinders.
39

 

A variation of SPTF is the shortest-access-time-first (SATF) strategy, which 

next services the request that requires the shortest access time (i.e., positioning time 

plus transmission time). SATF exhibits higher throughput than SPTF, but large 

requests can be indefinitely postponed by a  series  of smaller requests, and requests 

to the innermost or outermost cylinders can  be  indefinitely  postponed by requests 

to midrange cylinders. Both SPTF and SATF can improve performance by imple• 

menting the "look-ahead" mechanisms described in Section 12.5.6.
40

 

Figure 12.15  demonstrates  the  difference  between  SPTF  and  SATF.   In 

Fig. 12.15(a), the disk receives two requests for data records of the same size, A and 

B, that are located on adjacent cylinders. Data record A is located in the same cylin• 

der as the read/write head, but approximately one-half rotation away from the 

read/write head. Data record B is near the read/write head but is located on an 

adjacent cylinder. In this case, the transmission time is identical for  A  and  B  

because A and B are the same size, so SATF reduces to SPTF. Thus, for this particu• 

lar disk, both SATF and SPTF would service the request for data record B first, 

because the disk takes less time to perform a single-cylinder seek operation than to 

rotate the platter 180 degrees. If the seek time is adequately small, the disk can ser• 

vice the request for B, then reposition the head to service the request for A  within 

one disk rotation. On the contrary, SSTF would service A first, requiring more than 

one revolution of the platter to service both requests. Thus, SATF and SPTF can 

increase throughput compared to SSTF 

Now consider that data record B consumes an entire track whereas A is stored 

in one sector, as shown in Fig. 12.15(b). Assume that the location of the first byte of 

 

 

 

Figure 12.15 | SPTF (a) and SATF (b) disk scheduling examples. 
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each record is the same as in the previous example. In this case, SPTF would 

service requests in exactly the same order as in the previous example, because 

the position• ing times are the same. However, SATF would service request A 



first, because request A requires one half of a rotation plus nominal transmission 

time, whereas request B requires a nominal rotational latency time plus a 

transmission time equal to the time required for the platter to complete one 

revolution. 

SPTF and SATF require knowledge of disk characteristics including latency 

time, track-to-track seek times and relative locations of  sectors.  Unfortunately,  

many of today's hard drives expose misleading geometry. For example, many 

disks hide error-checking and correcting data from the operating system (so  that 

it  can• not be unintentionally or maliciously modified), so consecutively 

numbered sectors may not precisely correspond to contiguous physical locations 

on disk. On some systems, when bad sectors are detected, alternate ones are 

assigned. For example, if sector 15 becomes unusable, the disk might send its 

requests to a reserved sector other than 14 or 16. These alternate sectors can be 

widely dispersed over the disk surfaces, causing seeks where none might actually 

be expected. 

These features, such as using alternate sectors, which improve data 

integrity, tend to counteract efforts to improve disk performance using scheduling 

strategies, because the disk provides the operating system with incomplete or 

misleading posi• tional information.
41

 Although some architectures and hard 

disks provide com• mands to retrieve the real geometry of the disk, this feature is 

not supported by all disks. Other hard disk architectural features complicate disk  

scheduling strategies; for more information, see the links provided in the Web 

Resources section  at  the  end of the chapter. 

A straightforward performance enhancement technique is to decrease rota- 

tional latency by increasing the rotational speed of the  disk.  However, designers 

have encountered significant problems when increasing the rotations per minute 

RPM) of a hard disk. Faster-rotating disks consume greater amounts  of energy  

(a key concern on laptop computers with limited battery power), radiate more 

heat, make more noise and require more costly mechanical and electrical 

mechanisms to control them.
42

 Given these and other problems, RPM speed has 

increased only modestly (only a few percent a year over the past decade) to 

approximately 5,400 to 

7.200 RPM for PCs and 10,000-15,000 RPM for servers and high-end machines.
43
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Data Hierarchy 
Information is stored in computers according to  a  data  hierarchy. The lowest level 

of the  data hierarchy is composed of bits. Bits  are grouped together in bit  patterns  

to represent all data items of interest in computer systems. There are 2" possible bit 

patterns for a string of n bits. 

The next level in the data hierarchy is fixed-length patterns of bits such  as  

bytes, characters and words. When referring to storage, a byte is typically 8 bits. A 

word is the number of bits a processor can operate on at once. Thus, a word  is  4 bytes 

on a 32-bit processor and 8 bytes on a 64-bit processor. 

Characters map bytes (or groups of bytes) to symbols such as letters, numbers, 

punctuation and new lines. Many systems use 8-bit characters and thus can have 2
s
. or 

256, possible characters in their character sets. The  three most popular character sets 

in use today are ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange). 

EBCDIC (Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code) and Unicode®. 

ASCII stores characters as 8-bit bytes and thus can have 256 possible charac• ters 

in its character set. Due to ASCII's small character size, it does not support international 

character sets. EBCDIC is often used for representing data in main- frame computer 

systems, particularly systems developed by IBM; it also stores characters as 8-bit bytes.
1
 

Unicode is an internationally recognized standard that is popular in Internet 

and multilingual applications. Its goal is to use a unique number to represent every 

character in all the world's languages.
2
 Unicode provides 8-, 16- and 32-bit repre• 

sentations of its character set. To simplify conversion from ASCII to Unicode char• 

acters, the 8-bit representation of Unicode, called UTF-8 (Unicode character set 

Translation Format-8 bit), corresponds directly to the ASCII character set. HTML 

files are typically encoded using UTF-8. UTF-16 and UTF-32 each provide larger 

character sets, enabling applications to store information containing characters 
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from multiple alphabets, such as Greek, Cyrillic, Chinese and a great many others. 

However, they require larger files to store the same number of characters when 

compared to UTF-8. For example, the  12-character  string  "Hello,  world" 

requires 12 bytes of storage using 8-bit characters, 24 bytes using 16-bit characters 

and 48 bytes using 32-bit characters. 

A field is a group of characters (e.g., a person's name, street address or tele• 

phone number). A record is a group of fields. A student record may contain, for 

example, separate fields for identification number, name, address, telephone number, 

cumulative grade point average, major field of study, expected date of graduation and 

so on. A file is a group of related records. For example, a student file might  contain 

one record for each student in a university; a payroll file might contain one record for 

every employee in a company. The highest level of the data hierarchy is  a file system  

or database. File systems are collections of files, and databases are collections of data 

(database systems are discussed in Section 13.12, Database Systems). 

The term volume is a unit of data storage that may hold multiple files. A phys- 

ical volume is limited to one storage device; a logical volume —such as one  that 

might be used in a virtual machine —could be draped across many devices. Exam• 



ples of volumes include CDs, DVDs, tapes and hard disks. 

13.3 Files 
A file is a named collection of data that may be manipulated as a unit by operations such 

as 

• open —Prepare a file to be referenced. 

• close —Prevent further reference to a file until it is reopened. 

• create — Create a new file. 

• destroy —Remove a file. 

• copy—Copy the contents of one file to another. 

• rename—Change the name of a file. 

• list—Print or display the contents of a file. 
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Individual data items within the file may be manipulated by operations like 

• read—Copy data from a file to a process's memory. 

• write —Copy data from a process's memory to a file. 

• update—Modify an existing data item in a file. 

• insert—Add anew data item to a file. 

• delete —Remove a data item from a  file. 

Files may be characterized by attributes such as 

• size —the amount of data stored in the file. 

• location—the location of the file (in a storage device or in the system's log• 

ical file organization). 

• accessibility—restrictions placed on access to file data. 

• type—how the file data is used. For example, an executable file contains 

machine instructions for a process. A data file may specify the application 

that is used to access its data. 

• volatility—the frequency with which additions and deletions are made to a 

file. 

• activity—the percentage of a file's  records accessed  during a  given period 

of time. 

Files can consist of one or more records. A physical record (or physical block)  

is the unit of information actually read from or written to a storage device. A logical 

record (or logical block) is a collection of data treated as a unit by software. When 

each physical record contains exactly one logical record, the file is said to consist of 

unblocked records. When each physical record may contain several logical records, 

the file is said to consist of blocked records. In a file with fixed-length records, all 

records are the same length; the block size is ordinarily an integral multiple of the 

record size. In a file with variable-length records, records may vary in size up to the 

block size. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

13.4 File Systems 
A file system organizes files and manages access to data.

3
 File systems are responsi• ble 

for: 



• File management—providing the mechanisms for files to be stored, refer• 

enced, shared, and secured. 

• Auxiliary storage management —allocating space for files on secondary or 

tertiary storage devices. 

• File integrity mechanisms —ensuring that the information stored in a file is 

uncorrupted. When file integrity is assured, files contain only the informa• 

tion that they are intended to have. 

• Access methods—how the stored data can be accessed. 

The file system is concerned primarily with managing secondary storage space, par• 

ticularly disk storage, but it can access file data stored on other media (e.g., main 

memory). 

File systems enable users to  create, modify, and  delete files; they should also 

be able to structure files in a manner most appropriate for each application and ini• 

tiate data transfer between files. Users should also be able to share each other's files 

in a carefully controlled manner to build  upon each  other's work. The mechanism 

tor sharing files should provide various types of controlled access such as  read 

access, write access, execute access or various combinations of these. 

File systems should exhibit device independence —users should be  able to refer 

to their files by symbolic names rather than having to use physical device names. Sym• 

bolic names are logical, user-friendly names, such as myDi rec tory:myFile . txt .  

Physical device names specify where a file can be found on a  device,  e.g.,  disk  2, 

blocks 782-791. Symbolic names allow file systems to give users a logical view of their 

data by assigning meaningful names to files and file operations. A physical view is 

concerned with the layout of file data on its storage device and the device-specific 

operations that manipulate the data. The user should not have to be concerned with 

the particular devices on which data is stored, the form the data  takes  on  those 

devices or the physical means of transferring data to and from them. 

Designing a file system requires knowledge of the user community, including 

the number of users, the average number and size of files per user, the average 

duration of user sessions, the nature of applications to be run on the system, and the 

like. These factors must be carefully considered to determine the most appropriate 

file organizations and directory structures. 

To prevent either accidental loss or malicious destruction of information, file 

systems should also provide backup capabilities that facilitate the creation of 

redundant copies of data and recovery capabilities that enable users to restore any 

lost or damaged data. In sensitive environments in which information must be kept 

secure and private, such as in electronic funds transfer systems, criminal records sys- 

tems, medical records systems, and so on, the file system may also provide encryp- 
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tion and decryption capabilities. This makes information useful only to its intended 

audience—those who possess the decryption keys (encryption and decryption are 

discussed in Section 19.2, Cryptography; see the Operating Systems Thinking fea• ture, 

Encryption and Decryption). 

 

 

13.4.1 Directories 
Consider a large-scale timesharing system supporting a large community of users. 

Each user may have several accounts; each account may have many files. Some files 

may be small, such as e-mail messages. Other files may be large, such as a master list 

of parts in an inventory control application. 

It is common for user accounts to contain hundreds and even thousands of files. 



With a user community of several thousand users, a system's disks might easily con•  

tain millions of files. These files need to be accessed quickly to limit response times. 

To organize and quickly locate files, file systems use directories, which are file- 

containing the names and locations of other files  in the file system. Unlike other files,  

a directory does not store user data. Figure 13.1 lists several common directory fields. 

 



 

Directory Field Description 

Name 

Location 

 
Size 

Type 

Access time 

Modified time 

Creation time 

Character string representing the file's name. 

Physical block or logical location of the file in the file system (i.e., 

a pathname). 

Number of bytes consumed by the file. 

Description of the file's purpose (e.g., data file or directory file). 

Time the file was last accessed. 

Time the file was last modified. 

Time the file was created. 

Figure 13.1 | Directory file contents example. 
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Single-Level File System 

The simplest file system organization is a single-level (or flat) directory structure. In this 

implementation, the file system stores all of its files using one directory.
7
 In a single-

level file system, no two files can have the same name. Because most environ• ments 

contain a large number of files, many of which use the  same  name, single- level file 

systems are rarely implemented. 
 

Hierarchically Structured File System 

A more appropriate file system for most environments may be organized as follows 

(Fig. 13.2). A root indicates where on the storage device the root directory begins. 

Directories are files that can point to other directories  and files. In  Fig. 13.2,  the  

root directory points to the various user directories. A user directory contains an 

entry for each of that user's files; each entry points to the location of the corre- 

sponding file on the storage device. 

File names need be unique only within a given user directory. In such hierar• 

chically structured file systems, each directory may contain several  subdirectories 

but no more than one parent directory. The name of a file is usually formed as the 

pathname from the root directory to the file. For example, in a two-level file system 

with users SMITH, JONES and DOE, in which JONES has files PAYROLL and 

INVOICES, the pathname for file PAYROLL might be formed as 

ROOT:JONES:PAYROLL. In this example, ROOT indicates the  root  directory, 

and the use of a colon (:) delimits different pieces of the pathname. 

Hierarchical file systems are implemented by most general-purpose file sys• 

tems, but the name of the root directory and the type of delimiter can vary between 

file systems. A Windows file system's root directory is specified by a letter followed  

by a colon (e.g., C:), and a UNIX-based file systems uses a slash (/). Windows sys• 

tems use a backslash (e.g., C: \Jones \Payro ll)  as a delimiter and UNIX-based sys- 

tems use a slash (e.g., / j o nes /payro l l )  . Various Linux and Windows XP  file 

systems are considered in depth in the case studies (see Section 20.7.3, Second 

Extended File System (ext2fs), and Section 21.8.2, NTFS). 



 

 

 
 

 
Figure 13.2 | Two-level hierarchical file system. 

 

Relative Pathnames 

Many file systems support the notion of a working directory to simplify navigation 

using pathnames. The working directory (represented by the directory entry ". " in 

Windows and UNIX-based file systems) enables users to specify a pathname that 

does not begin at the root directory. For example, suppose the current working 

directory has been set to /home/hmd/ in the file system  in  Fig. 13.3. The  relative 

path to /home/hmd/os/chapter13 would be os /chap ter l3 .  
8
 This feature reduces 

the size of the pathname when accessing files. When a file system encounters a rela• 

tive pathname, it forms the absolute path (i.e., the path beginning at the root) by 

concatenating the working directory and the relative path. The file system then 

traverses the directory structure to locate the requested file. 

The file system typically maintains a reference to the working directory's par• ent 

directory, the directory one level higher in the file system hierarchy. For exam• ple, in 

Fig. 13.3, home is the parent directory for the hmd, pjd and drc directories. In Windows 

and UNIX-based systems,".." is a reference to the parent directory.
9
 

 

Links 

A link is a directory entry that references a data file or directory that is typically 

located in a different directory.
10

 Users often employ links to simplify file system 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 13.3 | Example hierarchical file system contents. 

 

 
navigation and to share files. For example, suppose that a user's working directory is 

/home/drc/ and the user shares another user's files located in the /home/hmd/os/ 

directory. By creating a link to /home/hmd/os/ in the user's working directory, the user 

can access the shared files simply using the relative pathname os/. 

A soft link (also called a symbolic link in UNIX-based systems,  a  "shortcut"  

on Windows systems and "alias" on MacOS systems) is a directory entry containing 

the pathname for another file. The file system locates the target of the soft link by 

traversing the directory structure using the specified pathname.
11

 

A hard link  is  a directory entry that specifies  the location of the file (typically  

a block number) on the storage device. The file system locates a hard link's file data 

by directly accessing the physical block it references.
12

 

Figure 13.4 illustrates the difference between soft links and  hard links.  Files 

foo and bar are located at block numbers 467 and 843, respectively. The directory 

entry foo_hard is a hard link because it specifies the same block number (467) as 

foo's directory entry. The directory entry f oo_sof t is a soft link because it specifies 

the pathname for f oo (in this case, . /f oo). 

Recall from Section 12.9 that disk reorganization and defragmentation can be 

used to improve  disk performance. During such  operations, the physical location of 

a file can change, requiring the file system to update the file's location in its  direc- 

tory entry. Because a hard link specifies a physical location of a file, the hard link 

references invalid data when the physical location of  the  corresponding file  

changes. To address this issue, a file system can store in a file a pointer to each of its 

hard links. When the file's physical location changes, the file system can use these 

pointers to find hard links that require updating. 
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Figure 13.4 | Links in a file system. 

Because soft links store the logical location of the file in the file system, which 

does not change during defragmentation or disk reorganization, they do not require 

updating when file data is moved. However, if a user moves a file to a different direc• 

tory or renames the file, any soft links to that file are no longer valid. This  behavior 

can be useful in some cases. For example, a user may wish to replace a program file 

with a new version of the program with the same name. In this case, the file that was 

originally linked can be moved, renamed or replaced, but the soft link will continue to 

reference a valid file (the new version of the program). Traditionally, file systems do 

not update soft links when a file is moved to a different directory. 

When a user destroys a link to a  file, the file system must  determine whether  to 

destroy the corresponding file as well. For this purpose, file systems typically 

maintain a count of the number of hard links to a file. When the count reaches zero, 

the file system contains no references to the file data, so the file can be safely 

removed. Because soft links do not reference the physical location of file data, they 

are not considered when determining whether a file should be destroyed. 

13.4.2 Metadata 

Most file systems store data other than user data and directories, such as the loca• 

tions of a storage device's free blocks (to ensure that new file data does not over- 
 

 

 
 

write blocks that are being used) and the time at which a file was last modified (for 

accounting purposes). This information, called metadata, protects the integrity  of 

the file system and cannot be modified directly by users. 

Before a file system can access data, its storage device is typically formatted. 

Formatting is a system-dependent operation, but typically entails inspecting the stor• 

age device for any unusable sectors, erasing any data on the device  and creating the  

file system's root directory. Many file systems also create a superblock to store infor• 

mation that protects the integrity of the file system. A superblock might contain: 

• a file system identifier that uniquely identifies the type of file system 

• the number of blocks in the file system 

• the location of the storage device's free blocks 

• the location of the root directory 

• the date and time at which the file system was last modified 



• information indicating whether the file system needs to be  checked  (e.g., 

due to a system failure that prevented buffered data from being written to 

secondary storage).
13

'
14

'
15

 

If the superblock is corrupted or destroyed, the file system might  be  unable  to access 

file data. Subtle errors in superblock data (such as the location of the storage device's 

free blocks) could cause the file system to overwrite existing file data. To reduce the risk 

of lost data, most file systems distribute redundant copies of the superblock throughout 

the storage device. Thus, the file system can use redundant copies of the superblock to 

determine whether the primary superblock is damaged and, if so, replace it. 
 

File Descriptors 
When a file is opened, the operating system first locates information about the  file 

by traversing the directory structure. To avoid further (possibly lengthy) traversals, 

the system maintains a table in main memory that keeps track of open files. In many 

systems, the file open operation returns a file descriptor, a non-negative integer that 

indexes into the open-file table. From this point on, access to the file is directed 

through the file descriptor. 

The open-file table often contains file control blocks. These specify the informa• 

tion that the system needs to manage a file, sometimes called file attributes. They are 

highly system-dependent structures. A typical file control block might include a file's 

• symbolic name 

• location in secondary storage 

• organization structure (e.g., sequential, direct access, and so on) 

• device type (e.g., hard disk, CD-ROM) 

• access control data (such as which users can access the file and the type of 

access that is permitted) 
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• type (data file, object program, C source program, and so on) 

• disposition (permanent vs. temporary) 

• creation date and time 

• date and time last modified 

• access activity counts (number of reads, for example). 

Ordinarily, file control blocks are maintained on secondary storage. They are 

brought to main memory when a file is opened to improve the efficiency of file 

operations. 

 

13.4.3 Mounting 
Users often require access to information that is not part of the native file system (i.e.. 

the file system that is permanently mounted on a particular system and whose root is 

referenced by the root directory). For example, many users store data on a second  hard 

disk, DVD or another workstation in a network in computers. For this reason, 

operating systems provide the ability to mount multiple file systems. Mounting com• 

bines multiple file systems into one  namespace—a set of files that can be identified by 

a single file system. The unified namespace allows users to access data from different 

locations as if all files were located inside the native file system.
16

 

The mount command assigns a directory, called the mount point, in the native 

file system to the root of the mounted file system. Early Windows file systems pro• 

vided a flat mounting structure; each mounted file system was assigned a letter and 

was located at the same level of the  directory structure. Typically for  example, the 



file system containing the operating system was mounted at C: and the next file sys• 

tem at D:. 

UNIX-compatible file systems (such as the UNIX File System, the Fast File 

System and the Second Extended File System), and versions of Microsoft's NTFS 

5.0 and greater, feature mount points that can be located anywhere in the file sys• tem. 

The contents of the native file system's directory at the mount point are tem• porarily 

hidden while another file system is mounted at that directory.
17

-
18

 

In UNIX systems, some file systems are mounted at one of the directories located 

in /mnt/. Consider in Fig. 13.5. The mount command places the root of file 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13.5 | Mounting a file system. 

system B over the directory /mnt/newfs/  of file system A. After the mount opera• 

tion, files from file system B  can  be  accessed from  /mnt/newf s/  in  file  system A. 

For example, one can access the file system B's / u s r / b i n  /  directory from file  sys• 

tem As /mnt /newfs /usr /b in/  directory. When a file system is mounted, the con• 

tents of the directory at the mount point are unavailable to  users  until  the file 

system is unmounted. 

File systems manage mounted directories with mount tables. These contain 

information about mount point pathnames and the device that stores each mounted 

file system. When the native file system encounters a mount point, it uses the mount 

table to determine the device and type of file system that is mounted at that direc• 

tory. Most operating systems support multiple file systems for removable storage, 

such as Universal Disk Format (UDF) for DVDs and the ISO 9660 file system for 

CDs. Once the operating system has determined the device's file system type, it uses 

the appropriate file system to access the file on the specified device. The unmount 

command allows the user to disconnect mounted file systems. This call updates the 

mount table and enables users to access any files that were hidden by the mounted 

system.
19

 

Users can create soft links to files in mounted file systems. When the file sys• tem 

encounters the soft link, it uses the specified pathname to traverse the directory 
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structure. When the file system encounters a mount point, it begins the directory 

traversal from the root of the file system mounted at the mount point. A hard link, 

however, specifies a block number that is associated with the device that stores the 

link. In general, users cannot create hard links between two file systems, because  

they are often associated with different storage devices. 
 

13.4File Organization 
File organization refers to the manner in which the records of a file are arranged on 

secondary storage.
20

 Several file organization schemes have been implemented: 

• Sequential—Records are placed in physical order. The "next" record is the 

one that physically follows the previous record. This organization is natural 

for files stored on magnetic tape, an  inherently sequential medium. Disk  

files may also be sequentially organized, but for various reasons discussed 

later in this chapter, records in a sequential disk file are not necessarily 

stored contiguously. 

• Direct—Records are directly (randomly) accessed by their physical 

addresses on a direct access storage device (DASD). The application user 

places the records on DASD in any order appropriate for a particular 

application.
21

 

• Indexed sequential—Records on disk are arranged in logical sequence 

according to a key contained in each record. The system maintains an index 

containing the physical addresses of certain principal records. Indexed 

sequential records may be accessed sequentially in key  order, or  they may 

be accessed directly, by a search through the system-created index. 

• Partitioned—This is essentially a file of sequential subfiles. Each sequential 

subfile is called a member. The starting address of each member is stored in 

the file's directory. Partitioned files have been used to store program librar• 

ies or macro libraries. 



 

 

 

File Allocation 

The problem of allocating and freeing space on secondary storage is somewhat like 

that experienced in main memory allocation under variable-partition multipro• 

gramming. As files are allocated and freed, it is common for the space on secondary 

storage to become increasingly fragmented, with files being spread  throughout 

widely dispersed blocks; this can cause performance problems.
22

 As discussed in 

Section 12.9, the system can perform defragmentation, but doing so while the file 

system is in use can lead to poor response times. 

Because processes often access portions of a file sequentially, this leads us  to  

try to store all the data in a file contiguously to improve performance. For example, 

users searching a file for information often use file scan options to locate the next 

record or the previous record. These scans should result in minimal seek activity 

when possible. 

Spatial locality tells us that once a process has referred to a  data item on  a  

page, it is likely to reference additional data items on that page; it is also likely to 

reference data items on pages contiguous to that page in the user's virtual address 

space. Therefore it is desirable to store nonresident, logically contiguous pages of a 

user's virtual memory space as physically contiguous pages on secondary storage, 

especially if several pages are stored per physical block. 

Because files often grow or shrink over time, and because users rarely know in 

advance how large their files will be, contiguous storage allocation systems have 

generally been replaced by more dynamic noncontiguous storage allocation sys- 

tems. As we will see, these systems attempt to allocate parts of files contiguously to 

exploit locality, but enable files to change in size with minimal overhead. 

 
 

13.6.1 Contiguous File Allocation 

File systems that employ contiguous allocation place file data at contiguous 

addresses on the storage device. The user specifies the amount of space needed to 
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store the file in advance. If the desired amount of contiguous space is not available, the 

file cannot be created. 

An advantage of contiguous allocation is that successive logical records typi• 

cally are physically adjacent to one another. This speeds access compared to  systems  

in which successive logical records are dispersed throughout secondary storage, 

requiring additional seek operations. Locating file data  is  straightforward, because 

the directories need store only the address of the start of the file and the file's length. 

A disadvantage to contiguous allocation schemes is that they exhibit the same 

types of external fragmentation problems inherent in memory allocation for vari• 

able-partition multiprogramming systems (see Section 9.9). Also, contiguous alloca- 

tion can result in poor performance as files grow and shrink  over  time.  If  a  file 

grows beyond the size originally specified and there are no  adjacent free blocks, the 

file must be transferred to a new area of adequate size, leading to additional I/O 

operations. To provide for anticipated expansion, users might overestimate their 

storage needs, leading to inefficient storage allocation. Contiguous allocation is par• 

ticularly useful for write-once CDs and DVDs, which do not allow files to grow or 

shrink over time. 

 

Linked-List Noncontiguous File Allocation 



Most file systems implemented on rewritable secondary storage media use noncon• 

tiguous allocation. One approach to noncontiguous file allocation is to implement a 

sector-based linked list. In this scheme, each directory entry points to the first sector 

of a file on a moving-head storage device such as a hard disk. The data portion of a 

sector stores the contents of the file; the pointer portion stores a pointer to the file's 

next sector. Because files often occupy multiple sectors, a disk's read/write  head 

must sequentially access each file sector until it finds the requested record. 

Noncontiguous allocation solves some of the problems inherent in contiguous 

allocation schemes, but it has its own drawbacks. Because a file's records may be 

dispersed throughout the disk, direct and sequential access to logical records can involve 

many additional seeks besides the first seek to the file. Pointers in the list structure also 

reduce the amount of space available for file data in each sector. 

One scheme used to manage secondary storage more efficiently and reduce file- 

traversal overhead is called block allocation. In this scheme, instead of allocating indi• 

vidual sectors, blocks (often called extents) of contiguous sectors are allocated. The 

system tries to allocate new blocks to a file by choosing free blocks as close as possible 
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to existing file data blocks, preferably on the same cylinder. Each access to the file 

involves determining the appropriate block and sector within the block. 

In block chaining, each entry in a directory points to the first block of a  file  

(Fig. 13.6). The blocks comprising a file each contain two portions: a data block and  

a pointer to the next block. The smallest unit of allocation is a fixed-size block that 

ordinarily consists of many sectors. Locating a particular record requires searching 

the block chain until the appropriate block is found, then searching that block until 

the appropriate record is found. The chain must be searched from  the  beginning,  

and if the blocks are dispersed throughout the disk (which is normal), the search 

process can be slow, as block-to-block seeks occur. Insertion and deletion are per• 

formed simply by modifying the pointer in the previous block. Some systems use 

doubly linked lists to facilitate searching; the blocks are threaded both forward and 

backward so that a search may proceed in either direction. 

Block size can significantly impact file system performance. If blocks are split 

between files (e.g., a file that requires 2.5 blocks occupies three blocks  on  disk), 

large block sizes can result in a considerable amount of  internal  fragmentation. 

Large block sizes, however, reduce the number of I/O operations required to access 

file data. Small block sizes may cause file data to be spread across multiple blocks, 

which tend to be dispersed throughout the disk. This could lead to poor perfor• 

mance. In practice, block sizes typically range from one to eight kilobytes.
23
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Figure 13.6 | Noncontiguous file allocation using a linked list. 
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13.6.2 Tabular Noncontiguous File Allocation 
Tabular noncontiguous file allocation stores pointers to file blocks contiguously in 

tables to reduce the number of lengthy seeks required to access a particular record 

(Fig. 13.7). Directory entries indicate the first block of a file. For example, the first 

block of file C in Fig. 13.7 is 2. The current block number is used as an index into the 

block allocation table to determine the location of the next block. Therefore, the 

value of file C's next block number is stored in location 2 in the block  allocation 

table. In this case, file C's next block is 5. The block  allocation table's entry for  a 

file's last block stores the value null. 

Because the pointers that locate file data are stored in a central location, the 

table can be cached so that the chain of blocks that compose a file can be traversed 

quickly, which improves access times. Locating the last record of a file may require 

the file system to follow many pointers in the block allocation table. To  reduce access 

times, the block allocation table should be stored contiguously on disk and cached in 

main memory. When a file system contains a small number of blocks, this can be 

accomplished relatively easily. For example, a 1.44MB floppy disk using 1KB blocks 

contains 1,440 blocks, which can be addressed using  an  11-bit number. The size of the 

corresponding block allocation table is the size of each block address multiplied by 

the number of blocks—in this case, approximately 2,000 bytes. 

For file systems that contain a greater number of blocks, the size of each file 

allocation table entry, and thus the size of the table, is greater. For  example,  a 200GB 

disk using 4KB blocks contains 50,000,000 blocks, which can be addressed using a 26-

bit number. In this case, the block allocation  table  consumes  over 160MB. In the 

preceding example, the file allocation table was stored in only two blocks; however, 

in this case the file allocation table is spread across tens of thou• sands of blocks, 

which could lead to fragmentation. If file data is  dispersed  across the storage device, 

the file's table entries will be spread throughout the block table. Thus, the system 

might need to load into memory several blocks of the block alloca• tion table, which 

could lead to poor access  times. Also, if the block  allocation table  is cached, it can 

consume significant memory. 

A popular implementation of tabular noncontiguous file allocation is 

Microsoft's FAT file system. Microsoft first incorporated a file allocation table 

 

 

 



 

Figure 13.7 | Tabular noncontiguous file allocation. 
 

(FAT) into its release of MS-DOS 1.0 (see the Mini Case Study, MS-DOS).
26

 The 

FAT stores information about each block, including whether the block is currently 

allocated and the number of the next block in the file. The first version  of the FAT  

file system, called FAT12, allocated 12 bits per entry in the FAT. This meant that a 

disk managed by FAT12 could contain no more than 2
12

 (4,096) blocks. This was 

sufficient for small disks containing few files, but FAT12 resulted in significant 
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wasted memory for larger disks. For example, to address  an entire  64MB  disk, the  

file system required a minimum block size of 8KB. In  this  case, small files  could  incur 

significant internal fragmentation. As disks grew larger, Microsoft  created FAT16 and 

FAT32, which increased the number of addressable blocks and enabled the file system 

to access large disks using small block sizes.27-28 

When Microsoft introduced FAT in the early 1980s, disk drives were small. 

allowing the FATs to be small and efficient. FAT continues to be effective for low- 

capacity storage media such as floppy disks.29 

 

 
 
 
 

 

13.6.3 Indexed Noncontiguous File Allocation 

Another popular noncontiguous allocation strategy is to use index blocks to point to 

data in a file. Each file has one or more index blocks. An index block contains a list of 

pointers that point to file data blocks. A file's directory entry points to its index block. 

To locate a record, the file system traverses the directory structure to determine the 

location of the file's index block on disk. It then loads the index block into memory  

and uses the pointers to determine the physical location of a particular block. Often, 

large files will consume more blocks than the number of pointers that a single index 

block can store. Most index block implementations reserve the last few  entries to  

store pointers to more index blocks, a technique called chaining (Fig. 13.8). 

The primary advantage of index block chaining over simple linked-list imple• 

mentations is that searching may take place in the index blocks themselves. They may 

be kept close together in secondary storage to minimize seeking. To speed file tra• 

versal, index blocks are typically cached in main memory. Once  the  appropriate 

record is located via the index blocks, the data block containing  that record is  read 

into main memory. Index block chaining is analogous to storing a separate block allo• 

cation table for each file, which can be more efficient than systemwide block  alloca• 

tion tables, because references to each file's blocks  are stored contiguously in each of 

its index blocks. File systems typically place index blocks near the data blocks they 

reference, so the data blocks can be accessed quickly after their index block is loaded. 

Index blocks are called inodes (i.e., index nodes) in UNIX-based operating 

systems.
47

 A file's inode stores the file's attributes, such as the its owner, size, time of 

creation and the time of last modification. It also stores the addresses of some of the 

file's data blocks and pointers to continuation index blocks called indirect blocks. 

Inode structures support up to three levels of indirect blocks (Fig. 13.9). The first 

indirect block points to data blocks; these data blocks are singly indirect. The sec• 

ond indirect block contains pointers that reference only other indirect blocks. These 

indirect blocks point to data blocks that are doubly indirect.  The  third  indirect 

block points only to other indirect blocks that point only  to  more indirect blocks  

that point to data blocks; these data blocks are triply indirect. The power of this 

hierarchical structure is that it places a relatively low limit on the maximum number 

of pointers that must be followed to locate file data—it enables inodes to locate any 

data block by following at most four pointers (the inode and up to three levels of 

indirect blocks). 

Inodes are investigated in detail in the Linux case study in Section 20.7.3, Sec• 

ond Extended File System (ext2fs). Another file system that uses index blocks is 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 13.8 | Index block chaining. 

 

 
Microsoft's  NTFS,  which  is  discussed  in  the  Windows  XP  case  study  in   

Section 21.8.2, NTFS. Indexed noncontiguous allocation yields good performance 

with low overhead for many environments and has been implemented in many gen• 

eral-purpose computer systems. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 13.9 | Inode structure. 
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13.6 Free Space Management 
As files grow and shrink, file systems maintain a record of the  location of blocks 

that are available to store new data (i.e., free  blocks). A file system  may use a free- list 

to keep track of free space (Fig. 13.10). The free list is a linked list of blocks con• 

taining the locations of free blocks. The last entry of a free list block stores a pointer 

to the next free list block; the last entry of the last free list  block  stores  a  null pointer 

to indicate that there are no further free list  blocks. When the system needs to 

allocate a new block to a file, it finds the address of a free block in the free list. writes 



the new data to a free block and removes that block's entry from the free list. 

The file system typically allocates blocks from the beginning  of the  free  list 

and appends freed blocks to the end of the list. Pointers to the head  and tail of the  

free list can be stored in the file system's superblock. A free block can be located by 

following a single pointer; likewise, adding a block to the free list requires the sys•  

tem to follow one pointer. Therefore, this technique requires little overhead to per• 

form free list maintenance operations. As files are  created  and  deleted, however, 

the storage device's free space can become fragmented, and adjacent entries in the free 

list will point to noncontiguous blocks. As a result, sequential file data will be 

allocated noncontiguous blocks, which generally increases file access time. Alterna- 

 
 

 

Figure 13.10 | Free space management using a free list. 
 

 

 

 
 

tively, the file system can attempt to allocate contiguous blocks by searching or sort• ing 

the free list, both of which incur significant overhead.
48

 

Another common  method  of  free   space   management   is   the   bitmap 

(Fig. 13.11). A bitmap contains one bit  for  each block in  the file system, where the 

ith bit corresponds to the ith block in the file system. In one implementation, a bit in 

the bitmap is 1 when the corresponding block is in use and 0 when it is not.
49

 The 

bitmap generally spans multiple blocks. Thus, if each block stores 32  bits, the  15th 

bit of the third bitmap corresponds to block 79. One of the primary advantages to 

bitmaps over free lists is that the file system can quickly determine if contiguous  

blocks are available at certain locations on secondary storage. For example, if a user 

appends data to a file that ends at block 60,  the file system can  directly access  the 

61st entry of the bitmap to determine if the block is free. A disadvantage to bitmaps  

is that the file system may need to search the entire bitmap to find a free block, 

resulting in execution overhead. In many cases this overhead is trivial, because pro• 

cessor speeds are so much faster than I/O speeds in today's systems. 

 



 

 

Figure 13.11 | Free space management using a bitmap. 
 

 
 
 

resents each block using a single bit, but a free list uses a block number, which can be  as large  

as 32 or 64 bits. A file system's bitmap size is constant, while the free list's size depends on the 

number of free blocks in the system. Thus, when a file system contains few free blocks, a  free 

list consumes less space than a bitmap. 

13.7 File Access Control 
Files are often used to store sensitive data such as credit card numbers, passwords, 

social security numbers and more, so file systems should include mechanisms to 

control user access to data (see the  Operating Systems Thinking feature, Security).  

In the sections that follow, we discuss common techniques for implementing file 

access control. 

 

13.7.1 Access Control Matrix 
One way to control access to tiles is to create a two-dimensional  access  control 

matrix (Fig. 13.12)  listing all the users and all the files  in the system. The entry aij  is  

1 if user i is  allowed access to file j; otherwise aij  - 0. For example, in Fig. 13.12, user  

5 can access all ten files and user 4 can access only file 1. In an  installation with  a  

large number of users and a large number of files, this matrix would be quite large. 

Further, allowing one user access to another user's files is the exception rather than 

the rule, so the matrix would be extremely sparse. To make such a matrix concept 

useful, it would be necessary to use codes to indicate various kinds of access such as 

read-only, write-only, execute-only, read/write, and so on. This could substantially 

increase the size of the matrix. 



 
 
 
 

13.8 File Access Control 611 
 

 

 

Figure 13.12 | Access control matrix. 
 
 

13.7.2 Access Control by User Classes 
A technique that requires considerably less space than the uses of an access control 

matrix is the control of access to various user classes. A common file access classifi- 

cation scheme is 

• Owner—Normally, this is the user who created the file. The owner has 

unrestricted access to the file and typically can change file permissions. 

• Specified user—The owner specifies that another individual may use the file. 

• Group (or project) —Users are often members of a group working on a 

particular project. In this case the various members of the group may all be 

granted access to each other's project-related files. 

• Public—Most systems allow a file to be designated as public so that it may be 

accessed by any member of the system's user community. By default, public 

access rights typically allow users to read or execute a file, but not to write it. 
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This access control data can be stored as part of the file control block and 

often consumes an insignificant amount of space. Security is an important issue in 

operating system design and is covered in greater detail in Chapter 19, Security. 

 

 

13.9 Data Access Techniques 
In many systems, several processes may be requesting file data from various files spread 

across the storage device, leading to many seeks. Instead of instantly responding to 

immediate user I/O demands, the operating system may use several techniques to 

improve performance. 

Today's operating systems generally provide many access methods. These are 

sometimes grouped as queued access methods and basic access methods. The  

queued methods provide more powerful capabilities than the basic methods. 

Queued access methods are used when the sequence in which records are to be 

processed can be anticipated, such as in sequential and indexed sequential accessing. 

The queued methods perform anticipatory buffering and scheduling of I/O opera• 

tions. Such methods attempt to have the next record available for processing as soon 

as the previous record has been processed. More than one record at a time is main• 

tained in main memory; this allows processing and I/O operations to be overlapped, 

improving performance. 

The basic access methods are normally used when the sequence in which 

records are to be processed cannot be anticipated, particularly with direct access•  

ing. Also there are many situations, such as database applications, in which user 

applications want to control record accesses without incurring the overhead of 

anticipatory buffering. In the basic methods, the access method reads and writes 

physical blocks; blocking and deblocking (if appropriate to the application) is per• 

formed by the user application. 

Memory-mapped files map file data to a process's virtual  address  space  

instead of using a file system cache.
50

 Because references to memory-mapped files 

occur in a process's virtual address space, the virtual memory manager can make 

page-replacement decisions based on each process's reference pattern. Memory- 

mapped files also simplify application programming, because developers can access 

file data using pointers instead of specifying read, write and seek operations. 
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DBMS - Definition 

 A database-management system (DBMS) is a collection of 

interrelated data and a set of programs to access those data.  

 

 The collection of data, usually referred to as the database, 

contains information relevant to an enterprise.  

 

 The primary goal of a DBMS is to provide a way to store and 

retrieve database information that is both convenient and 

efficient. 

 

 Database systems are designed to manage large bodies of 

information. Management of data involves both structures for 

storage of information and providing mechanisms for the 

manipulation of information. 



1.1 Database-System Applications 

Databases are widely used. Here are some 

representative applications: 
 

Banking: For customer information, accounts, loans, and 

banking transactions. 

 

Airlines: For reservations and schedule information. 

Airlines were among the first to use databases in a 

geographically distributed manner. 

 

Universities: For student information/ course 

registrations, and grades. 



1.1 Database-System Applications 

Credit card transactions: For purchases on credit cards 

and generation of monthly statements. 

 

Telecommunication: Forr keeping records of calls made, 

generating monthly bills, maintaining balances on prepaid 

calling cards, and storing information about 

the communication networks. 

 

Finance: For storing information about holdings, sales,    

and purchases of financial instruments such as stocks and 

bonds;  

 

Sales: For customer, product, and purchase information. 



1.1 Database-System Applications 

On-line retailers: For sales data and on-line order 

tracking/ generation of recommendation lists, and 

maintenance of on-line product evaluations. 

 

Manufacturing: For management of the supply chain 

and for tracking production of items in factories, 

inventories of items in warehouses and stores, and orders 

for items. 

 

Human resources : For information about employees,      

salaries, payroll taxes, benefits, and for generation of 

paychecks. 



1.1 Database-System Applications 

 interactive voice response systems allowed users to 

deal directly with databases-a caller could dial a 

number, and press phone keys to enter information or 

to select alternative options, to find flight 

arrival/departure times, for example, or to register for 

courses in a university. 

 

 The Internet revolution of the late 1990s, the databases 

Organizations converted many of their phone 

interfaces  to databases in to Web interfaces, and 

made a variety of services and information available 

online.  

 



1.1 Database-System Applications 

 For instance, when you access an online bookstore and 

browse a book or music collection, you are accessing 

data stored in a database. 

 

 When you access a bank Web site and retrieve your 

bank balance and transaction information, the 

information is retrieved from the bank's database 

system. 

 
 
 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

 The purpose of Database system is response to early 

methods of computerized management of 

commercial data. 

 

 For example, in banking enterprise, To allow users to 

manipulate the information, the system has a number 

of application programs that manipulates the files,  

including programs to: 

 Debit or credit an account 

 Add a new account 

 Find the balance of an account 

 Generate monthly statements 

 System programmers wrote these application 

programs to meet the needs of the bank. 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

 Before database management systems (DBMSs) came 

along, organizations were used the file processing 

system. The drawbacks of file processing systems are: 

 

Data redundancy: The same information may be 

duplicated in several places (files). 

 

 For example, the address and telephone number of a 

particular customer may appear in a file that consists 

of savings-account records and checking-account 

records. 

 

 This redundancy leads to higher storage and access 

cost. 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Data inconsistency:  The various copies of the same data 

may no longer agree.  

 

For example, a changed customer address may be 

reflected in savings-account records but not elsewhere in 

the system. 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Difficulty in accessing data: Retrieve the information 

based on the particular selection criteria. 

 

 For example, the bank officers needs to find out the 

names of all customers who live within a particular 

postal-code area.  

 

 The bank officer has now two choices: either obtain 

the list of all customers and extract the needed 

information manually or ask a system programmer to 

write the necessary application program.  

 

 The query may be different from  time to time. So, the 

programmer need to write program for every query. 

 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Data isolation:  The data are scattered in various files, 

and files may be in different formats, writing new 

application programs to retrieve the appropriate data is 

difficult. 

 

Integrity problems: The data values stored in the 

database must satisfy certain types of consistency 

constraints.  

 

For example, the minimum balance of bank accounts may 

never fall below a prescribed amount (say, Rs.1000)  



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Data isolation:  The data are scattered in various files, 

and files may be in different formats, writing new 

application programs to retrieve the appropriate data is 

difficult. 

 

Integrity problems: The data values stored in the 

database must satisfy certain types of consistency 

constraints.  

 

For example, the minimum balance of bank accounts may 

never fall below a prescribed amount (say, Rs.1000)  



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Atomicity problems: A computer system, Iike any other 

mechanical or electrical device, is subject to failure.  

 

If a failure occurs, the data should be restored to the 

consistent state. 

 

 Consider a program to transfer Rs. 1000 from account 

A to account B. 

 

 If a system failure occurs during the execution of the 

Program, it is possible that the Rs. 1000  was debitted 

from account A but was not credited to account B, 

resulting in an inconsistent database state. 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Concurrent-access anomalies: Many systems allows 

multiple users to update the data simultaneously. 

 

The interaction of concurrent updates is possible and may 

result in inconsistent data. 

 

 For example, If two customers withdrawn the amount 

Rs.1000, Rs.500 from Account A . (The current 

balance  of Account A may be 5000.) 

 

 If the transaction is simultaneous then the data may be 

stored as either 4000 or 4500 instead of 3500. 

 



1.2 Purpose of Database Systems 

Security problems: Not every user of the database 

system should be able to accessa all the data.  

 

 For example, in a banking system, payroll personnel 

need to see only the part of the database system. 



1.3 View of Data 

 A database system is a collection of inter-related data 

and a set of programs that allow users to access and 

modify these data.  

 

 A major purpose of a database system is to provide 

users with an abstract view of the data. That is, the 

system hides certain details of how the data are stored 

and maintained. 

 

 



1.3.1 Data Abstraction 

 A major purpose of a database system is to provide 

users with an abstract view of the data. That is, the 

system hides certain details of how the data are stored 

and maintained. 

 

Physical level: The lowest level of abstraction describes 

how the data are actually stored. [Block of consecutive 

storage location] 

 

Logical level: The next-higher level of abstraction 

describes what data are stored in the database, and what 

relationships exist among those data. [Type Definition or 

Table creation] 



1.3.1 Data Abstraction 

View level: The highest level of abstraction describes 

only part of the entire database.  The system may provide 

many views for the same database. 



1.3.1 Data Abstraction 

View level: The highest level of abstraction describes 

only part of the entire database.  The system may provide 

many views for the same database. 



1.3.2 lnstances and Schemas 

Instance: The collection of information stored in the 

database at a particular moment is called an instance of 

the database.  

 

Schema :The overall design of the datlbase is called the 

database schema.  

 

Database systems have several schemas, partitioned 

according to the levels of abstraction.  

 

The physical schema describes the database design at the 

physical level, while the logical schema describes the 

database design at the logical level. A portion of the 

database is called subschema. 



1.3.2 lnstances and Schemas 

Data Independence: The ability to modify a schema 

definition in one level without affecting a schema 

definition in the next higher level is called data 

independence. 

 

Physical Data Independence: The ability to modify the 

physical schema without causing application programs to 

be rewritten. 

 

Logical Data Independence: The ability to modify the 

logical schema without causing application programs to 

be rewritten. 



1.3.3 Data Models 

Underlying the structure of a database is the data model. 

A data model provides a way to describe the design of a 

database at the physical, Iogical, and view level.  The 

data models can be classified in four different categories: 

 

Relational Model: The relational model uses a collection 

of tables to represent both data and the relationships 

among those data. The relational model is an example of 

a record-based model. 

 

The Entity-Relationship Model: The entity-relationship 

(E-R) data model is based on a perception of a real world 

that consists of a collection of basic objects, called 

entities, and of relationships among these objects.  



1.3.3 Data Models 

The object-oriented model: It can be seen as extending 

the E-R model with notions of encapsulation, methods 

(functions), and object identity. The object-relational data 

model combines features of the object-oriented data 

model and relational data model. 

 

Semistructured Data Model: The semistructured data 

modelpermits the specification of data where individual 

data items of the same type may have different sets of 

attributes. (Ex: In ration card, A family that contain two 

person or A family that contains three persons). The 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is widely used to 

represent semistructured data. 



1.4 Database Languages 

 A database system provides a data-definition 

language to specify the database schema and a data-

manipulation language to express database queries 

and updates. 

 

 



1.4.1 Data-Manipulation Language 

A data-manipulation language (DML) is a language 

that enables users to access or manipulate data. The types 

of access are: 

 Retrieval of information stored in the database 

 Insertion of new information into the database 

 Deletion of information from the database 

 Modification of information stored in the 

database 

There are basically two types of DML: 

 Procedural DMLs require a user to specify what data 

are needed and. how to get those data. 

 Declarative DMLs (also referred to as nonprocedural 

DMLs) require a user to specify what data are needed 

without specifying how to get those data. 



1.4.1 Data-Manipulation Language 

 A query is a statement requesting the retrieval of 

information.  

 

 The portion of a DML that involves information 

retrieval is called a query language. 



1.4.2 Data-Definition Language 

 The specification of a database schema by a set of 

definitions expressed by a special language called a 

data-definition language (DDL). 

 

 The specification of  the storage structure and access 

methods used by a set of statements in a special type 

of DDL called a data storage and definition 

language. 

 

 The data values stored in the database must satisfy 

certain consistency constraints. 

 



1.4.2 Data-Definition Language 

 The different types of Constraints are domain 

Constraints, referential integrity constraints, Assertion 

and authorization. 

 

 Domain Constraints: A domain of possible values 

must be associated with every attribute (for example, 

integer WPes, character WPes, date/time types). 

 

 Referential Integrity:  There are cases where we 

wish to ensure that a value that appears in one relation 

for a given set of attributes also appears for a certain 

set of attributes in another relation (referential 

integrity). 



1.4.2 Data-Definition Language 

 Assertions: An assertion is any condition that the 

database must always satisfy. Domain constraints and 

referential-integrity constraints are special forms of 

assertions. 

  

 Authorization:  Authorised person only allowed to 

access and manipulate the data in the database. The 

authorization may be read authorization, insertion 

authorization, update authorization and delete 

authorization. 

 

 Meta Data: The output of the DDL is placed in the 

dafa dictionary, which contains metadata-that is, data 

about data. 



1.5 Relational Databases 

A relational database is based on the relational model and 

uses a collection of tables to represent both data and the 

relationships among those data. 

 

1.5.1 Table 

 Each table has multiple columns, and each column has 

a unique name.  

 

 Figure 1.2 presents a sample relational database 

comprising three tables:  

 

 one shows details of bank customers, the second 

shows accounts, and the third shows which accounts 

belong to which customers 



1.5 Relational Databases 



1.5.2 Data-Manipulation Language 

 The query language of SQL is nonprocedural. It takes 

as input several tables (possibly only one) and always 

returns a single table. 

 

 Here is an example of an SQL query that finds the 

names of all customers who reside in Harrison: 



1.5.3 Data-Definition Language 

 SQL provides a rich DDL that allows one to define 

tables, integrity constraints, assertions, etc. 

 

 For instance, the following statement in the SQL 

language defines the account table: 



1.5.4 Database Access from Application Programs 

 There are some computations that can not be obtained 

by any SQL query.  

 

 Such computations must be written in a host language, 

such as Cobol, C, C++, or lava, with embedded SQL 

queries that access the data in the database. 



1.6 Database Design 

 Database design mainly involves the design of the 

database schema. 

 

 Database systems are designed to manage large bodies 

of information.  

 

 These large bodies of information do not exist in 

isolation. 



1.6.1 Design Process 

 The initial phase of database design is to characterize 

the data based on the user needs. The database 

designer needs to interact with domain experts and 

users to carry out this task. The outcome of this phase 

is a specification of user requirements. 

 

 The next phase is describing data and its relation ship 

by using normalization rules. 

 

 Finally design the logical and physical design. 

 



1.6.1 Design Process 

 Logical Design –  Deciding on the database schema. 

Database design requires that we find a “good” 

collection of relation schemas. 

 

 Business decision – What attributes should we 

record in the database? 

 

 Computer Science decision –  What relation 

schemas should we have and how should the 

attributes be distributed among the various relation 

schemas? 

 

 Physical Design – Deciding on the physical layout of 

the database.             



1.6.2 Database Design for Banking Enterprise 

 To illustrate the design process, let us examine how a 

database for a banking enterprise could be designed.      

Here are the major characteristics of the banking 

enterprise. 

 

 The bank is organized into branches, which monitors 

the assets of each branch. 

 

 Bank customers are identified by their customerid 

values. The bank stores each customer's name/ and the 

street and city where the customer lives. Customers 

may have accounts and can take out loans. 



1.6.2 Database Design for Banking Enterprise 

 The bank offers two types of accounts-savings and 

checking accounts. Each savings account has an 

interest rate, and overdrafts are recorded for each 

checking account. 

 

 The bank provides its customers with loans. 

 

 Bank employees are identified by their employee-id 

values. Also it contains employee personal 

information and date of joining details. 

 



1.6.3 The Entity-Relationship Model 

ER Model: Entity-Relation model is based on the notion 

of real-world entities and the relationship between them. 

 

An ER model consists of a collection of basic objects, 

called entities, and of relationships among these Objects. 

 

Entity: An entity is a "thing" or "object" in the real world 

that is distinguishable from other objects. For example, 

each person is an entity, and bank accounts can be 

considered as entities. 



1.6.3 The Entity-Relationship Model 

Entities: Entities are described in a database by a set of 

attributes. For example, attributes customer-name, 

customer-street, address and customer city may describe a 

customer entity. 

 

Relationship: A relationship is an association among 

several entities. For example, a depositor relationship 

associates a customer with account no. 

 

Entity set: The set of all entities of the same type is 

termed as an entity set.  

 

Relationship set: The set of all relationships of the same 

type is termed as relationship set. 



1.6.3 The Entity-Relationship Model 

 The overall logical structure (schema) of a database 

can be expressed graphically by an E-R diagram. It 

contains the following components. 

 

 Rectangles, which represent entity sets 

 

 Ellipses, which represent attributes 

 

 Diamonds, which represent sets of relationships 

 

 Lines, which link attributes to entity sets and 

entity sets to relationships. 



1.6.3 The Entity-Relationship Model 

 The E-R diagram indicates that there are two entity 

sets, customer and account with a set of attributes. The 

diagram also shows a relationship depositor between 

customer and account. 



1.6.4 Normalization 

A method for designing a relational database is known as 

normalization. The goal is to generate a set of relation 

schemas without unnecessary redundancy. 

 

A bad database design may contains: 

 

Repetition of information: The customer johnson record 

is repeated in Figure 1.5. 

 

Inability to represent certain information:  Customer 

name and other information can be stored only the 

knowing of account number or otherwise account number 

should be null. 



1.6.4 Normalization 

Bad Database Design 

Good Database Design 



1.7.1 Object-Based Data Models 

 The object-oriented data model is based on the 

object-oriented programming language paradigm, 

which is now in wide use.  

 

 Inheritance, object-identity, and encapsulation 

(information hiding), with methods to provide an 

interface to objects, are among the key concepts of 

object-oriented programming that have found 

applications in data modeling. 

 

 The object-relational data model extends the 

traditional relational model with a variety of features 

such as structured and collection types, as well as 

object orientation. 



1.7.2 Semi structured Data Models 

 Semi structured data models permit the specification 

of data where individual data items of the same type 

may have different sets of attributes. 

 

 XML provides a way to represent data that have 

nested structure, and it allows a great deal of 

flexibility in structuring of data. 



1.8 Data Storoge and Querying 

 The functional components of a database system can 

be broadly divided into the storage manager and 

the query Processor components. 

 

 The storage manager is important because databases 

typically require a large amount of storage space. 

 

 The main memory of computers cannot store large 

amount of information, the information is stored on 

disks.  

 

 Data storage is responsible for moving data between 

disk storage and main memory. 



1.8 Data Storoge and Querying 

 The query processor is important because it helps 

the database system simplify and facilitate access to 

data. 

 

 The job of the query processor system is to translate 

updates and queries written in a nonprocedural 

language, at the logical level, into an efficient 

sequence of operations at the physical level. 



1.8.1 Storage Manager 

A storage manager is a program module that provides 
the interface between the low level data stored in the 
database and the application programs and queries 
submitted to the system. 
 

The storage manager translates the various DML 
statements into low-level file-system commands.  
 
Thus, the storage manager is responsible for storing, 
retrieving, and updating data in the database. 



1.8.1 Storage Manager 

The storage manager components include: 

 

 Authorization and integrity manager: which tests for 

the satisfaction of integrity constraints and checks 

the authority of users to access data 

 

 Transaction manager: which ensures that the 

database remains in a consistent (correct) state. 

 

 File manager: which manages the allocation of 

space on disk storage. 

 

 Buffer manager: which is responsible for fetching 

data between disk storage and main memory. 



1.8.1 Storage Manager 

 The storage manager implements several data 

structures includes: 

 

 Data files: which store the database itself. 

 

 Data dictionary: which stores metadata about the 

structure of the database 

 

 Indices: which can provide fast access to data 

items. 



1.8.2 The Query Processor 

The query processor components include: 

 DDL interpreter: which interprets DDL statements 

and records the definitions in the data dictionary. 

 

 DML compiler, which translates DML statements 

in a query language into low-level instructions[0 

and 1s] for query evaluation engine. It also performs 

the query optimization. 

 

 Query evaluation engine, which executes low-level 

instructions generated by the DML compiler. 

 
 

 



1.9 Transaction Management 

A transaction is a collection of operations that 
performs a single logical function in a database 
application. 
 

 



Transaction Management 

 To illustrate the concept of transactions, think about a 

banking operation database.  

 

 When a client transfers money from a savings account 

to a checking account, the transaction can consist of 

three separate operations:   

 

 debiting the savings account,  

 crediting the checking account, and  

 recording the transaction in the transaction log. 

 



Transaction - Definition 

A database transaction must be atomic, consistent, isolated and 

durable.  

Atomic : A transaction is a logical unit of work which must be 

either completed with all of its data modifications, or none of them 

is performed. 

Consistent : At the end of the transaction, all data must be left in a 

consistent state. 

Isolated : Modifications of data performed by a transaction must 

be independent of another transaction. Unless this happens, the 

outcome of a transaction may be erroneous. 

Durable : When the transaction is completed, effects of the 

modifications performed by the transaction must be permanent in 

the system. 

Often these four properties of a transaction are acronymed 

as ACID. 

 



Transaction - Definition 

  Account A Account B 
State 

Initial 

Balance 5000 10000   

Rs. 2000 Transferred from Account A to Account B 

  

3000 10000 Atomicity 

5000 12000 Consistency 

5000 12000 

Durability 

(Permanent 

changes into the 

database) 



1.1 
 

1.11 Database Architecture 

The overall 

architecture of 

database 

architecture as 

shown in Fig 

1.6. 



1.11 Database Architecture 

 The Database applications are usually partitioned into 

two or three parts, as in Figure 1.7. 

 

 In a two-tier architecture, the application is resides at 

the client machine, which invokes database system 

functionality at the server machine through query 

language statements.  

 

 Application Program interface standards like ODBC 

and JDBC are used for interaction between the client 

and the Server. 

 

 Client Request to Server (Select * from emp) 

 Server Receives request and response to client. 



1.11 Database Architecture 

 In contrast, in a three-tier architecture, the client 

machine acts as merely a front end and does not 

contain any direct database calls. 

 

 Instead, the client end communicates with an 

application server, usually through a forms interface. 

(WWW) 

 

 The application server in turn communicates with a 

database system to access data. 



1.11 Database Architecture 



1.12 Database Users and Administrators 

 People who work with a database can be categorized 

as database users or database administrators 



1.12.1 Database Users and User Interfaces 

There are four different types of database-system users. 

 

 Naive users are unsophisticated users who interact 

with the system by invoking one of the application 

programs that have been written previously. For 

example, a bank teller who needs to transfer $50 from 

account A to Account B invokes a program called 

transfer. 

 

 Application programmers are computer 

professionals who write application programs. 

 

 

 

 Sophisticated users interact with the system without 

writing programs. Instead, they form their requests in 

a database query language. 

 

 Specialized users are sophisticated users who write 

specialized database Applications such as computer-

aided design systems, knowledge base and expert 

systems, systems that store data with complex data 

types. 

 



1.12.1 Database Users and User Interfaces 

 

 Sophisticated users interact with the system without 

writing programs. Instead, they form their requests in 

a database query language. 

 

 Specialized users are sophisticated users who write 

specialized database Applications such as computer-

aided design systems, knowledge base and expert 

systems, systems that store data with complex data 

types. 

 



1.12.2 Database Administrator 

A person who has central control over the system is called 

a database administrator (DBA). The functions of a DBA 

include: 

 Schema definition. The DBA creates the original 

database schema by executing 

 

 a set of data definition statements in the DDL. 

 

 Storage structure and access-method definition. 

 

 Schema and physical-organization modification. 

 

 Granting of authorization for data access 



1.12.2 Database Administrator 

 Routine maintenance, Examples of the database 

administrator's routine maintenance activities are: 

 

 Periodically backing up the database 

 

 Ensuring that enough free disk space is 

available for database operations. 

 

 Monitoring the performance of jobs running on 

the database. 



1.13 History of Database Systems 

 1950s and early 1960s: 

 Data processing using magnetic tapes for storage.Tapes 

provided only sequential access. 

 Punched cards for input 

 Late 1960s and 1970s: 

 Hard disks allowed direct access to data 

 Network and hierarchical data models in widespread use 

 Ted Codd defines the relational data model 

 Would win the ACM Turing Award for this work 

 IBM Research begins System R prototype 

 UC Berkeley begins Ingres prototype 

 High-performance (for the era) transaction processing 

 



1.13 History of Database Systems 

 1980s: 
 Research relational prototypes evolve into commercial 

systems 
 SQL becomes industrial standard 
 Parallel and distributed database systems 
 Object-oriented database systems 

 1990s: 
 Large decision support and data-mining applications 
 Large multi-terabyte data warehouses 
 Emergence of Web commerce 

 Early 2000s: 
 XML and XQuery standards 
 Automated database administration 

 Later 2000s: 
 Giant data storage systems 
 Google BigTable, Yahoo PNuts, Amazon, .. 
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6.2 The Entity-Relationship Model 

 The entity-relationship (E-R) data model represents 

the overall logical structure of a database. 

 

 The E-R model is very useful in mapping the 

meanings and interactions of real-world enterprises 

onto a conceptual schema. 

 

 The E-R data model employs three basic notions: 

entity sets, relationship sets, and attributes. 



6.2.1 Entity Sets 

 An entity is a "thing" or "object" in the real world that 

is distinguishable from all other objects.  

 

 A set of attribute is called an Entity . 

 

 An entity has a set of properties, and the values for 

some set of properties may uniquely identify an entity. 

 

 For instance, a person may have a person-id property 

whose value uniquely identifies that person. 
 
 
 

 



6.2.1 Entity Sets 

 An entity set is a set of entities of the same type that 

share the same properties, or attributes.  

 

 A set of entity is called Entity set. 

 

 For example, the set of all persons who are customers 

at a given bank, can be defined as the entity set 

customer. 

 

 Similarly, the entity set loan might represent the set of 

all loans awarded by a particular bank. 
 



6.2.1 Entity Sets 



6.2.2 Relationship Sets 

 A relationship is an association among several entities. 

For example, we can define a relationship that 

associates customer Hayes with loan L-15. 

 

 A relationship set is a set of relationships of the same 

type. 

 

 For example, Figure 6.2 shows the relationship set 

borrower to denote the association between 

customers and the loans that the customers have. 



6.2.2 Relationship Sets 



6.2.3 Attributes 

 For each attribute, there is a set of permitted values, 

called the domain, or value set, of that attribute.  

The domain of attribute customer-name might be the 

set of all text strings of a certain length(Ex: customer-

name char(25)) 



6.2.3 Attributes 

 An attribute, as used in the E-R model, can be 

characterized by the following attribute types. 

 

 Simple and composite attributes: An Attribute can 

not be divided into subpart is called simple attribute. 

An Attribute can be divided into subpart is called 

composite attribute. 

 

 Example for Simple attribute: Age. 

 

 Example for composite attribute: name. An 

attribute name consisting of firstname, middle-

initial, and last-name. 

 

 Single-valued and multivalued attributes: An 

attribute has single value for a specific entity is called 

single attribute. For ex, the loan-number attribute for a 

specific loan entity refers to only one loan number. An 

attribute has multiple value for a specific entity is 

called multi-valued attribute. For example an 

employee may have zero, one, or several phone 

numbers. 



6.2.3 Attributes 

 Single-valued and multivalued attributes: An 

attribute has single value for a specific entity is called 

single attribute.  

 

 For ex, the loan-number attribute for a specific loan 

entity refers to only one loan number.  

 

 An attribute has multiple value for a specific entity is 

called multi-valued attribute.  

 

 For example an employee may have zero, one, or 

several phone numbers. 



6.2.3 Attributes 

 Derived attribute: The value for this type of attribute 

can be derived from the values of other related 

attributes is called derived attribute.  

 

 For example the age of the employee may be 

calculated from date-of-birth and current date. 

 

 Age=current_date – date_of_birth 

 

 An attribute takes a null value when an entity does not 

have a value for it. The null value may indicate "not 

applicable" 



6.2.3 Attributes 



6.3 Constraints 

An E-R enterprise schema may define certain constraints 

to which the contents of a database must conform. 



6.3.1 Mapping Cardinalities 

Mapping cardinalities, or cardinality ratios, express the number 

of entities to which another entity can be associated via a 

relationship set.  



6.3.1 Mapping Cardinalities 



6.3.1 Mapping Cardinalities 

 An E-R enterprise schema may define certain 

constraints to which the contents of a database must 

conform. 

 

 For a binary relationship set R between entity sets A 

and B, the mapping cardinality must be one of the 

following: 

 

 One-to-one: An entity in A is associated with at most 

one entity in B, and an entity in B is associated with at 

most one entity in A. (See Figure 6.5a.) 

 

 one-to-many: An entity in A is associated with any 

number (zero or more) of entities in B. An entity in B,  



6.3.1 Mapping Cardinalities 

can be associated with at most one entity in A. (See 

Figure 6.5b.) 

 

 Many-to-one: An entity in A is associated with at 

most one entity in B. An entity in B, however, can be 

associated with any number (zero or more) of entities 

in A. (See Figure 6.6a.) 

 

 Many-to-many: An entity in A is associated with any 

number (zero or more) of entities in B, and an entity in 

B is associated with any number (zero or more) of 

entities in A. (See Figure 6.6b.) 



6.3.2 Keys 

 The values of the attribute of an entity must be 

uniquely identified.  

 

 In other words, no two entities in an entity set are 

allowed to have exactly the same value for all 

attributes. 

 



6.3.3 Participation Constraints 

 The participation of an entity set E in a relationship set 

R is said to be total if every entity in E participates in 

at least one relationship in R.  

 

 If only some entities in E participate in relationships in 

R, the participation of entity set E in relationship R is 

said to be partial.  

 
 For example, we expect every loan entity to be related 

to at least one customer through the borrower 

relationship. Therefore the participation of loan in the 

relationship set borrower is total.  

 

 customer in the borrower relationship set is the partial. 



6.3.3 Participation Constraints 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 An E-R diagram can express the overall logical 

structure of a database graphically.  

 

 E-R diagrams are simple and clear.  

 

 An ER diagram consists of the following major 

components: 

 

 Rectangles, which represent entity sets. 

 

 Ellipses, which represent attributes. 

 

 Diamonds, which represent relationship sets. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 Lines, which link attributes to entity sets and entity 

sets to relationship sets. 

 

 Double ellipses, which represent multivalued 

attributes. 

 

 Dashed ellipses, which denote derived attributes. 

 

 Double lines, which indicate total participation of an 

entity in a relationship set. 

 

 Double rectangles, which represent weak entity sets. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

An E-R diagram can express the overall logical structure 

of a database graphically.  

 

E-R diagrams are simple and clear.  

 

An ER diagram consists of the following major 

components: 

 

Rectangles, which represent entity sets. 

 

Ellipses, which represent attributes. 

 

Diamonds, which represent relationship sets. 

 

Lines, which link attributes to entity sets and entity sets to 

relationship sets. 

 

Double ellipses, which represent multivalued attributes. 

 

Dashed ellipses, which denote derived attributes. 

 

Double lines, which indicate total participation of an 

entity in a relationship set. 

 

Double rectangles, which represent weak entity sets. 



6.2.3 Attributes 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 Consider the entity-relationship diagram in Figure 6.7, 

which consists of two entity sets, customer and loan, 

related through a binary relationship set borrower.  

 The attributes associated with customer are customer-

id ,customer-name, customer-street, and customer-city. 

The attributes associated with loan are loan-number 

and amount.  

 The relationship set borrower may be many-to-many 

(Fig. 6.7), one-to-many (Fig. 6.8 a) , many-to-one 

(Fig. 6.8 b) , or one-to-one (Fig. 6.8 c).  

 To distinguish among these types, we draw either a 

directed line () or an undirected line (    ) between 

the relationship set and the entity set. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

Figure 6.7 shows many-many relationship 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 In Figure 6.9, the access date attribute attached to the 

relationship set depositor to specify the most recent 

date on which a customer accessed that account. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

Figure 6.11 shows the role indicators mannger and 

worker between the employee entity set and the 

works_for relationship set. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 Figure 6.12 consists of the three entity sets employee, 

job, and branch, related through the relationship set 

works-on. 



6.4 Entity-Relationship Diagrams 

 A double line from loan to borrower, as in Figure 

6.13, indicates that each loan must have at least one 

associated customer.  



6.5 Entity-Relationship Design lssues 
6.5.1 Use of Entity Sets versus Attributes 

 Choice mainly depends on the structure of the 

enterprise being modeled, and on the semantics 

associated with the attribute in question. 

 

 Consider the entity set employee with attributes 

employee_id, employee-name and telephone-number. 

 

 In the above structure the telephone number may be 

zero or one or more than one.  

 

 The alternative design may be The employee entity 

set with attributes employee-id and employee_name. 

 The telephone entity set with attributes 

telephonenumber and location 



6.5 Entity-Relationship Design lssues 
6.5.1 Use of Entity Sets versus Attributes 



6.5.2 Use of Entity Sets versus Relationship Sets 

 Possible guideline is to designate a relationship set to 

describe an action that occurs between entities. 

 

 In Fig 6.16, Each loan is represented by a 

relationship between a customer and a branch. 

 

 If every loan is held by exactly one customer and is 

associated with exactly one branch. 

 

 With this design, we cannot represent conveniently a 

situation in which several customers hold a loan 

jointly.  

 To handle such a situation, we must define a separate 

relationship for each holder of the joint loan. 



6.5.2 Use of Entity Sets versus Relationship Sets 



6.5.3 Binary versus n-ary Relationship Sets 

 Relationships in databases are often binary.  

 

 it is always possible to replace a non-binary (n-ary, for 

n > 2) relationship set by a number of distinct binary 

relationship sets.  

 

 For simplicity, consider the abstract ternary (n = 3) 

relationship set R, relating entity sets A, B, and, c.  

 

 we replace the relationship set R by an entity set E, and 

create three relationship sets as shown in Figure6 .17: 

 RA, relating E and A   

 RB, relating E and B 

 Rc, reiating E andC 



6.5.3 Binary versus n-ary Relationship Sets 



6.5.4 Placement of Relationship Attributes 

 Can make access-date an attribute of account, instead 

of a relationship attribute, if each account can have 

only one customer  

 That is, the relationship from account to customer is 

many to one, or equivalently, customer to account is 

one to many 



6.6 Weak Entity Sets 

 An entity set that does not has a primary key is 

termed a weak entity set. 

 

 An entity set that has a primary key is termed a 

strong entity set. 

 

 Sequence number is the payment number. payments 

for different loans may share the same payment 

number. 

 

 For a weak entity set to be meaningful, it must be 

associated with another entity set, called the 

identifying or owner entity set. 



6.6 Weak Entity Sets 



6.7 Extended E-R Features 

 Extended E-R features of specialization, 

generalization, higher- and lower-level entity sets, 

attribute inheritance and aggregation. 



6.7.1 Specialization 

 An entity set may include subgroupings of entities that 

are distinct in some way from other entities in the set. 

 

 As an example, consider an entity set person with 

attributes person-id, name,street, and city. A person may 

be further classified as customer and employee. 

 

 Each of these person types is described by a set of 

attributes that includes all the attributes of entity set 

person plus possibly additional attributes.  

 

 For example customer entrties may be described further 

by an attribute creditrating, whereas employee entities 

may be described further by the attribute salary. 



6.7.1 Specialization 



6.7.2 Generalization 

 Representation of more than one entity set with 

common attribute is called generalization. 

 

 There are similarities between the customer entity set 

and the employee entity set.  

 

 They have several attributes are common in the two 

entity sets: namely, the identifier, name, street, and 

city attributes.  

 

 This commonality can be expressed by 

generalization.  



6.7.3 Attribute lnheritance 

 The higher- and lower-level entities created by 

specialization and generalization is attribute 

inheritance. Figure 6.20 depicts a hierarchy of entity 

sets. 

 

 The attributes of the higher-level entity sets ire said 

to be inherited by the lower-level entity sets.  

 

 For example, customer and employee inherit the 

attributes of person. 

 

 

 

 

S.No. Higher Level Entity Set Lower Level Entity Set 

1. Person Customer, Employee 

2. Employee Officer, Teller, Secretary 



Specialization & Generalization 



6.7.4 Constraints on Generalizations 

 The lower level entity set may be condition defined 

or Disjoint. 

 

 In condition defined, the condition may be defined 

for the particular attribute. 

 

 For example, The account entity set has the attribute 

account_type and it contains the value either “saving” 

or “Checking” account. 

 

 In disjoint, An entity can satisfy only one condition. 

 For example, The account entity set has the attribute 

account_type and it contains the value either “saving” 

or “Checking” account but can not be both. 



6.7.4 Constraints on Generalizations 

 The completeness constraint may be one of the 

following. 

 

 Total generalization or specialization: Each higher-

level entity set must belong to a lower-Ievel entity 

set. [Ex: Employee has officer, teller and secretary] 

 

 Partial generalization or specialization: Some 

higher-level entity set may not belong to any lower-

level entity set. [Ex: Customer don’t have any lower 

level entity set] 



6.7.5 Aggregation 

 One limitation of the E-R model is that it cannot 

express the relationships among relationships. 

 

 For example, the manager manages the employee 

worked in various branches. We can not represent the 

ER diagram like this [ Fig 6.12 & Fig. 6.21].  

 

 Because it contains relationship redundancy. 

 



6.7.5 Aggregation 



6.7.5 Aggregation 

 The above problem is solved by aggregation.  The 

Aggregation is an abstraction through which 

relationships are treated as higher level entities. 

 

 In Fig. 6.22, create a binary relationship manages 

between works-on and manager to represent who 

manages what tasks. 
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7.1 Features of Good Relational Database Design 

 The goal of a relational database design is to generate a set of 

relation schemas which is used to store information without 

unnecessary redundancy. 



7.1.1 Design Alternative: Larger Schema 

 The database design for maintaining a loan details are look like 
as follows: 
 

 Good Database Design (Less Data Redundancy) 
 

 Borrower =  (customer_id, loan_number) 
 loan=(loan_number, amount) 

 

 The above database design may be re-designed (natural join of 

borrower and loan) as follows  

 

 Bad Database Design (High Data Redundancy) 

 

 Bor_loan= (customer_id, loan_number, amount) 

 

 



7.1.1 Design Alternative 1: Larger Schema 

 Three customers may avail the single loan amount Rs.10000 

with the loan number L-100. 

 In bor_loan relation, the value of loan number and amount is 

repeated.  

 In loan and borrower relation, the amount of each loan exactly 
once.   



7.1.1 Design Alternative 2: Larger Schema 

 Another alternative design loan_amt_branch is derived from 

loan and loan_branch.  



7.1.2 Design Alternative: Smaller Schemas 

 An Employee relation may be decomposed into two relation.  

 

 If the resultant of natural join of the decomposed relation is 

similar to the original relation then the decomposed relational 

database design is good decomposition. Otherwise bad Database 

decomposition. 

 

 In the fig. 7.4, the original relation and the result of natural join 

is not similar. i.e., Loss of information. (The start date of the 

natural join is repeated and it is meaningless) 

 

 In Fig, 7.2 and 7.3 there is no loss of information. 

 

 

 



7.1.2 Design Alternative: Smaller Schemas 



7.2 Atomic Domains and First Normal Form 

 A relation schema R is in first normal form (1NF) if 

the domains of all attributes of R are atomic. 

 

 A domain is atomic if elements of the domain are 

considered to be indivisible units.  

 

 A domain is non-atomic if elements of the domain are 

considered to be divisible units.  

 

 Example for atomic domain: Age, Rollnumber 

 

 Example for non-atomic domain : Address (door no, 

street, city, etc), Name (Firstname, Lastname, middle 

name) 

  



7.2 Atomic Domains and First Normal Form 

Example: depositor table.  



7.3 Decomposition Using Functional Dependencies 

 A functional dependency (FD) is a relationship between two 

attributes, typically between the PK and other non-key attributes 

within a table. 
  For Ex: Registernumber  Name 

  

 Name is functionally dependent on Register number. 

 Name: Dependent attribute, Register number : Independent 

 

 Decomposition is the process of decomposing a larger table in to 

more than one table without unnecessary redundancy. 

For Ex: 

Original Table: Bor_loan= (customer_id, loan_number, amount) 

 

Decomposition Table: 

 Borrower =  (customer_id, loan_number) 
 loan=(loan_number, amount) 



7.3.1 Keys and Functional Dependencies 

 A key which is uniquely identified the record. If more 

than one key is uniquely identified then it is called as 

super key. Minimum number of super key is called 

candidate key. 

 Keys and functional dependencies, are constraints on 

the database that require relations to satisfy certain 

properties. 

 The functional dependencies can be used in two ways: 

 1. If a relation r is legal under a set F of  

  functional dependencies, we say that r 

  satisfies F. 

 2.  If a relation r is legal under a set F of  

  functional dependencies, we say that F 

  holds on r. 



7.3.1 Keys and Functional Dependencies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For example, the functional dependency 
customer_street  city, holds on relation R; but not 
satisfied. Because two different cities may have the 
same street name. 
 

So we cannot uniquely determined. 



7.3.1 Keys and Functional Dependencies 

 Trivial Functional Dependency: A functional 

dependency of the form 

 

 {Student_Id, Student_Name} -> Student_Id is a 

trivial functional dependency as Student_Id is a 

subset of {Student_Id, Student_Name}.   

 

 That makes sense because if we know the values of 

Student_Id and Student_Name then the value of 

Student_Id can be uniquely determined. 



7.3.2 Boyce-Codd Normal Form 



7.3.2 Boyce-Codd Normal Form 

Bor_loan= (customer_id, loan_number, amount) 

In the above relation, the functional dependency loanno  amount 

holds, but loan_number is not a super key. Because many customers 

may have same loan number. 

 

To avoid the above problem, the Bor_loan table divided into two 

table; 

 Borrower =  (customer_id, loan_number) 
 loan=(loan_number, amount) 

 

In the above relation, the functional dependency loanno  

amount holds, and loan_number is a super key(Actually, in 

this case primary key) 



7.3.3 BCNF and Dependency Preservation 

 Decomposition into BCNF can prevent efficient testing 

of certain functional dependencies. 

 

 A customer may have only one employee as "personal 

banker." This follows from the relationship set cust-

banker being many-to-one from customer to employee 

as shown in Fig:1. 
 

 



7.3.3 BCNF and Dependency Preservation 

Fig 1: Customer – Bank Relation ship (many to one) 



7.3.3 BCNF and Dependency Preservation 

 Suppose, a customer may have more than one personal 

banker, but at most one at a given branch . (i.e., A 

customer may have different account in different 

branch, they operate their account via different manager 

many to many relationship) 

 

 

 The E-R design by making the cust-banker relationship 

set many-to-many (since a customer may now have 

more than one personal banker), and by adding a new 

relationship set, works-in, between employee and 

branch indicating employee-branch pairs where the 

employee works in the branch as shown in Fig:7.6. 
 

 



7.3.3 BCNF and Dependency Preservation 



7.3.4 Third Normal Form 

consider cust-banker-branch relationship and the functional dependency 
cust_banker_branch=(customer_id, employee_id, branch_name, type) 
Employeejd  branch-name.  (Refer Fig 7.7) 
 



7.3.4 Third Normal Form 



7.3.5 Higher Normal Forms 

 Multi-valued functional dependencies are treated as 

higher normal Form. 

 

 For ex, the employee entity set, the employee may  

have several phone numbers, some of which may be 

shared by multiple employees.  



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.1 Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

Let F be a set of functional dependencies. The closure of 

F, denoted by -F+, is the set of all functional dependencies 

logically implied by F. 



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.1 Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

The following three rules to find logically implied 

functional dependencies. By applying these rules 

repeatedly, we can find all of F+, given F. This collection 
of rules is called Armstrong's axioms. 



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.1 Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

To simplify the functional dependency, the additional list 
of rules are given below: 



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.1 Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

Figure 7.8 shows a procedure that demonstrates formally 
how to use Armstrong's axioms to compute f+. 



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.1 Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

 The left-hand and right-hand sides of a functional 

dependency are both subsets of R.  

 

 Since a set of size n has 2n subsets, there are a total of 

2n x 2n : 22n possible functional dependencies, where n 

is the number of attributes in R. 

 

 If n=3, then possible functional dependencies are 
2*(22*3)=128 

 



7.4 Functional-Dependency Theory 
7.4.4 Lossless Decomposition 



7.6 Decomposition using Multivalued Dependencies 
7.6.1 Multivalued Dependencies 

 Functional Dependencies does not allow the same A 

value but different B value (if AB). For this reason, 

functional dependencies sometimes are referred to as 

equality generating dependencies. 

 

 Multi valued Dependencies allows the same A value 

with different B value. For this reason, multivalued 

dependencies are referred to as tuple generating 

Dependencies. 

 

 



7.6 Decomposition using Multivalued Dependencies 
7.6.1 Multivalued Dependencies 



7.6.2 Fourth Normal Form 



7.6.2 Fourth Normal Form 

Consider the banking example. Assume that, in an 

alternative design for the bank database schema, we 

have the schema 

cust-loan: (loan-number, customer-id, customer-name, 

customer-street, customer_city) 

 

customer-id  customer_name, customer_street, 
customer_city  
 
customer-id is not a key for cust-Ioan. However, 
assume that our bank is attracting wealthy customers 
who have several addresses (say, a winter home and 
a summer home). 



7.6.2 Fourth Normal Form 

 The above relation contains data redundancy. The 

functional dependency does not allows the data 

redundancy. 

 

 The multivalued dependency allows the  data 

redundancy. The address of each residence of a 

customer once for each loan that customer has.  

 

 To solve this problem by decomposing R into: 

loancust-id = (loan-numebr, customer-id) 

cust_residence= (customer-id, customer-street, 

customer-city) 

 



7.7 More Normal Forms 

 The fourth normal form is by no means the 
"ultimate" normal form. 
 

 There are two types of normal form namely project 

join normal form and domain key normal form 

using generalized multi valued dependency. 



7.8 Database-Design Process 

 The database design may be one of the following 

 

 R could have been generated in converting an E-R 

diagram to a set of relation schemas. 

 

 R could have been a single relation containing all 

attributes. The normalization process then breaks 

up R into smaller relations. 

 

 The designer can test whether the database design 

follows the normal form rules. 

 



7.8.1 E-R Model and Normalization 

 If the database designer perfectly design the ER 

model then no need to go for normalization process. 

 

 It is difficult to identify the functional dependency 

from the ER model. 

 

 For instance, suppose an employee relation had an 

attributes department-number and department-

address and there is a functional dependency 

department-number  department-address.  

 

 In this situation, The employee relation should be  

normalized. 



7.8.1 E-R Model and Normalization 

 In the above example, if we had designed the E-R 

diagram correctly, we would have created a department 

relation with attribute department-address  and a 

relationship between employee and department. 

 

Before Normalization 

Employee : Department-number, Department Address 

 

After Normalization 

Department : Department-number, Department Address 

 

Employee: Department-number, Employee-no, Employee-

name 



7.8.2 Naming of Attributes and Relationships 

 Each attribute name has a unique meaning in the database. 

 

 The order of attribute names in a schema does not matter, 

it is convention to list primary-key attributes first. 

 

 In large database schemas, relationship sets (and schemas 

derived therefrom) are often named via a concatenation of 

the names of related entity sets with hyphen or underscore. 

For Example: loan_branch. 

 

 Different organizations have different conventions for 

naming entities. For example, The entity set of customers 

may call either customer or customers. Using either 

singular or plural is acceptable. 



7.8.3 Denormalization for Performance 

 The process of taking a normalized schema and making 

it non-normalized is called denormalization. 

 

 The denormalization uses the data redundancy to 

improve performance for better application. But it 

needs additional storage space and time overheads. 



7.8.4 Other Design lssues 

 Data pertaining to time or to ranges of time have 

several issues. 

 

 Consider a company database want to store earnings of 

companies in different years. 

 
 



Company Database Design Example – Design 1 

 
 

EARNINGS 

COMPANY_ID YEAR AMOUNT 

C1001 2000 1780000 

C1002 2000 1540000 

C1001 2001 1380000 

C1002 2001 1040000 

 The only functional dependency on this relation is 

company-id, year  amount and the relation is in 

BCNF. 

 

 This is a best database design, because no need to 

create new relation for every year and no need to 

write queries for every year. 



Company Database Design Example – Design 2 

 
 

EARNINGS 2000 

COMPANY_ID AMOUNT 

C1001 1780000 

C1002 1540000 

EARNINGS 2001 

COMPANY_ID AMOUNT 

C1001 1380000 

C1002 1040000 

 An alternative design is to use multiple relations, each 

storing the earnings for a different year.   

 

 The only functional dependency here on each relation 

would be company-id  earnings, so these relations 

are also in BCNF. 

 

 This alternative design is clearly a bad idea-we would 

have to create a new relation for every year. 



Company Database Design Example – Design 3 

 
 

COMPANY_YEAR 

COMPANY_ID 
EARNINGS 
2000 

EARNINGS
2001 

C1001 1780000 1380000 

C1002 1540000 1040000 

 Representing the same data is to have a single 

relation. 

 

 This alternative design is also clearly a bad idea-we 

would have to modify the table and write new queries 

for every year. 

 

 Representations of relation with one column for each 

value of an attribute, are called crosstabs 



7.9 Modeling Temporal Data 

 
 

 In general, temporal data are data that have an 

associated time interval during which they are valid. 

 

 We use the term snapshot of data to mean the value of 

the data at a particular point in time. 

 

 For example, Find all customers who lived in Princeton 
in 1981. 



7.9 Modeling Temporal Data 

 
 

 A customer-id has only one customerstreet and 

customer-city value for any given time t. 

 

 

 

 A temporal functional dependency can be represented 

as follows: 

 



7.9 Modeling Temporal Data 

 
 

 The original primary key for a temporal relation 

would no longer uniquely identify a tuple.  

 

 To resolve this problem, we could add the start and 

end time attributes to the primary key. 

 

 The customer have different address with different 

time. 

Customer 

CustomerName Address Customer_Id Start_time End_time 



7.9 Modeling Temporal Data 

 
 

 Instead of storing start and end time attribute, create a 

corresponding history relation that has temporal 

information, for past values. 

 

 For example, in our bank database, All historical 

information is moved to historical relations. 

 

 The customer relation may store only the current 

address, while a relation customer history may 

contain all the attributes of customer, with additional 

start-time and end-time attributes. 



Company Database Design Example – Design 1 

 
 

History 

Customer_Id Start_time End_time 

Customer 

CustomerName Address Customer_Id 
 The customer 

have only one 

address at a time. 

The period of 

living duration 

can be moved 

into History 

relation. 
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Database System Architectures – Client Server Database System 

 Networking of computers allows some tasks to be 

executed on a server system and some tasks to be 

executed on client systems.  

 

 This division of work has led to client- server database 

systems. 



Database System Architectures – Parallel Processing System 

 Parallel processing is a method of simultaneously 

breaking up and running program tasks on multiple 

microprocessors, thereby reducing processing time. 

 

  Parallel processing may be accomplished via 

a computer with two or more processors or via a 

computer network. 

 

 Parallel processing is also called parallel computing 



Database System Architectures – Parallel Processing System 



Database System Architectures – Distributed Data Processing System 

 Distributed data processing is a computer-networking 

method in which multiple computers across different 

locations share computer-processing capability. 



2O.1 CentraIized and Client - Server Architectures 

 A modern, general-purpose computer system consists 

of one to a few CPUs and a number of device 

controllers that are connected through a common bus 

that provides accessto shared memory as shown in 

Figure 20.1. 



2O.1 CentraIized and Client - Server Architectures 

 A computer system may be single user or multi user. 

 

 A typical single-user system is a desktop unit used by 

a single person, usually with only one CPU and one or 

two hard disks, and usually only one person using the 

machine at a time.  

 

 A typical multiuser system, on the other hand, has 

more disks and more memory, may have multiple 

CPUs and has a multiuser operating system. 

 

 It serves a large number of users who are connected to 

the system via terminals. 



20.1.2 Client-Server Systems 

 The centralized systems today act as server systems 

that satisfy requests generated by client systems. 

Figure 20.2 shows the general structure of a client-

server system. 



20.1.2 Client-Server Systems 

 The function of database can be broadly divided into 

two parts. One is front-end and another one is Back-

end as shown in Figure 20.3. 

 

 The front-end of a database system consists of tools 

such as SQL user interface, forms interfaces, report 

Generation.  

 

 The back end manages access structures and query 

Evaluation.  

 

 The interface between the front end and the back end 

is through SQL, or through an application program. 



20.1.2 Client-Server Systems 



2O.2 Server System Architecture 

 Server systems can be broadly categorized as 

transaction servers and data servers. 
 

 Transaction-server systems, also called query-

server which receives the answer from the server 

based on the client request. 

 

 Data-server systems allow clients to interact with the 

servers by making requests to read or update data.  



20.2.1 Transaction-Server Process Structure 

 A transaction-server system consists of multiple 

processes accessing data in shared memory, as in 

Figure 20.4. The processes that form part of the 

database system include. 

 

 Server processes: These are processes that receive user 

queries (transactions), execute them, and send the 

results back to the client. 

 

 Lock manager process: It includes lock grant, lock 

release, and deadlock detection. 



20.2.1 Transaction-Server Process Structure 

 Database writer process: The output can be stored 

from spool into hard disk and user records. 

 

 Log writer process: outputs log records from the log 

record buffer to stable storage. 

 

 Process monitor process: It takes recovery actions. 



20.2.1 Transaction-Server Process Structure 



2O.2 Server System Architecture 

 Data-server systems are used in local-area networks, 

where there is a high-speed connection between the 

clients and the server, the client machines are 

comparable in processing power to the server 

machine, and the tasks to be executed are computation 

intensive. 

  In such an environment, it makes sense to ship data to 

client machines, to perform all processing at the client 

machine (which may take a while), and then to ship 

the data back to the server machine.  

 Note that this architecture requires full back-end 

functionality at the clients.  

 Data-server architectures have been particularly 

popular in object-oriented database systems. 



2O.3 Parallel Systems 

 Parallel systems improve processing and I/O speeds 

by using multiple CPUs and disks in parallel. 

 

 In parallel processing, many operations are performed 

simultaneously, as opposed to serial processing, in 

which the computational steps are performed 

sequentially.  

 

 A coarse-grain parallel machine consists of a small 

number of powerful processors.  

 

 A massively parallel or fine-grain parallel machine 

uses thousands of smaller processors. 



2O.3 Parallel Systems 

There are two main measures of performance of a 

database system:  

 

(1) throughput, the number of tasks that can be 

completed in a given time interval, and  

 

(2) response time, the amount of time it takes to 

complete a single task from the time it is submitted. 



20.3.1 Speedup and Scaleup 

 Two important issues in studying parallelism are 

speedup and scaleup.  

 

 Running a given task in less time by increasing the 

degree of parallelism is called speedup. 

 

 Handling larger tasks by increasing the degree of 

parallelism is called scaleup. 



20.3.1 Speedup and Scaleup 



20.3.1 Speedup and Scaleup 



20.3.2 lnterconnection Networks 

 Parallel systems consist of a set of components 

(processors, memory, and disks) that can communicate 

with each other via an interconnection network 

 

 Figure 20.7 shows three commonly used types of 

interconnection networks: 

 

(i) Bus 

(ii) Mesh 

(iii)Hybercube 

 



20.3.2 lnterconnection Networks - Bus 

 AII the system components can send data on and 

receive data from a single communication bus. This 

type of interconnection is shown in Figure (a). 

 

 The bus could be an Ethernet or a parallel 

interconnect.  

 

 Bus architectures work well for small numbers of 

processors. 



20.3.2 lnterconnection Networks - Mesh 

 The components are nodes in a grid, and each 

component connects to all its adjacent components in 

the grid.  

 

 In a two-dimensional mesh each node connects to four 

adjacent nodes, Figure (b) shows a two-dimensional 

mesh. 



20.3.2 lnterconnection Networks - Hybercube 

 The components are numbered in binary, and a 

component is connected to another if the binary 

representations of their numbers differ in exactly one 

bit. 



20.3.3 Parallel Database Architectures 

 There are several architectural models for parallel 

machines.  

 

 Among the most prominent ones are those in Figure 

20.8 (in the figure, M denotes memory, P denotes a 

processor, and disks are shown as cylinders): 

 

 



20.3.3 Parallel Database Architectures 

 Shared memory. All the processors share a common 

memory (Figure 20.8a). 

 

 Shared disk. All the processors share a common set of 

disks (Figure 20.8b). Shared-disk systems are 

sometimes called clusters. 

 

 Shared nothing. The processors share neither a 

common memory nor common disk (Figure 20.8c). 

 

 Hierarchical. This model is a hybrid of the preceding 

three architectures (Figure 20.8d) 

 



20.3.3 Parallel Database Architectures 



2O.4 Distributed Systems 

 In a distributed database system, the database is stored 

on several computers.  

 The computers in a distributed system communicate 

with one another through various communication 

media, such as high-speed networks or telephone 

lines. The general structure of a distributed system 

appears in Figure 20.9. 



2O.4 Distributed Systems 

S.No. Shared Nothing 

Parallel DB 

Distributed DB 

1. Parallel databases are 

not geographically 

separated, not separately 

administrated and have 

a faster interconnection. 

Distributed databases are 

geographically separated, separately 

administered, and have a slower 

interconnection. 

2. There is no difference in 

local transaction and 

global transaction. 

There is a difference between local 

transaction and global transaction. In 

local transaction, accesses data only 

from sites where the transaction was 

initiated. 

In global transaction, accesses data 

in several different sites. 



2O.4 Distributed Systems 

 Distributed systems are developed for the purpose of 

sharing data, autonomy and availability. 

 

 Sharing data: The user may able to access the data 

from other site. 

 

 Autonomy:  Local database administrator is 

available for every site. 

 

 Availability: If one site fails in a distributed system, 

the remaining sites may be able to continue 

operating. 



20.4.1 An Example of Distributed Database 

 Consider a banking system consisting of four 

branches in four different cities.  

 

 Each branch has its own computer, with a database of 

all the accounts maintained at that branch. 

 

 There also exists one single site that maintains 

information about all the branches of the bank. 

 

 Each branch maintains a relation account 

(Account_schema), where 

 

Account_schema = (account_number, branch_name, ba 

lance) 



20.4.1 An Example of Distributed Database 

 The site containing information about all the 

branches of the bank maintains the reIation branch 

(Branch_schema), where 

     Branch_schema= (branch_name, branch_city, assets) 

 

 If the data were accessed from single site for the 

transaction is called local transaction. For ex, fund 

transfer from Account A to Account B in the same 

branch with the same city. 

 

 If the data were accessed from multiple site for the 

transaction is called global transaction. For ex, fund 

transfer from Account A to Account B in the same 

branch with the different city. 



20.4.2 lmplementation lssues 

 Atomicity of transactions is an important issue in 

building a distributed database system. 

 

 If a transaction runs across two sites, it may commit 

at one site and abort at another, leading to an 

inconsistent state.  

 

 This problem solved by the two-phase commit 

protocol (2PC). 

 The coordinator decides to commit the transaction 

only if the transaction reaches the ready state at every 

site where it executed; otherwise (for example, if the 

transaction aborts at any site), the coordinator decides 

to abort the transaction. 



20.4.2 Implementation lssues 

 Concurrency control is another issue in a distributed 

database.  

 

 Since a transaction may access data items at several 

sites, transaction managers at several sites may need 

to coordinate to implement concurrency control. 

 

 If locking is used, locking can be performed locally 

at the sites containing accessed data items, but there 

is also a possibility of deadlock involving 

transactions originating at multiple sites.  

 

 Therefore deadlock detection needs to be carried out 

across multiple sites. 



20.4.2 Implementation lssues 

 The primary disadvantage of distributed database 

systems are: 

 

 Software-development cost is high. 

 

 Greater potential for bugs. 

 

 Increased processing overhead. 



2O.5 Network Types 

 Distributed databases and client-server systems are 

built around communication networks.  

 

 There are basically two types of networks: local-area 

networks and wide area networks. 

S.No
. 

Local Area Network Wide Area Network 

1. processors are distributed 

over small geographical 

areas, such as a single 

building or a number of 

adjacent buildings. 

a number of autonomous 

processors are distributed over a 

large geographical area (such as 

the United States or the entire 

world) 



20.5.1 Local-Area Networks 

 Local-area networks (LANs) (Figure 20.10) emerged 

in the early 7970s as a way for computers to 

communicate and to share data with one another. 



20.5.1 Local-Area Networks 

 LANs are generally used in an office environment 

 

 LANs have a higher speed and lower error rate than 

WAN 

 

 The most common links in a local-area network are 

twisted pair, coaxial cable, fiber optics. 

 

 Communication speeds range from a few megabits 

per second to gigabits per second. 

 



20.5.1 Local-Area Networks 

 A storage-area network (SAN) is a special type of 

high-speed local-area network designed to connect 

large banks of storage devices (disks) to computers 

that use the data (see Figure 20.11). 



20.5.2 Wide-Area Networks 
 The first WAN to be designed and developed was the 

Arpanet. Work on the Arpanet began in 1968.  

 

 The Arpanet has grown from a four-site experimental 

network to a worldwide network of networks, the 

Internet comprising hundreds of millions of computer 

systems. 

 

 Data rates for wide-area links typically range from a 

few megabits per second to hundreds of gigabits per 

second.  

 The last link, to end user sites, is often based on digital 

subscriber line (DSL) technology or cable modem or 

dial-up modem 



20.5.2 Wide-Area Networks 

 WANs can be classified into two types: 

 

 In discontinuous connection WANs, such as those 

based on wireless connections, hosts are connected to 

the network only part of the time. 

 

 In continuous connection WANs, such as the wired 

Internet, hosts are connected to the network at all times. 
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21.1 Introduction 

 A large number of computers used by the organization. 

 

 Organizations are using large volumes of data-such as 

data about what items people buy, what Web links 

users click on, and when people make telephone calls-

to plan their activities and pricing.  

 

 As microprocessors have become cheap, parallel 

machines have become common and relatively 

inexpensive 



21.2 lO Parallelism 

 I/O parallelism refers to reducing the time required to 

retrieve relations from disk by partitioning the 

relations on multiple disks. 

 

 The most common form of data partitioning is 

horizontal partitioning. 

 

 In horizontal partitioning, the tuples of a relation are 

divided (or declustered) among many disks. 



21.2.1 Partitioning Techniques 

 There are three basic data-partitioning strategies are 

discussed here. Assume that there are n disks, Do, D1,. 

. . , Dn-1, across  which the data are to be partitioned. 

 

 Round-robin. This strategy scans the relation in any 

order and sends the ith tuple to disk number Di mod n. 

Each disk has approximately the same number of 

tuples as the others. (Number of records divided with 

mod function) 

 



21.2.1 Partitioning Techniques 

Round-robin: 
 

Records 

Mod 

Function Disk Block 

1 1 mod 3 1 

2 2 mod 3 2 

3 3 mod 3 0 

4 4 mod 3 1 

5 5 mod 3 2 

6 6 mod 3 0 

7 7 mod 3 1 

8 8 mod 3 2 

9 9 mod 3 0 

Disk Block Records 

0 3,6,9 

1 1,4,7 

2 2,5,8 



21.2.1 Partitioning Techniques 

 Hash partitioning. This declustering strategy 

designates one or more attributes from the given 

relation's schema as the partitioning attributes. A hash 

function is chosen whose range is {0, 1, . . . ,n - 1}. 

Number of attributes divided. 

 

 For ex, Assume that the table contains 9 Attributes 

with 100 records. Disk0 may contains 100 records 

with first 3 attribute; Disk1 may contains 100 records 

with next 3 attribute; Disk2 may contains 100 records 

with last 3 attribute;  

 



21.2.1 Partitioning Techniques 

 
 Range partitioning. This strategy distributes 

contiguous attribute-value ranges to each disk.  

 

 For example, range partitioning with three disks 

numbered 0, 1, and 2may assign tuples with values 

less than 5 to disk 0, values between 5 and 40 to disk 

1, and values greater than 40 to disk 2. ( Number of 

records divided with range function) 



21.2.2 Comparison of Partitioning Techniques 

 Once a relation has been partitioned among several 

disks, we can retrieve it in parallel, using all the disks.  

 

 Similarly, when a relation is being partitioned, it can 

be written to multiple disks in parallel.  

 

 The transfer rates for reading or writing an entire 

relation are much faster with I/O parallelism.  

 

 Reading an entire relation, or scanning a relation, is 

only one kind of access to data.  

 



21.2.2 Comparison of Partitioning Techniques 

 Access to data can be classified as follows: 

 

1. Scanning the entire relation 

 

2. Locating a tuple associatively (for example, 

 employee_nam=e " Campbell"); 

 these queries, called point queries, seek tuples that 

 have a specified value for a specific attribute. 

 

3. Locating all tuples for which the value of a given 

 attribute lies within a specified range (for example, 

 10000 I salary < 20000); these queries are called 

 range queries 



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 

 When a relation is partitioned (by a technique other 

than round-robin), there may be a skew in the 

distribution of tuples, with a high percentage of tuples 

placed in some partitions and fewer tuples in other 

partitions.  

 

 The skew may be classified as: 

 

 Attribute-value skew 

 Partition skew 

 

 



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 

 Attribute-value skew refers to the fact that some 

values appear in the partitioning attributes of many 

tuples. 

 

 Partition skew refers to the fact that there may be 

load imbalance in the partitioning. 



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 

 A balanced range-partitioning vector can be 

constructed by sorting:  

 

 The relation is first sorted on the partitioning 

attributes.  

 

 The relation is then scanned in sorted order.  

 

 After every 1/n of the relation has been read, the value 

of the partitioning attribute of the next tuple is added 

to the partition vector. Here, n denotes the number of 

partitions to be constructed.  

 



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 
 In case there are many tuples with the same value for the 

partitioning attribute, the technique can still result in 

some skew.  

 

 The main disadvantage of this method is the extra I/O 

overhead incurred in doing the initial sort. 

 

 The I/O overhead for constructing balanced range-

partition vectors can be reduced by constructing and 

storing a frequency table, or histogram, of the attribute 

values for each attribute of each relation.  

 

 Figure 21.1 shows an example of a histogram for an 

integer-valued attribute that takes values in the range 1 

to 25.  



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 



21.2.3 Handling of Skew 
 In case there are many tuples with the same value for the 

partitioning attribute, the technique can still result in 

some skew.  

 

 The main disadvantage of this method is the extra I/O 

overhead incurred in doing the initial sort. 

 

 The I/O overhead for constructing balanced range-

partition vectors can be reduced by constructing and 

storing a frequency table, or histogram, of the attribute 

values for each attribute of each relation.  

 

 Figure 21.1 shows an example of a histogram for an 

integer-valued attribute that takes values in the range 1 

to 25.  



21.3 Interquery Parallelism 

 In interquery parallelism, different queries or 

transactions execute in parallel with one another. 

 

  Transaction throughput and scaleup can be increased 

by this form of parallelism. 

 

 Interquery parallelism is the easiest form of 

parallelism to support in a database system-

particularly in a shared-memory parallel system. Lock 

tables and Log information are maintained in the same 

memory. 

 

 Supporting interquery parallelism is more complicated 

in a shared-disk or shared nothing architecture.  



21.3 Interquery Parallelism 

 Processors have to perform some tasks, such as 

locking and logging, in a coordinated fashion, and that 

requires that they pass messages to each other. 

 

 A parallel database system must also ensure that two 

processors do not update the same data independently 

at the same time.  

 

 When a processor accesses or updates data, the 

database system must ensure that the processor has the 

latest version of the data in its buffer pool. The 

problem of ensuring that the version is the latest is 

known as the cache-coherency problem. 



21.4 Intraquery Parallelism 

It is the form of parallelism where Single Query is 

executed in parallel on many processors. 

 

Advantages 

 To speed up a single complex long running queries. 

 Best suited for complex scientific calculations 

(queries). 

 

Supported Parallel Database Architectures 

SharedMemory, Shared Disk and Shared Nothing parallel 

architectures are supported.  

We need not worry about locking and logging as because 

it involves parallelizing single query. 
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21.4 Intraquery Parallelism 

Types 

Intra-operation parallelism – the process of speeding up a 

query through parallelizing the execution of individual 

operations.  

The operations which can be parallelized are Sort, Join, 

Projection, Selection and so on. 

 

Inter-operation parallelism – the process of speeding up a 

query through parallelizing various  operations which are part 

of the query.  

For example, a query which involves join of 4 tables can be 

executed in parallel in two processors in such a way that each 

processor shall join two relations locally and the result1 and 

result2 can be joined further to produce the final result. 
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22.1 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Databases 

 In a homogeneous distributed database system, all 

sites have identical database management system 

software, are aware of one another, and agree to 

cooperate in processing users' requests. (Ex: All 

system uses oracle DB) 

 

 In a heterogeneous distributed database, different sites 

may use different schemas, and different database-

management system software.  

 

 The sites may not be aware of one another. (Ex: One 

system uses oracle other system may use Access) 

 

 



22.2 Distributed Data Storage 

 Consider a relation r that is to be stored in the 

database. There are two approaches to storing this 

relation in the distributed database: 

 

 Replication: The system maintains several identical 

copies of the relation, and stores each relation in 

different site.  

 

 Fragmentation: The system partitions the relation 

into several fragments, and stores each fragment at a 

different site. (Horizondal or vertical fragmentation) 

 



22.2.1 Data Replication 

 If relation r is replicated, a copy of relation r is stored 

in two or more sites. 

 There are a number of advantages and disadvantages 

to replication. 

Advantage: 

Availability. If one of the sites containing relation r faiIs, 

then the relation r can be found in another site. 

Disadvantage: 

Increased parallelism: If we want to reading of the 

relation r, then several sites can process queries involving 

r in parallel. 

Increased overhead on update: If we want to update of 

the relation r, then several sites can update the relation  r 

in parallel. 



22.2.2 Data Fragmentation 

 If relation r is fragmented, r is divided into a number 

of fragments r1, r2, . . . ,rn. 

 

 There are two different schemes for fragmenting a 

relation: horizontal fragmentation and vertical 

fragmentation.  

 

 Horizontal fragmentation splits the relation by 

assigning each tuple of r to one or more fragments.  

 

 Vertical fragmentation splits the relation by 

decomposing the scheme R of relation r. 

 



22.2.2 Data Fragmentation 

 We shall illustrate these approaches by fragmenting 

the relation account, with the schema 

 

 Account-schema= (account_number, branch_name, 

balance) 

 

 In horizontal fragmentation, a relation r is partitioned 

into a number of subsets, r1, r2, . . . ,rn. Each tuple of 

relation r must belong to at least one of the fragments. 

 

 



22.2.2 Data Fragmentation 

 For example, the account relation can be divided into 

several different fragments, each of which consists of 

tuples of accounts belonging to a particular branch. 

 

 If the banking system has only two branches-Hillside 

and Valleyview- then there are two different 

fragments: 

 
 
 
 
 We reconstruct the relation r by taking the union of all 

fragments 

 



22.2.2 Data Fragmentation 

 Vertical fragmentation of r(R) involves the definition 

of several subsets of attributes R1, R2, . . . ,Rn of the 

schema R so that 

 

 For ex, consider a university database with a relation 

  employee-info=employee-id, name, designation, salary. 

 

 The employee_info relation may be fragmented into 

two relation. 

 
Employee_private-info=employee-id,salary 

employee_public-info=employee-id,name,designation. 

 

 These may be stored at different sites. 



22.3 Distributed Transactions 

 Access to the various data items in a distributed 

system is usually accomplished through transactions, 

which must preserve the ACID properties. 

 

 There are two types of transaction that we need to 

consider.  

 

 The local transactions are those that access and update 

data in only one local database;  

 

 The global transactions are those that access and 

update data in several local databases. 



22.7 Distributed Query Processing 

 There are several techniques for choosing a strategy 

for processing a query that minimize the amount of 

time that it takes to compute the answer. 

 

 For centralized systems, the primary criterion for 

measuring the cost of a particular strategy is the 

number of disk accesses. 

 

 In a distributed system, we must take into account 

several other matters, including 

 The cost of data transmission over the network. 

 The potential gain in performance from having 

several sites process parts of the query in 

parallel. 



22.7 Distributed Query Processing 

 In general, we cannot focus solely on disk costs or on 

network costs. Rather, we must find a good trade-off 

between the two. 



22.7.1 Query Transformation 

 Consider an extremely simple query: "Find all the 

tuples in the account relation.“ 

 

 If the account relation is replicated, we have a choice 

of replica to make. 

 

 if a replica is fragmented, the choice is not so easy to 

make, since we need to compute several joins or 

unions to reconstruct the account relation. 
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Data Integrity - Definition 

 Data integrity can be defined as rules created by the 

developer, or DBA, in order to assure the consistency 

of information maintained in the tables. 

 

 

 For example, look at the DEPT and EMP table below 
 



Data Integrity - Example 



Data Integrity - Example 

When these tables were created, the following integrity 

rules were stipulated: 

 

 The Deptno column of the DEPT table cannot 

contain duplicate values. The value must be unique. 

For example, there can‟t be two departments with the 

code 20. 

 

 The Ename column of the EMP table cannot be left 

blank (This column must contain value). Other 

columns may have null values, allowing them to be 

left empty. 



Data Integrity - Example 

 The Deptno column of the EMP table can contain 

only those department numbers that correspond to 

the Deptno column of the DEPT table. 

 

 The Sal column contains only values below 10,000.

   

 The Empno column cannot be empty, and must be 

unique. 
 



Types of Integrity 

  There are several ways to force data integrity in a 

table‟s column. Many of them are defined as rules, and 

are applied to the structures of the table. 

  
Nulls : The field can be left blank. Ex: comm in the 

emp table. 

  

Unique Values: The unique value rule means that each 

value in a particular column is unique, such as Deptno 

in the DEPT table. 

 

Primary Key Values : The primary key value rule 

specifies that each row of a table must be identified by a 

unique value. (Ex: EmpNo) 



Types of Integrity 

Referential Integrity:   

 The referential integrity rule determines that the 

value or group of fields corresponds to the key fields 

of other tables.  

 

 For example, the Deptno column of the EMP table 

accepts only the values that are registered in the 

Deptno column of the DEPT table. 

  

Triggers 

  

 Triggers are routines or procedures that are used 

when an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE command 

is executed in a table or a view. 



Integrity Constraints 

 A constraint is a declarative method for defining the 

rule for a column. Oracle has the following 

constraints. Their names are similar to those of the 

integrity rules: 

  

 NOT NULL for rules associated with nulls. 

 UNIQUE KEY for unique value rules. 

 PRIMARY KEY for the rules associated with 

primary keys. 

 FOREIGN KEY for the rules associated with 

referential integrity. 

 CHECK for complex rules. 
 



Understanding Constraints 

 Constraints are associated to a specific table and are 

stored in the data dictionary. If the Sal field, for 

example, has a constraint that limits the maximum 

value to 10,000, and someone tries to insert 11,000, 

an error message is displayed and the operation is 

cancelled. 
 

NOT NULL Constraints 

  

 The NOT NULL constraint requires that the columns 

of the table always contain a value. For example, the 

Ename column of the EMP table has this constraint, 

while the Comm column allows null values to be 

accepted.  



Understanding Constraints 

UNIQUE KEY Constraints 

 

  Each of the values in the rows in a column or 

groups of columns that form the key are required by 

the UNIQUE KEY constraint to be unique. The 

Dname column of the DEPT table, for example, has 

the UNIQUE constraint, because there cannot be 

more than one department with the same name.  

 

  The Loc column, on the other hand, can contain 

duplicate values, because there can be different 

departments in the same city. 

  



Understanding Constraints 

PRIMARY KEY Constraints 

 

 The column (or group of columns) included in the 

definition of the constraint is called the PRIMARY 

KEY. Each table should have at least one primary 

key. 

 

 Figure 8.2 shows the DEPT table, where the Deptno 

column is the primary key. Therefore, null and 

duplicate values are not allowed. 

  



Understanding Constraints 

FOREIGN KEY Constraints 

 For each row of the child table, there must be a 

corresponding row in the parent table. 

 

 The figure 8.2 shows that the Deptno column of the 

EMP table was defined with the FOREIGN KEY 

constraint, and that it is associated to the DEPT table 

through the Deptno field.  

 

 The names of the FOREIGN KEY and PARENT 

KEY columns do not need to be the same; however, 

having the same name helps to understand the 

association. 



Understanding Constraints 

FOREIGN KEY Constraints 



Understanding Constraints 

CHECK Constraints 

 

 CHECK, the last type of constraint, allows the 

creation of a routine written in PL/SQL that performs 

complex tests and returns a value (true or false). 

 

 When a DML command results in false, the 

command is undone. 

  



Understanding Constraints 

SELF-REFERENTIAL Constraints 

 Another type of referential integrity is the SELF-

REFERENTIAL constraint, which references a 

column in the table itself. Here, the PARENT KEY is 

in the table itself, and not in an external table.  

 

 A practical application of this type of constraint is 

the EMP table.  

 

 The Mgr column contains an employee number that 

corresponds to the employee‟s manager. To prevent 

incorrect employee codes from being inserted, you 

can apply SELF-REFERENTIAL integrity, 

specifying the Empno column. 



Understanding Constraints 

SELF-REFERENTIAL Constraints 



Understanding Constraints 

Deferred Constraints 

 

 A constraint can have its checking postponed until 

the end of the transaction. In this case, the system 

causes a rollback of the entire transaction if it is not 

undone. 



Chapter 9 

Creating and Maintaining Tables 



The CREATE TABLE Command 

The CREATE TABLE command creates a new table 

through the following operations: 

1. Definition of the columns 

2. Definition of the table organization 

3. Integrity constraints 

4. Tablespace of the table 

5. Storage characteristics 

6. An optional cluster 

7. Query data 

8. Rate of parallelism used in the creation of the table, and 

default rate of parallelism for the queries of the table 

9. Definition of partitions 

10. Arrangement by index or heap (the storage area that 

allows random access) 



Basic syntax 

CREATE TABLE schema.table (column1 datatype 

DEFAULT expr 

column_constraint, ...columnX ) 

PCTFREE integer 

PCTUSED integer 

INITRANS integer 

MAXTRANS integer 

TABLESPACE tablespace 

STORAGE storage_clause 

ENABLE enable_clause 

DISABLE disable_clause AS subquery PARALLEL 

parallel_clause 

CACHE 

NOCACHE ( column datatype ) 

RECOVERABLE 

UNRECOVERABLE table_constraint 



Arguments 

schema 

An optional parameter that indicates the schema to which the table 

belongs. 

table 

The name of the table to be created. 

datatype 

Specifies the column‟s data type. Up to 254 columns are allowed. 

DEFAULT 

This is optional, and indicates a default value for the column. 

CONSTRAINT 

This is optional and indicates some integrity control that applies to 

the column; for example, it must contain a value. 

TABLE CONSTRAINT 

This is optional and indicates some integrity control that applies to 

the table; for example, the primary key. 



Arguments 

PCTFREE 

This is optional and indicates the percentage of each data block that 

will be reserved for future updating in the table. The default value is 

10. 

PCTUSED 

This is optional and indicates the minimum percentage of used 

space that Oracle must maintain before a data block is eligible for a 

row insertion. The default value is 40. 

INITRANS 

The default value is 1. It can vary from 1 to 255 and indicates the 

number of transactions assigned inside the data block of the table. 

MAXTRANS 

Indicates the maximum number of transactions that can update a 

data block. 



Arguments 

TABLESPACE 

This is optional; it indicates a tablespace different from that used as 

default. 

CLUSTER 

This is optional; it indicates that the table is part of a cluster. 

ENABLE 

This is optional; it links the integrity restrictions. 

DISABLE 

This is optional; it disables the integrity restrictions. 

 



Example for primary Key, default and not 

null constraints 

Table Creation 

create table newagain 

(first number(4) constraint pk_new primary key, 

 second date default sysdate, 

 third varchar(20) not null); 

 

Method 1 for insertion: 

  

insert into newagain values (1111,'18-JUN-19','karaikudi') 

Method 2 for insertion:   

insert into newagain (first,third) values  (3333,'cccc'); 

 

select * from newagain 
 



Example for Data Integrity 

Parent Table Creation 

CREATE TABLE dept1 

 (deptno NUMBER (2) PRIMARY KEY, 

 dname VARCHAR2(10), 

 loc VARCHAR2(9) ); 



Example for Data Integrity 

CREATE TABLE empagac2 

(empno NUMBER CONSTRAINT pk_emp PRIMARY KEY, 

ename VARCHAR2(10) CONSTRAINT nn_ename NOT NULL 

CONSTRAINT upper_ename 

CHECK (ename = UPPER(ename)), 

job VARCHAR2(9), 

mgr NUMBER CONSTRAINT fk_mgr REFERENCES 

empagac2(empno), 

hiredate DATE DEFAULT SYSDATE, 

sal NUMBER(10,2) CONSTRAINT ck_sal 

CHECK (sal > 500), 

comm NUMBER(9,0) DEFAULT NULL, 

deptno NUMBER(2) CONSTRAINT nn_deptno 

NOT NULL CONSTRAINT fk_deptno 

REFERENCES dept1 (deptno) ) 



Example for Data Integrity 

insert into dept1 values (10,'sales','Trichy') 

1 row(s) inserted. 

   

insert into empagac2 values 

(1001,'RAJESH','Manager',1001,'10-apr-

19',15000,150,10) 

1 row(s) inserted. 

  

Test for Primary Key: (1001 already exists) 

insert into empagac2 values 

(1001,'RAJESH','Manager',1001,'10-apr-

19',15000,150,10) 

ORA-00001: unique constraint 

(SYSTEM.PK_EMP) violated 



Example for Data Integrity 

Test for Upper Case Letters: (Name typed in 

lowercase letters)  

 

insert into empagac2 values 

(1002,'mani','Manager',1001,'10-apr-19',15000,150,10) 

 

ORA-02290: check constraint 

(SYSTEM.UPPER_ENAME) violated 

 



Example for Data Integrity 

Test for Self Referential Integrity constraints 1004 is 

not an Employee number 

 

insert into empagac2 values 

(1002,'MANI','Manager',1004,'10-apr-

19',15000,150,10) 

 

ORA-02291: integrity constraint 

(SYSTEM.FK_MGR) violated - parent key not 

found 



Example for Data Integrity 

Test for Salary field (The salary must >500) 

 

insert into empagac2 values 

(1002,'MANI','Clerk',1001,'10-apr-19',500,150,10) 

 

ORA-02290: check constraint (SYSTEM.CK_SAL) 

violated 

 

Test for null (Accept null values for commission)  

 

insert into empagac2 values 

(1002,'MANI','Clerk',1001,'10-apr-19',1500,'',10) 

 



Example for Data Integrity 

Test for Foreign Key (DNO 20 is not present in the 

DNO of DEPT Table) 

  

insert into empagac2 values 

(1004,'SELVAM','Clerk',1001,'10-apr-19',1500,150,20) 

 

ORA-02291: integrity constraint 

(SYSTEM.FK_DEPTNO) violated - parent key not 

found 



Creating a Table with the Contents of 

Another Table 

 Using the AS option, we can create a table with the 

SELECT command to recover the structure and data 

of another table.  

 

 The following example creates a table called 

NEWEMP with all the columns of the EMP table 

and only the rows of department 20: 

 

 create table newemp  as select * from emp  where 

deptno=20; 



Constraint Disabling 

 Constraints can be disabled by the keyword DISABLE. 

  

SQL> CREATE TABLE dept1 

  (deptno NUMBER (2) PRIMARY KEY DISABLE, 

  dname VARCHAR2(10), 

  loc VARCHAR2(9) ); 

  

This option will allow the creation of duplicate keys, 

For Ex: 

  

SQL> insert into dept1 values(10,‟aaaa‟,‟aaaa‟); 

1 row created. 

SQL> insert into dept1 values(10,‟bbbb‟,‟bbbbb‟); 

1 row created. 



Modifying Tables 

  It include adding or removing columns and 

constraints; changing characteristics of columns, 

such as data type, size, and default value; 

 

Changing a Column 

 

 To change the characteristics of a column, the 

MODIFY option can be used, and specify the 

characteristics for the column. The following 

example adds a NOT NULL constraint to the Sal 

column of the NEWEMP table: 

 

 ALTER TABLE newemp MODIFY (sal NUMBER 

CONSTRAINT nn_sal NOT NULL); 



Modifying Tables 

 Adding Columns 

  

By using the ADD option, we can add new columns to 

the table. In the following example, we add a State 

column to the DEPT1 table: 

  

SQL> alter table dept1  add (state varchar(2)); 

Table changed. 



Modifying Tables 

 Eliminating a Column 

To eliminate a column, use the DROP option. For 

example, to eliminate the Comm column from the 

NEWEMP2 table: 

  

SQL> alter table newemp2  drop (comm); 

Table changed. 



Modifying Tables 

 Output for Before Eliminating comm column 
 

Output for After Eliminating comm column. 

7521         WARD       SALESMAN  7698      02/22/81          1250      30 



Deleting a Table 

 To remove a table from a database, use the DROP 

TABLE command: 

Syntax: 

DROP TABLE schema.name_of_table 

Example: 

SQL> drop table demo1; 

Table dropped. 

  

 If the deleted table has a primary or unique key 

referenced by the FOREIGN KEYs of other 

tables, and you want to delete a constraint of the 

other table, use the CASCADE CONSTRAINTS 

option: 

 

DROP TABLE table CASCADE CONSTRAINTS 
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Indexes 

To Access the records in fastway from the 

table, oracle provides two mechanism. One 

is row id and another one is index.  

 

 The rowid identifies a row inside a table, 

it is not convenient for applications that 

mostly use specific codes to access 

records, such as the employee code, 

product code, etc. 

 

 To speed row access in a table, Oracle 

uses the concept of indexes. These are 

similar to indexes found in a book. 



Indexes 



When to Create Indexes 

 An index can be created during the design 

process of the table structure by using the 

PRIMARY KEY constraint. 

 

 Columns of type lobs, long, and long raw 

cannot be indexed. 



Creating Indexes with Constraints 

 The index is created during the table 

creation by using the keyword through 

using index. 



Creating Indexes with the CREATE INDEX 

Command 



Creating Indexes with the CREATE INDEX 

Command 

 The CREATE INDEX command is 

responsible for the creation of simple 

indexes using a unique column, or 

composite indexes using more than one 

column. 

 

 

 

 

 To create composite index use the 

following query: 

 

 Create index empind3 on empind(name, 

idno)  



Creating a Function-Based Index 

 Function-based indexes improve the queries that use 

a value returned by a function or expression. 

 

 One advantage of using this type of index is the 

ability to include sorts based on keys containing 

words with accents (Either lower case or upper 

case). 

 

 For Example, the creation of an index with all the 

names converted to uppercase, using the UPPER 

function: 

CREATE INDEX x1 ON newemp2 UPPER(ename)); 



Creating a Function-Based Index 

 Even when there are names in lowercase or combining 

lowercase and uppercase, the following SELECT 

command returns data from all the entries that include 

“Smith”: 

 

 SELECT * FROM newemp2 WHERE 

UPPER(ename) = „SMITH‟; (If the column ename 

contains the value smith, it will be displayed) 

 

 The following command would not display the 

lowercase letters.  

SELECT * FROM newemp2 WHERE ename=„SMITH‟ 



Creating an Index Using Key Compression 

 Oracle allows the creation of an index using key 

compression, a technique that helps to eliminate the 

duplicated values of a key column. 

 

 To create a compressed index, just add the 

COMPRESS clause, as shown in the following 

example: 

CREATE INDEX emp_test (ename) COMPRESS 1 

 

 Key compression can be disabled with the ALTER 

INDEX command and the NOCOMPRESS clause: 

 

ALTER INDEX emp_ename REBUILD 

NOCOMPRESS; 



Changing an Index 

 Changing an index is restricted to modifying the 

transaction and storage parameters. It is not possible 

to change the columns in the index. In this situation, 

the index must be deleted and re-created with a new 

definition. 

 

 The following command changes the index: 

 

SQL> alter index pk_emp3  

INITRANS 5 

MAXTRANS 10 

STORAGE (PCTINCREASE 50); 



Re-creating an Index 

 An index can be re-created by using the ALTER 

INDEX command. This operation is the equivalent 

of deleting and reconstructing the index. 

 

 To re-create an existing index, use the following 

format: 

 

 ALTER INDEX index_name REBUILD; 

 

 



Obtaining Information about Indexes 

 The USER_INDEXES command is used to obtain 

information about the index of each user. 

 

 For example, 

 

SQL> select index_name, table_name, uniqueness, 

ini_trans, max_trans from user_indexes; 

 



Eliminating an Index 

The SQL command responsible for the elimination of 

an index is DROP INDEX. 

 

Syntax: 

DROP INDEX name 

 

Example: 

DROP INDEX depemp 

 



Difference between ROWID and ROWNUM 

RowId is Permanent. It locates the physical address. 

Rownum is Temperary. It locates the record number. 
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Sequences 

 A sequence is simply an automatic counter, which is 

enabled whenever it is accessed.  

   

 This guarantees that there are no two rows with the 

same code.   

 

 A default sequence has the following characteristics: 

• Always starts from the number 1. 

• In ascending order. 

• Increases by 1. 



The CREATE SEQUENCE Command 

 The SQL command used to create a sequence is the 

CREATE SEQUENCE command. 



The CREATE SEQUENCE Command 

 START WITH: Indicates the initial value of the 

sequence. 

 INCREMENT BY: Indicates the value by which the 

sequence will be incremented each time it is accessed. 

 MAXVALUE: Indicates the maximum value of the 

sequence. When omitted, the maximum value of the 

sequence can be 1.00e +27. 

 NOMAXVALUE: Indicates that the sequence doesn’t 

have a predefined maximum value. 

 CYCLE/NOCYCLE: CYCLE indicates that the 

sequence should return to the initial value when the 

maximum value is reached. 



Pseudo-Columns 

 Oracle has several pseudo-columns that behave as an 

extra column when a new table is created. 

 

 The currval and nextval pseudo-columns are directly 

related to sequences. There are two additional pseudo-

columns:  level and  rownum 

 

Currval: Returns the current value of the sequence. 

Nextval: Increases the value of the sequence and returns 

the next value. 

Rowid: It is used to individualize each row of a table. 

rowid offers a faster and more practical way to access a 

row in the entire database. 

 



Example for ROWID 



Example for ROWNUM 

 The rownum pseudo-column receives a number 

that corresponds to the position of a row in the set 

of rows returned by a query. 



Creating a Sequence – Example 1 

 The following example illustrates the creation of the 

Newseq sequence using the default values: 

 

 SQL> create sequence newseq; 



Checking a User’s List of Sequences 

To check the sequences that were created for a user and 

the values of their parameters, you use a table called 

USER_SEQUENCES. 



Sequence – Example2 

 create a sequence with an initial value, an increment 

value, and the size of the cache specified by the 

current user: 



Sequence – Example3 

 In this next example, the sequence is created with 

minimum and maximum values: 

SQL> create sequence newseq3 
 minvalue 1000 
 maxvalue 4000; 
Sequence created: 



Deleting a Sequence 

 The DROP SEQUENCE command removes the 

sequence from the schema in which it was created. In 

this example, Newseq2 is removed: 

SQL> drop sequence newseq2; 



Changing a Sequence 

 With the ALTER SEQUENCE command the user can 

change some of the sequence’s parameters. However, 

there are several restrictions.  

 The initial value can not be altered 

 The minimum value for the table cannot be greater 

than the current value. 

 The increment value can be changed without any 

problems. In the next example, two successful changes 

were made to the Newseq2 sequence: 

SQL> alter sequence newseq2 

2 minvalue 30 

3 increment by 20; 

Sequence altered. 



Using a Sequence 

 SQL>create newseq3 minval 1000 maxval 1005. 

 The sequence is enabled the first time it is used, and 

displays its initial value: 

 SQL> select newseq3.nextval from dual; 

  NEXTVAL 

  ------- 

  1000 

 The second time it is used, it displays the value 

incremented by 1. 

  SQL> run 

  NEXTVAL 

  ------- 

  1001 



Using a Sequence 

 When we access to currval, it  does not change the 

value of the sequence: 

 

SQL> select newseq3.currval from dual; 

CURRVAL 

------- 

1001 

 

SQL> run 

CURRVAL 

------- 

1001 



Using a Sequence 

 Inserting Sequence number to the database. 

1.   Create a table 

2. create a sequence 

3. Insert sequence into a table. 

3. View the records from table. 

 

1. Create table product(sno number(3), item_name 

char(20), bill_date date); 

2. Create sequence serial minvalue 1 maxvalue 100; 

3. Insert into product values (serial.nextval,’RICE’,’14-

JUL-19’); 

4. Repeat the step 3 as you want to insert. 

5. Select * from product; 
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USER 

 The registered person in an oracle is called user. 

 

 Each registered user has an access password. 

 

 individual privileges or roles assigned to every user. 



The CREATE USER Command 

 The CREATE USER command is responsible for the creation of 

new users. 

 

 SYNTAX 

CREATE USER USERNAME IDENTIFIED BY PASSWORD 

 

 Arguments: 

 user 

 The name of the user to be created. 

 IDENTIFIED 

 Indicates how Oracle validates the user. 

 BY password 

 Requires the user to specify this password for the 

 connection. 



Creating a New User 

 To create new user or assign privileges, you must 

connect to the administrator using the System name 

and the manager keyword. 

 

  Connect system/manager 

 

 First, let’s create a user called cs8001 , with the 

password Computer 

 

 SQL> CREATE USER cs8001 IDENTIFIED BY 

computer; 

 User created. 



The GRANT Command 

 The grant command is used to assign privilege or roles 

to the user. 

 

 Syntax 

 

 GRANT system privileges/role TO user/role 

 

Arguments: 

privilege 

 The name of the privilege to be assigned. 

user/role 

 The name of the user or role that is receiving the 

 privilege. 



The GRANT Command Example 

 Let’s connect as System and assign the RESOURCE privilege, 

which allows access to the database and the creation of tables, 

sequences, procedures, triggers, indexes, and clusters. 

 

 SQL> connect system/manager; 

 Connected. 

 

 SQL> grant RESOURCE to cs8001; 

 Grant operation successful. 

 

 Now the user cs8001 able to create table, procedure, etc. 

 

 SQL> connect cs8001/computer; 

 Connected. 

 SQL> create table x (a number); 

 Table created. 



Deleting a User 

You can remove a database user with the DROP USER 

command.  

This command removes both the user and all the 

objects contained in this user’s schema. 

Syntax: 

DROP USER user_name 

In the next example user cs8001 is removed: 

SQL> connect system/manager 

Connected. 

SQL> drop user cs8001 cascade; 

Users eliminated. 

To display all users 

SQL> select * from all_users; 



Privileges 

 A privilege is an authorization given to the user to 

access and manipulate a database object in a certain 

way. 

 

 For example, one user can be assigned the privilege to 

select tables but not change them. 

 

 There are two types of privileges: system privileges 

and object privileges. 
 



System Privileges 

 A system privilege is the right or permission to execute 

certain database actions in a specific type of database 

object.  

 

 There are more than 70 types of privileges associated 

to the actions of a database.  

 

 The name of the privilege is similar to the name of the 

      action it executes.  

 

 For example, a privilege called ALTER TABLE grants 

a user the right to modify a table.  



Object Privileges 

 An object privilege is the right to perform certain 

actions in a specific object, such as the right to include 

a row in a table. 



Object Privileges 

 A variation of the GRANT command allows you to 

assign object privileges to a user or role.  

 

 The privileges assigned can be: SELECT, ALTER, 

DELETE, EXECUTE, INSERT, INDEX, 

REFERENCE, and UPDATE.  

 

 The following objects can be assigned privileges: 

tables, views, sequences, snapshots, and synonyms. 

 

 Any user who has authority can grant privileges on 

tables. 



Object Privileges 



Object Privileges 

Options: 

SELECT: To select data in a table or view. 

 

INSERT: To insert rows in a table or view. 

 

DELETE: To eliminate rows in a table or view. 

 

UPDATE: To update a table and, optionally, update only  

  the specified columns. 

 

INDEX: To create or eliminate the indexes of a table. 

 

ALTER: To modify a table. 

 

ALL: To perform all the above privileges. 

table_name: Names of existing tables in the database. 

view_name: Names of existing views in the database. 

column_name: This is optional and determines the 

columns of tables or views specified in the ON clause. 

The names of the columns must not be qualified. 

USER: Name of the user to whom the privilege is 

assigned. 

PUBLIC: Means that all the current and new users have 

the    privileges specified for the table or 

view. 

WITH ADMIN OPTION:  

Allows the user or role that receives the privilege to grant 

it to 

other users, modify it, or even delete it. 



Object Privileges 

ALL: To perform all the above privileges. 

 

table_name: Names of existing tables in the database. 

 

view_name: Names of existing views in the database. 

 

column_name: This is optional and determines the 

columns of tables or views specified in the ON clause. 

The names of the columns must not be qualified. 

 

USER: Name of the user to whom the privilege is 

assigned. 



Object Privileges 

PUBLIC: Means that all the current and new users have  

        the privileges specified for the table or view. 

 

WITH ADMIN OPTION:  

  Allows the user or role that receives the 

privilege to grant it to other users, modify it, or even 

delete it. 



Grant Object Privileges 

System/manager Cs8001/computer 

Connect system/manager 

Connected. 

Connect cs8001/computer 

Connected. 

grant select on emp to cs8001 

GRANT operation successful 

SQL> select ename from 

system.emp; 

SQL> grant update (DNAME) on 

dept to cs8001; 

SQL> update system.dept 

set dname=’SALES FORCE’ 

where deptno=30; 

1 row updated. 

SQL> update scott.dept 

set loc=’MIAMI’ 

where deptno=30; 

update scott.dept 

* 

ERROR on row 1: 

ORA-01031: insufficient 

privileges 



Viewing Users 

 You can use one of the tables of the data dictionary to 

check the database users. The dictionary view that 

maintains this list is ALL_USERS. 

 

 SQL> select * from all_users; 



Revoke Object previleges 

System/manager Cs8001/computer 

Connect system/manager 

Connected. 

Connect cs8001/computer 

Connected. 

revoke select on emp from 

cs8001 

Revoke successful 

SQL> select ename from 

system.emp;  

It will displays error 

SQL> revoke update 

(DNAME) on dept to 

cs8001; 

SQL> update system.dept 

set dname=’SALES FORCE’ 

where deptno=30; 

It will displays error. 



Viewing Users 

 You can use one of the tables of the data dictionary to 

check the database users. The dictionary view that 

maintains this list is ALL_USERS. 

 

 SQL> select * from all_users; 



Roles 

A role is a group of privileges assigned to a name. Instead 

of granting eight privileges to a user, you can create a role 

that is assigned those eight privileges, and then assign 

that role to the user. 



Creating a Role 

 When you create a new role, you can assign it some 

privileges or other roles that were previously created. 

 

  The SQL command used to create a role is CREATE 

ROLE: 

 

 In the following example, we connect as 

system/manager to create a role called Basic1: 

 

SQL> CREATE ROLE basic1; 

Role created. 



Granting Privileges and Roles to a Role 

System/manager Arnold/terminator 

Connect system/manager 

Connected. 

Create user arnold identified by 

terminator 

Connect arnold/terminator 

Displays error messages. 

This example creates basic1 role. 

SQL> CREATE ROLE basic1; 

This example grants the 

RESOURCE role to Basic1: 

SQL> grant connect, resource to 

basic1; 

Grant operation successful. 



Granting Privileges and Roles to a Role 

System/manager arnold/terminator 
SQL> grant basic1 to arnold; 
Grant operation successful. 

SQL> connect arnold/terminator 
Connected. 



Viewing the Roles of a User 

 The USER_ROLE_PRIVS command displays the 

roles assigned to the current user: 

 

 SQL> select * from user_role_privs; 

 

 USERNAME GRANTED_ROLE ADM DEF OS_ 

 -------- ------------ --- --- --- 

 ARNOLD BASIC1 NO YES NO 

 

 



Deleting a Role 

 The command responsible for the deletion of a role is 

DROP ROLE. 

 

 Syntax: 

 DROP ROLE role. 

 

 The next example removes the Basic1 role. 

 

 SQL> connect system/manager 

 Connected. 

 SQL> drop role basic1; 

 Role eliminated. 

 When we try to connect as user Arnold, an error will 

occur, because he has no associated privilege or role: 
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SYNONYM 

 A synonym is an alias given to a database object.  

 

 A reference is made to the original object when the 

synonym is created. 

 

 For example, if a synonym is created for a table, 

Oracle associates the address of the table to the 

synonym, and does not create a duplicate of the table. 

 

 A synonym can be created for a table, view, sequence, 

procedure, package function, or even another 

synonym. 



The CREATE SYNONYM Command 

Synonyms are created by using the CREATE SYNONYM 

command. 

Syntax: 

CREATE [PUBLIC] SYNONYM name_of_synonym 

FOR schema 

Arguments: 

PUBLIC 

When a synonym is created as public, you don’t have to add the 

schema to it. If the keyword public is omitted, you have to add the 

schema to it.  

name_of_synonym 

 The name of the synonym. 

Schema 

 The name of the schema where the synonym will be created. 



Creating Synonyms for Tables - Example 

The following query creates a synonym for the dept table. 

 

SQL> create synonym dt for dept; 

Synonym created. 

 

The following query access the records from synonym.  

  

SQL> select * from dt; 
DEPTNO  DNAME   LOC 

------   ----------   -------- 

10   ACCOUNTING  NEW YORK 

20   RESEARCH   DALLAS 

30   SALES   CHICAGO 

40   OPERATIONS  BOSTON 

70   PLANT   DALLAS. 



Renaming Synonyms 

 A synonym can be renamed with the RENAME SYNONYM 

command. 

  Syntax: 

  RENAME old_name TO new_name 

 In the example, the synonym dt is renamed to Dep1.  

SQL> rename dt to dep1; 

Table renamed. 

SQL> select * from dep1; 

DEPTNO DNAME LOC 

------ ---------- -------- 

10 ACCOUNTING NEW YORK 

20 RESEARCH DALLAS 

30 SALES CHICAGO 

40 OPERATIONS BOSTON 

70 PLANT DALLAS 



Removing Synonyms 

 To remove a synonym, the user must issue the DROP 

SYNONYM command. 

 

 Syntax: 

  DROP SYNONYM name 

 

 Example: 

  SQL> drop synonym dep1; 

  Synonym eliminated. 

 

 Select * from user_synonyms 

 view the synonym created by the user. 
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TRIGGER - Definition 

 Triggers are routines or procedures that are used when 

an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE command is 

executed in a table or a view.. 

 

 Difference between Trigger and Procedure 

 

 A trigger is automatically executed without any action 

required by the user.  

 

 A stored procedure, on the other hand, needs to be 

     explicitly invoked. 

 



TRIGGER – Merits and Demerits 

Advantages of Trigger 

 

 The major application of a trigger is to create 

consistencies to the database. 

 

 Create validation mechanisms. 

 

Restrictions 

 

 A trigger cannot execute the COMMIT, ROLLBACK, 

or SAVEPOINT commands.  

 

 It also cannot call procedures or functions 



TRIGGER – Structure 



Components of a Trigger 

A trigger has three parts: 

1. SQL command that activates the trigger (triggering 

event)  

The trigger can be activated by a SQL command or by a 

user event 

 

2. Trigger restriction 

Represented by the WHEN clause, it specifies what 

condition must be true for the trigger to be triggered. 

 

3. Trigger action 

The PL/SQL block, or Java or C routine executed by the 

trigger. 



Types of Triggers 

Oracle8i has four types of triggers, depending on the 

application: 

 

  Table triggers applied to DML commands. 

 

  INSTEAD OF triggers applied to views. 

 

  SYSTEM EVENT triggers applied to the database in 

the startup, shutdown, and error handling operations. 

 

  USER EVENT triggers applied to a user or object 

schema. 



Types of Triggers - Table Triggers 

 There are two distinct types of triggers that can be 

used in a table. 

 

 The first type, statement-level and the other type, row-

level. 

 

 Statement-level triggers are triggered only once. For 

example, when an UPDATE command updates 15 

rows, the commands contained in the trigger are 

executed only once, and not with every processed row. 

 

 row-level triggers are executed on all the rows that 

are affected by the command that enabled the trigger. 



Types of Triggers – Instead of Triggers 

 The INSTEAD OF trigger is available only in the 

Enterprise version of Oracle.  

 



Types of Triggers – System Event and User Event Triggers 

 A trigger is created with the CREATE TRIGGER 

command. It has the following syntax: 



Modifying a Trigger - Enabling/Disabling a Trigger 

 When a trigger is created, it is automatically enabled 

and is triggered whenever the triggering command and 

the execution command is true.  

 

 To disable the execution of the trigger, use the ALTER 

TRIGGER command with the DISABLE clause. To 

enable it again, use the ENABLE clause: 

 

 



Deleting a Trigger 

 To delete a trigger, use the DROP TRIGGER 

command: 

 

Syntax: 

DROP TRIGGER name_of_trigger; 

 

 This removes the trigger structure from the database 



References to Columns Inside a Trigger 

 You can access the value of a column inside a row-

level trigger. 

 

 For an INSERT command, the values of the fields that 

will be written must be preceded by :new. 

 

  For a DELETE command, the values of the row fields 

that are being processed must be preceded by :old. 

 

  For an UPDATE command, the original value that is 

being written is accessed with :old. The new values 

that will be written must be preceded by :new. 



Validating the Data Entry 

 create table emp1(name varchar(20), salary 

number(7), eno number(5)); 

 CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER TESTASAL 

BEFORE INSERT OR UPDATE OF SALARY ON 

SYSTEM.EMP1 FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

     IF :NEW.SALARY > 8000 THEN 

     RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-        

     20000,'INCORRECT VALUE'); 

     END IF; 

     END; 

     / 

 Execute the program and try to insert values below 

8000 and above 8000. see the result 



Validating the Data Entry 

 Here, if the salary is below 8000 accepted otherwise 

the trigger displays the error messsage. 



Replicating with Triggers 

 Triggers are an efficient mechanism to replicate data 

among tables.  

 

 We can easily create triggers that insert, delete, or 

modify another table based on the operations 

performed in the current table. 

 



Replicating with Triggers - insertion 

1. create table emp3(name varchar(20), salary 

 number(7), eno number(5)); 

2. CREATE TRIGGER REP_INS 

 AFTER INSERT ON EMP1 

 FOR EACH ROW 

 BEGIN 

 INSERT INTO EMP3 VALUES (:NEW.name, 

 :NEW.salary, :NEW.eno); 

 END; 

3.       Execute the trigger 

4. insert into emp1 values('ramesh',5000,105) ; 

(Whatever the changes made in emp1, it will reflect to 

emp2.) 

5. Select * from emp3; 



Replicating with Triggers - Deletion 

1. Create the trigger 

CREATE TRIGGER REP_DEL 

BEFORE DELETE ON EMP1 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

DELETE FROM EMP3 

WHERE eno= :OLD.eno; 

END; 

/ 

2. Delete the record from emp1. 

Delete from emp1 where eno=105. 

 

3. Check the emp3 table, the eno=105 also deleted. 

Select * from emp3; 



Obtaining Information about a Trigger 

 To view the DBA_TRIGGERS. (using 

System/manager ) 

  

 SQL> desc dba_triggers; 

 

 To view the user’s triggers, you use the view 

USER_TRIGGERS: 

  

 SQL> describe user_triggers; 

 

 To view the trigger name and body of the trigger 

 

SQL> select trigger_name,trigger_body from 

user_triggers where trigger_name=’REP_INS’; 
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Stored Procedure - Definition 

 A stored procedure is a group of SQL and PL/SQL 

commands that execute certain tasks. 

 

Procedure Trigger 

The user must call a 

procedure either from a 

program or manually. 

A trigger is automatically 

executed when a trigger event 

occurs. 



TRIGGER - Definition 



Creating a Stored Procedure 

 A stored procedure has two parts: a specification 

section and the procedure body. The CREATE 

PROCEDURE command is responsible for the 

creation of procedures. 

 

 Syntax: 

CREATE [OR REPLACE] PROCEDURE [schema.] 

procedure 

[ (argument [IN | OUT | IN OUT] datatype 

[, argument [IN | OUT | IN OUT] datatype] ...)] 

{IS|AS} {pl/sql_subprogram_body | external_body} 

 



Creating a Stored Procedure 
Arguments: 

OR REPLACE 

 Re-creates the procedure if it already exists.  

 

schema 

 The schema that will contain the procedure. If schema is 

omitted, Oracle creates the procedure in the current schema. 

 

procedure 

 The name of the procedure to be created. 

 

argument 

 The name of a procedure argument. If the procedure does not 

accept arguments, you can omit the parentheses after its name. 

IN 

 Specifies that a value is determined for the argument when the 

procedure is called. 



Creating a Stored Procedure 

OUT 

 Specifies that the procedure returns a value for this argument in 

its calling environment after the execution. 

 

IN OUT 

 Specifies that a value must be determined for the argument when 

the procedure is called and that the procedure returns a value in 

its calling environment after the execution. 

 

datatype 

 An argument can be any data type supported by PL/SQL. 

 

IS pl/sql_subprogram_body 

 The procedure definition. Procedure definitions are written in 

PL/SQL. 



Creating a Stored Procedure – Example Program No Argument 

1. Create table emp2 (name varchar2(25), salary number(7), eno 

number(3)); 

2. Insert few records. 

3. View the records 

4.   Type the following program proc1.sql (This procedure 

increases the employees’ salaries 10 percent)  
 create or replace procedure increase1 

 is  

 begin 

 update system.emp2 set salary=salary*1.1; 

 end; 

 / 

5. Run the program (@ filepath) 

6. Execute the procedure by the following statement 

 exec increase1 

7. Verify the modified output (salary field) in the emp2 database 

with step 3. (select * from emp2;) 



Creating a Stored Procedure – Example Program with Arguments 

 This procedure increases the employees’ salaries but this time 

the pay raise is only for those in a particular employee number 

and the increase is a different percentage.  

 

 CREATE PROCEDURE increase2 (veno IN  emp2.eno%type,    

      percent number) IS 

BEGIN 

update emp2 

set salary=salary*(1+percent/100) 

where eno=veno; 

END; 

/ 

 Execute the procedure by the following statement 

 exec increase2(105,20) 

 Here 105 is the employee number and 20 is the percentage to be 

increase. 



Deleting a Stored Procedure 

 To delete a stored procedure, use the DROP PROCEDURE 

     command: 

 

 Syntax : 

 DROP PROCEDURE name 

 

 Example: 

 SQL> drop procedure increase1; 

 Procedure dropped. 



Function 

 A Function is a group of SQL and PL/SQL commands that 

execute certain tasks. 

 

 Difference between Procedure and Function 

Procedure Function 

It does not return a value It returns a value 

The procedure invoked 

by the procedure name. 

The function invoked by 

the function name with 

select statement. 



Creating a Function 

 The CREATE FUNCTION command creates a function as an 

isolated schema object. You can also create a function as part of 

a package. 

 

Syntax: 

 

CREATE [OR REPLACE] FUNCTION [schema.]function 

[(argument [IN | OUT | IN OUT] datatype 

[, argument [IN | OUT | IN OUT] datatype] ...)] 

RETURN datatype {IS | AS} pl/sql_subprogram_body 



Creating a Function – Example Program for counting number of records 

1. Create the empl table with the field as name, salary and dno 

(department number) and insert few records . 

2. Type the following program  

create or replace function countemp (vdno in empl.dno%type) 

return number is 

emptot number; 

begin 

select count(*) into emptot from empl where dno=vdno; 

return emptot; 

end; 

/ 

3. Run the program 

4. Execute the function by using the following statement 

 select countemp(101) from dual  
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Package - Definition 

 A package is a collection of database objects, such as 

stored procedures, functions, variables, constants, and 

cursors.  

 

 A package may contain subprograms that can be called 

from a trigger, procedure, or function. 

 

 A package also improves machine performance, 

because it simultaneously transfers several objects to 

the memory. 



Package Structure 

 A package has two sections: the specification section 

and the body section.  

 

 They need to be created separately. 



Specification Section 

 The specification section is a type of summary for the 

contents of the package body 

 

 The specification section is created with the CREATE 

PACKAGE command, as shown below: 

 

Syntax: 

CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE [schema.] 

package {IS | AS} pl/sql_package_spec 

 

 Arguments 

OR REPLACE 

Re-creates the package specification if it already exists. 



Specification Section 

schema 

 The schema that will contain the package. If schema is 

omitted, Oracle creates the package in its own schema. 

 

package 

 The name of the package to be created. 

 

pl/sql_package_spec 

 The package specification. It can declare program 

objects. Package specifications are written in PL/SQL. 



Package Body 

 The package body contains the formal definition of all 

the objects referenced in the declaration section.  

 

 The package body is created with the CREATE 

PACKAGE BODY command, as shown below: 

 

 Syntax: 

 

CREATE [OR REPLACE] PACKAGE BODY [schema.] 

package {IS | AS} pl/sql_package_body 

 



Package Body 

Arguments: 

 

OR REPLACE 

 Re-creates the body of the package if it already exists. 

Schema  

 The schema that will contain the package. If schema is 

omitted, Oracle creates it in its own schema. 

package 

 The name of the package to be created. 

pl/sql_package_body 

 The body of the package. It can declare and define 

program objects. Package bodies are written in 

PL/SQL. 



Steps to working with package 

1. Create a package (Declaration of function and 

procedure) 

2. Compile the package 

3. Create a package body (Definition of function and 

procedure) 

4. Compile the package body 

5. Execute the procedure by using the following 

command. 

 Exec packagename.procedurename(argument list) 

  Ex: Exec genemp.increase2(1001,10) 

6. Execute the function by using the following command. 

Select packagename.functionname(argument) from dual. 

Ex: Select genemp.countemp(1001) from dual. 

 



Package Creation 

create PACKAGE GENEMP1 AS 

PROCEDURE increase2 (veno IN 

emp2.eno%type,percent number); 

function countemp (vdno in employee.dno%type) 

RETURN number; 

END; 

/ 



Package Body Creation 

create package body genemp1 is 

PROCEDURE increase2 (veno IN emp2.eno%type,percent 

number) IS 

BEGIN 

update emp2 set salary=salary*(1+percent/100) 

where eno=veno; 

END; 

 

function countemp (vdno in empl.dno%type)return number is 

emptot number; 

begin 

select count(*) into emptot from empl where dno=vdno; 

return emptot; 

end; 

end; 

/ 



Referencing a Package Subprogram 

To access the procedure specified inside a package, then 

use the packagename associated with the procedure name. 

 

SQL> Exec genemp.increase2(105,10) 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

To access the function specified inside a package, then 

use the packagename associated with the function name. 

 

SQL> Select genemp.countemp(101) from dual; 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 



Deleting a Package 

 To delete the package then use the following 

command 

 

SQL> Drop package package name 

Ex: Drop package genemp; 

 

 To delete the package body then use the following 

command 

 

SQL> Drop package body package name 

Ex: Drop package body genemp; 

 



Oracle Packages 

 Oracle has dozens of packages containing procedures 

that extend its functionality. Most of them start with 

the prefix DBMS_, UTL_ , DEBUG_ , or OUTLN_. 

 

 Following is an example of the use of the 

DBMS_OUTPUT package, which is called by a 

trigger that is enabled when any DML operation is 

performed in the EMP2 table: 



Oracle Packages 

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER saldif 

BEFORE DELETE OR INSERT OR UPDATE ON emp2 FOR 

EACH ROW WHEN (new.eno > 0) 

DECLARE 

sal_diff number; 

BEGIN 

sal_diff := :new.salary - :old.salary; 

dbms_output.put(' Old: ' || :old.salary); 

dbms_output.put(' New: ' || :new.salary); 

dbms_output.put_line(' Difference ' || sal_diff); 

END; 

/ 

Output: 

SQL> update emp2 set sal=sal*1.3 where eno=101; 

Old: 1100 New: 1430 Difference 330 
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Cursor - Definition 

 A cursor is a temporary work area created in system 

memory when a SQL statement is executed. 
 

 By using cursor mechanism, we can return multiple 

rows from the table using select statement. 

 

 For static SQL commands, there are two types of 

cursors: implicit and explicit.  

 

 Oracle implicitly declares a cursor to all the DDL and 

     DML commands that return only one row. 

  

 For queries (select) that return multiple rows, you 

have to explicitly create a cursor. 



Creating a Cursor 

Creating a cursor involves four steps: 

1. Declaring the cursor—the cursor receives a name and 

is assigned a SELECT command. 

 

2. Opening the cursor—the query is executed and the 

number of rows to be returned is determined. 

 

3. Fetching—the row that is found is sent to the program 

in PL/SQL. 

 

4. Closing the cursor—the Oracle resources allocated to 

the cursor are freed. 



Declaring the Cursor 

The DECLARE command is used to declare a cursor. 

 

Syntax: 

DECLARE 

CURSOR cursor_name [(parameter[, parameter]...)] 

[RETURN return_type] IS SELECT COMMAND; 

 

Arguments: 

cursor_name 

Name of the cursor to be created. 

return_type 

Represents a row or record in a table. 

 



Declaring the Cursor 

Example 1: 

DECLARE 

CURSOR prim01 IS SELECT empno, ename, job, 

sal FROM emp WHERE deptno =30; 

 

Example 2: 

DECLARE 

CURSOR seg02 RETURN dept%ROWTYPE IS 

SELECT * FROM dept WHERE deptno = 20; 



Opening a Cursor 

 The opening of the cursor is the operation that 

performs the query and creates the result set, which is 

the group of rows that meets the query condition. 

 

 A cursor is opened with the OPEN command: 

 

 OPEN prim01; 



Attributes of an Explicit Cursor 

 When a cursor or variable is opened, the rows that 

satisfy the query are identified and form the result set. 

The rows of the result set are downloaded one at a 

time. 

 %FOUND returns true when DML commands affects 
one or multiple rows. 

 %ISOPEN returns TRUE when the cursor or variable 

is opened. Otherwise, it returns FALSE. 

 %NOTFOUND returns TRUE when the last row of 

the cursor is processed and no other row is available. 

 %ROWCOUNT returns the total number of rows 

returned by the FETCH command. Each time a 

FETCH command is executed, %ROWCOUNT is 

increased by 1. 



Attributes of an Implicit Cursor 

Attributes of an Implicit Cursor 
The attributes of an implicit cursor return information 

about the execution of the INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, 

or SELECT INTO commands. 

 

Example: 

 

DELETE FROM emp WHERE empno = emp; 

IF SQL%FOUND THEN — successful 

INSERT INTO new_emp VALUES (func, my_ename, 

...); 



Accessing the Cursor Rows 

 After the cursor is opened with the OPEN command, 

the selected rows are available.  

 

 PL/SQL uses the FETCH command to read the 

contents of a row. 

 

 FETCH reads the value of each column of the row that 

is specified by the SELECT command, and assigns a 

variable. This can be seen as an equivalent to the 

SELECT INTO command.  

 

 The FETCH command recovers one row at a time 

from the result set. 



Accessing the Cursor Rows - example 

 
LOOP 

FETCH display30 INTO t_ename, t_deptno, t_sal; 

EXIT WHEN display30%notfound; 

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(t_ENAME // ´ ´ 

//TO_CHAR(T_DEPTNO) // 

´ ´ / / TO_CHAR (T_SAL)) ; 

END LOOP; 



Closing a Cursor 

 When a cursor is not in use, it must be closed so 

Oracle can free the resources that were allocated to it.  

 

 The command responsible for this task is CLOSE: 

 

Example: 

 CLOSE display30 



Steps for executing a Cursor 

1. Create  an Employee table 

      create table empl(name varchar2(25), dno number(5),  

      salary number(7,2)); 

 

2. Insert few records and view the record 

 

3. Type the Program and execute the program 

  sql> edit d:\agac\cursor1.sql 

 sql> @ d:\agac\cursor1.sql 

 

4. Execute the procedure  

 

 SQL> exec cursor1 



Example Program 
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE CUR1 IS 

e_name empl.name%type; 

e_dno empl.dno%type; 

e_salary empl.salary%type; 

CURSOR dispemp IS 

SELECT NAME,DNO,SALARY FROM EMPL WHERE DNO=1002 

ORDER BY NAME; 

BEGIN 

DBMS_OUTPUT.ENABLE; 

/*open cursor*/ 

OPEN dispemp; 

LOOP 

FETCH dispemp INTO e_name, e_dno, e_salary; 

EXIT WHEN dispemp%notfound; 

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(e_name || '-'||TO_CHAR(e_dno) || '-' 

||TO_CHAR (e_salary)) ; 

END LOOP; 

close dispemp; 

end; 

/ 



Example Program 
1. A procedure called Cursor1, which displays the contents of 

 the Ename, Deptno, and Salary fields of the EMPL table.  

2. Initially, three variables are created. They will contain the 

 contents of the fields. To do that, use the %type attribute 

 that creates it with the same data type as the field.  

3. Then, the cursor is defined with the name Dispemp and the 

 specified SELECT command.  

4. Activate the output of data from the DBMS_OUTPUT 

 package, and then open the cursor.  

5. A loop is executed until there are no more rows to be 

 processed.  

6. The FETCHcommand downloads the contents of the fields 

 to the variables. 

7. Finally, the package displays the data: 
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Transaction - Definition 

 A transaction is a logical work unit containing one or 

more SQL declarations.  

 

 It is an atomic unit, meaning that the effects of the 

SQL declarations in a transaction are either all 

committed (applied to the database) or all rolled back 

(undone in the database). 



Transaction - Definition 

 To illustrate the concept of transactions, think about a 

banking operation database.  

 

 When a client transfers money from a savings account 

to a checking account, the transaction can consist of 

three separate operations:   

 

 debiting the savings account,  

 crediting the checking account, and  

 recording the transaction in the transaction log. 

 



Transaction - Definition 

A database transaction must be atomic, consistent, isolated and 

durable. Bellow we have discussed these four points. 

Atomic : A transaction is a logical unit of work which must be 

either completed with all of its data modifications, or none of them 

is performed. 

Consistent : At the end of the transaction, all data must be left in a 

consistent state. 

Isolated : Modifications of data performed by a transaction must 

be independent of another transaction. Unless this happens, the 

outcome of a transaction may be erroneous. 

Durable : When the transaction is completed, effects of the 

modifications performed by the transaction must be permanent in 

the system. 

Often these four properties of a transaction are acronymed 

as ACID. 

 



Transaction - Example 

  
Account A Account B State 

Initial 
Balance 

5000 10000   
Rs. 2000 Transferred from Account A to Account B 

  

3000 12000 Atomicity (New) 
5000 10000 Atomicity (Old) 
3000 12000 Consistency 

3000 12000 Durability (Permanent 
changes into the database) 



Transaction Management 
 An Oracle transaction begins when the first executable SQL 

declaration is found. 

A transaction ends when one of the following happens: 

  You issue a COMMIT or ROLLBACK declaration (without a 

savepoint). 

  You execute a DDL declaration (such as CREATE, DROP, 

RENAME, or ALTER). When the current transaction contains a 

DML declaration, Oracle first makes the transaction commit, 

and then executes the DDL commit declaration as a new 

declaration transaction. 

  A user disconnects from Oracle. (The current transaction is 

committed.) 

  A user process is not ended normally. (There is a rollback of 

the current transaction.) 



Discretionary Transaction Management 

 During a discretionary transaction all the changes 

made to any piece of data are deferred until it is 

committed. 

 

 A transaction ends When a transaction issues a 

commit request, Oracle writes the redo information in 

the redo record file (together with other group 

commits), and applies the changes made directly to the 

database block. 

 

 



Transaction Declaration and Control 

 A “successfully executed” SQL declaration is different 

from a “committed” transaction.  

 

 Committing means that a user explicitly or implicitly 

said “make the changes in this transaction permanent.” 

 

  The changes made by the SQL declaration(s) in your 

transaction become permanent and visible to other 

users only after it is committed. 

 



Autonomous Transactions 

 Autonomous transactions are independent transactions 

that can be called from inside another transaction. 

 

 After it is invoked, an autonomous transaction is 

totally independent from the calling transaction (the 

main transaction). 

 

 



Autonomous PL/SQL Blocks 

 You can call autonomous transactions from a PL/SQL 

block. An Autonomous transaction includes the 

following: 

 

 Stored procedure or function 

  Local procedure or function 

  Package 

  Type method 

  Anonymous block of first level 

 



Transaction Control Declarations in Autonomous 
PL/SQL Blocks 

 You can call autonomous transactions from a PL/SQL 

block. An Autonomous transaction includes the 

following: 

 

 The transaction control declarations in an autonomous 

PL/SQL block apply only to the autonomous 

transaction that is currently active. Examples of these 

declarations include: 

  Set transaction 

  Commit 

  Rollback 

  Savepoint 

  Rollback to savepoint 



Transaction Control Declarations in Autonomous 
PL/SQL Blocks 

 Set or Begin transaction A transaction is beginning to 

initiate the execution of multiple SQL statements. 

Beginning of a transaction guarantees the atomicity of a 

transaction. After beginning, either it can be committed 

to making the modifications permanent or rolled back. 

 By committing a transaction, it is closed explicitly and 

modifications performed by the transaction is made 

permanent. 

 By rolling back a transaction, a transaction is 

explicitly closed and any modifications made by the 

transaction is discarded. 

 By using save point, You can declare intermediate 

markers called savepoints inside the context of a 

transaction.  



Transaction Control Declarations in Autonomous 
PL/SQL Blocks - Example 



Transaction Control Declarations in Autonomous 
PL/SQL Blocks - Example 
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Chapter-1   
   

   

1.1  What Is Data Mining?   

   

Data mining refers to extracting or mining knowledge from large amounts of data. The term is 

actually a misnomer. Thus, data mining should have been more appropriately named as knowledge 

mining which emphasis on mining from large amounts of data.    

   

It is the computational process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the 

intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems.   

The overall goal of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it 

into an understandable structure for further use.   

   

The key properties of data mining are   

  Automatic discovery of patterns   

  Prediction of likely outcomes   

  Creation of actionable information   

  Focus on large datasets and databases   

   

1.2   The Scope of Data Mining   

   

Data mining derives its name from the similarities between searching for valuable business 

information in a large database — for example, finding linked products in gigabytes of store 

scanner data — and mining a mountain for a vein of valuable ore. Both processes require either 

sifting through an immense amount of material, or intelligently probing it to find exactly where 

the value resides. Given databases of sufficient size and quality, data mining technology can 

generate new business opportunities by providing these capabilities:   



 

 

   

  

  

   

Automated prediction of trends and behaviors. Data mining automates the process of finding 

predictive information in large databases. Questions that traditionally required extensive hands-on 

analysis can now be answered directly from the data — quickly. A typical example of a predictive 

problem is targeted marketing. Data mining uses data on past promotional mailings to identify the 

targets most likely to maximize return on investment in future mailings. Other predictive problems 

include forecasting bankruptcy and other forms of default and identifying segments of a population 

likely to respond similarly to given events.   

   

Automated discovery of previously unknown patterns. Data mining tools sweep through 

databases and identify previously hidden patterns in one step. An example of pattern discovery is 

the analysis of retail sales data to identify seemingly unrelated products that are often purchased 

together. Other pattern discovery problems include detecting fraudulent credit card transactions 

and identifying anomalous data that could represent data entry keying errors.   

   

1.3   Tasks of Data Mining   
Data mining involves six common classes of tasks:   

 Anomaly detection (Outlier/change/deviation detection) – The identification of unusual 

data records, that might be interesting or data errors that require further investigation.   

 Association rule learning (Dependency modelling) – Searches for relationships between 

variables. For example a supermarket might gather data on customer purchasing habits. 

Using association rule learning, the supermarket can determine which products are 

frequently bought together and use this information for marketing purposes. This is 

sometimes referred to as market basket analysis.   

 Clustering – is the task of discovering groups and structures in the data that are in some way 

or another "similar", without using known structures in the data.   

   



 

 

 Classification – is the task of generalizing known structure to apply to new data. For 

example, an e-mail program might attempt to classify an e-mail as "legitimate" or as 

"spam".   

 Regression – attempts to find a function which models the data with the least error.   

     

 Summarization – providing a more compact representation of the data set, including 

visualization and report generation.   

   

1.4   Architecture of  Data Mining   

   

A typical data mining system may have the following major components.   

   
   

   

1. Knowledge Base:   



 

 

   

 This is the domain knowledge that is used to guide the search orevaluate the 

interestingness of resulting patterns. Such knowledge can include concepthierarchies, 

used to organize attributes or attribute values into different levels of abstraction.   

Knowledge such as user beliefs, which can be used to assess a pattern’s interestingness 

based on its unexpectedness, may also be included. Other examples of domain 

knowledge are additional interestingness constraints or thresholds, and metadata (e.g., 

describing data from multiple heterogeneous sources).   

   

2. Data Mining Engine:    

   

This is essential to the data mining systemand ideally consists ofa set of functional 

modules for tasks such as characterization, association and correlationanalysis, 

classification, prediction, cluster analysis, outlier analysis, and evolutionanalysis.   

   

3. Pattern Evaluation Module:   

   

This component typically employs interestingness measures interacts with the data 

mining modules so as to focus thesearch toward interesting patterns. It may use 

interestingness thresholds to filterout discovered patterns. Alternatively, the pattern 

evaluation module may be integratedwith the mining module, depending on the 

implementation of the datamining method used. For efficient data mining, it is highly 

recommended to pushthe evaluation of pattern interestingness as deep as possible into 

the mining processso as to confine the search to only the interesting patterns.   

   

4. User interface:   

   

Thismodule communicates between users and the data mining system,allowing the user 

to interact with the system by specifying a data mining query ortask, providing 

information to help focus the search, and performing exploratory datamining based on 

the intermediate data mining results. In addition, this componentallows the user to 



 

 

browse database and data warehouse schemas or data structures,evaluate mined 

patterns, and visualize the patterns in different forms.   

     

   

1.5   Data Mining Process:   

   

Data Mining is a process of discovering various models, summaries, and derived values from a given 

collection of data.   

The general experimental procedure adapted to data-mining problems involves the following steps:  

1. State the problem and formulate the hypothesis   

   

Most data-based modeling studies are performed in a particular application domain. Hence, 

domain-specific knowledge and experience are usually necessary in order to come up with 

a meaningful problem statement. Unfortunately, many application studies tend to focus on 

the data-mining technique at the expense of a clear problem statement. In this step, a  

modeler usually specifies a set of variables for the unknown dependency and, if possible, 

a general form of this dependency as an initial hypothesis. There may be several hypotheses 

formulated for a single problem at this stage. The first step requires the combined expertise 

of an application domain and a data-mining model. In practice, it usually means a close 

interaction between the data-mining expert and the application expert. In successful 

datamining applications, this cooperation does not stop in the initial phase; it continues 

during the entire data-mining process.   

   

2. Collect the data   

   

This step is concerned with how the data are generated and collected. In general, there are 

two distinct possibilities. The first is when the data-generation process is under the control 

of an expert (modeler): this approach is known as a designed experiment. The second 

possibility is when the expert cannot influence the data- generation process: this is known 

as the observational approach. An observational setting, namely, random data generation, 

is assumed in most data-mining applications. Typically, the sampling distribution is 

completely unknown after data are collected, or it is partially and implicitly given in the 



 

 

data-collection procedure. It is very important, however, to understand how data collection 

affects its theoretical distribution, since such a priori knowledge can be very useful for 

modeling and, later, for the final interpretation of results. Also, it is important to make sure 

that the data used for estimating a model and the data used later for testing and applying a 

model come from the same, unknown, sampling distribution. If this is not the case, the 

estimated model cannot be successfully used in a final application of the results.   

   

3. Preprocessing the data   

   

In the observational setting, data are usually "collected" from the existing databses, data 

warehouses, and data marts. Data preprocessing usually includes at least two common 

tasks:   

   

1. Outlier detection (and removal) – Outliers are unusual data values that are not 

consistent with most observations. Commonly, outliers result from measurement 

errors, coding and recording errors, and, sometimes, are natural, abnormal values. Such 

nonrepresentative samples can seriously affect the model produced later. There are two 

strategies for dealing with outliers:   

   

a. Detect and eventually remove outliers as a part of the preprocessing phase, or   

b. Develop robust modeling methods that are insensitive to outliers.   

   

2. Scaling, encoding, and selecting features – Data preprocessing includes several steps 

such as variable scaling and different types of encoding. For example, one feature with the 

range [0, 1] and the other with the range [−100, 1000] will not have the same weights in 

the applied technique; they will also influence the final data-mining results differently. 

Therefore, it is recommended to scale them and bring both features to the same weight for 

further analysis. Also, application-specific encoding methods usually achieve 

dimensionality reduction by providing a smaller number of informative features for 

subsequent data modeling.   

These two classes of preprocessing tasks are only illustrative examples of a large spectrum 

of preprocessing activities in a data-mining process.   



 

 

Data-preprocessing steps should not be considered completely independent from other 

data-mining phases. In every iteration of the data-mining process, all activities, together, 

could define new and improved data sets for subsequent iterations. Generally, a good 

preprocessing method provides an optimal representation for a data-mining technique by 

incorporating a priori knowledge in the form of application-specific scaling and encoding.    

   

4. Estimate the model   

   

The selection and implementation of the appropriate data-mining technique is the main task 

in this phase. This process is not straightforward; usually, in practice, the implementation 

is based on several models, and selecting the best one is an additional task. The basic 

principles of learning and discovery from data are given in Chapter 4 of this book. Later, 

Chapter 5 through 13 explain and analyze specific techniques that are applied to perform a 

successful learning process from data and to develop an appropriate model.   

   

5. Interpret the model and draw conclusions   

   

In most cases, data-mining models should help in decision making. Hence, such models 

need to be interpretable in order to be useful because humans are not likely to base their 

decisions on complex "black-box" models. Note that the goals of accuracy of the model 

and accuracy of its interpretation are somewhat contradictory. Usually, simple models are 

more interpretable, but they are also less accurate. Modern data-mining methods are 

expected to yield highly accurate results using highdimensional models. The problem of 

interpreting these models, also very important, is considered a separate task, with specific 

techniques to validate the results. A user does not want hundreds of pages of numeric 

results. He does not understand them; he cannot summarize, interpret, and use them for 

successful decision making.   



 

 

   
   

The Data mining Process   

   

1.6   Classification of Data mining Systems:   

The data mining system can be classified according to the following criteria:   

    Database Technology   

    Statistics   

    Machine Learning   

    Information Science   

    Visualization   

   Other Disciplines   

   

Some Other Classification Criteria:   

    Classification according to kind of databases mined   

    Classification according to kind of knowledge mined   



 

 

    Classification according to kinds of techniques utilized      

Classification according to applications adapted   

Classification according to kind of databases mined   

We can classify the data mining system according to kind of databases mined. Database system 

can be classified according to different criteria such as data models, types of data etc. And the data 

mining system can be classified accordingly. For example if we classify the database according to 

data model then we may have a relational, transactional, object- relational, or data warehouse 

mining system.   

Classification according to kind of knowledge mined   

We can classify the data mining system according to kind of knowledge mined. It is means data 

mining system are classified on the basis of functionalities such as:   

    Characterization   

    Discrimination   

    Association and Correlation Analysis   

    Classification   

    Prediction   

    Clustering   

    Outlier Analysis   

    Evolution Analysis   

   
   

Classification according to kinds of techniques utilized   

We can classify the data mining system according to kind of techniques used. We can describes 

these techniques according to degree of user interaction involved or the methods of analysis 

employed.   

Classification according to applications adapted   



 

 

We can classify the data mining system according to application adapted. These applications are as 

follows:   

    Finance   

    Telecommunications   

    DNA   

  Stock  Markets    

 E-mail   

1.7   Major Issues In Data Mining:   

Mining different kinds of knowledge in databases. - The need of different users is not 

the same. And Different user may be in interested in different kind of knowledge. Therefore it is 

necessary for data mining to cover broad range of knowledge discovery task.   

Interactive mining of knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction. - The data mining process 

needs to be interactive because it allows users to focus the search for patterns, providing and 

refining data mining requests based on returned results.   

Incorporation of background knowledge. - To guide discovery process and to express the 

discovered patterns, the background knowledge can be used. Background knowledge may be used 

to express the discovered patterns not only in concise terms but at multiple level of abstraction.   

Data mining query languages and ad hoc data mining. - Data Mining Query language that 

allows the user to describe ad hoc mining tasks, should be integrated with a data warehouse query 

language and optimized for efficient and flexible data mining.   

Presentation and visualization of data mining results. - Once the patterns are discovered it 

needs to be expressed in high level languages, visual representations. This representations should 

be easily understandable by the users.   

Handling noisy or incomplete data. - The data cleaning methods are required that can handle 

the noise, incomplete objects while mining the data regularities. If data cleaning methods are not 

there then the accuracy of the discovered patterns will be poor.   



 

 

Pattern evaluation. - It refers to interestingness of the problem. The patterns discovered should be 

interesting because either they represent common knowledge or lack novelty.   

 Efficiency and scalability of data mining algorithms. - In order to effectively extract the 

information from huge amount of data in databases, data mining algorithm must be efficient 

and scalable.   

 Parallel, distributed, and incremental mining algorithms. - The factors such as huge size of 

databases, wide distribution of data,and complexity of data mining methods motivate the 

development of parallel and distributed data mining algorithms. These algorithm divide the 

data into partitions which is further processed parallel. Then the results from the partitions is 

merged. The incremental algorithms, updates databases without having mine the data again 

from scratch.   

   

   

1.8   Knowledge Discovery in Databases(KDD)   
Some people treat data mining same as Knowledge discovery while some people view data 

mining essential step in process of knowledge discovery. Here is the list of steps involved in 

knowledge discovery process:   

    Data Cleaning - In this step the noise and inconsistent data is removed.   

    Data Integration - In this step multiple data sources are combined.   

    Data Selection - In this step relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the database.   

 Data Transformation - In this step data are transformed or consolidated into forms 

appropriate for mining by performing summary or aggregation operations.   

   Data Mining - In this step intelligent methods are applied in order to extract data patterns.   

    Pattern Evaluation - In this step, data patterns are evaluated.   

    Knowledge Presentation - In this step,knowledge is represented.      



 

 

The following diagram shows the process of knowledge discovery process:   

   

Architecture of KDD   

   

1.9   Data Warehouse:   

A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data 

in support of management's decision making process.    

Subject-Oriented: A data warehouse can be used to analyze a particular subject area. For example, 

"sales" can be a particular subject.   



 

 

Integrated: A data warehouse integrates data from multiple data sources. For example, source A 

and source B may have different ways of identifying a product, but in a data warehouse, there will 

be only a single way of identifying a product.   

Time-Variant: Historical data is kept in a data warehouse. For example, one can retrieve data 

from 3 months, 6 months, 12 months, or even older data from a data warehouse. This contrasts 

with a transactions system, where often only the most recent data is kept. For example, a 

transaction system may hold the most recent address of a customer, where a data warehouse can 

hold all addresses associated with a customer.   

Non-volatile: Once data is in the data warehouse, it will not change. So, historical data in a data 

warehouse should never be altered.   

1.9.1   Data Warehouse Design Process:   

A data warehouse can be built using a top-down approach, a bottom-up approach, or a 

combination of both.    

 The top-down approach starts with the overall design and planning. It is useful in cases where 

the technology is mature and well known, and where the business problems that must be 

solved are clear and well understood.    

   

 The bottom-up approach starts with experiments and prototypes. This is useful in the early 

stage of business modeling and technology development. It allows an organization to move 

forward at considerably less expense and to evaluate the benefits of the technology before 

making significant commitments.   

   

 In the combined approach, an organization can exploit the planned and strategic nature of the 

top-down approach while retaining the rapid implementation and opportunistic application of 

the bottom-up approach.   

   

The warehouse design process consists of the following steps:   



 

 

 Choose a business process to model, for example, orders, invoices, shipments, inventory, 

account administration, sales, or the general ledger. If the business process is organizational 

and involves multiple complex object collections, a data warehouse model should be 

followed. However, if the process is departmental and focuses on the analysis of one kind of 

business process, a data mart model should be chosen.   

 Choose the grain of the business process. The grain is the fundamental, atomic level of data to 

be represented in the fact table for this process, for example, individual transactions, 

individual daily snapshots, and so on.   

 Choose the dimensions that will apply to each fact table record. Typical dimensions are time, 

item, customer, supplier, warehouse, transaction type, and status.   

 Choose the measures that will populate each fact table record. Typical measures are numeric 

additive quantities like dollars sold and units sold.   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

1.9.2   A Three Tier Data Warehouse Architecture:   

   
   



 

 

   

Tier-1:   

   

The bottom tier is a warehouse database server that is almost always a relationaldatabase 

system. Back-end tools and utilities are used to feed data into the bottomtier from 

operational databases or other external sources (such as customer profileinformation 

provided by external consultants). These tools and utilities performdataextraction, 

cleaning, and transformation (e.g., to merge similar data from differentsources into a 

unified format), as well as load and refresh functions to update thedata warehouse . The 

data are extracted using application programinterfaces known as gateways. A gateway is 

supported by the underlying DBMS andallows client programs to generate SQL code to be 

executed at a server.    

   

Examplesof gateways include ODBC (Open Database Connection) and OLEDB (Open  

Linkingand Embedding for Databases) by Microsoft and JDBC (Java Database Connection).   



 

 

This tier also contains a metadata repository, which stores information aboutthe data 

warehouse and its contents.    

   

Tier-2:   

   

The middle tier is an OLAP server that is typically implemented using either a relational 

OLAP (ROLAP) model or a multidimensional OLAP.   

   

 OLAP model is an extended relational DBMS thatmaps operations on multidimensional data 

to standard relational operations.    

 A multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP) model, that is, a special-purpose server that directly 

implements multidimensional data and operations.   

   

Tier-3:   

   

The top tier is a front-end client layer, which contains query and reporting tools, analysis 

tools, and/or data mining tools (e.g., trend analysis, prediction, and so on).   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

1.9.3   Data Warehouse Models:   

There are three data warehouse models.   

1. Enterprise warehouse:   



 

 

 An enterprise warehouse collects all of the information about subjects spanning the entire 

organization.   

 It provides corporate-wide data integration, usually from one or more operational systems or 

external information providers, and is cross-functional in scope.    

 It typically contains detailed data aswell as summarized data, and can range in size from a few 

gigabytes to hundreds of gigabytes, terabytes, or beyond.    

 An enterprise data warehouse may be implemented on traditional mainframes, computer 

superservers, or parallel architecture platforms. It requires extensive business modeling and 

may take years to design and build.   

   

2. Data mart:   

   

 A data mart contains a subset of corporate-wide data that is of value to aspecific group of 

users. The scope is confined to specific selected subjects. For example,a marketing data 

mart may confine its subjects to customer, item, and sales. Thedata contained in data marts 

tend to be summarized.   

   

 Data marts are usually implemented on low-cost departmental servers that areUNIX/LINUX- 

or Windows-based. The implementation cycle of a data mart ismore likely to be measured 

in weeks rather than months or years. However, itmay involve complex integration in the 

long run if its design and planning werenot enterprise-wide.   

   

 Depending on the source of data, data marts can be categorized as independent ordependent. 

Independent data marts are sourced fromdata captured fromone or moreoperational systems 

or external information providers, or fromdata generated locallywithin a particular 

department or geographic area. Dependent data marts are sourceddirectly from enterprise 

data warehouses.   

   

3. Virtual warehouse:    

   



 

 

 A virtual warehouse is a set of views over operational databases. Forefficient query processing, 

only some of the possible summary views may be materialized.   

 A virtual warehouse is easy to build but requires excess capacity on operational database 

servers.   

   

1.9.4   Meta Data Repository:   

   
Metadata are data about data.When used in a data warehouse, metadata are the data thatdefine 

warehouse objects. Metadata are created for the data names anddefinitions of the given warehouse. 

Additional metadata are created and captured fortimestamping any extracted data, the source of 

the extracted data, and missing fieldsthat have been added by data cleaning or integration 

processes.   

   

A metadata repository should contain the following:   

   

 A description of the structure of the data warehouse, which includes the warehouse 

schema, view, dimensions, hierarchies, and derived data definitions, as well as 

data mart locations and contents.   

   

 Operational metadata, which include data lineage (history of migrated data and the 

sequence of transformations applied to it), currency of data (active, archived, or 

purged), and monitoring information (warehouse usage statistics, error reports, 

and audit trails).   

   

 The algorithms used for summarization, which include measure and dimension 

definitionalgorithms, data on granularity, partitions, subject areas, aggregation, 

summarization,and predefined queries and reports.   

   

 The mapping from the operational environment to the data warehouse, which 

includes source databases and their contents, gateway descriptions, data partitions, 

data extraction, cleaning, transformation rules and defaults, data refresh and 

purging rules, and security (user authorization and access control).   



 

 

   

 Data related to system performance, which include indices and profiles that 

improve data access and retrieval performance, in addition to rules for the timing 

and scheduling of refresh, update, and replication cycles.   

   

 Business metadata, which include business terms and definitions, data ownership 

information, and charging policies.   

   

   

1.10   OLAP(Online analytical Processing):   
   

 OLAP is an approach to answering multi-dimensional analytical (MDA) queries 

swiftly.   

 OLAP is part of the broader category of business intelligence, which also 

encompasses relational database, report writing and data mining.   

 OLAP tools enable users to analyze multidimensional data interactively from multiple 

perspectives.    

   

OLAP consists of three basic analytical operations:    

   

 Consolidation (Roll-Up)   

 Drill-Down   

 Slicing And Dicing   

   

 Consolidation involves the aggregation of data that can be accumulated and 

computed in one or more dimensions. For example, all sales offices are rolled up 

to the sales department or sales division to anticipate sales trends.    

   

 The drill-down is a technique that allows users to navigate through the details. For 

instance, users can view the sales by individual products that make up a region’s 

sales.    

   



 

 

 Slicing and dicing is a feature whereby users can take out (slicing) a specific set of 

data of the OLAP cube and view (dicing) the slices from different viewpoints.   

   

1.10.1   Types of OLAP:   

   

1. Relational OLAP (ROLAP):   

   

 ROLAP works directly with relational databases. The base data and the 

dimension tables are stored as relational tables and new tables are created to 

hold the aggregated information. It depends on a specialized schema design.    

 This methodology relies on manipulating the data stored in the relational 

database to give the appearance of traditional OLAP's slicing and dicing 

functionality. In essence, each action of slicing and dicing is equivalent to 

adding a "WHERE" clause in the SQL statement.    

 ROLAP tools do not use pre-calculated data cubes but instead pose the query to 

the standard relational database and its tables in order to bring back the data 

required to answer the question.    

 ROLAP tools feature the ability to ask any question because the methodology 

does not limit to the contents of a cube. ROLAP also has the ability to drill 

down to the lowest level of detail in the database.   

   

2. Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP):   

   

 MOLAP is the 'classic' form of OLAP and is sometimes referred to as just OLAP.    

   

 MOLAP stores this data in an optimized multi-dimensional array storage, rather 

than in a relational database. Therefore it requires the pre-computation and 

storage of information in the cube - the operation known as processing.    

   

 MOLAP tools generally utilize a pre-calculated data set referred to as a data cube.   

The data cube contains all the possible answers to a given range of questions.    

   



 

 

 MOLAP tools have a very fast response time and the ability to quickly write back 

data into the data set.   

   

3. Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP):   

   

 There is no clear agreement across the industry as to what constitutes Hybrid 

OLAP, except that a database will divide data between relational and 

specialized storage.    

 For example, for some vendors, a HOLAP database will use relational tables to 

hold the larger quantities of detailed data and use specialized storage for at least 

some aspects of the smaller quantities of more-aggregate or less-detailed data.    

 HOLAP addresses the shortcomings of MOLAP and ROLAP by combining the 

capabilities of both approaches.    

 HOLAP tools can utilize both pre-calculated cubes and relational data sources.   

   

   

   
   

1.11   Data Preprocessing:   

1.11.1 Data Integration:   

It combines data from multiple sources into a coherent data store, as in data warehousing. These 

sources may include multiple databases, data cubes, or flat files.   

The data integration systems are formally defined as triple<G,S,M>   

Where G: The global schema   

   S:Heterogeneous source of schemas   

   M: Mapping between the queries of source and global schema   

   



 

 

     

1.11.2 Issues in Data integration:   
1. Schema integration and object matching:   

   

How can the data analyst or the computer be sure that customer id in one database and 

customer number in another reference to the same attribute.   

   

2. Redundancy:   

   

An attribute (such as annual revenue, forinstance) may be redundant if it can be derived 

from another attribute or set of attributes. Inconsistencies in attribute or dimension naming 

can also cause redundancies in the resulting data set.   

   

3. detection and resolution of datavalue conflicts:   

   

For the same real-world entity, attribute values fromdifferent sources may differ.   

   



 

 

1.11.3   Data Transformation:   

In data transformation, the data are transformed or consolidated into forms appropriatefor mining.    

Data transformation can involve the following:   

 Smoothing, which works to remove noise from the data. Such techniques 

includebinning, regression, and clustering.   

 Aggregation, where summary or aggregation operations are applied to the data. For 

example, the daily sales data may be aggregated so as to compute monthly and 

annualtotal amounts. This step is typically used in constructing a data cube for 

analysis of the data at multiple granularities.   

 Generalization of the data, where low-level or ―primitive‖ (raw) data are replaced 

byhigher-level concepts through the use of concept hierarchies. For example, 

categoricalattributes, like street, can be generalized to higher-level concepts, like 

city or country.   

 Normalization, where the attribute data are scaled so as to fall within a small 

specifiedrange, such as 1:0 to 1:0, or 0:0 to 1:0.   

 Attribute construction (or feature construction),wherenewattributes are 

constructedand added from the given set of attributes to help the mining process.   

1.11.4   Data Reduction:   

Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced representation of thedata set that 

ismuch smaller in volume, yet closely maintains the integrity of the originaldata. That is, mining 

on the reduced data set should be more efficient yet produce thesame (or almost the same) 

analytical results.   

Strategies for data reduction include the following:   

 Data cube aggregation, where aggregation operations are applied to the data in 

theconstruction of a data cube.   

 Attribute subset selection, where irrelevant, weakly relevant, or redundant 

attributesor dimensions may be detected and removed.   

 Dimensionality reduction, where encoding mechanisms are used to reduce the 

dataset size.   



 

 

 Numerosityreduction,where the data are replaced or estimated by alternative, 

smallerdata representations such as parametric models (which need store only the 

modelparameters instead of the actual data) or nonparametric methods such as 

clustering,sampling, and the use of histograms.   

 Discretization and concept hierarchy generation,where rawdata values for 

attributesare replaced by ranges or higher conceptual levels. Data discretization is 

a form ofnumerosity reduction that is very useful for the automatic generation of 

concept hierarchies.Discretization and concept hierarchy generation are powerful 

tools for datamining, in that they allow the mining of data at multiple levels of 

abstraction.   

   

Chapter-2   
   

2.1   Association Rule Mining:   
 Association rule mining  is a popular and well researched method for discovering interesting 

relations between variables in large databases.    

 It is intended to identify strong rules discovered in databases using different measures of 

interestingness.   

 Based on the concept of strong rules, RakeshAgrawal et al. introduced association rules.   

Problem Definition:   

The problem of association rule mining is defined as:    

Let be a set of binary attributes called items.   

Let be a set of transactions called the database.   

Each transaction in has a unique transaction ID and contains a subset of the items in . A 

rule is defined as an implication of the form  where 

.   

The sets of items (for short itemsets) and are called antecedent (left-hand-side or LHS) and 

consequent (right-hand-side or RHS) of the rule respectively.   

Example:   

and    



 

 

To illustrate the concepts, we use a small example from the supermarket domain. The set of items 

is and a small database containing the items (1 codes 

presence and 0 absence of an item in a transaction) is shown in the table.   

 An example rule for the supermarket could be meaning that if 

butter and bread are bought, customers also buy milk.   

   

   

   

   

   

Example database with 4 items and 5 transactions   

Transaction 

ID 

milk  bread butter beer  

1   1   1   0   0   

2   0   0   1   0   

3   0   0   0   1   

4   1   1   1   0   

5   0   1   0   0   

            

2.1.1   Important concepts of Association Rule Mining:   

   The support of an itemset is defined as the proportion of transactions in the data 

set which contain the itemset. In the example database, the itemset  

has a support of since it occurs in 20% of all   

transactions (1 out of 5 transactions).   

   The confidenceof a rule is defined   

.    



 

 

  For  example,  the   rule  has   a  confidence   of   

 in the database, which means that for 100% of the transactions   

containing butter and bread the rule is correct (100% of the times a customer buys butter 

and bread, milk is bought as well). Confidence can be interpreted as an estimate of the 

probability , the probability of finding the RHS of the rule in transactions under 

the condition that these transactions also contain the LHS.   

   
or the ratio of the observed support to that expected if X and Y were independent. The   

rule has a lift of .   

   The conviction of a rule is defined as   

.    

The rule has a conviction of ,    

and can be interpreted as the ratio of the expected frequency that X occurs without Y (that 

is to say, the frequency that the rule makes an incorrect prediction) if X and Y were 

independent divided by the observed frequency of incorrect predictions.   

   

2.2   Market basket analysis:   

This processanalyzes customer buying habits by finding associations between the different items 

thatcustomers place in their shopping baskets. The discovery of such associationscan help retailers 

develop marketing strategies by gaining insight into which itemsare frequently purchased together 

by customers. For instance, if customers are buyingmilk, how likely are they to also buy bread 

  The  lif t o f  a rule is defined as        

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_%28probability_theory%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_%28probability_theory%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lift_%28data_mining%29
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lift_%28data_mining%29


 

 

(and what kind of bread) on the same trip to the supermarket. Such information can lead to 

increased sales by helping retailers doselective marketing and plan their shelf space.   

   

Example:   

If customers who purchase computers also tend to buy antivirussoftware at the same time, then 

placing the hardware display close to the software displaymay help increase the sales of both items. 

In an alternative strategy, placing hardware andsoftware at opposite ends of the store may entice 

customers who purchase such items topick up other items along the way. For instance, after 

deciding on an expensive computer,a customer may observe security systems for sale while 

heading toward the software displayto purchase antivirus software and may decide to purchase a 

home security systemas well. Market basket analysis can also help retailers plan which items to 

put on saleat reduced prices. If customers tend to purchase computers and printers together, 

thenhaving a sale on printers may encourage the sale of printers as well as computers.   

2.3   Frequent Pattern Mining:   

Frequent patternmining can be classified in various ways, based on the following criteria:   

   



 

 

1. Based on the completeness of patterns to be mined:   

   

 We can mine the complete set of frequent itemsets, the closed frequent itemsets, and 

the maximal frequent itemsets, given a minimum support threshold.   

 We can also mine constrained frequent itemsets, approximate frequent itemsets,nearmatch 

frequent itemsets, top-k frequent itemsets and so on.   

   

2. Based on the levels of abstraction involved in the rule set:    

Some methods for associationrule mining can find rules at differing levels of abstraction.    

For example, supposethat a set of association rules mined includes the following rules where 

X is a variablerepresenting a customer:   

buys(X, ―computer‖))=>buys(X, ―HP printer‖)                                       (1)   

buys(X, ―laptop computer‖)) =>buys(X, ―HP printer‖)                            (2)   

   

In rule (1) and (2), the items bought are referenced at different levels ofabstraction (e.g.,   

―computer‖ is a higher-level abstraction of ―laptop computer‖).    

3. Based on the number of data dimensions involved in the rule:   

   

 If the items or attributes in an association rule reference only one dimension, then it 

is a single-dimensional association rule.    

buys(X, ―computer‖))=>buys(X, ―antivirus software‖)    

   

   

 If a rule references two or more dimensions, such as the dimensions age, income, and 

buys, then it is amultidimensional association rule. The following rule is an 

exampleof a multidimensional rule: age(X, ―30,31…39‖) ^ income(X,  

―42K,…48K‖))=>buys(X, ―high resolution TV‖)   

   

   

4. Based on the types of values handled in the rule:   



 

 

 If a rule involves associations between the presence or absence of items, it is a 

Boolean association rule.   

 If a rule describes associations between quantitative items or attributes, then it is a 

quantitative association rule.   

   

5. Based on the kinds of rules to be mined:   

 Frequent pattern analysis can generate various kinds of rules and other interesting 

relationships.    

 Association rule mining cangenerate a large number of rules, many of which are 

redundant or do not indicatea correlation relationship among itemsets.   

 The discovered associations can be further analyzed to uncover statistical correlations, 

leading to correlation rules.   

   

6. Based on the kinds of patterns to be mined:    

 Many kinds of frequent patterns can be mined from different kinds of data sets.   

 Sequential pattern mining searches for frequent subsequences in a sequence data set, 

where a sequence records an ordering of events.   

 For example, with sequential pattern mining, we can study the order in which items 

are frequently purchased. For instance, customers may tend to first buy a PC, 

followed by a digitalcamera,and then a memory card.   

 Structuredpatternminingsearches for frequent substructuresin a structured data set.    

 Single items are the simplest form of structure.    

 Each element of an itemsetmay contain a subsequence, a subtree, and so on.   

 Therefore, structuredpattern mining can be considered as the most general formof 

frequent pattern mining.   

   

   

   

   

     

   



 

 

2.4 Efficient Frequent Itemset Mining Methods:   

2.4.1  Finding Frequent Itemsets Using Candidate Generation:The   

Apriori Algorithm   

   
 Apriori is a seminal algorithm proposed by R. Agrawal and R. Srikant in 1994 for 

mining frequent item sets for Boolean association rules.    

 The name of the algorithm is based on the fact that the algorithm uses prior knowledge 

of frequent itemset properties.   

 Apriori employs an iterative approach known as a level-wise search, where k-item sets 

are used to explore (k+1)-item sets.   

 First, the set of frequent 1-itemsets is found by scanning the database to accumulate 

the count for each item, and collecting those items that satisfy minimum support. 

The resulting set is denoted L1.Next, L1 is used to find L2, the set of frequent 

2itemsets, which is used to find L3, and so on, until no more frequent k-itemsets 

can be found.    

  The finding of each Lkrequires one full scan of the database.   

  A two-step process is followed in Aprioriconsisting of joinand prune action.   



 

 

   
Example:   

   

TID   List of item IDs   

T100   I1, I2, I5   

T200   I2, I4   

T300   I2, I3   

T400   I1, I2, I4   

T500   I1, I3   

T600   I2, I3   

T700   I1, I3   

T800   I1, I2, I3, I5   

T900   I1, I2, I3   

   

There are nine transactions in this database, that is, |D| = 9.   

   

Steps:   



 

 

1. In the first iteration of the algorithm, each item is a member of the set of candidate1itemsets, 

C1. The algorithm simply scans all of the transactions in order to countthe number of occurrences 

of each item.   

2. Suppose that the minimum support count required is 2, that is, min sup = 2. The set of 

frequent 1-itemsets, L1, can thenbe determined. It consists of the candidate 1-itemsets satisfying 

minimum support.In our example, all of the candidates in C1 satisfy minimum support.   

3. To discover the set of frequent 2-itemsets, L2, the algorithm uses the join L1 on L1 

togenerate a candidate set of 2-itemsets, C2.No candidates are removed fromC2 during the prune 

step because each subset of thecandidates is also frequent.   

4.Next, the transactions inDare scanned and the support count of each candidate itemsetInC2 is 

accumulated.   

5. The set of frequent 2-itemsets, L2, is then determined, consisting of those candidate2itemsets 

in C2 having minimum support.   

6. The generation of the set of candidate 3-itemsets,C3, Fromthejoin step, we first getC3 =L2x 

L2 = ({I1, I2, I3}, {I1, I2, I5}, {I1, I3, I5}, {I2, I3, I4},{I2, I3, I5}, {I2, I4, I5}. Based on the 

Apriori property that all subsets of a frequentitemsetmust also be frequent, we can determine that 

the four latter candidates cannotpossibly be frequent.    

   

7.The transactions in D are scanned in order to determine L3, consisting of those candidate 

3itemsets in C3 having minimum support.   

8.The algorithm uses L3x L3 to generate a candidate set of 4-itemsets, C4.   

   



 

 

   

2.4.2 Generating Association Rules from Frequent Itemsets:   
Once the frequent itemsets from transactions in a database D have been found, it is 

straightforward to generate strong association rules from them.   

    



 

 

   
   

Example:   

   

   
   

2.5   Mining Multilevel Association Rules:   

   
 For many applications, it is difficult to find strong associations among data items at low or 

primitive levels of abstraction due to the sparsity of data at those levels.   

 Strong associations discovered at high levels of abstraction may represent commonsense 

knowledge.   

 Therefore, data mining systems should provide capabilities for mining association rules at 

multiple levels of abstraction, with sufficient flexibility for easy traversal 

amongdifferentabstraction spaces.   

 Association rules generated from mining data at multiple levels of abstraction arecalled 

multiple-level or multilevel association rules.   

    



 

 

 Multilevel association rules can be mined efficiently using concept hierarchies under a 

support-confidence framework.   

 In general, a top-down strategy is employed, where counts are accumulated for the calculation 

of frequent itemsets at each concept level, starting at the concept level 1 and working 

downward in the hierarchy toward the more specific concept levels,until no more frequent 

itemsets can be found.   

   

A concepthierarchy defines a sequence of mappings froma set of low-level concepts to 

higherlevel,more general concepts. Data can be generalized by replacing low-level conceptswithin 

the data by their higher-level concepts, or ancestors, from a concept hierarchy.   

   

   
   

The concept hierarchy has five levels, respectively referred to as levels 0to 4, starting with level 0 at 

the root node for all.   

   



 

 

  Here, Level 1 includes computer, software, printer&camera, and computer accessory.   

Level 2 includes laptop computer, desktop computer, office software, antivirus software   

Level 3 includes IBM desktop computer, . . . , Microsoft office software, and so on.   

  Level 4 is the most specific abstraction level of this hierarchy.    

   

2.5.1   Approaches ForMining Multilevel Association Rules:   

1.UniformMinimum Support:   

 The same minimum support threshold is used when mining at each level of abstraction.   

 When a uniform minimum support threshold is used, the search procedure is simplified.   

 The method is also simple in that users are required to specify only one minimum support 

threshold.    

 The uniform support approach, however, has some difficulties. It is unlikely thatitems at lower 

levels of abstraction will occur as frequently as those at higher levelsof abstraction.    

 If the minimum support threshold is set too high, it could miss somemeaningful associations 

occurring at low abstraction levels. If the threshold is set too low, it may generate many 

uninteresting associations occurring at high abstractionlevels.   

   

2.Reduced Minimum Support:   

 Each level of abstraction has its own minimum support threshold.    

 The deeper the level of abstraction, the smaller the corresponding threshold is.    

 For example,the minimum support thresholds for levels 1 and 2 are 5% and 3%,respectively.   

In this way, ―computer,‖ ―laptop computer,‖ and ―desktop computer‖ areall considered 

frequent.   



 

 

   

3.Group-Based Minimum Support:   

 Because users or experts often have insight as to which groups are more important than others, 

it is sometimes more desirable to set up user-specific, item, or group based minimal support 

thresholds when mining multilevel rules.    

 For example, a user could set up the minimum support thresholds based on product price, or 

on items of interest, such as by setting particularly low support thresholds for laptop 

computersand flash drives in order to pay particular attention to the association patterns 

containing items in these categories.   

   

2.6   Mining Multidimensional Association Rules from Relational 

Databases and Data Warehouses:   

   

 Single dimensional or intradimensional association rule  contains a single distinct predicate 

(e.g., buys)with multiple occurrences  i.e., the predicate occurs more than once within the 

rule.   

   

buys(X, ―digital camera‖)=>buys(X, ―HP printer‖)   

   

 Association rules that involve two or more dimensions or predicates can be referred to as 

multidimensional association rules.   

   

age(X, “20…29”)^occupation(X, “student”)=>buys(X, “laptop”)   

 Above Rule contains three predicates (age, occupation,and buys), each of which occurs only 

once in the rule. Hence, we say that it has norepeated predicates.   

 Multidimensional association rules with no repeated predicates arecalled interdimensional 

association rules.    



 

 

 We can also mine multidimensional associationrules with repeated predicates, which contain 

multiple occurrences of some predicates.These rules are called hybriddimensional 

association rules. An example of sucha rule is the following, where the predicate buys is  

repeated: age(X, ―20…29‖)^buys(X, ―laptop‖)=>buys(X, ―HP printer‖)   

   

   

2.7   Mining Quantitative Association Rules:   
 Quantitative association rules are multidimensional association rules in which the numeric 

attributes are dynamically discretized during the mining process so as to satisfy some mining 

criteria, such as maximizing the confidence or compactness of the rules mined.    

 In this section, we focus specifically on how to mine quantitative association rules having two 

quantitative attributes on the left-hand side of the rule and one categorical attribute on the 

righthand side of the rule. That is   

Aquan1 ^Aquan2 =>Acat whereAquan1 and Aquan2 are tests on 

quantitative attribute interval Acattests a categorical attribute fromthe 

task-relevantdata.    

 Such rules have been referred to as two-dimensional quantitative association rules, because they 

contain two quantitative dimensions.    

 For instance, suppose you are curious about the association relationship between pairs of 

quantitative attributes, like customer age and income, and the type of television (such as high-

definition TV, i.e., HDTV) that customers like to buy.  An example of such a 2-D quantitative 

association rule is age(X, ―30…39‖)^income(X, ―42K…48K‖)=>buys(X, ―HDTV‖)   

     

2.8   From Association Mining to Correlation Analysis:   
 A correlation measure can be used to augment the support-confidence framework for 

association rules. This leads to correlation rules of the form   

A=>B [support, confidence, correlation]   

 That is, a correlation rule is measured not only by its support and confidence but alsoby the 

correlation between itemsetsA and B. There are many different correlation measuresfrom 

which to choose. In this section, we study various correlation measures todetermine which 

would be good for mining large data sets.   



 

 

   

 Lift is a simple correlation measure that is given as follows. The occurrence of itemset A is 

independent of the occurrence of itemsetB if  = P(A)P(B); otherwise, itemsetsA 

and B are dependent and correlated as events. This definition can easily be extended to 

more than two itemsets.    

   

The lift between the occurrence of A and B can bemeasured by computing   

   

 If the lift(A,B) is less than 1, then the occurrence of A is negativelycorrelated with the occurrence 

of B.   

 If the resulting value is greater than 1, then A and B are positively correlated, meaning that the 

occurrence of one implies the occurrence of the other.    

 If the resulting value is equal to 1, then A and B are independent and there is no correlation 

between them.   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Chapter-3   
   
   

3.1   Classification and Prediction:   

   
 Classification and prediction are two forms of data analysis that can be used to extractmodels 

describing important data classes or to predict future data trends.    

 Classificationpredicts  categorical  (discrete,  unordered)  labels,  prediction  models 

continuousvaluedfunctions.    



 

 

 For example, we can build a classification model to categorize bankloan applications as either 

safe or risky, or a prediction model to predict the expendituresof potential customers on 

computer equipment given their income and occupation.   

 A predictor is constructed that predicts a continuous-valued function, or ordered value, as 

opposed to a categorical label.   

 Regression analysis is a statistical methodology that is most often used for numeric prediction.   

 Many classification and prediction methods have been proposed by researchers in machine 

learning, pattern recognition, and statistics.    

 Most algorithms are memory resident, typically assuming a small data size. Recent data mining 

research has built on such work, developing scalable classification and prediction techniques 

capable of handling large disk-resident data.   

   

3.1.1   Issues Regarding Classification and Prediction:   

1.Preparing the Data for Classification and Prediction:   

The following preprocessing steps may be applied to the data to help improve the accuracy, 

efficiency, and scalability of the classification or prediction process.   

   

   

   

   

(i)Data cleaning:   

 This refers to the preprocessing of data in order to remove or reduce noise (by applying 

smoothing techniques) and the treatment of missingvalues (e.g., by replacing a missing value 

with the most commonly occurring value for that attribute, or with the most probable value 

based on statistics).    

 Although most classification algorithms have some mechanisms for handling noisy or missing 

data, this step can help reduce confusion during learning.   

(ii)Relevance analysis:   

 Many of the attributes in the data may be redundant.    

 Correlation analysis can be used to identify whether any two given attributes are 

statisticallyrelated.   



 

 

 For example, a strong correlation between attributes A1 and A2 would suggest that one of the 

two could be removed from further analysis.    

 A database may also contain irrelevant attributes. Attribute subset selection can be used in 

these cases to find a reduced set of attributes such that the resulting probability distribution 

of the data classes is as close as possible to the original distribution obtained using all 

attributes.    

 Hence, relevance analysis, in the form of correlation analysis and attribute subset selection, 

can be used to detect attributes that do not contribute to the classification or prediction task.    

 Such analysis can help improve classification efficiency and scalability.   

(iii)Data Transformation And Reduction   

 The data may be transformed by normalization, particularly when neural networks or 

methods involving distance measurements are used in the learning step.   

 Normalization involves scaling all values for a given attribute so that they fall within a 

small specified range, such as -1 to +1 or 0 to 1.    

 The data can also be transformed by generalizing it to higher-level concepts. Concept 

hierarchies may be used for this purpose. This is particularly useful for continuous 

valuedattributes.    

 For example, numeric values for the attribute income can be generalized to discrete 

ranges, such as low, medium, and high. Similarly, categorical attributes, like street, can 

be generalized to higher-level concepts, like city.   

 Data can also be reduced by applying many other methods, ranging from wavelet 

transformation and principle components analysis to discretization techniques, such as 

binning, histogram analysis, and clustering.   

   

3.1.2   Comparing Classification and Prediction Methods:   

 Accuracy:   

 The accuracy of a classifier refers to the ability of a given classifier to correctly 

predict the class label of new or previously unseen data (i.e., tuples without class 

label information).   

 The accuracy of a predictor refers to how well a given predictor can guess the value 

of the predicted attribute for new or previously unseen data.    

 Speed:    



 

 

This refers to the computational costs involved in generating and using the given classifier 

or predictor.   

 Robustness:    

This is the ability of the classifier or predictor to make correct predictions given noisy 

data or data with missing values.   

 Scalability:    

This refers to the ability to construct the classifier or predictor efficiently given large 

amounts of data.   

 Interpretability:    

 This refers to the level of understanding and insight that is providedby the classifier 

or predictor.   

   Interpretability is subjective and therefore more difficultto assess.   

   

   

   

   

3.2   Classification by Decision Tree Induction:   
 Decision tree induction is the learning of decision trees from class-labeled 

training tuples.   

 A decision tree is a flowchart-like tree structure,where  Each internal 

nodedenotes a test on an attribute.   

 Each branch represents an outcome of the test.   

 Each leaf node holds a class label.    

 The topmost node in a tree is the root node.   

   
   



 

 

 The construction of decision treeclassifiers does not require any domain knowledge 

or parameter setting, and therefore I appropriate for exploratory knowledge 

discovery.    

  Decision trees can handle high dimensionaldata.    

  Their representation of acquired knowledge in tree formis intuitive and generallyeasy to 

assimilate by humans.    

 The learning and classification steps of decision treeinduction are simple and fast.    

 In general, decision tree classifiers have good accuracy.   

 Decision tree induction algorithmshave been used for classification in many 

application areas, such as medicine,manufacturing and production, financial 

analysis, astronomy, and molecular biology.   

   

   

   

3.2.1   Algorithm For Decision Tree Induction:   



 

 

   

The algorithm is called with three parameters:   

 Data partition   

 Attribute list   

 Attribute selection method   

   

 The parameter attribute list is a list ofattributes describing the tuples.    

 Attribute selection method specifies a heuristic procedurefor selecting the attribute 

that   

―best‖ discriminates the given tuples according to class.   

 The tree starts as a single node, N, representing the training tuples in D.   

 If the tuples in D are all of the same class, then node N becomes a leaf and is 

labeledwith that class .   

 Allof the terminating conditions are explained at the end of the algorithm.   



 

 

 Otherwise, the algorithm calls Attribute selection method to determine the splitting 

criterion.   

 The splitting criterion tells us which attribute to test at node N by determiningthe  

―best‖ way to separate or partition the tuples in D into individual classes.   

   

There are three possible scenarios.Let A be the splitting attribute. A has v distinct values,   

{a1, a2, … ,av}, based on the training data.   

   

1 A is discrete-valued:   

   

 In this case, the outcomes of the test at node N corresponddirectly to the known  values of 

A.    

 A branch is created for each known value, aj, of A and labeled with that value.   

 Aneed not be considered in any future partitioning of the tuples.   

   

2 A is continuous-valued:    

   

In this case, the test at node N has two possible outcomes, corresponding to the conditions A 

<=split point and A >split point, respectively wheresplit point is the split-point returned by 

Attribute selection method as part of the splitting criterion.   

   

3 A is discrete-valued and a binary tree must be produced:    

   

The test at node N is of the form―A€SA?‖.   

SA is the splitting subset for A, returned by Attribute selection methodas part of the splitting 

criterion. It is a subset of the known values of A.    

     

   

   



 

 

   
(a)If A is Discrete valued (b)If A is continuous valued (c) IfA is discrete-valued and a binary tree 

must be produced:   

   

3.3 Bayesian Classification:   

  Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers.    

  They can predictclass membership probabilities, such as the probability that a given tuple 

belongs toa particular class.   

 Bayesian classification is based on Bayes’ theorem.   

   

3.3.1   Bayes’ Theorem:   

 Let X be a data tuple. In Bayesian terms, X is considered ―evidence.‖and it is described by 

measurements made on a set of n attributes.   

 Let H be some hypothesis, such as that the data tuple X belongs to a specified class C.   For 

classification problems, we want to determine P(H|X), the probability that the hypothesis   

H holds given the ―evidence‖ or observed data tuple X.    

 P(H|X) is the posterior probability, or a posteriori probability, of H conditioned on X.   



 

 

 Bayes’ theorem is useful in that it providesa way of calculating the posterior probability, P(H|X), 

from P(H), P(X|H), and P(X).   

   

3.3.2   Naïve Bayesian Classification:   

The naïve Bayesian classifier, or simple Bayesian classifier, works as follows:   

1.Let D be a training set of tuples and their associated class labels. As usual, each tuple is 

represented by an n-dimensional attribute vector, X = (x1, x2, …,xn), depicting n 

measurements made on the tuple from n attributes, respectively, A1, A2, …, An.   

2. Suppose that there are m classes, C1, C2, …, Cm. Given a tuple, X, the classifier will predict 

that X belongs to the class having the highest posterior probability, conditioned on X.    

That is, the naïve Bayesian classifier predicts that tuple X belongs to the class Ci if and only if   

   

Thus we maximize P(CijX). The classCifor which P(CijX) is maximized is called the maximum 

posteriori hypothesis. By Bayes’ theorem   

   
3.As P(X) is constant for all classes, only P(X|Ci)P(Ci) need be maximized. If the class prior 

probabilities are not known, then it is commonly assumed that the classes are equally likely, 

that is, P(C1) = P(C2) = …= P(Cm), and we would therefore maximize P(X|Ci).    

Otherwise, we maximize P(X|Ci)P(Ci).   

4.Given data sets with many attributes, it would be extremely computationally expensiveto 

compute P(X|Ci). In order to reduce computation in evaluating P(X|Ci), the naive assumption 

of class conditional independence is made. This presumes that the values of the attributes 

areconditionally independent of one another, given the class label of the tuple. Thus,  

   



 

 

We can easily estimate the probabilities P(x1|Ci), P(x2|Ci), : : : , P(xn|Ci) fromthe 

trainingtuples. For eachattribute, we look at whether the attribute is categorical or 

continuousvalued. Forinstance, to compute P(X|Ci), we consider the following:   

 If Akis categorical, then P(xk|Ci) is the number of tuples of class Ciin D havingthe value xkfor 

Ak, divided by |Ci,D| the number of tuples of class Ciin D.   

 If Akis continuous-valued, then we need to do a bit more work, but the calculationis pretty 

straightforward.    

A continuous-valued attribute is typically assumed tohave a Gaussian distribution with a mean μ 

and standard deviation , defined by   

   
5.In order to predict the class label of X, P(XjCi)P(Ci) is evaluated for each class Ci. The 

classifier predicts that the class label of tuple X is the class Ciif and only if   

     

3.4   A Multilayer Feed-Forward Neural Network:   

 The backpropagation algorithm performs learning on a multilayer feedforward 

neural network.    

 It iteratively learns a set of weights for prediction of the class label of tuples.   

 A multilayer feed-forward neural network consists of an input layer, one or 

more hiddenlayers, and an output layer.    

   

   

Example:   



 

 

   
   

 The inputs to the network correspond to the attributes measured for each training tuple. The 

inputs are fed simultaneously into the units making up the input layer. These inputs pass 

through the input layer and are then weighted and fed simultaneously to a second layer  

known as a hidden layer.    

 The outputs of the hidden layer units can be input to another hidden layer, and so on. The 

number of hidden layers is arbitrary.   

 The weighted outputs of the last hidden layer are input to units making up the output layer,  

which emits the network’s prediction for given tuples   

3.4.1   Classification by Backpropagation:   
 Backpropagation is a neural network learning algorithm.    

 A  neural network is a set of connected input/output units inwhich each connection has a 

weightassociated with it.   

 During the learning phase, the network learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able to predict 

the correct class label of the input tuples.   

 Neural network learning is also referred to as connectionist learning due to the connections 

between units.   

 Neural networks involve long training times and are therefore more suitable for 

applicationswhere this is feasible.    

 Backpropagation learns by iteratively processing a data set of training tuples, comparing the 

network’s prediction for each tuple with the actual known target value.    

 The target value may be the known class label of the training tuple (for classification problems) 

or a continuous value (for prediction).    



 

 

 For each training tuple, the weights are modified so as to minimize the mean squared 

errorbetween the network’s prediction and the actual target value. These modifications are 

made in the ―backwards‖ direction, that is, from the output layer, through each hidden layer 

down to the first hidden layer hence the name is backpropagation.    

 Although it is not guaranteed, in general the weights will eventually converge, and the learning 

process stops.    

Advantages:   

 It  include their high tolerance of noisy data as well as their ability to classify patterns on which 

they have not been trained.    

 They can be used when you may have little knowledge of the relationships between 

attributesand classes.    

 They are well-suited for continuous-valued inputs and outputs, unlike most decision tree 

algorithms.    

 They have been successful on a wide array of real-world data, including handwritten 

character recognition, pathology and laboratory medicine, and training a computer to 

pronounce English text.   

 Neural network algorithms are inherently parallel; parallelization techniques can be used to 

speed up the computation process.   

Process:   

Initialize the weights:   

   

The weights in the network are initialized to small random numbers  ranging from-1.0 to 1.0, or -

0.5 to 0.5. Each unit has a bias associated with it. The biases are  

similarly initialized to small random numbers.   

   

Each training tuple, X, is processed by the following steps.   

   

Propagate the inputs forward:   

   

First, the training tuple is fed to the input layer of thenetwork. The inputs pass through the input 

units, unchanged. That is, for an input unitj, its output, Oj, is equal to its input value, Ij. Next, the 



 

 

net input and output of eachunit in the hidden and output layers are computed. The net input to a 

unit in the hiddenor output layers is computed as a linear combination of its inputs.    

Each such unit has anumber of inputs to it that are, in fact, the outputs of the units connected to it in 

theprevious layer. Each connection has a weight. To compute the net input to the unit, each input 

connected to the unit ismultiplied by its correspondingweight, and this is summed.   

   

   
wherewi,jis the weight of the connection from unit iin the previous layer to unit j;    

Oiis the output of unit ifrom the previous layer   

Ɵjis the bias of the unit & it actsas a threshold in that it serves to vary the activity of the unit.   

   

Each unit in the hidden and output layers takes its net input and then applies an activation function 

to it.   

   
   

   

Backpropagate the error:   

   

The error is propagated backward by updating the weights and biases to reflect the error of the 

network’s prediction. For a unit j in the output layer, the error Err jis computed by   

   
whereOjis the actual output of unit j, and Tjis the known target value of the giventraining tuple.  

The error of a hidden layerunit j is   

   



 

 

wherewjkis the weight of the connection from unit j to a unit k in the next higher layer, andErrkis 

the error of unit k.   

Weights are updatedby the following equations, where Dwi j is the change in weight wi j:   

   
Biases are updated by the following equations below   

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Algorithm:   



 

 

   

3.5   k-Nearest-Neighbor Classifier:   
 Nearest-neighbor classifiers are based on learning by analogy, that is, by comparing a given 

test tuplewith training tuples that are similar to it.    

 The training tuples are describedby n attributes. Each tuple represents a point in an 

ndimensional space. In this way,all of the training tuples are stored in an n-dimensional 

pattern space. When given anunknown tuple, a k-nearest-neighbor classifier searches the 

pattern space for the k trainingtuples that are closest to the unknown tuple. These k training 

tuples are the k nearest neighbors of the unknown tuple.   
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 Closeness is defined in terms of a distance metric, such as Euclidean distance.   

 The Euclidean distance between two points or tuples, say, X1 = (x11, x12, … , x1n) and X2 = 

(x21, x22, … ,x2n), is   

   
In other words, for each numeric attribute, we take the difference between the corresponding 

values of that attribute in tuple X1and in tuple X2, square this difference,and accumulate it.    

The square root is taken of the total accumulated distance count.   

Min-Max normalization can be used to transforma value v of a numeric attribute A to v0 in 

therange [0, 1] by computing   

   
whereminAand maxAare the minimum and maximum values of attribute A   

   

 For k-nearest-neighbor classification, the unknown tuple is assigned the mostcommon class 

among its k nearest neighbors.    

 When k = 1, the unknown tuple is assigned the class of the training tuple that is closest to 

it in pattern space.    

 Nearestneighborclassifiers can also be used for prediction, that is, to return a real-valued 

prediction for a given unknown tuple.    

 In this case, the classifier returns the averagevalue of the real-valued labels associated with 

the k nearest neighbors of the unknowntuple.   

3.6   Other Classification Methods:   

3.6.1  Genetic Algorithms:   

Genetic algorithms attempt to incorporate ideas of natural evolution. In general, geneticlearning 

starts as follows.   
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 An initial population is created consisting of randomly generated rules. Each rule can be 

represented by a string of bits. As a simple example, suppose that samples in a given training  

  

set are described by two Boolean attributes, A1 and A2, and that there are two classes,C1 

andC2.   

 The rule ―IF A1 ANDNOT A2 THENC2‖ can be encoded as the bit string ―100,‖ where the 

two leftmost bits represent attributes A1 and A2, respectively, and the rightmost bit 

represents the class.   

 Similarly, the rule ―IF NOT A1 AND NOT A2 THEN C1‖ can be encoded as ―001.‖    

 If an attribute has k values, where k > 2, then k bits may be used to encode the attribute’s 

values.    

Classes can be encoded in a similar fashion.   

 Based on the notion of survival of the fittest, a new population is formed to consist of the 

fittest rules in the current population, as well as offspring of these rules.    

 Typically, thefitness of a rule is assessed by its classification accuracy on a set of training 

samples.   

 Offspring are created by applying genetic operators such as crossover and mutation.   

 In crossover, substrings from pairs of rules are swapped to form new pairs of rules.    

 Inmutation, randomly selected bits in a rule’s string are inverted.   

 The process of generating new populations based on prior populations of rules continues until 

a population, P, evolves where each rule in P satisfies a pre specified fitness threshold.   

 Genetic algorithms are easily parallelizable and have been used for classification as  well as 

other optimization problems. In data mining, they may be used to evaluate the fitness of 

other algorithms.   

   

3.6.2   Fuzzy Set Approaches:   
 Fuzzy logic uses truth values between 0.0 and 1.0 to represent the degree ofmembership that 

a certain value has in a given category. Each category then represents afuzzy set.    Fuzzy 

logic systemstypically provide graphical tools to assist users in converting attribute values 

to fuzzy truthvalues.   
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 Fuzzy set theory is also known as possibility theory.   

It was proposed by LotfiZadeh in1965 as an alternative to traditional two-value logic and 

probability theory.   

  

 It lets usworkat a high level of abstraction and offers a means for dealing with imprecise 

measurementof data.   

 Most important, fuzzy set theory allows us to dealwith vague or inexact facts.   

 Unlike the notion of traditional ―crisp‖ sets where anelement either belongs to a set S or its 

complement, in fuzzy set theory, elements canbelong to more than one fuzzy set.   

 Fuzzy set theory is useful for data mining systems performing rule-based classification.   

 It provides operations for combining fuzzy measurements.   

 Several procedures exist for translating the resulting fuzzy output into a defuzzifiedor crisp 

value that is returned by the system.   

 Fuzzy logic systems have been used in numerous areas for classification, including market 

research, finance, health care, and environmental engineering.   

   

Example:   

   

3.7   Regression Analysis:   
 Regression analysis can be used to model the relationship between one or 

moreindependent or predictor variables and a dependent or response variable which is 

continuous-valued.    In the context of data mining, the predictor variables are theattributes 

of interest describing the tuple (i.e., making up the attribute vector).   
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 In general,the values of the predictor variables are known.   
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The response variable is what we want to predict.   

   

3.7.1   Linear Regression:   

 Straight-line regression analysis involves a response variable, y, and a single predictor 

variable x.    

 It is the simplest form of regression, and models y as a linear function of x. That is,y = b+wx  

where the variance of y is assumed to be constant band w are regression  

coefficientsspecifying the Y-intercept and slope of the line.   

 The regression coefficients, w and b, can also be thought of as weights, so that we can 

equivalently write, y = w0+w1x   

 These coefficients can be solved for by the method of least squares, which estimates the 

best-fitting straight line as the one that minimizes the error between the actual data and the 

estimate of the line.    

 Let D be a training set consisting of values of predictor variable, x, for some population and 

their associated values for response variable, y. The training set contains |D| data points of 

the form(x1, y1), (x2, y2), … , (x|D|, y|D|).   

The regressioncoefficients can be estimated using this method with the following equations:   

   
   

   

where x is the mean value of x1, x2, … , x|D|, and y is the mean value of y1, y2,…, y|D|. The 

coefficients w0 and w1 often provide good approximations to otherwise complicated 

regression equations.   

3.7.2   Multiple Linear Regression:   

 It is an extension of straight-line regression so as to involve more than one predictor 

variable.  It allows response variable y to be modeled as a linear function of, say, n predictor 

variables or attributes, A1, A2, …, An, describing a tuple, X.   
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 An example of a multiple linear regression model basedon two predictor attributes or 

variables, A1 and A2, isy = w0+w1x1+w2x2   

where x1 and x2 are the values of attributes A1 and A2, respectively, in X.    

 Multiple regression problemsare instead commonly solved with the use of statistical software 

packages, such as SAS,SPSS, and S-Plus.   

   

3.7.3   Nonlinear Regression:   

 It can be modeled by adding polynomial terms to the basic linear model.    

 By applying transformations to the variables, we can convert the nonlinear model into a linear 

one that can then be solved by the method of least squares.   

 Polynomial Regression is a special case of multiple regression. That is, the addition of 

highorder terms like x2, x3, and so on, which are simple functions of the single variable, x, 

can be considered equivalent to adding new independent variables.   

Transformation of a polynomial regression model to a linear regression model: 

Consider a cubic polynomial relationship given by                    y = 

w0+w1x+w2x2+w3x3   

To convert this equation to linear form, we define new variables: x1 = 

x, x2 = x2 ,x3 = x3   

It  can then be converted to linear formby applying the above assignments,resulting in the 

equationy = w0+w1x+w2x2+w3x3 which is easily solved by themethod of least squares using 

software for regression analysis.    

   

3.8   Classifier Accuracy:   
 The accuracy of a classifier on a given test set is the percentage of test set tuples that are 

correctly classified by the classifier.    
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 In the pattern recognition literature, this is also referred to as the overall recognition rate of 

theclassifier, that is, it reflects how well the classifier recognizes tuples of the various 

classes.   

The error rate or misclassification rate of a classifier,M, which is simply 1-Acc(M),  where 

Acc(M) is the accuracy of M.   

 The confusion matrix is a useful tool for analyzing how well your classifier can recognize 

tuples of different classes.   

 True positives refer to the positive tuples that were correctly labeled by the classifier.   

 True negatives are the negative tuples that were correctly labeled by the classifier.   

 False positives are the negative tuples that were incorrectly labeled.   

 How well the classifier can recognize, for this  sensitivity and specificity measures can be 

used.   

  Accuracy is a function of sensitivity and specificity.   

   
   

wheret _posis the number of true 

positives  posis the number of positive 

tuples  t _negis the number of true 

negatives negis the number of negative  

tuples,  f _posis the number of false 

positives   
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Chapter-4   
   

4.1   Cluster Analysis:   
 The process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes of similar objects is 

called clustering.    

 A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster 

and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters.    

 A cluster of data objects can be treated collectively as one group and so may be considered as 

a form of data compression.    

 Cluster analysis tools based on k-means, k-medoids, and several  methods have also been built 

into many statisticalanalysis software packages or systems, such as S-Plus, SPSS, and SAS.   

   

4.1.1  Applications:   

 Cluster analysis has been widely used in numerous applications, including market research, 

pattern recognition, data analysis, and image processing.   

 In business, clustering can help marketers discover distinct groups in their customer bases and 

characterize customer groups based on purchasing patterns.    

 In biology, it can be used to derive plant and animal taxonomies, categorize genes with similar 

functionality, and gain insight into structures inherent in populations.   

 Clustering may also help in the identification of areas of similar land use in an earth 

observation database and in the identification of groups of houses in a city according to house 

type, value,and geographic location, as well as the identification of groups of automobile 

insurance policy holders with a high average claim cost.    

 Clustering is also called data segmentation in some applications because clustering partitions 

large data sets into groups according to their similarity.    

  

 Clustering can also be used for outlier detection,Applications of outlier detection include the 

detection of credit card fraud and the monitoring of criminal activities in electronic 

commerce.   
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4.1.2   Typical Requirements Of Clustering InData Mining:   

 Scalability:   

Many clustering algorithms work well on small data sets containing fewer than several 

hundred data objects; however, a large database may contain millions of objects. Clustering 

on a sample of a given large data set may lead to biased results.   

Highly scalable clustering algorithms are needed.   

 Ability to deal with different types of attributes:    

Many algorithms are designed to cluster interval-based (numerical) data. However, 

applications may require clustering other types of data, such as binary, categorical (nominal), 

and ordinal data, or mixtures of these data types.   

 Discovery of clusters with arbitrary shape:    

Many clustering algorithms determine clusters based on Euclidean or Manhattan distance 

measures. Algorithms based on such distance measures tend to find spherical clusters with 

similar size and density.   

However, a cluster could be of any shape. It is important to develop algorithms thatcan detect 

clusters of arbitrary shape.   

 Minimal requirements for domain knowledge to determine input 

parameters:  Many clustering algorithms require users to input certain 

parameters in cluster analysis (such as the number of desired clusters). The 

clustering results can be quite sensitive to input parameters. Parameters are often 

difficult to determine, especially for data sets containing high-dimensional 

objects. This not only burdens users, but it also makes the quality of clustering 

difficult to control.   

 Ability to deal with noisy data:   

Most real-world databases contain outliers or missing, unknown, or erroneous data.   

Some clustering algorithms are sensitive to such data and may lead to clusters of poor quality.   

  

                                                                                               

 Incremental clustering and insensitivity to the order of input records:   



 

 

 Some clustering algorithms cannot incorporate newly inserted data (i.e., database updates) 

into existing clustering structures and, instead, must determine a new clustering from scratch. 

Some clustering algorithms are sensitive to the order of input data.    

That is, given a set of data objects, such an algorithm may return dramatically different 

clusterings depending on the order of presentation of the input objects.   

It is important to develop incremental clustering algorithms and algorithms thatare 

insensitive to the order of input.   

 High dimensionality:    

A database or a data warehouse can contain several dimensionsor attributes.Many clustering 

algorithms are good at handling low-dimensional data,involving only two to three 

dimensions. Human eyes are good at judging the qualityof clustering for up to three 

dimensions. Finding clusters of data objects in highdimensionalspace is challenging, 

especially considering that such data can be sparseand highly skewed.   

 Constraint-based clustering:    

Real-world applications may need to perform clustering under various kinds of constraints. 

Suppose that your job is to choose the locations for a given number of new automatic banking 

machines (ATMs) in a city. To decide upon this, you may cluster households while 

considering constraints such as the city’s rivers and highway networks, and the type and 

number of customers per cluster. A challenging task is to find groups of data with good 

clustering behavior that satisfy specified constraints.   

 Interpretability and usability:   

Users expect clustering results to be interpretable, comprehensible, and usable. That is, 

clustering may need to be tied to specific semantic interpretations and applications. It is 

important to study how an application goal may influence the selection of clustering features 

and methods.   

   

4.2   Major Clustering Methods:   

 Partitioning Methods   

 Hierarchical Methods   

 Density-Based Methods   

 Grid-Based Methods   
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 Model-Based Methods   

   

4.2.1 Partitioning Methods:   

A partitioning method constructs k partitions of the data, where each partition represents a 

cluster and k <= n. That is, it classifies the data into k groups, which together satisfy the 

following requirements:   

  Each group must contain at least one object, and  Each   

object must belong to exactly one group.   

 A partitioning method creates an initial partitioning. It then uses an iterative relocation 

technique that attempts to improve the partitioning by moving objects from one group to 

another.    

The general criterion of a good partitioning is that objects in the same cluster are close or 

related to each other, whereas objects of different clusters are far apart or very different.   

4.2.2 Hierarchical Methods:   

A hierarchical method creates a hierarchical decomposition ofthe given set of data objects. A 

hierarchical method can be classified as being eitheragglomerative or divisive, based on 

howthe hierarchical decomposition is formed.    

 Theagglomerative approach, also called the bottom-up approach, starts with each 

objectforming a separate group. It successively merges the objects or groups that are 

closeto one another, until all of the groups are merged into one or until a termination 

condition holds.    

 The divisive approach, also calledthe top-down approach, starts with all of the objects in 

the same cluster. In each successiveiteration, a cluster is split up into smaller clusters, 

until eventually each objectis in one cluster, or until a termination condition holds.   

Hierarchical methods suffer fromthe fact that once a step (merge or split) is done,it can never 

be undone. This rigidity is useful in that it leads to smaller computationcosts by not having 

toworry about a combinatorial number of different choices.   

   



 

 

   

There are two approachesto improving the quality of hierarchical clustering:    

 Perform careful analysis ofobject ―linkages‖ at each hierarchical partitioning, such as in 

Chameleon, or   

 Integratehierarchical agglomeration and other approaches by first using a 

hierarchicalagglomerative algorithm to group objects into microclusters, and then 

performingmacroclustering on the microclusters using another clustering method such as 

iterative relocation.   

4.2.3 Density-based methods:   

 Most partitioning methods cluster objects based on the distance between objects. Such 

methods can find only spherical-shaped clusters and encounter difficulty at discovering 

clusters of arbitrary shapes.   

 Other clustering methods have been developed based on the notion of density. Their 

general idea is to continue growing the given cluster as long as the density in the 

neighborhood exceeds some threshold; that is, for each data point within a given cluster, 

the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at least a minimum number of points. 

Such a method can be used to filter out noise (outliers)and discover clusters of arbitrary 

shape.   

 DBSCAN and its extension, OPTICS, are typical density-based methods that 

growclusters according to a density-based connectivity analysis. DENCLUE is a 

methodthat clusters objects based on the analysis of the value distributions of density 

functions.   

4.2.4 Grid-Based Methods:   

 Grid-based methods quantize the object space into a finite number of cells that form a 

grid structure.   

 All of the clustering operations are performed on the grid structure i.e., on the quantized 

space. The main advantage of this approach is its fast processing time, which is typically 

independent of the number of data objects and dependent only on the number of cells in 

each dimension in the quantized space.   
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 STING is a typical example of a grid-based method. Wave Cluster applies wavelet 

transformation for clustering analysis and is both grid-based and density-based.   

   

4.2.5 Model-Based Methods:   

 Model-based methods hypothesize a model for each of the clusters and find the best fit 

of the data to the given model.    

 A model-based algorithm may locate clusters by constructing a density function that 

reflects the spatial distribution of the data points.   

 It also leads to a way of automatically determining the number of clusters based on 

standard statistics, taking ―noise‖ or outliers into account and thus yielding robust 

clustering methods.   

4.3   Tasks in Data Mining:   

 Clustering High-Dimensional Data   

 Constraint-Based Clustering   

4.3.1 Clustering High-Dimensional Data:   

 It is a particularly important task in cluster analysis because many applications 

require the analysis of objects containing a large number of features or 

dimensions.    For example, text documents may contain thousands of 

terms or keywords as features, and DNA micro array data may provide 

information on the expression levels of thousands of genes under hundreds 

of conditions.   

  Clustering high-dimensional data is challenging due to the curse of dimensionality.   

Many dimensions may not be relevant. As the number of dimensions increases, thedata 

become increasingly sparse so that the distance measurement between pairs ofpoints 

become meaningless and the average density of points anywhere in the data islikely to be 

low. Therefore, a different clustering methodology needs to be developedfor 

highdimensional data.    

 CLIQUE and PROCLUS are two influential subspace clustering methods, 

which search for clusters in subspaces ofthe data, rather than over the entire 

data space.    



 

 

 Frequent pattern–based clustering,another clustering methodology, 

extractsdistinct frequent patterns among subsets ofdimensions that occur 

frequently. It uses such patterns to group objects and generatemeaningful 

clusters.   

   

4.3.2 Constraint-Based Clustering:   

 It  is a clustering approach that performs clustering by incorporation of 

userspecified or application-oriented constraints.    

 A constraint expresses a user’s expectation or describes properties of the desired 

clustering results, and provides an effective means for communicating with the 

clustering process.    

 Various kinds of constraints can be specified, either by a user or as per application 

requirements.   

 Spatial clustering employs with the existence of obstacles and clustering under 

userspecified constraints. In addition, semi-supervised clusteringemploys  

forpairwise constraints in order to improvethe quality of the resulting clustering.   

   

4.4   Classical Partitioning Methods:   
The mostwell-known and commonly used partitioningmethods are   

 The k-Means Method   

 k-Medoids Method   

4.4.1  Centroid-Based Technique: The K-Means Method:   

The k-means algorithm takes the input parameter, k, and partitions a set of n objects intok 

clusters so that the resulting intracluster similarity is high but the intercluster similarity is low.  

Cluster similarity is measured in regard to the mean value of the objects in a cluster, which can 

be viewed as the cluster’s centroid or center of gravity.   

The k-means algorithm proceeds as follows.   

 First, it randomly selects k of the objects, each of which initially represents a cluster mean or 

center.    

 For each of the remaining objects, an object is assigned to the cluster to which it is the most 

similar, based on the distance between the object and the cluster mean.    
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 It then computes the new mean for each cluster.   

 This process iterates until the criterion function converges.   

   

 Typically, the square-error criterion is used, defined as   

   
whereE is the sum of the square error for all objects in the data set  

pis the point in space representing a given object miis the mean of cluster 

Ci   

   

 4.4.1  The k-means partitioning algorithm:   

The k-means algorithm for partitioning, where each cluster’s center is represented by the mean 

value of the objects in the cluster.   

   
   Clustering of a set of objects based on the k-means method   

    



 

 

   

 4.4.2  The k-Medoids Method:   

 The k-means algorithm is sensitive to outliers because an object with an extremely large value 

may substantially distort the distribution of data. This effect is particularly exacerbated due 

to the use of the square-error function.   

 Instead of taking the mean value of the objects in a cluster as a reference point, we can pick 

actual objects to represent the clusters, using one representative object per cluster. Each 

remaining object is clustered with the representative object to which it is the most similar.   

   Thepartitioning method is then performed based on the principle of minimizing the sum  

of the dissimilarities between each object and its corresponding reference point. That is, an 

absolute-error criterion is used, defined as   

   

whereE is the sum of the absolute error for all objects in the data set pis 

the point inspace representing a given object in clusterCj ojis the 

representative object of Cj   

 The initial representative objects are chosen arbitrarily. The iterative process of replacing 

representative objects by non representative objects continues as long as the quality of the 

resulting clustering is improved.   

 This quality is estimated using a cost function that measures the average dissimilaritybetween 

an object and the representative object of its cluster.    

 To determine whether a non representative object, oj random, is a good replacement for a 

current representativeobject, oj, the following four cases are examined for each of the 

nonrepresentative objects.   

Case 1:   

pcurrently belongs to representative object, oj. If ojis replaced by orandomasa representative object 

and p is closest to one of the other representative objects, oi,i≠j, then p is reassigned to oi.   
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Case 2:   

pcurrently belongs to representative object, oj. If ojis replaced by orandomasa representative object 

and p is closest to orandom, then p is reassigned to orandom.   

Case 3:   

pcurrently belongs to representative object, oi, i≠j. If ojis replaced by orandomas a representative 

object and p is still closest to oi, then the assignment does notchange.   

Case 4:   

   

pcurrently belongs to representative object, oi, i≠j. If ojis replaced byorandomas a representative  

object and p is closest to orandom, then p is reassigned toorandom.   

   

Four cases of the cost function for k-medoids clustering   

   

4.4.2  Thek-MedoidsAlgorithm:   

The k-medoids algorithm for partitioning based on medoid or central objects.   



 

 

   
The k-medoids method ismore robust than k-means in the presence of noise and outliers, because 

a medoid is lessinfluenced by outliers or other extreme values than a mean. However, its 

processing ismore costly than the k-means method.   

4.5   Hierarchical Clustering Methods:   

    A hierarchical clustering method 

works by grouping data objects into a tree of clusters.   

  The quality of a pure hierarchical clusteringmethod suffers fromits inability to 

performadjustment once amerge or split decision hasbeen executed. That is, if a particular 

merge or split decision later turns out to have been apoor choice, the method cannot backtrack 

and correct it.   

Hierarchical clustering methods can be further classified as either agglomerative or divisive, 

depending on whether the hierarchical decomposition is formed in a bottom-up or top-down 

fashion.    

4.5.1 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering:   

 This bottom-up strategy starts by placing each object in its own cluster and then merges 

these atomic clusters into larger and larger clusters, until all of the objects are in a single 

cluster or until certain termination conditions are satisfied.   

 Most hierarchical clustering methods belong to this category. They differ only in their 

definition of intercluster similarity.   
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4.5.2 Divisive hierarchical clustering:   

 This top-down strategy does the reverse of agglomerativehierarchical clustering by starting 

with all objects in one cluster.    

 It subdividesthe cluster into smaller and smaller pieces, until each object forms a cluster on 

itsown or until it satisfies certain termination conditions, such as a desired number 

ofclusters is obtained or the diameter of each cluster is within a certain threshold.   

   

   

   

4.6   Constraint-Based Cluster Analysis:   
Constraint-based clustering finds clusters that satisfy user-specified preferences orconstraints. 

Depending on the nature of the constraints, constraint-based clusteringmay adopt rather different 

approaches.    

There are a few categories of constraints.   

 Constraints on individual objects:    

   

We can specify constraints on the objects to beclustered. In a real estate application, for 

example, one may like to spatially cluster only those luxury mansions worth over a million 

dollars. This constraint confines the setof objects to be clustered. It can easily be handled by 

preprocessing after which the problem reduces to an instance ofunconstrained clustering.   

   

 Constraints on the selection of clustering parameters:   

   

A user may like to set a desired range for each clustering parameter. Clustering parameters 

are usually quite specific to the given clustering algorithm. Examples of parameters include 

k, the desired numberof clusters in a k-means algorithm; or e the radius and  the minimum 

number of points in the DBSCAN algorithm. Although such user-specified parameters may 

strongly influence the clustering results, they are usually confined to the algorithm itself. 

Thus, their fine tuning and processing are usually not considered a form of constraint-based 

clustering.   



 

 

 Constraints on distance or similarity functions:   

   

We can specify different distance orsimilarity functions for specific attributes of the objects 

to be clustered, or differentdistance measures for specific pairs of objects.When clustering 

sportsmen, for example,we may use different weighting schemes for height, body weight, 

age, and skilllevel. Although this will likely change the mining results, it may not alter the 

clusteringprocess per se. However, in some cases, such changes may make the evaluationof 

the distance function nontrivial, especially when it is tightly intertwined with the clustering 

process.    

   

 User-specified constraints on the properties of individual clusters:    

A user may like tospecify desired characteristics of the resulting clusters, which may strongly 

influencethe clustering process.   

 Semi-supervised clustering based on partial supervision:   

The quality of unsupervisedclustering can be significantly improved using some weak form 

of supervision.This may be in the formof pairwise constraints (i.e., pairs of objects labeled 

as belongingto the same or different cluster). Such a constrained clustering process is 

calledsemi-supervised clustering.   

4.7   Outlier Analysis:   

 There exist data objects that do not comply with the general behavior or model of 

the data. Such data objects, which are grossly different from or inconsistent with 

the remaining set of data, are called outliers.    

 Many data mining algorithms try to minimize the influence of outliers or eliminate 

them all together. This, however, could result in the loss of important hidden 

information because one person’s noise could be another person’s signal. In other 

words, the outliers may be of particular interest, such as in the case of fraud 

detection, where outliers may indicate fraudulent activity. Thus, outlier detection 

and analysis is an interesting data mining task, referred to as outlier mining.   

 It can be used in fraud detection, for example, by detecting unusual usage of credit 

cards or telecommunication services. In addition, it is useful in customized 

marketing for identifying the spending behavior of customers with extremely low 
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or extremely high incomes, or in medicalanalysis for finding unusual responses to 

various medical treatments.   

   

Outlier mining can be described as follows: Given a set of n data points or objectsand k, the 

expected number of outliers, find the top k objects that are considerablydissimilar, exceptional, 

or inconsistent with respect to the remaining data. The outliermining problem can be viewed 

as two subproblems:    

 Define what data can be considered as inconsistent in a given data set, and     Find 

an efficient method to mine the outliers so defined.   

Types of outlier detection:   

 Statistical Distribution-Based Outlier Detection   

 Distance-Based Outlier Detection   

 Density-Based Local Outlier Detection   

 Deviation-Based Outlier Detection   

   

4.7.1 Statistical Distribution-Based Outlier Detection:   

The statistical distribution-based approach to outlier detection assumes a distributionor 

probability model for the given data set (e.g., a normal or Poisson distribution) andthen 

identifies outliers with respect to the model using a discordancy test. Application ofthe test 

requires knowledge of the data set parameters  knowledge of distribution parameters such 

as the mean and variance and theexpected number of outliers.   

A statistical discordancy test examines two hypotheses:   

  A working hypothesis    

  An alternative hypothesis   

A working hypothesis, H, is a statement that the entire data set of n objects comes 

from an initial distribution model, F, that is,   

   
The hypothesis is retained if there is no statistically significant evidence supporting its 

rejection. A discordancy test verifies whether an object, oi, is significantly large (or small) 

in relation to the distribution F. Different test statistics have been proposed for use as a 



 

 

discordancy test, depending on the available knowledge of the data. Assuming that some 

statistic, T, has been chosen for discordancy testing, and the value of the statistic for object 

oi is vi, then the distribution of T is constructed. Significance probability, SP(vi)=Prob(T 

> vi), is evaluated. If SP(vi) is sufficiently small, then oi is discordant and the working 

hypothesis is rejected.   

 An alternative hypothesis, H, which states that oi comes from another distribution model, 

G, is adopted. The result is very much dependent on which model F is chosen because 

oimay be an outlier under one model and a perfectly valid value under another. The 

alternative distribution is very important in determining the power of the test, that is, the 

probability that the working hypothesis is rejected when oi is really an outlier.   

There are different kinds of alternative distributions.   

 Inherent alternative distribution:   

 In this case, the working hypothesis that all of the objects come from distribution F is 

rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis that all of the objects arise from another 

distribution, G:   

H :oi € G, where i = 1, 2,…, n   

F and G may be different distributions or differ only in parameters of the same 

distribution.   

There are constraints on the form of the G distribution in that it must have potential to 

produce outliers. For example, it may have a different mean or dispersion, or a longer 

tail.   

 Mixture alternative distribution:   

The mixture alternative states that discordant values are not outliers in the F population, 

but contaminants from some other population, G. In this case, the alternative hypothesis 

is   

   

 This alternative states that all of the objects (apart from some prescribed small number) 

arise independently from the initial model, F, with its given parameters, whereas the 

remaining objects are independent observations from a modified version of F in which 

the parameters have been shifted.   

  Slippage alternative distribution:    
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There are two basic types of procedures for detecting outliers:   

Block procedures:   

 In this case, either all of the suspect objects are treated as outliersor all of them are accepted 

as consistent.   

Consecutive procedures:   

An example of such a procedure is the insideoutprocedure. Its main idea is that the object that 

is least likely to be an outlier istested first. If it is found to be an outlier, then all of the more 

extreme values are alsoconsidered outliers; otherwise, the next most extreme object is tested, 

and so on. Thisprocedure tends to be more effective than block procedures.   

   

4.7.2 Distance-Based Outlier Detection:   

The notion of distance-based outliers was introduced to counter the main limitationsimposed 

by statistical methods. An object, o, in a data set, D, is a distance-based (DB)outlier with 

parameters pct and dmin,that is, a DB(pct;dmin)-outlier, if at least a fraction,pct, of the objects 

in D lie at a distance greater than dmin from o. In other words, rather thatrelying on statistical 

tests, we can think of distance-based outliers as thoseobjects that do not have enoughneighbors, 

where neighbors are defined based ondistance from the given object. In comparison with 

statistical-based methods, distancebased outlier detection generalizes the ideas behind 

discordancy testing for various standarddistributions. Distance-based outlier detection avoids 

the excessive computationthat can be associated with fitting the observed distribution into 

some standard distributionand in selecting discordancy tests.   

For many discordancy tests, it can be shown that if an object, o, is an outlier accordingto the 

given test, then o is also a DB(pct, dmin)-outlier for some suitably defined pct anddmin.  For 

example, if objects that lie three or more standard deviations from the mean are considered to 

be outliers, assuming a normal distribution, then this definition can be generalized by a 

DB(0.9988, 0.13s) outlier.   

Several efficient algorithms for mining distance-based outliers have been developed.   

Index-based algorithm:   

 Given a data set, the index-based algorithm uses multidimensionalindexing structures, such 

as R-trees or k-d trees, to search for neighbors of eachobject o within radius dminaround that 

object. Let Mbe the maximum number ofobjects within the dmin-neighborhood of an outlier. 



 

 

Therefore, onceM+1 neighborsof object o are found, it is clear that o is not an outlier. This 

algorithm has a worst-casecomplexity of O(n2k), where n is the number of objects in the data 

set and k is thedimensionality. The index-based algorithm scales well as k increases. However, 

thiscomplexity evaluation takes only the search time into account, even though the taskof 

building an index in itself can be computationally intensive.   

Nested-loop algorithm:   

 The nested-loop algorithm has the same computational complexity as the index-based 

algorithm but avoids index structure construction and tries to minimize the number of I/Os. It 

divides the memory buffer space into two halves and the data set into several logical blocks. 

By carefully choosing the order in which blocks are loaded into each half, I/O efficiency can 

be achieved. Cell-based algorithm:   

To avoidO(n2) computational complexity, a cell-based algorithm was developed for memory 

resident data sets. Its complexity is O(ck+n), where c is a constant depending on the number 

of cells and k is the dimensionality.   

 In this method, the data space is partitioned into cells with a side length equal to   Each 

cell has two layers surrounding it. The first layer is one cell thick, while the second is   

 cells thick, rounded up to the closest integer. The algorithm counts outliers on a   

cell-by-cell rather than an object-by-object basis. For a given cell, it accumulates three 

counts—the number of objects in the cell, in the cell and the first layer together, and in the cell 

and both layers together. Let’s refer to these counts as cell count, cell + 1 layer count, and cell 

+ 2 layers count, respectively.   

   

Let Mbe the maximum number of outliers that can exist in the dmin-neighborhood of an 

outlier.   

 An object, o, in the current cell is considered an outlier only if cell + 1 layer count is less 

than or equal to M. If this condition does not hold, then all of the objects in the cell can be 

removed from further investigation as they cannot be outliers.   

 If cell_+ 2_layers_count is less than or equal to M, then all of the objects in the cell are 

considered outliers. Otherwise, if this number is more than M, then itis possible that some 

of the objects in the cell may be outliers. To detect these outliers, object-by-object 

processing is used where, for each object, o, in the cell, objects in the second layer of o are 
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examined. For objects in the cell, only those objects having no more than M points in their 

dmin-neighborhoods are outliers. The dmin-neighborhood of an object consists of the 

object’s cell, all of its first layer, and some of its second layer.   

   

A variation to the algorithm is linear with respect to n and guarantees that no more than three 

passes over the data set are required. It can be used for large disk-resident data sets, yet does 

not scale well for high dimensions.   

   

4.7.3 Density-Based Local Outlier Detection:   

Statistical and distance-based outlier detection both depend on the overall or global 

distribution of the given set of data points, D. However, data are usually not uniformly 

distributed. These methods encounter difficulties when analyzing data with rather different 

density distributions.   

To define the local outlier factor of an object, we need to introduce the concepts of k-distance, 

k-distance neighborhood, reachability distance,13 and local reachability density.   

These are defined as follows:   

The k-distance of an object p is the maximal distance that p gets from its k nearest neighbors. 

This distance is denoted as k-distance(p). It is defined as the distance, d(p, o), between p and 

an object o 2 D, such that for at least k objects, o0 2 D, it holds that d(p, o’)_d(p, o). That is, 

there are at least k objects inDthat are as close asor closer to p than o, and  for at most k-1 

objects, o00 2 D, it holds that d(p;o’’) <d(p, o).    

   

That is, there are at most k-1 objects that are closer to p than o. You may bewondering at this 

point how k is determined. The LOF method links to density-basedclustering in that it sets k 

to the parameter rMinPts,which specifies the minimumnumberof points for use in identifying 

clusters based on density.   

Here, MinPts (as k) is used to define the local neighborhood of an object, p.   

The k-distance neighborhood of an object p is denoted Nkdistance(p)(p), or Nk(p)for short. By 

setting k to MinPts, we get NMinPts(p). It contains the MinPts-nearestneighbors of p. That is, it 

contains every object whose distance is not greater than theMinPts-distance of p. The 



 

 

reachability distance of an object p with respect to object o (where o is within theMinPtsnearest 

neighbors of p), is defined as reach  distMinPts(p, o) = max{MinPtsdistance(o), d(p, o)}.    

Intuitively, if an object p is far away , then the reachabilitydistance between the two is simply 

their actual distance. However, if they are sufficientlyclose (i.e., where p is within the 

MinPtsdistance neighborhood of o), thenthe actual distance is replaced by the MinPtsdistance 

of o. This helps to significantlyreduce the statistical fluctuations of d(p, o) for all of the p close 

to o.   

The higher thevalue of MinPts is, the more similar is the reachability distance for objects 

withinthe same neighborhood.   

Intuitively, the local reachability density of p is the inverse of the average reachability density 

based on the MinPts-nearest neighbors of p. It is defined as   

   
The local outlier factor (LOF) of p captures the degree to which we call p an outlier. It is 

defined as   

   
It is the average of the ratio of the local reachability density of p and those of p’s   

MinPts-nearest neighbors. It is easy to see that the lower p’s local reachability density 

is, and the higher the local reachability density of p’s MinPts-nearest neighbors are, 

the higher LOF(p) is.   

4.7.4 Deviation-Based Outlier Detection:   

 Deviation-based outlier detection does not use statistical tests or distance-basedmeasures to 

identify exceptional objects. Instead, it identifies outliers by examining themain characteristics 

of objects in a group.Objects that ―deviate‖ fromthisdescription areconsidered outliers. 

Hence, in this approach the term deviations is typically used to referto outliers. In this section, 

we study two techniques for deviation-based outlier detection.The first sequentially compares 

objects in a set, while the second employs an OLAPdata cube approach.   

Sequential Exception Technique:   

The sequential exception technique simulates the way in which humans can distinguishunusual 

objects from among a series of supposedly like objects. It uses implicit redundancyof the data.  
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Given a data set, D, of n objects, it builds a sequence of subsets,{D1, D2, …,Dm}, of these 

objects with 2<=m <= n such that   

   

Dissimilarities are assessed between subsets in the sequence. The technique introducesthe 

following key terms.   

Exception set:   

 This is the set of deviations or outliers. It is defined as the smallestsubset of objects whose 

removal results in the greatest reduction of dissimilarity in the residual set.   

Dissimilarity function:   

This function does not require a metric distance between the objects. It is any function that, if 

given a set of objects, returns a low value if the objects are similar to one another. The greater 

the dissimilarity among the objects, the higherthe value returned by the function. The 

dissimilarity of a subset is incrementally computed based on the subset prior to it in the 

sequence. Given a subset of n numbers, {x1, …,xn}, a possible dissimilarity function is the 

variance of the numbers in theset, that is,   

   

where x is the mean of the n numbers in the set. For character strings, the dissimilarity function 

may be in the form of a pattern string (e.g., containing wildcard characters that is used to cover 

all of the patterns seen so far. The dissimilarity increases when the pattern covering all of the 

strings in Dj-1 does not cover any string in Dj that is not in Dj-1.   

Cardinality function:   

This is typically the count of the number of objects in a given set.   

Smoothing factor:   

This function is computed for each subset in the sequence. It assesses how much the dissimilarity 

can be reduced by removing the subset from the original set of objects.    
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     Chapter 4 Combinational Logic  

 Logic circuits for digital systems may be 
combinational or sequential.  

 A combinational circuit consists of input variables, 

logic gates, and output variables.  
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4-2 . Analysis procedure  

 To obtain the output Boolean functions from a 

logic diagram, proceed as follows:  
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1. Label all gate outputs that are a function of input variables 

with arbitrary symbols. Determine the Boolean functions 

for each gate output.  

2. Label the gates that are a function of input variables and 

previously labeled gates with other arbitrary symbols. Find 

the Boolean functions for these gates.  
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4-2 . Analysis procedure  

3. Repeat the process outlined in step 2 until the outputs of 

the circuit are obtained.  

4. By repeated substitution of previously defined functions, 

obtain the output Boolean functions in terms of input 

variables.  

F2 = AB + AC + BC;  T1 = A + B + C; T2 = ABC;   T3 = F2’T1;    

Example  
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F1 = T3 + T2  

F1 = T3 + T2 = F2’T1 + ABC = A’BC’ + A’B’C + AB’C’ +  ABC  

Derive truth table from logic 

diagram  
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  We can derive the truth table in Table 4 - 1  by using    

4 - 3  . Design procedure 
  

the circuit of Fig.4   -   2 .  
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1. Table4-2 is a Code-Conversion example, first, we 
can list the relation of the BCD and Excess-3 codes 

in the truth table.  

2. For each symbol of the Excess-3 code, we use 1’s   
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to draw the map for simplifying Boolean function.  

Karnaugh map  
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Circuit implementation  

z = D’; y = CD + C’D’ = CD + (C + D)’ x = B’C + B’D 

+ BC’D’ = B’(C + D) + B(C + D)’ w = A  
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+ BC + BD = A + B(C + D)  

4-4. Binary Adder-Subtractor  

 A combinational circuit that performs the addition of two bits 

is called a half adder.  

 The truth table for the half adder is listed below:  

S: Sum  

C: Carry  
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Implementation of Half-Adder  

S = x ’ y + xy ’   

C = xy   
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 One that performs the addition of three bits(two 
significant bits and a previous carry) is a full adder.  

Full 
  - 

  Adder  
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C = xy + xz + yz  

S = x ’ y ’ z + x ’ yz ’  +  xy ’ z ’  +   xyz   

Simplified  Expressions  
  

C  
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Full adder implemented in    

SOP  
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adders and one OR gate (Carry Look-Ahead adder).  

  

Another implementation 
  

 
  Full - adder can also implemented with  two half  
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S = z  (x   y)  

= z’(xy’ + x’y) + z(xy’ + x’y)’  

= xy’z’ + x’yz’ + xyz + x’y’z  

C = z(xy’ + x’y) + xy = xy’z + x’yz + xy  
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longest propagation delay.  The signal from Ci to the output 

carry Ci+1, propagates through an AND and OR gates, so, for 

Binary adder  
  

   This is also called    

Ripple Carry    

Adder   ,because of    

the construction    

with full adders are    

connected in    

cascade.    

  

 
  Fig.4 - 9  causes a  unstable  factor on  carry bit , and produces a  

Carry Propagation  
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an n-bit RCA, there are 2n gate levels for the carry to 

propagate from input to output.  

 Because the propagation delay will affect the output signals 

on different time, so the signals are given enough time to 

get the precise and stable outputs.  

Carry Propagation  
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 The most widely used technique employs the principle of 

carry look-ahead to improve the speed of the algorithm.  

Pi = Ai  Bi steady state value  

Boolean functions  
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Gi = AiBi  steady state value  

Ci+1 = Gi + PiCi  

Gi : carry generate Pi :  carry propagate  

C0 =  input  carry  

C1 = G0 + P0 C 0  

Output sum and carry   

S i  =  P i  
  C i   
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C2 = G1 + P1C1  = G1 + P1G0 + P1P0 C 0  

C3 = G2 + P2C2 = G2 + P2G1 + P2P1G0 + P2P1P0 C 0  

 C3 does not have to wait for C2 and C1 to propagate.  

Logic diagram of carry  

look-ahead generator  
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  C 3 

  is propagated at the same time as C 2 
  and C 1 .   

4 - bit adder with carry lookahead 
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 Delay time of n-bit CLAA = XOR + (AND + OR) + XOR M = 
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1subtractor ; M = 0adder  It is worth noting Fig.4-13 
Binary subtractor  
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that binary numbers in the signed-complement system are 

added and subtracted by the same basic addition and 

subtraction rules as unsigned numbers.  

 Overflow is a problem in digital computers because the 

number of bits that hold the number is finite and a result 

that contains n+1 bits cannot be accommodated.  

Overflow on signed and unsigned  

Overflow  
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 When two unsigned numbers are added, an overflow is 

detected from the end carry out of the MSB position.  

 When two signed numbers are added, the sign bit is treated 

as part of the number and the end carry does not indicate an 

overflow.  

 An overflow cann’t occur after an addition if one number is 

positive and the other is negative.  
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 An overflow may occur if the two numbers added are both 

positive or both negative.  

BCD adder can’t exceed 9 on each input digit. K is the carry.   
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  When the binary sum is  greater than 1001 , we obtain a  non - 

4 
  - 

  5 

  

Decimal adder  
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valid BCD representation.  

 The addition of binary 6(0110) to the binary sum converts it 

to the correct BCD representation and also produces an 

output carry as required.  

 To distinguish them from binary 1000 and 1001, which also 

have a 1 in position Z8, we specify further that either Z4 or Z2 

must have a 1.  

Rules of BCD adder  
  



 

 

C = K + Z8Z4 + Z8Z2  
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Implementation of BCD adder  
  

   A decimal parallel    

adder that adds n    

decimal digits needs    

n BCD adder stages.    

   The    output carry    

from one stage    

must    be connected    

to the input carry of    

the next higher   
  

order stage.    

If =1    

  0110   
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4-6 . Binary multiplier   
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 Usually there are more bits in the partial products and it is 

necessary to   

use    full adders   to produce the sum of the partial products.    

And    
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4-7 . Magnitude 
comparator  

 The equality relation of each 

pair of bits can be expressed 

logically with an exclusive-NOR 

function as:  

A = A3A2A1A0 ; B = B3B2B1B0 

xi=AiBi+Ai’Bi’ for i = 0, 1, 2, 3  
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(A = B) = x3x2x1x0  
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 The decoder is called n-to-m-line decoder, where 
m≤2n .  

 the decoder is also used in conjunction with other 
code converters such as a BCD-to-seven_segment 

decoder.  

4 
  - 

  8 

  

. Decoders  
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 3-to-8 line decoder: For each possible input 
combination, there are seven outputs that are 

equal to 0 and only one that is equal to 1.  
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Implementat ion and truth table  
  



 

  

43  

  

Decoder with enable 
input  

 Some decoders are constructed with NAND gates, it 

becomes more economical to generate the decoder 

minterms in their complemented form.   



 

44  

 As indicated by the truth table , only one output can be equal 

to 0 at any given time, all other outputs are equal to  

1.  



 

45  

 A decoder with an enable input is referred to as a 
decoder/demultiplexer.  

 The truth table of demultiplexer is the same with  

decoder. A B  

Demultiplexer  
  



 

46  

 

  

  

Demultiplexer   

D0    

D1    

D2    

D3    

E  

3 - to - 8  decoder with enable  
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implement the 4-to-16  decoder 



 

48  

Implementation of a Full Adder 



 

49  

with a Decoder  

 From table 4-4, we obtain the functions for the combinational circuit in 

sum of minterms:  

S(x, y, z) = ∑(1, 2, 4, 7)   



 

50  

C(x, y, z) = ∑(3, 5, 6, 7)  

 An encoder is the inverse operation of a decoder. We can 

derive the Boolean functions by table 4-7  

4 
  - 
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. Encoders  
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z = D1 + D3 + D5 + D7 

y = D2 + D3 + D6 + D7 

x = D4 + D5 + D6 + D7  



 

52  

 If two inputs are active simultaneously, the output 

produces an undefined combination. We can establish an 

input priority to ensure that only one input is encoded.  

 Another ambiguity in the octal-to-binary encoder is that an 

output with all 0’s is generated when all the inputs are 0; 

the output is the same as when D0 is equal to 1.  

Priority encoder  
  



 

53  

 The discrepancy tables on Table 4-7 and Table 4-8 can 

resolve aforesaid condition by providing one more output 

to indicate that at least one input is equal to 1.   



 

54  

listing all 16 minterms of four variables.  

V=0  no valid inputs   

V=1  valid inputs   

X ’ s  in output columns represent  

don ’ t - care  conditions  X ’ s  in the  

input columns are useful for  

representing a truth table in  

condensed form.  Instead of  

Priority encoder  
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4 
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  . Multiplexers  
  

S = 0, Y = I   0   Truth Table      S   Y   Y = S   ’   I   0   +   
  
SI     1 

S = 1, Y = I   1   0   I   0   

1   I   1 
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4-to-1  Line Multiplexer   
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Quadruple 2 - to - 1   Line Multiplexer 
  



 

60  

 Multiplexer circuits can be combined with common selection inputs 

to provide multiple-bit selection logic. Compare with Fig4-24.  

Boolean function implementation  

I   0   

I   1   

Y  



 

61  

 A more efficient method for implementing a Boolean 

function of n variables with a multiplexer that has n-1 

selection inputs.  

F(x, y, z) =      (1 
  
,2,6,    7) 
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4 - input function with a  



 

63  

 

multiplexer 
  

F(A, B, C, D) =      (1 

  

, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14,     15) 
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 A multiplexer can be constructed with three-state gates.  

Three 
  - 

  State Gates  
  



 

65  

following modeling techniques:  

1. Gate-level modeling using instantiation of primitive gates 

and user-defined modules.  

  

   A module can be described in any one of the  

4 
  - 

  11 
  . HDL for combinational  

  

circuits  
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2. Dataflow modeling using continuous assignment 

statements with keyword assign.  

Gate - level Modeling   

3. Behavioral modeling using procedural assignment 

statements with keyword always.  

 A circuit is specified by its logic gates and their interconnection.  

Verilog recognizes 12 basic gates as predefined primitives.  
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 The logic values of each gate may be 1, 0, x(unknown), 

z(highimpedance).  
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The  wire  declaration is for internal connections.   

Gate 
  - 

  level description on Verilog  
  

code  
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Design methodologies  

 There are two basic types of design methodologies: 

topdown and bottom-up.  

 Top-down: the top-level block is defined and then the 

subblocks necessary to build the top-level block are 

identified.(Fig.4-9  binary adder )  
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 Bottom-up: the building blocks are first identified 

and then combined to build the top-level 

block.(Example 4-2 4-bit adder)  
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A bottom 
  - 

  up hierarchical description  
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Full 
  - 

  adder  
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4 
  - 

  bit adder  
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Gates statement: gate name(output, input, control)  

>> bufif1(OUT, A, control);  

A = OUT when control = 1, OUT = z when control = 0;  

>> notif0(Y, B, enable);  

Three state gates  
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Y = B’ when enable = 0, Y = z when enable = 1;  
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 It uses a number of operators that act on operands to 

produce desired results. Verilog HDL provides about 30   

   HDL uses the keyword  tri  to  

indicate that the output has  

multiple drivers.   

module muxtri (A, B, select, OUT);   

input A,B,select; output OUT; tri  

OUT; bufif1 (OUT,A,select); bufif0  

OUT,B,select); endmodule (   

2 
  - 

  to 
  - 

  1 

  

multiplexer  
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operator types.  

Dataflow modeling  
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   A continuous  assignment  is  

a statement that assigns a  

value to a net.   

   The data type  net  is used in  

Verilog HDL to represent a  

physical connection  between  

circuit elements .   

Dataflow modeling  
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 A net defines a gate output declared by an output or wire.  

Dataflow description of 4-bit adder  

HDL Example 4-4  

 

//Dataflow description of 4-bit adder 

module binary_adder (A,B,Cin,SUM,Cout); 

input [3:0] A,B; input Cin; output  [3:0] 

SUM; output  Cout; assign { Cout,SUM} = 

A + B +Cin; endmodule  
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Data flow descript ion of a 4 
  - 

  bit  
  

comparator    
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Dataflow description of 2-1  multiplexer  

 Conditional operator(  ?  : )   
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 Condition? true-expression : false-expression;  

Behavioral modeling  



 

83  

 It is used mostly to describe sequential circuits, but can be 

used also to describe combinational circuits.  

 Behavioral descriptions use the keyword always followed by 

a list of procedural assignment statements.  

 The target output of procedural assignment statements must 

be of the reg data type. Contrary to the wire data type, 

where the target output of an assignment may be 



 

84  

continuously updated, a reg data type retains its value until 

a new value is assigned.  
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Behavioral description of 2   -   1 

  

multiplexer    
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4 
  - 

  to 
  - 

  1 
  - 

  line Multiplexer  
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Writing a simple test bench  

 In addition to the always statement, test benches use the initial 

statement to provide stimulus to the circuit under test.  

 The always statement executes repeatedly in a loop. The initial 

statement executes only once starting from simulation time=0 and may 

continue with any operations that are delayed by a given number of time 

units as specified by the symbol #.  

For example:  

initial  

begin  
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A = 0; B = 0;  

#10 A = 1;  
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#20 A = 0; B = 1; end  

Stimulus and design modules 

interaction  

 The signals of test bench as inputs to the design module are 

reg data type, the outputs of design module to test bench 

are wire data type.   
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Example 4 
  - 

  9 
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Gate Level of Verilog Code of Fig.4- 2   
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Test Bench of the Figure 4 
  - 

  2 
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COMPUTR ARCHITECTURE:  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 1  

BASIC  COMPUTER  ORGANIZATION  AND  DESIGN  

• Instruction Codes  

• Computer Registers  

• Computer Instructions  

• Timing and Control  

• Instruction Cycle  

• Memory Reference Instructions  
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• Input-Output and Interrupt  

• Complete Computer Description  

• Design of Basic Computer  

• Design of Accumulator Logic  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 2  

INTRODUCTION  

• Every different processor has its own design   

(different registers, buses, micro-operations, machine instructions, etc)  

• Modern processor is a very complex device  

• It contains  

– Many registers  

– Multiple arithmetic units, for both integer and floating point calculations 

– The ability to pipeline several consecutive instructions to speed execution 

– Etc.  
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• However, to understand how processors work, use a simplified 

processor model  

• This is similar to what real processors were like ~25 years ago   

Basic Computer Organization & Design 3  

THE BASIC COMPUTER  

• The Basic Computer has two components, a processor and 
memory  

• The memory has 4096 words in it  

– 4096 = 212, so it takes 12 bits to select a word in memory  

• Each word is 16 bits long CPU RAM  

   

15  0  
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0  

4095  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 4 Instruction codes  

  

INSTRUCTIONS   

•  

Program  

– A sequence of (machine) instructions   
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•    Machine) Instruction (   

– 
  A group of bits that tell the computer to  perform a specific operation  ( a  

sequence of micro - operation)    

•   The instructions of a program, along with any needed data  

are stored in memory   

•   The CPU reads the next instruction from memory   

•   It is placed in an  Instruction Register  ( IR )   

•   Control circuitry in control unit then translates the  

instruction into the sequence of microoperations necessary  

to implement it   

Basic Computer Organization & Design  5   Instruction codes   
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INSTRUCTION FORMAT  

• A computer instruction is often divided into two parts  

– An opcode (Operation Code) that specifies the operation for that 
instruction  

– An address that specifies the registers and/or locations in memory to use 
for that operation  

• In the Basic Computer, since the memory contains 4096 (= 212) 
words, we needs 12 bit to specify which memory address this 
instruction will use   

• In the Basic Computer, bit 15 of the instruction specifies the 
addressing mode (0: direct addressing, 1: indirect addressing)  

• Since the memory words, and hence the instructions, are   

16 bits long, that leaves 3 bits for the instruction’s opcode  

Instruction Format  

15 14  12 11 0  

I Opcode  Address  
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Basic Computer Organization & Design 6 Instruction codes  

ADDRESSING MODES  

• The address field of an instruction can represent either  

– Direct address: the address in memory of the data to use (the address of the 
operand), or  

– Indirect address: the address in memory of the address in memory of the data 
to use   

Direct addressing  Indirect addressing  

  
Addressing  

mode    
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 PROCESSOR REGISTERS 

    

• 
  Effective Address (EA)   

– 
  directly  can  to  that  access  an  be  address,  The  modification  without  used  

for  operand  computation a  - as  the  for  address  a  type  instruction,  or  target  

branch - type instruction   

Basic Computer Organization & Design  7   Instruction codes   

1   ADD   300     35   

1350     300   

Operand    1350   

+  

AC    

0   ADD   457   22   

Operand    457   

+ 

AC   
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• A processor has many registers to hold 

instructions, addresses, data, etc  

• The processor has a register, the Program 

Counter (PC) that holds the memory 

address of the next instruction   

– Since the memory in the Basic Computer only has 4096 locations, the PC only 

needs 12 bits  

• In a direct or indirect addressing, the processor needs to keep 

track of what locations in memory it is addressing: The Address 
Register (AR)  is used for this  

– The AR is a 12 bit register in the Basic Computer  

• When an operand is found, using either direct or indirect 

addressing, it is placed in the Data Register (DR). The processor 

then uses this value as data for its operation  
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PROCESSOR REGISTERS   

•  

The significance of a general purpose register is that it can be used 
for loading operands and storing results  

– e.g. load AC with the contents of a specific memory location; store the contents 

of AC into a specified memory location  

•   The Basic Computer has a single  general purpose register  – 
  

the  Accumulator  ( AC )   

Basic Computer Organization & Design  8   Instruction codes   
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•  Often a processor will need a scratch register to store intermediate 

results or other temporary data; in the Basic Computer this is the 

Temporary Register (TR)  

• The Basic Computer uses a very simple model of input/output   

( I/O) operations  

– Input devices are considered to send 8 bits of character data to the 
processor  

– The processor can send 8 bits of character data to output devices  

• The Input Register (INPR) holds an 8 bit character gotten from 

an input device  

• The Output Register (OUTR) holds an 8 bit character to be send 

to an output device  
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Basic Computer Organization & Design 10 Registers  

  

COMMON  BUS  

SYSTEM  

•  

The registers in the Basic Computer 

are connected using a bus  
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•   This  gives  a  savings  in  circuitry  

over  complete  connections  

between registers   
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COMMON  BUS  SYSTEM   
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COMMON  BUS  SYSTEM  

• Three control lines, S2, S1, and S0 control which register the 

bus selects as its input  

S2 S1 S0   Register  

0   0    0  x  

0   0    1  AR  

0   1    0  PC  

0   1    1  DR  

1   0    0  AC  

1   0    1  IR  

1   1    0  TR  

1   1    1  Memory  

• Either one of the registers will have its load signal activated, or 
the memory will have its read signal activated  

– Will determine where the data from the bus gets loaded  

• The 12-bit registers, AR and PC, have 0’s loaded onto the bus 
in the high order 4 bit positions  
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• When the 8-bit register OUTR is loaded from the bus, the data 

comes from the low order 8 bits on the bus  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 14 Instructions  

BASIC COMPUTER  INSTRUCTIONS  

• Basic Computer Instruction Format  

Memory-Reference Instructions  (OP-code = 000 ~ 110)  

15     14  12 11 0  

I  Opcode  Address  

Register-Reference Instructions  (OP-code = 111, I = 0)  

15  12 11 0  

0 1    1    1  Register operation  

Input-Output Instructions  (OP-code =111, I = 1)  

15  12 11 0  

1 1    1    1  I/O operation  
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Basic Computer Organization & Design 15 Instructions  

BASIC  COMPUTER  INSTRUCTIONS   

Hex Code  

Symbol    I = 0       I = 1                  Description  

AND        0xxx     8xxx       AND memory word to AC  

ADD        1xxx     9xxx       Add memory word to AC  

LDA         2xxx     Axxx  Load AC from memory  

STA         3xxx     Bxxx Store content of AC into memory  

BUN        4xxx     Cxxx  Branch unconditionally  

BSA        5xxx      Dxxx Branch and save return address  
ISZ          6xxx      Exxx  Increment and skip if zero  

CLA 7800 Clear AC  

CLE 7400 Clear E  

CMA  7200              Complement AC  

CME  7100 Complement E  

CIR 7080 Circulate right AC and E  

CIL 7040 Circulate left AC and E  

INC 7020 Increment AC  

SPA 7010 Skip next instr. if AC is positive  

SNA 7008 Skip next instr. if AC is negative  

SZA 7004 Skip next instr. if AC is zero  

SZE 7002 Skip next instr. if E is zero HLT 7001 Halt computer  

INP F800 Input character to AC  

OUT F400 Output character from AC  
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SKI                F200  Skip on input flag  

SKO F100 Skip on output flag  

ION F080 Interrupt on  

IOF F040 Interrupt off   

Basic Computer Organization & Design 16 Instructions  

INSTRUCTION  SET  COMPLETENESS  

Set of instructions using which user can construct machine 
language programs to evaluate any computable function.  

• Instruction Types  

Functional Instructions  

- Arithmetic, logic, and shift instructions  

- ADD, CMA, INC, CIR, CIL, AND, CLA ( other than ADD/AND? )  

Transfer Instructions  

- Data transfers between the main memory and the processor 

registers  

- LDA, STA  

Control Instructions  
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- Program sequencing and control  

- BUN, BSA, ISZ  

Input/Output Instructions   

- Input and output   

- INP, OUT   

Basic Computer Organization & Design 17 Instruction codes  

  CONTROL UNIT 

  

•  

Control unit (CU) of a processor translates from machine 

instructions to the control signals (for the microoperations) that 

implement them  
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• Control units are implemented in one of two ways  

• Hardwired Control  

– CU is made up of sequential and combinational circuits to generate the 

control signals  

 

TIMING  AND  CONTROL  

•   Microprogrammed  Control   

– 
  A  control memory  on the processor contains microprograms that activate  

the necessary control signals   

•   We will consider a  hardwired implementation  of the control  

unit for the Basic Computer   

Basic Computer Organization & Design  18   Timing and control   
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Control unit of Basic Computer  
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TIMING  SIGNALS   
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INSTRUCTION  CYCLE   

•  

In Basic Computer, a machine instruction is executed in the 
following cycle:  

1. Fetch an instruction from memory  

2. Decode the instruction and calculate effective address ( EA )  

3. Read the EA from memory if the instruction has an indirect address (Fetch 

operand)  

1.  Execute the instruction  
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•  After an instruction is executed, the cycle starts again at step 

1, for the next instruction  

FETCH and DECODE   

•   Note : 
  Every  different  processor  has  its  own  ( different)  

instruction cycle    

Basic Computer Organization & Design  21   Instruction Cycle   
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DETERMINE  THE  TYPE  OF  

INSTRUCTION  
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D7I'T3: Execute a register-reference instr.  D7IT3: 
 Execute an input-output instr.   

Basic Computer Organization & Design    23 Instruction Cycle   

REGISTER  REFERENCE  INSTRUCTIONS   

Register Reference Instructions are identified when   

- 
  D   7 0  1,  I =  =   

- 
  Register Ref. Instr. is specified in b 0   ~ b   11 of  

IR  - 
  Execution starts with timing signal T 3   

r =  D   7 I T   3 
  => Register Reference Instruction  B i  

 IR(i) , i=0,1,2,..., 11 =   

r: 
  SC  0   

CLA 
  rB 11 : 

  AC  0   

CLE 
  rB 10 : 

  E  0   

CMA 
  rB 9 : 

  AC  AC’   

CME 
  rB 8 : 

  E  E’   

CIR 
  rB 7 : 

  AC  shr AC,  AC(15)  E, E  AC(0)   

CIL 
  rB 6 : 

  AC  shl AC,  AC(0)  E, E  AC(15)   
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INC  rB5: AC  AC + 1  

SPA  rB4: if (AC(15) = 0) then (PC  PC+1) SNA rB3: if  

(AC(15) = 1) then (PC  PC+1) SZA  rB2: if (AC = 0) then  

(PC  PC+1)  

SZE  rB1: if (E = 0) then (PC  PC+1)  

HLT  rB0: S  0  (S is a start-stop flip-flop)  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 24 MR Instructions  

MEMORY  REFERENCE  INSTRUCTIONS  

  Operation    

 Symbol  Symbolic  Description Decoder   

AND  D0 AC  AC  M[AR]  

 ADD  D1 AC  AC + M[AR], E  Cout  
 

 LDA 

D 

AC  

2 AC M [AR] STA D3 M[AR]  
 

 BUN    D4  PC  AR  
 

 BSA  D5 M[A R]  PC, PC  AR + 1  
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ISZ D6 M[AR]  M[AR] + 1, if M[AR] + 1 = 0 then PC  PC+1  

- The effective address of the instruction is in AR and was placed there 
during timing signal T2 when I = 0, or during timing signal T3 when I = 1 - 
Memory cycle is assumed to be short enough to complete in a CPU 
cycle - The execution of MR instruction starts with T4  

AND to AC  

D0T4: DR  M[AR] Read operand  

D0T5: AC  AC  DR, SC  AND with AC  

ADD to AC  

D1T4: DR  M[AR] Read operand  

D1T5:  AC  AC + DR, E  Cout, SC  0  Add to AC and store carry in E  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 25  

MEMORY  REFERENCE  INSTRUCTIONS  

LDA: Load to AC  

D2T4: DR  M[AR]  

0 
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0   D2T5: AC  DR, SC STA: 
Store AC  

D3T4: M[AR]  AC, SC  0  

 

BUN: Branch Unconditionally D4T4: PC 

 AR, SC  0  

BSA: Branch and Save Return Address  

Memory, PC, AR at time T4  Memory, PC after execution  

2020  

PC = 2121  

AR = 135135  

136PC = 136  

Memory  Memory  

0  BSA 135  

Next instruction  

  

  

Subroutine  

1  BUN 135  
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 0  BSA 135   

Next instruction  

  

21  

Subroutine  

1 BUN 135  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 26 MR Instructions  

MEMORY  REFERENCE  INSTRUCTIONS  

BSA:   

D5T4: M[AR]  PC,  AR  AR + 1 D5T5: 

PC  AR, SC  0  

ISZ: Increment and Skip-if-Zero 

D6T4: DR  M[AR]  

D6T5: DR  DR + 1  

D6T4: M[AR]  DR,  if (DR = 0) then (PC  PC + 1),  SC  0  
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FLOWCHART FOR MEMORY REFERENCE 

INSTRUCTIONS   
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INPUT-OUTPUT  AND  INTERRUPT  

A Terminal with a keyboard and a Printer  
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• Input 

INPR  
OUTR 
FGI  

FGO  
IEN  

-  

-  

-  

-Output Configuration  

Input- output   
 communicationSerial 

terminal  

Input register 
- 8 bits  

Output register - 8 bits 

Input flag - 1 bit 
Parallel  

Communications Path  

Output flag - 1 bit  

Interrupt enable - 1 bit  

The terminal sends and receives serial 
information 

The serial info. from the keyboard is 
shifted into INPR  

Printer   

 Receiver 

interface 

 

  

Keyboard   

Transmitter  
interface  

 

  

   

  
  

interface    

Computer   
registers and    
flip   -   flops    

  
  

  
  

FGO     OUTR   

AC    

INPR   FGI   

Serial Communications Path    
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The serial info. for the printer is stored in 

the OUTR 
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- INPR and OUTR communicate with the terminal serially and with the AC 
in parallel.  

- The flags are needed to synchronize the timing difference between  I/O 
device and the computer   
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PROGRAM-CONTROLLED  INPUT/OUTPUT  

• Program-controlled I/O  

- Continuous CPU involvement  

I/O takes valuable CPU time  

- CPU slowed down to I/O speed  

- Simple  

- Least hardware  

Input  

LOOP  SKI     DEV  

BUN   LOOP  

INP     DEV  

Output  

LDA    DATA  

LOOP        SKO   DEV  

BUN   LOOP  
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OUT   DEV  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 32  

INTERRUPT  INITIATED  INPUT/OUTPUT  

- Open communication only when some data has to be passed --> interrupt.  

- The I/O interface, instead of the CPU, monitors the I/O device.   

- When the interface founds that the I/O device is ready for data transfer, it 

generates an interrupt request to the CPU  

- Upon detecting an interrupt, the CPU stops momentarily the task it is 
doing, branches to the service routine to process the data transfer, and 
then returns to the task it was performing.  

* IEN (Interrupt-enable flip-flop)  

- can be set and cleared by instructions  

- when cleared, the computer cannot be interrupted  
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FLOWCHART  FOR  INTERRUPT   

CYCLE   
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- The instruction that returns the control to the original 
program is  "indirect BUN   0"   
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REGISTER  TRANSFER  OPERATIONS  IN  INTERRUPT CYCLE  

Memory  

Before interrupt  After interrupt cycle  

  

Register Transfer Statements for Interrupt Cycle  

- R  F/F  1     if IEN (FGI + FGO)T0 T1 T2   

T0 T1 T2 (IEN)(FGI + FGO):   R  1  

0   BUN     1120   

1   BUN   0   

Main    
Program    

I/O    
Program    

256     00   
PC =  1 1   

255255   
PC =  256256   

11201120   

0   BUN   1120   

1   BUN   0   

Main   
Program   

I/O   
Program   
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- The fetch and decode phases of the instruction cycle 
must be modified Replace T0, T1, T2 with  R'T0, R'T1, 
R'T2 - The interrupt cycle :  

RT0: AR  0,  TR  PC  

RT1: M[AR]  TR,  PC  0  

RT2: PC  PC + 1,  IEN  0,  R  0, SC  0  

Basic Computer Organization & Design 35 I/O and Interrupt  

FURTHER  QUESTIONS  ON  

INTERRUPT  

How can the CPU recognize the device requesting 

an interrupt ?  

Since different devices are likely to require 

different interrupt service routines, how can  
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the CPU obtain the starting address of the appropriate 

routine in each case ?  

Should any device be allowed to interrupt the CPU 

while another interrupt is being serviced ?  

How can the situation be handled when two or more 

interrupt requests occur simultaneously  

?  
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Basic Computer Organization & Design 37 Description  

COMPLETE  COMPUTER  DESCRIPTION    

Microoperations   
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PC  AR, SC  0   

DR  M[AR]   

DR  DR + 1   

M[AR]  DR,  if(DR=0) then (PC  PC + 1),    
SC  0   

 Basic Computer Organization & Design  38   Description   
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COMPLETE  COMPUTER  DESCRIPTION          

Microoperations  

 

 

Register-Reference  
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CLA  

CLE  

CMA  

CME  

CIR  

CIL  

INC  

SPA  

SNA  

SZA  

SZE  

HLT  

Input-Output  

INP  

OUT  

SKI  

SKO ION  

IOF  

D7I T3 = r  

IR(i) = Bi 

r: rB11: 
rB10: 
rB9: 
rB8: 
rB7: 
rB6: 
rB5: 
rB4: 
rB3: 
rB2: 
rB1:  
rB0:  

D7IT3 = p   
IR(i) = Bi 

p: pB11: 

pB10: 

pB9: 

pB8: 

pB7: 

pB 6:  

(Common to all register-reference instr)  

(i = 0,1,2, ..., 11)  

SC 0  

AC 0 E 
0  

AC AC  

E E  

AC shr AC, AC(15) E, E AC(0)  

AC shl AC, AC(0) E, E AC(15)  

AC AC + 1  

If(AC(15) =0) then  (PC PC + 1)  

If(AC(15) =1) then  (PC PC + 1)  

If(AC = 0) then (PC PC + 1)  

If(E=0) then (PC PC + 1)  

S  0  

(Common to all input-output instructions)  

(i = 6,7,8,9,10,11)  

SC 0  

AC(0-7) INPR, FGI 0  
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OUTR  AC(0 - , FGO  7) 0   

If(FGI=1) then (PC  PC + 1)   

If(FGO=1) then (PC  PC + 1)   

IEN   IEN  1 

0   

 Basic Computer Organization & Design  39   Design of Basic Computer   
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DESIGN  OF  BASIC  COMPUTER(BC)  

Hardware Components of BC A  

memory unit:     4096 x 16.  

Registers:    

AR, PC, DR, AC, IR, TR, OUTR, INPR, and SC Flip-
Flops(Status):    

I, S, E, R, IEN, FGI, and FGO  

Decoders:         a 3x8 Opcode decoder a 
4x16 timing  

decoder Common bus:   16 bits Control 
logic gates:  

Adder and Logic circuit:   Connected to AC  

Control Logic Gates  

- Input Controls of the nine registers  

- Read and Write Controls of memory  

- Set, Clear, or Complement Controls of the flipflops  
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- S2, S1, S0 Controls to select a register for the bus   

- AC, and Adder and Logic circuit   

Basic Computer Organization & Design 40 Design of Basic Computer  

CONTROL  OF  REGISTERS  AND  MEMORY  

Address Register; AR  

Scan all of the register transfer statements that change the content of AR:  

R’T0:      AR  PC            LD(AR) R’T2:       

AR  IR(0-11)     LD(AR )  

D’7IT3:   AR  M[AR]       LD(AR)  

RT0:       AR 0               CLR(AR) D5T4:     AR 
AR + 1      INR(AR)  

LD(AR) = R'T0 + R'T2 + D'7IT3  

CLR(AR) = RT0  

INR(AR) = D5T4  
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CONTROL  OF  FLAGS  

IEN: Interrupt Enable Flag pB7:    IEN 1  ( I/O 

Instruction ) pB6:    

IEN 0  ( I/O Instruction )  

RT2:    IEN 0  ( Interrupt ) p =  

D7IT3  ( Input/Output Instruction )  
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AR   

LD   

INR    
CLR    

Clock    

To bus    
  12   

From bus   
12   

D'   
I  

T   
T   

R  

T   
D  

T   

  7 

3   
2   

0   

  4 
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DESIGN  OF  ACCUMULATOR   
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LOGIC  
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Basic Computer Organization & Design 44 Design of AC Logic  

CONTROL  OF  AC  REGISTER  

Gate structures for controlling the 

LD, INR, and CLR of AC  

  

rB 5   :   AC  AC + 1   Increment    
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ALU (Adder & Logic Circuits)   
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Organization   

  

Chapter 7: Microprogrammed Control  

   

   

Dr. Lo’ai Tawalbeh  

   

Control Unit Implementation  

• Hardwired  
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Organization   

  

• Microprogrammed  

Microprogrammed Control Unit  
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Organization   

• Control signals  

– Group of bits used to select paths in multiplexers, 
decoders, arithmetic logic units  

• Control variables  

– Binary variables specify microoperations  

• Certain microoperations initiated while others idle  

• Control word  

– String of 1’s and 0’s represent control variables  

Microprogrammed Control Unit  
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Organization   

• Control memory  

–Memory contains control words  

• Microinstructions  

–Control words stored in control memory  

–Specify control signals for execution of 
microoperations  

• Microprogram  

–Sequence of microinstructions  

Control Memory  
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Organization   

• Read-only memory (ROM)  

• Content of word in ROM at given address specifies 
microinstruction  

• Each computer instruction initiates series of 
microinstructions (microprogram) in control memory  

• These microinstructions generate microoperations to  

– Fetch instruction from main memory  

– Evaluate effective address  

– Execute operation specified by instruction  
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Organization   

– Return control to fetch phase for next instruction  

AddressControl  

word  

(microinstruction)  

Microprogrammed Control  

Organization  

 

   ExintepruntalControl word  

C   o   n   t   r   o   l   

m   e   m   o   r   y   

(   R   O   M   ) 
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Organization   

   

• Control memory  

– Contains microprograms (set of microinstructions)  

– Microinstruction contains  

• Bits initiate microoperations  

• Bits determine address of next microinstruction  

• Control address register (CAR)  

– Specifies address of next microinstruction  

Microprogrammed Control Organization  
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Organization   

• Next address generator (microprogram sequencer)  

– Determines address sequence for control memory  

• Microprogram sequencer functions  

– Increment CAR by one  

– Transfer external address into CAR  

– Load initial address into CAR to start control 
operations   



 

 

  

Microprogrammed Control  

Organization  

• Control data register (CDR)- or pipeline register  

– Holds microinstruction read from control memory  

– Allows execution of microoperations specified by control 
word  simultaneously  with  generation  of  next 
microinstruction  

• Control unit can operate without CDR  



 

 

 

word  

Microprogram Routines  

• Routine  

–Group of microinstructions stored in control 
memory  



 

 

• Each computer instruction has its own 

microprogram routine to generate 

microoperations that execute the instruction  
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 10Computer Organization   

Microprogram Routines  

• Subroutine  



 

 

– Sequence of microinstructions used by other routines to 
accomplish particular task  

• Example  

– Subroutine to generate effective address of operand for 
memory reference instruction  

• Subroutine register (SBR)  

– Stores return address during subroutine call  

EcCpeE 227512 -:  CDoigmitpaul tLeorg  Oicr  Dgeasniigzna  2 t5io2n : 
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Conditional Branching  

• Branching from one routine to another depends 
on status bit conditions  

• Status bits provide parameter info such as  

– Carry-out of adder – 

Sign bit of number  

– Mode bits of 
instruction  

• Info in status bits can be tested and actions 
initiated based on their conditions: 1 or 0  
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• Unconditional branch  

– Fix value of status bit to 1  

Mapping of Instruction  

• Each computer instruction has its own 

microprogram routine stored in a given 

location of the control memory  

• Mapping  
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–Transformation from instruction code bits to 
address in control memory where routine is 
located  

Mapping of Instruction  

• Example  

– Mapping 4-bit operation code to 7-bit address  

OP-codes of Instructions  

ADD  0000  

AND  0001  

LDA  
0010  Control  
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 memory  

Mapping bits  0 xxxx 0 0 Address  

0 0000 00  

   

0 0001 00  

0 0010 00   

Address Sequencing  
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• Address sequencing capabilities required 

in control unit  

–Incrementing CAR  

–Unconditional or conditional branch, depending 
on status bit conditions  

–Mapping from bits of instruction to address for 
control memory  

–Facility for subroutine call and return  

Address Sequencing   
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Microprogram Example   
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Computer instruction format  

Oicr  Dgeasniigzna  

Microprogram Example 
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15 14 11  10  0  

  

 

Microinstruction Format  

3  3  3  2  2  7  

  

F1, F2, F3: Microoperation fields C 

D: Condition for branching  

 BR: Branch field  

 AD: Address field  

I   O   p   c   o   d   e   A   d   d   r   e   s   s  

Four computer instructions   

Symbol            OP - code             Description   

EA is the effective address   

ADD      0000     

BRANCH      0001       

STORE  0010     

EXCHANGE  0011     

F   1 F   2   F   3   C   D   B   R   A   D  
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Microinstruction Fields 
  

F1 Microoperation Symbol   

000  None   NOP   

 AC  AC + DR 001   ADD   

0 010  AC     CLRAC   

1  AC  AC +  011   INCAC   

100   AC  DR DRTAC   

101   AR  DR(0 - 10)  DRTAR   

110   AR  PC PCTAR   

111   M[A R]  DR   WRITE   

F  

2  

M 

i 

c 

r 

o 

o 

p 

e 

r 

ation Symbol   

 None 000   NOP   

 AC  AC  001 -   DRSUB   

010  AC  AC  DR OR   

011  AC  AC  DR AND   

100   DR  M[AR]   READ   

101   DR  AC ACTDR   

110   DR  DR + 1   INCDR   

111   DR(0 -   PC 10)   PCTDR   

F3   Microoperation Symbol   

000  None   NOP   

 AC  AC  DR XOR 001   

 AC  AC’ COM 010   

011  AC  shl AC   SHL   

100   AC  shr AC SHR   

101   PC  PC + 1   INCPC   

110   PC  AR ARTPC   

111   Reserved   

Microinstruction Fields 
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CD Condition      Symbol    Comments  

00 Always = 1  U  Unconditional branch  

01 DR(15) I  Indirect address bit  

10 AC(15) S  Sign bit of AC  

11 AC = 0  Z  Zero value in AC  

 

Symbolic Microinstruction  

 Sample Format  el:       Micro-ops CD BR   AD  

BR        Symbol              Function   

  

            

  

            =   0   

  

11             MAP       CAR (2 - -   
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Lab  

    

 Label may be empty or may specify symbolic address 
terminated with colon  

   

 Micro-ops consists of 1, 2, or 3 symbols separated by commas  

   

 CD  one of {U, I, S, Z} U: Unconditional Branch  

 I:  Indirect address bit  

S:  Sign of AC  

Z:  Zero value in AC  

   

 BR   one of {JMP, CALL, RET, MAP}  

   

 AD one of {Symbolic address, NEXT, empty} Fetch 
Routine  
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 Fetch routine  

- Read instruction from memory -  

Decode instruction and update PC  

Microinstructions for fetch routine:  

 

Symbolic microprogram for fetch routine:  

   ORG 64  

FETCH:  PCTAR               U   JMP   NEXT  

READ, INCPC    U   JMP   NEXT  

DRTAR               U   MAP  

Binary microporgram for fetch routine:  

Binary  

address            F1           F2          F3           CD            BR           AD   

  

  

  DR(0 - 10) , CAR (2 - -   
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1000000 110         000         000           00             00      1000001  

1000001 000         100         101           00             00      1000010  

1000010           101         000         000           00             11      0000000  



 

 

 Symbolic Microprogram  

• Control memory:   128  20-bit words  

• First 64 words:      Routines for 16 machine instructions  

• Last 64 words:     Used for other purpose (e.g., fetch routine and other subroutines)  

• Mapping:                OP-code XXXX into 0XXXX00, first address for 16 routines are  

                                  0(0 0000 00), 4(0 0001 00), 8, 12, 16, 20, ..., 60  

Partial Symbolic Microprogram  
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25  

   
DRTAR  ComputUer  

OrRgEaTnization  

Binary Microprogram  

                                         Address       Binary Microinstruction   

Micro Routine         Decimal    Binary            F1          F2         F3       CD     BR           AD ADD 0         

0000000 000 000        000       01       01     1000011   

1   0000001             000         100       000      00          00        0000010   
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  2  0000010          001        000       000      00        00      1000000  

  3  0000011          000        000       000       00        00      1000000  

BRANCH       4        0000100          000        000       000       10         00     0000110  

5 0000101          000        000       000       00        00     1000000  

6 0000110          000        000        000       01        01     1000011  

7 0000111          000        000        110       00        00     1000000  

         STORE   8        0001000          000          000        000       01       01     1000011 9 0001001          000          

101       000       00       00     0001010  

Label              Microops                  CD       BR             AD  

   ORG  0          

ADD:  NOP   I  CALL  INDRCT  

   READ  U  JMP  NEXT  

   ADD  U  JMP  FETCH  

                ORG  4          

BRANCH:  NOP  S  JMP  OVER  

   NOP  U  JMP  FETCH  

OVER: NOP   I  CALL  INDRCT  

   ARTPC U  JMP  FETCH  

                ORG  8          

STORE: NOP   I  CALL  INDRCT  

   ACTDR U  JMP  NEXT  

   WRITE U  JMP  FETCH  

                ORG  12           

EXCHANGE:  NOP   I  CALL  INDRCT  

   READ  U  JMP  NEXT  

   ACTDR, DRTAC U  JMP  NEXT  

   WRITE U  JMP  FETCH  

                ORG  64           

FETCH: PCTAR U  JMP  NEXT  

   READ, INCPC  U  JMP  NEXT  

   DRTAR EcCpeE 227512 :-  CDoigmUitpaul tLeoMrgA OiPcr 

Dgaesniigzn a 2ti5o2n:  

INDRCT:  READ  U  JMP  NEXT  
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10 0001010            111         000       000       00        00     1000000  

11 0001011            000           000       000       00        00     1000000  

    EXCHANGE            12      0001100           000           000       000       01        01     1000011  

13 0001101            001           000       000       00        00     0001110  

14 0001110            100           101       000       00        00     0001111  

15 0001111            111         000       000       00        00     1000000  

   

FETCH                64      1000000          110           000       000       00        00     1000001  

65 1000001          000           100       101       00        00     1000010  

66 1000010           101           000       000       00        11     0000000  

INDRCT                 67      1000011          000            100       000       00        00     1000100  

                       68      1000100          101            000       000       00        10     0000000  

EcCpeE 227512 :-  CDoigmitpault Leorg Oicr   

Computer  

Design of Control Unit  
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Input Logic for Microprogram Sequencer  

F
C

r
P

o
U

m  S1 Z
ILs(ufloobrar  

ondue SxtBitnR ae w dCdiatrhell sPs C) 

for  

selection 

CD Field of CS  

Input Logic  

 I1I0T    Meaning   Source of Address                  S1S0      L  

   

 000       In-Line     CAR+1                                       00       0  

 001        JMP        CS(AD)                                       01       0  
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 010       In-Line     CAR+1                                       00       0  

 011       CALL       CS(AD) and SBR <- CAR+1     01       1  

 10x        RET         SBR                                           10       0  

 11x        MAP         DR(11-14)                                 11       0  

S1 = I1  

S0 = I0I1 + I1’T 
L =  

I1’I0T   
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

 8-1   Introduction  

 3 major parts of CPU : Fig. 8-1 1) Register Set  

 2) ALU  

 3) Control  

 Design Examples of simple CPU  

 Hardwired Control : Chap. 5 Microprogrammed Control : Chap. 7  

 In this chapter : Chap. 8 Computer Architecture as seen by the programmer Describe the 
organization and architecture of the CPU with an emphasis on the user’s view of the 
computer  

 User who programs the computer in machine/assembly language must be aware 
of   
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

» 1) Instruction Formats  

» 2)  Addressing Modes  

The » 3)  Register Sets 

last section presents the concept of 
Reduced Instruction Set  

Computer (RISC)  

 8-2 General Register Organization  

 Register 의필요성  

 Memory locations are needed for storing    

Ch   ap. 8    
의주 

  요 
  내 

  용 
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

pointers, counters, return address, temporary 
results, and partial products during  

multiplication   

(in the programming examples of Chap. 6) Memory access is the most time-
consuming  

operation in a computer  

 More convenient and efficient way is to store intermediate values in processor 
registers  

 Bus organization for 7 CPU registers : Fig. 8- 

2 2 MUX : select one of 7 register or external data input by SELA and SELB  
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

 BUS A and BUS B : form the inputs to a common ALU  
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

 ALU : OPR determine the arithmetic or logic microoperation   

» The result of the microoperation is available for external data output and also goes into 
the inputs of all the registers  

 3 X 8 Decoder : select the register (by SELD) that receives the information from 
ALU  

예제1) MUX A selector (SELA) : to  Binary selector input : 

place the content of R2 into BUS A 2) MUX B selector (SELB) : to place the 

content of R3 into BUS B 3) ALU operation selector (OPR) : to provide the 

arithmetic addition R2 + R3 4) Decoder selector (SELD) : to transfer the content of 

the output bus into R1  Control Word   

 14 bit control word (4 fields) : Fig. 8-2(b)  

» SELA (3 bits) : select a source register for the A input of the ALU  

» SELB (3 bits) : select a source register for the B input of the ALU  

» SELD (3 bits) : select a destination register using the 3 X 8 decoder  

 R1←R2+R3  
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Chap. 8  Central Processing Unit  

» OPR (5 bits) : select one of the operations in the ALU 

Encoding of  

Register Selection Fields : Tab. 8-1  

» SELA or SELB = 000 (Input) :  MUX selects the external input data  

» SELD = 000 (None) : no destination register is selected but the contents of the output 
bus are available in the external output  

Control Word 를 Control Memory 에  

 Encoding of ALU Operation (OPR) : Tab. 8-2 저장하여 Microprogrammed   

 Examples of Microoperations : Tab. 8-3 Control 방식으로제어가능함 
TSFA  

(Transfer A) : XOR :   

 8-3 Stack Organization  

Stack or 

LIFO(Last-In, First-Out) 

A  

Tab. 8-2   

Tab. 8-1   

R5←0(XORR5⊕R5)  

 R7 ← R1, External Output ← R2, External Output ← External 

Input  
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storage device that stores information   

» The item stored last is the first item retrieved = a stack of tray  

Stack Pointer (SP)  

» The register that holds the address for the stack  

» SP always points at the top item in the stack Two  

Operations of a stack : Insertion and Deletion of Items  

» PUSH : Push-Down = Insertion  

» POP : Pop-Up = Deletion Stack 의종류  

» 1) Register Stack (Stack Depth 가제한)   
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 a finite number of memory words or register(stand alone)  

» 2) Memory Stack (Stack Depth 가유동적)  

 a portion of a large memory   

Register Stack : Fig. 8-3  

PUSH : : Increment SP  

* 초기상태 :  Write to 

the stack  

SP = 0,   

EMTY = 1, : Check if stack is full  

empty » The first FULL = 0 : Mark not 

item is stored at address 1, and the last item is stored at 
address 0  

POP : : Read item from the 

top of stack : Decrement Stack Pointer  

: Check if stack is empty  

  SP ← SP +1  

M [SP]← DR  

If (SP = 0) then (FULL ←1)  

EMTY ← 0  

DR ← M [SP]  

SP ← SP −1  

A   
B   
C   SP   

EM   T   Y    FU   LL   

DR    

64     

0     
1     
2   

  3   
4     

Ad   dress    

Last Item    
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:  Mark not full  

 Memory Stack : Fig. 8-4 PUSH :  

* 초기 상태  

SP = 4001   

If (SP = 0) then (EMTY ←1)  

FULL ← 0  

SP ← SP −1  

M [SP]← DR  
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» The first item is stored at  
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address 4000  

 POP :  DR ← M[SP] SP← SP+1   * Error Condition  

PUSH when FULL = 1  

 Stack Limits  POP  when EMTY = 1  

 Check for stack overflow(full)/underflow(empty)  

» Checked by using two register  

 Upper Limit and Lower Limit Register  

» After PUSH Operation  

 SP compared with the upper limit register  

» After POP Operation  

 SP compared with the lower limit register  

 RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) Stack 을이용한 Arithmetic  

 The common mathematical method of writing arithmetic expressions imposes 
difficulties when evaluated by a computer  

 A stack organization is very effective for evaluating arithmetic expressions  
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 Fields in Instruction Formats 1) Operation Code Field : specify 

the operation to be performed 2) Address Field :  

designate a memory address or a processor register 3) Mode  
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Field : specify the operand or the effective address (Addressing Mode)  

 3 types of CPU organizations  

1) Single AC Org. : ADD X  

2) General Register Org. : ADD R1, R2, R3  

3) Stack Org. : PUSH X  

The influence of the number of addresses on computer instruction  

[예제] X = (A + B)*(C + D)  

- 4 arithmetic operations :  ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV  

- 1 transfer operation to and from memory and general register :  MOV  

- 2 transfer operation to and from memory and AC register :  STORE,  

LOAD  

- Operand memory addresses :  A, B, C, D  

- Result memory address :  X 1) Three-Address Instruction  

R1← R2 +R3  

TOS ← M[X ]  

]   [   X   M   AC   AC   
+   ←   

X = Operand Address    
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ADD  R1, A, B  

ADD  R2, C, D  

MUL  X, R1, R2  
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» Each address fields specify either a processor register or a 
memory operand  

» Short program  

»   Require too many  bit to specify 3 address   

R1← M[A]+ M[B]  

R2 ← M[C]+ M[D]  

M[X ]← R1∗ R2  
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2)  Two-Address Instruction  

MOV R1, A ADD R1, 

B MOV R2, C ADD  

R2, D  

MUL R1, R2 MOV X, 

R1  

» The most common in commercial computers  

» Each address fields specify either a processor register or a memory operand  

3) One-Address Instruction  

LOAD  A  

ADD B  

STORE  T  

LOAD C ADD  D  

R1← M[A]  

R1← R1+ M [B]  

R2 ← M[C]  

R2 ← R2 + M [D]  

R1← R1∗ R2  

M[X ]← R1  
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MUL 

 T  

STORE 

 X  

» All operations are done between the AC register and memory 
operand  

  

4)  Zero-Address Instruction  

ADD  

MUL  

POP X  

» Stack-organized computer does not use an address field for the instructions ADD, and  

MUL  

» PUSH, and POP instructions need an address field to specify the operand  

» Zero-Address : absence of address ( ADD, MUL )  

AC ← M[A]  

AC ← A[C]+ M[B]  

M[T ]← AC  

AC ← M[C]  

AC ← AC + M[D]  

AC ← AC ∗ M[T ]  

M[X ]← AC  

PUSH  A  

PUSH  

ADD  

B  

PUSH  C  

PUSH  D  
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RISC Instruction Only use LOAD and STORE 

instruction when communicating between memory  

and CPU  

  

All other instructions are executed  

within the registers of the CPU without referring to  

memory RISC architecture will be explained in 
Sec. 8-8  

Program to evaluate X = ( A + B ) * ( C + D )  

LOAD  R1, A  

LOAD  R2, B  

LOAD  R3, C  

LOAD  R4, D  

ADD R1, R1, R2  

TOS ← A  

TOS ← B  

TOS ← (A + B)  

TOS ← C  

TOS ← D  

TOS ← (C + D)  

TOS ← (C + D)∗(A + B)  

M[X ]← TOS  
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ADD R3, R3, R4 MUL R1, R1, R3 STORE  

 X, R1  

8-5   Addressing Modes  

Addressing Mode 의필요성  

 1) To give programming versatility to the user  

  

» pointers to memory, counters for loop control, indexing of data, ….  

 2) To reduce the number of bits in the addressing field of the instruction  

 Instruction Cycle 1) Fetch the instruction from memory and PC + 1 2) 

Decode the instruction  

3) Execute the instruction   
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R1← M[A]  

R2 ← M[B]  

R3← M[C]  

R4 ← M[D]   

R1← R1+ R2  

R3← R3+ R4  

R1← R1∗ R3  

M[X ]← R1  
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 Program Counter (PC)  

PC keeps track of the instructions in the program stored in memory 

PC holds the address of the instruction to be executed next PC 

is incremented each time an instruction is fetched from memory  

 Addressing Mode of the Instruction 1) Distinct Binary Code  

» Instruction Format 에 Opcode 와같이별도에 Addressing Mode Field 를갖고있음  

2) Single Binary Code  

» Instruction Format 에 Opcode 와 Addressing Mode Field 가섞여있음  

Instruction Format with mode field : Fig. 8-6  

Opcode  Mode  Address  

 Implied Mode  

Operands are specified implicitly in definition of the instruction  

Examples  
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» COM : Complement Accumulator  

 Operand in AC is implied in the definition of the 

instruction  » PUSH :  Stack push  

 Operand is implied to be on top of the stack    

 Immediate Mode  

 Operand field contains the actual operand  

 Useful for initializing registers to a constant value  

Example : LD  #NBR  

 Register Mode  

 Operands are in registers  

 Register is selected from a register field in the instruction  

» k-bit register field can specify any one of 2k registers  

Example : LD R1Implied Mode  

 Register Indirect Mode  

 Selected register contains the address of the operand rather than the operand itself  

AC ← R1  
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 Address field of the instruction uses fewer bits to select a memory address  

» Register 를 select 하는것이 bit 수가적게소요됨  

Example : LD   (R1)  

 Autoincrement or  Autodecrement Mode  

 Similar to the register indirect mode except that  

» the register is incremented after its value is used to access memory  

» the register is decrement before its value is used to access memory  

Direct  Example (Autoincrement) :  LD   (R1)+  

Addressing Mode  

 Effective address is equal to the address field of the instruction (Operand) Address 

field specifies the actual branch address in a branch-type instruction  

 Example :  LD   ADR  AC ←M [ADR ]  

ADR = Address part of Instruction  

 Indirect Addressing Mode  

AC ←M [R1]  

AC ←M [R1], R1 ←R1+1  
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 Address field of instruction gives the address where the effective address is stored 
in  

memory  

 Example :  LD   @ADR  

 Relative Addressing Mode  

PC is added to the address part of the instruction to obtain the effective address 

Example :  LD   $ADR  

 Indexed Addressing Mode  

 XR (Index register) is added to the address part of the instruction to obtain the 
effective address  

 Example :  LD   ADR(XR)  

 Base Register Addressing Mode Not Here  

 the content of a  base register  is added to the address part of the instruction to obtain 
the effective address  

 Similar to the indexed addressing mode except that the register is now called a base 
register instead of an index register  

AC ←M [PC+ADR ]  

AC ←M [M [ADR ]]  

AC ←M [ADR +XR]  
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» index register (XR) : LD  ADR(XR)ADR 기준  

 index register hold an index number that is relative to the address part of the instruction  

» base register (BR) : LD  ADR(BR)BR 기준  

 base register hold a base address  

AC ←M [ADR +XR]  

AC ←M [BR+ADR ]  
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 8-6   Data Transfer and Manipulation  
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 Most computer instructions can be classified into three categories:  

1) Data transfer, 2) Data manipulation, 3) Program control instructions  

 Data Transfer Instruction Typical Data Transfer Instruction : Tab. 8-5  

» Load : transfer from memory to a processor register, usually an AC (memory read)  

» Store : transfer from a processor register into memory (memory write)  

» Move : transfer from one register to another register  

» Exchange : swap information between two registers or a register and a memory word  

» Input/Output : transfer data among processor registers and input/output device  

» Push/Pop : transfer data between processor registers and a memory stack  

8 Addressing Mode for the LOAD Instruction : Tab. 8-6  

» @ :  Indirect Address  

» $ :  Address relative to PC  

» # : Immediate Mode  

» ( ) : Index Mode, Register Indirect, Autoincrement 에서 register 지정 Data 

Manipulation Instruction  
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 1) Arithmetic, 2) Logical and bit manipulation, 3) Shift 
Instruction  

 Arithmetic Instructions : Tab. 8-7 Logical and  

Bit Manipulation Instructions : Tab. 8-8 Shift  

Instructions : Tab. 8-9  

8-7   Program Control  

 Program Control Instruction : Tab. 8-10  

Branch and Jump instructions are used interchangeably to 

mean the same thing  

 Status Bit Conditions : Fig. 8-8 Condition Code Bit or Flag Bit  

» The bits are set or cleared as a result of an operation performed in the ALU  

 4- bit status register Bit C (carry) : set to 1 if the end carry C8 is 1 Bit S (sign) 

: set to 1 if F7 is 1  

 Bit Z (zero) : set to 1 if the output of the ALU contains all 0’s  
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 Bit V (overflow) : set to 1 if the exclusive-OR of the last two carries (C8 and C7) is 
equal to 1  

 Flag Example : A - B = A + ( 2’s Comp. Of B ) : A =11110000, B = 00010100  

11110000  

 

 Conditional Branch : Tab. 8-11  

 Subroutine Call and Return  

 CALL :: Decrement stack point  

: Push content of PC onto the stack : Transfer control to the 

subroutine  

 RETURN :: Pop stack and transfer to  

PC  

:  Increment stack pointer  

 Program Interrupt Program Interrupt  

SP ← SP −1  

M[SP]← PC  

PC ← Effective Address  

PC ← M[SP]  

SP ← SP+1  

(2 ’s comp. of B )   C = 1, S = 1, V = 0, Z = 0   
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» Transfer program control from a currently running program to another service program as 
a result of an external or internal generated request  

» Control returns to the original program after the service program is executed  

 Interrupt Service Program 과 Subroutine Call 의차이점  

» 1) An interrupt is initiated by an internal or external signal (except for software interrupt)  

 A subroutine call is initiated from the execution of an instruction (CALL)  

» 2) The address of the interrupt service program is determined by the hardware  

 The address of the subroutine call is determined from the address field of an instruction  

» 3) An interrupt procedure stores all the information necessary to define the state of the   

CPU  
 A subroutine call stores only the program counter (Return address)  

 Program Status Word (PSW)  

External Int.  

» The collection of all status bit conditions in the CPU Internal Int.   Interrupt Two CPU 

Operating Modes Software Int. Detect
  

» Supervisor (System) Mode : Privileged Instruction 실행  
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 When the CPU is executing a program that is part of             Determine 
the the operating system   address of ISR  

» User Mode : User program 실행 PC, CPU Register, Status Condition  

 When the CPU is executing an user program   Store Information CPU 

operating mode is determined from special bits in the PSW  

 Types of Interrupts   Main body of ISR 1) External Interrupts  ISR   

» come from I/O device, from a timing device, from a circuit        

Restore Information 

monitoring the power supply, or from any other external source   

 2) Internal Interrupts or TRAP    Interrupt   

» caused by register overflow, attempt to divide by zero,         Return an invalid operation code, 

stack overflow, and protection violation 3)  Software Interrupts  

» initiated by executing an instruction (INT or RST)  

» used by the programmer to initiate an interrupt procedure at any desired point in the program  

8-8  Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)  
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 Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC)  

Major characteristics of a CISC architecture  

» 1) A large number of instructions - typically from 100 to 250 instruction  

» 2) Some instructions that perform specialized tasks and are used infrequently  

» 3) A large variety of addressing modes - typically from 5 to 20  different modes  

» 4)  Variable-length instruction formats  

» 5) Instructions that manipulate operands in memory (RISC 에서는 in register)  

 Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)  

 Major characteristics of a RISC architecture  

» 1) Relatively few instructions  

» 2) Relatively few addressing modes  

» 3) Memory access limited to load and store instruction   

» 4) All operations done within the registers of the CPU  

» 5) Fixed-length, easily decoded instruction format  

» 6) Single-cycle instruction execution  
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» 7) Hardwired rather than microprogrammed control  

 Other characteristics of a RISC architecture  

» 1) A relatively large number of registers in the processor unit  

» 2) Use of overlapped register windows to speed-up procedure call and return » 
3) Efficient instruction pipeline  
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» 4) Compiler support for efficient translation of high-level language programs into machine 
language programs  

 Overlapped  Register  

Windows Time consuming 

operations during procedure call  

» Saving and restoring registers  

» Passing of parameters and results  

Overlapped Register Windows  

» Provide the passing of parameters and 
avoid the need            for saving and 
restoring register values by hardware  

 Concept of overlapped register 

windows : Fig. 8-9 Total 74 

registers : R0 - R73  

» R0 - R9 : Global registers » R10 - R63 : 4 
windows  
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 Window A  

B10 Local registers   Window 

+   Window C 

2 sets of 6 registers   

Window D  (common to adjacent windows)  

 Example) Procedure A calls procedure B  

» R26 - R31   

 Store parameters for procedure B  

 Store results of procedure B  

» R16 - R25  : Local to procedure A  

» R32 - R41 : Local to procedure B Window Size = L + 2C +  

G = 10 + (  2 X 6 ) + 10 = 32 registers  

 Register File (total register) = (L + C) X W + G = (10 + 6 ) X 4 + 10 = 74 registers  

» 여기서, G : Global registers = 10 L 

: Local registers = 10  

C : Common registers = 6  
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W : Number of windows = 4  

 Berkeley RISC I RISC Architecture 의기원 : 1980  

년대초  

» Berkeley RISC project : first project = Berkeley RISC I  

» Stanford MIPS project  

Berkeley RISC I  

» 32 bit CPU, 32 bit instruction format, 31 instruction  

» 3 addressing modes : register, immediate, relative to PC  

Instruction Set : Tab. 8-12 Instruction  

Format : Fig. 8-10 Register Mode : bit  

13 = 0  

» S2 = register  

» Example) ADD  R22, R21, R23  

 ADD  Rs, S2, Rd : Rd = Rs + S2  

Register Immediate Mode : bit 13 = 1  

» S2 = sign extended 13 bit constant  
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» Example) LDL  (R22)#150, R5  

 LDL   (Rs)S2, Rd : Rd = M[R22] + 150  

PC Relative Mode   

» Y = 19 bit relative address  

» Example) JMPR  COND, Y  

 Jump to PC = PC + Y » CWP (Current 
Window Pointer)  

 CALL, RET 시 stack pointer 같이사용됨 

RISC Architecture 
Originator  

Architecture  Originator  Licensees  
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Alpha  

MIPS  

PA-RISC  

PowerPC 

Sparc i960  

DEC  

MIPS Technologies  

Hewlett Packard  

Apple, IBM, Motorola  

Sun  

Intel  

Mitsubishi, Samsung  

NEC, Toshiba  

Hitachi, Samsung  

Bul  

Fujitsu, Hyundai  

Intel only (Embedded Controller)  
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HISTORY OF C 

 C programming language was developed in 1972 by Dennis Ritchie at bell laboratories of 

AT&T (American Telephone & Telegraph), located in the U.S.A. 

 Dennis Ritchie is known as the founder of the c language. 

Features of C Language 

 C is the widely used language. It provides many features that are given below. 

1. Simple 

2. Machine Independent or Portable 

3. Mid-level programming language 

4. structured programming language 

5. Rich Library 

6. Memory Management 

7. Fast Speed 

8. Pointers 

9. Recursion 

10. Extensible 

Hello World using C Programming. 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

int main() { 

   /* my first program in C */ 

printf("Hello, World! \n"); 

 

return 0; 

} 

 

Compile and Execute C Program 

Let us see how to save the source code in a file, and how to compile and run it. Following are 

the simple steps − 

 Open a text editor and add the above-mentioned code. 

 Save the file as hello.c 



 Open a command prompt and go to the directory where you have saved the file. 

 Type gcchello.c and press enter to compile your code. 

 If there are no errors in your code, the command prompt will take you to the next line and 

would generate a.out executable file. 

 Now, type a.out to execute your program. 

 You will see the output "Hello World" printed on the screen. 

 

 

Applications of C Programming 

C was initially used for system development work, particularly the programs that make-up the 

operating system. C was adopted as a system development language because it produces code 

that runs nearly as fast as the code written in assembly language. Some examples of the use of C 

are - 

 Operating Systems 

 Language Compilers 

 Assemblers 

 Text Editors 

 Print Spoolers 

 Network Drivers 

 Modern Programs 

 Databases 

 Language Interpreters 

 Utilities 

Tokens in C 

A C program consists of various tokens and a token is either a keyword, an identifier, a constant, 

a string literal, or a symbol. For example, the following C statement consists of five tokens − 

printf("Hello, World! \n"); 

The individual tokens are − 

printf 

( 

"Hello, World! \n" 

) 

; 



Semicolons 

In a C program, the semicolon is a statement terminator. That is, each individual statement must 

be ended with a semicolon. It indicates the end of one logical entity. 

Given below are two different statements − 

printf("Hello, World! \n"); 

return0; 

Comments 

Comments are like helping text in your C program and they are ignored by the compiler. They 

start with /* and terminate with the characters */ as shown below − 

/* my first program in C */ 

You cannot have comments within comments and they do not occur within a string or character 

literals. 

Identifiers 

A C identifier is a name used to identify a variable, function, or any other user-defined item. An 

identifier starts with a letter A to Z, a to z, or an underscore '_' followed by zero or more letters, 

underscores, and digits (0 to 9). 

C does not allow punctuation characters such as @, $, and % within identifiers. C is a case-

sensitive programming language. Thus, Manpower and manpower are two different identifiers 

in C. Here are some examples of acceptable identifiers − 

mohdzaraabcmove_name  a_123 

myname50   _temp   j     a23b9      retVal 

Keywords 

The following list shows the reserved words in C. These reserved words may not be used as 

constants or variables or any other identifier names. 

auto else long switch 

break enum register typedef 

case extern return union 

char float short unsigned 



const for signed void 

continue goto sizeof volatile 

default if static while 

do int struct _Packed 

double    

Whitespace in C 

A line containing only whitespace, possibly with a comment, is known as a blank line, and a C 

compiler totally ignores it. 

Whitespace is the term used in C to describe blanks, tabs, newline characters and comments. 

Whitespace separates one part of a statement from another and enables the compiler to identify 

where one element in a statement, such as int, ends and the next element begins. Therefore, in 

the following statement − 

int age; 

there must be at least one whitespace character (usually a space) between int and age for the 

compiler to be able to distinguish them. On the other hand, in the following statement − 

fruit= apples + oranges;// get the total fruit 

no whitespace characters are necessary between fruit and =, or between = and apples, although 

you are free to include some if you wish to increase readability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Data types in c refer to an extensive system used for declaring variables or functions of 

different types. The type of a variable determines how much space it occupies in storage and 

how the bit pattern stored is interpreted. 

The types in C can be classified as follows − 

Sr.No. Types & Description 

1 
Basic Types 

They are arithmetic types and are further classified into: (a) integer types and (b) floating-

point types. 

2 
Enumerated types 

They are again arithmetic types and they are used to define variables that can only assign 

certain discrete integer values throughout the program. 

3 
The type void 

The type specifier void indicates that no value is available. 

4 
Derived types 

They include (a) Pointer types, (b) Array types, (c) Structure types, (d) Union types and (e) 

Function types. 

The array types and structure types are referred collectively as the aggregate types. The type of a 

function specifies the type of the function's return value. We will see the basic types in the 

following section, where as other types will be covered in the upcoming chapters. 

Integer Types 

The following table provides the details of standard integer types with their storage sizes and 

value ranges − 

Type Storage size Value range 

char 1 byte -128 to 127 or 0 to 255 

unsigned char 1 byte 0 to 255 



signed char 1 byte -128 to 127 

int 2 or 4 bytes 
-32,768 to 32,767 or -2,147,483,648 to 

2,147,483,647 

unsigned int 2 or 4 bytes 0 to 65,535 or 0 to 4,294,967,295 

short 2 bytes -32,768 to 32,767 

unsigned short 2 bytes 0 to 65,535 

long 8 bytes or (4bytes for 32 bit OS) -9223372036854775808 to 

9223372036854775807 

unsigned long 8 bytes 0 to 18446744073709551615 

To get the exact size of a type or a variable on a particular platform, you can use 

the sizeof operator. The expressions sizeof(type) yields the storage size of the object or type in 

bytes. Given below is an example to get the size of various type on a machine using different 

constant defined in limits.h header file − 

//This program prints the sum of 14 and 25. It shows how 
//to declare variables in C and  assignvalues to them. 
 #include <stdio.h> 
int main() { 
int a, b, sum;  a =14; 
b  =25; 
sum = a + b; 
printf("%d + %d = %d\n", a, b, sum); 
} 

 

When run, this program will print the following: 

 

14 + 25 = 39 
 

 

2.//prompt for two numbers and find their sum 



#include <stdio.h> 
int main() { 
int a, b; 
printf("Enter first number: "); scanf("%d", &a); 
printf("Enter second number: "); scanf("%d", &b); 
printf("%d + %d = %d\n", a, b, a + b); 
} 

 

/request 3 integers; print their average #include 
<stdio.h> 
int main() { 
int a, b, c; double average; 
printf("Enter 3 integers: "); scanf("%d %d 
%d", &a, &b, &c); average = (a + b + c) /3.0; 
printf("\nTheir average is %3.1f\n", average); 

} 

The if...elseConstruct 

/request 3 marks; print their average and Pass/Fail #include 
<stdio.h> 
int main() { 
int mark1, mark2, mark3; double 
average ; printf("Enter 3 marks: "); 
scanf("%d %d %d", &mark1, &mark2, &mark3); 
average = (mark1 + mark2 + mark3) / 3.0; 
printf("\nAverage is %3.1f", average); 
if (average >= 50) printf(" Pass\n"); else 
printf(" Fail\n"); 

} 

 

 

C DataTypes 

The types in C can be classified as follows: 

 

S.N. Types and Description 

 

1 
Basic Types: 

They are arithmetic types and consists of the two types: (a) integer types 

and (b) floating- point types. 

 

2 
Enumerated types: 

They are again arithmetic types and they are used to define variables that 



/* Legal*/ 

/* Legal*/ 

/* Legal*/ 

/* Illegal: 8 is not an octal digit */ 

/* Illegal: cannot repeat a suffix */ 

212 

215u 

0xFeeL 

078 

032UU 

can only be assigned certain discrete integer values throughout the 

program. 

3 The type void: 

The type specifiervoid indicates that no value is available. 

 

4 
Derived types: 

They include (a) Pointer types, (b) Array types, (c) Structure types, (d) 

Union types and 

(e) Function types. 

 

The array types and structure types are referred to collectively as the aggregate types.  

The  constants  refer  to  fixed  values  that  the  program  may  not  alter  during  its 

execution. These fixed values are also called literals. 

 

Constants can be of any of the basic data types like an integer constant, a floating 

constant, a character constant, or a string literal. There are also enumeration constants 

as well. 

 
The constants are treated just like regular variables except that their values cannot be 
modified after their definition. 

 

Integer literals 

An integer literal can be a decimal, octal, or hexadecimal constant. A prefix specifies the 

base or radix: 0x or 0X for hexadecimal, 0 for octal, and nothing for decimal. 
An integer literal can also have a suffix that is a combination of U and L, for unsigned and 

long, respectively. The suffix can be uppercase or lowercase and can be in any order. 

 

Here are some examples of integer literals: 

 

 

Following are other examples of various types of Integer literals: 



/* decimal */ 

/* octal */ 

/* hexadecimal */ 

/* int */ 

/* unsigned int */ 

/* long */ 

/* unsigned long */ 

85 

0213 

0x4b 

30 

30u 

30l 

30ul 

/* Legal*/ 

/* Legal*/ 

/* Illegal: incomplete exponent */ 

/* Illegal: no decimal or exponent */ 

/* Illegal: missing integer or fraction */ 

3.14159 

314159E-5L 

510E 

210f 

.e55 

 

Floating-point literals 

A floating-point literal has an integer part, a decimal point, a fractional part, and an 

exponent part. You can represent floating point literals either in decimal form or 

exponentialform. 

 
While representing using decimal form, you must include the decimal point, the exponent, 
or both and while representing using exponential form, you must include the integer part, 

the fractional part, or both. The signed exponent is introduced by e or E. 

 

Here are some examples of floating-point literals: 

 

Character constants 

Character literals are enclosed in single quotes, e.g., 'x' and can be stored in a simple 

variable of char type. 

 
A character literal can be a plain character (e.g., 'x'), an escape sequence (e.g., '\t'), or a 
universal character (e.g., '\u02C0'). 

 

There are certain characters in C when they are preceded by a backslash they will have 

special meaning and they are used to represent like newline (\n) or tab (\t). Here, you have 

a list of some of such escape sequencecodes: 

 

Escape 

sequence 
Meaning 

\\ \ character 

\' ' character 

\" " character 

\? ? character 

\a Alert or bell 



#include <stdio.h> 

 

intmain() 

{ 

printf("Hello\tWorld\n\n"); 

 

return0; 

} 

Hello World 

\b Backspace 

\f Form feed 

\n Newline 

\r Carriage return 

\t Horizontal tab 

\v Vertical tab 

\ooo Octal number of one to three digits 

\xhh . . . Hexadecimal number of one or more digits 

 

Following is the example to show few escape sequence characters: 

 

 

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result: 

 

String literals 

 String literals or constants are enclosed in double quotes "". A string contains characters 

that are similar to character literals: plain characters, escape sequences, and universal 

characters. 

  
 You can break a long line into multiple lines using string literals and separating them 

using whitespaces. 

 

 Here are some examples of string literals. All the three forms are identical strings. 



"hello, dear" 

"hello, \ 

dear" 

"hello, " "d" "ear" 

#include <stdio.h> 

 
#define LENGTH 10 

#defineWIDTH 5 

#define NEWLINE'\n' 

 

intmain() 

{ 

 
intarea; 

 
area= LENGTH *WIDTH; 

printf("value of area : %d", area); 

printf("%c",NEWLINE); 

 

return0; 

} 

 

Defining Constants 

There are two simple ways in C to define constants: 

 

1. Using #define preprocessor. 

2. Using constkeyword. 

 

The #define Preprocessor 

Following is the form to use #define preprocessor to define a constant: 

 
 

Following example explains it in detail: 

 

 

C StorageClasses 

A storageclass defines thescope(visibility) andlife-timeof variables and/or functions within 

a C Program. These specifiers precede the type that they modify. There are the following 

storage classes, which can be used in a CProgram 

#define identifier value 



{ 

intmount; 

autointmonth; 

} 

{ 

registerint miles; 

} 

 

 auto 

 

 register 

 

 static 

 

 extern 

 

The auto Storage Class 

The auto storage class is the default storage class for all local variables. 

 

 

The example above defines two variables with the same storage class, auto can only be 

used within functions, i.e., local variables. 

 

The register Storage Class 

The register storage class is used to define local variables that should be stored in a 

register instead of RAM. This means that the variable has a maximum size equal to the 

register size (usually one word) and can't have the unary '&' operator applied to it (as it 

does not have a memory location). 

 

The register should only be used for variables that require quick access such as counters. 

It should also be noted that defining 'register' does not mean that the variable will be 

stored in a register. It means that it MIGHT be stored in a register depending on hardware 

and implementationrestrictions. 

 

The static Storage Class 

The static storage class instructs the compiler to keep a local variable in existence during 

the life-time of the program instead of creating and destroying it each time it comes into 

and goes out of scope. Therefore, making local variables static allows them to maintain 

their values between functioncalls. 

 



#include <stdio.h> 

 
/* function declaration */ 

void func(void); 

staticintcount = 5; /* global variable */ 

main() 

{ 

while(count--) 

{ 

func(); 

} 

return0; 

} 

/* function definition */ 

void func(void ) 

{ 

staticinti = 5; /* local static variable */ 

i++; 

 
printf("i is %d and count is %d\n", i, count); 

} 

i is 6 and count is 4 

i is 7 and count is 3 

i is 8 and count is 2 

i is 9 and count is 1 

i is 10 and count is 0 

The static modifier may also be applied to global variables. When this is done, it causes 
that variable's scope to be restricted to the file in which it isdeclared. 

 

In C programming, when static is used on a class data member, it causes only one copy of 
that member to be shared by all objects of its class. 

 

 

You may not understand this example at this time because I have used function and global 

variables, which I have not explained so far. So for now, let us proceed even if you do not 

understand it completely. When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the 

following result: 

 

The extern Storage Class 

The extern storage class is used to give a reference of a global variable that is visible to 

ALL the program files. When you use 'extern', the variable cannot be initialized as all it 

does is point the variable name at a storage location that has been previouslydefined. 



 

When you have multiple files and you define a global variable or function, which will be 

used in other files also, then extern will be used in another file to give reference of defined 

variable or function. Just for understanding, extern is used to declare a global variable or 

function in anotherfile. 

 
The extern modifier is most commonly used when there are two or more files sharing the 

same global variables or functions as explained below. 

 

C OPERATORS 

Anoperator is a symbol that tells the compiler to perform specific mathematicalor logical 

manipulations. C language is rich in built-in operators and provides the following types of 

operators: 

 

 ArithmeticOperators 

 

 RelationalOperators 

 

 LogicalOperators 

 

 BitwiseOperators 

 

 AssignmentOperators 

 

 Misc Operators 

 

Arithmetic Operators 

Following table shows all the arithmetic operators supported by C language. Assume 

variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20, then: 

 

 

Operato

r 

Description Example 

+ Adds two operands A + B will give 30 

- Subtracts second operand from the first A - B will give -10 

* Multiplies both operands A * B will give 200 

/ Divides numerator by de-numerator B / A will give 2 

% Modulus Operator and remainder of after an 

integer division 

B % A will give 0 



Relational Operators 

Following table shows all the relational operators supported by C language. Assume 

variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20,then: 

 

 

Operato

r 

Description Example 

== Checks if the values of two operands are equal 

or not, if yes then condition becomes true. 
(A == B) is not true. 

!= Checks if the values of two operands are equal 

or not, if values are not equal then condition 

becomes true. 

(A != B) is true. 

 

> 
Checks if the value of left operand is greater 

than the value of right operand, if yes then 

condition becomes true. 

 

(A > B) is not true. 

< Checks if the value of left operand is less than 

the value of right operand, if yes then condition 

becomes true. 

(A < B) is true. 

 

>= 
Checks if the value of left operand is greater 

than or equal to the value of right operand, if 

yes then condition becomes true. 

 

(A >= B) is not true. 

 

<= 
Checks if the value of left operand is less than 

or equal to the value of right operand, if yes 

then condition becomes true. 

 

(A <= B) is true. 

 

 

Logical Operators 

Following table shows all the logical operators supported  by  C  language.  Assume  

variable A holds 1 and variable B holds 0,then: 

 

 

Operato

r 

Description Example 

&& Called Logical AND operator. If both the operands 

are non-zero, then condition becomes true. 
(A && B) is 

false. 

|| Called Logical OR Operator. If any of the two 

operands is non- zero, then condition becomes true. 
(A || B) is true. 

 

! 
Called Logical NOT Operator. Use to reverses the 

logical state of its operand. If a condition is true, 

then Logical NOT operator will make false. 

 

!(A && B) is 

true. 

 

Bitwise Operators 



Bitwise operator works on bits and performs bit-by-bit operation. The truth tables for 

&, |, and ^ are as follows 

P q p & q p | q p ^ q 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 1 

 

 

Assignment Operators 

There are following assignment operators supported by C language: 

 

Operato

r 

Description Example 

= Simple assignment operator, Assigns 

values from right side operands to 

left side operand 

C = A + B will assign value 

of A + B into C 

 

+= 
Add AND assignment operator, It adds 

right operand to the left operand and 

assign the result to left operand 

 

C += A is equivalent to C = C 

+ A 

 

-= 
Subtract AND assignment operator, It 

subtracts right operand from the left 

operand and assign the result to left 

operand 

 

C -= A is equivalent to C = C 

- A 

 

*= 
Multiply AND assignment operator, It 

multiplies right operand with the left 

operand and assign the result to left 

operand 

 

C *= A is equivalent to C = C 

* A 

 

/= 
Divide AND assignment operator, It 

divides left operand with the right 

operand and assign the result to left 

operand 

 

C /= A is equivalent to C = C / 

A 

 

%= 
Modulus AND assignment operator, 

It takes modulus using two operands 

and assignthe result to leftoperand 

 

C %= A is equivalent to C = C 

% A 

<<= Left shift AND assignment operator C <<= 2 is same as C = C << 

2 

>>= Right shift AND assignment operator C >>= 2 is same as C = C >> 

2 

&= Bitwise AND assignment operator C &= 2 is same as C = C & 2 

^= bitwise exclusive OR and assignment 

operator 

C ^= 2 is same as C = C ^ 2 



if(boolean_expression) 

{ 

/* statement(s) will execute if the boolean expression is true */ 

} 

|= bitwise inclusive OR and assignment 

operator 

C |= 2 is same as C = C | 2 

 

Misc Operators ↦sizeof& ternary 

There are few other important operators including sizeofand ? : supported by C Language. 

 

Operato

r 

Description Example 

sizeof() Returns the size of an variable. sizeof(a), where a is 

integer, will return 4. 

& Returns the address of an variable. &a; will give actual 

address of the variable. 

* Pointer to a variable. *a; will pointer to a 

variable. 

? : Conditional Expression If Condition is true ? 

Then value X : 

Otherwise value Y 

Decision Making in C 

Decision  making  structures  require  that  the  programmer  specify  one  or  more 

conditions to be evaluated or tested by the program, along with a statement or 

statements to be executed if the condition is determined to be true, and optionally, 

other statements to be executed if the condition is determined to be false. 

if statement 

An if statement consists of a boolean expression followed by one or more statements. 

 

Syntax 

The syntax of an if statement in C programming language is: 

 

 If the booleanexpression evaluates to true, then thof code inside the if  statement 

will be executed. 

  If booleanexpression evaluates to false, then the first set of code after the end of the 

if statement (after the closing curly brace) will beexecuted. 



if(boolean_expression) 

{ 

/* statement(s) will execute if the boolean expression is true */ 

} 

else 

{ 

/* statement(s) will execute if the boolean expression is false */ 

} 

if(boolean_expression1) 

{ 

/* Executes when the boolean expression 1 is true */ 

} 

else if( boolean_expression2) 

{ 

/* Executes when the boolean expression 2 is true */ 

} 

else if( boolean_expression3) 

{ 

/* Executes when the boolean expression 3 is true */ 

} 

else 

{ 

/* executes when the none of the above condition is true */ 

} 

 
 C programming language assumes any non-zero and non-null values as true and if 

it is either zero or null then it is assumed as false value. 

if...else statement 

 An if statement can be followed by an optional else statement, which executes when 
the boolean expression is false. 

 

Syntax 

The syntax of an if...else statement in C programming language is: 

 

 

 

 

The if...else if...else Statement 

Syntax 

The syntax of an if...else if...else statement in C programming language is: 

 



switch(expression){ 

caseconstant-expression : 

statement(s); 

break; /* optional */ 

caseconstant-expression : 

statement(s); 

break; /* optional*/ 

 
/* you can have any number of case statements*/ 

default :/* Optional*/ 

statement(s); 

} 

Exp1 ?Exp2 :Exp3; 

Switch statement 

A switch statement allows a variable to be tested for equality against a list of values. 

Each value is called a case, and the variable being switched on is checked for each 

switch case. 

 

Syntax 

The syntax for a switch statement in C programming language is as follows: 

 

 

The ? :Operator 

We have covered conditional operator ? : in previous chapter which can be  used  to 
replace if...else statements. It has the following generalform: 

 

 

Where Exp1, Exp2, and Exp3 are expressions. Notice the use and placement of the colon. 

 
The value of a ?expression is determined like this: Exp1 is evaluated. If it is true, then 
Exp2 is evaluated and becomes the value of the entire ?expression. If Exp1 is false, 

then Exp3 is evaluated and its value becomes the value of the expression. 

   

C LOOPS: 
 
 A loop statement allows us to execute a statement or group of statements multiple 

times and following is the general form of a loop statement in most of the 
programming languages 

While loop in C 

A while loop statement in C programming language repeatedly executes a target 

statement as long as a given condition istrue. 

 



while(condition) 

{ 

statement(s); 

} 

for( init; condition; increment ) 

{ 

Loop 

} 

do 

{ 

statement(s); 

}while(expression); 

 

 

 

 

 

Syntax 

The syntax of a while loop in C programming language is: 

 

 

 A for loop is a repetition control structure that allows you to efficiently write a loop 

that needs to execute a specific number of times. 

 

Syntax 

The syntax of a forloop in C programming language is: 

 

 

 

do...while loop in C 

Unlike for and while loops,  which  test  the  loop  condition  at  the  top  of  the  loop,     

the do...while loop in C programming language checks its condition at the bottom of 

the loop. 

 
A do...while loop is similar to a while loop, except that a do...while loop is guaranteed 
to execute at least one time. 

 Syntax 

The syntax of a do...while loop in C programming language is: 

 



break; 

break statement in C 

The break statement in C programming language has the following two usages: 

 

1. When the break statement is encountered inside a loop, the loop is immediately 

terminated and program control resumes at the next statement following theloop. 

 

2. It can be used to terminate a case in the switch statement (covered in the nextchapter). 

 

 

continue statement in C 

The continue statement   in   C   programming   language    works    somewhat    like    

the break statement. Instead of forcing termination, however, continue forces the next 

iteration of the loop to take place, skipping any code inbetween. 

 
For the for loop, continue statement causes the conditional test and increment 
portions  of the loop to execute. For the while and do...while loops, continue 

statement causes the program control passes to the conditionaltests. 

Syntax 

The syntax for a continue statement in C is as follows: 

Continue; 

goto statement in C 

A gotostatement in C programming language provides an unconditional jump fromthe 
gototo a labeled statement in the same function. 

 

NOTE: Use of gotostatement is highly discouraged in any programming language 

because it makes difficult to trace the control flow of a program, making the program 

hard to understand and hard to modify. Any program that uses a gotocan be rewritten 

so that it doesn't need the goto. 

 

Syntax 

The syntax for a gotostatement in C is as follows: 

gotolabel; 

.. 

. 

label: statement; 

 



Here label can be any plain text except C keyword and it can be set anywhere in the C 
program above or below to gotostatement. 

 

 

 

 

 

C FUNCTIONS 
 

 Functionis agroupof statements that together perform a task. Every Cprogram has at 

least one function, which is main(), and all the most trivial programs can define 

additional functions. 

 You can divide up your code into separate functions. How you divide up your code 
among different functions is up to you, but logically the division usually is so each 
function performs a specifictask. 

 
A function declaration tells the compiler about a function's name, return type, and 
parameters. A function definition provides the actual body of the function. 

 

Defining a Function 

The general form of a function definition in C programming language is as follows: 

return_typefunction_name(parameter list ) 

{ 

body of the function 

} 

A  function  definition  in  C  programming  language  consists  of  a function  header 

and   a function body.  

 

C ARRAYS 

Cprogramming language provides a data structure called the array, which can store a 

fixed-size sequential collection of elements of the same type. An array is used to store 

a collection of data, but it is often more useful to think of an array as a collection of 

variables of the same type. 

 

Instead of declaring individual variables, such as number0, number1, ..., and 

number99, you declare one array variable such as numbers and use numbers[0], 

numbers[1], and ..., numbers[99] to represent individual variables. A specific element 

in an array is accessed by an index. 

 
All arrays consist of contiguous memory locations. The lowest address corresponds to 



typearrayName[ arraySize]; 

doublebalance[5] = {1000.0, 2.0, 3.4, 17.0, 50.0}; 

doublebalance[] = {1000.0, 2.0, 3.4, 17.0, 50.0}; 

type name[size1][size2]...[sizeN]; 

the first element and the highest address to the last element. 

 

 

Declaring Arrays 

To declare an array in C, a programmer specifies the type of the elements and the 

number of elements required by an array as follows: 

 

 

This is called a single-dimensional array. The arraySizemust be an integer constant 

greater than zero and type can be any valid C data type. 

Initializing Arrays 

You can initialize array in C either one by one or using a single statement as follows: 

 

 

The number of values between braces { } can not be larger than the number of 

elements that we declare for the array between square brackets [ ]. Following is an 

example to assign a single element of thearray: 

 
If you omit the size of the array, an array just big enough to hold the initialization is 
created. Therefore, if you write: 

 

 

You will create exactly the same array as you did in the previous example. 

Multi-dimensional Arrays 

C programming language allows multidimensional arrays. Here is the general form of a 

multidimensional array declaration: 

 



typearrayName[ x ][ y ]; 

inta[3][4] = { 

{0, 1, 2,3}, /* initializers for row indexed by 0*/ 

{4, 5, 6,7}, /* initializers for row indexed by 1*/ 

{8, 9,10,11} /* initializers for row indexed by 2*/ 

}; 

inta[3][4] = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11}; 

 

Two-Dimensional Arrays 

The simplest form of the multidimensional array is the two-dimensional array. A 

two- dimensional array is, in essence, a list of one-dimensional arrays. To declare a 

two- dimensional integer array of size x, y you would write something as follows: 

 

 

 

Where type can be any valid C data type and arrayNamewill be a valid C identifier. A 

two- dimensional array can be think as a table which will have x number of rows and y 

number of columns. A 2-dimentional array a, which contains three rows and four 

columns can be shown asbelow: 

 

 

Thus, every element in array a is identified by an element name of the form a[ i ][ j ], 
where a is the name of the array, and i and j are the subscripts that uniquely identify 
each element in a. 

  

Initializing Two-Dimensional Arrays 

Multidimensional arrays may be initialized by specifying bracketed values for each 
row. Following is an array with 3 rows and each row has 4 columns. 

 

 

The nested braces, which indicate the intended row, are optional. The following 

initialization is equivalent to previous example: 

 

 

POINTERS: 



Pointers in C are easy and fun to learn. Some C programming tasks are performed 

more easily with pointers, and other tasks, such as dynamic memory allocation, cannot 

be performed without using pointers. So it becomes necessary to learn pointers to 

become a perfect C programmer. Let's start learning them in simple and easy steps. 

 
As you know, every variable is a memory location and every memory location has its 
address defined which can be accessed using ampersand (&) operator, which denotes 
an address in memory. 

User Defined Functions: 
 Introduction 
A function is a block of code that performs a specific task. 

C allows you to define functions according to your need. These functions are known as 
user-defined functions. For example: 
Suppose, you need to create a circle and colour, it depending upon the radius and 

colour. You can create two functions to solve this problem: 
 createCircle() function 
 color() function 

 

1. C program is a collection of one or more functions. 
2. If a program function only one function it must be main(). 
3. Program execution always begin with main(). 

4. There is no limit on the number of functions that might be present in a C program. 
E.g.: 
#include<stdio.h> #include<conio.h> 

void message(); void usage(); 
void main() 
{ 
clrscr(); printf("I am in main function\n"); 

message(); usage(); 
printf("I am back in main"); getch(); } 
void message() 

{ 
printf("I am in message\n"); 
} 

void usage() 
{ 
printf("I am in usage\n"); 
} 

5. Each of the function is called in a sequence specified by the function calls in the 
main(). 
6. After each function has done its thing, its control returns to main(). 

7. A function gets called when a function name is followed by a semicolon. 
8. A function is defined when function name is followed by a pair of braces in which 
one or more statements may present. 

9. Any function can be called from any other function. Even main() can be called from 
other function. For e.g. 
main() 
{ 

message(); 
} 
message() 

https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-functions


{ 
printf(“I am in C \n”); 

main(); 
} 
Need for User Defined Functions 
1. Writing functions avoids rewriting the same code repeatedly. 

2. Using functions it is easier to write programs and keep track of what they are doing. 

Functions with arguments 
Sometimes we want to communicate between the calling function and the called 

function. This is done by using argument. 
The mechanism used to convey information to the function is the argument. The 
arguments are sometimes also called ‘parameters’. 

There are two types of arguments. 
Actual arguments. 
Formal arguments. 
We must declare the type of the arguments through type declaration statements before 

beginning with the statements in the functions. 

Syntax: 
return type function name(data type arg1, data type arg2,….data type arg n) 

{ statements; } 
 
The Form of C Functions  

A function is a group of statements that together perform a task. Every C program has 
at least one function, which is main(), and all the most trivial programs can define 
additional functions.  

Function Declaration OR Function Prototype:  
1. It is also known as function prototype .  
2. It inform the computer about the three things  
a) Name of the function  

b) Number and type of arguments received by the function.  
c) Type of value return by the function  
 

Syntax :  
return_type function_name (type1 arg1 , type2 arg2);  
OR  
return_type function_name (type1 type2);  

 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

void italy(); 
void brazil(); 
void main() 

{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("I am in main function\n"); 
italy(); 

printf("I am back in main function"); 
getch(); 
} 

void italy() 
{ 



printf("Welcome to italy\n"); 
brazil(); 

printf("I am back in italy\n"); 
} 
void brazil() 
{ 

printf("I am in brazil\n"); 
} 
10. A function can be called any no of times. 

11. The order in which the functions are defined in the program and the order in which 
they are called need not necessarily be same. 
12. A function can call itself. Such a process is called “recursion”. 

13. A function can be called from the other function, but a function cannot be defined 
in another function. 
 
PARAMETER PASSING TECHNIQUES: 

1. call by value 
2. call by reference 
Call by value: 

Here value of actual arguments is passed to the formal arguments and operation is 
done in the formal argument. 
Since formal arguments are photo copy of actual argument, any change of the formal 

arguments does not affect the actual arguments 
Changes made to the formal argument t are local to block of called function, so when 
control back to calling function changes made vanish. 
Example: 

void swap (int a , int b) /* called function */ 
{ int t; t = a; a=b; b = t; 
} 

main( ) 
{ 
int k = 50,m= 25; 

swap( k, m) ; / * calling function */ print (k, m); / * calling function */ 
} 
Output: 
50, 25 

Explanation: 
int k= 50, m=25 ; 
Means first two memory space are created k and m , store the values 50 and 25 

respectively. 
swap (k,m); 
When this function is calling the control goes to the called function. 

void swap (int a , int b), 
k and m values are assigned to the ‘a’ and ‘b’. 
then a= 50 and b= 25 , 
After that control enters into the function a temporary memory space ‘t’ is created 

when int t is executed. 
t=a; Means the value of a is assigned to the t , then t= 50. 
a=b; Here value of b is assigned to the a , then a= 25; 

b=t; Again t value is assigned to the b , then b= 50; 
after this control again enters into the main function and execute the print function 



print (k,m). it returns the value 50 , 25. 
NOTE: 

Whatever change made in called function not affects the values in calling function. 
Call by reference: 
Here instead of passing value address or reference are passed. Function operators or 
address rather than values .Here formal arguments are the pointers to the actual 

arguments. 
Example: 
#include<stdio.h> void add(int *n); int main() 

{ 
int num=2; 
printf(“\n The value of num before calling the function=%d”, num); add(&num); 

printf(“\n The value of num after calling the function = %d”, num); return 0; 
} 
void add(int *n) 
{ 

*n=*n+10; 
printf(“\n The value of num in the called function = %d”, n); } 
Output: 

The value of num before calling the function=2 
The value of num in the called function=20 The value of num after calling the 
function=20 

NOTE: 
In call by address mechanism whatever change made in called function affect the 
values in calling function. 
EXAMPLES: 

1: Write a function to return larger number between two numbers: 
int fun(int p, int q) 
{ 

int large; 
if(p>q) 
{ 

large = p; 
} 
else 
{ 

large = q; 
} 
return large; 

} 
2: Write a program using function to find factorial of a number. 
#include <stdio.h> int factorial (int n) 

{ 
int i, p; 
p = 1; 
for (i=n; i>1; i=i-1) 

{ 
p = p * i; 
} 

return (p); 
} 



void main() 
{ 

int a, result; 
printf ("Enter an integer number: "); 
scanf ("%d", &a); 
result = factorial (a); 

printf ("The factorial of %d is %d.\n", a, result); 
} 
 

 
 
3. Calling function need information about called function .If called function is place 

before calling function then the declaration is not needed.  
 

Function Definition:  
1. It consists of code description and code of a function .  

 
It consists of two parts  
a) Function header  

b) Function coding  
Function definition tells what are the I/O function and what is going to do.  
Syntax:  

return_type function_name (type1 arg1 , type2 arg2)  
{  
local variable; statements ; return (expression);  
}  

2. Function definition can be placed any where in the program but generally placed 
after the main function .  
3. Local variable declared inside the function is local to that function. It cannot be used 

anywhere in the program and its existence is only within the function.  
4. Function definition cannot be nested.  
5. Return type denote the type of value that function will return and return type is 

optional if omitted it is assumed to be integer by default.  

Calling a function 
Control of the program is transferred to the user-defined function by calling it. 

Syntax of function call 

functionName(argument1, argument2, ...); 
In the above example, function call is made using addNumbers(n1,n2); statement 
inside the main(). 

Passing arguments to a function 
In programming, argument refers to the variable passed to the function. In the above 
example, two variables n1 and n2 are passed during function call. 

The parameters a and b accepts the passed arguments in the function definition. These 
arguments are called formal parameters of the function. 



 
The type of arguments passed to a function and the formal parameters must match, 
otherwise the compiler throws error. 
If n1 is of char type, a also should be of char type. If n2 is of float type, variable b also 

should be of float type. 
A function can also be called without passing an argument. 

return values and their types  
The return statement terminates the execution of a function and returns a value to the 

calling function. The program control is transferred to the calling function after return 
statement. 
In the above example, the value of variable result is returned to the variable sum in 

the main() function. 

 
 



 
Syntax of return statement 
return (expression);      
For example, 
return a; 

return (a+b); 
The type of value returned from the function and the return type specified in function 
prototype and function definition must match. 

Category of user defined functions 
 

Example #1: No arguments passed and no return Value 
#include<stdio.h> 

 
voidcheckPrimeNumber(); 
 

int main() 
{ 
checkPrimeNumber();// no argument is passed to prime() 

return0; 
} 
 
// return type of the function is void becuase no value is returned from the function 

voidcheckPrimeNumber() 
{ 
int n, i, flag=0; 

 
printf("Enter a positive integer: "); 
scanf("%d",&n); 

 
for(i=2; i <= n/2;++i) 
{ 
if(n%i==0) 



{ 
flag=1; 

} 
} 
if(flag ==1) 
printf("%d is not a prime number.", n); 

else 
printf("%d is a prime number.", n); 
} 

The checkPrimeNumber() function takes input from the user, checks whether it is a 
prime number or not and displays it on the screen. 
The empty parentheses in checkPrimeNumber(); statement inside the main() function 

indicates that no argument is passed to the function. 
The return type of the function is void. Hence, no value is returned from the function. 

Example #2: No arguments passed but a return value 
#include<stdio.h> 

intgetInteger(); 
 
int main() 

{ 
int n, i, flag =0; 
 

// no argument is passed to the function 
// the value returned from the function is assigned to n 
    n =getInteger(); 
 

for(i=2; i<=n/2;++i) 
{ 
if(n%i==0){ 

flag=1; 
break; 
} 

} 
 
if(flag ==1) 
printf("%d is not a prime number.", n); 

else 
printf("%d is a prime number.", n); 
 

return0; 
} 
 

// getInteger() function returns integer entered by the user 
intgetInteger() 
{ 
int n; 

 
printf("Enter a positive integer: "); 
scanf("%d",&n); 

 
return n; 



} 
The empty parentheses in n = getInteger(); statement indicates that no argument is 

passed to the function. And, the value returned from the function is assigned to n. 
Here, the getInteger() function takes input from the user and returns it. The code to 
check whether a number is prime or not is inside the main() function. 

Example #3: Argument passed but no return value 

#include<stdio.h> 
voidcheckPrimeAndDisplay(int n); 
 

int main() 
{ 
int n; 

 
printf("Enter a positive integer: "); 
scanf("%d",&n); 
 

// n is passed to the function 
checkPrimeAndDisplay(n); 
 

return0; 
} 
 

// void indicates that no value is returned from the function 
voidcheckPrimeAndDisplay(int n) 
{ 
int i, flag =0; 

 
for(i=2; i <= n/2;++i) 
{ 

if(n%i==0){ 
flag=1; 
break; 

} 
} 
if(flag ==1) 
printf("%d is not a prime number.",n); 

else 
printf("%d is a prime number.", n); 
} 

The integer value entered by the user is passed to checkPrimeAndDisplay() function. 
Here, the checkPrimeAndDisplay() function checks whether the argument passed is a 
prime number or not and displays the appropriate message. 

Example #4: Argument passed and a return value 
#include<stdio.h> 
intcheckPrimeNumber(int n); 
 

int main() 
{ 
int n, flag; 

 
printf("Enter a positive integer: "); 



scanf("%d",&n); 
 

// n is passed to the checkPrimeNumber() function 
// the value returned from the function is assigned to flag variable 
flag=checkPrimeNumber(n); 
 

if(flag==1) 
printf("%d is not a prime number",n); 
else 

printf("%d is a prime number",n); 
 
return0; 

} 
 
// integer is returned from the function 
intcheckPrimeNumber(int n) 

{ 
/* Integer value is returned from function checkPrimeNumber() */ 
int i; 

 
for(i=2; i <= n/2;++i) 
{ 

if(n%i==0) 
return1; 
} 
 

return0; 
} 
The input from the user is passed to checkPrimeNumber() function. 

The checkPrimeNumber() function checks whether the passed argument is prime or 
not. If the passed argument is a prime number, the function returns 0. If the passed 
argument is a non-prime number, the function returns 1. The return value is assigned 

to flag variable. 
Then, the appropriate message is displayed from the main() function. 
Recursive Function 
A Function may call itself again and again is called Recursive Function. 

The C programming language supports recursion, i.e., a function to call itself. 

But while using recursion, programmers need to be careful to define an exit 

condition from the function, otherwise it will go into an infinite loop. 

Recursive functions are very useful to solve many mathematical problems, such 

as calculating the factorial of a number, generating Fibonacci series, etc. 
Example: 

#include <stdio.h> 
int factorial(unsigned int i) 
{ 
if(i <= 1) 

{ 
return 1; 
} 

return i * factorial(i -1); 
} 



int main() 
{ 

int i = 15; 
printf("Factorial of %d is %d\n", i, factorial(i)); return 0; 
} 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Recursion 

Recursion makes program elegant and cleaner. All algorithms can be defined 
recursively which makes it easier to visualize and prove.  
If the speed of the program is vital then, you should avoid using recursion. Recursions 

use more memory and are generally slow. Instead, you can use loop. 

Passing individual array elements to a function 
We can pass individual array elements as arguments to a function like other simple 

variables. 
Example: 
#include<stdio.h> void check(int); void main() 
{ 

int a[10],i; 
clrscr(); 
printf(“\n enter the array elements:”); for(i=0;i<10;i++) 

{ 
scanf(“%d”,&a[i]); 
check(a[i]); 

} 
void check(int num) 
{ 
if(num%2==0) 

printf(“%d is even\n”,num); else 
printf(“%d is odd\n”,num); 
} 

Output:  
enter the array elements:  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

1 is odd  
2 is even  
3 is odd  
4 is even  

5 is odd  
6 is even  
7 is odd  

8 is even  
9 is odd  
10 is even  

 
Example:  
C program to pass a single element of an array to function  
#include <stdio.h>  

void display(int a)  
{  
printf("%d",a);  

}  
int main()  

https://www.programiz.com/c-programming/c-for-loop


{  
int c[]={2,3,4};  

display(c[2]); //Passing array element c[2] only.  
return 0;  
} 
Output  

2 3 4  

Passing array to a function  
We can pass whole array as an actual argument to a function the corresponding formal 

arguments should be declared as an array variable of the same type.  
Example:  
#include<stdio.h>  

main()  
{  
int i, a[6]={1,2,3,4,5,6};  
func(a);  

printf(“contents of array:”); for(i=0;i<6;i++)  
printf(“%d”,a[i]);  
printf(”\n”);  

}  
func(int val[])  
{  

int sum=0,i;  
for(i=0;i<6;i++)  
{  
val[i]=val[i]*val[i];  

sum+=val[i];  
}  
printf(“the sum of squares:%d”, sum);  

}  
Output  
contents of array: 1 2 3 4 5 6 the sum of squares: 91 

 
 
The Scope and Lifetime of Variables. 
There are four storage classes in C, these are Automatic, Static, Register and External. 

The keywords auto, static, registers and extern are used for the above storage classes 
respectively. 
syntax 

storage_class datatype variable_name; 



 
 
 
 

Automatic Storage Class 
Syntax to declare automatic variable is: 
auto datatype variablename; 
Example: 

auto int i; 
Features of Automatic Storage Class are as follows 
Storage: Memory 

Default Initial Value: Garbage Value 
Scope: Local to the block in which the variable is defined 
Life: Till the control remains within the block in which the variable is defined 

All the variables which are declared inside a block or function without any storage 
class specifier are automatic variables. So by default every variable is automatic 
variable. We can use auto keyword to declare automatic variables but generally it is 
not done. Since automatic variables are known inside a function or block only, we may 

have variables of same name in different functions or blocks without any doubt. Look 
at the following two functions: 
void fun1() void fun1() 

{ { 
int x,y; auto int x,y; 
/* Some statements*/ /*Some statements*/ 

} } 
In the above two functions declaration statements are equivalent as both declare 
variables x and y as automatic variables. 



The following program illustrates the work of automatic variables. 
void test(); 

void main() 
{ 
test(); test(); test(); 
} 

void test() 
{ 
auto int k=10; printf(“%d\n”,k); k++; 

} 
Output:  
10  

10  
10  
In the above program when the function test() is called for the first time ,variable k is 
created and initialized to 10. When the control returns to main(), k is destroyed. When 

function test() is called for the second time again k is created , initialized and 
destroyed after execution of the function. Hence automatic variables came into 
existence each time the function is executed and destroyed when execution of the 

function completes. 
 
 

Register Storage Class  
Syntax to declare register variable is:  
register datatype variablename;  
Features of Register Storage Class are as follows:  

Storage: CPU Registers  
Default Initial Value: Garbage Value  
Scope: Local to the block in which the variable is defined  

Life: Till the control remains within the block in which the variable is defined  
Register storage class can be applied only to automatic variables. Its scope, life and 
default initial value are same as that of automatic variables. The only difference 

between register and automatic variables is the place where they are stored. Automatic 
variables are stored in memory but register variables are stored in CPU registers. 
Registers are small storage  s present in the processor. The variables stored in registers 
can be accessed much faster than the variables stored in registers. Hence the variables 

which are frequently used in a program can be assigned register storage class for faster 
execution. For example loop counters are declared as register variables, which are 
defined as follows: 

int main()  
{  
register int a;  

for(a=0;i<50000;i++)  
printf(“%d\t”,a);  
return 0;  
} 

In the above program, variable a was used frequently as a loop counter so the variable 
a is defined as a register variable. Register is a not a command but just a request to the 
compiler to allocate the memory for the variable into the register. If free registers are 

available than memory will be allocated in to the registers. And if there are no free 
registers then memory will be allocated in the RAM only (Storage is in memory i.e. it 



will act as automatic variable). 
Every type of variables can be stored in CPU registers. Suppose the microprocessor 

has 16 bit registers then they can’t hold a float or a double value which requires 4 and 
8 bytes respectively. But if you use register storage class for a float or double variable 
then you will not get any error message rather the compiler will treat the float and 
double variable as be of automatic storage class(i.e. Will treat them like automatic 

variables). 
Static Storage Class 
Syntax to declare static variable is: 

static datatype variablename; 
Example: 
static int i; 

Features of Static Storage Class are as follows 
Storage: Memory 
Default Initial Value: Zero 
Scope: Local to the block in which the variable is defined 

Life: Value of the variable continues to exist between different function calls 
Now look at the previous program with k is declared as static instead of automatic. 
 

void test();  
void main()  
{  

test();  
test();  
test();  
}  

void test()  
{ static int k=10;  
printf(“%d\n”,k);  

k++;  
}  
Output:  

10  
11  
12 
 

External Storage Class 
Syntax to declare static variable is: 
extern datatype variablename; 

Example: 
extern int i; 
Features of External Storage Class are as follows 

Storage: Memory 
Default Initial Value: Zero  
Scope: Global  
Life: Till the program’s execution doesn’t come to an end  

External variables differ from automatic, register and static variables in the context of 
scope, external variables are global on the contrary automatic, register and static 
variables are local. External variables are declared outside all functions, therefore are 

available to all functions that want to use them. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Structures and Unions:  
 
Structure is another user-defined data type available in C that allows to combine data 

items of different kinds. 
Structures are used to represent a record. Suppose you want to keep track of your 
books in a library. You might want to track the following attributes about each book: 

Title 
Author 
Subject 
Book ID 

 
Defining a Structure 
To define a structure, you must use the struct statement. The struct statement defines a 

new data type, with more than one member. The format of the struct statement is as 
follows: 
struct [structure tag] 

{ 
member definition; 
member definition; 
... 

member definition; 
} [one or more structure variables]; 
 

EXAMPLE 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

void main() 
{ 
struct complex 
{ 

float rp,ip; 
};struct complex x,y,z; 
clrscr(); 

printf("enter the 1st complex number real part and imaginary part"); 
scanf("%f%f",&x.rp,&x.ip); 
printf("\nEnter the 2nd complex number real and imaginary part"); 

scanf("%f%f",&y.rp,&y.ip); 
z.rp=x.rp+y.rp; 
z.ip=x.ip+y.ip; 
printf("\nZ=%6.2f+6.2fi",z.rp+z.ip); 

getch(); 
} 
 

 
 



Structure Initialization 
Assigning constants to the members of the structure is called initializing of structure. 

Syntax: 
struct struct_name 
{ 
data _type member_name1; 

data _type member_name2; 
} struct_var={constant1,constant2}; 
Accessing the Members of a structure 

A structure member variable is generally accessed using a ‘.’ operator. 
Syntax: strcut_var. member_name; 
The dot operator is used to select a particular member of the structure. To assign value 

to the individual 
Data members of the structure variable stud, we write, stud.roll=01; 
stud.name=”Rahul”; 
To input values for data members of the structure variable stud, can be written as, 

scanf(“%d”,&stud.roll); 
scanf(‘’%s”,&stud.name); 
To print the values of structure variable stud, can be written as: 

printf(“%s”,stud.roll); 
printf(“%f”,stud.name); 
 

Arrays of Structures 
 



Array of structures can be defined as a group of data of different datatypes stored in 

a consecutive memory location with a common variable name. 

Syn: 
struct <struct name> 
{ 
data type mem1; 

datatype mem2[],mem3[]; 
. 
. 

}struct name[size]; 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

void main() 
{ 
int i; struct student { 
int rno; char name[25]; int marks; 

};struct student s1[5]; 
clrscr(); 
for(i=0;i<=5;i++) 

{ 
printf("\nEnter rno,name and marks of %d students:",i); 
scanf("%d%s%d",&s1[i].rno,&s1[i].name,&s1[i].marks); 

} 
for(i=1;i<=5;i++) 
{ 
printf("\n\nRECORD OF %d student:",i); 

printf("\rno:%d\nName:%s\nMarks:%d",s1[i].rno,s1[i].name,s1[i].marks); 
}  

getch();  

} 
 
 

Passing Structures through pointers  
Pointer to a structure is a variable that holds the address of a structure. The syntax to 
declare pointer to a structure can be given as:  
strcut struct_name *ptr;  

To assign address of stud to the pointer using address operator(&) we would write 
ptr_stud=&stud;  
To access the members of the structure (->) operator is used.  

for example  
Ptr_stud->name=Raj;  

SELF REFERENTIAL STRUCTURE  
Self –referential structures are those structures that contain a reference to data of its same 
type as that of structure.  
Example  
struct node  

{  



int val;  
struct node*next;  

}; 
Pointers to Structures 
You can define pointers to structures in very similar way as you define pointer to any 
other variable as follows: 

struct books *struct_pointer; 
Now, you can store the address of a structure variable in the above defined pointer 
variable. To find the address of a structure variable, place the & operator before the 

structure's name as follows: 
struct_pointer = &book1; 
To access the members of a structure using a pointer to that structure, you must use the -> 

operator as follows: 
struct_pointer->title;   
UNION 
Union is a collection of variables of different data types, in case of union information can 

only be stored In one field at any one time. A union is a special data type available in C 
that enables you to store different data types in the same memory location. You can define 
a union with many members, but only one member can contain a value at any given time. 

Unions provide an efficient way of using the same memory location for multi-purpose. 
Declaring Union 
union union-name 

{ 
data_type var-name; 
data_type var-name; 
}; 

The union tag is optional and each member definition is a normal variable definition, such 
as int i; or float f; or any other valid variable definition. At the end of the union's 
definition, before the final semicolon, you can specify one or more union variables but it 

is optional. Here is the way you would define a union type named Data which has the 
three members i, f, and str. Now, a variable of Data type can store an integer, a floating-
point number, or a string of characters. This means that a single variable ie. same memory 

location can be used to store multiple types of data. You can use any built-in or user 
defined data types inside a union based on your requirement. 
The memory occupied by a union will be large enough to hold the largest member of the 
union. For example, in above example Data type will occupy 20 bytes of memory space 

because this is the maximum space which can be occupied by character string. Following 
is the example which will display total memory size occupied by the above union: 
Accessing a Member of a Union 

#include <stdio.h> 
 #include <string.h> 
 union Data 

{ 
int i;  
float f;  
char str[20];  

};  



int main( )  
{  

union Data data;  
data.i = 10;  
data.f = 220.5;  
strcpy( data.str, "C Programming");  

printf( "data.i : %d\n", data.i);  
printf( "data.f : %f\n", data.f);  
printf( "data.str : %s\n", data.str); return 0;  

}  
Dot operator can be used to access a member of the union . he member access operator is 
coded as a period between the union variable name and the union member that we wish to 

access. You would use union keyword to define variables of union type.  

 

   
Pointers: Introduction  

A Pointer is a variable that holds address of another variable of same data type. 
 Pointers in C language is a variable that stores/points the address of another 

variable. 

  A Pointer in C is used to allocate memory dynamically i.e. at run time.  
 The pointer variable might be belonging to any of the data type such as int, float, 

char, double, short etc. 

  
 Pointer Syntax : data_type *var_name;  

 
 Example : int *p;  char *p; 

 
 

 Where, * is used to denote that “p” is pointer variable and not a normal variable. 

 
Understanding Pointers  
 

 Pointers are more efficient in handling Array and Structure 
 Pointer allows references to function and thereby helps in passing of function as 

arguments to other function. 
 It reduces length of the program and its execution time. 

 It allows C to support dynamic memory management. 
 Pointers save memory space 
 Execution time with pointers is faster, because data are manipulated with the 

address, that is, direct access to memory location. 
 Memory is accessed efficiently with the pointers.  The pointers assigns as well as 

releases the memory space. Memory is dynamically allocated. 

 Pointers are used with data structures. They are useful for representing two- 
dimensional and multi-dimensional arrays. 

 We can access the elements of any type of array, irrespective of its subscript range. 
 Pointers are used for file handling. 

Pointers are used to allocate memory in a dynamic manner 



 
 

Accessing the Address of a Variable 
 
A pointer is a variable whose value is the address of another variable, i.e., direct address 
of the memory location. Like any variable or constant, you must declare a pointer before 

using it to store any variable address. The general form of a pointer variable declaration is: 
type *var-name; 
Here, type is the pointer's base type; it must be a valid C data type and var-name is the 

name of the pointer variable. The asterisk * used to declare a pointer is the same asterisk 
used for multiplication. However, in this statement, the asterisk is being used to designate 
a variable as a pointer. Take a look at some of the valid pointer declarations: 

int*ip;/* pointer to an integer */ 
double*dp;/* pointer to a double */ 
float*fp;/* pointer to a float */ 
char*ch/* pointer to a character */ 

How to Use Pointers? 
There are a few important operations, which we will do with the help of pointers very 
frequently. (a) We define a pointer variable, (b) assign the address of a variable to a 

pointer, and (c) finally access the value at the address available in the pointer variable. 
This is done by using unary operator * that returns the value of the variable located at the 
address specified by its operand. The following example makes use of these operations: 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main () 
{ 
int var = 20; *ip; 

/* actual variable declaration */ /* pointer variable declaration */ 
ip = &var; 
/* store address of var in pointer variable*/ 

printf("Address of var variable: %x\n", &var); 
/* address stored in pointer variable */ printf("Address stored in ip variable: %x\n", ip ); 
/* access the value using the pointer */ printf("Value of *ip variable: %d\n", *ip ); 

return 0;  
} 
ARRAY OF POINTERS 
 

Pointers and arrays are strongly related, infact pointers and arrays are 

interchangeable in many cases. 
•For ex. Apointer that points to the beginning of an array can access that array by 

using either pointer arithmetic or array style indexing. 
•An array may contain pointers, each entry in the array is a string, in c a string is 

essentiall a pointer to its 1stcharacter. 
•Syntax:-char *varname [size]; 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
void main() 

{ 



int i,j,n,a[25],*p; 
clrscr(); 

printf(“Enter the no.of.Elements:”); 
scanf(“%d”,,&n); 
printf(“\nEnter the array elements:”); 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 
scanf(“%d”,&a[i]); 
} 

*p=a[o]; for(i=0;i<n;i++) if(a[i]>*p) *p=a[i]; 
Printf(“\n The biggest element in the array is:%d”,p); 
getch(); 

} 
Passing pointer to functions 
•C programming allows passing a pointer to a function. To do so, simply declare the 

function parameter as a pointer type. 
•Following is a simple example where we pass an unsigned long pointer to a function 

and change the value inside the function which reflects back in the calling function: 
 

#include <stdio.h> #include <time.h> 
void getSeconds(unsigned long *par); 
intmain () 

{ 
unsigned long sec; 
getSeconds( &sec ); 
/* print the actual value */ printf("Number of seconds: %ld\n", sec ); 

return 0; 
} 
void getSeconds(unsigned long *par) 

{ 
/* get the current number of seconds */ *par = time( NULL ); return; 
} 
 
 

File Handling:  
A file represents a sequence of bytes, regardless of it being a text file or a binary file. C 

programming language provides access on high-level functions as well as low-level (OS 
level) calls to handle file on your storage devices. This chapter will take you through the 
important calls for file management. 

Opening Files 
FILE *fopen( const char * filename, const char * mode ); 
You can use the fopen( ) function to create a new file or to open an existing file. This call 

will initialize an object of the type FILE, which contains all the information necessary to 
control the stream. The prototype of this function call is as follows: 
 
 Here, filename is a string literal, which you will use to name your file, and access mode 

can have one of the following values: 



Mode Description 

r Opens an existing text file for reading purpose. 

w Opensatextfileforwriting.Ifitdoesnotexist,thenanewf

ileiscreated.Hereyourprogramwillstartwritingconte

ntfromthebeginningofthefile. 

a Opensatextfileforwritinginappendingmode.Ifitdoes

notexist,thenanewfileiscreated.Hereyourprogramwi

llstartappendingcontentintheexistingfilecontent. 

r+ Opens a text file for both reading and writing. 

w+ Opens a text file for both reading and writing. It 

first truncates the file to zero length if it exists, 

otherwise creates a file if it does not exist. 

a+ Opens a text file for both reading and writing. It 

creates the file if it does not exist. The reading will 

start from the beginning but writing can only be 

appended. 

 

If you are going to handle binary files, then you will use the following access modes 
instead of the above-mentioned ones: 

Closing a File 

To close a file, use the fclose( ) function. The prototype of this function is: 
int fclose( FILE *fp ); 
The fclose() function returns zero on success, or EOF if there is an error in closing the 

file. This function actually flushes any data still pending in the buffer to the file, closes the 
file, and releases any memory used for the file. The EOF is a constant defined in the 
header file stdio.h. 
There are various functions provided by C standard library to read and write a file, 

character by character, or in the form of a fixed length string. 
Writing a File 
Following is the simplest function to write individual characters to a stream: 

int fputc( int c, FILE *fp ); 
The function fputc() writes the character value of the argument c to the output stream 
referenced by fp. It returns the written character written on success otherwise EOF if there 
is an error. You can use the following functions to write a null-terminated string to a 

stream: 
int fputs( const char *s, FILE *fp ); 
The function fputs() writes the string s to the output stream referenced by fp. It returns a 

non-negative value on success, otherwise EOF is returned in case of any error. You can 
use int fprintf(FILE *fp,const char *format, ...) function as well to write a string into a 
file. Try the following example. 

Make sure you have /tmp directory available. If it is not, then before proceeding, you must 
create this directory on your machine. 
 
Example 1: Write to a text file using fprintf() 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main() 
{ 



int num; 
FILE *fptr; 

fptr = fopen("C:\\program.txt","w"); 
if(fptr == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error!"); 

exit(1); 
} 
printf("Enter num: "); 

scanf("%d",&num); 
fprintf(fptr,"%d",num); 
fclose(fptr); 

return 0; 
} 
Reading from a text file 
Example 2: Read from a text file using fscanf() 

#include <stdio.h> 
int main() 
{ 

int num; 
FILE *fptr; 
if ((fptr = fopen("C:\\program.txt","r")) == NULL){ 

printf("Error! opening file"); 
// Program exits if the file pointer returns NULL. 
exit(1); 
} 

fscanf(fptr,"%d", &num); 
printf("Value of n=%d", num); 
fclose(fptr); 

return 0; 
} 
 

 



Fundamentals of computers 

1.1 INTRODUCTION  

A computer is an electronic information-processing machine. Computer is defined as “An automatic 

electronic machine for making calculations or controlling operations that are expressible in 

numerical or logical terms”. Computer can perform arithmetic operations and non-arithmetic 

operations like comparing etc. A computer automatically accepts and stores input data, processes 

them and produces the result with the help of programs. Computers can do a job exactly as per the 

program given.  

1.2 HISTORY OF COMPUTERS Abacus The history of evolution of computers beginning with ABACUS. 

This ABACUS device was invented as early as 2600 B.C. ABACUS device was originally developed 

in China. The popular version of ABACUS consists of a frame. The frame supports about ten or 

twelve rods. Movable beads are strung on wires above and below a cross bar. Arithmetic 

calculations are performed by manipulating the beads. The ABACUS is still widely used in various 

parts of the world namely India, Malaya, China, Japan etc., Fundamentals of computers 2 TCPS 

Slide Rule Slide rule was invented in the year of 1632 by William Ought red. A slide rule consists 

of two movable rulers placed side by side. Each ruler is marked OFF in such a way that the actual 

distance from the beginning of the ruler are proportional to the logarithms of the numbers 

printed on the ruler. Multiplication and division are carried out by sliding the rulers. Contribution 

of Pascal French Scientist Blaise Pascal invented a first real calculating machine called PASCALINE 

in the year 1642.  

 

PASCALINE was an automatic desktop machine. It can be used for addition and subtraction. It 

consists of a set of wheels with each wheel having digits 0 through 9 engraved on it. PASCALINE 

machine is capable of adding or subtracting 8-digit numbers and had an automatic carry 

generation facility. The disadvantage of PASCALINE machine is it is not possible for doing 

multiplication and division operations. Contribution of Charles Babbage Charles Babbage, an 

English mathematician is called “Father of Computers”. Charles Babbage designed two 

computers. They are (i) The difference Engine and (ii) The Analytical Engine. The Difference 

Engine The Difference Engine was invented in the year of 1823. It was based on the 

mathematical principle of finite differences. This machine was used to solve calculations on large 

numbers using a formula. It was also used for solving the polynomial and trigonometric 

functions. The Analytical Engine In 1832, Charles Babbage invented the Analytical Engine. 

Analytical Engine was the general purpose computing device. The Analytical engine was used for 

performing any mathematical operation automatically. The analytical engine contains the many 

features of present-day computers. It consists of the following components. The store : A 

memory unit consisting of sets of counter wheels. The Mill : An arithmetic unit which is used for 

performing four basic arithmetic operations according to certain rules. Fundamentals of 

computers 3  

Cards : There are two types of cards: (i) Operation Cards and (ii) Variable Cards. Operation 

cards are used to select any one of the arithmetic operations. Variable cards are used to select 

the memory locations to be used by the mill. Output : The output may be directed to a printer or 

a card punch device. Contribution of Lady Lovelace Lady Lovelace was an admirer of Charles 

Babbage. She discovered some of the key elements of programming and program design. She 



discovered that the same set of punched cards could be reused to repeat certain instructions. 

Such instructions in a program are called SUBROUTINES and LOOPS. Tabulating Machine Dr. 

Herman Hollerith, a mechanical Engineer and a statistician invented a tabulating machine in the 

year of 1890. This tabulating machine was used in the US census of 1890. Hollerith designed 

punched cards for recording census statistics. This punched card had 288 locations for punching 

holes. He also developed a tabulating machine that could tabulate the data recorded on these 

cards at the rate of 50 to 75 cards a minute. ENIAC ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And 

Computer) developed by John Mauchy and John Presper Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania 

in the year 1946.  

The ENIAC was developed to meet the requirements of U.S. army during the World war - II. 

It could perform 5000 additions per second. ENIAC is a giant machine, occupying a number of 

rooms. ENIAC needed a great amount of electricity and emitted large amount of heat. The 

following are the main features of the ENIAC machine. • ENIAC was a general purpose computer 

in which Vacuum tube technology was used. It consists of more than 18,000 Vacuum tubes. • 

ENIAC was based on decimal arithmetic rather than binary arithmetic. • ENIAC machine was 

programmed manually by setting switches and plugging and unplugging. When each time the 

program was changed, the machine has to be re-wires. Thus change the instruction was 

cumbersome and time-consuming. This was the major limitation of ENIAC. 

 

 Fundamentals of computers 4 TCPS John Van Neuman Machine In 1946, John Van Neuman, 

a mathematician proposed an electronic computer. This computer overcomes the problem of 

rewiring when changing the program in ENIAC computer. Neuman proposed EDVAC (Electronics 

Discrete Variable Automatic Computer). This computer uses the stored program concept. In 

stored program concept machine, the machine would read instructions from computer memory 

for switching to a new program. But in the earlier machine ENIAC, operator having to rewire the 

machine to go to a different program. Neuman also proposed that the computer use Binary 

Number System instead of decimal number system used in ENIAC. 

GENERATION OF COMPUTERS 

The generations of computers are basically differentiated by a fundamental hardware technology. 

The components used in the different generation of computers are Generation of Computers 

Components used First Vacuum tubes Second Transistors Third Integrated Circuits ( IC) Fourth Large 

Scale Integrated Circuits ( LSI) and Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( VLSI) Fifth Large Scale 

Integrated Circuits ( LSI) and Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits ( VLSI) 

 1.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPUTER  

Speed A computer is a very fast device. A computer performs one operation at a time. The speed of 

the computer is measured in Millisecond (10-3), Microsecond (10-6), Nanosecond (10-9) and 

Picoseconds (10 -12). For the smallest computer, the time required to execute a basic operation is 

few microseconds. For the largest computer, the time required is 80 nanoseconds or less. The 

slowest computer can perform hundreds of thousands of operation in a second. The largest 

computer can perform millions of operations in a second. Fundamentals of computers 5 TCPS 

Accuracy The accuracy of the computer is consistently high. The electronic circuits of the computer 

can perform millions of operations in every second. These circuits can run error free for hours and 

days at a time. Errors can also occur in a computer. These errors are mainly due to logical errors of a 



program and also due to inaccurate data. Memory Computer can store a large amount of 

information in a very small space. The internal memory of the computer is limited. It is used to store 

a certain amount of information. It is not possible to store large amounts of data in internal memory. 

So the large amount of data is stored in secondary memory. Diligence A computer is free from 

monotony, tiredness and lack of concentration. A computer can work for hours together without 

creating any error. Computers are better than human being for doing routine types of jobs. If ten 

million calculations have to be performed, a computer will perform ten millionth calculations with 

exactly the same accuracy and speed as the first one. Automation A computer is much more than an 

adding machine or a calculator. The adding machine or the calculator requires a human operator for 

the operations to be performed. In a computer, a program is stored in computer’s memory. Then 

the individual instructions are transferred, one after another, to the control unit for execution. The 

CPU follows the instructions until it executes “stop” instruction. Versatility A computer is capable of 

performing any type of task. Versatility is one of the most wonderful things about the computer. A 

computer can do different types of jobs depending upon the software loaded in the machine. 

Programs are used to change the job. One moment, it is preparing the results of examinations, the 

next moment it is busy preparing payroll. Fundamentals of computers 6 TCPS  

1.5. COMPUTER TYPES BASED ON THE OPERATING PRINCIPLE  

Computers are classified by the type of data they are designed to process. Data that are 

obtained by counting are called discrete data. Examples of discrete data are the total number of 

employees in a company or the total amount of salary. Data that may be obtained through 

measurements are called continuous data. Examples of continuous data are the speed of a vehicle 

measured by a Speedo meter, or the temperature of the patient measured by a thermometer. 

Analog Computers Analog computers operate on continuous data.  

Analog computers operate on data, which are in the form of continuously variable physical 

quantities like voltage and current. The physical quantities such as temperature, pressure etc., are 

represented in the form of volts and processed by operational amplifiers. These computers are 

simple in construction and capable of solving complex time dependent problems. Applications: It is 

used for scientific applications, for solving complex problems and for controlling of missiles. Digital 

Computers Digital computers operate on discrete data. 

 A digital computer operates by counting. It operates by directly counting numbers (or digits) 

that represent numerals, letters or other special symbols. As it deals with discrete signals, it works 

with high precision and at high speed. It has very large memory that can store huge quantities of 

data. All mathematical operations are carried out by means of binary digits. It is used for both 

scientific and business applications. Comparison between Analog and Digital Computers S.No Analog 

Computer Digital Computer 1. Operates by measuring continuously varying quantities. Operates by 

counting. 2. Requires physical analogy of problems. Does not require physical analogy. 3. Problems 

are converted into equations and then to electrical signals. Problems are converted into binary 

numbers. 4. Gives result in graphical form. Gives result in discrete form. 5. Accuracy is less. Accuracy 

is more. Fundamentals of computers  

 

 



Analog Computer Digital Computer 

 Applications are limited. Applications are more. 7. Memory capacity is less. Memory capacity is 

more. 8. Alphanumeric characters cannot be used. Alphanumeric characters can be used. 9. 

Operating speed is slow. Operating speed is fast. 10. Used for scientific application only. Used for 

both scientific and business applications. Hybrid Computers A hybrid computer is a combination of 

Analog and a Digital computer. For example, in a hospital intensive-care unit, analog computer is 

used to measure the patient’s heart rate, temperature, and other vital signs. These measurements 

may then be converted into numbers and supplied to the digital component in the system. This 

component is used to monitor the patient’s vital signs and to send an immediate signal to a nurse’s 

station, if any abnormal readings are detected. Hybrid types of computers are used in process 

controls, fighter aircraft etc.  

1.6. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON THE COMPUTING POWER  

Micro Computer A microcomputer is the smallest general purpose-processing computer. 

Microcomputers are designed by using microprocessors. Along with a microprocessor, it consists of a 

semiconductor ROM for storing programs and a RAM for data. It has floppy disks and hard disks as 

secondary memories. Microcomputers are usually designed for the use of one person at a time. It 

can be easily linked with large computers. These computers usually have 8, 16, 32 or 64 Bit 

microprocessors. Microcomputers have 256 KB to 16-MB memory capacity. They are capable of 

handling small business applications. Microcomputers are smaller in size, have limited memory and 

low speed. There will be a limitation for using auxiliary storage devices in micro computers. Personal 

computers and home computers all are Micro computer. Example: APX 432, Motorola - M 6800 etc., 

Fundamentals of computers 8 TCPS Mini Computers A mini computer is a medium-sized computer. It 

is more costly and powerful than a micro-computer. A minicomputer is usually designed to serve 

multiple users simultaneously. A system that supports multiple users is called multiterminal, time-

sharing system. These computers support a variety of peripheral devices. A mini computer has 

usually a word length of 32 bits. They have memory capacity ranging from 8 MB to 96 MB. The speed 

is also high, compared to Microcomputer. Example: VAX, Hall mark II, HCL Magnum etc., 

Applications: These types of computers are used in Government Organization, Industries, 

Universities etc., for preparing payroll, accounts, etc. Main Frame Computers These are large-scale 

general-purpose computers. They are very large computers with a very high capacity of main 

storage. They can process large amounts of data very quickly. The word length may vary from 32 to 

128 Bits. The memory capacity is between 64 MB to 256 MB. It has different varieties of auxiliary 

storage. Mainframes are kept in an air-conditioned room. They can be linked with a network with 

smaller departmental computers, microcomputers or with each other. They act as nodes of large 

national and international communication networks. Examples: IBM 4381, ICL 39 Series and CDC 

Cyber series. Super Computers Super computers are the most powerful and expensive. These have 

extremely large storage capacities and computing speeds. Super computers are at least 10 times 

faster than other computers. The speed of traditional computers is measured in terms of Millions of 

Instructions Per Second (MIPS). But the speed of the super computer is measured in tens of Millions 

of Operations Per Second (MOPS). A super computer contains a number of CPUs, which operate in 

parallel to make it faster. Super computers have limited use and limited market because of their very 

high price. They are used in research centers and government agencies involving sophisticated 

scientific and engineering tasks. 



 Fundamentals of computers 9 TCPS Applications They are also sometimes referred to as the 

Maxicomputers. Super computers are mainly used for applications requiring enormous amounts of 

data to be processed in a very short time. These include Weather Forecasting, Weapons Research 

and Development, Designing Aircrafts and so on. Examples: CRAY X- MP/14, X-MP/24 and X-MP/48; 

CRAY 2, CRAY 3, SX-2, HITAC S-300 etc., Comparison of Micro-Mini-Main frame and Super computers 

Items Micro Computer Mini Computer Mainframe Computer Super Computer Peripherals VDU, 

floppy disk etc. Wide variety All types All types Memory Capacity 256KB -16 MB 8 MB - 96 MB 64 MB 

- 256 MB 256 MB & more Speed 1 - 10 MIPS 10 - 30 MIPS 30 - 100 MIPS 400 - 10000 MIPS Word 

Length 4 - 16 Bits 12 - 32 Bits 30 - 128 Bits 64 Bits and above 1.7. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

Hardware The physical components of a computer are called hardware. Computer hardware 

represents all electrical, electronic and mechanical components. Anything that we can see or touch 

is the hardware. Examples : Microprocessors, ICs, hard disks, keyboard, printers etc., Computer 

hardware can be classified into (i) Central Processing Unit (CPU) (ii) The peripherals. Peripheral 

devices are connected to the CPU. Peripheral devices are used to transfer data and programs to and 

from the CPU. Software A set of instructions is required to tell the computer what it should do. This 

set of instructions is called a program. A set of programs is termed as software. Programs are used to 

drive the hardware. Computer hardware cannot function without software. Fundamentals of 

computers  

Software can be classified as: System software and Application software. System Software: System 

Software is a set of programs that are used to control the computer. Some examples of system 

software are operating systems, assembler, compiler, interpreter, etc. Application software: Pre-

written programs for doing specific tasks are called application software. A large number of 

prewritten programs are available to solve specific tasks. Some examples of the application software 

are WordStar, Lotus 1-2-3, Dbase, FoxPro, Oracle, C, C++, Java, Dotnet, J2EE, etc. 1.8. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPUTER: 

 All digital computers have the following three units. 1) Input unit 2) Central Processing Unit (CPU) 3) 

Output unit. Figure 1.1 the block diagram of a digital computer. Input Unit An input unit is used to 

enter data and instruction into a computer. An input unit converts the instructions and data into 

binary form. Then this data are stored in memory unit. Large ranges of input devices are available. 

The commonly used input device is keyboard. Examples Optical Character Reader (OCR), Magnetic 

Ink Character Reader (MICR), Graphic Tablets, Mouse, Keyboard, etc. Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

CPU is called the heart of any computer system. 

 The primary function of the CPU is to execute programs.  

The central processing unit consists of (1) Memory Unit (2) Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) (3) 

Control Unit. Memory unit The computer program and data are stored in the memory unit. It also 

temporarily stores intermediate and final results of processing. The data and instructions are 

transferred from the main memory to the ALU. The data and instructions are transferred to and 

from auxiliary memory and main memory. The size of the main memory in a computer is normally 

very limited. Also, the information stored in the main memory is temporary because once the power 

is switched OFF. The main memory will become blank. Fundamentals of computers 11 TCPS 

Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) This unit is used to perform all the calculations, comparisons and 

other logical operations. The data from the main memory is transferred to the ALU as and when 



needed. Appropriate operations are also performed as per signals received from the control unit. 

After the operations are over, the results are sent from the ALU to the main memory. Control unit 

The control unit supervises all the other units of the computer. Control unit is responsible for 

executing the instructions stored in the main memory. It receives the instructions from the memory 

and executes them after decoding. It interprets each instruction stored in main memory one by one 

and signals the other units to perform the appropriate action. It manages and co-ordinates the 

entire computer system. Output unit The output unit is used to transmit the results to the outside 

world. It receives the results from the memory unit and displays them in the required form. 

Examples: Visual Display Unit (VDU), Printer, Plotter, Speaker, etc 

 Auxiliary Memory Main Memory Arithmetic & Logic unit Control unit Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

Input unit Output unit Control Data flow Fundamentals of computers 12 TCPS Secondary Memory or 

Auxiliary storage device The most of the transfer of data to and from the processing unit is via the 

main memory. For doing this, the operating speed of primary storage device must be fast. To 

achieve the fast access time, semiconductors are used in the design of main memory. These high-

speed storage devices are expensive. So the capacity of the main memory is limited. The storage 

capacity of the main memory is not sufficient to store the large volume of data. So additional 

memory is used. This additional memory is called as Auxiliary memory or Secondary memory. Some 

of the secondary storage devices are (a) Hard disk (b) Floppy disk (c) Cassettes and Cartridges (d) 

Optical disc. 1.9. ABOUT PCs The most popular form of computer in use today is the personal 

computer. PC is a short form of personal computer. The PC can be used for various applications. PC 

can be defined as a single user microcomputer. Personal computers are classified as PC, PC/XT, 

PC/AT, and Super AT, Pentium systems. 

 All the classification of personal computers contains a system unit, CRT display and 

keyboard. The system unit contains power supply, storage device (RAM and ROM), hard disk and 

floppy drives and the motherboard containing CPU and memory. Microprocessor The CPU or 

microprocessor is the most important chip in the motherboard. The personal computer’s 

performance depends directly on the CPU.  

The performance of CPU depends on model, version, and speed. Model: Each CPU has a 

specific model number. Some of the common CPUs produced by Intel company for PC’s are 8088, 

80286, 80386, 80486, 80586, Pentium, Pentium II, Pentium III, Pentium IV, Pentium Duel Core or 

Pentium Core 2 due. Version: In each model of CPU, there are many versions, such as SX, DX, DX2 

etc., SX is less powerful than DX and DX is less powerful than DX2.  

Speed: The speed of PC is measured in Giga hertz (GHz). Higher the value, faster is the 

information processed by CPU. Fundamentals of computers 13 TCPS PC is the simplest and cheapest 

type of personal computer. It uses Intel’s 8088 CPU, 640 Kbytes RAM, 8 Kbytes ROM, and floppy 

disks as secondary memory. It does not have a hard disk. PC/XT has a hard disk. PC/AT (Advance 

Technology) contains Intel’s 80286 CPU, 640 Kbytes RAM (expandable to 4 Mbytes), 64 Kbytes ROM 

(expandable to 128 Kbytes), both hard disk and floppy disk drives (360 Kbytes/1.2 Mbytes). Its CPU is 

more powerful than the CPU of PC/XT. Super ATs (or Supermicros) use a 32-bit CPU, Intel 80386 or 

80486. The RAM capacity of Supermicros lies in the range 2-8 MB. In the case of 80386 CPU, RAM 

can be extended up to 32 Mbytes and in the case of 80486 up to 64 Mbytes. The hard disk capacity 

of supermicros lies in the range of 640-1024 Mbytes. The latest range of PC used in the market is 



based upon Intel Pentium Processors. The speed of Pentium processor starts from 1.5 GHz. 1.10. 

MEMORY Memory unit is used to store the data, instructions and program. A computer system uses 

a variety of memory devices. Computer has two types of memory. They are (1) Primary Memory or 

Main memory (2) Secondary memory or Auxiliary memory. 

 Differences between main memory and secondary memory 

 Main Memory Secondary Memory  

 Main memory is made from semiconductor materials. Auxiliary memory is made from magnetic 

materials. 2. Storage capacity is less. Storage capacity is more. 3. Used for storing data and programs 

at the time of processing. Used for storing data for future use. 4. Main memory is a part of the CPU. 

Auxiliary memories are external devices. 5. Cost of main memory is more. Cost of Secondary 

memory is less. Fundamentals of computers 14 TCPS MEANINGS OF BIT, BYTE, WORD, KILO BYTE, 

MEGA BYTE AND GIGA BYTE Bits and Bytes The computer can work in two states, ON or OFF. The 

‘ON’ state is represented by 1 and the ‘OFF’ state is represented by 0. ‘0’ or ‘1’ is called a binary digit 

or a BIT. A collection of 8 bits is known as a BYTE. A character in computer is represented by a byte. 

The storage capacity of the main memory or the auxiliary memory is measured in Kilobytes, 

Megabytes or Gigabytes. 8 Bits 1 Byte 1024 Bytes 1 Kilobyte (KB) 1024 Kilobytes (KB) 1 Megabyte 

(MB) 1024 Megabytes (MB) 1 Gegabyte (GB) 1024 Gigabytes (GB) 1 Terabyte (TB) Word Word is a 

group of bits constituting the basic unit of information in a computer. A word may have a length of 

8, 16, 32, 48, 64 bits or more. The size of the word depends on the architecture of the computer. 

Word size or word length specifies the number of bits of data that is processed by the 

microprocessor as a unit. For example, an 8-bit microprocessor performs operations on 8 bit data 

and 32-bit microprocessor performs operation on 32 bit data. In the PC world, for 80286 processor, 

the word length is 16 bits and for 80386 and 80486 processor, the word length is 32 bits. SEMI 

CONDUCTOR MEMORY  

In earlier computers, magnetic core memory was used. All modern computers use semiconductor 

memory as main memory. Semiconductor memories are of two-type (i) RAM (ii) ROM. RAM 

(Random Access Memory) RAM is nothing but random access memory. This memory can be 

accessed in a random manner. So accessing of any location is easy. RAM is also called READ / WRITE 

memory. Information can be read from a RAM and can also be written into it. RAM is a volatile 

memory. The contents of the memory are lost when the power is turned off. RAM is used for storing 

data temporarily. There are two types of RAM available. They are (1) Static RAM (SRAM) (2) Dynamic 

RAM (DRAM) Fundamentals of computers 15 TCPS Static RAM (SRAM) Flip-flops are used in the 

construction of Static RAM. Flip-flop can store data as long as the power supply remains on. So, 

Static RAM retains the information until it is overwritten or the power supply is OFF. Refreshing is 

not required. Static RAM is mostly used in personal computers. Dynamic RAM (DRAM) The DRAMs 

are constructed using capacitors and transistors. The charge on the capacitor tends to leak off. 

Therefore a dynamic RAM loses information in a very short time even though the power supply is 

ON. So the cells are periodically refreshed to retain the information. It is mainly suitable for 

computers having higher memory capacity.  

Differences between SRAM and DRAM S.No SRAM DRAM 1. Refreshing is not necessary. Requires 

separate circuit for refreshing. 2. Bigger in size. Smaller in size. 3. Access speed is high. Access speed 

is low. 4. Cost is more. Cost is less. 5. Memory capacity is more. Memory capacity is less. ROM A 



Read Only Memory is called as ROM. Information is permanently stored in ROM. The information 

from the memory can be read only. It is not possible to write fresh information into it. When the 

power supply is switched off, the information stored inside a ROM is not lost. So it is called Non-

volatile memory. Information is written into the ROM chip at manufacturing time. ROMs store 

permanent programs and other types of information, which are needed by the computer to execute 

the program. ROM is normally used to store Booting Command and Initial Loading instructions. 
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 Differences between RAM and ROM  

RAM ROM 1. Used for storing data temporarily. Used for storing data permanently. 2. RAM 

is volatile. ROM is non-volatile. 3. Expensive. Cheapest. 4. Accessing speed is high. Accessing speed is 

low. 5. Can be written many times. Written only during manufacturing. PROM (Programmable ROM) 

A PROM is a programmable read only memory. The computer system manufacturer supplies ROM 

chips. It is not possible for a customer to modify the programs stored inside the ROM chip. PROM 

can be programmed only once by a special write device. The special device used for programming 

the PROM is called “PROM Programmer”. Once the chip has been programmed, the recorded 

information cannot be changed. EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) The 

information stored in a ROM or a PROM chip cannot be changed or altered. In EPROM, it is possible 

to erase information stored and the chip can be reprogrammed to store new information using a 

special prom-programmer facility. Information stored in an EPROM chip can be erased by exposing 

to ultraviolet light for about 20 minutes. When an EPROM is exposed to ultraviolet light the data are 

erased. It is not possible to erase the contents of certain selected memory location. When an 

EPROM is in use, information can only be ‘read’ and the information remains on the chip until it is 

erased. R & D personnel mainly use EPROM’s because they frequently change the micro programs to 

test the efficiency of the computer system with new programs. The EPROM’s can be written 

electrically. But the write operation is not simple. It requires the erasure of whole storage cells. The 

erasure of information is a time consuming process. EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable 

Read Only Memory) The information is stored in EEPROM is erased by electrically. To store the new 

information into EEPROM, it is not necessary to erase all the previous data. In EEPROM’s the writing 

time is considerably higher than reading time. EEPROM can be updated easily. Fundamentals of 

computers 17 TCPS Typical RAM Capacities in Personal Computers Name RAM Capacity PC 640 k 

bytes PC / XT 640 k bytes PC / AT (80286) 1 MB Expandable to 4 MB 80386 80486 80386 80486 2 - 8 

MB Can be extended upto 32 MB. Can be extended upto 64 MB Pentium System 8 MB – 128 MB 

RAM can be extended up to 4 GB 1.11. SECONDARY STORAGE DEVICES 1.11.1 Floppy Disk Floppy 

Disks are commonly used as secondary and backup memory for personal computers. Floppy disks 

are also called as floppy diskettes or floppies. These disks are very thin and flexible. So they are 

called floppy. Floppy disk is made from flexible plastic and coated with magnetic oxide. Floppy disks 

are packaged in protective envelopes. The floppy disks are inserted in a floppy disk drive for read / 

write operation. A read / write head of the disk unit is used to read data from or write data onto a 

floppy disk. Floppies are available in two different sizes. A 5.25 inch disk is called Mini floppy. A 3.5 

inch disk is called Micro floppy. Figure 1.2. Shows different parts of a 5.25 inch disk and 3.5 inch disk. 

Fig 1-2. 5.25 Inches and 3.5 Inches Floppy disks Fundamentals of computers 18 TCPS Parts of a 5.25” 

Floppy Disk Name of the Part Use Jacket Is a permanent plastic covering to protect disk. Write 

Protect Notch It is used for protecting the data. When It is covered, it is impossible to write data on 

floppy or erase the data. But reading from the floppy is possible 1.11.2. Hard Disks A hard disk is 



used for storing a large amount of information. A hard disk can be used to retrieve any data very 

fast. The track and bit densities of hard disk are much higher than those of a floppy disk. The disks 

come in different sizes such as 3.5 inch, 5.25 inch and 8 inch. The hard disk is completely sealed and 

is protected from dust particles. A hard disk is also referred as “Winchester Disk “ Construction All 

magnetic disks are round platters. Disks are coated on both sides with magnetic material. A hard disk 

consists of a number of disks or platters. All platters are packed together and mounted on a common 

shaft. The central shaft rotates at the speed of 7200 or more revolutions per minute. All the disks of 

a hard disk move simultaneously in the same direction. A number of access arms and read / write 

heads are used. Two heads are mounted on each arm to access two surfaces. The disk packs, the 

read / write heads and the access mechanism are sealed in an airtight, dust-free container. The 

construction of hard disk is shown in figure1.4. Storage of Information Each disk has two sides. 

Information is stored on both sides of each disk. The upper side of the top plate and lower surface of 

the bottom are not used. Each disk consists of a number of tracks. A set of corresponding tracks in all 

sides is called a cylinder. Each track is further divided into sectors. Thus a hard disk having 10 platters 

will have 18 recording surfaces and hence it will have 18 tracks per cylinder. The presence of a 

magnetized spot represents 1 bit and its absence represents 0 bit 

 

. Construction of a Hard disk Storage capacity The storage capacity of a hard disk depends on the 

number of disk surfaces. But the capacity also depends on the tracks per inch of surfaces and the 

bits per inch of track. The total number of bytes that can be stored in a hard disk is Accessing of Data 

The many head system consists of one read / write head for each disk surface. The access arm can 

be moved in and around. Each read / write head moves horizontally across the surface of the disk. 

When the ‘access’ arm moves, all the read-write heads move in unison across the disk surfaces. 

Whenever the access mechanism comes to rest, each read-write head will be positioned on the 

equivalent track on each and every surface. For one movement of the access arm, access is possible 

from one cylinder (corresponding tracks in all surfaces). Fig 1-5 shows the tracks and cylinders of a 

Hard disk. Number of Cylinders x Tracks per Cylinder x Sectors per Track x Bytes per Sector. 
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Disadvantages 1. Large Storage Capacity. Hard disks are not portable. 2. Reusable. Cost is more. 3. 

Very fast accessing Capability. More chance for errors.  

Differences between Floppy Disk and Hard Disk  

FLOPPY DISK HARD DISK 

. Storage capacity is less. Storage capacity is more. 2. The access time is less. The access time is 

more. 3. Floppy disks are flexible. Hard disks are rigid. 4. Handling of the floppy disk is easy. Handling 

of the hard disk is difficult. 1.11.3. CD-ROM (Compact Disk - Read Only Memory) CD-ROM is an 

optical disc. Optical memories are mass storage devices. The CD-ROM is a direct extension of audio 

CD. Pre-recorded data can be read out. The manufacturer writes data on CD- ROMs. The disk is 

made up of a resin, such as polycarbonate. It is coated with a material like aluminum. The material 

changes its reflecting property when a high intensity laser beam is focused on it. Reading and 

Writing Operation Information’s are written into the CD-ROM by a high power laser beam. The laser 

beam is used to burn tiny holes (or pits) on a spinning disk. The tiny pit represents “1“ and the 

surface without a pit, known as “land“, represents “ 0 “. Information is retrieved from a CD-ROM 



using a low power laser beam. Photo-diode is used to read data. The reflected laser beam is sensed 

by photo-diode. The intensity of the reflected light of laser changes when it finds a pit. A pit spreads 

the light so that the photo-diode receives little reflected light. But land reflects sufficient light to the 

photo-diode. In this way, change in reflected light is sensed and converted into electrical signals. In 

the CD-ROMs data stored on an outermost track is higher than the data stored in an innermost 

track. Fundamentals of computers 21 TCPS The layout of the CD-ROM is shown in figure 1-6. The 

data is stored sequentially along a spiral track. The track is divided into blocks. CD-ROMs are very 

good media for distributing large amount of information to large number of users. The storage 

density of CD-ROM is enormous. One CD-ROM disk stores about 550 megabytes. Advantages 1. 

Large storage capacity. 2. Mass replication is inexpensive and fast. 3. The storage cost is very low. 4. 

The access time is relatively fast. Disadvantages 1. It is a read only memory. Therefore the disk 

cannot be reused. 2. They cannot be erased. 

 PERIPHERAL DEVICES  

Input Devices Input devices are used to enter data and instruction to the computer. An input unit 

converts the data into binary codes and stores them in the main memory of the computer. A few 

input devices, which are used now-a-days are keyboard, magnetic ink character reader, mouse etc. 

Keyboard The keyboard is the mostly used input device.  

Both program and data may be entered into the computer system with the help of keyboard. A 

computer keyboard closely resembles a typewriter keyboard. A computer keyboard is used much 

like a typewriter keyboard.  

A keyboard has all alphabetic, numeric, and special characters found on a typewriter. There is one 

key for each letter, number, symbol etc. Additional keys are used to handle special functions. Each 

character keyed in is encoded and is stored in memory. When a key is pressed, the corresponding 

character is stored in the computer main memory and also displayed on the screen simultaneously. 

When a key is pressed, a physical contact is made. When pressing the key, the particular key switch 

is activated. The keyboard has an electronic circuit to determine which key has been pressed. Then a 

standard 8-bit code is generated and sent to the computer. Detecting the key, which is pressed, and 

generating the corresponding code is known as encoding. 
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Advantages  

1. Entering the data is easy.  

2. Keyboard is very fast and cheap compared to other input devices.  

3. Numeric data is entered very fast.  

Mouse  

The mouse is an input device. Mouse is also a pointing device. When a user moves the mouse across 

a flat surface, the cursor on the screen also moves in the direction of the mouse’s movement.  



By moving the mouse, the user can point to any position on the screen. The mouse consists of a 

small plastic box. Mouse has one or more buttons on the top. Fig shows a diagram of a mouse. It is 

held in one hand and moved across a flat surface. There are two rotating wheels on the underside of 

the mouse. The wheels have their axes at right angles to each other. The two rotating wheels detect 

the movement and the direction of the movement. Each wheel is connected to a shaft encoder. The 

shaft encoder delivers an electrical pulse for every incremental rotation of the wheel. As the mouse 

is rolled around on a flat surface, its movement in two orthogonal directions is translated into 

rotation of the wheels. These rotations can be measured by counting the pulses received from the 

shaft encoders. The converted values may be held in registers accessible to the computer or written 

directly into the computer’s memory; the values are normally sampled 30 or 60 times a second by 

the computer. The mouse is used to draw sketches, diagrams etc., on the screen, the mouse is also 

used to edit text. The operation of the mouse is simple and the cost is also low. Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) Optical character reader recognition is capable of detecting alphabetic and 

numeric characters printed on paper. The characters may be either typewritten or handwritten. No 

special ink is required. Fundamentals of computers 23 TCPS Optical character readers are designed 

to interpret handmade characters, machine-printed characters, and special bar codes. The 

handwritten characters must usually be precisely written. The optical reading system has the 

flexibility to read entire pages of machine-printed alphanumeric symbols. These symbols are often 

printed in the standard type font. Most optical character readers scan the printer matter with a 

photoelectric device that recognizes characters by the absorption or reflection of light on the 

document (characters to be read are non-reflective). Reflected light patterns are converted into 

electrical pulses and then transmitted to recognition logic circuits. There they are compared with the 

characters the machine has been programmed to recognize. If a suitable comparison is made, the 

data may be recorded for input into CPU. If a mismatch occurs, the document may be rejected. 

Advantages 

1. OCR eliminates the duplication of human effort required to feed data into the computer. 2. 

OCR can improve data accuracy and can increase the speed of the information processing.  

2. Disadvantages  

3. . OCR devices are expensive. 

4.  2. OCR devices are used only for large-volume processing applications.  

5. 3. Documents to be read are neatly typed. Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) In this 

method, human characters are printed on documents (such as cheques) using special magnetic 

ink. A magnetic ink character reader can recognize such characters. In a cheque, the branch 

code, account number, and cheque number are preprinted at the bottom using magnetic ink. 

When a filled in cheque is presented at the bank, a bank employee encodes the amount in the 

lower right corner. Fig No 1-8. A Sample MICR Cheque Fundamentals of computers  

6. This cheque is then processed using an MICR device. The MICR device can recognize magnetic 

ink characters. A sample MICR cheque is shown in 

7. . This method eliminates the need to manually enter data from cheques into a floppy or 

punched card. Magnetic-ink character recognition (MICR) devices were widely used by banks 

to process the tremendous volume of cheques written every day. 

8.  MICR devices examine each character pixel by pixel. After scanning the whole character, it is 

compared with the characters (standard fonts) which the machine has been programmed to 

recognize. If the scanned character does not match satisfactorily with any of the fonts, it is 



rejected. Advantages 1. Cheques may be roughly handled, folded, smeared and stamped. 2. 

Processing is speeded up because the cheques can be fed directly into the input devices. 3. 

Magnetic Ink characters can also be easily read by people. Disadvantages 1. Special type of 

magnetic ink is required. 2. Only 10 digits and 4 special characters are allowed. No alphabetic 

characters are available. 3. MICR is not suitable for general-purpose data processing 

applications.  

9. . Output Devices The output devices are used to bring out the results in a humanly readable 

form. Output devices can be classified into (i) Hard copy devices (ii) Soft copy devices. Hard 

copy devices produce a permanent record on media such as paper. Examples of hard copy 

devices are printers and plotters. Soft copy devices do not produce a permanent record. 

Examples of soft copy devices are Visual Display unit and Audio response unit. Visual Display 

Unit (VDU) A Visual Display Unit looks like a TV screen and is used to display information.  

10. shows a visual display unit with a keyboard. Fig No 1-8 Visual Display Unit (VDU) Fundamentals 

of computers  

11. Main advantage of using a VDU is that the information keyed in through the keyboard is 

displayed on the screen for visual check-up. Once the information is corrected, it can be stored 

in devices such as magnetic tape or floppies. Because of this reason, most of the modern 

computers use a VDU as an input device. VDU can also be used as output device. Once a 

computer processes data, it is displayed on the screen. This helps in checking the results before 

sending them to a printer.  

12. VDUs can work in two different modes: (i) Text mode and (ii) Graphics mode. Text mode can 

display only ordinary alphanumeric characters. Graphics mode can display graphic symbols as 

well as alphabets and numerals. The screen of a VDU varies in size ranging from 8 inches to 20 

inches. The number of lines displayed at a time may vary from 20 lines to 30 lines with a 

number of characters ranging from 32 to 80. The images on the screen are displayed in dots. 

These dots are called pixels. The number of dots on the screen is called as resolution. The more 

detailed images contain more number of pixels.  

 

Thus  higher the resolution, the better the picture quality. A typical high-resolution monitor has 

1024 x 768 pixels across the screen.  

Monochrome monitors display a single color, usually green, amber or white on black 

background. Color monitors are also available which contain special type of tube for producing 

different color objects. The information displayed on the screen needs to be recorded 

somewhere so that the screen can read that data and display it. The memory that holds the 

display data is physically located inside the system unit. This memory is called Video memory. 

The VDU is constantly reading this display memory and creating an image that reflects the 

contents of this memory area. Printers The printer is the most commonly used output device. 

The printer is an electromechanical device i.e., it contains both electronic and mechanical 

parts. The printer receives data from the computer and prints the characters on the paper. The 

permanent readable copy of computer output is often called as hard copy. Printers are 

generally classified into two types (i) Impact printer (ii) Non-Impact printer Fundamentals of 

computers 26 TCPS IMPACT PRINTER In an impact printer, the character is formed by the 

physical contact of the print head against an inked ribbon and onto paper. Impact printers can 

be further classified into serial or character printers and line printers. Serial or character 

Impact printers : In a character printer, characters are printed one after the other. Only one 



character can be printed at a time. Some of the character printers are Dot matrix printer, Daisy 

wheel printer, Golf ball printer. Line printers : In a line printer, many characters of a line are 

printed at a time. The line printer prints a complete line of characters in one time. The drum 

printer, band printer and chain printer are the examples of line printers. The speed of a line 

printer is very high.  

NON-IMPACT PRINTER 

 In a non-impact printer, there is no physical contact of the head with the paper or ribbon. The 

laser printer, ink-jet printer and Electro-static printer are all non-impact printers. 

 DOT- MATRIX PRINTER  

Dot matrix printer does not print a whole character. Each character is formed by small dots. A 

matrix, (usually 9 by 7), is used to create the character pattern of dots. The print head contains 

a vertical array of 7, 9, 14, 18 or even 24 pins. There is a solenoid corresponding to each pin. A 

dot is printed on paper for each pin that is activated. The character to be printed has dots in 

certain positions of the matrix. The head moves column by column in the matrix. When the 

head is in one of the columns of the matrix, all the required dots for that column are formed by 

striking appropriate pins. Then, the head moves to the next column in the matrix and the 

process is repeated. When all the columns in the matrix are covered, one character pattern is 

completed.  

(a) explains the operation of a Dot-matrix printer 

(b) shows the printing of the character ‘T’ by a dot-matrix printer. To print the character ‘T’, at 

the first instance, Pin number 1 is energized and the impression of the above pin is 

produced on the paper. Thus first column of the character is obtained. Then the print head 

is moved towards right, once again, the pin 1 is energized and produces impression on the 

paper. Similarly to print the third column of the character, all the pins are energized. 

Similarly, corresponding pins are energized to print a full character. The sharpness of the 

quality of print depends upon the number of dots included in the matrix. Higher number of 

dots gives a better print quality. The speed of the dot matrix printer is measured in terms 

of CPS (Character Per Second). The printing speed lies in the range of 30 - 600 CPS. 

Fundamentals of computers 27 TCPS Fig 1-10. Principle of Operation of a Dot Matrix 

Printer Advantages 1. Dot matrix printers are less expensive. 2. They can print both text 

and graphics. 3. They can print in any language without additional hardware change. 4. 

Color printing is also possible by changing ribbons. 5. Multiple copies are possible in a 

single printing. Disadvantages 1. Dot matrix printers are noisy. 2. Cannot produce letter 

quality output. 3. This printer is not suitable for heavy-duty continuos printing. Ink-Jet 

printer An Ink-jet printer produces characters by spraying small ink droplets on to paper. 

Ink-jet printer uses the dot-matrix approach to print text and graphics. Ink-jet printer uses 

one or more nozzles in the print head. The nozzle ejects a steady stream of tiny ink drops. 

Each droplet is electrically charged when it passes through a value. Then it passes through 

horizontal and vertical deflecting plates. These plates are used to deflect the ink drops. 

These deflecting plates direct the ink drops to the proper spots on the paper to form the 

impression of a character. The principle of operation of an Ink-jet printer is shown in figure 

1-11. In this type of printers, continuous stream of ink-drop is used. The average life of an 

ink-jet printer head is 5 times more than dot-matrix printer. The speed of ink-jet printer 

lies in the range of 40-300 CPS. Fundamentals of computers 28 TCPS Advantages 1. Color 

printing is possible. 2. The print quality is good because the character is formed by dozens 



of tiny ink dots. Disadvantages 1. Inkjet printers cannot produce multiple copies of a 

document in a single printing. 2. The speed is low. Fig 1-11. The principle of operation of 

Ink-jet Printer Laser Printer The laser printer is a non-impact high-speed page printer. The 

quality of printing is very high. The special feature of laser printer is its variety of fonts and 

difference in sizes. The principle of a laser printer is shown in figure 1-12. A 

photoconductive drum made of selenium is used. This photoconductive drum is sensitive 

to light. The drum is initially charged before being exposed to a coherent monochromatic 

light beam from a helium-neon laser. The light beam scans parallel to the axis on the 

photosensitive drum using a rotating polygonal mirror (a many-sided mirror). As the beam 

hits one face of the mirror, the movement of the mirror causes one scan across the drum. 

The drum and the mirror system are continuously revolving in synchronism so that the 

beam scans the whole surface of the drum. The principle of operation of laser printer is 

shown in figure 1-12. 

(c)  Dot-matrix characters are formed in a similar scanning manner as with a visual display 

unit. In this case the light beam (rather than the electron beam) is switched ON and OFF, 

by an acoustic-optical deflector, inserted between the laser and the mirror system. 

Typically an 18 * 24 dot matrix is employed with the dots. Fundamentals of computers 29 

The light beam selectively discharges areas on the drum and then toner material is spread 

over the surface to form an ink image. This is then transferred to a roll of paper and finally 

made permanent by heat. By splitting the beam into a number of beams, several dots can 

be formed simultaneously in a vertical line, thus increasing the speed of operation. 

Advantages 1. Good quality of printing can be achieved. 2. Speed is high. 3. Variety of fonts 

with different sizes is possible. 

(d)  Disadvantages 1. The cost is very high. 2. Multiple copies in a single printing is not 

possible.  

(e) PLOTTERS A plotter is an output device. The plotter is used to draw figure, graphs, design & 

illustrations etc., many plotters use colored pens to draw colored designs. Many types of 

plotters are available. The incremental plotters (drum type) and the X-Y plotters (flat bed) 

are used extensively. Fundamentals of computers 30 

(f)  FLAT- BED PLOTTERS (X-Y PLOTTERS) The flatbed plotter is less expensive and is used in 

many smaller computing systems. It is shown in fig 1-13. In this plotter, the paper is held 

horizontally on a flat bed, by an electrostatic field. An arm containing the pen moves over 

the paper. The arm can move in two directions, one parallel to the plotter and the other 

perpendicular to it (called X & Y directions). With this kind of movement, the arm can 

approach any point on the paper. In addition, the pen can be raised or lowered onto the 

paper, during the drawing operations. Most of the flat-bed plotters have facilities to use 

more than one pen. The pen holder can be equipped with different pens to allow multi-

color plots. The moving arm picks one pen at a time. After completing the drawing with the 

pen currently in use, it is put back in the respective slot and another pen is taken to 

continue drawing. Depending on the requirements of the drawing, either pens with 

different colors can be used or pens with different line thickness can be used. 

(g)  

(h)  Advantages 

(i)  1. Flat-bed plotter is a low cost plotter. 2. The user can easily control the graphics. The 

user can lift the arm along with the pen at time and manually take it to any position on the 



paper, so that the position of the graphics can be altered as per user choice. Disadvantages 

1. The drawing size is limited to 30 cm * 20 cm. 2. Flatbed plotter occupies large space. 
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(j)  Introduction to OS Operating system is a larger collection of programs. Which manages 

the resources of the computer systems and access and inerface between the user of the 

computer and comupter hardware. An operating system controls the execution of 

application programs. It is an essential component of the computer system. Example : MS-

DOS, MS-Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Unix, Linux. Functions 

• To make the computer system convenient to use. • To utilize the computer resource in 

an efficient manner. • To develop, test and introduces new system functions. • To 

understand the inner functions of the computer very closely. Hardware – End User 

Interface The main purpose of the operating system is to act as an interface between the 

computer hardware and the end user. Different layers of computer operating system 

Operating System System program Application Program End user Computer Hardware 
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Operating system directly control computer hardware resources. The user can interact with 

the operating system by using system call in a program or directly by using operating system 

commands. The user of the application programs is called an end user. The end user views a 

computer system in terms of an application program. To develop application programs, the 

application programmers using the programming language. This application program uses the 

service of a set of system programs called “utilities”. Example : Assemblers, Editors, Compilers, 

etc., OS Service Description Program Creations Programmers can use number of utilities such 

as editors and debuggers for creating programs through the OS. Program Execution For 

executing the program, the program and its associated data must be loaded into the main 

memory. I/O devices and files must be initialized. The OS does all the above jobs for the users. 

Access to I/O devices Each I/O device has its own signal controls for their operations. The OS 

takes care of the operation of I/O devices. Controlled accessed to files The OS takes care of the 

protection mechanism to control access to the files. It also provides protection for resource 

and data from unauthorized users. Error detection and response The operating system detects 

the errors such as, memory error, device failure error, and software errors in the system. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Windows operating system introduce by Microsoft Corporation in 1983. Windows is a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) operating system. There are different versions of MS-Windows. 

S.No Version Year 1 Windows 1983 2 Windows 3X 1990 3 Windows NT (New Technlogy) 1993 4 

Windows 98 1998 5 Windows ME, 2000 Professional 2000 6 Windows XP (Windows 

eXPerience) 2001 MS-Windows XP 2 TCPS 3.2. WINDOWS XP Windows XP stands for Windows 

eXPerience. Working in Windows XP environment is more productive and it has many 

advantage than its old versions. The important feature is the World Wide Web (WWW) can 

easily accessible from anywhere. The enhancements to the desktop, task bar and start menu 

helps to open shortcuts and programs quickly. These new features help to work faster and 



more efficient. It allows the user to work on multiple applications simultaneously. It has more 

user friendliness and facilities to transfer data between different applications. There are three 

types of editions in Windows XP. They are • Windows XP Professional Edition. • Windows XP 

Home Edition. • Windows XP 64-Bit Edition. Features of Windows XP • Start menu can be 

changed in two ways. • Taskbar can be easily Lock and Unlock in Windows XP. • Every user can 

be used his photo for account. • In Windows XP, can be use More than one language. • Clear 

Type technology used in Windows XP. So can be read and write clearly. • It has the facility to 

Search, Index, Favorites, Help and Support Center. • New Wizard : Its used create the 

computer network and share the device such as printer. • It has the facility to Share Internet 

Connection from one computer to another. • In Windows XP, Windows Firewall is turned on by 

default. It restricts unwanted program that comes to the computer from other device, giving 

more control over the data on the computer and providing a line of defense against people or 

programs. • The Desktop Cleanup Wizard is used to remove objects that you don't use from 

desktop. The wizard automatically runs every 60 days, or you can start it yourself whenever 

you want. • Plug and Play:automatically finds the new hardware inserted and takes it into 

account. • Multi-function:Multi-function device installation time, in windows XP atomatically 

collect and install the corresponding softwares such as All-in-one printer (Scan, Print, Fax). • 

Dual View: In Windows XP, can be display the two monitor at a time. MS-Windows XP 3 TCPS • 

The User Account has divided into two types. 1. Administrator 2. Limited 1. Administrator A 

user with a computer administrator account can assign or change pictures for all users. 2. 

Limited A user with a limited account or one who is logged on using the guest account can only 

change their own picture. Mouse and its Activities It is called as cursor or mouse pointer. The 

mouse is a hardware device that lets you interact with Windows Graphical User Interface by 

letting your perform actions such as pointing, clicking and dragging. • Point to an Item - Placing 

the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item. • Click an Item - The mouse pointer on a 

particular icon or item and pressing the left mouse button once. Used to select the icon or 

item. • Double-Click an Item - Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item and 

pressing the left mouse button twice quickly. Used to execute the program. • Drag an Item - 

The mouse pointer on a particular icon or item, holding the left mouse button and then 

releasing the mouse button. Used to move the icon, items and drop them in a new location. • 

Right Click an Item - Placing the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item and pressing the 

right mouse button once. Used to display the short-cut menus. • Right Drag an Item - Placing 

the mouse pointer on a particular icon or item and pressing the right mouse button while 

moving the mouse and release the mouse button. Used to display the short-cut menus. MS-

Windows XP 4 TCPS 3.3. DESKTOP The active desktop is a user interface. This has elements 

connected to an outside source. These elements can be regularly updated without the user 

involvement. The different parts of the desktop are given below. Icons : The icons are small 

graphical pictures displayed on the desktop. The icons may be Folder icon, Program icon, File 

icon, Short cut icon and also default icons. Taskbar : It is positioned at the bottom of the 

desktop by default. It contains Start Button at the left side, Quick Launch Toolbar, Volume 

control and Time Indicator at the right side. The name of the applications currently working 

with will be displayed on the Taskbar. Default items on the desktop There are five objects in 

desk top. Are 1. My Computer 2. My Network Places 3. Recycle Bin 4. Internet Explorer 5. My 

Document 1. My Computer It is a system folder that contains all drives to which the computers 

connected. (Floppy Drive, Hard Drive, CD-Drive, DVD Drive, Printers, Control Panel and Other 



Drives, etc.,) 2. My Network Places My Network Place is a system folder that contain the 

interconnected computer icons that can browse to view or use shared resources such as 

folders and printers, Memroy drives, Printers, CD Drive, DVD Drive and others. 3. Recycle Bin It 

is a system folder that stores the deleted items such as file and folders. Items in the recycle bin 

can be restored or permanently deleted at a later time. 

 MS-Windows XP 5 

. Internet Explorer Internet Explorer is browser and also application program that serves as the 

primary method for accessing the World Wide Web, which is one of the major services on the 

Internet. Internet Exploer is an icon that start Internet explorer when clicked. 5. My Document 

My Documents is a system folder and convenient place to store documents, graphics, or other 

files you want to access quickly. By default microsoft office’s files are stored in my document. 

In desktop can be create a following icons. • Folder Icon • File Icon • Shortcut Icon 3.4. START 

MENU The Start button, displays a menu that contains everything you need to use windows. 

The Start menu will appear while clicking the start button. By default, the Start Button and the 

task bar are always have visible. • The start menu will appear when clicking the Start Button. • 

Move the mouse pointer to the required menu and the sub menu will comes automatically if it 

has and click on the menu to open. Start menu can be viewed in two ways, are 3.4.1 Start 

Menu This type of Start Menu is very easy to use the E-Mail and Internet facilities. 3.4.2 Classic 

Start Menu  

This type of Start Menu can be used as the Windows old versions.  

Programs Or All Programs It contains shortcuts to applications and application subfolders, such 

as the accessories folder. Documents Or My Recent Documents It contains shortcuts to 

recently used 15 files. Settings It contains shortcuts to the Control Panel folder, Printers folder, 

and the Taskbar and Start menu properties dialog box, Folder options, Active Desktop options, 

and Window update. Search It contains commands to find files, folders, computers, Internet 

sites, and Web pages on the Internet. Help and Support Start the online and offline help 

system for windows. MS-Windows XP 7 TCPS Run Open a dialog box from which you can type a 

command to open programs, folders, or web sites. Logoff Let you close all programs and log on 

as a different user. Turn off Computer Provides Stand by, Turn off and Restart options. 

Program Menu When you open the programs folder on the Start menu, you will see shortcuts 

to programs and additional folders. MS-Windows XP 8 TCPS 3.5 CONTROLS 3.5.1 Windows 

Controls A portion of the screen where programs and processes can be run. You can open 

several windows at the same time. For example, you can open your e-mail in one window, 

work on a budget in a spreadsheet in another, download pictures from your digital camera in 

another window, and order your weekly groceries on the Web in another window. Windows 

can be closed, resized, moved, minimized to a button on the taskbar, or maximized to take up 

the whole screen. System Menu Title Bar Minimize Restore Close Start Menu Quick Launch 

Open Program Task Bar Notification Area System Menu It will be displayed at the top left side 

of the window. When clicked on the control box, control menu will be displayed on the screen. 

MS-Windows XP 9 TCPS Title Bar The horizontal bar at the top of a window that contains the 

name of the window. On many windows, the title bar also contains the program icon, the 

Maximize, Minimize, and Close buttons. To display a menu with commands such as Restore 



and Move, right-click the title bar. Minimize Button Click it to reduce the application window to 

a button on the taskbar. When working with document windows, click it to reduce the window 

to a button within the application window. Restore Button Click it to restore a maximized 

window to its previous size. 

 Maximize Button Click to enlarge a window to its largest size by clicking the Maximize button 

(at the right of the title bar).  

Close Button 

 Click to close the window (at the right of the title bar). Quick Launch A customizable toolbar 

that lets you display the Windows desktop or start a program (for example, Internet Explorer) 

with a single click. You can add buttons to start your favorite programs from the Quick Launch 

location on the taskbar. Open Program Open program is a working application window and 

minimized applications are land in the task bar. Taskbar Click buttons on it to select a window 

that is not in view, or to open a window you have minimized. The on-screen bar that contains 

the Start button and appears by default at the bottom of the desktop. MS-Windows XP 10 

Notification Area  

The area on the taskbar to the right of the taskbar buttons. The notification area displays the 

time and can also contain shortcuts that provide quick access to programs, such as Volume 

Control and Power Options. Other shortcuts can appear temporarily, providing information 

about the status of activities. For example, the printer shortcut icon appears after a document 

has been sent to the printer and disappears when printing is complete. Window border or 

corner Drag it to change the size of the window. The pointer becomes a sizing pointer when 

positioned on a window border or corner. Sizing pointer The mouse pointer becomes a sizing 

pointer when you rest it on a window border or corner. This indicates that you can size the 

window by dragging its border. Arrange the Icons File, Folder and icons are arranged. To 

arrange your desktop icons 1. Right-click the desktop. 2. Point to Arrange Icons By, and then 

click one of the commands on the submenu, as explained in the table below. Name : Arrange 

icons in alphabetical order by the icon name. Size : Arrange icons in order of file size. If the icon 

is a shortcut to a program, the size refers to the size of the shortcut file. Type : Arrange icons in 

order of type. For example, if you have shortcuts to several PowerPoint presentations on your 

desktop, these will be arranged next to each other. Modified : Arrange icons in the order that 

the shortcut was last modified. Auto Arrange Automatically arrange the icons in columns along 

the left side of your screen. Align to Crid This option used to align the icons with space left, 

right, Up and down of icons. Snap icons into place as designated by an invisible grid on your 

screen. The grid keeps the icons aligned with each other. MS-Windows XP 11 TCPS Show 

Desktop Icons Hide or show all desktop icons. When this command is checked, desktop icons 

are displayed on your desktop 

. Dialog box  

When you select certain commands, windows will open a dialog box displaying related options. 

Some dialog boxes contain tabs to display additional sets of options. A dialog box contains 

controls that provide different ways to specify a setting or choose an option. On Desktop, right 



click the mouse button and select Properties option. Title Bar Tabs Help Button Drop-down List 

Check Box Command Button  

Title bar It identifies the title of the dialog box, which displays, properties. Text Box Click in the 

box, and then type information. In a dialog box, a box in which you type information needed to 

carry out a command. The text box may be blank or may contain text when the dialog box 

opens.  

Command Buttons Click to carry out actions described by the button name. When command 

names have ellipse following them, they will access another dialog box. MS-Windows XP 12 

Drop-down list Click the drop-down list arrow to open a short list of options, and then make a 

choice from the options provided. Help Click the help button, then the option helps on, to view 

a description of the setting. When the help button is clicked, the pointer becomes an arrow 

with a question mark ( ? ). Slider Drag the slider bar to increase or decrease a value for a 

setting. Spin Box Type a value in the box, or click the up or down arrow to change a value. Tab 

Displays related options in the same dialog box. Click a tab to access its options. Option 

buttons Click to select one option appearing in a set of options. A selected option contains a 

dark circle. Check box Click to select or deselected an option. A check mark in the box indicates 

the option is selected. To turn off an option by removing the X or check mark from a check box. 

You clear a check box by clicking it, or by selecting it and then pressing the SPACEBAR. 3.5.3. 

Common Dialog box The common dialog boxes help to browse folder when selecting saving, 

and opening files on local and network drives. You will access these dialog boxes when using 

many windows application and features. In these dialog boxes, you can also perform many file 

management tasks. 
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Look-in Box Up one Level Create New Folder Look in box It shows the current folder. Click to 

select a drive, folder from the hierarchy of folders in your computer and network computers 

for save, open the file. Up one level Button Click to select the parent folder of the current 

folder. Create new folder Button Click to create a new folder in the current folder. View Button 

Click to show files and folders as • Thumbnails • Tiles • Icons • List • Details • Properties • 

Preview • Web View List Delete MS-Windows XP 14 TCPS File name box Type a file name with 

wildcards in this box. This limits the files displayed. Files type box Select a file type to display in 

the list of items. Open/Save button Click to open selected file or save and name a file. Deleting 

Files Select the files to delete and then click on delete button or Right Click and choose Delete 

option or select Delete from File menu. Confirm File delete dialog box is displayed then choose 

Yes to delete the files.  

FOLDERS AND FILES 

 Folders store related items such as files and other folders. In older versions of Windows, 

folders were called directories. Files are items that store information, such as the data you 

create when using an application. 3.6.1. System Folder Windows create a folder for own use. 

That folders are special folders that windows maintain for specific purposes. Desktop A root 

folder from which all other folders can be accessed. When you first start windows, the desktop 

folder is presented as the screen background. My Computer It is a system folder that contains 



all drives to which the computers connected. (Floppy Drive, Hard Drive, CD-Drive, DVD Drive, 

Printers, Control Panel and Other Drives, etc.,) 
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Internet Explorer Internet Explorer is browser and also application program that serves as the 

primary method for accessing the World Wide Web, which is one of the major services on the 

Internet. Internet Exploer is an icon that start Internet explorer when clicked. My Network 

Places My Network Place is a system folder that contain the interconnected computer icons 

that can browse to view or use shared resources such as folders and printers, Memroy drives, 

Printers, CD Drive, DVD Drive and others. 

 Recycle Bin  

It is a system folder that stores the deleted items such as file and folders. Items in the recycle 

bin can be restored or permanently deleted at a later time. 3.6.2. Folders and Files You may 

use folders to store files or other folders. Example, you might organize all your data in a folder 

named Art and create folder within Art. File types You will typically create files when working 

with applications such as a word processing program. You may use shortcuts to open an 

application or folder quickly. The system files that make up Windows are generally hidden from 

view. 3.6.3. Naming files and folders File names many contain spaces and can be as long as 255 

characters. They cannot the following characters. \ / * ? ’ <> | * + ” : ; + = windows creates an 

alias for each long file name so programs written for versions of Windows prior to Windowss 

XP can read the new files. Examples, the file name MYFIRSTDRFT.TXT would appear as 

MYFIRS~1.TXT in these programs. MS-Windows XP 16 TCPS 3.6.4. Create new files and folders 

Create new folder 1. Open the folder in which to create a new folder. 2. Right click an empty 

place of the desktop or folder. 3. Point to new on the shortcut menu that appears. 4. Click 

folder on the submenu that appear. 5. Type new folder name and press enter. Create new file 

1. Open the folder in which to create new file. 2. Right-click an empty place of the desktop or 

folder. 3. Point to New on the shortcut menu that appears. 4. Click desired file type on the 

submenu that appears. 5. Type new file name and press enter. 3.6.5. Copy files and folders You 

can copy files and folders from one location to another using menu commands or drag and 

drop. Copying by right clicking 1. Open source folder containing files or folders to copy. 2. 

Select files and / or folders. 3. Right click any selected icon, and then click copy (Ctrl + C) on the 

shortcut menu that appears. 4. Open destination folder. 5. Right click any blank area in 

destination folder, and then click Paste (Ctrl + V) on the shortcut menu that appears. Copying 

by dragging 1. Arrange the desktop so the items to copy and destination folder are in view. 2. 

Select files or folders to copy. 3. Press Ctrl and drag selection onto the destination folder 

window, folder icon, or the desktop. 4. Release mouse button to complete the process. MS-

Windows XP 17 TCPS 3.6.6. Delete files and folders Except for files deleted from removable 

disks, such as floppy disks, Windows stores items you delete in the recycle bin where they can 

be restores to their original locations when needed. 1. Open folder containing files or folders to 

delete. 2. Select files or folders to delete. 3. Point to any selected icon, and then drag the 

selection onto the recycle bin or Press delete or Right click any selected icon, the click delete, 

on the shortcut menu that appears. 3.6.7. Move files and folders You can move files and 

folders from one location to another using menu commands or drag and drop. When you move 



a folder, all items stored in that folder are moved. Moving by right clicking 1. Open the source 

folder containing files and folders to move. 2. Select files or folders to move. 3. Right click any 

selected icon, and then click Cut (Ctrl + X) on the shortcut menu that appears. 4. Open 

destination folder. 5. Right click any blank area in destination folder, and then click paste (Ctrl + 

V) on the shortcut menu that appears. Moving by dragging 1. Arrange desktop so the items to 

move and the destination folder are in view. 2. Select files or folders to move. 3. Press Shift and 

drag the selection over the destination folder. 4. Release the mouse button to complete the 

process. MS-Windows XP 18 TCPS 3.6.8. Rename files and folders You can rename a file or 

folder stored on the desktop, in a folder window, in the Windows Explorer contents pane, or in 

a common dialog box. Renaming by right clicking 1. Open folder containing file or folder to 

rename. 2. Right-click icon or folder to rename. 3. Click Rename on the shortcut menu that 

appears. 4. Edit or type over the name as desired. 5. Click on a blank area of the folder or 

desktop workspace to complete the process. Renaming by using the Menu 1. Open folder 

containing file or folder to rename. 2. Select file or folder to rename. 3. Click the File menu, 

then click Rename on the menu that appears. 4. Edit or type over the name as desired. 5. Click 

on a blank area of the folder workspace to complete the process. 3.7. MY COMPUTER My 

Computer is a system folder that appears on the desktop. It contains disk drive and system 

folder icons. You can use the My Computer folder as a starting point to browse all the drives 

connected to the computer, including network drives that have been mapped. Open my 

computer 1. If necessary, click the desktop icon on the taskbar to view the desktop. 2. Click or 

double-click the My Computer icon. 3. Right click on My Computer icon, select the open menu. 

Icons display in the My Computer Window • Display the contents of a floppy disk. • Display the 

contents of a hard disk. • Display the contents of a CD-ROM disc, if you have installed in your 

computer. • Open the Control Panel folder and change the system settings. • Open the Control 

Panel folder to set up or manage printers and print queues. 
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 RECYCLE BIN The Recycle Bin is a system folder in which Windows stores the items you delete. 

You can use Recycle Bin commands to return selected items to their original locations or 

permanently deleted them. Files that are deleting from the removable disks or from the MS-

DOS Command Prompt or by pressing Ctrl + Delete are not sent to the Recycle Bin because 

these are permanently deleted. Deleted file Permanently Deleted file Restore all items MS-

Windows XP 20 TCPS Features • You can open the Recycle Bin to view its contents by double-

clicking the Recycle Bin icon that appears on the desktop. • Items you drag onto the Recycle 

Bin icon are stored there until you remove them, or until they take up a specified percentage 

of available hard disk space. • If you delete an item by pressing the Del key, Windows also 

places it in the Recycle Bin. • You can restore all, or just selected items in the Recycle Bin to 

their original folder locations. • You can empty all or selected item in the Recycle Bin. Doing 

this will permanently deleted the items. Restoring Files • Select the file you want to restore or 

multiple files. • Click on Restore from the File menu to restore the file(s) back to the original 

location. Files are not sent to the Recycle Bin • Items deleted from floppy disks or network 

drives are permanently deleted. • Items deleted through applications or from MS-DOS 

command prompt are permanently deleted. Icon indicate Recycle Bin contains deleted items 

Icon indicate Recycle Bin is empty. MS-Windows XP 21 TCPS 3.9.  



ACCESSORIES  

MS-Windows XP provides a variety of accessory applications utilities to assist you when doing 

your work. Calculator Click Start Programs Accessories select Calculator. • Performs Standard 

and advanced calculations. • Store values in memory. • Copy and paste data to and from the 

clipboard. Command Prompt Click Start Programs Accessories select Command Prompt. • It 

displays the MS-DOS operating system. • MS-DOS also known as Command Prompt. MS-

Windows XP 22 TCPS Notepad Click Start Programs Accessories select Notepad. • Notepad is a 

basic text editor to create documents. • Notepad’s file extension is .TXT (Text). • Create and 

edit the ASCII text files. • Cut, Copy, and Paste text to and from the clipboard. • Insert the 

system time and date into a document. • Set word wrap ON and OFF. • Apply page format 

commands, such as margins, header and footer, and print. Paint Click Start Programs 

Accessories select Paint. • Create and editable bitmap graphics with text. • Cut, Copy, and 

paste sections of drawings to theClipboard or a file. • Select a variety of fonts and font sizes 

when using text, magnify drawings for detailed editing, preview and print drawings. • Link or 

embed objects into other applications. • Set current drawing as a wallpaper pattern. Windows 

Explorer Using Windows Explorer, you can browse folders and the files they contain. In the 

Windows Explorer window, the left pane shows the hierarchy of folders in your computer, 

while the right pane shows the content of the folder selected in the left pane. Click Start 

Programs Accessories select Windows Explorer MS-Windows XP 23 TCPS Browse folders 1. 

Open the Windows Explorer. 2. Click the scroll bar in the left pane to view additional folders in 

the list. 3. If desired, drag the separator bar that divides the left and right pane to change the 

size of each pane. 4. In the left pane, click the plus sign ( + )of a folder to see the folders 

contains. 5. In the left pane, click the minus icon ( - ) of a folder to hide folder contains. 6. In 

the left pane, click the desired folder to view its content in the right pane. Browse a particular 

folder Right-click on the folder you wish to explore, then click Explore from the shortcut menu 

that appears. WordPad Click Start Programs Accessories select WordPad • WordPad is a text 

editor. • It provides word processing functions that are suitable for letters and smaller 

documents. • WordPad document’s file extension is RTF (Rich Text Format). • Cut, Copy, and 

Paste the text to and from the clipboard. Save and open text document in Word, Rich Text, 

Text only formats. • Insert size and move graphics, apply page format commands including font 

selection, bulleted lists, paragraph alignments, page breaks, spacing, margins, tabs, indents, 

header and footers. • Insert embedded or linked OLE (Object Linking Embedded) objects. MS-

Windows XP 24  

 CONTROL PANEL  

From the Control panel you can change a wide range of computer settings. You can access the 

Control Panel from the Start menu or from the My Computer folder. Additional icons may 

appear in your Control Panel window depending on the applications and devices you have 

installed on your computer. • Click Start Settings Control Panel (or) • Double-click the My 

Computer Control Panel Options Accessibility Options Use Accessibility Options in Control 

Panel to customize the way your keyboard, display, or mouse functions. Many of these 

features are useful to people without disabilities. Perform various functions. • Sticky Keys 

enables simultaneous keystrokes while pressing one key at a time. • Filter Keys adjusts the 

response of your keyboard. • Toggle Keys emits sounds when certain locking keys are pressed. 



• Sound Sentry provides visual warnings for system sounds. • Show Sounds instructs programs 

to display captions for program speech and sounds. • High Contrast improves screen contrast 

with alternative colors and font sizes. • MouseKeys enables the keyboard to perform mouse 

functions. • Serial Keys allows the use of alternative input devices instead of a keyboard & 

mouse. MS-Windows XP 25  

 Add Hardware 

 The Add new hardware wizard will walk you through steps and automatically detect most 

hardware devices. The Add Hardware Wizard enables you to add new hardware or 

troubleshoot any hardware-related problems. Add or Remove programs Installs and uninstalls 

software, Windows components and also creates an emergency start up disk. Date and Time 

Change the computer date, time, time zone and internet time. Display Change the appearance 

of Desktop background, Themes, Screen Saver, Appearance, and Settings.  

Fonts  

Fonts are used to display text on the screen and in print. In Windows, a font is the name of a 

typeface. Fonts have styles, such as italic, bold, and bold italic. Add, change and manage fonts 

installed on your computer. Internet Options This Control Panel component opens the Internet 

Properties dialog box, where Internet properties can be changed. These properties are 

organized under seven tabs: General, Security, Privacy, Content, Connections, Programs, and 

Advanced. Keyboard The keyboard is the primary way of entering text in a computer, although 

it may be replaced by handwriting and speech recognition programs in the future. You can 

adjust the rate at which a character is repeated when you hold down a key and the time delay 

before it starts repeating and adjust the cursor blink rate. Modem Installs/uninstall and dial up 

properties and tests modems connected to your computer MS-Windows XP 26 TCPS Mouse 

Setup mouse options such as the primary mouse button, pointers, double-click and motion. 

Option may vary depending on the types of mouse installed. Folder Options Customize the 

display of files and folders, change file associations, and make network files available offline. 

To change folder options settings, open Folder Options in Control Panel. Or, to open Folder 

Options from a folder window, click Tools, and then click Folder Options. Mouse Setup mouse 

options such as the primary mouse button, pointers, double-click and motion. Option may vary 

depending on the types of mouse installed. 

 Network Connections  

A component you can use to gain access to network resources and functionality, whether you 

are physically at the network location or in a remote location. By using the Network 

Connections folder you can create, configure, store, and monitor connections. Printers and 

Faxes Printers are used to put text and graphics on all types of paper. This option used to Adds, 

removes and changes the printer / Fax and printer properties, manages and views print queues 

for given printers. System Display information about computer system and change settings for 

hardware, performance and automatic updates. MS-Windows XP 27 TCPS I Answer in your own 

words 1. List out the MS-Windows versions. 2. Write a short notes on Windows XP. 3. Explain 

the features of Windows XP. 4. What are the components of Task bar? 5. Explain the desktop 

objects. 6. What is the purpose of ‘search’ option in Start menu? 7. Mention five of the 



Window controls. 8. Specify a method for creating a new folder. 9. Explain the purpose of 

system folder and Internet explorer. 10. Explain the purpose of Windows Explorer. 11. Mention 

some of the accessories applications available in Windows XP. 13. Explain the text box. 14. 

Explain the option available in control panel. 15. Write any five uses of ‘Paint’? 16. What is the 

purpose of Recycle bin? 17. What is a folder? MS-Word 1 TCPS UNIT-4 MS-Word Contents 4.1 
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Unit iv 

INTRODUCTION TO WORD 

 Microsoft Office’s word processing application is an extremely versatile program that allows to 

create visually exciting document that can contain drawings, tables, charts, as well as basic 

correspondence and reports. MS-Word 2 TCPS Anatomy of MS-Word Window 4.2 

 DOCUMENT HANDLING 

 4.2.1 New Document When Word is first started, a new document based on the Normal 

template automatically appears on the screen. New documents can be blank documents based 

on the Normal template, or they can be based on pre-formatted templates for memos, letters, 

facsimiles, or other purposes. To create a New Document in word do the following steps. Click 

the New Blank Document button on the toolbar appears in the window. Control Menu Box 

Title Bar Menu Bar Minimize button Maximize / Restore button Standard Toolbar Formatti ng | 

Insertion Point Horizontal Ruler Vertical Ruler MS-Word 3  

1) Click File, New to display the new dialog box. 2) Click the tab to select the type of new 

document to create. 3) Click the desired template icon for a new document 4) A preview of the 

template appears in the Preview area. 5) Click New documents exist only on the screen and in 

the computer’s temporary RAM memory until they are named and saved to a disk. If a power 

outage or system crash occurs, anything in RAM will be lost. Make it a habit to periodically save 

all open documents. Word makes a periodic automatic backup of all open documents. New 

documents have a default name (Document 1, Document 2, etc.) until they are named and 

saved (see Save and Save As). 4.2.2 Save a Document The shortcut key to save a document is 

Ctrl + S. Until a document has been saved to a disk, any changes that have been made to it 

exist only in the computers temporary RAM memory. The first time you save a document, a 

Save As operation is performed by the computer. This enables you to name the document for 

the first time and to indicate where you wish to save it. Each additional Save will simply save 

the most recent changes to the current document. The Save as dialog box will not reappear 

unless you choose Save As in place of Save. 
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1. Click the Save button OR Click File, Save to display the Save As dialog box. 2. Click a working 

folder button to save your file to a specific file group. 3. Double click the folder in which 



you want to place the document. 4. In the File name text box, type the document name 

you want (your typing will replace the default name). 5. Click the Create New Folder button 

to create a new folder within the folder currently displayed in the Save in text box. 6. Click 

the Save in drop-down to choose another folder or disk drive. 7. Click the Save button. 

4.2.3 Open a Document The keyboard shortcut to open a document is Ctrl + O. When you 

open a file of another format, such as WordPerfect file or a file from a previous version of 

Word. Word will attempt to automatically convert the file of Word 2000 format. Opening a 

file automatically creates in the current directory a temporary file, the name of which 

begins with a tilde. When the document is correctly closed, the temporary file is deleted. If 

your system crashes and you lose a document, you can try opening the temporary file. The 

location of your temporary file is determined in the Options window. To open a Document 

that has been saved on a disk, or a network, do following steps.  

2. File ⇒ Open 1. Click File, Open to display the dialog box or on the standard toolbar, click 

the open button. 2. Click a folder button to change the file group displayed in the window. 

MS-Word 5 TCPS History most recently accessed documents. My Documents the folder 

where your files are saved by default. Desktop an overview of your computer. Favorites 

favorite folders and files that you have previously chosen. Web Folders favorite folders 

collected from the World Wide Web. 3. Choose the desired folder a) Click the Up One level 

button to display the folders that are stored along with the folder currently displayed in 

the Look in text box. b) Double click a folder icon in the list window to display the contents 

of that folder. c) Click the Look in drop down arrow to choose another disk drive. 4. Click 

the drop-down arrow next to the Views button to change the way of the folder and file list 

is displayed: 4.2.4 Move around in the document Most documents are too big to be 

completely viewed on the word window. Here’s how to get around your document quickly. 

Use the scroll bars to move where you desire. a) The end of the document b) The 

beginning of the document c) A specific par t of the document – Click and drag the box. d) 

The right side of the page e) The left side of the page f) The previous page g) The next page 

h) Select browse object, then move to the next or previous object.  
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Click the Select Browse Object button and choose from the following. Go to a particular 

page number Find text Browse by Edits Browse by Heading Browse by Graphic Browse by 

Field Browse by Table Browse by Endnote Browse by Footnote Browse by Comment 

Browse by Section Browse by Page 4.2.5 

 Move Insertion Point The insertion point, usually appearing as a vertical line, can be 

placed on the page using the mouse or keystrokes. b c a f h g e d MS-Word 7 Keystrokes To 

move the insertion point Press One character left Left arrow One character right Right 

arrow One line up Up arrow One line down Down arrow One word left Ctrl + Left arrow 

One word right Ctrl + Right arrow One paragraph up Ctrl + Up arrow One paragraph down 

Ctrl + Down arrow End of the line End Beginning of the line Home Top of the window Alt + 

Ctrl + Page Up Bottom right of the window Alt + Ctrl + Page Down Up one screen Page Up 

Down one screen Page Down Top of next page Ctrl + Page Down Top of previous page Ctrl 

+ Page Up End of document Ctrl + End Beginning of document Ctrl + Home Previous 

revision Shit + F5 Location of insertion point when doc was last closed Shift + F5 •  



 

Choose List to shows as many files as possible. • Choose Details to show file information, 

such as size, type, and date modified. • Choose Properties to show more file information 

about the currently selected file. • Choose Preview to display a thumbnail image of the file 

• Choose Arrange Icons to change the order of the list. Click the name of the file you want 

to open. Click the Open button . 4.2.6 Text Selection Selecting text, graphics, tables and 

other information is one of the most basic actions in word processing. Many commands 

and features are designed to after only selected information. MS-Word 8 TCPS When text, 

graphics, or tables are selected, they appear surrounded by a block of color that will be 

different depending on your Windows settings. Information can be selected a number of 

different ways using the mouse and the keyboard.  

Using Mouse Select this By doing this A varying amount of text and graphics Click and drag 

over information. A single word Double-click the word. A single graphic Click the graphic. A 

line of text Click in the left margin (the pointer becomes an arrow). Several lines of text 

Click and drag in the left margin (the pointer becomes an arrow). A sentence Press Ctrl, 

Click the sentence. A paragraph Double click in th left margin (the pointer becomes an 

arrow) or triple click the paragraph. Several paragraphs Click and drag in the left margin 

(the pointer becomes an arrow) A large amount of text and graphics Click the beginning of 

the block, press and hold Shift and click the end of the block. The entire document Triple-

click the left margin (the pointer becomes an arrow). 

 A vertical block of text Press Alt, then click and drag over text.  

Using Keyboard Keyboard selections are relative to the current location of the insertion 

point. Select this By doing this The character to the right Shift + Right arrow The character 

to the left Shift + Left arrow The rest of the word Ctrl + Shift + Right arrow The beginning of 

the word Ctrl + Shift + Left arrow The rest of the line Shift + End The beginning of the line 

Shift + Home One line down Shift + Down arrow One line up Shift + Up arrow The rest of 

the paragraph Ctrl + Shift + Down arrow The beginning of the paragraph Ctrl + Shift + Up 

arrow One screen down Shift + Page Down MS-Word 9 TCPS One screen up Shift + Page Up 

The beginning of the document Ctrl + Shit + Home The entire document Ctrl + A Specific 

blocks of text F8 + arrow keys, then Esc to cancel Select Text and Graphics in a Table Select 

this By doing this The next cell Tab The preceding cell Shift + Tab Additional cells Shift + 

desired arrow key The column Shift + Up arrow or Down arrow Additional columns or rows 

Ctrl + Shift + F8, Esc to cancel Fewer cells Shift F8 The entire table Alt + 5 (numeric keypad 

only, Num Lock off) 4.2.7 Copy Information The keyboard shortcut for copying information 

is Ctrl + C.  

The Copy command to copy text, formatting, and graphics and place them elsewhere in the 

document, or in a different document. Because it is such a common word processing task, 

there are several ways to copy information. Word’s Drag-and-Drop feature must be turned on 

in order to copy text using the drag-and-drop method. To turn it on, click Tools, Options, and 

the Edit tab, then check Drag-and-drop text editing to select it. Copied information is placed on 

the Clipboard, where it remains until something new is copied or cut over it. (The Clipboard 

contents exist in RAM memory, and so are not saved when the system is shut down). Drag-

and-Drop Feature 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 2. Press 

and hold the Ctrl key, then click and drag the selected information to the new location (the 



insertion point will have a gray square and a square with a plus sign (+) inside it to indicate that 

you are dragging a copy). 3. Release the mouse button at the spot where you want the copied 

information to appear. 
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Toolbar 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 2. Click the Copy 

button. 3. Point to and click the spot where you want to paste the copied information. 4. Click 

the Paste button. Menu 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to copy. 2. 

Click Edit, Copy. 3. Point to and click the spot where you want to paste the copied information. 

4. Click Edit, Paste. 4.2.8 Move/Cut Information The keyboard shortcut for cutting information 

is Ctrl + X. The Cut and Paste commands to copy text; formatting and graphics and place them 

elsewhere in the document, or into a different document. Because they are such common 

word processing tasks, there are several ways to cut and paste information. If drag-and-drop 

dosen’t work, the Drag-and-drop feature might not be turned on. To turn it on, click Tools, 

Options and the Edit tab, then check Drag-and-drop text editing to select it. Drag-and-Drop 

Feature 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to move. 2. Click and drag 

the selection to the new location (the insertion point will have a gray square to indicate that 

you are dragging information). 3. Release the mouse button at the spot where you want the 

information to appear. Toolbar 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to 

move. 2. Click the Cut button. 3. Click the spot where you want to move the information. 4. 

Click the Paste button. MS-Word 11  

Menu 1. Click and drag to select the text and graphics you want to move. 2. Click Edit, Cut. 3. 

Click the spot where you want to move the information. 4. Click Edit, Paste. 4.2.9 Undo and 

Redo This feature allows you to “undo” any mistakes you make in your document. Edit ⇒ Undo 

1) When you realize you have made a mistake, click the Undo button. OR To undo more than 

one step, click the Undo drop-down arrow, and then click the desired number of steps to undo. 

OR Click Edit, Undo. 2) To redo a step, click the Redo button . OR To redo more than one step 

click the Redo drop down arrow, then click the number of step to redo. OR Click Edit, Redo. 4.3 

FORMAT 4.3.1 Align Text Text can be aligned at the left or right margin, evenly justified 

between margins, or centered along a vertical axis.  

Format ⇒ Paragraph … MS-Word 12 Using toolbar 1.  

Click and drag over the text to be formatted OR Click at the spot where you plan to type new 

text. 2. Click the desired toolbar button. • Align Left button • Align Right button • Justify (left 

and right align) button • Center button Using dialog box 1. Click and drag over the text to be 

formatted . OR Click the spot where you plan to type new text. 2. Click Format, Paragraph to 

display the Paragraph dialog box. 3. Click the Indents and Spacing tab. 4. Click the Alignment 

drop-down arrow and click the desired alignment. 5. Click OK. To align text more than one way 

on a line, use Tabs (see Tabs). The keyboard shortcuts for aligning text are : Left - Ctrl + L Right - 

Ctrl + R Justified - Ctrl + J Centered - Ctrl + E MS-Word 13 TCPS 4.3.2 Font By formatting the 

font, you can change the typeface, appearance (such as bold or italic), size, color, and other 

aspects of the type in your documents. Format ⇒ Font… Using Toolbar 1. Click and drag over 

the text to be formatted. OR Click at the spot where you plan to type new text. • To change the 

typeface, click the Font drop-down arrow and click the desired font. • To change the font size, 



click the Font size drop-down arrow and click the desired size. • To make the text bold, click 

the Bold button. • To italicize the text, click the Italics button . • To underline the text, click the 

Underline button . • To change the text color, click the Font Color drop-down arrow . Using 

Font Dialog Box 1. 

 Select the text to be formatted, OR Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new 

text. 2. Click Format, Font to display the Font dialog box. a. Scroll through the fonts in the Font 

list box and click the desired font (which fonts are listed will depend on which are installed on 

your computer). b. Click a style in the Font Style list box. c. Click a size in the Size list box OR 

type the desired point size. d. Click the Font Color drop-down arrow to choose the desired font 

color. e. Click the Underline style drop-down arrow to select the desired underline style. f. Click 

the Underline color drop-down arrow to choose the desired underline color. g. Click an Effects 

check box to turn effects off or on. h. View a preview of the formatted font in the Preview box. 

i. Click OK.  

MS-Word Font attributes can be changed one at a time using the toolbar, or all can be 

accessed at once using the Font dialog box. The Font dialog box also contains additional 

attributes that are not available on the toolbar. The keyboard shortcuts to change fonts are: 

Bold - Ctrl + B Italic - Ctrl + I Underlined - Ctrl + U Larger - Ctrl + Shift + > Smaller - Ctrl + Shift + < 

MS-Word 15 TCPS 4.3.3 Indent Paragraphs Paragraphs can be quickly indented from the left 

using the toolbar buttons. Using the Paragraph dialog box, paragraphs can also be set with only 

the first line indented or with all lines following the first indented (a hanging indent). Format ⇒ 

Paragraph…⇒ Indents and Spacing Using toolbar 1. Click and drag over the paragraphs to be 

indented. OR Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 2. Click the 

Increase Indent button to move text to the right. OR Click the Decrease Indent button to move 

text to the left. To change Indent Spacing 1. Click and drag over the paragraphs to be indented. 

OR Point to and click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 2. If necessary, click 

View, Ruler to display the rulers. 3. Click and drag the First Line Indent marker to change the 

indent for the first line of text. 4. Click and drag the Hanging Indent marker to change the 

indent for the rest of the lines in the paragraph. 5. Click and drag the Left Indent box to change 

the indent for all lines of text in the paragraph. 6. Click and drag the Right Indent marker to 

change the right indent. Using dialog box 1. Click and drag over the paragraphs to be indented. 

OR Click the spot where you plan to type new paragraphs. 2. Click Format, Paragraph to display 

the Paragraph dialog box. 3. If necessary, click the Indents and Spacing tab to bring it to the 

front. 
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. Click the Left text box and type or scroll to the desired distance to indent from the left margin. 

5. Click the Right text box and type or scroll to the desired distance to indent from the right 

margin. 6. Click the Special drop-down arrow and click the desired indent type. 7. In the By text 

box, type or scroll to the desired distance that the special indent should be from the left 

margin. 8.  

 

TABLE MANIPULATION  



Tables are made up of rows and columns of data entered into cells. The cells contents are 

individual paragraphs, and can be formatted using the same procedures you would use for 

paragraphs. Creating a Table By default table gridlines are displayed when you insert a table in 

your document. Select Table → Gridlines to toggle the display of table gridlines. Gridlines are 

not printed when you print the document. To print gridlines in a table you add borders to the 

table. 1. Position the insertion point where you want place a table. 2. Click on the insert table 

button on the standard toolbar, and then drag to create a table with the corresponding 

number of rows and columns. OR Choose table – insert table to display the insert table dialog 

box 3. Choose any of the following options to create a table to your specification: a) Specify the 

number of columns in the table in the number of columns text box. b) Specify the number of 

rows in the table in the number of rows text. c) Specify the width of each column or select auto 

to evenly adjust the columns between the left and right margins. d) Choose OK. Editing the 

Table The table’s appearance can be changed to fit your data. To delete cells, rows or columns:  
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1. Select the cells to be deleted or a cell in each row or columns to be deleted and then select 

Table → Delete cells to display the delete cells dialog box. 

 2. Choose one of the following options: • Select shift cells left to move the remaining cells in 

the row to the left after the deletion. • Select shift cells up to move the remaining cells in the 

column up after the deletion. • Select delete entire row to delete the row that contains the 

select check. • Select delete entire column to delete the column that contains the selected cell. 

3. Choose OK. To insert cells, rows, or columns in the table. • Select the number of cells, rows, 

or columns in the position in which they are to be inserted in the table. • Click on the insert 

cells, rows, or columns buttons on the standard toolbar, or choose Table → Insert cells, rows, 

or columns. 4. Choose one of the following options. • Select shift cells right to insert cells in the 

position of the selection, and move the originally selected cells to the right. • Select shift cells 

down to insert cells in the position of the selection and move the originally selected cells down. 

• Select insert entire row to insert a row(s) and move the original selection down. • Select 

insert entire column to insert a column(s) and move the original selection to the right. 5. 

Choose OK. You can also use either of the following methods to add a row or column. • With 

the insertion point in the last cell press tab to add another row at the end of the table. OR • To 

add a column on the right edge of the table select end – row marks and then click on the insert 

column button on the standard toolbar. To change the width of a column or a cell to exact 

specifications. 1. Select the cells or columns whose widths are to be changed. 2. Choose Table 

→ Cell Height and Width, and then choose the column tab. 3. Select any of the following 

options. • Specify the width of the selected cell or column in the Width of column number text 

box. • Specify the amount of blank space between the column boundaries and the cell 

contents in the Space between Columns text box. • Choose previous column to select the 

previous column in the table.  
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• Choose Next Column to select the next column in the table. • Select AutoFit to automatically 

adjust the widths of all the columns in the table that contains the insertion point to their 

minimum widths. 4. Choose OK. To specify the exact row height and set other row formatting 



options. 1. Select the row to be changed. 2. Choose Table → Cell Height and Width, and then 

choose the Row tab. 3. Change any of the following options. • In the Height of Row number 

drop-down list, select Auto to allow Word to adjust the height automatically, or select at least 

and then specify a minimum row height, or exactly and the specify an exact row height. • 

Specify the measurement for the height of the selected rows in the At text box if you choose At 

Least or Exactly in the Height of Row Number drop-down list. • Specify the distance from the 

left margin to the left edge of the row in the Indent From left text box. • In the Alignment area, 

choose the Left to align the row along the left margin, Center to align the row between the left 

and right margins, or right to align the row along the right margin. • Select the allow row to 

break across pages check box (selected by default) to let a table split across a page break at the 

selected row. • Choose Previous Row to select the previous table row. 4.5 SPELLING AND 

GRAMMAR The keyboard shortcut to start a spelling check is F7. Tools ⇒ Spelling and 

Grammar … 
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1. Right click the misspelled word. 2. From the list of possible spelling choices, click the 

desired spelling OR Click Ignore All to accept the word throughout the document. OR Click 

Add to permanently add the word to Word’s dictionary. Using dialog box 1. Click Tools, 

Spelling and Grammar to open the Spelling and Grammar dialog box. OR Click the Spelling 

and Grammar button. 2. The first misspelled word will appear in the Not in Dictionary text 

box. You can do one of the following. i. Click the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions 

list and click the Change button . ii. Click the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions list 

and click the Change All button to correct all identical misspellings throughout the 

document. iii. Click the correctly spelled word in the Suggestions list and click the 

AutoCorrect button to automatically correct the identical misspelling when you type it in 

the future. iv. Click the Ignore button to leave the word as it is and go on to the next word. 

v. Click the Ignore All button to ignore all instances of the word. vi. Click the Add button to 

add the word to the dictionary for future spell checks. 3. Repeat the Step 2 until all words 

are checked. 4.5.1 Thesaurus Use Word’s built-in Thesaurus to find synonyms or antonyms 

for a selected word or phrase. 
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3. Using the Thesaurus To use Thesaurus to look up the synonyms of a word. 1. If necessary, 

select a word or phrase to look up. 2. Choose Tools →Thesaurus (Shift + F7) to display the 

Thesaurus dialog box. 3. Choose any of the following options. i) To change the current 

word in the Looked up text box, select a word in the Replace With Synonym list box and 

choose Look Up. The meanings of the word in the Looked Up text box are displayed in the 

Meanings list box. Synonyms of the word highlighted in the Meanings list box are displayed 

in the Replace with Synonym list box. ii) Select Replace to replace the word selected in 

your document with the word in the Replace with Synonym text box and close the 

Thesaurus dialog box. iii) Select Look up to look up the word highlighted in the Replace 

with Synonym text box. iv) Choose Previous to display the last word looked up in the 

Looked up text box, and its meanings in the Meanings list box. v) Choose cancel to return 

to your document without replacing the selected word. 4.6  

4. EMBEDDING OBJECTS An embedded object becomes part of the file, and can be edited 

from within the file. Creating and Embedding a New Object An object is data of any type 



that is created in the active application on another application that supports OLE or DDE. 

Objects can be embedded in each of the Microsoft Office application. 1. Position the 

insertion point in the location document of the embedded. 2. Select Insert > Object, and 

then choose the Create New tab or Create New to display the Object or Insert Object 

dialog box. 3. Select the kind of object you want to embed in the Object Type list box. 4. To 

display the Object as an icon in your document, select the Display As Icon checkbox is 

cleared, the Object appears as a miniature version of the data selected for the object. 5. 

Choose OK to open the application used to create the object. 6. Create a object in the 

source application. 7. To embed the object and return to the destination file, select File. 

Exit And Return To Destination in the source application, if it has the command and then 

choose Yes to confirm that you want to embed the object in the destination file. Or, if 

necessary, click in the file outside the object. 
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6. 8. Click on the save button on the toolbar that is displayed or choose File .> Save (Ctrl+S) in 

the embedded object. Editing an Embedded Object You can open the source and edit an 

object from within the client application. 1. Double-Click on the object in the destination 

file. Or select the object 2. Choose Edit > Object, and then choose Edit. The Source 

application opens with the object’s file already active. 3. Make the necessary change to the 

object. 4. Select File > Exit And Return To Destination in the source application, if it has the 

command, and then choose Yes to confirm that you want to embed the object in the 

destination file. Otherwise, Click in the destination file outside the object. 5. Click on the 

save button on the toolbar that is displayed or choose File > Save (Ctrl+S) in the destination 

file to save the changes in both the file and the embedded object. 4.7 PRINT A DOCUMENT 

The printer that is currently set up for all Windows applications is the one that will be used 

to print the active file. When it is printed, the object or file will appear as it is displayed in 

the print preview window in each of the Microsoft Office applications. Printing File To print 

the current file or a selection in the file using the current settings in the Print dialog box. 

Click on the Print button on the standard toolbar. To change the settings in the print dialog 

box . 1. If necessary, select the portion of the file to be printed. 2. Select File > Print (Ctrl+ 

P) to display the print dialog box, within the name of the printer that is currently set up at 

the top. 3. Enter the number of copies to be printed in the copies text box. 4. If multiple 

copies are specified select the Collate Copies check box to print one entire copy of the file, 

object or selection, and then print the next entire copy. 5. Choose any of the following 

options depending the active Microsoft Office application.  

 

Print Range Choose All to print the entire object, Selection to print only selected data, or 

pages, and then specify the range of pages in the From and To text boxes. Indicate which 

pages of the current file are to be printed. 

 In word, Select All to print the hole document, Current page to print only the page that 

contains the insertion point Selection to print a selection in the document, or pages to 

print the pages specified. Print In the word, select the order in which to print the specified 

pages in the drop down list. Choose All pages in Range to print the range of pages specified 

in the pages text box. Or, When printing on both sides of the paper, select Odd pages, and 

then  

choose File > Print (Ctrl+P) again and select even pages.  



Select OK in the print dialog box to print the file object, or selection. Setting Up the Printer 

Before you print for the first time, or if you change to a different printer, you must set up 

the printer to use when printing your Window’s entire application file. 1. Select File > Print 

(Ctrl+P) to display the print dialog box, and then choose Setup, Printer Setup, or Printer to 

display the print Setup or Printer Setup dialog box. 2. Select Set As Default Printer to make 

the selected printer the one used to print files in all your Windows application. 3. Choose 

OK or Close in the Print Setup or Print Setup or printer Setup dialog box. 4. Choose Cancel 

or Close in the Print dialog box. 4.8 

 MAIL MERGE  

Use word’s mail merge feature to combine a data source with a main document. The data 

source is a database file that contains the information that changes for each document. 

The main document contains the text that stays the same in each document, and the 

merge field codes, which instruct Word where to insert the data source information in the 

main document text. There are three basic steps to performing a Mail Merge-Specify the 

file that is the main document, then specify the data source, are finally, merge the data 

source with the main document. 

 

Creating the main document 1. Open a new or existing document to use as the main 

document.  

2. Select Tool. Mil merge to display the Mail Merge Helper dialog box. 

 3. Choose Create in the Main Document area.  

4. Select one of the following types of documents to create. • Highlight From Letters to 

create a merge document that is a form letter. • Select Mailing Labels to create a merge 

documents for various types of Avery labels. • Highlight Envelope to set up a merge using 

envelopes as the type of document. • Select Catalog to organize lists of data. • Select 

Restore To Normal Word Document to change a main document by removing the 

relationship it has with the data source. 5 Select Active Window to use the current 

document as the main document, or New main Document to open a new document 

window for the main document Designating a Data Source To specify the database file that 

contains the fields that will be inserted in the merge field codes in the main document. 1. 

Select Get data in the Data Source area of the mail Merge Helper dialog box. 2. Choose one 

of the following options in the drop-down list.: a) Select Create Data Source to display the 

Create Data Source dialog box. b) Choose Open Data Source to display the Open data 

Source dialog box, select the file that contain the data in the File Name list box, and choose 

OK. 3. To move or delete a field name, highlight it in the Field Name to remove the name 

from the list box. 4. When data is created, select OK in the dialog box, type a name for the 

file in the File Name text box, and then choose OK in the Save Data source. Editing a Data 

File To add records to or delete record from the data source: 
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1. Choose Edit Data Source after a new data source is created, or click on the Edit Data 

Source button on the Mail Merge toolbar in the main document window to display the 

data from dialog box. 2. Type the appropriate information in the first text box, press 

Tab to enter that information in the field, and then move to the next text box. 3. 

Repeat step 2 until all the data is entered in the first record, and then Select Add New 

to enter the data from for the next record. 4. To display an existing record, type the 



number of the Record in the data from in the Record text box and select Find. Or Click 

on the First Record, Previous Record, Next Record, or last Record button in the record 

area to display the specified record. 5. If necessary, select Find to display the find in 

Field dialog box, type the text field dialog box, type the text to find in the Find What 

text box, and select the name of the field in which to search for the text in the field In 

Field drop down list. Then Choose find first or Find Next to find the next record and 

display it in Data Form dialog box. Choose Close to return to the Data Form. 6. When 

all the records for the data source have been added or edited, choose OK in the Data 

Form Dialog box. 7. When you close the main document, a dialog box appears asking if 

the changed data source document should be saved, Choose Yes to save the changes. 

Editing the Main Document After you have specified an open data source, insert the 

field names in the data source document as merge fields in the main document: 1. If 

necessary, click on the Mail Merge Helper button on the Mail Merge toolbar to display 

the Mail Merge Helper dialog box. Then choose Edit in the Main document area to set 

up the main document. 2. Position the insertion point where a merge field is to be 

inserted in the main document, and then click on the insert Merge Field button on the 

Mail Merge toolbar and choose the field to insert, Repeat this step for each location in 

the main document that will contain a merge field. 3. Insert the necessary punctuation 

or edit the text and other document items in the main document. 4. Click on the Save 

button on the standard toolbar to save the main document. 5. If any changes were 

made to the Word data source that is attached to the main document, choose Yes in 

the dialog box that appears to save the data source file. MS-Word 25 TCPS Inserting 

Field in a Word Data Source You can add, remove, or edit the field names in the data 

source file. 1. Click on the Edit Data Source button on the Mail Merge toolbar in the 

main document window to display the Data Form dialog box. 2. Choose View Source to 

display the data source document window. 3. Click on the Manage Fields button on the 

Database toolbar to display the Manage Fields dialog box. 4. Type a new name in the 

Name text box. 5. Select Add to add the new field to Field Names In Header Row list 

box. 6. If necessary, highlight a field in the Field Names In Header Row list box, and 

then select Remove to remove the field name from the data source. 7. Optionally, 

highlight a field in the Field Names In Header Row list box, and then select Rename to 

display the Rename Field dialog box. Type the new in the New Field Name text box, 

and then Choose OK. 8. Select OK in the Manage Fields dialog box. Merging the Data 

File and the Main Document After the main document and the data source files are 

created, merge the two files to insert the records in the data source into the merge 

field codes in the main document 1. If necessary, click on the Mail Merge Main 

Document button on the database toolbar or select Window. Filename to activate the 

main document. 2. Click on the view Merged Data button on the Mail Merge Data 

record are displayed in the main document merge field locations. 3. If necessary, click 

on the First Record, previous Record, Next Record, or Last Record button, or type the 

number of the record to display in the Go To Record text box on the Mail Merge 

toolbar and press. 4. If necessary, click on the Mail Merge button on the Mail Merge 

toolbar to display the Mail Merge dialog box, select any of the following options, and 

then choose Merge. Validation Controls and Login Controls 1  

 



UNIT- 5 

 USER CONTROLS, FILE HANDLING AND MULTITHREADING  

Introduction to Spreadsheet 

 Microsoft office’s spreadsheet application can be used to track and analyze numerical 

data. Excel is designed to calculate data, and present it in a clear and attractive 

manner. Excel provides you with various chart or layout options to enhance your 

spreadsheets. Validation Controls and Login Controls 2  

The Microsoft Excel Window Excel provides an interface (graphical tools and controls) 

for working with worksheet data. Cells: Each cell is defined by the intersection of a row 

and a column. When you open a new workbook, it usually contains multiple 

worksheets. Each worksheet has 256 columns and 65,536 row. Therefore, each 

worksheet contains 16,777,216 cells. In formulas, you refer to cells by specifying their 

column and row locations in the worksheet. This is called a cell reference/cell address. 

You can enter text, values, and formulas in cells. Border Control: You can drag the 

border of a selected cell to move its contents. Border Style: You can apply line styles to 

one or more of the border of the cell. Fill: You can color or shade a cell to distinguish it 

from other cells. Fill Handle: You can drag the fill handle of selected cells to extend 

their content as a series, or, for a single cell, to copy its content to adjacent cell. 

Application window control box Title Bar Toolbar Menu Bar Name Box Formula Bar 

Minimize, Maximize, Close Status Bar Workbook window Auto Calculate box Office 

Assistant Keyboard Status Validation Controls and Login Controls 3 

 TCPS Height /Width: You can change the column width and row height to adjust the 

size of a cell. Location: You can identify the location of the selected cell by reading its 

cell reference in the name box. 5.2  

WORKBOOK HANDLING  

New workbook The keyboard shortcut to open a document is Ctrl + O. To create a New 

workbook in excel do the following steps. 1. Click the New button on the toolbar. OR 

Click File, New to display the new dialog box. 2. Click the tab to select the type of 

workbook to create. 3. Click the desired template icon for a new workbook. 4. A 

preview of the template appears in the Preview area. 5. Click OK . New workbook has a 

default name (Book 1, Book 2, etc.) until they are named and saved. Validation 

Controls and Login Controls 4  

TCPS 5.2.2 Open workbook To open an existing workbook that has been saved on a 

disk, do following steps. 1. Click File, Open to display the dialog box or on the standard 

toolbar, click the open button. 2. Click a folder button to change the file group 

displayed in the window. 3. Choose the desired folder a) Click the Up One level button 

to display the folders that are stored along with the folder currently displayed in the 

Look in text box. b) Double click a folder icon in the list window to display the contents 

of that folder. c) Click the Look in drop down arrow to choose another disk drive. 4. 

Click the drop-down arrow next to the Views button to change the way of the folder 

and file list is displayed: • Choose List to shows as many files as possible. • Choose 

Details to show file information, such as size, type, and date modified. • Choose 

Properties to show more file information about the currently selected file. • Choose 

Preview to display a thumbnail image of the file • Choose Arrange Icons to change the 

order of the list. 5. Click the name of the file you want to open. 6. Click the Open 



button . Validation Controls and Login Controls 5 TCPS 5.2.3 Save workbook The 

shortcut key to save a workbook is Ctrl + S. Until a workbook has been saved to a disk, 

any changes that have been made to it exist only in the computers temporary RAM 

memory. The first time you save a workbook, a Save As operation is performed by the 

computer. This enables you to name the workbook for the first time and to indicate 

where you wish to save it. Each additional Save will simply save the most recent 

changes to the current workbook. The Save as dialog box will not reappear unless you 

choose Save As in place of Save. To save a workbook, do the following steps. 1. Click 

the Save button OR Click File, Save to display the Save As dialog box. 2. Click a working 

folder button to save your file to a specific file group. 3. Double click the folder in 

which you want to place the document. 4. In the File name text box, type the 

workbook name you want. 5. Click the Create New Folder button to create a new 

folder within the folder currently displayed in the Save in text box. 6. Click the Save in 

drop-down to choose another folder or disk drive. 7. Click the Save button. Validation 

Controls and Login Controls  

 DATA HANDLING 

 Entering cell data Entering data is a straightforward. There are, however, many 

techniques for entering data of different types, such as dates, times, fractions, 

percents and formulas. Enter Text or Whole Numbers  

1. Select cell to receive entry. 2. Type the text or whole number. A flashing insertion 

pointer appears after the data you type. 3. Press Enter. OR Click the Enter button 

on formula bar. 4. Excel completes the entry and selects the cell below it. To cancel 

the entry before completing it • 

2.  Press Esc. OR Click the Cancel button on formula bar. Enter Special Kinds of Data 1. 

Select cell to receive entry. 2. Type the data as shown in the table below. A flashing 

insertion pointer appears after the data you type. 3. Press Enter. Category Example 

of what to type Currency $25,000.25 Date 6/24/97 24-Jun 24-Jun-97 Jun-97 Date 

and Time 6/24/97 10 AM Fraction 0 ½ Label Text Mixed Number 1 ½ Number 25 

Number as label =”25” Percent 25% Time 10 AM Formula (simple) =A1+B1 
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3. TCPS 5.3.2 Edit cell data A cell entry can be changed (edited) with a variety of 

techniques. When cell editing is enabled, the formula bar gains extra controls 

(buttons) and displays the cell contents both in the cell and in the formula bar. To 

edit a cell entry 1. Double click cell-containing data to edit. Excel displays a flashing 

insertion pointer in the entry and extra controls next to the formula bar. 2. Click in 

the entry to place the insertion pointer. OR Drag through characters to select (the 

next action will replace or delete your selection) . 3. Edit the entry as needed. • 

Type characters to insert. • Press Del to delete characters to the right of insertion 

pointer or to delete the selection. • Press Backspace to delete character to the left 

of the insertion pointer or to delete the selection. 4. Press Enter. OR Click the Enter 

button on the formula bar. Replace a cell entry 1. Select cell-containing data to 

replace. 2. Type new data. 3. Press Enter. OR Click the Enter button on formula bar. 
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4. CELL MANIPULATION 



5.  5.4.1 Select cells, rows, and columns When working with worksheets, you will 

need to select a cell or range of cells to complete a variety of tasks . A range may 

consist of consist of adjacent or non adjacent cells. Select Adjacent Cell Range 1. 

Click first cell you want to select. 2. Drag mouse through cells to include in 

selection. Select Nonadjacent Cell Range 1. Click first cell and drag through cells to 

select. 2. Press and hold Ctrl . Then drag through additional ranges. Select Entire 

column Or Row • Click row or column heading to select. Name a Range The range 

names may contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers and most 

punctuation characters. 1. Select the range to name . 2. Click in the name box and 

type descriptive name . 3. Press ENTER. Select a Named Range • Click in name box, 

then click name to select. Validation Controls and Login Controls 9 TCPS 5.4.2 

Adjust columns Data appears in cells defined in part by the column width. You can 

control the width of columns or hide them. Adjust column width using the mouse 

1. Drag through column headings of columns to change. OR Press CTRL and click 

each column heading to change . 2. Rest pointer on right border of any selected 

column heading pointer becomes a . 3. Drag pointer left or right to decrease or 

increase the column size . If you have selected nonadjacent column heading , press 

CTRL while dragging pointer to uniformly change all selected columns . Excel 

displays width in a pop – up box as you drag. Adjust column width using the menu 

1. Select column (s) to adjust. 2. Click Format, Column. 3. Click desired column 

command . Validation Controls and Login Controls 10 TCPS 5.4.3 Hide columns 1. 

Click column heading then rest pointer on right border of selected column heading 

pointer becomes a . 2. Drag pointer left beyond its own left border to hide the 

column. Display hidden columns by dragging 1. Rest pointer just to the right of 

column heading border pointer. Pointer becomes a . 2. Drag pointer right to 

display the hidden column. Automatically size column to fit largest entry 1. Rest 

pointer on right border of column heading pointer becomes a cross with arrows 

facing left and right . 2. Double–click . B f Af Before Double Click After Validation 

Controls and Login Controls 11 TCPS 5.4.4 Align data in cells Align cell data 

horizontally and vertically, apply text controls (wrap text in cells, shrink text to fit 

merge cells) orient text in a variety of angles. Align Cell Data Using Tool Bar 1. 

Select cell(s) to align (to select cells that are nonadjacent, you can press CTRL and 

click or drag through cells). 2. Click desired alignment button on the formatting 

toolbar. Merge and Center 1. Select cell containing data and drag to extend 

selection to include cells in which data will be centered 2. Click the Merge and 

Center button on the Formatting toolbar. Align Left Align Center Align Right 

Validation Controls and Login Controls 12  

6.  Menu Alignment Options Set alignment options from a dialog box. 1. Select Cells. 

2. Click Format, Cells. 3. Click the Alignment tab. 4. Select desired options and click 

OK. 5.4.5 Clear cell contents Using menu commands, you can clear cell formats, 

contents, or comments, or clear all of these items. 1. Select cells to clear (to select 

cells that are nonadjacent, you can press Ctrl and click or drag through cells to 

include in the selection). 2. Press Delete. OR • Right click any selected cell. • Click 

Clear Contents. Validation Controls and Login Controls 13 TCPS Clear Cell Options 

using Menu Clears cell formats, contents. Comments, or all of these items. 1. 



Select cells to clear. Note To select cells that are nonadjacent, you can press Ctrl 

and click or drag through cells to include in the selection. 2. Click Edit, Clear. 3. 

Click one of the following. All to clear formats, contents, and comments. Formats 

to clear only formats, such as border styles and font attributes. Contents to clear 

just the contents of the cell. Comments to clear just the comment attached to the 

cell. Cleared Validation Controls and Login Controls 14 TCPS 5.4.6 Copy cell 

contents Copy cell data using menu 1. Select cells to copy. 2. Click Edit, Copy. A 

flashing dashed outline appears around cells. 3. Select destination cell. 4. Click Edit, 

Paste. 5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to repeat paste operation. 6. Press Esc to end the 

paste procedure. Copy cell contents by dragging cell border 1. Select cell(s) to 

copy. 2. Point to any border of selected cell(s) 3. Press Ctrl and drag border outline 

to new location. 4. Release mouse button. Copy cell contents by dragging fill 

handle 1. Select cell(s) to copy, then point to fill handle. A crosshair appears. 2. 

Drag crosshair to extend border over adjacent cells to fill. 3. Release mouse button. 

Excel copies data into all cells within extended border. Validation Controls and 

Login Controls 15 TCPS 5.4.7 Delete cells contents You can delete cells, rows or 

entire columns, from a worksheet. Existing cells adjust to take the place of the 

removed cells. 1. Select cells to delete. 2. Click Edit, Delete. • If the Delete dialog 

box appears, select the direction you want existing cells to shift. Delete entire 

column or row 1. Click row or column heading to select. 2. Click Edit, Delete. 

Pointer changes to a cross when you rest it on fill handle. Drag fill handle up over 

cells while holding the Shift key. Cells are deleted and cells shifts up in this 

example. Validation Controls and Login Controls 16 TCPS 5.5  

7. NUMBER FORMAT  

8. When you enter a value, Excel applies the format it thinks appropriate to your 

entry. You can also apply common number formats from the Formatting toolbar, 

such as Currency and Percentage; or you can select specific number formats using 

menu commands and the Format Cells dialog box. Format numbers using toolbar 

1. Select cell(s) containing values to format. 2. Click desired number format button 

on the Formatting toolbar. Category Value Comment General 1.5 Number 1.50 

Currency $ 1.50 Accounting $ 50 Date January 1, 1900 First day of century Time 

1/1/00 12:00 PM First day and a half of century Percentage 150.00% You can set 

decimal places Fraction 1 ½ Scientific 1.50E + 00 Text 1.5 Special 00002 Zip code 

(718) 980-0999 Phone number 000-00-0002 Social security number Custom 

1/1/1900 12:00 PM Customized date and time Validation Controls and Login 

Controls 

Format numbers  

using menu 1. Select cell(s) containing values to format. 2. Click Format, Cells. 3. 

Click the Number tab. 4. Select category of number format in Category list. Excel 

displays options for the selected category. 5. Select options for the category you 

have selected. Excel displays sample in Sample box. 6. 

 Click OK. 5.6 FORMULA 5.6.1 

 About formula The formulas are used to calculate values stored in worksheet. 

Formula Location Enter a formula in the cell where the result should appear. As 

you type the formula, it will appear in the cell and in the formula bar. After you 



enter a formula, the result is displayed in the cell, and the formula is displayed in 

the formula bar. 

 Formula Formula result Validation Controls and Login Controls 18 TCPS Formula 

parts Formulas always begin with an equal sign(=) and often contain elements such 

as those shown in bold type in the following sample formulas. Numbers =A1+25 

Cell References =A1-25 Reference Names =A1*Salary Functions =Sum 

(A1:A10)+Salary Operators =A1/2+25*22-3 Parentheses =(24+A1)/2% Control the 

order of operations in formulas It is important to consider the order of 

mathematical operations when preparing formulas. Excel will perform the 

operation in your formulas in the following order. 

 

 • Operations enclosed in parentheses() • Percentage % • Exponential ^ • 

Multiplication and Division * / • Addition and Subtraction + - • Concatenation 

(connection of text strings) & • Comparisons = <>< = > = <> Examples =A1+25 adds 

the contents of cell A1 to the constant 25. =A1-25 subtracts 25 from the content of 

cell A1. =A1*Total Salary multiplies the content of cell A1 by the content of the cell 

named Total Salary. =Sum(A1:A10)+Total Salary adds the content of the cell named 

Total Salary to the sum of cells A1 through A10. =A10 + (25 * Total Salary) 

multiplies the content of the cell named Total salary by 25, then adds that result to 

the content of cell A10. =A10^3 multiplies the content of A10 by itself 3 times 

(exponentially) =2%*A10 two percent of the content of cell A10. 

 Validation Controls and Login Controls 19 TCPS 

=(Min(Salary)+Max(Salary))/2 adds the minimum value in the range of cells named 

salary to the maximum value in that range, and divides the result by 2. =A10 & “ “ 

& A11 combines the text in cells A10 and A11 with a space between them. If A10 

contains HELLO and A11 contains THERE, the result would be HELLO THERE. =IF(A1 

<> 0, A1*B10,” “) if the value in cell A1 is not zero, multiplies A1 by the value in 

B10, otherwise displays blank text. Validation Controls and Login Controls 20 TCPS 

5.6.2 Create simple formula Create formula (Add cell references) 1. Select cell to 

receive formula. 2. Type an equal sign (=). The equal sign displays in the cell and in 

the formula bar. 3. Type the formula. 4. Type next part of formula. If formula is 

complete, go to step 5. 5. Excel removes dashed outline, and your entry appears in 

cell and formula bar.  

 

 Press Enter. OR Click the Enter button on formula bar . Create formula (Insert cell 

references) 1. Type the data in a new worksheet. Create the formula in C7 to 

calculate the commission (=$C$2*c5). 2. Select cell to receive formula (C7). 3. Type 

= to start the formula. 4. Click cell for reference in formula (B2). 5. Type desired 

operator (*). 6. Click next cell for reference in formula (C5) 7. Press Enter to 

complete the formula. 5.6.3 Edit formula You will sometimes need to change a 

formula – perhaps replace an operator, add a set of parentheses, or change the 

cell or range to which formula refers. 

 

1. Double click the cell containing the formula to change. Excel displays a flashing 

insertion pointer in the formula. Cell references in the formula are colored. 



Cell outlines indicate locations of references in worksheet. Validation Controls 

and Login Controls 21 TCPS 2. Click in the entry to position the insertion 

pointer. OR Drag through characters to select. 3. Edit the entry as needed. • 

Type characters to insert. • Press Del to delete characters to the right of 

insertion pointer or to delete the selection. • Press Backspace to delete 

characters to the left of the insertion pointer or to delete the selection.  

 

• Follow steps described on the next page to change reference or extend a cell 

range. 4. Press Enter or click the Enter button on formula bar. Change 

Reference in Formula 1. Double click the formula to edit. Excel outlines 

references in worksheet with colored borders. 2. Point to border of outlined 

reference in worksheet. Pointer becomes an arrow when positioned on 

border. 3. Drag border to desire cell or range. 

 

 Validation Controls and Login Controls 22 TCPS Extend cell range in formula 1. 

Double click the formula to edit. Excel outlines references in worksheet with 

colored borders. 2. Point to fill handle of outlined reference in worksheet. 

Pointer becomes a when positioned on fill handle. 3. Drag fill handle in 

direction to extend the range. 5.7 FUNCTIONS Functions are predefined 

formulas that perform specific calculations, such as finding an average or 

future value. Functions require arguments the data to be calculated. To make 

it easy to create a function, Excel provides the Paste Function Wizard Paste 

Function button. Insert a function using function wizard 1. Select cell in which 

to create the function. 2. Click the Paste Function button on standard toolbar. 

The Paste Function dialog box appears. 3. Select desired category in Function 

category list. 4. Select desired function in Function name list, then click OK. A 

dialog box for the function you selected appears. 5. Insert cell references or 

values in Number boxes. 6. Click OK. Edit a function 1. Select a cell containing 

the function to edit. 2. Click the Paste Function button on Standard toolbar. 3. 

Change arguments in Number boxes, then click OK. Combine (Nest) Functions 

1. Double click cell containing function(s). 2. Place insertion point where new 

function will appear, or select argument to replace with a function. Validation 

Controls and Login Controls 23 TCPS 3. Click the Paste Function button on 

Standard toolbar. 4. Select desired category in Function Category. 5. Select 

desired function in Function Name list, then click OK. 6. Insert cell references 

or values in Number boxes. 7. Click OK. Use AutoSum Function 1. Click cell in 

which function will be entered. 2. Click the AutoSum button on the Standard 

toolbar. Excel surrounds suggested cells to add with dashed outline. 3. To 

change the range, drag through desired cells. 4. Press Enter when done. 5.8 

CHART / GRAPH While you create and modify charts, you will be presented 

with many choices and settings. Understanding the items in a chart and their 

properties will make it easier for you to design your own. 0 2000 4000 6000 

8000 10000 1234567 Series1 Series2 Value Axis Plot Area Value Axis Major 

Gridlines Chart Area Legend Legend Key Category Axis Validation Controls and 

Login Controls 24 TCPS Create a Chart Chart Wizard provides prompts and 



options for selecting the chart type, the source date, chart options, and chart 

location. From chart wizard – Step 1 of 4 chart source data 1. Select cells 

containing labels and values to chart. 2. Click Chart Wizard button on Standard 

toolbar. a. Select chart type and sub type (see select chart type). b. Click the 

Next button. Step 2 of 4 - Chart source data a. Select Data Range and Series 

options (see set source of chart data) b. Click the Next button. Step 3 of 4 – 

Chart options a. Select desired Chart options. (see set chart options) 

Validation Controls and Login Controls 25 TCPS b. Click the Next button. Step 4 

of 4 – Chart location a. Select As new sheet or As object in. (see set location of 

chart) b. Click the Finish button. Click the finish from any chart wizard step to 

create the chart with default options. Validation Controls and Login Controls 

26 TCPS 5.9 DATA SORT Data sort used to rearrange data in ascending or 

descending order by any field. Data sort using toolbar 1. Select the data range 

you would like to sort. 2. Click the sort button (either ascending or 

descending) on the toolbar. Data sort using menu 1. Select the data range you 

would like to sort. 2. Click Data, Sort. 3. Click OK to Sort. Options Sort by: 

Allows to choose select the column to sort and to select either ascending or 

descending sort order. Then by: Allows to select the sort order (if there is any 

duplicate items in the sort by column) My list has: Select header row to 

exclude the first row in the sort. Validation Controls and Login Controls  

 

PRINT WORKBOOK DATA  

This print feature lets you print the current worksheet, a selection in a worksheet, 

or an entire workbook. Automatically, you can specify which pages to print, collate 

printed pages, print multiple copies, and print to a file. Settings that affect print 

results Before printing a worksheet or workbook, consider this checklist of settings 

that will affect print results. 

 Headers and Footers Prints repeating information at the top and bottom of each 

page. Page Breaks Determines locations in worksheet where printed pages end 

and new pages begin.  

Margins Determines free space around printed page. Orientation Determines 

whether the page prints in portrait or landscape orientation. Print Area Prints a 

specified area of the worksheet. Repeating print titles Prints column titles at the 

top or left side of each new printed page. Scale Determines the size of the 

worksheet information will be when printed. Sheet Options Sets print options, 

such as gridlines, page order, draft quality, and black and white printing. Print 

using menu 1. Select worksheets, worksheet cells, or chart object to print. OR 2. 

Select any cell to print current worksheet. 3. Click File, Print. The Print dialog box 

appears 4. Click OK to print. Validation Controls and Login Controls 28 TCPS To 

indicate what to print Select Selection, Entire workbook, or Active sheet(s). To 

specify pages to print Select All, or select pages to print in From and To boxes. To 

disable collating of printed pages Deselect Collate. To print multiple copies Select 

number of copies in Number of Copies box. To print to a file Select Print to file. `  

 

 



 

INTRODUCTION  

Microsoft Office’s presentation application helps you to create interactive, 

self-running, or speaker-controlled visual displays. PowerPoint makes use of 

multimedia technology to include photographs, drawings, text, graphs, video and 

audio clips in your presentation. ` ADO . Net 2 TCPS Slide View Window It is 

important to become familiar with the main PowerPoint screen features that are 

displayed in Normal view. Normal view is PowerPoint’s default view. It splits the 

screen into three windows: Outline, Slide and Notes. In this view all aspects of one 

slide are displayed at once. 1. The top bar is the Title bar. A temporary title 

appears within brackets until you save and name the presentation file. 2. The 

Application Control buttons, which are located on the right side of the Title bar, 

allow you to control how the PowerPoint application will appear on screen. Title 

Bar Application Control Buttons Menu Bar Document Control Buttons Outline View 

Slide View window Scroll Bar Notes Window Office A it t Drawig Toolbar View 

Buttons Status Bar Place holders ` ADO . Net 3 TCPS • Click the Minimize button to 

reduce the application window to an icon on the Windows Taskbar at the bottom 

of your screen. • Click the Restore Window button to restore the application 

window. OR Click the maximize button to maximize the application window. • Click 

the Close button to close PowerPoint. 3. The second bar is the Menu bar. It 

provides drop-down menus that contain PowerPoint commands. Click on a desired 

menu item to reveal the available commands. 4. The Document Control buttons, 

which are located on the right side of the Menu bar, allow you to control how the 

current PowerPoint presentation will appear on screen. • Click the Minimize 

button to reduce the presentation to an icon at the bottom of the PowerPoint 

application window. • Click the Restore Window button to restore the 

presentation window to its previous size and location. OR Click the Maximize 

button to maximize the presentation window. • Click the Close button to close the 

presentation. 5. The Standard toolbar contains shortcut buttons that access 

PowerPoint’s most commonly used commands, such as Print, save and E-mail. 6. 

The Formatting toolbar contains shortcut buttons that allow you to adjust the way 

objects and text appear on the screen and in presentations. 7. Placeholders are 

empty text or graphics boxes provided as prompts. Each prompt indicates what 

type of text or 0graphic should be inserted. The type of slide layout that you select 

will determine which placeholders will be present. 8. Scroll bars allow you to scroll 

through each window to view its full contents. 9. Although Normal view displays 

Outline View, Slide view, and Notes view windows simultaneously; you can also 

use the View buttons to change the screen to display only one view at a time. Slide 

Sorter and Slide Show views many also be accessed from these buttons. 10. The 

Drawing toolbar contains buttons, which access most of the tools you will need to 

add graphics to your slides. 11. The Status bar identifies the number of the slide 

currently being displayed as well as the template design that is being used. 12. The 

Office Assistant is an animated helper. Click on the assistant whenever you need 

help. 6.2 

 NEW PRESENTATION  



 BLANK PRESENTATION ` ADO . Net 4 TCPS CREATES A NEW BLANK PRESENTATION 

AND A NEW SLIDE DIALOG BOX DISPLAYS A DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAYOUTS SUCH 

AS TITLE SLIDE, BULLETED SLIDE, COLUMN TEXT, TABLE, CHART WITH TEXT, 

ORGANIZATION CHART, GRAPH, CLIPART WITH TEXT, AS SHOWN IN THE FIGURE. 

CLICK ON THE SLIDE LAYOUT, WHICH YOU PREFER TO PRESENT. ` ADO . Net 5 TCPS  

 

AUTO CONTENT WIZARD  

The Auto Content Wizard steps you through a series of questions relating to the 

information you wish to present and then formats a content driven presentation 

based on your responses. The result is a powerful template with content prompts 

that will help you build a professional quality presentation. 1. Click File, New to 

open the New Presentation dialog box. 2. Click the General tab to bring it to the 

front. 3. Double click the AutoContent Wizard icon to start the wizard. 4. Click the 

Next button on the first wizard screen to begin building the presentation. ` ADO . 

Net 6 TCPS 5. On the second wizard screen, click a button that best describes the 

category of the presentation type you wish to give. m 6. Select a presentation type 

from the window on the right and click the Next button. 7. On the third wizard 

screen, select the style and format for your presentation and click the Next button. 

8. On the fourth wizard screen, enter the presentation title and footer text, select 

the date and slide number check boxes if desired, and click the Next button. ` ADO 

. Net 7 TCPS 9. Click the Finish button once you have supplied all the necessary 

information for the presentation. OR If necessary, click the Back button to revise 

any information provided on the previous screens. OR Click the Cancel button to 

exit the wizard without creating a new presentation. When the wizard is complete, 

the presentation displays in Normal view. From the Outline view window, you can 

read the suggested text prompts, which will guide you by providing relevant text 

for the type of presentation you wish to give. 6.2.3 DESIGN TEMPLATES Design 

Templates are pre-designed presentations that contain a wide variety of stylish 

designs such as coordinating backgrounds, fonts, colors, objects, etc. PowerPoint 

provides numerous professionally designed templates so that you can focus on 

your presentations content instead of its design. ` ADO . Net 8 TCPS Select a design 

template for a new presentation 1. Click File, New to open the New Presentation 

dialog box. 2. Click the Design Templates tab to bring it to the front. 3. Click on a 

desired Design Template and a preview of the template will appear on the right 

side of the dialog box. 4. Click OK. Change the design template for an existing 

presentation 1. Open the presentation that you want to change. 2. Click Format, 

Apply Design Template to open the Apply Design Template dialog box. 3. A list of 

available template names is listed in the middle of the dialog box and a preview 

window is presented on the right. 4. To select a template, click on a Design 

Template file. OR Double-click the Office 97 folder and click on an Office 97 

template. OR Click to select any of the folders listed on the left side of the dialog 

box and then click on a desired file. OR Type the name of file you wish to use in the 

File name text box. 5. Click the Apply button to apply the selected template to the 

presentation. OR Click the Cancel button to exit the dialog box without applying a 

new template. 



 HEADER AND FOOTER  

A header contains information that appears at the top of a PowerPoint note 

page or handout. Footer contains information that appears at the bottom of a 

slide, note page or handout. Header and footer information can include date, time, 

slide number, and/or additional text. ` ADO . Net 9 TCPS Insert footers on slides 1. 

Click View, Header and Footer. 2. The Header and Footer dialog box displays with 

the slide tab selected by default. 3. Click Date and time to access the date and/or 

time options, which may be used to insert the date into the footer. 4. Click Slide 

number to insert the slide number into the footer. 5. If desired, select the Footer 

check box to access the footer text box. This option allows you to add a line of text. 

6. Click doesn’t show on title slide if you want to apply footers to all slides except 

for the initial title slide. 7. Click the Apply to All button to apply footer information 

to all slides in the current presentation. OR Click the Apply button to apply footer 

information to the selected slides only. OR Click the Cancel button to return to the 

presentation without inserting any footer information. Insert Headers and/or 

Footers on Notes and Handouts 1. Click View, Header and Footer. 2. When the 

Header and Footer dialog box displays, click the Notes and Handouts tab. ` ADO .  

 

Click Date and time to access the date and/or time options, which may be 

used to insert the date into the header of each notes page and handout. 4. Click 

the Header check box to access the header text box. This option allows you to add 

a line of text at the top of each note page and handout. 5. Click the Footer check 

box to access the footer text box. This option allows you to add a line of text at the 

bottom of each notes page and handout. 6. 

 

 Click the Apply to All button to apply header and footer formatting to all slides in 

the current presentation. 

 OR CLICK THE CANCEL BUTTON TO RETURN TO THE PRESENTATION WITHOUT 

INSERTING ANY HEADER OR FOOTER FORMATTING TO THE SLIDES. 6.4 

BACKGROUND DESIGNING Different colors, patterns, and textures can be added to 

the background of one slide, select slides, or to an entire presentation. Changing a 

default background can create interesting and eye catching results. 1. With a slide 

selected, click Format, Background to open the background dialog box. ` ADO . Net 

.  

The Background fill box shows previews of how your slide(s) will look with a 

particular fill. 3. To change the background colors or texture, click on the 

Background fill drop-down arrow. 4. Select More Colors from the drop-down list if 

you wish to change the pre selected color scheme. 5. Select Fill Effects from the 

drop-down list if you wish to change the texture of the background. • Gradient 

provides different variegated effects. • Texture provides numerous textures, from 

marble to a crumpled-up paper bag. Each texture can be previewed in the preview 

box. • Pattern provides options such as plaid and bricks. The pattern color can also 

be changed here. ` ADO . Net 12 TCPS • Picture inserts a picture as a background 

for a slide. Click Select Picture on this tab to access many of the pictures that come 

preloaded with PowerPoint. 6. Click Preview to see what the slide will look like 



with the selected background. 7. If desired, choose Omit background graphics from 

master. If this option is selected, the formatting that you choose will not be 

entered on the Master Slide. 8. Click the Apply to All button to apply the 

background settings to the entire presentation. OR Click the Apply button to apply 

the background settings only to the selected slide or slides. OR Click the Cancel 

button to return to the presentation without making any changes. ` ADO . Net 13  

DRAW OBJECTS  

The PowerPoint drawing tools allow you to draw objects using various 

predefined shapes, colors and effects. Drawing toolbar Draw a shape 1. If 

necessary, click View, Toolbars, and Drawing to display the Drawing toolbar. 2. In 

Slide view, click on one of the four drawing tools available on the Drawing toolbar. 

Line tool Rectangle tool Arrow tool Oval tool 3. Click on the slide and drag to create 

the desired shape. Change the Shape of a Drawing 1. Click on the drawing object. 

2. To select more than one drawing object at a time, press the Shift key as you click 

on each object. 3. Each selected drawing object is surrounded by four to eight 

handles (small squares) 4. Click on any handle and drag inward to reduce the size 

of the object(s) or outward to enlarge it. Move a Drawing 1. Click inside of a 

drawing object to select it. 2. To select more than one object at a time, press the 

Shift key as you click on each object. ` 

 

 ADO . Net 14 TCPS 3. 

 Click and drag the object(s) to the desired location. Copy a Drawing 1. Click on the 

drawing object. 2. To select more than one drawing object at a time, use the Shift 

key as you click on each object. 3. Do the following. a. Click Edit, Copy. b. Place the 

cursor where you wish to paste the copied object(s). OR a. Press the Ctrl key. b. 

Drag the mouse to a desired location on the same slide and a copy of the object(s) 

will appear when you release the mouse. 6.5.1 Group Objects The Group option 

allows you to combine several objects into one. 1. Click an object on a slide. 2. 

Press and hold the Shift key and select the additional items you want to group. 3. 

Handles will appear around each object. 4. Right click on the grouped objects and 

select Grouping from the shortcut menu. OR Click the Draw button on the Drawing 

toolbar. 5. Click the Group button. 6. One set of handles now surrounds the entire 

grouped object. 7. Size, move, and/or copy the grouped object as desired. ` ADO . 

Net 15 TCPS 6.5.2 Order Objects The Order option allows you to change how 

objects are layered on a slide by sending them backward or forward in the order. 

1. Click one object on a slide whose order you want to change. 2. Selection handles 

will indicate the selected object. ` ADO . Net 16 TCPS 3. Click the Draw button on 

the Drawing toolbar. OR Right click to access a shortcut menu. 4. Click Order. 5. 

Select an order option from the submenu that displays. • Click the Send Backward 

button to move the object back one layer at a time. • Click the Send to Back button 

to move the object to the back of all other objects in the order. • Click the Bring 

Forward button to move the object forward one layer at a time. • Click the Bring to 

Front button to move the object to the front of all other objects in the order. ` ADO 

. Net  



PRESET ANIMATION  

PowerPoint Animation feature enables you to animate the appearance of 

specified objects and text during a slide show presentation. PowerPoint’s Preset 

Animation option provides you with fourteen animation settings to choose from. 1. 

To animate objects one at a time on a slide, click on an object while in Slide view. 

2. To animate several objects on a slide at once, using the same animation effect, 

select one or more slides in Slide Sorter view. 3. Click Slide Show, Preset Animation 

and choose one of the following animation options from the submenu that 

displays. 4. To view the animation effect, click Slide Show Animation Preview. Turn 

Animation Off 1. To turn animation off, select the animated object9s) in Slide View. 

OR Select the entire Slide Sorter view. 2. Click Slide Show, Preset Animation. 3. 

Click the Off option  

SLIDE TRANSITION  

Transitions are the special effects that take place while moving from one 

slide to the next during a slide show. In Slide View or Outline View ` ADO . Net 18 

TCPS 1. Click Slide Show, Slide Transition. 2. The Effect box contains a picture to 

demonstrate the transition effects before they are set. 3. Click the drop-down list 

to select an effect. 4. Choose a speed by clicking the appropriate option button. 5. 

Choose when the slide should make the transition, either Automatically after a set 

amount of time, or on mouse click. 6. Click the Sound drop-down list box to apply a 

sound to the transition. (The sound can only be heard if the computer running the 

slide show has the appropriate hardware). 7. Click the Apply to All button to apply 

the transition settings to the entire presentation. OR Click the Apply button to 

apply the transition settings only to the selected side(s). OR Click the Cancel button 

to return to the presentation without applying a transition. From Slide Sorter view 

1. In Slide Sorter view, the Slide Sorter toolbar includes a Slide Transition button. 

Click on it and the Slide Transition dialog box will open. ` ADO . Net 19 TCPS On the 

Slide Sorter toolbar, you can also change or add a transition by clicking on the Slide 

Transition Effects drop-down list to select an effect. The Slide Transition dialog box 

will not open, however, so you cannot set timing or sound 

SLIDE FORMAT  

Slide Layout The Slide Layout feature allows you to change the layout of a 

slide as well as to choose a layout for a new slide. The slide layout determines how 

title, subtitle, text, picture and chart placeholders will appear on the screen. 1. 

Click Format, Slide Layout. 2. The layout for the current slide is highlighted in the 

Slide Layout dialog box, and the name of the layout is listed in the bottom right 

corner. ` ADO . Net 20 TCPS To select a new slide lay option for the current slide • 

Click on a new slide layout option and click the Apply button . OR To reapply the 

default master slide layout after formatting or adjusting placeholders on the 

current slide • Click the Reapply button. OR • Click the Cancel button to return to 

the presentation without changing the layout of the current slide. 6.8.2 Slide 

Master The slide master acts as a pattern for all slides within a presentation except 



for the title slide (which may be adjusted separately). Any formatting or adjusting 

of placeholders, backgrounds patterns, etc. that is applied to the slide master will 

affect all current and future slides in a presentation. 1. Click View, Master, Slide 

Master to view the Master layout. 2. To move placeholders for all slides within the 

presentation, click and drag to the desired location. 3. To make formatting changes 

to a placeholder for all slides within the presentation, click on the placeholder and 

make font, font size, font color, tab adjustments, etc. 4. To make changes to the 

background template, click on the various objects and move, delete, or adjust 

them as desired. ` ADO . Net 21 TCPS 5. To adjust the Date, Footer, or Slide 

Number areas, click on the appropriate placeholder and make the desired 

adjustments. 6. When you are finished adjusting the slide master, click the Close 

button on the Master toolbar to exit slide master view and return to the previous 

view. OR Click View and select another view. OR Click on a view button at the 

bottom of the screen.  

6.9 SLIDE VIEW 

 Slide Sorter view Slide sorter view displays every slide within a presentation 

in miniature view. This allows you to see the entire flow of your presentation and 

also allows you to make some universal changes to all slides or selected slides if 

desired. 1. Click View, Slide Sorter. OR Click the Slide Sorter button at the bottom 

of the screen. 2. To change the order of the existing slides a. Click on the slide you 

want to move. b. Drag it to a new location. ` ADO . Net 22 TCPS 1. To copy a slide a. 

Click on the slide you want to copy. b. Click Edit, Copy. OR Click the Copy button on 

the Standard toolbar. c. Click to the right of the new slide location. d. Click Edit, 

Paste. OR Click the Paste button on the Standard toolbar. 2. To delete a slide in 

Slide Sorter View a. Click on the slide you want to delete. b. Press the Delete key. 

OR Click Edit, Delete Slide. 3. To insert a new slide a. Position cursor to the left of 

the new slide location. b. Click Insert, New Slide. c. Choose an Auto Layout. d. Click 

OK. To exit Slide Sorter view, click another view option on the View menu or from 

the view buttons at the bottom of the screen. 6.9.2 Slide Show Once your 

presentation is complete and all slide show enhancements have been set, you are 

ready to display the show. PowerPoint provides several ways to view slide show 

transitions, animation, and other effects. Preview Individual Slide Effects in 

Miniature Window 1. In Slide or Outline view, place insertion point within a 

desired slide. 2. Click Slide Show, Animation preview. 3. A miniature window will 

appear and display all special effects assigned to the selected slide. ` ADO . Net 23 

TCPS 4. To view another slide’s settings, click on another slide. Preview Individual 

Slide Effects on a Full Screen 1. In Slide or Outline view, place cursor within a 

desired slide. 2. Click the Slide Show View button at the bottom of the screen. 3. 

The slide show will run from the selected slide forward if you click the mouse or 

press the arrow keys on the keyboard. View Entire Slide Show from the Beginning 

1. Open a presentation. 2. From any view or any selected slide, click Slide Show, 

View Show. OR Click View, Slide Show. 3. Click the mouse to advance through the 

slide show. OR Use the Up or Right arrow keys on the keyboard to move forward 

and the Down or Left arrow keys to repeat a slide or to repeat the animation effect 

of an object or text item. OR If slide timings have been set, the presentation will 



advance automatically. ` ADO . Net 24 TCPS 6.10 CHARTS The PowerPoint chart 

feature can be used to illustrate data in a graphic display. Organization of Charts 

Organization of charts provides a simple visual for displaying hierarchical 

information, such as list of supervisors, managers, and reporting staff. PowerPoint 

uses the Microsoft Organization chart application to create a organization chart as 

a slide object. You can also create an organization chart by selecting the 

Organization Chart layout option when creating a new slide. Double-click on the 

organization chart placeholder. When you create an organization chart using the 

Microsoft Organization Chart application, the chart is saved as an object within the 

presentation. It is not saved a s a separate file. General Manager Prod. Manager 

Sales Manager R & D Manager ` ADO . Net 25 TCPS 



CHAPTER 

Introduction to 
Data Structures 

OVERVIEW 

Data Structures describes the way in which data is stored along with the permissible operations 
on the data. This chapter defines the basic terms associated with data structures and highlights 
the importance of reading a course on Data Structures.

Need for Data Structures 

The major tasks done in any computer system are based on three functions- Storing, accessing 
and manipulation of data in one form or other. Computer science is divided into major fields like 

Operating Systems, Databases, Compilers, Artificial Intelligence etc. All of these fields involve 
the tasks of storing, accessing and manipulating data. Each field addresses these tasks in terms of 

the data of it's interest. Data structures and algorithms that work on data structures are common to 
almost all applications of computer science. Hence it is essential that a computer science engineer 
or a programmer should study a formal course on Data Structures. 

Most of the programmers are trained in developing code for applications using various 
programming languages. Through such training, they should have an experience of writing good 
programs. Do they also need a course on Data Structures? Yes. They need it. The following 
illustration will explain why this question is answered "yes". Most of the times, programmers 
take up an algorithm, convert it into code; trace the code to prove the correctness. This will not 

help them when they are asked to write new algorithms for the problems that may arise. This is 
because they lack the fundamental understanding of data structures and algorithms that work on 

them. It is necessary to have abstract thinking ability to understand the principles and techniques 
to solve the vast array of unfamiliar problems that arise in a rapidly changing field. 

DEFINITIONS 

Types 
In general, a type refers to a domain of values. Refer Table 1.1 for examples of ypes: 



2Data Structures Table 1.1: Types 

Domain of Values 

Type 
set of characters 

. 4,-3, 2. I. 0.1,2, 3, 4,... 

set of real numbers 

Characters 

Integers 

Comples number Real number, Imaginary 
number 

Small Fraction x is between 0.0 and 1.0} 

Boolean 

Real 

true. false} 

Days 
Months 

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Sat. 

Dec Jan, Feb, March, April, May, June, July, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov n 
Primary Colors Red, Green, Blue) 

Table 1.I is only a sample list. Many examples can be added to this list. Some of the 

ike 
have finite number of values (like Boolean, days) and some have infinite collection of val 

efined 
Integers. Real etc). Some have standard definitions (like integers, real etc) and some are defi 

values 
for specific applications (like Simall Fraction). Hence the type defined should indicate the valu 
to be grouped together for usage in the application. 

Data Type 

Data Type refers to the domain of values (type) and the operations that can be performed on these values. Table 1.2 gives few examples of data types. Refer Table I.I for the domain of values corresponding to each data type. 
Table 1.2: Data Types 

Data Type 
Set of Operations 

Integer Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Modulus Convert a character to lowercase/ uppercase, to find whether | the character is alphabetic/ numeric Arithmetic( +,, *,, finding absolute, floor, ceil values 

Character 

Real Numbers 
Complex NumberCreate complex number, find conjugate of the number, arithmetic operations (+,,*, 

AND, OR, NOT 
Boolean 

Table 1.2 gives only a sample of data types and some of the operations that can be perio 

on them. 

ed Consider a fraction as a data type. In such a case, how can the domain be denned The 

operations can be defined as addition, subtraction, normalization etc. But the issue is the denu 

of the domain (set of values). 
ition There are two types of definition. They are structural definition and belhavioral definition 

A structural definition define the structure of the values. For example a fractu 

as one that has al definition. 

fraction can be def fined An optional sign (+ | ) 
A numerator (a non-ne gative integer) A denominator (a positive integer) 
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Behavioral definition does not impose any constraint on the structure. Instead it uses functions 

to define the behaviors of the data type. For example, a function create fraction (N. D) can be used 
to create a fraction. given two integers N and D (referring to the numerator and denominator). 

The choice of these definitions depends on the applications and on the support extended by the 
programming environment. A fraction can be implemented in C in two ways: 

Implementation I: Use of a structure variable 

struct fraction { 

int nr,dr; 

f 
The numerator and denominator of a fraction fare referred as f.nr and f.dr. Any function associated 

fractions can be defined in terms of these integers. 

Implementation 2: Use of an array 

#define Nr 0 

#define Dr 1 

typedef int fraction{2]; 

A fraction can be defined as a two element array with the first element referring to the numerator 

and the second element referring to the denominator: 

fraction f 
The numerator and denominator can be accessed as f[Nr] and f[Dr] respectively. 

The way of accessing a fraction (numerator and denominator) depends on the type of 

implementation (using dot. or index [ ] notation). The implementation should be decided before 

coding the application. Changing the type of implementation after coding requires changing all 

the functions accessing the fraction. This involves lot of time and also there are lot of chances 

for errors to creep in. It will be better if only the operations are specified and not the definitions 

in the initial stage. This is referred as Abstract data type (ADT). 

Abstract Data Type (ADT) 

An abstract data type (ADT) is a data type in which the members of the data type are 

unknown to the users of the type. It does not define the storage of the data type. 

In general, abstraction refers to defining new types hiding the details of implementation. It 

defines only the interface that both the user and the implementer will use. For example, consider 

the design of a remote control for a television. The designer has given the functionalities of the 

remote control; the implementer has designed the electronic circuit that would implementt 

functionalities. The users use the functions only with the interface, without knowing the details. 

In other words the physical implementation of the functionalities is hidden from the users. Hence 

the design of remote control is said to be abstract. 

For example an ADT Integerlist can be defined by explicitly specifying the sequence of zero or 

more integers. An ADT may not indicate how the integers will be stored in physical memory. 

As another example consider an ADT Stack. It is defined as a list of elements accessed 

(Inserted or deleted) from one end of the collection. A stack is also referred as Last in First out 

(LIFO) list. 
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An ADT fraction, can declare a list of fractions for the core actions like 
accessing the numerator or denominator as: 

like creating a frac 
createFraction(N,D), getNumerator(), getDenominator(). 

The details of implementation are ignored at the stage of ADT specification. 
Use of ADT in design of an application, would minimize the changes when the implen. is changed after coding the complete application. For example, while coding an apnlioa fractions, only the functions like createFraction(N, D), getNumerator( ).getDenominato used in appropriate places and the definitions of these functions will appear only in one nia when the implementation (use of structure or array) is to be changed, change in the defni the functions needs to be done at only one place. This example makes it clear that AnT an application from its implementation. This is shown in fig 1.1. isolate 

Applications Specification Implementation 

Uses ADOT Defines ADT Implements ADT 
Fig 1.1: Role of ADT in Application Development 

Advantages of ADT 
Following are the advantages of ADT: 
Isolates the application from the implementation Supports modular programming 

Program can be split into smaller modules Different modules can share the same ADDT 
Modules can be compiled seperately 

Supports encapsulation 
Modules are maintained independently Can substitute different classes that implement same interface No need to change the modules that use the ADT, when the implementatiou changes 

Pre and Post Conditions 
Pre-conditions refer to the properties of the inputs assumed by the defined operation. These de 
the state of the program, that the client guarantees to be true before calling a function. For example, in a Stack (a last in fir_t out list) an insert operation assumes there is enou 

space to store the element and similarly the delete operation assumes that there is atleast one element in the stack for deletion. 

ADT definitions do not addres the case that these conditions are not satisified. Post-conditions specify the effects or an operation. This defines the state of the program that operations guarantee when it returns. it tue only if the pre - conditions are satisfied. 
he 
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These conditions can be checked either at the implementation level or at the application level. At the application level, the user will have to check these conditions before calling these 

operations. At the implementation level, an error message could be printed if these conditions are 

not satisfied or if appropriate corrective actions could be undertaken. 

Data Structures 

A data structure is a physical representation of an ADT. It describes the data type and also suggests 

how these could be stored in the computer system memory. For example, an integer as a data 

structure can be defined as an integer data type stored in consecutive memory bytes. 

Another example of data structure is a String. String consists of a sequence of characters. 
They are stored in consecutive locations. There are two types of implementation-fixed length or 

variable length. In a fixed length implementation, all strings will have the same amount of memory 

locations allocated. If the string length is small, most of the allocated memory goes waste. In 

variable length representation, a terminating character such as NULL is used to terminate a string 
This eliminates the problem of memory wastage. A string is recognized as characters between 

two terminating characters. The operations on fixed length implementation will take less time 
than on those on variable length, but there is memory wastage. There is usually a trade off on the 

measures-time and space when an application is designed. 
The ADT stack can be represented in storage as either linked list stack or array stack. 

Table 1.3 describes various types of collection of data. 
Table 1.3: Types of collection of Data 

Type of Collection Topology Deseription Examples 

Collection 
Visitors at an exhibition 

Set of unrelated 
hall, students of a class. 

O items. 

Queue at a ticket 
counter, jobs in a printer 
queue, computers in a 

LAN with ring topology 

One-to-one 
Linear relationship 

A family tree, 
organization chart, 
expression tree, folders 

and files in a file 

Hierarchical One-to-many 
(Tree) relationship 

system. 

Road map. 
Many-to-many 
relationship 

Network (Graph) communication 

network. 
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Data structures can be classified according to the type of the elements in Primitive or Compound data structures. 
A Primitive data structure is one with basic structure like integer, character-wh on their own. Most of the programming languages have implementations for thehare d A Compound data structure is one which consists of other structures. An arrav of this type as it refers to a collection of other types. 

Data structures can also be classified according to the ordering of the elemento 

Types of Data Structures 

them. They coi 
whic 
em. 

is an exam 

elements -Linear- Non-linear. 
A linear data structure is one in which the elements have a linear ordering between element can be marked as first, the next as second and so on. A non-linear structure is one in which such an ordering is not present. 

Choice of Data Structures 

count, 

The choice of the data structure depends on the application. For example in an ATM Bank acea. 

ount 

the common operations are opening a new account and withdrawal of money from the acco 
Opening a new account is a one time operation for each user during which a record is created 
The operation of deposit/ withdrawal of money involves accessing the data and updating the 

record accordingly and this may happen several times for each user. The frequency of opening an 

account is less than the frequency of withdrawal. Hence you may require a data structure in which 
accessing an entry is faster. With this data structure, the insertion of a record may be a bit slow, Definitions Related to Data Structures 

File Structures 

This refers to the representation of data in secondary storage devices. Example: files 

Recursive data structure 
This refers to a data structure that is partially composed of smaller instances of same data structure 
Example - trees 

SUMMARY 
Data type refers to the domain of values and the set of operations that can be perfor that can be performed 

on them. 

tails. 

Abstract Data Type (ADT) provides only the operations, hiding the implementation de 
The advantages of ADT are that they isolate applications and implementations, 
support modular programming and support encapsulation. Data structure refers to the data type and the storage representation. 

they 

Data structures can be classified as primitive / compound, linear/ non-linear. 
File structures refer to the organization of data in files. 



CHAPTER 

Arrays 

OVERVIEW 

An array refers to a collection of homogeneous elements, stored in contiguous locations in 
memory. The basic operations on arrays include extraction and storing. Array is an example 
of statie allocation of memory. 

INTRODUCTION 

A variable of primitive type in a program refers to a single entity like count, sum, maximum 
etc. But there are situations where a collection of related entities like marks of 30 students in a 
class, salary of 100 employees of a company, sales of a product in a supermarket etc are required. 
An Array is a data structure which can be used to refer to collection of similar values. 

An array is formally defined as "a finite ordered collection of homogeneous elements stored 
in contiguous locations". Each term in the definition describes a feature of an array. 

. A finite collection refers to the size of the array. Be it a 20 elements collection or a 100 
elements collection, the size of the collection is fixed. 

2 The elements of the array are of the same type. All elements should belong to same type 
- can be simple like char, int, float etc or can be compound like struct, array etc. The type 

of an array is the datatype of its element. 

3. Arrays are an ordered collection because there is a distinct ordering of elements like 

first, second, third etc. 

Elements of the array are stored adjacent to each other. A block of memory is allocated 

for all the elements of the collection at one time. 

5. All elements of an array are referred to by a common name. 

ig 3.I shows how the elements of an array are stored in memory. 

4. 
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Array name 

A 

1010 B 

1011 C 

1012 D 

Fig 3.1: Storage Representation of an Array 

RANGE OF AN ARRAY 

Individual elements of an array are referred with the index. Index gives the relative position of the 
element (0ffset) from the starting position of the array. First element is said be in the first index, 
second one to be in the second index and so on. 

The first index is referred as the lower bound and the last index is referred as the upper bound of an array. Range refers to the number of elements in ne array. The value of the lower bound depends on the programming language. For exampie, languages like Pascal are flexible as they allow the programmers to fix up the lower DOuna. 1.e. an array index can start from 0, 10, -5 -any value convenient to the programmer. Ine upper bound is nxed according to the size of the collection to be stored in the array. Languages like C, C++, JAVA fix the lou the upper bound to be n-I where n is the size of the collection. to be 0 and 

Following are few exanmples of array declarations in C 

I. int data[ 10] 

a. Array of 10 integer values 

b. Lower bound 0, Upper bound 9 and range 10 

2. char code[20] 

Array of 20 character values 

b. Lower bound 0, Upper bound 19 and range 20 

3 struct student_record 20] 

array of 20 student_records. Each entry in an array is a struct (which is a collection

a. 

of heterogeneous elements like name, age, address etc) 

b. Lower bound 0, Upper bound 19 and range 20 
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Let the base address of the array str be "B". This indicates the first element is stored in. 

address. The second element is stored after this. If ench 
character requires 2 bytes of storage, t 

the address of the second element is B+ 2, the address of third 
element is B+ 2*2 etc. Here 

assume the elements are stored from 0th index. 

n this 
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en 

we 

In general the address of the ith element is B+ e 
* i, where B is the base address andi is th. 

index of the element whose address is to be found and e is the size (in bytes) of each element 

This is the addressing 
function of a 

one-dimensional array. 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 

Consider the marks of 5 students in 4 subjects-Maths, Physics, Programming, DS. A conventional 

representation of the marks is as shown in Table 3.I as a two-dimension table. 

There are lot of examples where we use two dimensional tables for better representation of 

information. Some of them include sales details of a super market ( Product-Quantity sold, Stock 

etc), Account holders' information in a bank (Account Number - Name, address, balance etc). 

The common structure here is that various information about an entity are stored and such 

values for different instances are stored. i.e, information like name, address, balance, etc are stored 

for an account holder in a bank and the bank stores such details of various account holders. 

Table 3.1: Student Marks 

Roll NoD 

01 
Maths Physics Programming DS 

90 95 92 96 

02 85 87 89 86 

03 91 90 86 85 

04 78 89 75 80 

05 65 76 69 70 
The table 3.1 is declared as marks [S][4]. Row index denotes roll number and column index 

denotes subject number. Each element is accessed by giving row and column index as table 
namefrow_ index] [col_index]. In Table 3. 1, marks[2][0] denotes the maths marks of roll number 
03 (as lower index starts from 0). 

In languages that permit flexible lower bound (user can fix up the lower bound), a two 
dimensional måtrix is declared as A[Ib, .. ub,] [lb,.. ub,] where lb,, Ib, represent the lower bound 
of row and column and ub, and ub, represent the upper bound of row and column. The range of 
2D arrays is (ub,-Ib, +1)"(ub,-lb,+1).The range of the array in Table 3.1 is 20 (5 * 4 20). 

Storage Representation of 2D Arrays 
2D arrays are logical representations. The memory storage is in single dimension. Hence there should be a mapping between 2D representation and single dimension storage. This mapping should suggest a systematic way of storing the elements of a 2D array into a single dimension array. This can be done using either row major order or column major order representation. 
Row Major Order Representation 
In row major order representation, elements are stored row wise as shown in Fig 3.3b. The elements of 0th row are stored first and then the 1" row elements and so on. 



CHAPTER 4 

Linked Lists 

oVERVIEW 

Dynamic allocation solves the problem of memory underutilization that occurs in static allocation 

as in the case of Arrays]. Linked Lists are used to implement dynamic allocation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Static Allocation refers to the allocation of memory at compile time. A common example of 

static allocation is arrays. The size of the array is fixed at the time of declaration itself. In case 

if the actual number of elements in the collection is not known before run time, a higher bound 

is anticipated and memory is allocated accordingly. Duringg run time most of this memory may 

not be used. This problem of memory underutilization can be solved if we allocate memory only 

when there is a need for storing an element and not in advance as a bunch. This type of allocation 

is referred as dynamic allocation. 

In static allocation, as memory is allocated at one time, contiguous memory is available for 

all the elements of the collection. Fig 4.1 indicates the storage representation of elements in an 

array. 
0 A 

B 

2 C 

3 D 

E 

Fig 4.1: Array Representation of Collectlon of Elements 

In array representation, each location holds the element alone (here the term location is used 

gIcaly to refer to an element and is not in terms of bytes; each element may occupy multipie 

guous bytes depending on their type). The address of theconsecutive element in the collection 

IS implicit and hence is not stored. 

memory in a system is maintained in the form of stack and heap. When a function 
is 

f program uses stack memory to store local variables and return address. When tne 

EXITS, this memory is deallocated automatically. The heap could be viewed as a } 



of free memory 
available for the variables in a program. 

A programmer 
nas access to 

memory. 
The memory 

allocated from heap is not 
automatically 

released when the variak 

longer used. The programmer 
should explicitly 

release the memory. 
Most of the proo 
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s 
ogrammin 

to th 
In dynamic allocation, memory is allocated only when an element is actually added. 

mory 
languages provide 

functions for dynamic memory 
allocation and release. 

collection (instead of doing allocation for all elements in advance as in arrays). The memo der 

maintain the order of the elements the address of the next element is also stored along with type of 
allocated in non-contiguous 

locations as it is not done at one time for all elements. In Ord 

th 

element. The last element will hold a NULL value to indicate end of the collection. This tvr 

data structure is referred as Linked List. 

Linked lists are examples of linear data structures as they permit linear access of their eleme 

(one after the other from the head of the list). Linked lists are also dynamic data structures 

their size can grow or shrink during execution i.e. it permits insertion or deletion of nodes at an 

time. 

The arrays maintain physical ordering of elements while linked lists maintain logical ordering 

of the elements. In other words, the ordering is implicit in arrays (the elements are stored in order 

in consecutive locations) and is explicit in linked lists (the address ofthe adjacent element is stored 

explicitly along with an element). Fig 4.2 shows a linked list indicating explicit ordering. 

10 20 3 40 50 NULL 

Fig 4.2: Linear Linked List 

A node in a linked list consists ofa data field and a pointer field. The pointer (>) symbo 
indicates the address of the next element. In the diagrammatic notation, the > symbol starts 
inside the box (referring to the value of the field) and ends at a box (referring to the address of 
the node). 

This can also be simulated using an array as shown in Fig 4.3. This is dealt in detail in the section "Cursor based implementation of linked lists". 

30 2 
10 3 Head 2 40 NULL 
20 0 

Fia 4.3: Simulation of Linked Lists Using Array Here there is a variable (say Head indicating where the list starts. This index will have tne 
first element and the index of the second element. Similarly all other elements of the list 

essed. The last element will have NULL as the index to indicate the end of the list. The eleme 
of the list in Fig 4.3 are 10, 20, 30, and 40. The index positions in the order of elements are 

ndex will have the 
can be 

The elements 

lements are 1, 5, 
0, and 2. As NULL is stored in index 2, it is the end of the list. In linked lists, each node in the list may have one or multiple information fields with a po 
one integer field -data and one pointer field next as shown in Fig 4.4. 

field to hold the address of the adjacent element. For basic explanation, assume the node to 



Queues 

OVERVIEW 

Queue refers to a collection of elements wlhich are accessed in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. The basic 

operationS on a queue include insertion and deletion of elements. There are various forms of queues 

such as circular queue, dequeue, and priority queue, based on how the elements are accessed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Consider a queue at a reservation counter, banks, jobs in a printer, queue of ready jobs waiting for 

the processor. In all these queues, the element which entered the queue first is attended to first. In 

other words, they are served in FIFO order. Based on this common meaning of queues, the data 

structure Qucue' is defined (Figure 6.1). 

A queue is a collection of elements accessed in FIFO order. Elements are added to one end 

(rear end) and deleted from the other end (front) of the queue. 

Deletion 
Insertion 

Front 
Rear 

Fig 6.1: A Queue 

Figure 6.2 shows the contents of the queue after every operation in the following sequence: 

i. Insert(Q, 10) 

ii. Insert(Q, 40) 
ii. Insert(Q, 20) 

iv. Delete(Q) 

v. Delete(Q) 

vi. Insert(Q, 15) 

vii. Delete (Q) 

viii. Insert(Q. 50) 
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50 

15 15 15 
20 20 20 20 

40 40 40 

10 10 10 
VI VI Initial i 

Fig 6.2: Illustration of Basic Operations on Queues 

come 
From Figure 6.2 it is clear that the element which entered first is the first one to con the queue on a delete operation. This example shows the FIFO property of queues. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF QUEUES 
There are two forms of implementation for queues, similar to stacks. One is arrayt implementation and the other is linked list-based implementation. Since both ends of the a 
are used (insertion at rear end and deletion at front end), any implementation should keep t= 
of both ends of the queue. 

Basic Operations on Queuess 
The basic operations on a queue include creation of queue, and the insertion and deletion 
elements. The insertion operation puts the element at the end of the queue and the deletion operati 
removes the element at the front of the queue. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF BASIC OPERATIONS ON ARRAY-BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF QUEUES An array of a predefined size and the indices of the front and the rear end of the queue shou 
maintained. 

int Queue |10), int *front, "rear; Alternatively a structure of the following form may also be used tdefine SIZE 10 
struct Queue{ 

int elements (SIZE}; 

int front, rear; 

Creation 

Creation of-
.e declaration of an array and initializ 

to 0. 

nitializing both front andi rear indices eateQ (Queue Q) 

.Iront- 0 

Q.rear -0 
3. End 



nserthNY 

then 

rite QUEUE OVERFLOW 

Flse 

ar 

rearitem: 
. it tront=0 

then 
front 

2End 

This algorithm takes as input the queue, its front and rear pointer an 
be placed. As in the push operation of the stack, we need to check e the 

eAW 

during insert. This condition checks whether there is enough room Aw tN 

C function: 

C function to insert an element into the queue 

vOd insert (int queue[], int front, int*rear, int item) 
ifrear >=SIZE) 

prntfi\n Queue Overflow \ n"; 
else 

rear *rear -1; 

queuel rear=item: 
front = =0) 

front 1; 
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Insertion 

Insert ertion requires increimenting the rear variable and storing the value (similar to stack). 

Following is the algorithm and C function for inserting an element into the queue. 

Algorithm insert an element into a queue 

Insert (Q, front, rear, item) 

(To insert an element into a queue) 

. If rear>= SIZE 

Then 
a. Write "QUEUE OVERFLOWw" 

b. Exit 

Else 

a. rear rear + 

b. Q [rear]- item; 
c. if front= 0 

then 
front-1 

2 End 

This algorithm takes as input the queue, its front and rear pointer indices and the item to 

be placed. As in the push operation of the stack, we need to check for the overflow condition 

during insert. This condition checks whether there is enough room for the item. Following is the 

C function: 

Cfunction to insert an element into the queue 

void insert (int queue[], int *front, int*rear, int item) { 

if (rear >=SIZE) 
printf\n Queue Overflow\n"); 

else{ 
rear *rear +1; 

queue "rear=item; 

iffront ==0) 

*front 1; 

return, 
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Deletion 

The first element of the queue is at the index front. Hence deletion requires extra 

quea 
nent. 

element and incrementing the front variable, so that it points to the next element of the 
The precondition is Queue underflow', to check whether the queue has at least one elemen the delete algorithm deletes the only element of the queue, it should reinitialize front and. pointers (to mark an empty queue). 

Following is the algorithm and C function for deleting an element from the queue. 

Algorithm Delete (Q,front, rear) 
. If front =0 

Then 
Write "Queue Underflow" 

Exit 

2. item -Q[front] 

3. if front = rear) 
Then 

front- rear -0; 
else 

front-front +1 
4. return 

C function to delete an element from the queue 
int delete (int queuel, int *front, int rear) { 
int item; 

ffront -=0) 

printf"\n Queue Underflow\n*); 
else 

item = queue|"front; 

if"front == *rear) 

*front ="rear =0; 
else 

front = *front +1; 

return item; 
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LINKED LIST-BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF QUEUES 

only 
hen the insert operation is called and it will be freed when the delete operation is called 

can use the head of th 

A linked list implementation of a queue is similar to that of a stack. The r memory will be allocated 

the list as the front pointer and should have an additional pointer to the rear 

of the queue. 

Creation 

Creation of a queue involves initializing the front and rear pointers to be NULL 

A queue can be defined as a structure 

stnuct queue { 

stuct node front, rear; } 

Create (Q) 
struct queue { 

Q.front = NULL; 

Q.rear= NULL; 

Insertion 

Insertion involves allocating memory for the new element, storing the element in the allocated 

memory and setting up the rear pointer accordingly, as shown in Figure 6.3. 

1 20 3 
front 

reer 
rear 

Fig 6.3: Insertion of a New Element 

Following is the C function for inserting an element into the Queue 

Cfunction to insert an element into the linked list implementatio n of a queue 

struct nodef 

int value; 

struct node' next; 

insert (struct queue Q, int item) 

struct node "neuw 

ew (stuct node) malloc (sizeof (struct node) 

new -> value = item;

fQ.rear == NULL 
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0front Q.reur neuw
else 

Q.rear)-> next = new; 

Q.rear new; 

return; 

Deletion 

Deletion is similar to deleting the node at the beginning of the list. This is simila operation in a stack. 

Following is the C function for deleting an element from the queue. 
C function to delete an element from the queue 
delete (struct queue Q) 

int item; 

struct node temp; 

fOfront=- NULL{ 
printf (Queue empty" 
exit; 

item (Q.front) -> value; 
fQ.rear == Q.front 

Q.rear Q.front = NULL; 
else 

temp Qfront; 
free (temp) 
O.front (0front-> next; 

return item; 

IMPLEMENTATION OF QUEUE OPERATIONS USING STACKS A queue follows the FlFO discipline where a newly inserted element joins the Tt 34 
queue and the element at the front end of the queue gets deleted. In order to impie 
using Stack, two Stacks are required. Let Q denote the queue to be maintained and SI, S2 be the two stacks. The user v 
queue data structure while the two stacks are maintained in the background. 

end. 

Cr Vviews onh 



Initial C Insert (G, ®) 
otto (9 

R F 

Delete () neert (, '0) Insert (, E) Ostete ( 

FR 

Fig 6.4: Sequence of Operatlons in a Linear Queue 
lnsert(Q. 'F") would generate the error. "Overflow Rear pointer R has reached the end 

In Figure 6.5, there are three empty locations but the algorithm may still give Queue Overtlow 
error because the rear pointer R has reached the end of the array 
This is overcome using circular queues. 

CIRCULAR QUEUES 

In circular queues. the locations of the queue are viewed in a circular form i.e. the first location 
is viewed after the last one (Figure 6.5). 

N 

2 

3 

4 

Fig 6.5: A Circular Queue 



insertca (CO. F 
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DeleteCQ (ca) 
insertCa (Ca E) 

E 

D D 2 4 D 

3 

InsertcQ (CQ, InsertCQ (cQ. 'H) insertCa (Ca. G) 

E E 

Queue Overtlow R 
G G D D 

R 

Fig 6.6: llustration of Basic Operations on Circular Queue In Figure 6.6. note that the queue overfiows only when all the locations are occupied. Hev circular queue provides better memory utilization. 
Following are the programs for insert and delete operations on a circular queue. Circular Queue Insert 

void cqinsert/int queue, int front, int"rear, int item) { frfront ==0) 
front= "front+1; 

firear=SIZE) && (front==1) 1| ((rear !=01 printfi n Queue Overflow \n": T1)) { 
retum; 

f'rear=SIZE) 
rear =1; 

else 

rear = "rear-1; 

queuerear =itern; 



CHAPTER 7 

Trees 

OVERVIEW 

Linear data structures are useful in applications where linear ordering among the elements is maintained. But they cannot be used to represent hierarchical relationships such as those in family charts, organization charts etc. Non-linear data structures are used in such applications. Trees are non-linear data structures used to represent hierarchical relationships. 

INTRODUCTION 
The data structures like array, stack, queues, linked lists are used to represent linear ordering of 
collection of elements. They are useful in representation of lists of elements, simulation of queues in reservation counters, employees list etc. The common characteristic of these applications is 
that they impose sequential / linear order among the elements. This matches with the feature of 
linear data structures like arrays, stacks, queues and linked lists. 



Considey he organizainn uf a le oyotem n 4tipet There is u mad 

several audirectories Fauh uf them an have suh directnie9/ files ws shurun 
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fig 7.1b A Sample file tystem Fig 7 b could be extended further to indicate the subdirectories and other files in se 
directory 
Look at the major differee between the applicatirms of linear structures such as arfays, v 
queues and those slown in Fig 7. la atd Fig 7.b In a family/organization chart, hierarcital relatiomohip is more important rather than 

sequential order For eg, in the orgatizalion chart shevwn in Fig 7, 1a (which represents a ci 
administration), there is relative tndering aneng the heals f the department. AIl of therm a 

thhe same level and they report o lheir superinor n Dean. This hierarchhy is important in organi 

charts and this cannol be represeted using lin structure such s trees linear structures These applications require no uire non-ines
A tree could be formally defined as a collection o nof odes (elements) which 

)Can bhe empty o 
ii) has a node desiynated as rt (represr or more stub trees, A 1uhtree, y defi ie node cannof e s part f to subtrees In the organization cart given in Fig 7 la, Principal nwae is tie 

nting elenent at the p of the hierarchy 
finition is a trer t its wn Fach subtree 

chy) and u 

ree is disjoni 
are roots at the dean des indicating the hierarchy head of the departments nodes branching out showing that tle H the dean ndes are 

rincipal nnle is the r4 the tree and 
ng the In 

and its subtre 
dean Note that no nde is cmOn oany two siultrees ubee pt nler the correspondin 
Consider 1he sample tree shuywn in hgure 1.2 

int 
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Fig 7.2: Example of a Tree 
ra tree in Fig 7.2 represents a collection of nodes {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}. Here node A is A as root and it has three subtrees rooted at B, C, and D. The tree rooted at B has two 

designa 

subtrees 
rooted at E and F which in turn have null (empty) subtrees. 

If t the number of subtrees from a node is restricted to maximum of N, the tree is referred as 
Nan tree. A tree is said to De a binary tree if every node has a maximum of two subtrees. 

BINARY TREES 

A hinary tree is a 2-ary tree, 1.e each node in the tree can have a maximum of 2 subtrees - that is. 

t ean have either 0, 1, or 2 subtrees. A formal definition of binary trees is as follows: 

A binary tree is a finite collection of elements in which one element is designated as root and 
remaining elements are partitioned into two disjoint sets which are trees on their own (each of 

these sets may be null/ non-null), called left and right subtrees. 

Binary trees not commonly used forms of trees. Fig 7.3 shows few examples of binary 
trees. 

A 

B D B 

C 

( D 

(b) (c) 
(a) 

Fig 7.3: Examples of Binary Trees 

nodes (ek:g 7.3, a node in a tree has 0, I or 2 child nodes. In other words, the number of child 
nodes (child nodes 

Note 

maxim ues are those which are directly connected to the node) of a node is restricted to 

à maximum of 2. 
In Fig7.3a, A is the root and et childh ne root and its children are B and C, Children of B are D and E, C has one child 

(left child) F, no nodes D, E and F do not have any children. 



Spece o Ja ect to o Fig 73a Des 10n 

Node at the top hierarchy of the Root of tree in Fig 7.3a is A 

tree. A tree has only one root. 
Root 

Parent Node A node present one level up in the Parent of nodes B and C isA 
hierarchy of the tree and to which Parent of node F isC 

it is connected 
Child nodes of same parent Siblings B and C are siblings 

D and E are siblings 
D. E and F are leaf nodes Nodes that do not have any 

children 
Leaf Nodes 

Interior nodes | Nodes other than leavees B. C 
A node n, is ancestor of noden, B and A are ancestors of D if n, is the parent ofn, or of any 
of its ancestors 

Ancestor 
nodes 

A is an ancestor of C 

Descendent A node n, is descendant of node B and D are descendants ofA n. if n, is the child of n, or of any of its children 
A node n, is left descendant to 
node n, if n, is the left child of n, 
or of any of its left descendants 
A node n, is right descendant 
to node n., if n, is the right child of n, or of any of its right descendants 

node 

Left 
D is left descendant of A and B Descendant 

node 

Right 
Descendant C is right descendant of A 
node 

Nodes that follow a branch of a|A-B-D and C-F are paths tree, representing a linear subset of the tree. It is the path from one node to another in a tree 

Path 

Length of a Number of edges in a path path Length of the path A-B-D is 2 
Length of the path C-F is I Level of A is 0 

Level of a Root is at level 0. The level of node any node is one plus the level of its parent Level of B and C is 1 
Level of D, E. F is 2 

Maximum level of any leaf in the Depth of tree in Fig 7.3a is 

Depth of the 
tree 

Depth of tree in Fig 7.3a is 2 

tree 



n in 
n in Fig 

/.4 are not BiHaf trees 1or the reasons indicated in the figure. 
A 

B 

(o) C 
B 

) E 

(b) (C) 
a) Node E is indicated as child of two 

nodes B and C. i.e., E has two parents. 

In a binary tree, a node can have only 
one parent. In order words left and right| 
subtrees must be disjoint. 

There is a cyclic path (loop) between 
nodes A and C. 

ee chuldren. 

Cyclic path (Loops) are not permittedin 

binary trees as they are acyclic data 

structure9s. 

E 

rary 

ree can 

Fig 7.4: Non Binary Trees 

PES OF BINARY TREEs 

Srncty Binary Tree 

2 binary tree where all the nodes will have either 0 or 2 children. [Note in a binary treea 

2 have 0. 1 or 2 children). In strictly binary tree, nodes cannot have only one child). 

: shous a strictly binary tree. 

B 

C 

G 

Fig 7.5: A Strictly Binary Tree 

mpiete Binary Tree
ree in which all leaves are at the last level. A complete binary tree of depth 

),fig16shows a complete binary tree of depth 2. 

tithly binary 
all its leaves a a depth d. ie., all levels of the tree will be full (with 

maximum 

number 



A 

(o) G B 

G E F D 

Fig 7.6: A Complete Binary Tree 

Almost Complete Binary Tree 

An almost complete binary tree of depth d will have its leaves either at level d or d-1. All 
upto level d-1 will be full with maximum number of nodes and level d will be filled from l 
right. Fig 7.7 shows an example of almost complete binary tree of depth 2. 

B 
C 

Fig 7.7: Almost Complete Binary Tree of Depth 2 
Skew Trees 

A skew tree is one in which every node, except the leaf, has only one child node. i.e. tne 
one node at any level. A left skewed tree is one in which all nodes (except leaf) have o 
child. A right skewed tree is one in which all nodes (except leaf) have only the rig 

the 

child 
7.8 shows examples of left and right skew trees. 

A A 

B 

G (a) Left skew tree 
(b) Right skew tree Fig 7.8: Skew Trees 



4 
strictly 

binary 
tree 

with n leaves will have 2n-I nodes. 

=1. 
No. 

ofnod 
=2 *n-l =1(root) is true. 

inaryive 

Strictly Binary 

Proof by induction: 

trictly binary tree With n nodes to have 2n-1 nodes. Consider adding nodes to this 

tree. New 

tree shenumber of leaf nodes increases by I ie nt1 (the earlier leaf is no more a leaf and now 

Take a stric 

nodes can only be added at lear level as other nodes will have 2 children. If the resultant 

ree also be a strictly binary tree, then two nodes should be added to any one of the leaves. 

tree 

shoulda 

also be a strictly bi 

Hence t 

Two 
leaves 

are 
adde wes are added). The total number of nodes has increased by 2 ie. 2n-1+2 2n+ 1. In other 

ords. a 
tree 

with (n+1) leaves has Pn+1 nodes [2(n+1) -1] 

it is oroved that a strictly bitary tree with n leaves wil have 2n-1 nodes. 

Hence 
it is proved 

Complete Binary Tree 

Ievel 0 has only one node (root). Level I can have maximum of 2 nodes (left and right child of 

root). 

Each of these nodes can have 2 children and hence at level 2 there will be 4 nodes. 

Fig 7.6 is repeated 
below for reference 

Depth 
No. of nodes 

0 

B 

2 
4 

(E () D 

H general, a level i will have 2 nodes in a complete binary tree. 

LTal number of nodes in a complete binary tree of depth d is given by expression. 

d 

20+21+22+... 
.2d = 2 

remai ining 24-1 nodes are non-leaf/ 
interior nodes. 

i-0 

= 2d+1-1 

As all lea 
Complete binary tree of depth d are at level d, the number of leaves is 2d. The 

has7 n Dinary tree with n nodes will have a depth of log,(n+1)-1.The 
tree shown in Fig 

tomplete binary 6 has 7 nodes and its dep Tumber of nodes can be 
ler of nod S depth is 2. As indicated by this expression, 

in a complete binary tree, more 

can be 
accommodated 

in lesser depth (because log,n is much smaller than n). 



A node can be added either to a leaf node of T or to a node wilh one child in T 

Case 1: Adding to a leaf node in T 

The present leaf node in T (to which the new 
node is added) will not be a leat 

But new node will become a leaf. Hence there is no change in 
number of full nodes and"

They are as in tree T. i.e still N, N, -I holds good. 

Case 2: Adding a node with one child in T {Refer Fig 7.10c 
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nodes and lent 

become 

(with two children) and the new node becomes the leaf. Hence in Tree T bothN, and N 

by 1. i.e. the same relationship N, N, -I holds good here. 

This proves that the property the number of nodes with two children (i.e. full nodes) 

plus one is equal to the number of leaves applies to all non-empty binary trees. 

Consider a node P with one child in Tree T. When a new node is added, node P hecoe incre 

Operations on Binary Trees 

In addition to the operations like insetion /deletion of nodes in a binary tree, the most commen 

performed operation is the traversal. The traversal of binary tree refers to visiting every node 
the binary tree once and only once without repetition / skipping of nodes. 

There are basically three ways of binary tree traversals based on the order in which the root, no 
of left and right subtrees are processed / visited. They are 

i) In order Traversal 

ii) Pre order Traversal 

ii) Post order traversal 

Inorder Traversal 

Here the nodes of a binary tree are traversed (processed) in the following order 1.Traverse left subtree in inorder 
2.Process root node 

3.Traverse right subtree in inorder 
Consider the simple binary tree as shown in Fig 7.1 la. 

("o 

A 

(E 
('B 

(a) 
(b) 

Fig 7.11: llustration 
der Traversal 



he lefi s 

Than 

the 

finA 
A 

nt 

shArra, it is 

Iitle bigger tree Ashern in Fiu 7 1h 

Here 

the 
left tree is the e 

0ud give 

rgt oubittee 

gve the sed fere the left utAre is empny ins an En vnnas ar the ve m 

the oequene . 

ivisited Her the ifener traveral ill gýve the wwrN V, A, D. f 
ubfree F 19 visite 

uwsandher exanple of inender traversal 

(o) 

Fig 7.12 Sample Inorder Traversa 

Irversing the tree in inorder (in the order of the nunbers in the node), the sequerKe is B, C. A. 

Dand1F 

Pre order Traversal 
Hre the rodes of a binary tree are travered (proceed) in the following order. 

Proness root node 

Traverte left subtree in preorder 

Travere right ubtree in preorder 
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Consider 
the 

simple 
binary 

tree as 
shown 

in Fig 
7.13a. 

('A ) 
(6 

(b) 
(a) 

Fig 7.13: 
Ilustration of Preorder 

Traversal 

The root A is visited first. Then the let subtree is traversed. As there is onlh 

the left subtree, it is visited. Later the right subtree is traversed. As there is only one n 

right subtree, it is visited. Hence the preorder traversal of the tree is A, B and C 

Consider a little bigger tree as shown in Fig 7.13 b . 

First the root node D is visited. Then the left subtree is traversed in preodertc 

sequence A, B and C as in the previous example. Now the right subtree is traversedin 

to give the sequence E and F- Root is E, left subtree is empty, right subtree has the node 

the preorder traversal of the tree is D, A, B, C, E and F 

one= 

no 

Figure 7.14 shows another example of preorder traversal. 

D 

E 

Fig 7.14: Preorder Traversal an Example Traversing the tree in preorder (in the order of the numbers in the node), the sey 
C, D, E, G, and F. quence Is 

Post order Traversal 

Here the nodes of a binary tree are traversed (processed) in the following order 
I. Traverse left subtree in postorder2.Traverse right subtree in postorder 3.Process root node 
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the simple binary tree as shown in Fig 7.15a 

onsid 

D 

A 

A 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig 7.15: llustration of Post Order Traversal 

The left subtree node B, right subtree node C and then the root A are visited. Hence the postorder 

traversal of the tree is B, C and A. 

Consider a little bigger tree as shown in Fig 7.15 b. 

The left subtree is traversed in post order giving the sequence B,C and A as in the previous 

example. Then the right subtree is traversed. Here the left subtree is empty. The right subtree node 
Fand its root E are traversed. Then the root of the tree D is visited. Hence the postorder traversal 

of the tree is B, C, A, F, E and D. 

Fig 7.16 shows another example of postorder traversal. 

A 

2 

B 

5 

F 

Fig 7.16: Post order Traversal-an Example 

e post order traversal sequence (as given by the numbers in the node ) is C, B, G, E, F, D and 

A. 

Note that there may be multiple trees with same inorder/ preoder / postorder sequences. 

que tre� can be constructed for some given inorder and preorder sequence or inorder and 

POstorder sequence but not preorder and postorder sequence 
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This refers to processing the nodes of the binary tree level by level, Ro followed by the nodes in level 1 i.e. all children of the root from left to right tOces level 2 (children of all the nodes in level 1) etc. The breadth first traversal af the fig 7.17 is ABDCE F and G. 

Breadth First Traversal 

S 

the tree shs,. 

2 

Fig 7.17: Breadth First Traversal 
However breadth first traversal is not commonly used on trees as they do not consider the hierarc: 

of nodes in traversing, which is a characteristic feature of trees. REPRESENTATION OF BINARY TREESs There are two types of representations of binary trees. They are 

1. Linear Representation - This uses arrays and is used mainly for complete and alm 

complete binary trees 
2. Linked representation - This uses pointers and linked list and can be used for trees u 

are not closer to complete form. Linear Representation 
Arrays are used to represent binary trees. As the characteristic of an array is its static sizc, u 

represented cannot be modified easily. In this representation, nodes of a tree are numbered from 0, level by level, root 
r 

and a complete binary tree form is assumed. Hence if in a given tree. if any of the inte 

is missing the corresponding numbers are also skipped. Fig 7.18 shows the numberho 

in a binary tree. Note that when a subtree is empty, the numbers are also skippea a 

Fig 7.18). umbered 

of nod 
s show in 
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0 

0 

B B 

5 
6 

o) 
G 

(a) () (c) 
Fig 7.18: Numbering the Nodes 

troe of depth d is represented using one-dimensional array of size 24-1-1 (the maximum 
her of nodes that a complete binary tree of depth d can have). The numbers of the node are 

index in the array. Fig7.19 shows the linear (array) representation of the trees shown in 
nun 

fig 7.18. Array name is used as the address of the root of the tree. 
dion or the i 

oA 1 B 

Used as index 

0 A 
B 

B 
3 D C 

4 E 4 

5 F D 

G 6C 
(b) (c) (a) 

Fig 7.19: Array Representation of Trees 

Note that the index of the array starts from 0 and is up to n-I where n is the maximum number 

of nodes in the tree. 

In this representation, following points are to be noted: 

The left child of a node p is at index 2p+1 and right child is at index 2p+2. In other words, 

p is the parent of nodes at 2p+1 and 2p+2. 

If the left child is at lc, its sibling is at lc+1. 

If the right child is at rc, its sibling is at rc-1 

Parent of a node at c is at Lfc-1)/2J 
Since the numbering is based on the complete binary tree structure, blank entries are present 

array representing other forms of trees. (as shown in Fig 7.19). This leads to underutilization 

COry.These blank entries represent null nodes of trees in fig 7.18. Hence this representation 
Ist 10r complete binary trees and is worst for skew trees as there are more empty nodes. 

Linked Representation 

Linked representat 
y Stored as in linear representation. Hence it improves utilization of memory in non- ser 

tation uses linked lists to represent binary trees. Here empty sub trees are not 
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rep complete binary trees. especially in skew trees. Each node in the binary tre is 

e fers the tre node in linked list as shown in Fig 7.20. An external pointer to the root node raresen 

Ichild 
info rchild 

lchild pointer to left child 

Info -the information at the node 

rchild pointer to right child 

Fig 7.20: Node in a Binary Tree 

Node Representation of Binary Trees 

C definition of a binary tree node 

typedef struct BT-Node { 

data-type info; 

struct BT-Node *lchild; 

struct BT-Node "rchild; 

BTNode 
BTNode Root; /* Pointer to Root/ 

data-type refers to the type of the info field. Ichild and rchild are pointers to the left subtreean 
right subtree respectively. Root is the pointer to the root of the tree. 

Fig 7.21: shows the linked representation of the binary tree shown. 

A 

B 

D 

(a) (b) 
Fig 7.21: Linked Representation of Binary Tree 

In Fig 7.21, only 5 nodes are used in linked representation of a 5-node tree wne 
representation will use a 14-element array. Empty sub trees are represented as nu corresponding field of the node. 

in the 
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olhwiM 

on to create a binary tree node 
C hunction 

mnd l the 
given 

data 

the funetion to Crente a binary tree node with lchild and rchild pointers set teo ilkL 

ored in the info field of the node. Aseurning liriked repreventation and te sllon in 
is tlhe 

wnle 
dhelinilion 

givEn earlie 

Node (eateNode( data 

IINode ", 

(Node") alloc izeot(TNode). 

data Sata 

ehild NULL 

child- NUL 

NULLData 

NULL Oata NJLL 

Construction of a Simple Binary Tree 

Construction of a binary tree involves the following steps: 

I Allocation of memory for the node and storing the element in the nde 

Setting up the lett and right child of the nodes appropriately. 

Following is the C code to construct a three node tree as shown below 

A 

he function createNode defincd carlier can be used to create the nodes and the lchild and rchild 

nks of the root node can be set accordingly. 

BINode create'Tree) 

BTNode root, *left, *right; 
Toot createNode('A"): 

left createNode('B°) 
ight createNode(C). 

root -Ichild leit, 
toot rchildriglht, 
teturn root, 



latin Ing the ue 
The function 

createTree can be written in a Simplliie 

temporary 
variables left and right. 

BTNode " create Tree() 

BTNode root; 

root = createNode('A"); 

root ->lchild = createNode('B'); 

root->rchild = createNode('C"); 

return root 

Function to Count the Number of Nodes in a Binary Tree 

subt The number of nodes in a binary tree is equal to the sum of the number of nodes in left su 
nc number of nodes in right subtree and I (1 is added for counting the root node). A recursive fum 

can be written to count the number of nodes in a binary tree as same steps can be applied on h 

left and right subtres. The terminating condition of the recursive algorithm is the count of a N 
tree is 0. Following is a recursive C function to count the number of nodes in a binary tree. 

int countNodes(BTNode* T){ 

if (T== NULL) 
return 0; 

else 
return (countNodes/T-> lchild) + countNodes(T->rchild) + 1); 

Function to Determine the Depth of the Tree 

The depth of a tree is calculated as the number of nodes in the longest path from the root to a 
leaf. The farthest node can be either in the left or right subtree. The depth of a binary tree is 
determined as 

max(depth of left subtree, depth of right subtree) +1 

Iis added to include the root node in the path. A recursive algorithm can be written, imnlementing the above expression with the terminating condition as depth of NULL tree is O. Following is a C function to determine the depth of a binary tree 

int depthBT(BTNode* T) 

int leftDepth, rightDepth; 

if( T-= NULL) 

return 0; 

else 
leftDepth = depthBT(T-> lchild);



nghtDepth = depthBT( T-> rchild); Trees157 

f 
Depth > rightDepth) 

retunlefDepth+ 1); 

else 

returnnghtDepth+ 1); 

Identical Trees 

Two 

Trees 

are s 

oth of them 
are NU, 

e 
the 

following 
checks: 

fboth of the trees a 

d to be identical if their structure and the values stored in the nodes are same or sre NULL trees. The function to determine whether two trees are identical should 

are empty, report as identical trees ifbo 

sth trees have identical left and right subtrees and identical root nodes, then report 
if both tre 

as identical trees. 

rherwise (which implies one tree is NUL and other tree is not NULL) report as non- 
identical trees. 

TI, BTNode * T2) { t nticalBT (BTNode 

TI= NULL && T2 = NULL) *Check step 1 */ 

return I 

if (TI!= NULL && T2 != NULL) { 

if (TI -> data== T2-> data) && (identicalBT(TI ->lchild, T2->Ichild) && 

/* Check Step 2 */ 

(identicalBT(TI ->rchild, T2 ->rchild)) 

return 1; 

else 

return 0; 

else *Check Step 3 / 

return 0; 

Binary Tree Traversal in C 

1OWing are recursive functions in C for Binary tree traversals. The function process is to 

the appropriate action needed by the application on the information stored in the node. 

st display of the information, this function can have a simple printf' statement to print the 

info field of the node. 



8at Irwture 
wykev 1vaversal 

wwt Pntery INote Rot) 

imrden Root Ichild), 

INeSRoot) 

inorderRoot-rchild); 

Prewder Iraversal 

vod preorder( BTNode "Root){ 

if (Root) 
process(Root): 

preorder(Root->lchild); 
preorder(Root ->rchild) 

Postorder Traversal 
void postorder(BTNode *Root){ 

if (Root) 
postorder(Root ->Ichild): 
postorder( Root ->rchild): 
process(Root); 

Recursive procedures are commonly used for implementing traversal algorithms. Non- version is implemented using stacks. Following is the non-recursive version of the inorder algorithm. 

Algorithm NonRecurvlnorder (Root) 
Initialize a stack to hold Binary tree node (BTNode) pointers] stkCreateStack) 
Start traversal from Root of the tree] lemp Root 
(Do step 4 while stk is not empty and temp is not NULL] 

3. 

Do while stk NOT empty or temp # NULL raverse thhe tree along the lett branch to reach the lettmost node, also *** the nodes visited in this patlh) 



Binary Search Trees 

oVERVIEWv 

This chapter describ nfer describes how binary trees can be used in searching effectively. A Binary Search tree 

value at root 
e at root is greater than those in its left subtree and less than those in its right subtree is (BST) 

This 
imposes ordering among the elements based on its tree structure. A binary tree where the 

is greater tha 

vuRinary called Search Tree (BST). Both right and left subtrees also have the property of BST. 
amally BSTs do not have duplicate values. If duplicate values are stored, they are referred 
Norma 

RST with duplicates. An indexed BST is one where every node has an index associated with 

Index represents the number of elements in its left subtree. This could be used to identify its 

DOsition in the sequence of elements in its subtree. 

The searching in BST is O(h), where h is its height. If the tree is balanced in the form of 

complete binary trees, then searching will be of O(log n) where n is the number of nodes 
in the 

tree. 

INTRODUCTION 

Binary search tree is a binary tree which could either be empty or possess the following 

properties: 

The elements in the left subtree are less than the element in the root. 

I1. The elements in the right subtree are greater than the element in the root. 

11. Left and right subtrees are in turn binary search trees. 

he terms less than and greater than in (i) and (ii) indicate the elements in a binary search 

c are unique. Hence these trees could be used to implement 
dictionaries and in searching 

algorithms. 
g 6.I shows few examples of binary search trees. 
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Raja 

(Chitra 

Deepu) Anu 

Aishu 
( 

Anand 
(b) 

(a) 

Fig 8.1: Examples of BST 
Note in BST shown in Fig 8.la, 40 is the root and the left subtree contains eleme 25,10,27,5.20.36 - all less than 40 and right subtree contains 60,70,65 - all greater than 40.T 

left subtree is rooted with the element 25, which has elements less than that in its left subtree 
others in its right subtree. The trees in Fig 8.1 show that both left and right subtrees also satis 
the properties of a binary search tree. The general structure of BST can be represented as shown in fig 8.2. 

Key Ki 

Keys < K 

Key > Ki 

Fig 8.2: General Structure ofa BST 
Fig 8.2 shows that the element at root is k, and elements less than k are placed in the left su 

and those greater than k, are placed in right subtree. Fig 8.3 shows some binary trees that are not binary search trees. 
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Creating an empty BST is as simple as defining a null pointer as tree or 

class BS, depending on the way the BST is innplemented, BST can be 

lists as done in the case of binary trees. 

Creation of a BST 
creat an 

represented 

Insertion operties
Inserting an element into a BST should not affect its basic ordering nto 

value should be compared with that of root. It it is less, then it should be ir 

ubtree 
otherwise in right subtree. Similar comparison 

should be made in left or riot,in 

element added will always be at the leaf level. 

element inserted is shaded to show that it always fits in the leaflevel. The nod In� 

helore placing a new node are shown bold in Fig 8.5. 

Fig 8.5 illustrates inserting elements 40, 25, 60, 36, 27, 70 one after 

nodes 
the 

that are 

Step 1: Insert 40 

(i) As 40 is the first element, it becomes the root. 

(20 

Step 2: Insert 25 

(i) Compare 40 and 25. (ii) As 25<40, Insert in the left subtree of 4 S. ic left subtrs 

make 25 as the left child of 40 
htree 

40 

Step 3: Insert 60 

i)Compare 40 and 60. (ii) As 60>40, insert in the right subtree of 40. As right subtre 
make 60 as the right child of 40. 

(40 

25 0 
Step 4: Insert36 

(i) Compare 40 and 36. (ii) As 36<40, move to left subtree and compare witn 1 ii) As 36>25, insert in its right subtree. 
Ith its root 
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40 

25 
60 

36 

Step 5: Insert 27 

iCompare 40 and 27. (i)As 27<40, 

and compare 36 and 27 (iv) As 27<36, insert in its left. 
0, move left and compare 27 and 25 (ii)As 27>25, move right 

40 

25 60 

36 

27 

Step 6: Insert 70 

(iCompare 40 and 70 (ii)As 70>40, move right and compare 60 and 70 (ii)As 70>60, insert as 

its right child since it is empty. 

40 

25 60 

36 70 

( 
Fig 8.5: 

llustration of insertion in BST 

aled by the shaded nodes in fig 8.5, the new element inserted always goes to the leaf 

level. Com 
"ht subt starts 

from the root and takes a branch to reach a node with empty left and 

value) and insertion is done there 
ee (according to its 
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adding In a BST, with n nodes, there are (n+1) NULL pointers (possible positions for ad 

+\) NAUL 
node). Algorithm for insertion should start from the root and identity one of these ( e 

point to 
pointers. This normally requires two pointers p and q, where q could be set to always Dn 
parent of p. Initially p is made to point the root and q is set to NULL, as the parent of 

is NULL. As comparison goes from root to leaf level, p and q also move down in the he 

Once the position is identified, p would become null andq will be pointing to a leaf uh 

new element should be inserted as either left or right child. 

Fig 8.6 shows the movement of the pointers p and q in adding elements 63 to the BST showg 

fig 8.5. 

40 40- 40 

(25 60 (25 60 P (25 60 

36 70 36 (70 36 70 

(27 27 27 
(i) Intially p points to root and 

q is NULL 

(i) As 65>40, p moves right and 
points to its parent 

(ii) As 65>60, p moves riyht and 

points to its parent 

40 
40 

25 60 (25 60 

o- 36 36 70 

NULL-P 

(27 65 27 
(iv) As 65<70, p moves left and 

9-points to its parent 

(v) As p points NULL, 
insert 65 as left child of q 

Illustration of Use of Pointers in Insertion on BST Fig 8.6: 

ulated 
As the procedure at the root OT Every subtree is the same, a recursive algorithm can be forni 

Following is a recursive algornm ror insert operation on a BST: 

Algorithm InsertBST(T, elt) 

[to insert element elt into the BST pointed by T 

1. IfT = NULL 
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els 
f retT nfo) 

T ohli - InsertRSTYT >lchild, elt) 

else 

f (elt T >info) 
rchld InsertBST(T->rchild, elt); 

rur TT 

Dehnition of BTNode is same as that defined for binary trees. 

Following is a test program to create a BST by inserting elements one 

one. 
vord main() } 

int 1, data/6/=/40,25,60,36.27,70}; 

BTNode Tree NULL; 

for(1 = 0; 1< 6; i++) 

Tree insertBST(Tree, datal i]; 
return, 

The elements are taken from the array one by one and inserted in to the BST. 

Searching an Element in BST 

Searching an element in a BST is similar to the insertion operation. Here only the poira node that contains the key value or NULL, if element is not present is returned. Searching starts from root of the tree. If the key value is les than that in root, the position of the element is the left subtree. If the key value is greater than that in root, its in right subtree (based on the property of Binary Search Tree). Searching should contr node with the key value or a null pointer (at the end of the branch) is reached. In case anu (null left right child) is reached, it is an indication that the node is not present in tne Following is a recursive algorithm for search operation: 
Algorithm searchBsT(T, key) 
to search key in the BST pointed by T] 
IIfT NULL 

then 

return NULL 

else 

if key info(T) 
then 
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searchBST(lchild(T), key) 

else 
if key > T info 

then 

searchBST(rchild(T), key) 

else 

return T *key found */ 

return T 

Following 

is a 

Cprogram 
t 

ade 
SearchBS7 

(BTNode *T, int key) 

3. end 

gram that implements the SearchBST algor 

ifT-NULL) 

return NULL; 

f key<1-info) 

return SearchBST(T->lchild, key) 

else 

ifxT->info) return SearchBST(T->rchild, key; 

else 
return T; 

The search algorithm can be 
formulated in 

non-recursive 
(iterative) way as 

follows: 

Algorithm 
SearchBSTiterative( 

T, key) 

I.while T# NULL AND key # T- info 

if key < info(T)

then 
T-Ichild(T) 

else 
T-rchild(T) 

2. returnT 

Following is the C function that implements 
the 

non-recursive 

algorithm of BST 
search: 

BTNode SearchBSTlterative 
(BTNode"T, 

int key){ 

3. end 

Folow 

hile (T = NULL && key l=T-vinjo) 

(key<T->info) 
T T->lchild; 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1 WHAT IS AN ALGORITHM? 
The word algorithm comes from the name of a Persian author, Abu Ja'far Mohammed ibn Musa al Khowarizmi (c. 825 A.D.), who wrote a textbook 
science, where "algorithm has come to refer to a method that can be used by a computer for the solution of a problem. This is what makes algorithm different from words such as process, technique, or method. 

on mathematics. This word has taken on a special significance in computer 

Definition 1.1 |Algorithm]: An algoTithm is a finite set of instructions that, if followed, accomplishes a particular task. In addition, all algorithms must satisfy the following criteria: 

1. Input. Zero or more quantities are externally supplied. 
2. Output. At least one quantity is produced. 

3. Definiteness. Each instruction is clear and unambiguous. 

4. Finiteness. If we trace out the instructions of an algorithm, then for 
all cases, the algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps. 

5. Effectiveness. Every instruction must be very basic so that it can be 

carried out, in principle, by a person using only pencil and paper. It 

1S not enough that each operation be definite as in criterion 3; it also 

must be feasible. 

An algorithm is composed of a finite set of steps, each of which may 

equire one or more operations. The possibility of a computer carrying.out 

ese operations necessitates that certain constraints be placed on the type 

O operations an algorithm can include. 

1 
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es start at zero. 

sed using and. Fo 
(,3)th ele 

ithe 

exampe, 
if A is a 

two 

dimensional 
array, 

th 

7 The following 
looping 

statements 

are 
employed: 

for, whil 

until. 
The 

while loop 
takes the following 

form: 

hile, and rep eat arrav 
is 

denoted 
as 

Aj. 
Array 

indice 
start at zero. 

of 

while (comdition) do 

{ (statement 1) 

(statement n) 

As long as (condition) is true, the statements get executed. h 

(condition) becomes false, the loop is exited. The value of (conditi 

is evaluated at the top of the loop. 

The general form of a for loop is 

for variable := valuel to value2 step step do 

{ 
statemernt 1) 

statcment n) 

Here valuel, value2, and step are arithmetic expressions. A variable 
of type integer or real or a numerical constant is a simple form of an 
arithmetic expression. The clause "step step" is optional and taken as +I it it does not occur. step could either be positive or negativ variable is tested for termination at the start of each iteration. T Dne for loop can be implemented as a while loop as follows: 

variable : valuel; 
fin:= value2; 

incr= step; 
while (variable - fin) * step 0) do 
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(statement 1) 

statement n) 
variable:= variable + incr 

A repeat-until statement is constructed as follows: 

repeat 

statement 1) 

statement n) 
until (comdition) 

The statements are executed as long as (condition) is false. The value 

of (condition) is computed after executing the statements. 
The instruction break; can be used within any of the above looping 

instructions to force exit. In case of nested loops, break; results in 

the exit of the innermost loop that it is a part of. A return statement 

within any of the above also will result in exiting the loops. A return 

statement results in the exit of the function itself. 

8. A conditional statement has the following forms: 

if (condition) then (statement) 
if (condition) then (statement 1) else (statement 2 

Here (condition) is a boolean expression and (statenment), (statement 1), 
and (statement 2) are arbitrary statements (simple or compound). 

We also employ the following case statement: 

case 

:(condition 1): (statement 1) 

:(condition n): (statement n) 
else: (statement n +1) 

Here (statement 1), (statement 2), etc. could be either simple state- 

ments or compound statements. A case statement is interpreted as 

tollows. If (condition 1) is true, (statement 1) gets executed and 

ne case statement is exited. If (statement 1) is false, (comdition 2) 



3.4 
FINDING 

THA MANIMUM AND MINIMUM 

EXERCISES 

Run the recursIVe Ad iterative versionN of binary sCArch and compare 

he times. For approprnle sIZOS ol n, have ench algorithm find every 

element in the set. T hen try all ntI possible unsuccessful searches. 

2. Prove by induc: by induction the relationship E = I+ 21n for a binary tree with 
ternal nodes. The variables E and I are the external and intern 
path length, respectively. 

lu an intinite array, the hrst n cells contain integers in sorted order 
and the rest of the cells are filled with oo. Present an algorithm that 
takes r as input and finds the position of z in the array in e(log n) 

time. You are not gven the value of n. 

Devise a "binary" search algorithm that splits the set not into two sets 

of (almost) equal sizes but into two sets, one of which is twice the size 

of the other. How does this algorithm compare with binary search? 

5. Devise a ternary search algorithm that first tests the element at posi- 
tion n/3 for equality with some value a, and then checks the element 

at 2n/3 and either discovers a or reduces the set size to one-third the 

size of the original. Compare this with binary search. 

6. (a) Prove that BinSearch1 works correctly.
(b) Verify that the following algorithm segment functions correctly 

according to the specifications of binary search. Discuss its com- 

puting time. 

low= 1; high := n; 
repeat 

mid:= [low + high)/2|; 
if (r almid|) then low:= mid; 
else high := mid; 

until ((low +1) = high) 

3.4 FINDING THE MAXIMUM 
AND MINIMUMM

Let us consider another simple problem that can be solved by the divide- 

and-conquer technique. The problem is to find the maximum and minimum 

items in a set of n elements. Algorithm 3.6 is a straightforward algorithm 
to accomplish this. 

In analyzing the time complexity of this algorithm, we once again con- 

centrate on the number of element comparisons. The justification for this 
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Algorithm StraightMaxMin(a, n, maz, min) Set maa to the maximum and mir to the 
2 

3 ainim max= min := a|l; 

for i= 2 to n doo 5 

6 

if (ali> mac) then mar = ail; if (ali< min) then min = alil; 
9 
10 } 

Algorithm 3.6 Straightforward maximum and minimum 

is that the frequency count for other operations in this algorithm ic dt. same order as that for element comparisons. More importantly, when elements in all n are polynomials, vectors, very large numbers, or strin of characters, the cost of an element comparison is much higher than cost of the other operations. Hence the time is determined mainly by ta total cost of the element comparisons. 
StraightMaxMin requires 2(n - 1) element comparisons in the best, erage, and worst cases. An immediate improvement is possible by realizin that the comparison alil <min is necessary only when ali> max is fas Hence we can replace the contents of the for loop by 

if (al> max) then mat := ali; el_e if (ali<min) then min := ali; 

Now the best case occurs when the elements are in increasing rd 
The number of element comparisons is n- 1. The worst case oc 

whe 

the elements are in decreasing order. In this case the numper O 
elemen 

comparisons is 2(n-1). 
A divide-and-conquer algorithm for this problem would proroblea as T0 

lows: Let P = (n, ai,... , aljl) denote an arbitrary instance or e ipte Here n is the number of elements in the list ali,..., aJI a ested n nnaing the maximum and minimum of this list. Let s n true when n < 2. In this case, the maximum and minimum a If n = 2, the problem can be solved by making one If the list has more than two elements. P has to be divideu instances. For example, we might divide P into the two 

all(P)/a 

e comparison. 
ded 

into smale 

ances 
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trr having 

all..an/2]) and 72 ( n/2.aln/2 + 1.an|). Af- 
divided P into two smaller subproblems, we can solve them by 

same divide-and-conquer algorithm. How can we 
ions for P and P2 to obtain a solution for P? If MAX(P) 

ely invoking the 

nbine the solution 

and 
INP) are the maximum and minimum of the elements in P, then 

larger of MAX(P) and MAX(P). Also, MIN(P) is the MAXP) is th 

smaller
of MIN(P) and MIN(P). 

Algorithm 3.7 results from applying the strategy just described. MaxMin 
hm that finds the maximum and minimum of the set recursive algorithn 

elements {a(1), a(2+ 1) a(I)}. The situation of set sizes one (i = j 

O(i = i - l) are handled separately. For sets containing more than 

tuO elements, the midpoint 1s deterimined (just as in binary search) and two 

new 
subproblems 

are generated. 

aroblems are det erinined, the two maxima are conpared and the two 

iima are compared to achieve the solution for the entire set. 

The procedure is initially nvoked by the statement 

When the maxima and minima of these 

MaxMin(1, n, x, y) 

Suppose we simulate MaxMin on the following nine elements: 

15 60 

A good way of keeping track of recursive calls is to build a tree by adding a 

node each time a new call is made. For this algorithm each node has four 

itenis of information: i, j, mar, and min. On the array al| above, the tree 

of Figure 3.5 is produced. 

Examining Figure 3.5, we see that the root node contains 1 and 9 as the 

values of i and j corresponding to the initial call to MaxMin. This execution 

produces t wo new calls to MaxMin, where i andj have the values 1, 5 and 

6,9, respectively, and thus split the set into two subsets of approximately 

the same size. From the tree we can immediately see that the maximum 

depth of recursion is four (including the first call). The circled numbers in 

eupper left corner of each node represent the orders in which mar and 

min are a5signed values. 

OW what is the number of element comparisons 
needed for MaxMin? If 

17) represents this number, then the resulting 
recurrence 

relation is 

T([n/21) + T([u/2]) +2 n>2 

T(u) a 
2 

n= 1| 

Wen n is a power of two, n 2 for some positive integer k, then 
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In Algorit hm 3.7, what happens if lines 7 to 17 are droppel? Drs t he 

Os1ltant funct ion stil compute the maximim and minimum elerments 

orrtlv? 

3.5 MERGE SRT 

Aanother exaple of divide and conquer, we investigate a sorting algorithm 

hat has the nice property that 1n the worst case its complexity is O(n log n) 

This algorithm is called merge sort. \We assume throughout that the elernents 

are to be sorted in nondecreasing order. Given a sequence of n elements (also 

called kevs) a 1. . .a7.the general idea is to imagine them split into two 

sets a lj. . 

sets a1).... .al[n/2J] and al[n/2j +1.. . . .an. Each set is individually 

sorted. and the resulting sorted sequences are merged to produce a single 

sorted sequence 
of n n elements. Thus we have another ideal exanple of the 

divide-and-conquer strategy in which the splitting is into two equal-sized 

sets and the combining operation is the merging of two sorted sets into one. 

MergeSort (Algorithm 3.8) describes this process very succinctly using 

recursion and a function Merge (Algorithm 3.9) which merges two sorted 

sets. Before executing MergeSort, the n elements should be placed in all: n 

Then MergeSort(1,n) causes the keys to be rearranged into nondecreasing 

order in a. 

Example 3.8 (Consider the array of ten clements a[l : 10= (310, 285, 179, 

652. 351. 423. 861. 254, 150, 520). Algorithm MergeSort begins by splitting 

ainto two subarrays each of size five (all: 5 and a6 10). The elements 

in all 5 are then split into two subarrays of size three (a|l: 3) and two 

(al4 5) Then the itenns in a13 are split into subarrays of size two 

(all 2) and one (a|3: 3). The two values in al1: 2 are split a final 
time into one-element subarrays, and now the merging begins. Note that 

no movement of data has yet taken place. 

implicitly maintained by the recursive mechanism. Pictorially the file can 

A record of the subarrays is 

now be viewed as 

(310 | 285 | 179 652, 351 | 423, 861, 254, 450, 520) 

where vertical bars indicate the boundaries of subarrays. Elements all and 
a2 are nerged to yield 
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repeat 

repeat 
i=i- 1; 

until (ali2 v}; 

repeat 
- 1: 

until (ay< v}; 

if (i<j) then Interchange a. i.j} 

until (i2j); 

a m=ajj; aj= r; return j: 

Algorithm 
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211 
HE GENERAL METHOD 

Algorithm Greedy(a, n) 

// all : n contains the n inputs. 
2 
3 solution:=0;// Initialize the solution. 

for i=l to n do 

{ 
r= Select(a); 
if Feasible( solution, r) then 

4 

6 

solution = Union(solution, r); 
9 
10 
11 
12 

return solution; 

Greedy method control abstraction for the subset paradigm 4lgorithm 4.1 Gre 

anre a Darticular problem is chosen and the functions Select, Feasible, and 

Union are properly implemented. 

For problems that do not call for the selection of an optimal subset, in the 
reedy method we make decisions by considering the inputs in some order. 
ach decision is made using an optimization criterion that can be computed 
uSing decisions already made. Call this version of the greedy method the 
ondering paradigm. Sections 4.1 through 4.6 consider problems that fit the 
subset paradigm, and Sections 4.7 through 4.9 consider problems that fit the 

ordering paradigm. 

Example 4.1 (Change Making] A child buys candy valued at less than $1 
and gives a $1 bill to the cashier. The cashier wishes to return change using 
the fewest number of coins. Assume that an unlimited supply of quarters, 
dimes, nickels, and pennies is available. The cashier constructs the change 
n stages. In each stage a coin is added to the change. This coin is selected

USIng the greedy criterion: At each stage increase the total am0unt of change 
Constructed by as much as possible. To assure feasibility (i.e., the change 
ven exactly equals the desired amount) of the solution, the selected coin 
Snould not cause the total amount of change given so far to exceed the final 
desired amount. 

sele 
are quarters. A quarter cannot be selected for the third coin because 

cents third coin selected is a dime, then a nickel is selected, and hnaly 
Such ection results in an infeasible selection of coins (change exceeds 67 

Suppose that 67 cents in change is due the child. The first two coins 

WO pennies are added to the change. 
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III YEAR – V SEMESTER 

COURSE CODE: 7BCE5C1 

 

CORE COURSE-IX–OPERATING SYSTEM 

Unit I 

Introduction to Operating Systems: Introduction, What is an Operating systems, 

Operating system components and goals, Operating systems architecture. Process Concepts: 

Introduction, Process States, Process Management, Interrupts, Interprocess Communication. 

 

Unit II 

Asynchronous Concurrent Execution: Introduction, Mutual Exclusion, 

Implementing Mutual Exclusion Primitives, Software solutions to the Mutual Exclusion 

Problem, Hardware solution to the Mutual Exclusion Problem, Semaphores. Concurrent 

Programming: Introduction,Monitors. 

 

Unit III 

Deadlock and Indefinite Postponement: Introduction, Examples of Deadlock, 

Related Problem Indefinite Postponement, Resource concepts, Four Necessary conditions for 

Deadlock, Deadlock solution, Deadlock Prevention, Deadlock Avoidance with Dijkstra’s 

Banker’s algorithm, Deadlock Detection, Deadlock Recovery. 

Processor Scheduling: Introduction, Scheduling levels, Preemptive Vs NonPreemptive 

Scheduling Priorities, Scheduling objective, Scheduling criteria, Scheduling algorithms. 

 

Unit IV 

Real Memory Organization and Management: Introduction, Memory organization, 

Memory Management, Memory Hierarchy, Memory Management Strategies, Contiguous Vs 

Non-Contiguous Memory allocation, Fixed Partition Multiprogrammimg, Variable Partition 

multiprogramming. 

  Virtual Memory Management: Introduction, Page Replacement, Page Replacement 

Strategies, Page Fault Frequency (PFF) Page replacement, Page Release, Page Size. 

 

Unit V 

Disk Performance Optimization: Introduction, Why Disk Scheduling is necessary, 

Disk Scheduling strategies, Rotational optimization. 

  File and Database Systems: Introduction, Data Hierarchy, Files, File Systems, File 

Organization, File Allocation, Free Space Management, File Access control. 

 

Text Book: 
1. Operating Systems, Deitel&DeitelChoffnes, Pearson education, Third edition, 2008. 

UNIT I:    Chapter 1: 1.1, 1.2, 1.12, 1.13 &  

     Chapter 3: 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5   

UNIT II:   Chapter 5: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4(up to 5.4.2), 5.5, 5.6 & 

     Chapter 6: 6.1, 6.2  

UNIT III: Chapter 7: 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10  

     Chapter 8: 8.1, 8.2, 8 3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7  

UNIT IV: Chapter 9: 9.1, 9 2, 9.3, 9 4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.8, 9.9  

     Chapter 11: 11.1, 11.5, 11.6, 11.8, 11.9, 11.10  

UNIT V:  Chapter 12: 12.1, 12.4, 12.5, 12.6  

    Chapter 13: 13.1, 13 2, 13.3, 13.4, 13.5, 13.6, 13.7, 13.8 



                                       OPERATING SYSTEM 

 

 

Introduction 
             Welcome to the world of operating systems. During the past several decades, com• puting has evolved 

at an unprecedented pace. Computer power continues  toincrease at phenomenal rates as costs decline 

dramatically. Today, computer users have desktop workstations that execute billions of instructions per second 

(BIPS). andsupercomputers that execute over a trillion instructions per second have been built,
1,2

numbers that 

just a few years ago wereinconceivable. 
 

          Processors are becoming so inexpensive and powerful that computers can be employed in almost every aspect of our 

lives. On personal computers, users can edit documents, play games, listen to music, watch videos and manage their 

personal finances. Portable devices, including laptop computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), cell phones, and MP3 

players all have computers as key components. Wired and wireless network architectures are increasing our 

interconnectivity—allowing users to communicate instantly over vast distances.  

 

Definition:OperatingSystem? 

In the 1960s, the definition of an operating system might have been the software that controls the hardware. But the 

landscape of computer systems has evolved signifi• cantly since then, requiring a richer definition. 

 

Today's hardware executes a great variety of software applications.  To  increasehardware utilization, applications are 

designed to execute concurrently. If these applications are not carefully programmed, they might interfere with one 

another. As a result, a layer of software called an operating system separates appli• cationsfrom the hardware they access 

and provides services that allow each appli• cationto execute safely andeffectively. 

kernel 

 

An operating system is software that enables applications to interact with a computer's   hardware.       

The software that contains the core components of the oper• atingsystem is called the kernel. 

 

History of operating  system 

  

In the 1940s, the earliest electronic digital computers did not include operating systems.
4,5,

Machines of 

the time were so primitive that programmers often entered their machine-language programs one bit at a time 

on rows of mechanical switches. 

 

General Motors Research Laboratories implemented the first operating sys• tem in the early 1950s for 

its IBM 701 computer.
7
The systems of the 1950s  gener• ally executed only one job at a time, using techniques 

that smoothed the transition between jobs to obtain maximum utilization of the computer system 

OperatingSystemComponentsandGoals 
 

This section describes various core operating system components and explains several goals of 

operating systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Core Operating SystemComponents 

 
The software that contains the core components of the operating system is referred 

to as the kernel. Typical operating system core components include: 

• theprocess scheduler, which determines when and for how long a process 

executes on aprocessor. 

• thememory manager, which determines when and how memory is allo• 

catedto processes and what to do when main memory becomesfull. 

• theI/O manager, which services input and output requests from and to 

hardware devices,respectively. 

• theinterprocess communication (IPC) manager, which allows processes to 

communicate with oneanother. 

• thefile system manager, which organizes named collections of data on stor• 

age devices and provides an interface for accessing data on thosedevices. 

Almost all modern operating systems support a multiprogrammed environ• ment in 

which multiple applications can execute concurrently. One of the most fundamental 

responsibilities of an operating system is to determine which processor executes a 

process and for how long that process executes. 

 

Operating SystemGoals 

 

• scalability 

• extensibility 

• portability 

• security 

• interactivity 

• usability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OperatingSystemArchitectures 

 

MonolithicArchitecture 

 

Layered Architecture 
 

 

 

MicrokernelArchitecture 
 

 

 



Networked and Distributed OperatingSystems 
 

         A network operating system enables its processes to access resources (e.g., files) that reside on other  

independentcomputers on a network.
114

The structure of many networked and distributed operating systems is often based  

on  the  client/server model (Fig. 1.6). The client computers in such a network request resources—such as files and 

processor time—via the appropriate network protocol. The servers respond with the appropriate resources. In such 

networks, operating system designers must carefully consider how to manage data and communication amongcomputers. 

 

 
          A distributed operating system is a single operating system that manages resources on more than one computer 

system. Distributed systems provide the illu• sionthat multiple computers are a single powerful computer, so that a process 

can access all of the system's resources regardless of the process's location within the distributed system's network of 

computers. 

 

Definition ofProcess 
 

     The term "process" in the context of operating systems was first used by and the designers of the Multics 

system in the 1960s (see the Mini Case Study, CTSS and Multicsand the Biographical Note, Fernando J. 

Corbato). 

 

Process States: Life Cycle of aProcess 

          The operating system must ensure that each process receives a sufficient amount of 

processor time. For any system, there can be only as many truly concurrently exe• cuting 

processes as there are processors. Normally, there are many more processesthanprocessors in a 

system. Thus, at any given time, some  processescan  execute  and somecannot. 

 

During its lifetime, a process moves through a series of discrete process states. Various events can  cause a process 

to change state. A process is said to be running  (i.e., in the running state) if it is executing  on a processor. A process is 

said to be ready (i.e., in the ready state) if it could execute on a processor if one were available. A pro• cess is said to be 

blocked (i.e., in the blocked state) if it is waiting for some event to happen (such as an I/O completion event, for example) 

before it can proceed. There are other process states, but for now we will concentrate on thesethree. 

ProcessManagement 

 As the operating system interleaves the execution of its processes, it must carefully manage them to 

ensure that no errors occur as the processes are interrupted and resumed. Processes should be able to 

communicate with the operating system to perform simple tasks such as starting a new process or signaling the 

end of process execution. 

 

Process States and StateTransitions 



 

 

ProcessControlBlocks(PCBs)/ProcessDescriptors 

 
PCBs typically include information such as: 

 PID 

 process state (e.g., running, ready orblocked) 

 program counter (i.e., a value that determines which instruction the proces• sorshould executenext) 

 schedulingpriority 

 

 credentials (i.e., data that determines the resources this process canaccess) 

 a pointer to the process's parent process (i.e., the process that created this 

process) 

 pointers to the process's child processes (i.e., processes created bythis pro• 

cess) if any 

 pointers to locate the process's data and instructions inmemory 

 pointers to allocated resources (such asfiles). 

 



 

Fig:Process table and process control blocks. 
 

 

Process   Operations 
 

Operating systems must be able to perform certain process operations, including: 

 create aprocess 

 destroy aprocess 

 suspend aprocess 

 resume aprocess 

 change a process'spriority 

 block aprocess 

 wake up  a process 

 dispatch  aprocess 

 enablea process to communicate with another process (this is called inter• processcommunication). 

Interrupts 
         The operating system may specify  a  set of instructions, called an interrupt 

handler, to be executed in response to each type of interrupt. This allows  

theoperating system to  gain  control of the processor to manage systemresources. 

 

InterruptProcessing 

 

 

 The interrupt line, an electrical connection between the mainboard and a 

processor, becomes active—devices such as timers, peripheral cards and 

controllers send signals that activate the interrupt line to inform a proces• 

sorthat an event has occurred (e.g., a period of time has passed or an I/O 

request has completed). Most processors contain an  interruptcontroller that 

orders interrupts according to their priority so that important inter• rupts are 

serviced first. Other interrupts are queued until all higher-priority interrupts 

have been serviced. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

InterruptClasses 

These are initiated by the input/output hardware. They notify a processor that the status of a channel or     device has changed. I/O 

interrupts are caused when an I/O  operationcompletes, for example. 

         Asystem may contain devices that generate interrupts periodically. These interrupts can be used for tasks such as timekeeping 

and performance monitoring. Timers also enable the operating system to determine if a process's quantum hasexpired. 

These interrupts allow one processor to send a message to another interrupts in a multiprocessorsystem. 
 

InterprocessCommunication 
 

1.Signals 

2.Messge passing 

 

send(receiverProcess,message);  

receive(senderProcess, message ); 

 

M u t u a lE x c l u s i o n 

. Consider what happens if two threads attempt to increment 

mailCountsimultaneously. First, assume that each thread runs the assembly-

languagecode 

CriticalSections 

 Mutual exclusion needs to be enforced only when threads access shared modifiable data. When threads 

are performing operations that do not conflict with one another (e.g., reading variables), the system should 

allow the threads to proceed concur• rently. When a thread is accessing shared modifiable data, it is said to be in 

a critical section (or critical region). 

Mutual ExclusionPrimitives 

Notice that we use the words enterMutualExclu- sion() and exitMutualExclusion().These words are 

constructs that encapsulate the thread's critical section—when a thread wants to enter its critical section, the thread must 

first execute enterMutualExclusion() ;  when a thread exits the criti• calsection, it executes exitMutualExclus ion() .  

Because these constructs invoke the most fundamental operations inherent to mutual exclusion, they are sometimes 

called mutual exclusionprimitives. 

while  (true)  { 

Receivee-mail // executing outside criticalsection 

enterMutual Exclusion() // want to enter critical section 

Increment  mailCount // executing inside criticalsection 

exitMutualExclusion() // leaving criticalsection 

} 

 

 

Software Solutions to the Mutual ExclusionProblem 

An elegant software implementation of mutual exclusion was 

first presented by the Dutch mathematician Dekker. In the next section 

we follow Dijkstra's  develop• mentof Dekker's Algorithm, an 

implementation of mutual exclusion for two threads. 

Dekker'sAlgorithm 

 
1 System: 
2 



3 intthreadNumber=1; 

4 

5startThreads();//initializeandlaunchboththreads 6 

7 Thread T1: 
8 

9 voidmain(){ 

10 

11 while ( !done) 

12 { 
13 while(threadNumber==2);//enterMutualExclusion14 

15 //criticalsectioncode 

16 

17

 threadNumber=2;//exitMutualExclusion1

8 

19 //codeoutsidecriticalsection 

20 

21 }//endouterwhile 

22 

23 }//endThreadTl24 

25 Thread T2: 
26 \ 
27 voidmain(){ 

28 

29 while ( !done) 

30 { 

31 while(threadNumber==1);

 //enterMutualExclusion32 

33 //criticalsectioncode 

34 

35 threadNumber=1;//exitMutualExclusion36 

37 //codeoutsidecriticalsection 

38 

39 }//endouterwhile 

40 

41 } // end ThreadT2 

 

 

 

 

 
Peterson's Algorithm 

  1System: 

3 2intfavoredThread =1; 

4 booleantlWantsToEnter =false; 

5 booleant2WantsToEnter=false; 

6 

7 startThreads();//initializeandlaunchboththreads 

 

6 intfavoredThread =1; 

7 booleantlWantsToEnter =false; 

8 booleant2WantsToEnter=false; 

6 

7 startThreads();//initializeandlaunchboththreads 

8 

9 Thread! v 

10 

11 voidmain() 

12 { 

13 whi le ( !done) 

14 { 



15 t1WantsToEnter =true; 

16 favoredThread= 2; 

17 

18 while ( t2WantsToEnter&&favoredThread== 2 ); 19 

20 // critical section code 

21 

22 t1WantsToEnter = false; 

23 

24 // code outside critical section 

25 

26 } // end while 

27 

28 } // end ThreadT1 

29 

30 ThreadT2: 

31 

32 void main() 

33 { 

34 while ( !done) 

35 { 

36 t2WantsToEnter =true; 

37 favoredThread= 1; 

38 

39 while ( t1WantsToEnter&&favoredThread== 1 ); 40 

41 // critical section code 

42 

43 t2WantsToEnter = false; 

44 

45 / / code outside c r i t i c a lsection 

46 

47 } //  endwhile 48 

49 } // end ThreadT2 
 

Figure 5.11 | Peterson's Algorithm for mutual exclusion.(Part 2 of 2.) 

 

HardwareSolutionstotheMutualExclusionProblem 

 
   DisablingInterrupts 
      Disabling interrupts is not a viable solution for mutual exclusion in a multi• processor system. After all, its 

purpose is to ensure that preemption will not occur. However, in a multiprocessor system, two threads can 

execute at the same  time, each on a different processor 

 

   Semaphores 

 
          Another mechanism that a system can provide to  implementmutual  exclusion is  the semaphore, as 

described by Dijkstrain his seminal paper on cooperating sequential processes (see the Biographical Note, 

EdsgerW. Dijkstra). 

 

Mutual Exclusion with Semaphores 

 
1 System: 

2 

3 // create semaphore and initialize value to1 

4 Semaphore occupied = newSemaphore(1); 

5 

6 startThreadsO; // initialize and launch both threads 

7 

8 ThreadTx: 

9 

10 voidmain() 

11{ 



12 while ( !done) 

13 { 

14 P(occupied); //wait 

15 

16 // critical sectioncode 
17 

 

18 V(occupied ); // signal 

19 

20 // code outside criticalsection 

21 } // endwhile 

22 } // ThreadTX 

Figure 5.15 | Mutual exclusion with semaphores. 

CountingSemaphores 
     A counting semaphore (also called a general semaphore) is a semaphore that is ini• tializedto an integral value 

greater than zero and commonly greater than one. 
 
Concurrent Programming 
 

There has been a surge of interest in concurrent programminglanguages because they enable us to express more 

natural solutions to problems that are inherently parallel. Furthermore, the true hardware parallelism possible with multi• 

processors. 

 

Monitors 
A monitor is an object that contains both the data and  proceduresneeded to  per• form allocation of a particular 

serially reusable shared resource or group of serially reusable shared resources. The notion of a monitor was  suggestedby  

Dijkstra.
23

then by BrinchHansen. 

JavaMonitors 

Monitors are associated with every object created in Java. Monitors are also the primary mechanism to provide 

mutual exclusion and synchronization in multithreaded Java applications. 

Deadlock 

          A multiprogrammed system provides many benefits,  Concurrent Programming, multiprogramming also 

introduces additionalcomplexity. One problem that arises in multiprogrammed systems is deadlock. Aprocess or 

thread is in a state of deadlock (or is deadlocked) if it is waiting for a par-ticular event that will not occur. In a 

system deadlock, one or more processes aredeadlocked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples ofDeadlock: 

 
Traffic deadlock example 
 

Deadlock in SpoolingSystems 

A spooling system improves system throughput by disassociating a program from slow devices such as printers. 

For example, if a program sending lines to the printer must wait for each page to be printed before  it  can  transmit the 

next page, then it will execute slowly. To speed the program's execution, a spooling system routes out• put pages to a 

much faster device, such as a hard disk, where they are temporarily stored until they can beprinted. 

Spooling systems can be prone to deadlock. Some spooling systems requirethat the complete output from a 

program be available before printing can begin. Several partially completed jobs generating pages to a spool file can 

become dead• locked if the disk's available space fills before any job completes. The user or system administrator may kill 

one or more jobs to make sufficient spooling space available for the remaining jobs tocomplete. 

DiningPhilosophers 

Dijkstra's problem of the Dining Philosophers,
5,6

 illustrates many of the subtle problems inherent in concurrent 

programming. The problem is this: 

Fivephilosopherssitaroundacirculartable.Eachleadsasimplelifealternating between thinking and eating spaghetti. In 
front of each philosopher is a dish of spaghettithatisconstantlyreplenishedbyadedicatedwaitstaff.Thereareexactly 
fiveforksonthetable,onebetweeneachadjacentpairofphilosophers.Eatingspa• ghetti (in the most proper manner) requires that 
a philosopher use both adjacent forks (simultaneously). Develop a concurrent program free of deadlock and 
indefinitepostponementthatmodelstheactivitiesofthephilosophers. 

 

 
1 void typicalPhilosopher() 

2 { 

3 while ( true) 

4 { 

5 think() ; 

6 eat(); 
7 } //endwhile 



8 

9 } // endtyp icalPhi lospher  
 

Figure 7.3 | Dining philosopher behavior. 

 

IndefinitePostponement 

In any system that requires processes to wait as a result of resource-allocation and process scheduling decisions, a 

process may be delayed indefinitely while other pro• cesses receive the system's attention. This situation, called indefinite 

postponement, indefinite blocking, or starvation, can be as devastating as deadlock. 

Indefinite postponement may occur because of biases in a system's resource- scheduling policies. When 

resources are scheduled on a priority basis, it is possible  for a given process to wait for a resource indefinitely, as processes 

with higher prior• itiescontinue to arrive. 

Waiting is a fact of life  andis  certainly an important aspect  of what goes on inside computer systems, so systems 

should be designed to manage waiting processes fairly and efficiently. Some systems prevent indefinite postpone• mentby 

increasing a process's priority gradually as it waits for a resource —this technique is called aging. Eventually, the waiting 

process's priority will exceed the priorities of all processes, and the it willbe serviced. 

 

ResourceConcepts 
       As a resource manager, the operating system is responsible for the allocation  of a vast array of resources of various 

types; this is part of what makes operating system design so interesting. We consider resources that are preemptible, such 

as proces• sorsand main memory.  

 

Processors are perhaps the most frequently preempted resources on a computer system. Processors must be rapidly 

switched (i.e., multi• plexed) among all active processes competing for system service to  ensurethat these processes 

progress at a reasonable rates. 

FourNecessaryConditionsforDeadlock 
A resource may be acquired exclusively by only one process at a time 

(mutual exclusion condition). 

A process that has acquired an exclusive resource may hold that resource while the process waits to obtain other 

resources (wait-for condition, also called the hold-and-waitcondition). 

Once a process has obtained a resource, the system cannot remove it from the process's control until the process has 

finished using the resource (no- preemptioncondition). 

Two or more processes are locked in a "circular chain" in which each pro• cess is waiting for one or more resources that 

the next process in the chair.    isholding (circular-waitcondition). 

 

DeadlockSolutions 

Deadlock has been one of the more productive research areas in computer science and operatingsystems. Thereare four 

majorareasof interestin deadlock research —deadlock prevention, deadlock avoidance, deadlock detection and dead• lock 

recovery. 

deadlock prevention our concern is to condition a system to remove any pos• sibility of deadlocks occurring. Prevention 

is a clean solution  as far as  deadlock itself is concerned, but prevention methods can often result in poor 

resourceutilization. 

deadlock avoidance the goal is to impose less stringent conditions than in deadlock prevention in an attempt to get 

better resource utilization. Avoidance methods do not precondition the system to remove all possibility of deadlock. 

Instead, they allow the possibility to loom, but whenever a deadlock is  approached, it is carefullysidestepped. 

Deadlock detection methods are used in systems in which  deadlockscan  occur. The goal is to determine if a deadlock 

has occurred, and to identify the pro• cessesand resources that areinvolved. 

 

Deadlock Avoidance with Dijkstra's Banker'sAlgorithm 

 

 

The Banker's Algorithm prevents deadlock in operating systems that exhibit the 

followingproperties: 



• The operating system shares a fixed number of resources, t, among a fixed 

number of processes,n. 

• Each process specifies in advance the maximum number of resources that it 

requires to complete itswork. 

• The operating system accepts a process's request if that process's maximum 

need does not exceed the total number of resources available in the system,  

t(i.e., the process cannot request more than the total number of resources 

available in thesystem). 

• Sometimes, a process may have to wait to  obtainanadditional resource,but 

the operating system guarantees a finite waittime. 

• If the operating system is able to satisfy a process's maximum need for 

resources, then the process guarantees that the resource will be used and 

released to the operating system within a finitetime. 

• The system is said to be in a safe state if the operating system can 

guarantee  thatall current processes can complete their work within a 

finite time. If not, then thesystem is said to be in an unsafe state. 

             We also define four terms that describe the distribution of resources among processes. 

Let max(Pi) be the maximum number of resources that process Pirequires during its execution. For example, if process 

P3never requires more than two resources, then max(P3) =2. 

Let loan(Pi) represent process Pi's current loan of  a  resource, where  its loan is the number of resources the process has 

already obtained from the system. For example, if the system has allocated four resources to process  P5, then loan(P5) =4. 

Let claim(Pi) be the current claim of a process, where a process's claim is equal to its maximum need minus its  current 

loan. For example, if process P7has a maximum need of six resources and a current loan of  fourresources, then wehave 

claim(P7) = max( P7) - loan(P7) = 6 - 4 = 2 

Let a bethe number of resources still available for allocation. This is equiv• alentto the total number of resources (t) minus 

the sum of the loans to all  the processes in the system,i.e., 

So, if the system has a total of three processes and 12 resources, and the sys• tem has allocated two resources to process 

P1, one resource to process P2 and four resourcestoprocessP3,thenthenumberof availableresourcesis 

          a = 12 - (2 + 1 + 4) = 12 - 7 = 5 

Dijkstra'sBanker's Algorithm requires that resources be allocated to pro• cesses only when the allocations result in safe 

states. In that way,  allprocesses remain in safe states at all times, and the system will neverdeadlock. 

 

 

ExampleofaSafeState,andUnsafe state. 

 

Total resources, X, = 12 

 

Available resources, a, = 1 

 

Figure Safe State. 

 

Process 
max(Pi) (maximum 
need) 

loan ( Pi ) 

(current loan) 

claim( Pi ) 

(current claim) 

P1 
4 1 3 

P2 
6 4 2 

P3 8 5 3 



 

Total resources, t, = 12 
 

Unsafe state. 

 

 

DeadlockDetection 

We have discussed deadlock prevention and avoidance —two strategies for ensuring that deadlocks do not occur 

in a system. Another strategy is to allow deadlocks to occur, locate them and remove them, if possible. Deadlock 

detection is  theprocess of determining that a deadlock exists and identifying the processes andresources, 

involvedinthedeadlock.
32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40

Deadlockdetectionalgorithmsgen- 

erally focus on determining if a circular wait exists, given that the other necessary 

conditionsfordeadlockareinplace. 

Resource- Allocation Graphs 

 

DeadlockRecovery 
 

Recovery from deadlock is complicated by several factors. First, it may 

not be clear that the system has become deadlocked. For example, most systems 

contain processes that wake periodically, perform certain tasks, then go back to 

sleep.  

Because such processes do not terminate until the system is shut down, 

and because they rarely enter the active state, it is difficult to determine if they are 

deadlocked. Second, most systems do not provide the means to suspend a process 

indefinitely, remove it from the system and resume it (without loss of work)  at  a  

later time.  Some processes, in fact, such as real-time processes that must function 

continuously, are simply not amenable to being suspended and resumed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Process (maximum need) (current loan) (current claim) 

P1 
10  8  2 

p2 
5  2  3 

p3 3  1  2 



Schedulinglevels 

 
High-level schedul• ing—also called job scheduling or  long-term  scheduling—

determines  which jobs the system allows to compete actively for system resources. 

This level is sometimes called admission scheduling, because it determines which 

jobs gain admission to the system. Once admitted, jobs are initiated and become 

processes or groups of pro• cesses. The high-level scheduling policy dictates the 

degree of multiprogramming— the total number of processes in a system at a given 

time.
1
Entry of too many pro• cessesinto the system can saturate the system's 

resources, leading to poor perfor• mance. In this case, the high-level scheduling policy 

may decide to temporarily prohibit new jobs from entering until other jobscomplete. 

After the high-level scheduling policy has admitted a job (which may contain one 

or more processes) to the system, the intermediate-level scheduling policy determines 

which processes shall be allowed to compete for processors. This policy 



Priorities 
Schedulers often use priorities to determine how to schedule and dispatch pro- 

cesses. Priorities may be statically assigned or may change dynamically. Priorities 

quantify the relative importance ofprocesses. 

Static priorities remain fixed, so static-priority-based mechanisms are rela• 

tively easy to implement and incur relatively low overhead. Such mechanisms  arenot, 

however, responsive to changes in environment, even those that could increase 

throughput and reducelatency. 

Dynamic priority mechanisms are responsive to change. For example, the sys• 

tem may want to increase the priority of a process that holds a key resource neededby 

a higher-priority process. After the first process relinquishes the resource, the system 

lowers the priority, so that the higher-priority process  mayexecute.  Dynamic priority 

schemes are more complex to implement and have greater over• head than static 

schemes. Hopefully, the overhead is justified by the increased responsiveness of 

thesystem. 

 

SchedulingObjectives 
A system designer must consider a variety of factors when developing a scheduling discipline, such as the type of 

system and the users' needs. For example, the schedul• ing discipline for a real-time system should differ from that for  

aninteractive desk• top system; users expect different results from  these  kinds  of systems. Depending  onthe system, the 

user and designer might expect the schedulerto: 

Maximize throughput. A scheduling discipline should attempt to service the maximum number of processes per unittime. 

Maximize the number of interactive processes  receiving"acceptable"  responsetimes. 

Maximize resource utilization. The scheduling mechanisms should keep the resources of the systembusy. 

Avoid indefinite postponement. A process should not experience an unbounded wait time before or while receivingservice. 

Enforce priorities. If the system assigns priorities to processes, the schedul• ingmechanism should favor the higher-

priorityprocesses. 

Minimize overhead. Interestingly, this is not generally considered to be  one of the most important objectives. Overhead 

often results in  wastedresources. But a certain portion of system resources effectively invested as overhead can greatly 

improve overall systemperformance. 

Ensure predictability. By minimizing the statistical variance in process response times, a system can guarantee that processes 

will receive predictable service levels (see theOperating Systems Thinking feature, Predictability). 

 

Despite the differences in goals among systems, many scheduling disciplines exhibit 

similar properties: 

• Fairness. A scheduling discipline is fair if all similar processes are treated  the 

same, and no process can suffer indefinite postponement due to sched• 

ulingissues (see the Operating Systems Thinking feature,Fairness). 

• Predictability. A given process always should run in about the  sameamount 

of time under similar systemloads. 

• Scalability. System performance should degrade gracefully  (i.e., it  should not 

immediately collapse) under heavyloads. 

 

SchedulingAlgorithms 
 

First-In-First-Out (FIFO)Scheduling 
 

Perhaps the simplest scheduling algorithm is first-in-first-out (FIFO), also called first-come-first-served (FCFS) 

(Fig. 8.2). Processes  aredispatched  according  to their arrival time at the ready queue. FIFO is nonpreemptive— once a 

process has a processor, the process runs to completion.  

FIFO is fair in that it schedules processes according to their arrival times, so all processes are treated equally, but 

somewhat unfair because long processes make short processes wait, and unimportant pro- cessesmake important 



processes wait. FIFO is not useful in scheduling interactive processes because it cannot guarantee short responsetimes. 

\ 

 

 

FIFO is rarely used as a master scheme in today's systems, but it is often found within other schemes. For example, 

many scheduling schemes dispatch processes according to priority, but processes with the same priority are dispatched in FIFO 

order. 

 

 

 
First-in-first out scheduling. 

 

Round-Robin(RR)  Scheduling 

 

Round-robin is effective for interactive environments in which the  systemneeds 

to guarantee reasonable response times. The system can minimize preemp- 

tionoverhead through efficient context-switching mechanisms and by keeping wait- 

ingprocessesinmainmemory. 

Like FIFO, round-robin is commonly found within more sophisticated proces- 

sor scheduling algorithms but is rarely the master scheme. As we will see through•out 

this section, many more sophisticated scheduling  algorithms  degenerate  to either 

FIFO or round-robin when all processes have the same priority. For this rea• son, 

FIFO and round-robin are two of the three scheduling algorithms required by the 

POSIX specification for real-time systems (we discuss real-time scheduling in Section 

8.9, Real-TimeScheduling).
9
 

 

 
 

 
Fiq:Round-robin Scheduling. 

 

Highest-Response-Ratio-Next (HRRN)Scheduling 
BrinchHansen developed the highest-response-ratio-next (HRRN) policy that cor• 

rectssome of the weaknesses in SPF, particularly the excessive bias against longer 

processes and the excessive favoritism toward short processes. HRRN is a nonpre- 

emptivescheduling discipline in which each process's priority is a  function not only of 

its service time but also of its time spent waiting for service.
16

Once a process obtains it, 

the process runs to completion. HRRN calculates dynamic priorities 

accordingtotheformula 

Because the service time appears in the denominator,  shorterprocesses receive 

preference. However, because the waiting time appears in the numerator, longer 

processes that have been waiting will also be given favorable treatment. This 

technique is similar to aging and prevents the scheduler from indefinitely postpon- 



ingprocesses. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multilevel FeedbackQueues 

 

Figure | Multilevel feedback queues. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fair ShareScheduling 
Systems generally support various sets of related processes. For example, UNIX (and other multiuser) systems 

group processes that belong to an individual user.  

Fair share scheduling (FSS) supports scheduling across such sets of processes.
20,21,22,23

Fairshare scheduling enables 

a system to ensure fairness across groups of processes by restricting each group to a certain subset of the system resources. 

In the UNIX envi• ronment, for example, FSS was developed specifically to "give a pre-specified rate of system resources 

... to a related set ofusers."
24

 

 

DeadlineScheduling 

 

In deadline scheduling, certain processes are scheduled to be completed by a spe• cifictime or deadline. These 

processes may have high value if delivered on time and little or no value otherwise.
29,30,31

 

Deadline scheduling is complex. First, the user must supply the precise  resourcerequirements in advance to 

ensure that the process is completed by its deadline. Such information is rarely available. Second, the  systemshould  

execute the deadline process without severely degrading service to other users. Also, the system must carefully plan its 

resource requirements through to the deadline. This may be difficult, because new processes may arrive, making 

unpredictable demands. Finally, if many deadline processes are active at once, scheduling could become 

extremelycomplex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Real MemoryOrganization andManagement 

 

Introduction 

The organizationand management of the real memory (also called main 

memory, physical memory or primary memory) of a computer system has been a 

major influ- enceon operating systems design.
1
 

Secondary storage—most commonly disk andtape - provides massive, 

inexpensive capacity for the abundance of 

programsanddatathatmustbekeptreadilyavailableforprocessing.Itis,however,slowandnot 

directly accessible to processors. To be run or referenced  directly,  programs  and 

datamustbeinmainmemory. 

 

MemoryOrganization 

 

      Historically, main memory has been viewed as a relatively expensive 

resource.As such, systems designers have attempted to optimize its use. Although its 

cost has declined phenomenally over the decades main mem- oryis still relatively 

expensive compared to secondary storage.  

Also, today's operat- ingsystems and applications require ever more substantial 

quantities (Fig. 9.1). For example, Microsoft recommends 256MB of main memory to 

efficiently run Win- dows XPProfessional. 

Memory Management 
Regardless of which memory organization scheme we adopt for a particular system, we must decide 

which strategies to use to obtain optimal memory performance.
2
 

Memory management strategies determine how a particular memory organization performs under 

various loads. Memory management is typically performed by both software and special-purpose hardware. 

 
Operating System Release Date Requirement Memory 

Windows 1.0 November 1985 256KB  

Windows 2.03 November 1987 320KB  

Windows 3.0 March 1990 896KB 1MB 

Winndows 3.1 April 1992 2.6MB 4MB 

Windows 95 August 1995 8MB 16MB 

Windows NT 4.0 August 1996 32MB 96MB 

Windows 98 June 1998 24MB 64MB 

Windows ME September 2000 32MB 128MB 

Windows 2000 Professional February 2000 64MB 128MB 

Windows XP Home October 2001 64MB 128MB 

Windows XPProfessional  October 2001 128MB 256MB 



MemoryHierarchy 

Hierarchical memory organization 

 

 

 

 

Memory ManagementStrategies 
Memory management strategies are designed to obtain the best possible use  of  

mainmemory. They are dividedinto: 

1. Fetchstrategies 

2. Placementstrategies 

3. Replacementstrategies 

  Fetch strategies determine when to move the next piece of a program or  

datato mainmemoryfromsecondarystorage. 

Wedividethemintotwotypes—demandfetch strategies and anticipatory fetch 

strategies.  

For many years, the conventional wisdom has been to employ a demand fetch 

strategy, in which the system places the next piece of program or data in main 

memory when a running program  references  it.  

Designers believed that because we cannot in general predict the paths of 

execu- tion that programs will take, the overhead involved in making guesses 

would far exceed expected benefits. Today, however, many systems have increased 

perfor- mance by employing anticipatory fetch strategies, which attempt to load a 

piece of program or data into memory before it isreferenced. 

Placement strategies determine where in main memory the system  should place incoming program or data 

pieces.
14

-
15

 In this chapter we consider the first-fit, best-fit, and worst-fit memory placement strategies. When we 

discuss paged virtual memory systems in Chapters 10 and 11, we will see that program and data can be divided 

into fixed-size pieces called pages that can be placed in any available "page 

frame."Inthesetypesofsystems,placementstrategiesaretrivial. 

        When memory is too full to accommodate a new program, the system must remove some (or all) of a program or data 

that currently resides in memory. The system's replacement strategy determines which piece to remove. 
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Contiguous vs. Noncontigues MemoryAllocation 

we discuss the early use of this method, known as contiguous memory allocation, and some problems it 

entailed. When researchers attempted to solve these problems, it became clear that systems might benefit from 

noncontiguous memoryallocation.
16

 

In noncontiguous memory allocation, a program is divided into blocks or seg- ments that the system may place in 

nonadjacent slots in main memory. 
 

Single-User Contiguous MemoryAllocation 

 

 
Overlays 



 

 

Memory protection with single-user contiguous memory allocation. 

 

Fixed-PartitionMultiprogramming 

Even with batch-processing operating systems, single-user systems still waste a considerable amount of the 

computing resource (Fig. 9.6). A typical process would consume the processor time it needed to generate an 

input/output request; the pro- cesscould not continue until the I/O finished. Because I/O speeds were extremely slow 

compared with processor speeds (and still are), the processor was severely underutilized. 

Designers saw that they could further increase processor utilization by imple- menting multiprogramming systems, 

in which several users simultaneously compete for system resources. The process currently waiting for I/O yields the 

processor if another process is ready to do calculations. Thus, I/O operations and processor cal- culations can occur 

simultaneously. This greatly increases processor utilization and system throughput. 

Figure:|Procssorutilizationonasingle-users y s t e m .[Note:Inmanysingle- 

userjobs,I/Owaitsaremuchlongerrelativetoprocessorutilizationperiodsindicated in thisdiagram.] 



Fixed-partition multiprogramming with absolute translation and loading. 
 

 

FIQ:Memory waste under fixed-partition 

multiprogramming with absolute translationandloading. 
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Fig:Memory protection in contiguous-allocation multiprogramming sys- tems. 

 

 

Fiq:Internal fragmentation in a fixed-partition multiprogramming system. 

 

   Variable-PartitionMultiprogramming 
Fixed-partition multiprogramming imposes restrictions on a system that result in 

inefficient  resource use. For example, a partition may be too small to accommodate  a 

waiting process, or so large that the system loses considerable resources to inter- nal 

fragmentation.  

An obvious improvement, operating system designers decided, would be to 

allow a process to occupy only as much space as needed (up to the amount of available 

main memory). This scheme is called variable-partition multi- programming. 

   Variable-PartitionCharacteristics 
shows how a system allocates memory under variable-partition multi-programming. 

We continue to discuss only contiguous-allocation schemes, where aprocessmust occupy 

adjacent memory locations. The queue at the top of the figurecontains available jobs and 

information about their memory requirements. Theoperating system makes no assumption 

about the size of a job (except that it does 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure :Initial partition assignments in variable partition programming 

 
not exceed the size of available main memory). The system progresses through the queue and places each job in memory, 

where there is available space, at which point it becomes a process. In Fig. 9.12, main memory can accommodate the first 

four jobs; we assume the free space that remains after the system has placed the job cor- responding to process P4 is less than 

14KB (the size of the next available job). 

Variable-partition multiprogramming organizations do not suffer from inter- nal fragmentation, because a 

process's partition is exactly the size of the process. But every memory organization scheme involves some degree of 

waste. In variable partition multiprogramming, the waste does not become obvious until processes finish and leave holes 

in main memory,.  

The system can continue to place new processes in these holes. However, as processes continue to com- plete, 

the holes get smaller, until every hole eventually becomes too small to hold a 

newprocess.Thisiscalledexternalfragmentation. 

 

 



 

 

Figure : Memory "holes" in variable-partition multiprogramming. 

 
enough to accommodate another process, but the size of each hole is too small to accomodate 

any available process.
28

 

The system can take measures to reduce some of its external fragmentation.When  a 

process in a variable-partition multiprogramming system terminates, thesystem can 

determine whether the newly freed memory area is adjacent to otherfree memory areas. 

The system then records in a free memory list either (1) that thesystem now has an 

additional hole or (2) that an existing hole has been enlarged 

(reflecting the merging of the existing hole and the new adjacent hole).
29

-
30

 The pro- 

(reflecting the merging adjacent holes to form a single, larger hole is called coalescing and 

isillustrated in Fig. 9.14. By coalescing holes, the system reclaims the largest 

possi- ble contiguous blocks ofmemory. 

Even as the operating system coalesces holes, the separate holes 

distributedthroughout main memory rnay still constitute a significant amount of 

memory—enough in total to satisfy a process's memory requirements, although 

individual 

hole is large enough to hold the process. 

Another technique for reducing external fragmentation is called 

memorycompaction (Fig. 9.15), which relocates all occupied areas of memory to one 

end orthe other of main memory.
31

This leaves a single large free memory hole instead 

ofthe numerous small holes  common  in  variable-

partitionmultiprogramming.Nowall of the available free memory is contiguous, so 

that an available process can  run ifits memory requirement is met by the single hole 

that results from compaction.Sometimes memory compaction is colorfully referred to 

as burping the memory. 

More conventionally, it is called garbage collection.
32

 

 

 

 
 

 



fiq: Coalescing memory "holes" in variable partition multiprogramming 

  

 

fiq:Memory compaction in variable-partition multiprogramming. 

 

 

 

Memory PlacementStrategies 
In a variable-partition  multiprogramming system, the system  often  has  a choice asto 

which memory hole to allocate for an incoming process. The system's 

memoryplacement strategy determines where in main memory to place incoming 

programsand data.
33,34,35

 Three strategies frequently discussed in the literature are illus- 

trated in Fig. 9.16.
36

 

• First-fit strategy—The system places an  incoming job in  main memory in 
the first available hole that is large enough to hold it. First-fit has intuitive 
appeal in that it allows the system to make a placement decisionquickly. 

• Best-fit strategy—The system places an incoming job in the hole in main 

memory in which it fits most tightly and which leaves the smallest amount of 

unused space. To many people, best fit is the  most intuitive strategy, but it 

requires the overhead of searching all of the holes in memory for the best fit 

and tends to leave many small, unusable holes. Note in Fig. 9.16 that we 

maintain the entries of the free memory list in ascending order; such  sort 

ing is relativelyexpensive. 

• Worst-fit strategy—At first this appears to be a whimsical choice.  Upon 

closer examination, though, worst-fit also has strong intuitive appeal. Worst 

fit says to place a job in main memory in the hole in which it fits worst (i.e.,  

in the largest possible hole). The intuitive appeal is simple: After the job is 



placed in this large hole, the remaining hole often is also  large  and  thus 

able to hold a relatively large new program. The worst-fit strategy also 

requires the overhead of finding the largest hole and tends to leave many 

small, unusableholes. 

 

fiq:First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit memory placement strategies. 

Multiprogramming with Memory Swapping 

In all the multiprogramming schemes we have discussed in this chapter, 

the system maintains a process in main memory until it completes. An 

alternative to  this scheme is swapping, in which a process does not necessarily 

remain in main mem- ory throughout itsexecution. 
Many early timesharing systems were implemented with this swapping tech- 

nique. Response times could be guaranteed for a few users, but designers knew that 

they needed better techniques to handle large numbers of users. The swapping sys- 

tems of the early 1960s led to today's paged virtual memory systems. Paging is con- 

sidered in detail in the next two chapters on virtual memory systems. 

More sophisticated swapping systems have been developed that allow 

severalprocesses to remain in main memory at once.
38

'
39

 In these systems, the system 

swaps aprocess out only when an incoming process needs that memory space 



 

Page Replacement 

In a virtual memory system with paging, all of the page frames might be occupied 

when a process references a nonresident page. In this case, the system must not only 

bring in a new memory page from auxiliary storage, but must first  decide which  

page in main memory should be replaced (i.e., removed or overwritten) to make 

room for the incoming page. In this and the next several sections, we investigate 

page-replacementstrategies. 

Recall that a page fault occurs if a running process references a nonresident 

page. In this case, the memory management system must locate the referenced page 

in secondary storage, load it into main memory and update the appropriate page 

table entry. Page-replacement strategies typically attempt to reduce the number of 

page faults a process experiences as it runs from start to  finish, hopefully reducing  

the process's executiontime. 

If the page chosen for replacement has not been modified since it  was  last 

paged in from disk, then the new page can simply overwrite it. If the page has been 

modified, it must first be written (or evicted) to secondary storage to preserve its 

contents. A modified bit, or dirty bit, in the page table entry is set to 1  if the page  

has been modified and 0otherwise. 

Writing (or flushing) a modified page to disk, which requires a disk I/O opera• 

tion, increases page-wait times if it is performed when a page is replaced. Some 

operating systems, such as Linux and Windows XP, periodically flush dirty pages to 

secondary storage to increase the likelihood that the operating system can perform 

page replacement without first having to write a modified page to disk. Because this 

periodic flushing can occur asynchronously with process execution, the system  

incurs little overhead by doing so.  

 

Page-ReplacementStrategies 

In the subsections that follow, we discuss several strategies that determine which page to replace to 

accommodate an incoming page. Each strategy is characterized by the heuristic it uses to select a page for 

replacement and the overhead it incurs. Some replacement strategies are intuitively appealing but lead to poor 

performance due to poor choice of heuristic. Other strategies predict future page usage well, but their overhead can 

degrade performance. We also discuss how special-purpose hardware can reduce the overhead incurred by page-

replacement strategies. 
 

Random PageReplacement 

Random (RAND) page replacement is an easy-to-implement, low-overhead page- replacement strategy. 

Under this strategy, each page in main memory has an equal likelihood of being selected for replacement. One 

problem with RAND is that it may accidentally select as the next page to replace the page that will be referenced next 

(which is, of course, the worst page to replace). A benefit of RAND is that it makes replacement decisions quickly 

and fairly. Since typically there are many page frames from which to choose, there is only a small probability of 

replacing a page likely to be referenced again almost immediately. Because of its hit-or-miss approach, RAND is rarel



First-In-First-Out(FIFO)PageReplacement 
Inthefirst-in-first-out(FIFO)page-replacement strategy,wereplacethepagethat has 

been in the system the longest. Figure 11.2 provides a simple example of the FIFO 

strategy for a process which has been allocated three page frames. The left• most 

column contains the process's page-reference pattern. Each row in the figure 

shows the state of the FIFO queue after each new page arrives; pages enter the tail 

of the queue on the left and exit the head on theright. 

Under FIFO page replacement, the system keeps track of the order in which 

pages enter main memory. When a page must be replaced, the strategy chooses the 

one that has been in main memory the longest. The intuitive appeal of this strategy 

seems reasonable—namely, that this page has had its chance and it is time to give 

another page a chance. Unfortunately, first-in-first-out can replace heavily used 

pages. For example, on large timesharing systems it is common for many users to 

shareacopyofatexteditorastheyenterandcorrectprograms.FIFOpagereplace• ment 

on such a system might choose to replace a heavily used editor page. This would be 

a poor choice, because the page would be recalled to main memory almost 

immediately, resulting in an increased page-fault rate. Although FIFO can be 

implemented with relatively low overhead using a queue, it is impractical for most 

systems. But, as we will see in Section 11.6.7, Modifications to FIFO: Second- 

Chance and Clock Page Replacement, FIFO forms the basis of various imple• 

mented page-replacementschemes. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

First-in-first-ot (FIFO) page replacement.



FIFOAnomaly 

It would seem reasonable that the more page frames allocated to a process, the fewer page faults the process would 

experience. Belady, Nelson and Shedler discov• ered that, under FIFO page replacement, certain page reference 

patterns actually cause more page faults when the number of page frames allocated to a process is increased.
21

This 

phenomenon is called the FIFO Anomaly or Belady's Anomaly. 

The firs ttable demonstrates how the reference pattern causes the system to load and replace pages  (using 

FIFO) when the system allocates three page frames to the process. The second table shows how the system behaves in 

response to the same reference pattern, but when fourpageframeshave beenallocated.Totheleftofeach table,we 

indicatewhether the new page reference causes a page fault or not. When the process executes with four pages in 

memory, it actually experiences one more page fault than when it exe• cutes with only threepages. 

The FIFO Anomaly is more of a curiosity than an important result. Perhaps 

itsrealsignificancetothestudentistoserveasawarningthatoperating systemsare complex entities that sometimes 

defyintuition. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Least-RecentlyUsed(LRU)PageReplacemen 
 



 The least-recently-used (LRU) page-replacement strategy (Fig. 11.4) relies on the locality heuristic that 

a process's recent past behavior is a good indicator of the pro• cess's near future behavior (temporal locality). 

When the system must replace  a page, LRU replaces the page that has spent the longest time in memory 

withoutbeingreferenced. 
 

 
 

FIFO anomaly-page faults can increase with page frame allocation. 

 
 

Not-Used-Recently(NUT)PageReplacement 
A popular scheme for approximating LRU with little overhead is the not-used- 

recently (NUR) page-replacement strategy. NUR is based on the idea that a page 

that has not been used recently is not likely to be used in the near future. The NUR 

strategyisimplementedusingthefollowingtwohardwarebitsperpagetableentry: 

• referenced bit—set to 0 if the page has  not been referenced and set  to  one if 

the page has beenreferenced. 

• modified bit—set to 0 if the page has not been modified and set to 1 if the 

page has beenmodified. 

The referenced bit is sometimes called the accessed bit. The NUR strategy works 

as follows. Initially, the system sets the referenced bits of all pages to 0. When 



 

a process references a particular page, the system sets the referenced bit  of thatpage to  1. The modified bits on all 

pages also are initially set to 0. Whenever a page   is modified, the system sets the page's modified bit to 1. When the 

system must replace a page, NUR first attempts to find a page that has not been referenced (because NUR is intended to 

approximate LRU). If no such page exists, the system must replace a referenced page. In this case, NUR checks the 

modified bit to deter• mine whether the page has been modified. If the page has not been modified, the system selects it 

for replacement. Otherwise, the  system must replace a page that  has been modified. Recall that replacing a modified 

page  incurs  the  substantial delay of an additional I/O operation as the modified page is written to secondary storage to 

preserve its contents. Note, however, that periodic flushing of dirty pages can, on average, reduce or eliminate thisdelay. 

Of course, main memory will likely be actively referenced in a multiuser sys• tem, so eventually most or all of the pages' 

referenced bits will be  set  to  1. When  this is the case, NUR loses the ability to identify the most  desirable  pages  to 

replace. A technique that has been widely implemented to avoid this problem is for the system periodically to set all the 

referenced bits to 0, then continue as usual. Unfortunately, this makes even active pages vulnerable to replacement, but 

only for a brief moment after the bits are reset—active pages will  have their referenced bits set to 1 again 

almostimmediately. 

Pages can be classified into four groups in the NUR scheme (Fig. 11.5). The pages in the lowest-numbered groups 

should be replaced first, and those in the highest-numbered groups last. Pages within a group are selected randomly for 

replacement. Note that Group 2 seems to describe an unrealistic situation—namely, pages that have been modified but not 

referenced. This occurs because of the peri• odic resetting of the referenced bits (but not of the modified bits).  

Schemes like NUR also can be implemented on machines that lack a hard•ware referenced bit, and even on machines 

that lack a hardware modified bit.
23

Thereferenced and modified bits are typically implemented in hardware and  set as 

partof the execution of each machine instruction. Each of these bits can be simulated byintercepting an operating 

system's fault handlers and exception handlers as follows. 

The referenced bit can be simulated by implementing a corresponding soft• ware bit and by initializing each 

entry in the page table to indicate that the page is not present. When a process references a page and causes a page fault,  

control reverts to the page fault handler, which sets the referenced bit to 1 andresumes 

 

Group Referenced Modified Description 

Group1 0 0 Best choice to replace 

Group2 0 1 [Seems unrealistic] 

Group3 1 0  

Group4 1 1 Worst choice to replace 

Page types under NUR. 

 

Far PageReplacement 

When programs execute, they tend to reference functions and data in predictable patterns. The far page-

replacement strategy uses graphs to make replacement deci• sions based on these predictable patterns. The far strategy 

has been shown mathe• matically to perform at near-optimal levels, but it is complex to implement  and  incurs significant 

execution-timeoverhead.
25

-
26

-
27

 

The far strategy creates an access graph (Fig. 11.6) that characterizes a pro• cess's reference patterns. Each 

vertex in the access graph represents one of the pro• cess's pages. An edge from vertex v to vertex w means that  the  

process  can reference page w after it has referenced page v. For example, if an instruction on  page v references data on 

page w, there will be a directed edge from vertex v to ver• tex w. Similarly, if a function call to page x returns to page y, 

there will be an edge from vertex x to vertex y.  

 

The replacement algorithm operates in phases much like the clock algorithm.  Far initially marks all vertices in the 

access graph as unreferenced. When the process accesses a page, the algorithm marks as referenced the vertex that 

corresponds to that page. When the algorithm must select a page for replacement, it chooses the unrefer• enced page that 

is furthest away (hence the name "far") from any referenced pagein 



 

 

Figure Far page-replacement-strategy access graph. 

 
the access graph (in Fig. 11.6, this corresponds to page Q).The intuitive appeal of this 

strategy is that the unreferenced page that is furthest from any referenced page  is 

likely to be referenced furthest in the future. If the graph does not contain an unrefer• 

enced vertex, the current phase is complete, and the strategy marks all the vertices as 

unreferenced to begin a new phase.
29

At this point, the algorithm replaces the page 

furthest in the graph from the most-recently referencedpage. 

The field of graph theory provides algorithms for building  and searching the  

the kinds of graphs in the far strategy. However, largely due to its complexity and 

execution-time overhead, far has not been implemented in realsystems. 

 

Working SetModel 

 
 Locality of reference implies that a program can run efficiently even though 

only a relatively small subset of its pages resides in main memory at any given time. Den- ning's working set theory 

of program behavior focuses on determining what that favored subset is and maintaining it in main memory to 

achieve the best performance.
30

'
31 

Many studies have been performed that illustrate the phenomenon of locality. Figure 11.7 shows a graph of a process's 

memory reference pattern across  its  pages.
32

 The darkened areas show which memory areas the process referenced dur• 

ing consecutive time intervals. The figure vividly illustrates how this  process tends  to favor a subset of its pages during 

certain execution intervals. 

 

 

 

Working SetModel 
Locality of reference implies that a program can run efficiently even though only a relatively small subset of its pages resides 

in main memory at any given time. Den- ning's working set theory of program behavior focuses on determining what that 

favored subset is and maintaining it in main memory to achieve the best performance.
30

'
31

 

Many studies have been performed that illustrate the phenomenon of locality. Figure 11.7 shows a graph of a 

process's memory reference pattern across  its  pages.
32

 The darkened areas show which memory areas the process 

referenced dur• ing consecutive time intervals. The figure vividly illustrates how this  process tends  to favor a subset of 

its pages during certain execution intervals. 

The hypothetical process behaviors in Fig. 11.8 also support the existence of the phenomenon of locality. This 

figure demonstrates how a process's pagefault 

 



 

 
 

| Storage reference pattern exhibiting locality. (Reprinted by permission 

fromIBMSystemsJournal.©1971byInternationalBusinessMachinesCorporation.) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Definition of a process's working set of pages. 

 
 

 

 

PageRelease 

 
Under working set memory management, a process indicates which pages it  wants to use by explicitly 

referencing the pages. Pages that a process no longer requires should be removed from its working set. Under existing 

memory management strategies, however, needless pages often remain in memory until the managementstrategy can 

detect that the process no longer needs them. An alternative strategy would be for the process to issue  a voluntary page 

release command to free  a page   it no longer needs. This would eliminate the delay period caused by letting the pro• cess 

gradually pass the page from its workingset. 

Voluntary page release could speed program execution for the entire system. One hope in this area is for compilers 

and operating systems to detect page-release situations, and to do so much sooner than is possible under working set strategies. 

Realistically, users cannot make such decisions, but applications programmers and systems programmers can.



PageSize 

An important characteristic of a paged virtual memory system is the size  of the  pages and page frames that the 

system supports. In today's systems, there is no one "industry standard" page size, and many architectures support 

multiple page sizes, with demonstrable improvements in performance.
47

When choosing a page size (or page sizes), the 

system designer should evaluate several concerns, based  on  the goals and limitations of the system to bedesigned. 

 

 Many early results in the literature, both theoretical and empirical, point tothe need for small pages.
48

-
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As 

both memory and program sizes increase rap•  idly, larger page sizes have become more desirable. What considerations 

determine whether a page should be large or small? Several are summarizedhere 

A large page size increases the range of memory that the TLB can refer•  ence with each entry. This increases the 

likelihood of TLB hits, which improves dynamic address translationperformance.
51

 

storage.Asystemtransferringsuchinformationusingasmallpage sizemay require several separate I/O operations, which 

would increase a process's space-time product (see Section 11.3). However, anticipatory paging and (as we discuss in 

the next chapter) disk scheduling algorithms can reduce thisoverhead. 

• Processes tend to exhibit locality of reference over a small portion of their 

address spaces, so a smaller page size would help a process establish a 
smaller, tighter working set, leaving more memory available to other pro• 
cesses.

52
 

•  A small page size leads to a large number of pages and page frames and 

correspondingly larger page tables. As discussed in Section 10.4.4, Multi• 
level Page Tables, these tables can consume a significant portion of main 
memory (i.e., table fragmentation). Large page sizes reduce table fragmen• 
tation by decreasing the number of page table entries (at the cost of 
increased internalfragmentation). 

• In a combined segmentation/paging organization the system may experi• 
ence internal fragmentation, because procedure and data units rarely com• 
prise an integral number of pages, so a segment is just as likely to have its 
last page nearly full as nearly empty (Fig. 11.12). Thus, each segment con• 
tains, on average, one-half page of internal fragmentation. More fragmen• 
tation results in a larger average working set size for programs.

53
The system 

can reduce the amount of internal fragmentation by employing smaller 
pagesizes.

54
 

 

 
 

 

Internal fragmentation in a paged and segmented system. 
 

 

 
 



Manufacturer Model Page Size  Real adress size 

Honeywell Multics 1KB  36 bits 

IBM 370/168 4KB  32 bits 

DEC PDP-10 and PDP-20 512 bytes  36 bits 

DEC VAX 8800 512 bytes  32 bits 

Intel 80386 4KB  32 bits 

Intel/AMD Pentium 4 / Athlon 4KB or 4MB  32- or 36 bits 

 XP    

Sun UltraSparc II 8KB, 64KB, 512KB, 44 bits 
  4MB   

AMD Opteron / Athlon 64 4KB, 2MB and 4MB 32, 40, or 52 bits 

Intel-HP Itanium, Itanium 2 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, Between 32 and 63 
  64KB, 256KB, 1MB, bits 
  4MB, 16MB, 64MB,  

  256MB  

IBM PowerPC 970 4KB,  128KB, 256KB, 

512KB,   1MB,  2MB, 

32 or 64 bits 

  4MB, 8MB, 16MB,  

  32MB, 64MB,  

128MB, 256MB 

 

Page sizesin various processor architectures 

 
 

Disk Performance Optimization 

 

In recent years, processor and main memory speeds have increased more rapidly than those of 

secondary storage devices, such as hard disks. As a result, processes requesting data on secondary storage tend 

to experience relatively long service delays. In this chapter, we discuss the characteristics of moving-head disk  

storage  and consider how operating system designers can manage such devices to provide better service to 

processes. 

Evolution of secondary storage 

 

To access data, a current-carrying device called a read-write head hovers above the medium as it moves. The 

head reads data by measuring how the magnetized medium changes the current; it "writes" data by using the current to 

change the magnetization on the medium. A challenge in building these devices is that the head must float extremely 

close to the medium's surface without touchingit. 

 

In 1951, the designers of UNIVAC 1 (UNIVersal Automatic Computer) intro• duced magnetic tape storage, 

which was both persistent and rewritable.
2
Magnetic tape is a form of sequential access storage, like audio or video 

cassettes. Such a medium is inappropriate for transaction-processing applications, where, for exam• ple, the system must 

be able to locate and update any record in a fraction of a sec•  ond. To address this problem, IBM introduced the first 

commercial hard disk drive. the RAMAC (Random Access Method of Accounting and Control), in 1957. Hard disk 

drives are random access (also called direct access)  devices  because they are  not limited to accessing data sequentially. 

RAMAC's capacity totalled five mega• bytes, and its cost was $50,000; it was generally rented to installations for 

hundreds  of dollars per month.
34

Although hard disks provided better performance than 

magnetictapestorage,theirhighcostlimitedtheirusetolargeinstallations. 

 

As the decades passed, hard drive capacity and performance increased, while costs declined. Typical personal computer hard 

disk capacity increased from hun• dreds of megabytes to several gigabytes during the 1990s while prices fell to a few pennies 

per megabyte. By 2003, hard drive capacity had exceeded 200GB and cost less than a dollar per gigabyte.
5
 Due to mechanical 

constraints that we discuss in the 



 

 

 
 

next section, hard disk speeds have improved more slowly than their capacity. As 

processor speeds increased and applications consumed larger amounts of data, sys• 

tems became increasingly I/O bound.
6
 

Research in persistent storage technology continues to focus on increasing 

capacity and performance. Some solutions attempt to improve the performance of 

existing magnetic disk devices; others employ novel techniques and media. 

 

  

 

CharacteristicsofMoving-HeadDiskStorage 
Unlike main memory, which provides (nearly) uniform access speed to all of its 

contents, moving-head disk storage exhibits variable access speed that depends on 

the relative positions of the read-write head and the requested data. Figure 12.1 

shows a simplified view of a moving-head disk.
7
-
8
-
9
Data is recorded on a series of 

 

 

 

Figure  | Schematic side view of a moving-head disk. 



 

 

 
 

magnetic disks, or platters, connected to a spindle that rotates at high speed (typi• cally thousands of revolutions per 

minute
10

). 

The data on each disk surface is accessed by a read-write head that is sepa• rated by a small amount of space from 

the surface (much smaller than a particle of smoke). For example, the disk in Fig. 12.1 contains two platters, each having 

two surfaces (top and bottom) and four read-write heads, one for each surface.  

A read- write head can access data immediately below (or above) it. Therefore, before data can be accessed, the 

portion of the disk surface at which the data is to be read (or written) must rotate until it is immediately below (or above) 

the read-write head. The time it takes for data to rotate from its current position to the beginning of the read-write head is 

called rotational latency time.  

A disk's average rotational latency is simply half the time it takes to complete one revolution. Most hard disks 

exhibit average rotational latency on the order of several milliseconds (Fig.12. 

As the platters spin, each read-write head sketches out a circular track of data on a disk surface. Each read-write 

head is positioned at the end of a disk arm, which is attached to an actuator (also called a boom or moving-arm 

assembly). The disk arm moves parallel to the surface of the disk.  

When the disk arm moves the read- write heads to a new position, a different vertical set of circular tracks, or 

cylinder. becomes accessible. The process of moving the disk arm to a new cylinder is called a seek operation.
1112

To 

locate small units of data, disks divide tracks into several sectors, often 512 bytes (Fig. 12.3).
13

Therefore, an operating 

system can locate a particular data item by specifying the head (which indicates which disk surface  to read from), the 

cylinder (which indicates which track to  read from), andthe  sector in which the data islocated. 

 

To access a particular record of data on a moving-head disk, several opera• tions are usually necessary (Fig. 12.4). 

First, the disk arm must move to the appro• priate cylinder (i.e., perform a seek operation). The time it takes for  the head 

to  move from its current cylinder to the one containing the data record is called  the  seek time. Then the portion of the 

disk on which the data record  is  stored must  rotate until it is immediately under (or over) the read-write head. Then the 

record, which is of arbitrary size, must be made to spin by the read-write head. This is called transmission time. Because 

each of these operations involves mechanical move• ment, the total time a disk  access  takes is  often  an  appreciable 

fraction of a second 

 
 

Model (Environment) 

Average Seek 

Time (ms) 
Average Rotational 
latency (ms) 

Maxtor DiamondMax Plus 9 (High-end desktop) 9.3 4.2 

WD Caviar (High-end desktop) 8.9 4.2 

Toshiba MK8025GAS (Laptop) 12.0 7.14 

WD Raptor (Enterprise) 5.2 2.99 

Cheetah 15K.3 (Enterprise) 3.6 2.0 

 

Figure /Hard  disk  track-to-track  seek  times  and  latency  times.  



 

 

 

 
 

Figure | Schematic top view of a disk surface. 
 

(several milliseconds at least). During this same period of time, a processor can exe• 

cute tens or even hundreds of millions ofinstructions. 

 

WhyDisk Scheduling IsNecessary 

 
Many processes can generate requests for reading and writing data on a disk simul• 

taneously. Because these processes sometimes make requests  faster  than they can 

be serviced by the disk, waiting lines or queues build up to hold disk requests. Some 

early computing systems simply serviced these requests on afirst-come-first-served 



 

 

Figure | Components of a disk access. 
 

 
(FCFS) basis, in which the earliest arriving request is serviced first.

19
FCFS is a fair method of allocating service, but when 

the request rate (i.e., the load) becomes heavy, can be long waitingtimes. 

FCFS exhibits a random seek pattern in which successive requests can cause time-consuming seeks from the 

innermost to the outermost cylinders. To reduce the time spent seeking records, it seems reasonable to order the request queue 

in some manner other than FCFS.
20

 This process, called disk scheduling, can significantly improve throughput.
21

 

Disk scheduling involves a careful examination of pending requests to deter• mine the most efficient way to service 

them. A disk scheduler examines the posi• tional relationships among waiting requests, then reorders the queue so that the 

requests will be serviced with minimum mechanical motion. 

Because FCFS does not reorder requests, it is considered by many to be the simplest disk scheduling algorithm. 

The two most common types of scheduling are seek optimization and rotational optimization. Because seek times tend  to  

be greater than latency times, most scheduling algorithms concentrate on minimizing total seek time for a set of requests. 

As the gap between rotational latency and seek times narrows, minimizing the rotational latency of a set of requests can 

also improve overall system performance, especially under heavyloads. 

 

 

Disk SchedulingStrategies 

A system's disk scheduling strategy depends on the system objectives, but most 

strategies are evaluated by the following criteria 

• throughput—the number of requests serviced per unittime 

• mean response time—the average time spent waiting for a request to be 

serviced 

• variance of response times—&measure of the predictability of response times. 

Each disk request should be serviced within an acceptable  time  period (i.e., 

the strategy should prevent indefinitepostponement). 

Clearly, a scheduling policy should attempt to maximize throughput and mini• 

mize the mean response time. Many scheduling policies  attempt  to  accomplish 

these goals by minimizing the time spent performing lengthy seeks. When through• 

put and mean response time are optimized, average system performance improves, 

nut individual requests may bedelayed. 

Variance measures how individual requests are serviced relative to average system 



performance. The smaller the variance, the more likely it is that most disk requests are 

serviced after waiting for a similar amount of time. Therefore, variance can be seen as a 

measure of fairness and of predictability. We desire a scheduling policy that minimizes 

variance (or at least keeps it at reasonable levels) to avoid erratic service times. In a 

business-critical system, such as a Web server, a high vari• ance of response times could 

result in loss of sales if, for example, users' requests to purchase products were 

indefinitely postponed or suffer lengthy waits. In mission- critical systems, the result of 

such a delay could be catastrophic. 

The following sections describe several common scheduling policies. We usethe 

set of disk requests in Fig. 12.5 to demonstrate the result of each policy on an arbitrary 

series of requests. The arbitrary series of requests is intended to demon• strate how 

each policy orders disk requests, it does not necessarily indicate the rela• 

tiveperformanceofeachpolicyinarealsystem.



First-Come-First-Served(FCFS)DiskScheduling 
 

FCFS scheduling uses a FIFO queue so 

that requests are serviced in the order in 

which they arrive.
22

'
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-
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FCFS is fair in 

the sense that a request's position in the 

queue is unaffected by arriving requests. 

This ensures that no request can be 

indefi• nitely postponed, but it also 

means that FCFS might perform a 

lengthy seek opera• tion to service the 

next waiting request, even if another 

request in  the  queue is  closer and can 

be serviced faster. Although this 

technique  incurs  low  execution- 

timeoverhead,itcanresultinlowthroughpu

tduetolengthyseeks. 

When requests are uniformly 

distributed over the disk surfaces, 

FCFS sched• uling leads to a random 

seek pattern because it ignores 

positional relationships among the 

pending requests (Fig. 12.6).This is 

acceptable when the load on a disk is 

light. However, as the load grows, 

FCFS tends to saturate (i.e., 

overwhelm) the device, and response 

times become large. The random seek 

pattern of FCFS results in low 

variance (because arriving requests  

cannot get ahead of waiting  requests), 

but this is of little solace to  the request 

sitting at  the back of the disk  queue 

while  the disk arm rambles around in a 

torrid "diskdance." 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure | Seek pattern under the FCFS strategy. 
 
 



Shortest-Seek-Time-First (SSTF) DiskScheduling 
Shortest-seek-time-first (SSTF) scheduling next services the request that is  

closest  to the read-write head's current cylinder (and thus incurs the shortest seek  

time). even if that is not the first one in the queue.
25,26,27,28

SSTF does not ensure fairness 

and can lead to indefinite postponement because its seek pattern tends to be highly 

localized, which can lead to poor response times for requests to the innermost and 

outermost tracks 

 

 

 
 

Seek pattern under the SSTF strategy. 

 
 

 

SCAN DiskScheduling 
Denning developed the SCAN disk scheduling  strategy to  reduce  the  unfairness 

and variance of response times exhibited by SSTF.
29

SCAN chooses the request that 

requires the shortest seek distance in a preferred direction (Fig. 12.8). Thus, if the 

preferred direction is currently outward, the SCAN strategy chooses the  shortest 

seek distance in the outward direction. SCAN does not change its preferred direc• 

tion until it reaches the outermost cylinder  or the innermost cylinder. In this sense,it 

is called the elevator algorithm, because an elevator continues in one direction 

servicing requests before reversingdirection. 

SCAN behaves much like SSTF in terms of high throughput and good mean 

response times. However, because SCAN ensures that all requests in a given direction 

will be serviced before the requests in the opposite direction, it offers a lower variance 

of response times than SSTF. SCAN, like SSTF, is a cylinder-orientedstrategy. 



 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure | Seek pattern under the SCAN strategy. 

 

 

 

12.5.1 C-SCAN DiskScheduling 
In the Circular SCAN (C-SCAN) modification to the SCAN disk scheduling strat• 

egy, the arm moves from the outer cylinder to  the inner cylinder, servicing requests 

on a shortest-seek basis  (Fig. 12.9). When thearm has completed itsinward sweep, it 

jumps (without servicing requests) to the outermost cylinder, then resumes its inward 

sweep, processing requests. C-SCAN maintains high levels of throughput while 

further limiting variance of response times by avoiding discrimination against the 

innermost and outermost cylinders.
30

-
31

As in  SCAN, requests in  C-SCAN can be 

indefinitely postponed if requests to the same cylinder continuously arrive (although 

this is less likely than with  SCAN or  SSTF). In  the sections that follow,  we discuss 

modifications to SCAN that address thisproblem. 



 

 

 

 

12.5 Disk Scheduling Strategies 539 
 

 

 

Figure | Seek pattern under the C-SCAN strategy. 
 

Simulation results in the literature indicate that the best disk scheduling  pol• 

icy might operate in two stages.
32

Under a light load, the SCAN  policy  is  best. Under 

medium to heavy loads, C-SCAN and other adaptations to the SCAN policy vield 

better results. C-SCAN with rotational optimization handles heavy loading 

conditionseffectively.
33

 

 

Sel Review 

1. WhichcriteriaofdiskschedulingstrategiesdoesC-SCANimproveupon? 

2. (T/F) C-SCAN incurs essentially the same execution-time overhead asSCAN. 

Ans: 1) C-SCAN reduces variance of response times compared to SCAN because it is less 

biased against the outermost and innermost cylinders. 2)  False.  C-SCAN  incurs  overhead 

over SCAN when it finishes its inward sweep and skips requests while moving the head to the 

outermostcylinder. 

 

FSCANandN-StepSCANDiskScheduling 
 

The FSCAN and TV-Step SCAN modifications to the SCAN strategy eliminate the 

possibility of indefinitely postponing requests.
34,35

FSCAN uses the  SCAN strategy to 

service only those requests waiting when a particular sweep begins  (the  "F" stands 

for "freezing" the request queue at a  certain time). Requests arriving during  a 

sweep are grouped together and ordered for optimum service during the return sweep 

(Fig.12.10). 

TV-Step SCAN services the first n requests in the queue using the SCAN strat- 

egy. When the sweep is complete, the next n requests are serviced. Arriving requests 

are placed at the end of the request queue (Fig. 12.11). TV-Step SCAN can be tunedby 

varying the value for n. When n-1, N-Step SCAN degenerates to FCFS. As n 

approaches infinity, TV-Step SCAN degenerates toSCAN. 



 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 12.10 | Seek pattern under the FSCAN strategy. 

 

 

 

Figure | Seek pattern under the N-Step SCAN strategy (n = 3). 

 

FSCAN and TV-Step SCAN offer good performance due to  high  throughput and 

low mean response times. Because they prevent indefinite postponement, their 

distinguishing characteristic is a lower variance of response times than with SSTF  and 

SCAN, especially when requests would be indefinitely postponed under the lat• ter 

twostrategies. 

 

 

LOOKandC-LOOKDiskScheduling 
 

The LOOK variation of the SCAN strategy "looks" ahead to the end of the current 

sweep to determine the next request to service. If there are no more requests in the 

current direction, LOOK changes the preferred directionandbeginsthe  next sweep 

(Fig. 12.12). In this sense, it is appropriate to call this the elevator algorithm, because 

an elevator continues in one direction until it  reaches the  last  request in that 



direction, then reverses direction. This strategy eliminates unnecessary seek 

operations exhibited by other variations of the  SCAN strategy  (compare the left  

side ofFig. 12.12 to the corresponding location in Fig. 12.8). 

Circular LOOK (C-LOOK) variation of the LOOK strategy uses the same 

technique as C-SCAN to reduce the bias against requests located at the  extreme  

ends of the platters. When there are no more requests on a  current inward sweep,  

the read/write head moves to the request closest to the outer cylinder (without ser• 

vicing requests in between) and begins the next sweep. The C-LOOK policy is char• 

acterized by a potentially lower variance of response times compared to LOOK and 

nigh throughput (although generally lower than LOOK).
36

Figure 12.13  summa• 

rizeseachofthediskschedulingstrategieswehavediscussed. 

 

 

 

Figure  | Seek pattern under the LOOK strategy



Strategy Description 

FCFS SSTF SCAN 

C-SCAN 

 
 

FSCAN 

 

N-Step SCAN 

 
LOOK 

 

C-LOOK 

Services requests in the order in which they arrive. 

Services the request that results in the shortest seek distance first. 

Head sweeps back and forth across the disk, servicing requests according to 

SSTF in a preferred direction. 

Head sweeps inward across the disk, servicing requests according to SSTF in 

the preferred (inward) direction. Upon reaching the innermost track, the 

head jumps to the outermost track and resumes servicing requests on the 

next inwardpass. 

Requests are serviced the same as SCAN, except newly arriving requests are 

postponed until the next sweep. Avoids indefinite postponement. 

Services requests as in FSCAN, but services only n requests per sweep. 

Avoids indefinitepostponement. 

Same as SCAN except the head changes direction upon reaching the last 

request in the preferred direction. 

Same as C-SCAN except the head stops after servicing the last request in the 

preferred direction, then services the request to the cylinder nearest the 

opposite side of the disk. 
 

Seek optimization strategies summary. 

 

 

RotationalOptimization 
Because the dominant component of access time in early hard drives was seek time, research focused on seek 

optimization. However, today's hard disks exhibit  seek times and average latencies that are of the same order of 

magnitude, meaning that rotational optimization can often improve performance.
37 

Processes that access data sequentially tend to access entire tracks of data and thus do not benefit much from rotational 

optimization. However, when there are numerous requests to small pieces of data randomly distributed throughout the 

disk's cylinders, rotational optimization can improve performance significantly. In this section, we discuss how to combine 

seekandrotationaloptimizationstrategiestoachievemaximumperformance. 

 SLTFScheduling 
 

Once the disk arm arrives at a particular cylinder, there might be many requests pending on the various tracks of that cylinder. 

shortest-latency-time-first



(SLTF) strategy examines all of these requests and services the one with the short•  est 

rotational delay first (Fig. 12.14). This strategy has been shown to be close to the 

theoretical optimum and is relatively easy to implement.
38

Rotational optimization  is 

sometimes referred to as sector queuing; requests are queued by sector position 

around the disk, and the nearest sectors areserviced first. 
 

Self Review 

1. Why is sector queuing easy toimplement? 

2. Is rotational optimization appropriate for today's hard disks?Why? 

Ans: 1)  Sector queuing determines the best access pattern for sectors on a track. Assuming  

that sectors are at fixed locations and that the disk can spin only in  one  direction,  sector 

queuing simply is a sorting problem. 2) Yes, rotational optimization is appropriate. Today's 

hard disks exhibit seek times and average latencies that are of the same order ofmagnitude. 

 

SPTFandSATFScheduling 
The shortest-positioning-time-first (SPTF) strategy next services the request that 

requires the shortest positioning time, which is the sum of the seek time and rota- tional 

latency time. Like SSTF, SPTF results in high throughput and a low mean 

 

 

 

Figure  | SLTF scheduling. The requests will be serviced in the indicated order 

regardless of the order in which they arrived.



 

response time, and it can also indefinitely postpone requests to the innermost and outermost cylinders.
39

 

A variation of SPTF is the shortest-access-time-first (SATF) strategy, which next services the request that 

requires the shortest access time (i.e., positioning time plus transmission time). SATF exhibits higher throughput than 

SPTF, but large requests can be indefinitely postponed by a  series  of smaller requests, and requests to the innermost or 

outermost cylinders can  be  indefinitely  postponed by requests to midrange cylinders. Both SPTF and SATF can 

improve performance by imple• menting the "look-ahead" mechanisms described in Section12.5.6.
40

Now consider that 

data record B consumes an entire track whereas A is stored 

inonesector,asshowninFig.12.15(b).Assumethatthelocationofthefirstbyteof 

 

 

 

Figure  | SPTF (a) and SATF (b) disk scheduling example



record is the same as in the previous example. In this case, SPTF would service 

requests in exactly the same order as in the previous example, because the position• 

ing times are the same. However, SATF would service request A first, because request 

A requires one half of a rotation plus nominal transmission time, whereas request B 

requires a nominal rotational latency time plus a transmission time equal to the time 

required for the platter to complete onerevolution. 

SPTF and SATF require knowledge of disk characteristics including latency 

time, track-to-track seek times and relative locations of  sectors.  Unfortunately,  

many of today's hard drives expose misleading geometry. For example, many disks 

hide error-checking and correcting data from the operating system (so  that it  can• 

not be unintentionally or maliciously modified), so consecutively numbered sectors 

may not precisely correspond to contiguous physical locations on disk. On some 

systems, when bad sectors are detected, alternate ones are assigned. For example, if 

sector 15 becomes unusable, the disk might send its requests to a reserved sector 

other than 14 or 16. These alternate sectors can be widely dispersed over the disk 

surfaces, causing seeks where none might actuallybe expected. 

These features, such as using alternate sectors, which improve data integrity, 

tend to counteract efforts to improve disk performance using scheduling strategies, 

because the disk provides the operating system with incomplete or misleading posi• 

tional information.
41

Although some architectures and hard disks provide com• 

mands to retrieve the real geometry of the disk, this feature is not supported by all 

disks. Other hard disk architectural features complicate disk  scheduling strategies; 

for more information, see the links provided in the Web Resources section  at  the  

end of thechapter. 

A straightforward performance enhancement technique is to decrease rota- 

tional latency by increasing the rotational speed of the  disk.  However, designers 

have encountered significant problems when increasing the rotations per minute 

RPM) of a hard disk. Faster-rotating disks consume greater amounts  of energy  (a 

key concern on laptop computers with limited battery power), radiate more heat, 

make more noise and require more costly mechanical and electrical mechanisms to 

control them.
42

Given these and other problems, RPM speed has increased only 

modestly (only a few percent a year over the past decade) to approximately5,400 to 

7.200 RPM for PCs and 10,000-15,000 RPM for servers and high-end machines.
43

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



File and DatabaseSystems 

Introduction 

 

Most computer users are familiar with the concept of file as a named collection of data that is manipulated as 

a unit. Files typically reside  on  secondary  storage devices such as disks, CDs or tapes, though they can  exist  

exclusively  in  volatile main memory. In this chapter, we discuss how systems organize and access file data  so 

that it can be retrieved quickly from high-latency secondary storage devices. We also discuss how operating 

systems can create an  interface  that facilitates  naviga• tion of a user's files. Because secondary storage often 

contains files storing sensitive information for several users, we discuss how systems control access  to file 

data. Many systems use files to store important information such as inventories, payrolls and account 

balances; we discuss how file systems can protect such data from cor• ruption or total loss from disasters such 

as power and disk failures. Finally, we  dis• cuss how systems that manage large amounts of shared data can 

benefit from databases as an alternative to files. 
 

DataHierarchy 
Information is stored in computers according to  a  data  hierarchy. The lowestlevel of 

the  data hierarchy is composed of bits. Bits  are grouped together in bit  patterns  to 

represent all data items of interest in computer systems. There are 2" possible bit 

patterns for a string of nbits. 

The next level in the data hierarchy is fixed-length patterns of bits such  as  

bytes, characters and words. When referring to storage, a byte is typically 8 bits. A 

word is the number of bits a processor can operate on at once. Thus, a word  is  4 

bytes on a 32-bit processor and 8 bytes on a 64-bitprocessor. 

Characters map bytes (or groups of bytes) to symbols such as letters, numbers, 

punctuation and new lines. Many systems use 8-bit characters and thus can have 2
s
. or 

256, possible characters in their character sets. The  three most popular character sets 

in use today are ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange). 

EBCDIC (Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code) andUnicode®. 

ASCII stores characters as 8-bit bytes and thus can have 256 possible charac• ters 

in its character set. Due to ASCII's small character size, it does not support international 

character sets. EBCDIC is often used for representing data in main- frame computer 

systems, particularly systems developed by IBM; it also stores characters as 8-bit bytes.
1
 

Unicode is an internationally recognized standard that is popular in Internet 

and multilingual applications. Its goal is to use a unique number to represent every 

character in all the world's languages.
2
Unicode provides 8-, 16- and 32-bit repre• 

sentations of its character set. To simplify conversion from ASCII to Unicode char• 

acters, the 8-bit representation of Unicode, called UTF-8 (Unicode character set 

Translation Format-8 bit), corresponds directly to the ASCII character set. HTML 

files are typically encoded using UTF-8. UTF-16 and UTF-32 each provide larger 

character sets, enabling applicationsto store information containing characters 
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from multiple alphabets, such as Greek, Cyrillic, Chinese and a great many others. 

However, they require larger files to store the same number of characters when 

compared to UTF-8. For example, the  12-character  string  "Hello,  world" 

requires 12 bytes of storage using 8-bit characters, 24 bytes using 16-bit characters 

and 48 bytes using 32-bitcharacters. 

A field is a group of characters (e.g., a person's name, street address or tele• 

phone number). A record is a group of fields. A student record may contain, for 

example, separate fields for identification number, name, address, telephone number, 

cumulative grade point average, major field of study, expected date of graduation and 

so on. A file is a group of related records. For example, a student file might  contain 

one record for each student in a university; a payroll file might contain one record for 

every employee in a company. The highest level of the data hierarchy is  a file system  

or database. File systems are collections of files, and databases are collections of data 

(database systems are discussed in Section 13.12, DatabaseSystems). 

The term volume is a unit of data storage that may hold multiple files. A phys- 

ical volume is limited to one storage device; a logical volume —such as one  that 

might be used in a virtual machine —could be draped across many devices. Exam• 

ples of volumes include CDs, DVDs, tapes and harddisks. 

Self Review 

1. What are the trade-offs of large charactersets? 

2. How many possible character can be stored using a 16-bit, 32-bit and 64-bit character set? 

Why do you suppose that 64-bit character sets are notimplemented? 

Ans: 1) Large character sets such as Unicode enable users to store and transmitdata in multiple 

languages. However, large character sets require a large number of bits to represent each 

character, which increases the size of data they store. 2) A 16-bit character set can repre- sent 

216, or 65,536, possible characters; a 32-bit character set can represent 232, or over 4 bil• lion 

characters; a 64-bit character set can represent 264, or over 16 quintillion characters. As  yet, 64-

bit character sets have not been implemented, because they consume a significant amount of 

space per character to provide a range of characters far beyond what users  are  likely to need 

well intofuture. 

 

Files 
A file is a named collection of data that may be manipulated as a unit by operations such 

as 

• open —Prepare a file to bereferenced. 

• close —Prevent further reference to a file until it isreopened. 

• create—Createanewfile. 

• destroy —Remove afile. 

• copy—Copy the contents of one file toanother. 

• rename—Change the name of afile. 

• list—Print or display the contents of afile. 
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Individual data items within the file may be manipulated by operations like 

• read—Copy data from a file to a process'smemory. 

• write —Copy data from a process's memory to afile. 

• update—Modify an existing data item in afile. 

• insert—Add anew data item to afile. 

• delete —Remove a data item from a  file. 

Files may be characterized by attributes suchas 

• size —the amount of data stored in thefile. 

• location—the location of the file (in a storage device or in the system's log• 

ical fileorganization). 

• accessibility—restrictions placed on accessto file data. 

• type—how the file data is used. For example, an executable file contains 

machine instructions for a process. A data file may specify the application 

that is used to access itsdata. 

• volatility—the frequency with which additions and deletions are made to a 

file. 

• activity—the percentage of a file's  records accessed  during a  given period 

oftime. 

Files can consist of one or more records. A physical record (or physical block)  

is the unit of information actually read from or written to a storage device. A logical 

record (or logical block) is a collection of data treated as a unit by software. When 

each physical record contains exactly one logical record, the file is said to consist of 

unblocked records. When each physical record may contain several logical records, 

the file is said to consist of blocked records. In a file with fixed-length records, all 

records are the same length; the block size is ordinarily an integral multiple of the 

record size. In a file with variable-length records, records may vary in size up to the 

blocksize. 

 

 
 

FileSystems 
A file system organizes files and manages access to data.

3
 File systems are responsi• ble 

for: 

• File management—providing the mechanisms for files to be stored, refer• 

enced, shared, andsecured. 

• Auxiliary storage management —allocating space for files on secondary or 

tertiary storagedevices. 

• File integrity mechanisms —ensuring that the information stored in a file is 

uncorrupted. When file integrity is assured, files contain only the informa• 

tion that they are intended tohave. 

• Access methods—how the stored data can beaccessed. 

The file system is concerned primarily with managing secondary storage space, par• 

ticularly disk storage, but it can access file data stored on other media (e.g., main 

memory). 

File systems enable users to  create, modify, and  delete files; they should alsobe 

able to structure files in a manner most appropriate for each application and ini• tiate 

data transfer between files. Users should also be able to share each other's files in a 



carefully controlled manner to build  upon each  other's work. The mechanism tor 

sharing files should provide various types of controlled access such as  read access, 

write access, execute access or various combinations ofthese. 

File systems should exhibit device independence —users should be  able to refer 

to their files by symbolic names rather than having to use physical device names. Sym• 

bolic names are logical, user-friendly names, such as myDi rec tory:myFile . txt .  

Physical device names specify where a file can be found on a  device,  e.g.,  disk  2, 

blocks 782-791. Symbolic names allow file systems to give users a logical view of their 

data by assigning meaningful names to files and file operations. A physical view is 

concerned with the layout of file data on its storage device and the device-specific 

operations that manipulate the data. The user should not have to be concerned with 

the particular devices on which data is stored, the form the data  takes  on  those 

devices or the physical means of transferring data to and fromthem. 

Designing a file system requires knowledge of the user community, including 

the number of users, the average number and size of files per user, the average 

duration of user sessions, the nature of applications to be run on the system, and the 

like. These factors must be carefully considered to determine the most appropriate 

file organizations and directorystructures. 

To prevent either accidental loss or malicious destruction of information, file 

systems should also provide backup capabilities that facilitate the creation of 

redundant copies of data and recovery capabilities that enable users to restore any 

lost or damaged data. In sensitive environments in which information must be kept 

secure and private, such as in electronic funds transfer systems, criminal records sys- 

tems, medical records systems, and so on, the file system may also provideencryp- 

 

 

 

Directories 
Consider a large-scale timesharing system supporting a large community of users. Each user may have several 

accounts; each account may have many files. Some files may be small, such as e-mail messages. Other files may be large, 

such as a master list of parts in an inventory controlapplication. 

It is common for user accounts to contain hundreds and even thousands of files. With a user community of several 

thousand users, a system's disks might easily con•  tain millions of files. These files need to be accessed quickly to limit 

responsetimes. 

To organize and quickly locate files, file systems use directories, which are file- containing the names and 

locations of other files  in the file system. Unlike other files,  a directory does not store user data. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

tion and decryption capabilities. This makes information useful only to its intended 

audience—those who possess the decryption keys (encryption and decryption are 

discussed in Section 19.2, Cryptography; see the Operating Systems Thinking fea• ture, 

Encryption and Decryption). 

DirectoryField Description 

Name 

Location 

 
Size 

Type 

Access time 

Modified time 

Creation time 

Character string representing the file's name. 

Physical block or logical location of the file in the file system (i.e., 

apathname). 

Number of bytes consumed by the file. 

Description of the file's purpose (e.g., data file or directory file). 

Time the file was last accessed. 

Time the file was last modified. 

Time the file was created. 

Figure  | Directory file contents example. 
4,5,6

 

 
 

Single-Level File System 

The simplest file system organization is a single-level (or flat) directory structure. In this 

implementation, the file system stores all of its files using one directory.
7
 In a single-

level file system, no two files can have the same name. Because most environ• ments 

contain a large number of files, many of which use the  same  name, single- level file 

systems are rarely implemented. 
 

Hierarchically Structured File System 

A more appropriate file system for most environments may be organized as follows 

(Fig. 13.2). A root indicates where on the storage device the root directory begins. 

Directories are files that can point to other directories  and files. In  Fig. 13.2,  the  

root directory points to the various user directories. A user directory contains an 

entry for each of that user's files; each entry points to the location of the corre- 

sponding file on the storagedevice. 

File names need be unique only within a given user directory. In such hierar• 

chically structured file systems, each directory may contain several  subdirectories 

but no more than one parent directory. The name of a file is usually formed as the 

pathname from the root directory to the file. For example, in a two-level file system 

with users SMITH, JONES and DOE, in which JONES has files PAYROLL and 

INVOICES, the pathname for file PAYROLL might be formed as 

ROOT:JONES:PAYROLL. In this example, ROOT indicates the  root  directory, 

andtheuseofacolon(:)delimitsdifferentpiecesofthepathname. 

Hierarchical file systems are implemented by most general-purpose file sys• 

tems, but the name of the root directory and the type of delimiter can vary between 

file systems. A Windows file system's root directory is specified by a letter followed  

by a colon (e.g., C:), and a UNIX-based file systems uses a slash (/). Windows sys• 

tems use a backslash (e.g., C: \Jones \Payro ll)  as a delimiter and UNIX-based sys- 

tems use a slash (e.g., / j o nes /payro l l )  . Various Linux and Windows XP  file 

systems are considered in depth in the case studies (see Section 20.7.3, Second 

Extended File System (ext2fs), andSection 21.8.2, NTFS). 



 

 

 
Figure | Two-level hierarchical file system. 

 

Relative Pathnames 

Many file systems support the notion of a working directory to simplify navigation 

using pathnames. The working directory (represented by the directory entry ". " in 

Windows and UNIX-based file systems) enables users to specify a pathname that 

does not begin at the root directory. For example, suppose the current working 

directory has been set to /home/hmd/ in the file system  in  Fig. 13.3. The  relative 

path to /home/hmd/os/chapter13 would be os /chap ter l3 .  
8
 This feature reduces 

the size of the pathname when accessing files. When a file system encounters a rela• 

tive pathname, it forms the absolute path (i.e., the path beginning at the root) by 

concatenating the working directory and the relative path. The file system then 

traverses the directory structure to locate the requestedfile. 

The file system typically maintains a reference to the working directory's par• ent 

directory, the directory one level higher in the file system hierarchy. For exam• ple, in 

Fig. 13.3, home is the parent directory for the hmd, pjd and drc directories. In Windows 

and UNIX-based systems,".." is a reference to the parent directory.
9
 

 

Links 

A link is a directory entry that references a data file or directory that is typically 

located in a different directory.
10

 Users often employ links to simplify file system 
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Figure | Example hierarchical file system contents. 

 

 
navigation and to share files. For example, suppose that a user's working directory is 

/home/drc/ and the user shares another user's files located in the /home/hmd/os/ 

directory. By creating a link to /home/hmd/os/ in the user's working directory, the user 

can access the shared files simply using the relative pathname os/. 

A soft link (also called a symbolic link in UNIX-based systems,  a  "shortcut"  

on Windows systems and "alias" on MacOS systems) is a directory entry containing 

the pathname for another file. The file system locates the target of the soft link by 

traversing the directory structure using the specifiedpathname.
11

 

A hard link  is  a directory entry that specifies  the location of the file (typically  

a block number) on the storage device. The file system locates a hard link's file data 

by directly accessing the physical block itreferences.
12

 

Figure 13.4 illustrates the difference between soft links and  hard links.  Files 

foo and bar are located at block numbers 467 and 843, respectively. The directory 

entry foo_hard is a hard link because it specifies the same block number (467) as 

foo's directory entry. The directory entry f oo_sof t is a soft link because it specifies 

thepathnameforfoo(inthiscase,./foo). 

Recall from Section 12.9 that disk reorganization and defragmentation can be 

used to improve  disk performance. During such  operations, the physical location of 

a file can change, requiring the file system to update the file's location in its  direc- 

tory entry. Because a hard link specifies a physical location of a file, the hard link 

references invalid data when the physical location of  the  corresponding file  

changes. To address this issue, a file system can store in a file a pointer to each of its 

hard links. When the file's physical location changes, the file system can use these 

pointers to find hard linksthat require updating. 



 

Figure  | Links in a file system. 

Because soft links store the logical location of the file in the file system, which does not change during 

defragmentation or disk reorganization, they do not require updating when file data is moved. However, if a user moves a 

file to a different direc• tory or renames the file, any soft links to that file are no longer valid. This  behavior can be useful in 

some cases. For example, a user may wish to replace a program file with a new version of the program with the same name. 

In this case, the file that was originally linked can be moved, renamed or replaced, but the soft link will continue to reference 

a valid file (the new version of the program). Traditionally, file systems do not update soft links when a file is moved to a 

differentdirectory. 

When a user destroys a link to a  file, the file system must  determine whether  to destroy the corresponding file 

as well. For this purpose, file systems typically maintain a count of the number of hard links to a file. When the count 

reaches zero, the file system contains no references to the file data, so the file can be safely removed. Because soft links 

do not reference the physical location of file data, they are not considered when determining whether a file should 

bedestroyed. 

Metadata 

Most file systems store data other than user data and directories, such as the loca• 

tions of a storage device's free blocks (to ensure that new file data does not over- 



 

 

 

write blocks that are being used) and the time at which a file was last modified (for 

accounting purposes). This information, called metadata, protects the integrity  of 

the file system and cannot be modified directly byusers. 

Before a file system can access data, its storage device is typically formatted. 

Formatting is a system-dependent operation, but typically entails inspecting the stor• 

age device for any unusable sectors, erasing any data on the device  and creating the  

file system's root directory. Many file systems also create a superblock to store infor• 

mation that protects the integrity of thefile system. A superblock might contain: 

• a file system identifier that uniquely identifies the type of filesystem 

• the number of blocks inthe file system 

• the location of the storage device's freeblocks 

• the location of the rootdirectory 

• the date and time at which the file system was lastmodified 

• information indicating whether the file system needs to be  checked  (e.g., 

due to a system failure that prevented buffered data from being written to 

secondarystorage).
13

'
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If the superblock is corrupted or destroyed, the file system might  be  unable  to access 

file data. Subtle errors in superblock data (such as the location of the storage device's 

free blocks) could cause the file system to overwrite existing file data. To reduce the risk 

of lost data, most file systems distribute redundant copies of the superblock throughout 

the storage device. Thus, the file system can use redundant copies of the superblock to 

determine whether the primary superblock is damaged and, if so, replace it. 
 

File Descriptors 
When a file is opened, the operating system first locates information about the  file 

by traversing the directory structure. To avoid further (possibly lengthy) traversals, 

the system maintains a table in main memory that keeps track of open files. In many 

systems, the file open operation returns a file descriptor, a non-negative integer that 

indexes into the open-file table. From this point on, access to the file is directed 

through the filedescriptor. 

The open-file table often contains file control blocks. These specify the informa• 

tion that the system needs to manage a file, sometimes called file attributes. They are 

highly system-dependent structures. A typical file control block might include a file's 

• symbolicname 

• location in secondarystorage 

• organization structure (e.g., sequential, direct access, and soon) 

• device type (e.g., hard disk,CD-ROM) 

• access control data (such as which users can access the file and the type of 

access that ispermitted) 



 

 

 

• type (data file, object program, C source program, and soon) 

• disposition (permanent vs. temporary) 

• creation date andtime 

• date and time lastmodified 

• access activity counts (number of reads, forexample). 

Ordinarily, file control blocks are maintained on secondary storage. They are 

brought to main memory when a file is opened to improve the efficiency of file 

operations. 

 

Self Review 

1. Why should the file system maintain redundant copies of critical metadata such as super- 

blocks? 

2. Whydofilesystemspreventusersfromaccessingmetadatadirectly? 

ANS: 1) Because metadata such as  superblocks  store  information that identify  the file  sys• tem 

and provide the location of its files and free space, file system data could be lost if the superblock 

is damaged. Maintaining multiple copies of the superblock data enables the sys• tem to recover if 

the superblock is damaged, which reduces the risk of data loss. 2) If access were not tightly 

controlled, accidental misuse of file system metadata could lead to inconsis• tencies and loss of 

data. 

 

Mounting 
Users often require access to information that is not part of the native file system (i.e.. the file system that is permanently 

mounted on a particular system and whose root is referenced by the root directory). For example, many users store data on 

a second  hard disk, DVD or another workstation in a network in computers. For this reason, operating systems provide the 

ability to mount multiple file systems. Mounting com• bines multiple file systems into one  namespace—a set of files that 

can be identified by a single file system. The unified namespace allows users to access data from different locations as if all 

files were located inside thenative file system.
16

 

\ 

The mount command assigns a directory, called the mount point, in the native file system to the root of the mounted file 

system. Early Windows file systems pro• vided a flat mounting structure; each mounted file system was assigned a letter 

and was located at the same level of the  directory structure. Typically for  example, the file system containing the 

operating system was mounted at C: and the next file sys• tem atD:. 

 

UNIX-compatible file systems (such as the UNIX File System, the Fast File System and the Second Extended File System), 

and versions of Microsoft's NTFS 

5.0 and greater, feature mount points that can be located anywhere in the file sys• tem. The contents of the native file 

system's directory at the mount point are tem• porarily hidden while anotherfile system is mounted at that directory.
17

-
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In UNIX systems, some file systems are mounted at one of the directories located in /mnt/. Consider in Fig. 13.5. The mount 

command places the root of file 
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Figure | Mounting a file system. 

system B over the directory /mnt/newfs/  of file system A. After the mount opera• 

tion, files from file system B  can  be  accessed from  /mnt/newf s/  in  file  system A. 

For example, one can access the file system B's / u s r / b i n  /  directory from file  sys• 

tem As /mnt /newfs /usr /b in/  directory. When a file system is mounted, the con• 

tents of the directory at the mount point are unavailable to  users  until  the file 

system isunmounted. 

File systems manage mounted directories with mount tables. These contain 

information about mount point pathnames and the device that stores each mounted 

file system. When the native file system encounters a mount point, it uses the mount 

table to determine the device and type of file system that is mounted at that direc• 

tory. Most operating systems support multiple file systems for removable storage, 

such as Universal Disk Format (UDF) for DVDs and the ISO 9660 file system for 

CDs. Once the operating system has determined the device's file system type, it uses 

the appropriate file system to access the file on the specified device. The unmount 

command allows the user to disconnect mounted file systems. This call updates the 

mount table and enables users to access any files that were hidden by the mounted 

system.
19

 

Users can create soft links to files in mounted file systems. When the file sys• tem 

encounters the soft link, it uses the specified pathname to traverse the directory 



 

 

 

structure. When the file system encounters a mount point, it begins the directory 

traversal from the root of the file system mounted at the mount point. A hard link, 

however, specifies a block number that is associated with the device that stores the 

link. In general, users cannot create hard links between two file systems, because  

they are often associated with different storagedevices. 
 

Self Review 

1. (T/F) The mounted file system and the native file system must be of the sametype. 

2. Can a file system create a hard link to a file in a mounted filesystem? 

Ans: 1) False. A primary advantage to mounting file systems is that they enable multiple 

heterogeneous file systems to be accessed via a single file system interface. 2) No, hard links 

reference device-specific block numbers corresponding to the file system on which they are stored, 

so they cannot be used to specify physical locations in other file systems. 

 

FileOrganization 
File organization refers to the manner in which the records of a file are arranged on secondary storage.

20
 Several file 

organization schemes have been implemented: 

• Sequential—Records are placed in physical order. The "next" record is the 

one that physically follows the previous record. This organization is natural 

for files stored on magnetic tape, an  inherently sequential medium. Disk  

files may also be sequentially organized, but for various reasons discussed 

later in this chapter, records in a sequential disk file are not necessarily 

storedcontiguously. 

• Direct—Records are directly (randomly) accessed by their physical 

addresses on a direct access storage device (DASD). The application user 

places the records on DASD in any order appropriate for a particular 

application.
21

 

• Indexed sequential—Records on disk are arranged in logical sequence 

according to a key contained in each record. The system maintains an index 

containing the physical addresses of certain principal records. Indexed 

sequential records may be accessed sequentially in key  order, or  they may 

beaccesseddirectly,byasearchthroughthesystem-createdindex. 

• Partitioned—This is essentially a file of sequential subfiles. Each sequential 

subfile is called a member. The starting address of each member is stored in 

the file's directory. Partitioned files have been used to store program librar• 

ies or macrolibraries. 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

FileAllocation 

The problem of allocating and freeing space on secondary storage is somewhat like 

that experienced in main memory allocation under variable-partition multipro• 

gramming. As files are allocated and freed, it is common for the space on secondary 

storage to become increasingly fragmented, with files being spread  throughout 

widely dispersed blocks; this can cause performance problems.
22

As discussed in 

Section 12.9, the system can perform defragmentation, but doing so while the file 

system is in use can lead to poor responsetimes. 

Because processes often access portions of a file sequentially, this leads us  to  

try to store all the data in a file contiguously to improve performance. For example, 

users searching a file for information often use file scan options to locate the next 

record or the previous record. These scans should result in minimal seek activity 

whenpossible. 

Spatial locality tells us that once a process has referred to a  data item on  a  

page, it is likely to reference additional data items on that page; it is also likely to 

reference data items on pages contiguous to that page in the user's virtual address 

space. Therefore it is desirable to store nonresident, logically contiguous pages of a 

user's virtual memory space as physically contiguous pages on secondary storage, 

especially if several pages are stored per physicalblock. 

Because files often grow or shrink over time, and because users rarely know in 

advance how large their files will be, contiguous storage allocation systems have 

generally been replaced by more dynamic noncontiguous storage allocation sys- 

tems. As we will see, these systems attempt to allocate parts of files contiguously to 

exploit locality, but enable files to change in size with minimaloverhead. 

 
 

Contiguous FileAllocation 

File systems that employ contiguous allocation place file data at contiguous 

addresses on the storage device. The user specifies the amount of space neededto 



 

 

 

store the file in advance. If the desired amount of contiguous space is not available, the 

file cannot be created. 

An advantage of contiguous allocation is that successive logical records typi• 

cally are physically adjacent to one another. This speeds access compared to  systems  

in which successive logical records are dispersed throughout secondary storage, 

requiring additional seek operations. Locating file data  is  straightforward, because 

the directories need store only the address of the start of the file and the file'slength. 

A disadvantage to contiguous allocation schemes is that they exhibit the same 

types of external fragmentation problems inherent in memory allocation for vari• 

able-partition multiprogramming systems (see Section 9.9). Also, contiguous alloca- 

tion can result in poor performance as files grow and shrink  over  time.  If  a  file 

grows beyond the size originally specified and there are no  adjacent free blocks, the 

file must be transferred to a new area of adequate size, leading to additional I/O 

operations. To provide for anticipated expansion, users might overestimate their 

storage needs, leading to inefficient storage allocation. Contiguous allocation is par• 

ticularly useful for write-once CDs and DVDs, which do not allow files to grow or 

shrink overtime. 

 

Linked-ListNoncontiguousFileAllocation 
Most file systems implemented on rewritable secondary storage media use noncon• 

tiguous allocation. One approach to noncontiguous file allocation is to implement a 

sector-based linked list. In this scheme, each directory entry points to the first sector 

of a file on a moving-head storage device such as a hard disk. The data portion of a 

sector stores the contents of the file; the pointer portion stores a pointer to the file's 

next sector. Because files often occupy multiple sectors, a disk's read/write  head 

must sequentially access each file sector until it finds the requestedrecord. 

Noncontiguous allocation solves some of the problems inherent in contiguous 

allocation schemes, but it has its own drawbacks. Because a file's records may be 

dispersed throughout the disk, direct and sequential access to logical records can involve 

many additional seeks besides the first seek to the file. Pointers in the list structure also 

reduce the amount of space available for file data in each sector. 

One scheme used to manage secondary storage more efficiently and reduce file- 

traversal overhead is called block allocation. In this scheme, instead of allocating indi• 

vidual sectors, blocks (often called extents) of contiguous sectors are allocated. The 

system tries to allocate new blocks to a file by choosing free blocks as close as possible 



 

 

 
 

to existing file data blocks, preferably on the same cylinder. Each access to the file 

involves determining the appropriate block and sector within the block. 

In block chaining, each entry in a directory points to the first block of a  file  

(Fig. 13.6). The blocks comprising a file each contain two portions: a data block and  

a pointer to the next block. The smallest unit of allocation is a fixed-size block that 

ordinarily consists of many sectors. Locating a particular record requires searching 

the block chain until the appropriate block is found, then searching that block until 

the appropriate record is found. The chain must be searched from  the  beginning,  

and if the blocks are dispersed throughout the disk (which is normal), the search 

process can be slow, as block-to-block seeks occur. Insertion and deletion are per• 

formed simply by modifying the pointer in the previous block. Some systems use 

doubly linked lists to facilitate searching; the blocks are threaded both forward and 

backward so that a search may proceed in eitherdirection. 

Block size can significantly impact file system performance. If blocks are split 

between files (e.g., a file that requires 2.5 blocks occupies three blocks  on  disk), 

large block sizes can result in a considerable amount of  internal  fragmentation. 

Large block sizes, however, reduce the number of I/O operations required to access 

file data. Small block sizes may cause file data to be spread across multiple blocks, 

which tend to be dispersed throughout the disk. This could lead to poor perfor• 

mance. In practice, block sizes typically range from one to eightkilobytes.
23
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Figure 13.6 | Noncontiguous file allocation using a linked list. 



 
 

 
 

 

Tabular Noncontiguous FileAllocation 
Tabular noncontiguous file allocation stores pointers to file blocks contiguously in 

tables to reduce the number of lengthy seeks required to access a particular record 

(Fig. 13.7). Directory entries indicate the first block of a file. For example, the first 

block of file C in Fig. 13.7 is 2. The current block number is used as an index into the 

block allocation table to determine the location of the next block. Therefore, the 

value of file C's next block number is stored in location 2 in the block  allocation 

table. In this case, file C's next block is 5. The block  allocation table's entry for  a 

file's last block stores the valuenull. 

Because the pointers that locate file data are stored in a central location, the 

table can be cached so that the chain of blocks that compose a file can be traversed 

quickly, which improves access times. Locating the last record of a file may require 

the file system to follow many pointers in the block allocation table. To  reduce 

access times, the block allocation table should be stored contiguously on disk and 

cached in main memory. When a file system contains a small number of blocks, this 

can be accomplished relatively easily. For example, a 1.44MB floppy disk using 1KB 

blocks contains 1,440 blocks, which can be addressed using  an  11-bit number. The 

size of the corresponding block allocation table is the size of each block address 

multiplied by the number of blocks—in this case, approximately2,000 bytes. 

For file systems that contain a greater number of blocks, the size of each file 

allocation table entry, and thus the size of the table, is greater. For  example,  a 

200GB disk using 4KB blocks contains 50,000,000 blocks, which can be addressed 

using a 26-bit number. In this case, the block allocation  table  consumes  over 

160MB. In the preceding example, the file allocation table was stored in only two 

blocks; however, in this case the file allocation table is spread across tens of thou• 

sands of blocks, which could lead to fragmentation. If file data is  dispersed  across 

the storage device, the file's table entries will be spread throughout the block table. 

Thus, the system might need to load into memory several blocks of the block alloca• 

tion table, which could lead to poor access  times. Also, if the block  allocation table  

is cached, it can consume significantmemory. 

A popularimplementationof tabularnoncontiguous file allocation is Microsoft's 

FAT file system. Microsoft first incorporated a file allocation table 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

| Tabular noncontiguous file allocation. 
 

(FAT) into its release of MS-DOS 1.0 (see the Mini Case Study, MS-DOS).
26

The 

FAT stores information about each block, including whether the block is currently 

allocated and the number of the next block in the file. The first version  of the FAT  

file system, called FAT12, allocated 12 bits per entry in the FAT. This meant that a 

disk managed by FAT12 could contain no more than 2
12

(4,096) blocks. This was 

sufficient for small disks containing few files, but FAT12 resulted insignificant 



 

 

 
 

wasted memory for larger disks. For example, to address  an entire  64MB  disk, the  

file system required a minimum block size of 8KB. In  this  case, small files  could  

incur significant internal fragmentation. As disks grew larger, Microsoft  created 

FAT16 and FAT32, which increased the number of addressable blocks and enabled 

thefilesystemtoaccesslargedisksusingsmallblocksizes.27-28 

When Microsoft introduced FAT in the early 1980s, disk drives were small. 

allowing the FATs to be small and efficient. FAT continues to be effective for low- 

capacity storage media such as floppy disks.29 

 

Self Review 

1. How is tabular file allocation more efficient than linked-list fileallocation? 

2. What was the primary limitation of FAT12? How did later versions of FAT solve this 

problem? Why is FAT no longer appropriate tomanage today's hard disks? 

Mini CaseStudy 
MS-DOS 
Microsoft MS-DOS was based  on 

a disk operating system written by 

Tim Paterson for Seattle Comput• 

ing Products (SCP) in 1980.
30

At 

the time, SCP needed an operat• 

ing system for  their  memory 

board for the new Intel  16-bit 

8086 processor.
31

Digital Research's 

(CP/M) Control Pro• gram for 

Microcomputers was the major 

microcomputer operating system  

at the time, but an updated 

version for the 8086 pro• cessor 

was not ready when SCP's memory 

boards went on sale.
32

 Paterson 

was asked  to  write a new 

operating system, which was 

named QDOS (Quick and Dirty 

Operating System). As the name 

implies, it was completed in just a 

few months but had not been 

thoroughly tested anddebugged. 

For the remainder of the year, 

Paterson improved the operating 

system, which was released as 86- 

DOS.
33

 

Several important goals 

guided the design  of 86-DOS. 

First, it had to be compatible with 

programs written for CP/M to 

exploit its large application base, 

requiring 86-DOS to have a similar 

application programming inter• 

face (API).
34,35,36

 To make 86-DOS 

more efficient than CP/M, Pater• 

son wrote it in assembly language 

and incorporated the File Alloca• 

tion Table (FAT) disk management 

system, based on Microsoft's 

Stand-Alone Disk BASIC system 

(see Section 13.6.3, Tabular Non• 

contiguous File Allocation).
37,38,39

 

In 1981, IBM solicited ven• 

dors for an operating system to 

run their first line of personal 

computers.
40

 They attempted to 

license the popular CP/M from Digital 

Research, but CP/M creator Gary 

Kildall refused to sign IBM's highly 

restrictive nondisclosure 

agreements.
41

 In the meantime, IBM 

worked with Microsoft to produce 

software  for  the  new IBM PCs.
42

 

Microsoft had been licensing 86-DOS 

from SCP for sev• eral months for 

development pur• poses and was 

asked by IBM to purchase all rights to 

DOS. 
43,44,45

 SCP accepted the offer 

and 86- 

DOS, renamed MS-DOS, became 

the de facto operating system for the 

IBM Personal Computer and 

compatible microcomputers.
46
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Indexed Noncontiguous FileAllocation 

Another popular noncontiguous allocation strategy is to use index blocks to point to 

data in a file. Each file has one or more index blocks. An index block contains a list of 

pointers that point to file data blocks. A file's directory entry points to its index block. 

To locate a record, the file system traverses the directory structure to determine the 

location of the file's index block on disk. It then loads the index block into memory  

and uses the pointers to determine the physical location of a particular block. Often, 

large files will consume more blocks than the number of pointers that a single index 

block can store. Most index block implementations reserve the last few  entries to  

store pointers to more index blocks, a technique called chaining (Fig.13.8). 

The primary advantage of index block chaining over simple linked-list imple• 

mentations is that searching may take place in the index blocks themselves. They may 

be kept close together in secondary storage to minimize seeking. To speed file tra• 

versal, index blocks are typically cached in main memory. Once  the  appropriate 

record is located via the index blocks, the data block containing  that record is  read 

into main memory. Index block chaining is analogous to storing a separate block allo• 

cation table for each file, which can be more efficient than systemwide block  alloca• 

tion tables, because references to each file's blocks  are stored contiguously in each of 

its index blocks. File systems typically place index blocks near the data blocks they 

reference,sothedatablockscanbeaccessedquicklyaftertheirindexblockisloaded. 

Index blocks are called inodes (i.e., index nodes) in UNIX-based operating 

systems.
47

 A file's inode stores the file's attributes, such as the its owner, size, time of 

creation and the time of last modification. It also stores the addresses of some of the 

file's data blocks and pointers to continuation index blocks called indirect blocks. 

Inode structures support up to three levels of indirect blocks (Fig. 13.9). The first 

indirect block points to data blocks; these data blocks are singly indirect. The sec• 

ond indirect block contains pointers that reference only other indirect blocks. These 

indirect blocks point to data blocks that are doubly indirect.  The  third  indirect 

block points only to other indirect blocks that point only  to  more indirect blocks  

that point to data blocks; these data blocks are triply indirect. The power of this 

hierarchical structure is that it places a relatively low limit on the maximum number 

of pointers that must be followed to locate file data—it enables inodes to locate any 

data block by following at most four pointers (the inode and up to three levels of 

indirectblocks). 

Inodes are investigated in detail in the Linux case study in Section 20.7.3, Sec• 

ond Extended File System (ext2fs). Another file system that uses index blocks is 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 13.8 | Index block chaining. 

 

 
Microsoft's  NTFS,  which  is  discussed  in  the  Windows  XP  case  study  in   

Section 21.8.2, NTFS. Indexed noncontiguous allocation yields good performance 

with low overhead for many environments and has been implemented in many gen• 

eral-purpose computersystems. 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 13.9 | Inode structure. 
 

 

Self Review 

1. How does placing index blocks near the data they reference improve accesstime? 
2. Compare indexed noncontiguous file allocation to tabular noncontiguous file allocation 

whenfilesare,onaverage,small(e.g.,lessthanorequaltooneblock) 



Free SpaceManagement 
 

As files grow and shrink, file systems maintain a record of the  locationofblocksthat 

are available to store new data (i.e., free  blocks). A file system  may useafree-

listtokeeptrackoffreespace(Fig.13.10).Thefreelistisalinkedlistofblockscon•tainingtheloc

ationsoffreeblocks.Thelastentryofafreelistblockstoresapointerto the next free list block; 

the last entry of the last free list  block  stores a nullpointer to indicate that there are 

no further free list  blocks. When thesystemneedsto allocate a new block to a file, it 

finds the address of a free block in thefreelist.writesthenewdatatoafreeblockand 

removesthatblock'sentryfromthefreelist. 

The file system typically allocates blocks from the beginning  of the  free  list 

and appends freed blocks to the end of the list. Pointers to the head  and tail of the  

free list can be stored in the file system's superblock. A free block can be located by 

following a single pointer; likewise, adding a block to the free list requires the sys•  

tem to follow one pointer. Therefore, this technique requires little overhead to per• 

form free list maintenance operations. As files are  created  and  deleted, however, 

the storage device's free space can become fragmented, and adjacent entries in the 

free list will point to noncontiguous blocks. As a result, sequential file data will be 

allocated noncontiguous blocks, which generally increases file access time.Alterna- 

 
 

 

Figure | Free space management using a free list. 
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tively, the file system can attempt to allocate contiguous blocks by searching or sort• ing 

the free list, both of which incur significant overhead.
48

 

Anothercommon  method  of  free   space   management   is   the   bitmap (Fig. 

13.11). A bitmap contains one bit  for  each block in  the file system, where the ith bit 

corresponds to the ith block in the file system. In one implementation, a bit in the 

bitmap is 1 when the corresponding block is in use and 0 when it is not.
49

The bitmap 

generally spans multiple blocks. Thus, if each block stores 32  bits, the  15th bit of the 

third bitmap corresponds to block 79. One of the primary advantages to bitmaps over 

free lists is that the file system can quickly determine if contiguous  blocks are 

available at certain locations on secondary storage. For example, if a user appends 

data to a file that ends at block 60,  the file system can  directly access  the 61st entry of 

the bitmap to determine if the block is free. A disadvantage to bitmaps  is that the file 

system may need to search the entire bitmap to find a free block, resulting in 

execution overhead. In many cases this overhead is trivial, because pro•cessor speeds 

are so much faster than I/O speeds in today'ssystems. 

 

 

 

Figure | Free space management using a bitmap. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

resents each block using a single bit, but a free list uses a block number, which can be  as large  

as 32 or 64 bits. A file system's bitmap size is constant, while the free list's size depends on the 

number of free blocks in the system. Thus, when a file system contains few free blocks, a  free 

list consumes less space than abitmap. 

File AccessControl 
Files are often used to store sensitive data such as credit card numbers, passwords, 

social security numbers and more, so file systems should include mechanisms to 

control user access to data (see the  Operating Systems Thinking feature, Security).  

In the sections that follow, we discuss common techniques for implementing file 

accesscontrol. 

 

Access ControlMatrix 
One way to control access to tiles is to create a two-dimensional  access  control 

matrix (Fig. 13.12)  listing all the users and all the files  in the system. The entry aijis  1 

if user i is  allowed access to file j; otherwise aij- 0. For example, in Fig. 13.12, user  5 

can access all ten files and user 4 can access only file 1. In an  installation with  a  large 

number of users and a large number of files, this matrix would be quite large. Further, 

allowing one user access to another user's files is the exception rather than the rule, 

so the matrix would be extremely sparse. To make such a matrix concept useful, it 

would be necessary to use codes to indicate various kinds of access such as read-only, 

write-only, execute-only, read/write, and so on. This could substantially increase the 

size of thematrix. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure | Access control matrix. 
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AccessControlbyUserClasses 
A technique that requires considerably less space than the uses of an access control 

matrix is the control of access to various user classes. A common file access classifi- 

cation scheme is 

• Owner—Normally, this is the user who created the file. The owner has 

unrestrictedaccesstothefileandtypicallycanchangefilepermissions. 

• Specified user—The owner specifies that another individual may use thefile. 

• Group (or project) —Users are often members of a group working on a 

particular project. In this case the various members of the group may all be 

granted access to each other's project-relatedfiles. 

• Public—Most systems allow a file to be designated as public so that it may be 

accessed by any member of the system's user community. By default, public 

accessrightstypicallyallowuserstoreadorexecuteafile,butnottowriteit. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This access control data can be stored as part of the file control block and 

often consumes an insignificant amount of space. Security is an important issue in operating system design  

Data AccessTechniques 
In many systems, several processes may be requesting file data from various files spread across the storage device, 

leading to many seeks. Instead of instantly responding to immediate user I/O demands, the operating system may 

use several techniques to improve performance. 

Today's operating systems generally provide many access methods. These are sometimes grouped as queued 

access methods and basic access methods. The  queued methods provide more powerful capabilities than the 

basicmethods. 

Queued access methods are used when the sequence in which records are to be processed can be 

anticipated, such as in sequential and indexed sequential accessing. The queued methods perform anticipatory 

buffering and scheduling of I/O opera• tions. Such methods attempt to have the next record available for 

processing as soon as the previous record has been processed. More than one record at a time is main• tained in 

main memory; this allows processing and I/O operations to be overlapped, improvingperformance. 

The basic access methods are normally used when the sequence in which records are to be processed 

cannot be anticipated, particularly with direct access•  ing. Also there are many situations, such as database 

applications, in which user applications want to control record accesses without incurring the overhead of 

anticipatory buffering. In the basic methods, the access method reads and writes physical blocks; blocking and 

deblocking (if appropriate to the application) is per• formed by the userapplication. 

Memory-mapped files map file data to a process's virtual  address  space  instead of using a file system 

cache.
50

Because references to memory-mapped files occur in a process's virtual address space, the virtual 

memory manager can make page-replacement decisions based on each process's reference pattern. Memory- 

mapped files also simplify application programming, because developers can access 

filedatausingpointersinsteadofspecifyingread,writeandseekoperations. 
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Unit-1: 

WHAT IS A DATA WAREHOUSE: 

The term "Data Warehouse" was first coined by Bill Inmon in 1990. According to Inmon, a 

data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile collection of 

data. This data helps analysts to take informed decisions in an organization. 

An operational database undergoes frequent changes on a daily basis on account of the 

transactions that take place. Suppose a business executive wants to analyze previous 

feedback on any data such as a product, a supplier, or any consumer data, then the executive 

will have no data available to analyze because the previous data has been updated due to 

transactions. 

A data warehouses provides us generalized and consolidated data in multidimensional view. 

Along with generalized and consolidated view of data, a data warehouses also provides us 

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools. These tools help us in interactive and effective. 

 

Analysis of data in a multidimensional space. This analysis results in data generalization and 

data mining. 

Data mining functions such as association, clustering, classification, prediction can be 

integrated with OLAP operations to enhance the interactive mining of knowledge at multiple 

level of abstraction. That's why data warehouse has now become an important platform for 

data analysis and online analytical processing. 

Understanding a Data Warehouse 

 A data warehouse is a database, which is kept separate from the organization's 

operational database. 

 There is no frequent updating done in a data warehouse. 

 It possesses consolidated historical data, which helps the organization to analyze its 

business. 

 A data warehouse helps executives to organize, understand, and use their data to take 

strategic decisions. 

 Data warehouse systems help in the integration of diversity of application systems. 

 A data warehouse system helps in consolidated historical data analysis. 

Why a Data Warehouse is Separated from Operational Databases 

A data warehouses is kept separate from operational databases due to the following reasons 

− 

 An operational database is constructed for well-known tasks and workloads such as 

searching particular records, indexing, etc. In contract, data warehouse queries are 

often complex and they present a general form of data. 



 Operational databases support concurrent processing of multiple transactions. 

Concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are required for operational databases 

to ensure robustness and consistency of the database. 

 An operational database query allows to read and modify operations, while an OLAP 

query needs only read only access of stored data. 

 An operational database maintains current data. On the other hand, a data warehouse 

maintains historical data. 

Data Warehouse Features 

The key features of a data warehouse are discussed below − 

 Subject Oriented − A data warehouse is subject oriented because it provides 

information around a subject rather than the organization's ongoing operations.  

These subjects can be product, customers, suppliers, sales, revenue, etc. A data 

warehouse does not focus on the ongoing operations, rather it focuses on modelling 

and analysis of data for decision making. 

 

 

 Integrated − A data warehouse is constructed by integrating data from heterogeneous 

sources such as relational databases, flat files, etc. This integration enhances the 

effective analysis of data. 

 Time Variant − The data collected in a data warehouse is identified with a particular 

time period. The data in a data warehouse provides information from the historical 

point of view. 

 Non-volatile − Non-volatile means the previous data is not erased when new data is 

added to it. A data warehouse is kept separate from the operational database and 

therefore frequent changes in operational database is not reflected in the data 

warehouse. 

Note − A data warehouse does not require transaction processing, recovery, and concurrency 

controls, because it is physically stored and separate from the operational database. 

Data Warehouse Applications 

As discussed before, a data warehouse helps business executives to organize, analyze, and 

use their data for decision making. A data warehouse serves as a sole part of a plan-execute- 

assess "closed-loop" feedback system for the enterprise management. Data warehouses are 

widely used in the following fields − 

 Financial services 

 Banking services 

 Consumer goods 



 Retail sectors 

 Controlled manufacturing 

 
DATAWAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE: 

The business analyst get the information from the data warehouses to measure the 

performance and make critical adjustments in order to win over other business holders in the 

market. Having a data warehouse offers the following advantages − 

 Since a data warehouse can gather information quickly and efficiently, it can enhance 

business productivity. 

 A data warehouse provides us a consistent view of customers and items, hence, it 

helps us manage customer relationship. 

 A data warehouse also helps in bringing down the costs by tracking trends, patterns 

over a long period in a consistent and reliable manner. 

To design an effective and efficient data warehouse, we need to understand and analyze the 

business needs and construct a business analysis framework. Each person has different views 

regarding the design of a data warehouse. These views are as follows − 

 The top-down view − This view allows the selection of relevant information needed 

for a data warehouse. 

 The data source view − This view presents the information being captured, stored, and 

managed by the operational system. 

 The data warehouse view − This view includes the fact tables and dimension tables. It 

represents the information stored inside the data warehouse. 

 The business query view − It is the view of the data from the viewpoint of the end- 

user. 

Three-Tier Data Warehouse Architecture 

Generally a data warehouses adopts a three-tier architecture. Following are the three tiers of 

the data warehouse architecture. 

 Bottom Tier − The bottom tier of the architecture is the data warehouse database 

server. It is the relational database system. We use the back end tools and utilities to 

feed data into the bottom tier. These back end tools and utilities perform the Extract, 

Clean, Load, and refresh functions. 

 Middle Tier − In the middle tier, we have the OLAP Server that can be implemented in 

either of the following ways. 

o By Relational OLAP (ROLAP), which is an extended relational database 

management system. The ROLAP maps the operations on multidimensional 

data to standard relational operations. 

o By Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP) model, which directly implements the 



multidimensional data and operations. 

 Top-Tier − This tier is the front-end client layer. This layer holds the query tools and 

reporting tools, analysis tools and data mining tools. 

Data Warehouse Models 

From the perspective of data warehouse architecture, we have the following data warehouse 

models − 

 Virtual Warehouse 

 Data mart 

 Enterprise Warehouse 

Virtual Warehouse 

The view over an operational data warehouse is known as a virtual warehouse. It is easy to 

build a virtual warehouse. Building a virtual warehouse requires excess capacity on 

operational database servers. 

Data Mart 

Data mart contains a subset of organization-wide data. This subset of data is valuable to 

specific groups of an organization. 

In other words, we can claim that data marts contain data specific to a particular group. For 

example, the marketing data mart may contain data related to items, customers, and sales. 

Data marts are confined to subjects. 

Points to remember about data marts − 

 Window-based or Unix/Linux-based servers are used to implement data marts. They 

are implemented on low-cost servers. 

 The implementation data mart cycles is measured in short periods of time, i.e., in 

weeks rather than months or years. 

 

The life cycle of a data mart may be complex in long run, if its planning and design are not 

organization-wide. 

 Data marts are small in size. 

 Data marts are customized by department. 

 The source of a data mart is departmentally structured data warehouse. 

 Data mart are flexible. 

Enterprise Warehouse 

 An enterprise warehouse collects all the information and the subjects spanning an 

entire organization 

 It provides us enterprise-wide data integration. 

 The data is integrated from operational systems and external information providers. 



 This information can vary from a few gigabytes to hundreds of gigabytes, terabytes or 

beyond. 

Load Manager 

This component performs the operations required to extract and load process. 

The size and complexity of the load manager varies between specific solutions from one data 

warehouse to other. 

Load Manager Architecture 

The load manager performs the following functions − 

 Extract the data from source system. 

 Fast Load the extracted data into temporary data store. 

 Perform simple transformations into structure similar to the one in the data 

warehouse. 

 



Extract Data from Source 

The data is extracted from the operational databases or the external information providers. 

Gateways is the application programs that are used to extract data. It is supported by 

underlying DBMS and allows client program to generate SQL to be executed at a server. Open 

Database Connection(ODBC), Java Database Connection (JDBC), are examples of gateway. 

Fast Load 

 In order to minimize the total load window the data need to be loaded into the 

warehouse in the fastest possible time. 

 The transformations affects the speed of data processing. 

 It is more effective to load the data into relational database prior to applying 

transformations and checks. 

 Gateway technology proves to be not suitable, since they tend not be performant 

when large data volumes are involved. 

Simple Transformations 

While loading it may be required to perform simple transformations. After this has been 

completed we are in position to do the complex checks. Suppose we are loading the EPOS 

sales transaction we need to perform the following checks: 

 Strip out all the columns that are not required within the warehouse. 

 Convert all the values to required data types. 

Warehouse Manager 

A warehouse manager is responsible for the warehouse management process. It consists of 

third-party system software, C programs, and shell scripts. 

The size and complexity of warehouse managers varies between specific solutions. 

Warehouse Manager Architecture 

A warehouse manager includes the following − 

 The controlling process 

 Stored procedures or C with SQL 

 Backup/Recovery tool 

 SQL Scripts 



 
 

Operations Performed by Warehouse Manager 

 A warehouse manager analyzes the data to perform consistency and referential 

integrity checks. 

 Creates indexes, business views, partition views against the base data. 

 Generates new aggregations and updates existing aggregations. Generates 

normalizations. 

 Transforms and merges the source data into the published data warehouse. 

 Backup the data in the data warehouse. 

 Archives the data that has reached the end of its captured life. 

Note − A warehouse Manager also analyzes query profiles to determine index and 

aggregations are appropriate. 

Query Manager 

 Query manager is responsible for directing the queries to the suitable tables. 

 By directing the queries to appropriate tables, the speed of querying and response 

generation can be increased. 

 Query manager is responsible for scheduling the execution of the queries posed by the 

user. 

Query Manager Architecture 

The following screenshot shows the architecture of a query manager. It includes the 

following: 

 Query redirection via C tool or RDBMS 

 Stored procedures 

 Query management tool 

 Query scheduling via C tool or RDBMS 

 Query scheduling via third-party software 



 
 

Detailed Information 

Detailed information is not kept online, rather it is aggregated to the next level of detail and 

then archived to tape. The detailed information part of data warehouse keeps the detailed 

information in the starflake schema. Detailed information is loaded into the data warehouse 

to supplement the aggregated data. 

The following diagram shows a pictorial impression of where detailed information is stored 

and how it is used. 

 



MULTI DIMENSIONAL DATA MODEL(SCHEMAS EXPLANATION): 

Schema is a logical description of the entire database. It includes the name and description of 

records of all record types including all associated data-items and aggregates. Much like a 

database, a data warehouse also requires to maintain a schema. A database uses relational 

model, while a data warehouse uses Star, Snowflake, and Fact Constellation schema. In this 

chapter, we will discuss the schemas used in a data warehouse. 

Star Schema 

Star schema is the fundamental schema among the data mart schema and it is simplest. This 

schema is widely used to develop or build a data warehouse and dimensional data marts. It 

includes one or more fact tables indexing any number of dimensional tables. The star schema 

is a necessary case of the snowflake schema. It is also efficient for handling basic queries. 

It is said to be star as its physical model resembles to the star shape having a fact table at its 

center and the dimension tables at its peripheral representing the star’s points. Below is an 

example to demonstrate the Star Schema: 

 

In the above demonstration, SALES is a fact table having attributes i.e. (Product ID, Order ID, 

Customer ID, Employer ID, Total, Quantity, Discount) which references to the dimension 

tables. Employee dimension table contains the attributes: Emp ID, Emp Name, Title, 

Department and Region. Product dimension table contains the attributes: Product ID, Product 

Name, Product Category, Unit Price. Customer dimension table contains the attributes: 

Customer ID, Customer Name, Address, City, Zip. Time dimension table contains the attributes: 

Order ID, Order Date, Year, Quarter, Month. 

Model of Star Schema – 

In Star Schema, Business process data, that holds the quantitative data about a business is 

distributed in fact tables, and dimensions which are descriptive characteristics related to fact 

data. Sales price, sale quantity, distant, speed, weight, and weight measurements are few 



examples of fact data in star schema. 

Often, A Star Schema having multiple dimensions is termed as Centipede Schema. It is easy to 

handle a star schema which have dimensions of few attributes. 

Advantages of Star Schema – 

1. SimplerQueries: 

Join logic of star schema is quite cinch in compare to other join logic which are needed 

to fetch data from a transactional schema that is highly normalized. 

2. SimplifiedBusinessReportingLogic: 

In compared to a transactional schema that is highly normalized, the star schema 

makes simpler common business reporting logic, such as as-of reporting and period- 

over-period. 

3. FeedingCubes: 

Star schema is widely used by all OLAP systems to design OLAP cubes efficiently. In fact, 

major OLAP systems deliver a ROLAP mode of operation which can use a star schema 

as a source without designing a cube structure. 

Disadvantages of Star Schema – 

1. Data integrity is not enforced well since in a highly de-normalized schema state. 

2. Not flexible in terms if analytical needs as a normalized data model. 

3. Star schemas don’t reinforce many-to-many relationships within business entities – at 

least not frequently. 

 Each dimension in a star schema is represented with only one-dimension table. 

 This dimension table contains the set of attributes. 

 The following diagram shows the sales data of a company with respect to the four 

dimensions, namely time, item, branch, and location. 

 



 There is a fact table at the center. It contains the keys to each of four dimensions. 

 The fact table also contains the attributes, namely dollars sold and units sold. 

Note − Each dimension has only one dimension table and each table holds a set of attributes. 

For example, the location dimension table contains the attribute set {location_key, street, city, 

province_or_state,country}. This constraint may cause data redundancy. For example, 

"Vancouver" and "Victoria" both the cities are in the Canadian province of British Columbia. 

The entries for such cities may cause data redundancy along the attributes province_or_state 

and country. 

Snowflake Schema 

Introduction: The snowflake schema is a variant of the star schema. Here, the centralized fact 

table is connected to multiple dimensions. In the snowflake schema, dimension are present in 

a normalized from in multiple related tables. The snowflake structure materialized when the 

dimensions of a star schema are detailed and highly structured, having several levels of 

relationship, and the child tables have multiple parent table. The snowflake effect affects only 

the dimension tables and does not affect the fact tables. 

Example: 
 

 

The Employee dimension table now contains the attributes: EmployeeID, EmployeeName, 

DepartmentID, Region, Territory. The DepartmentID attribute links with Employee table with 

the Department dimension table. The Department dimension is used to provide detail about 

each department, such as Name and Location of the department. The Customer dimension 

table now contains the attributes: CustomerID, CustomerName, Address, CityID. The CityID 

attributes links the Customer dimension table with the City dimension table. The City 

dimension table has details about each city such as CityName, Zipcode, State and Country. 



The main difference between star schema and snowflake schema is that the dimension table 

of the snowflake schema are maintained in normalized form to reduce redundancy. The 

advantage here is that such table(normalized) are easy to maintain and save storage space. 

However, it also means that more joins will be needed to execute query. This will adversely 

impact system performance. 

What is snowflaking? 

The snowflake design is the result of further expansion and normalized of the dimension table. 

In other words, a dimension table is said to be snowflaked if the low-cardinality attribute of 

the dimensions have been divided into separate normalized tables. These tables are then 

joined to the original dimension table with referential constrains(foreign key constrain). 

Generally, snowflaking is not recommended in the dimension table, as it hampers the 

understandability and performance of the dimension model as more tables would be required 

to be joined to satisfy the queries. 

 

 Some dimension tables in the Snowflake schema are normalized. 

 The normalization splits up the data into additional tables. 

 Unlike Star schema, the dimensions table in a snowflake schema are normalized. For 

example, the item dimension table in star schema is normalized and split into two 

dimension tables, namely item and supplier table. 

 

 Now the item dimension table contains the attributes item_key, item_name, type, 

brand, and supplier-key. 

 The supplier key is linked to the supplier dimension table. The supplier dimension table 

contains the attributes supplier_key and supplier_type. 

Note − Due to normalization in the Snowflake schema, the redundancy is reduced and 

therefore, it becomes easy to maintain and the save storage space. 



Unit:2 
 

Data Mart 

Data marts contain a subset of organization-wide data that is valuable to specific groups of 

people in an organization. In other words, a data mart contains only those data that is specific 

to a particular group. For example, the marketing data mart may contain only data related to 

items, customers, and sales. Data marts are confined to subjects. 

Points to Remember About Data Marts 

 Windows-based or Unix/Linux-based servers are used to implement data marts. They 

are implemented on low-cost servers. 

 The implementation cycle of a data mart is measured in short periods of time, i.e., in 

weeks rather than months or years. 

 The life cycle of data marts may be complex in the long run, if their planning and design 

are not organization-wide. 

 Data marts are small in size. 

 Data marts are customized by department. 
 

 The source of a data mart is departmentally structured data warehouse. 

 Data marts are flexible. 

The following figure shows a graphical representation of data marts. 
 

Virtual Warehouse 

The view over an operational data warehouse is known as virtual warehouse. It is easy to build 

a virtual warehouse. Building a virtual warehouse requires excess capacity on operational 

database servers. 



Unit:3 

 

DEFINITION OF DATA MINING? 

Data Mining is defined as extracting information from huge sets of data. In other words, we can 

say that data mining is the procedure of mining knowledge from data. The information or knowledge 

extracted so can be used for any of the following applications – 

• Market Analysis 

• Fraud Detection 

• Customer Retention 

• Production Control 

• Science Exploration 

 

 

* Major Sources of Abundant data: 

- Business – Web, E-commerce, Transactions, Stocks 

- Science – Remote Sensing, Bio informatics, Scientific Simulation 

- Society and Everyone – News, Digital Cameras, You Tube 

* Need for turning data into knowledge – Drowning in data, but starving for knowledge 

* Applications that use data mining: 

- Market Analysis - Fraud Detection - Customer Retention 

- Production Control - Scientific Exploration 

Definition of Data Mining? 

Extracting and ‘Mining’ knowledge from large amounts of data. 

“Gold Mining from rock or sand” is same as “Knowledge mining from data” 

Other terms for Data Mining: 

o Knowledge Mining 

o Knowledge Extraction 

o Pattern Analysis 

o Data Archeology 

o Data Dredging 

Data Mining is not same as KDD (Knowledge Discovery from Data) 

Data Mining is a step in KDD 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data Cleaning – Remove noisy and inconsistent data 

Data Integration – Multiple data sources combined 

Data Selection – Data relevant to analysis retrieved 

Data Transformation – Transform into form suitable for Data Mining (Summarized / 

Aggregated) 

Data Mining – Extract data patterns using intelligent methods 

Pattern Evaluation – Identify interesting patterns 

 Knowledge Presentation – Visualization / Knowledge Representation 

– Presenting mined knowledge to the user 
 

 

There are several major data mining techniques have been developing and using in data 

mining projects recently including 

association, 

classification, 

clustering, 

prediction, 

DIFFERENET KINDS OF DATA MINING: 

http://www.zentut.com/data-mining/


sequential patterns and 

decision tree. 

We will briefly examine those data mining techniques in the following sections. 

Association: 

Association is one of the best-known data mining technique. In association, a pattern is 

discovered based on a relationship between items in the same transaction. That’s is the reason 

why association technique is also known as relation technique. The association technique is 

used in market basket analysis to identify a set of products that customers frequently 

purchase together. 

Retailers are using association technique to research customer’s buying habits. Based on 

historical sale data, retailers might find out that customers always buy crisps when they buy 

beers, and, therefore, they can put beers and crisps next to each other to save time for the 

customer and increase sales. 

Classification 

Classification is a classic data mining technique based on machine learning. Basically, 

classification is used to classify each item in a set of data into one of a predefined set of classes 

or groups. Classification method makes use of mathematical techniques such as decision trees, 

linear programming, neural network, and statistics. In classification, we develop the software 

that can learn how to classify the data items into groups. For example, we can apply 

classification in the application that “given all records of employees who left the company, 

predict who will probably leave the company in a future period.” In this case, we divide the 

records of employees into two groups that named “leave” and “stay”. And then we can ask our 

data mining software to classify the employees into separate groups. 

Clustering 

Clustering is a data mining technique that makes a meaningful or useful cluster of objects 

which have similar characteristics using the automatic technique. The clustering technique 

defines the classes and puts objects in each class, while in the classification techniques, objects 

are assigned into predefined classes. To make the concept clearer, we can take book 

management in the library as an example. In a library, there is a wide range of books on 

various topics available. The challenge is how to keep those books in a way that readers can 

take several books on a particular topic without hassle. By using the clustering technique, we 

can keep books that have some kinds of similarities in one cluster or one shelf and label it with 

a meaningful name. If readers want to grab books in that topic, they would only have to go to 

that shelf instead of looking for the entire library. 



Prediction 

The prediction, as its name implied, is one of a data mining techniques that discovers the 

relationship between independent variables and relationship between dependent and 

independent variables. For instance, the prediction analysis technique can be used in the sale 

to predict profit for the future if we consider the sale is an independent variable, profit could 

be a dependent variable. Then based on the historical sale and profit data, we can draw a 

fitted regression curve that is used for profit prediction. 

Sequential Patterns 

Sequential patterns analysis is one of data mining technique that seeks to discover or identify 

similar patterns, regular events or trends in transaction data over a business period. 

In sales, with historical transaction data, businesses can identify a set of items that customers 

buy together different times in a year. Then businesses can use this information to  

recommend customers buy it with better deals based on their purchasing frequency in the 

past. 

Decision trees 

The A decision tree is one of the most commonly used data mining techniques because its model is easy to 
understand for users. In decision tree technique, the root of the decision tree is a simple question or condition that 
has multiple answers. Each answer then leads to a set of questions or conditions that help us determine the data so 
that we can make the final decision b 

CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION: 
 

There are two forms of data analysis that can be used for extracting models describing important 

classes or to predict future data trends. These two forms are as follows − 

 

 Classification 

 Prediction 

Classification models predict categorical class labels; and prediction models predict continuous 

valued functions. For example, we can build a classification model to categorize bank loan 

applications as either safe or risky, or a prediction model to predict the expenditures in dollars of 

potential customers on computer equipment given their income and occupation. 
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1. Classification: 

This analysis is used to retrieve important and relevant information about data, and metadata. 



This data mining method helps to classify data in different classes. 

2. Clustering: 

Clustering analysis is a data mining technique to identify data that are like each other. This 

process helps to understand the differences and similarities between the data. 

3. Regression: 

Regression analysis is the data mining method of identifying and analyzing the relationship 

between variables. It is used to identify the likelihood of a specific variable, given the presence 

of other variables. 

4. Association Rules: 

This data mining technique helps to find the association between two or more Items. It 

discovers a hidden pattern in the data set. 

5. Outer detection: 

This type of data mining technique refers to observation of data items in the dataset which do 

not match an expected pattern or expected behavior. This technique can be used in a variety 

of domains, such as intrusion, detection, fraud or fault detection, etc. Outer detection is also 

called Outlier Analysis or Outlier mining. 

 

6. Sequential Patterns: 

This data mining technique helps to discover or identify similar patterns or trends in 

transaction data for certain period. 

7. Prediction: 

Prediction has used a combination of the other data mining techniques like trends, sequential 

patterns, clustering, classification, etc. It analyzes past events or instances in a right sequence 

for predicting a future event. 

 

DATA MINING TOOLS: 

So do you need the latest and greatest machine learning technology to be able to apply these 

techniques? Not necessarily. In fact, you can probably accomplish some cutting-edge data 

mining with relatively modest database systems, and simple tools that almost any company 

will have. And if you don’t have the right tools for the job, you can always create your own. 

However you approach it, data mining is the best collection of techniques you have for making 

the most out of the data you’ve already gathered. As long as you apply the correct logic, and 

ask the right questions, you can walk away with conclusions that have the potential to 

revolutionize your enterprise. 

 

Challenges of Implementation of Data mine: 

 Skilled Experts are needed to formulate the data mining queries.



 Overfitting: Due to small size training database, a model may not fit future states.

 Data mining needs large databases which sometimes are difficult to manage

 Business practices may need to be modified to determine to use the information 

uncovered.

 If the data set is not diverse, data mining results may not be accurate.

 Integration information needed from heterogeneous databases and global information 

systems could be complex

MAJOR ISSUES IN DATA MINING: 

 Mining Methodology Issues:

 o Mining different kinds of knowledge in databases.

 o Incorporation of background knowledge

 o Handling noisy or incomplete data

 o Pattern Evaluation – Interestingness Problem



 User Interaction Issues:

 o Interactive mining of knowledge at multiple levels of abstraction

 o Data mining query languages and ad-hoc data mining.

 Performance Issues:

 o Efficiency and Scalability of Data Mining Algorithms.

 o Parallel, distributed and incremental mining algorithms.

 Issues related to diversity of data types:

 o Handling of relational and complex types of data.

 o Mining information from heterogeneous databases and global information

 system

 
 
 

DATA MINING TECHNOLOGIES: 

As a highly application-driven domain, data mining has incorporated many techniques 

from other domains such as statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition, database 

and data warehouse systems, information retrieval, visualization, algorithms, high- 

performance computing, and many application domains (Figure ) The interdisciplinary 

nature of data mining research and development contributes significantly to the 

success of data mining and its extensive applications. In this section, we give examples 

of several disciplines that strongly influence the development of data mining methods. 

 



DATA OBJECTS AND ATTRIBUTE TYPES: 

When we talk about data mining, we usually discuss about knowledge discovery from data. To 

get to know about the data it is necessary to discuss about data objects, data attributes and 

types of data attributes. Mining data includes knowing about data, finding relation between 

data. And for this we need to discuss about data objects and attributes. 

Data objects are the essential part of a database. A data object represents the entity. Data 

Objects are like group of attributes of a entity. For example a sales data object may represent 

customer, sales or purchases. When a data object is listed in a database they are called data 

tuples. 

Attribute 

It can be seen as a data field that represents characteristics or features of a data object. For a 

customer object attributes can be customer Id, address etc. We can say that a set of attributes 

used  to  describe  a  given  object  are  known  as  attribute  vector   or   feature   vector. 

Type of attributes : 

This is the First step of Data Data-preprocessing. We differentiate between different types of 

attributes and then preprocess the data. So here is description of attribute types. 

1. Qualitative (Nominal (N), Ordinal (O), Binary(B)). 

2. Quantitative (Discrete, Continuous) 
 
 
 

 

Qualitative Attributes 

1. Nominal Attributes – related to names : The values of a Nominal attribute are name of 

things, some kind of symbols. Values of Nominal attributes represents some category 

or state and that’s why nominal attribute also referred as categorical attributes and 

there is no order (rank, position) among values of nominal attribute. 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/data-preprocessing-machine-learning-python/


Example : 
 

2. Binary Attributes : Binary data has only 2 values/states. For Example yes or no, 

affected or unaffected, true or false. 

i) Symmetric : Both values are equally important (Gender). 

ii) Asymmetric : Both values are not equally important (Result). 
 

3. Ordinal Attributes : The Ordinal Attributes contains values that have a meaningful 

sequence or ranking(order) between them, but the magnitude between values is not 

actually known, the order of values that shows what is important but don’t indicate 

how important it is. 

 

Quantitative Attributes 

1. Numeric : A numeric attribute is quantitative because, it is a measurable quantity, 

represented in integer or real values. Numerical attributes are of 2 types, interval and 

ratio. 

i) An interval-scaled attribute has values, whose differences are interpretable, but the 

numerical attributes do not have the correct reference point or we can call zero point. 

Data can be added and subtracted at interval scale but can not be multiplied or 

divided.Consider a example of temperature in degrees Centigrade. If a days 

temperature of one day is twice than the other day we cannot say that one day is twice 

as hot as another day. 

ii) A ratio-scaled attribute is a numeric attribute with an fix zero-point. If a 

measurement is ratio-scaled, we can say of a value as being a multiple (or ratio) of 

another value. The values are ordered, and we can also compute the difference 



between values, and the mean, median, mode, Quantile-range and Five number 

summary can be given. 

2. Discrete : Discrete data have finite values it can be numerical and can also be in  

categorical form. These attributes has finite or countably infinite set of  values.  

Example 

 

3. Continuous : Continuous data have infinite no of states. Continuous data is of float 
 

type. There can be many values between 2 and 3. 

Example        : 
 

 

DATA WAREHOUSE AND OLAP TECHNOLOGY FOR DATA MINING: 
 

 

 
 

WHAT IS A DATA WAREHOUSE: 

The term "Data Warehouse" was first coined by Bill Inmon in 1990. According to Inmon, a 

data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile collection of 

data. This data helps analysts to take informed decisions in an organization. 

An operational database undergoes frequent changes on a daily basis on account of the 

transactions that take place. Suppose a business executive wants to analyze previous 

feedback on any data such as a product, a supplier, or any consumer data, then the executive 

will have no data available to analyze because the previous data has been updated due to 

transactions. 

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is based on the multidimensional data model that allow 

user to extract and view data from different points of view. OLAP data is stored in a 

multidimensional database. OLAP is the technology behind many Business Intelligence (BI) 

applications. 

Using OLAP, user can create a spreadsheet showing all of a company's products sold in India in 

the month of May, compare revenue figures etc. 



A data warehouses provides us generalized and consolidated data in multidimensional view. 

Along with generalized and consolidated view of data, a data warehouses also provides us 

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools. These tools help us in interactive and effective. 

Analysis 

analysis of data in a multidimensional space. This analysis results in data generalization and 

data mining. 

Data mining functions such as association, clustering, classification, prediction can be 

integrated with OLAP operations to enhance the interactive mining of knowledge at multiple 

level of abstraction. That's why data warehouse has now become an important platform for 

data analysis and online analytical processing. 

Understanding a Data Warehouse 

 A data warehouse is a database, which is kept separate from the organization's 

operational database. 

 There is no frequent updating done in a data warehouse. 

 It possesses consolidated historical data, which helps the organization to analyze its 

business. 

 A data warehouse helps executives to organize, understand, and use their data to take 

strategic decisions. 

 Data warehouse systems help in the integration of diversity of application systems. 

 A data warehouse system helps in consolidated historical data analysis. 

Why a Data Warehouse is Separated from Operational Databases 

A data warehouses is kept separate from operational databases due to the following reasons 

− 

 An operational database is constructed for well-known tasks and workloads such as 

searching particular records, indexing, etc. In contract, data warehouse queries are 

often complex and they present a general form of data. 

 Operational databases support concurrent processing of multiple transactions. 

Concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are required for operational databases 

to ensure robustness and consistency of the database. 

 An operational database query allows to read and modify operations, while an OLAP 

query needs only read only access of stored data. 

 An operational database maintains current data. On the other hand, a data warehouse 

maintains historical data. 

Data Warehouse Features 

The key features of a data warehouse are discussed below − 

 Subject Oriented − A data warehouse is subject oriented because it provides 



information around a subject rather than the organization's ongoing operations.  

These subjects can be product, customers, suppliers, sales, revenue, etc. A data 

warehouse does not focus on the ongoing operations, rather it focuses on modelling 

and analysis of data for decision making. 




0 x  A 

 Integrated − A data warehouse is constructed by integrating data from 

heterogeneous sources such as relational databases, flat files, etc. This 

integration enhances the effective analysis of data. 

 Time Variant − The data collected in a data warehouse is identified with a 

particular time period. The data in a data warehouse provides information from 

the historical point of view. 

 Non-volatile − Non-volatile means the previous data is not erased when new 

data is added to it. A data warehouse is kept separate from the operational 

database and therefore frequent changes in operational database is not 

reflected in the data warehouse. 

 

FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY LOGIC: 

Fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets 

 
Classical set theory 
 
 

 

 

The set (concept, predicate) A is characterized 

by a membership function m: X   
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X: Universe 
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Fuzzy logic & fuzzy sets 

Fuzzy set theory 
 
 

 

 

• A has no sharp border line. It is a fuzzy subset of X, characterized by a membership 
function : X   

 (x) is the element x’s degree of membership in A 

 
Example 1: A = tall (i.e. tall person heights) 

 

1 
0.65 

0 

 
 

 
180 cm 

 

Membership function for A 

 A180 cm 0.65 
 
 

Example 2: A = about the value a 
 

1 
0.30 

0 

Membership function for A 

Ax0  0.30 

 

 
x0 a 

X: Universe  

Element that has a 

degree of membership, 

between 0 and 1, in A 



Fuzzy logic & fuzzy sets 

Fuzzy logic 
 
 

Correspondance between set theory and logic 

in the fuzzy case like in the classical case 
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 fuzzy 

min A  x,  B x

 

max A  x,  B  x
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Fuzzy logic 

Kinds of operators 

 
 

 

 
 

 

We have for any set of operators f, g, and h: 

AND (intersection) operators 

t-norms: f :0,1 0,1 0,1

Examples: min: 

prod: 

f(a,b) = min(a,b) 

f(a,b) = a·b 

OR (union) operators 

t-conorms: g:0,1 0,1  0,1

Examples: max: g(a,b) = max(a,b) 

alg.sum: g(a,b) = a+b - a·b 

Between AND and OR 

Averaging operators: h:0,1n  0,1

Examples: 

arithmetic mean: ha1,…, an  
1 

n 


n 
1 ai i



a, b 0,1: f a, b  ha, b  ga, b

In general, since f , g are associative and 
commutative: 

a1 ,…, an 0,1: f a1 ,…, an  ha1,…, an  ga1,…, 

an 
 

Unit:5 

ASSOCIATION RULES 

Association rule mining finds interesting associations and relationships among large sets 

of data items. This rule shows how frequently a itemset occurs in a transaction. A typical 

example is Market Based Analysis. 

Market Based Analysis is one of the key techniques used by large relations to show 

associations between items.It allows retailers to identify relationships between the items 

that people buy together frequently. 

Given a set of transactions, we can find rules that will predict the occurrence of an item 

based on the occurrences of other items in the transaction. 

TID ITEMS 

1 Bread, Milk 

2 Bread, Diaper, Beer, Eggs 

3 Milk, Diaper, Beer, Coke 

4 Bread, Milk, Diaper, Beer 

5 Bread, Milk, Diaper, Coke 



TID ITEMS 

  

JJ BASIC ALGORITHMS 

Apriori algorithm is given by R. Agrawal and R. Srikant in 1994 for finding frequent 

itemsets in a dataset for boolean association rule. Name of the algorithm is Apriori 

because it uses prior knowledge of frequent itemset properties. We apply an iterative 

approach or level-wise search where k-frequent itemsets are used to find k+1 itemsets. 

To improve the efficiency of level-wise generation of frequent itemsets, an important 

property is used called Apriori property which helps by reducing the search space. 

Apriori Property – 

All non-empty subset of frequent itemset must be frequent. The key concept of Apriori 

algorithm is its anti-monotonicity of support measure. Apriori assumes that 

All subsets of a frequent itemset must be frequent(Apriori propertry). 

If an itemset is infrequent, all its supersets will be infrequent. 

 

 

Before we start understanding the algorithm, go through some definitions which are 

explained in my previous post. 

Consider the following dataset and we will find frequent itemsets and generate 

association rules for them. 

minimum support count is 2 

minimum confidence is 60% 

Step-1: K=1 

(I) Create a table containing support count of each item present in dataset – 

Called C1(candidateset) 

 

(II) compare candidate set item’s support count with minimum support count(here 

min_support=2 if support_count of candidate set items is less than min_support then 

remove those items). This gives us itemset L1. 

 

Step-2: K=2 

 Generate candidate set C2 using L1 (this is called join step). Condition of 

joining Lk-1 and Lk-1 is that it should have (K-2) elements in common. 

 Check all subsets of an itemset are frequent or not and if not frequent remove 

that itemset.(Example subset of{I1, I2} are {I1}, {I2} they are frequent.Check for 

each itemset) 

 Now find support count of these itemsets by searching in dataset. 



 

(II) compare candidate (C2) support count with minimum support count(here 

min_support=2 if support_count of candidate set item is less than min_support then 

remove those items) this gives us itemset L2. 

 

 

Step-3: 

 Generate candidate set C3 using L2 (join step). Condition of joining Lk-1 and Lk-

1 is that it should have (K-2) elements in common. So here, for L2, first element 

should match. 

So itemset generated by joining L2 is {I1, I2, I3}{I1, I2, I5}{I1, I3, i5}{I2, I3, 

I4}{I2, I4, I5}{I2, I3, I5} 

 Check if all subsets of these itemsets are frequent or not and if not, then remove 

that itemset.(Here subset of {I1, I2, I3} are {I1, I2},{I2, I3},{I1, I3} which are 

frequent. For {I2, I3, I4}, subset {I3, I4} is not frequent so remove it. Similarly 

check for every itemset) 

 find support count of these remaining itemset by searching in dataset. 

 

(II) Compare candidate (C3) support count with minimum support count(here 

min_support=2 if support_count of candidate set item is less than min_support then 

remove those items) this gives us itemset L3. 

 

Step-4: 

 Generate candidate set C4 using L3 (join step). Condition of joining Lk-1 and Lk-

1 (K=4) is that, they should have (K-2) elements in common. So here, for L3, first 

2 elements (items) should match. 

 Check all subsets of these itemsets are frequent or not (Here itemset formed by 

joining L3 is {I1, I2, I3, I5} so its subset contains {I1, I3, I5}, which is not 

frequent). So no itemset in C4 

 We stop here because no frequent itemsets are found further 

 

 

Thus, we have discovered all the frequent item-sets. Now generation of strong 



association rule comes into picture. For that we need to calculate confidence of each 

rule. 

Confidence – 

A confidence of 60% means that 60% of the customers, who purchased milk and bread 

also bought butter. 

Confidence(A->B)=Support_count(A∪B)/Support_count(A) 

So here, by taking an example of any frequent itemset, we will show the rule generation. 

Itemset {I1, I2, I3} //from L3 

SO rules can be 

[I1^I2]=>[I3] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I1^I2) = 2/4*100=50% 

[I1^I3]=>[I2] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I1^I3) = 2/4*100=50% 

[I2^I3]=>[I1] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I2^I3) = 2/4*100=50% 

[I1]=>[I2^I3] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I1) = 2/6*100=33% 

[I2]=>[I1^I3] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I2) = 2/7*100=28% 

[I3]=>[I1^I2] //confidence = sup(I1^I2^I3)/sup(I3) = 2/6*100=33% 

So if minimum confidence is 50%, then first 3 rules can be considered as strong 

association rules. 

Limitations of Apriori Algorithm 

Apriori Algorithm can be slow. The main limitation is time required to hold a vast 

number of candidate sets with much frequent itemsets, low minimum support or large 

itemsets i.e. it is not an efficient approach for large number of datasets. For example, if 

there are 10^4 from frequent 1- itemsets, it need to generate more than 10^7 candidates 

into 2-length which in turn they will be tested and accumulate. Furthermore, to detect 

frequent pattern in size 100 i.e. v1, v2… v100, it have to generate 2^100 candidate 

itemsets that yield on costly and wasting of time of candidate generation. So, it will 

check for many sets from candidate itemsets, also it will scan database many times 

repeatedly for finding candidate itemsets. Apriori will be very low and inefficiency when 

memory capacity is limited with large number of transactions. [Source 

: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1403.3948.pdf] 

 

Parallel and Distributed Algorithms: 

 

Parallel Algorithms 

Data mining is the automated analysis of large volumes of data, looking for the 

'interesting' relationships and knowledge that are implicit in large volumes of data. 

Faster processing also means that users can experiment with more models to 

understand complex data. ... 

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1403.3948.pdf


Distributed Algorithms: 

Distributed Data Mining (DDM) is a field which deals with analyzing distributed 

data and proposes algorithmic solutions to perform different data analysis 

and mining operations in a distributed manner by considering the resource constraints. 

 

1. Parallel and distributed data mining 

The enormity and high dimensionality of datasets typically available as input to 
the  problem of association rule discovery, makes it an ideal problem for solving 
multiple processors in parallel. The primary reasons are the memory and CPU 
speed limitations faced by single processors. Thus it is critical to design efficient 
parallel algorithms to do the task. Another reason for parallel algorithm comes 
from the fact that many transaction databases are already available in parallel 
databases or they are distributed at multiple sites to begin with. The cost of 
bringing them all to one site or one computer for serial discovery of association 
rules can be prohibitively expensive. 
For compute-intensive applications, parallelisation is an obvious means for 
improving performance and achieving scalability. A variety of techniques may be 
used to distribute the workload involved in data mining over multiple processors. 
Four major classes of parallel implementations are distinguished. The 
classification tree in Figure 1 demonstrates this distinction. The first distinction 
made in this tree is between task parallel and data-parallel approaches. 
 

Fig. 2. Methods of Parallelism 

Task-parallel algorithms assign portions of the search space to separate 
processors. The task parallel approaches can again be divided into two groups. 
The first group is based on a Divide and Conquer strategy that divides the search 
space and assigns each partition to a specific processor. The second group is 
based on a task queue that dynamically assigns small portions of the search 
space to a processor whenever it becomes available. A task parallel 
implementation of decision tree induction will form tasks associated with 
branches of the tree. A Divide and Conquer approach seems a natural reflection 
of the recursive nature of decision trees. 

However the task of parallel implementation suffers from load balancing 



problems caused by uneven distributions of records between branches. 
The success of a task parallel implementation of decision trees seems to be 
highly dependent on the structure of the data set. The second class of 
approaches, called data parallel, distributes the data set over the available 
processors. Data-parallel approaches come in two flavors. A partitioning 
based on records will assign non-overlapping sets of records to each of the 
processors. Alternatively a partitioning of attributes will assign sets of 
attributes to each of the processors. Attribute- based approaches are 
based on the observation that many algorithms can be expressed in terms 
of primitives that consider every attribute in turn. If attributes are 
distributed over multiple processors, these primitives may be executed in 
parallel. For example, when constructing decision trees, at each node in the 
tree, all independent attributes are considered, in order to determine the 
best split at that point. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

There are two basic parallel approaches that have come to be used in recent times – work 
partitioning and data partitioning. 

Work Partitioning - These methods assign different view computations to 
different processors. Consider, for example, the lattice for a four dimensional 
data cube. If a name is assigned to the dimensions as “ABCD”, 15 views need to 
be computed. Given a parallel computer with p processors, work partitioning 
schemes partition the set of views into p groups and assign the computation of 
the views in each group to a different processor. The main challenges for these 
methods are load balancing and scalability. 

Data Partitioning - These methods work by partitioning the raw data set 
into p subsets and store each subset locally on one processor. All views are 
computed on every processor but only with respect to the subset of data 
available at each processor. A subsequent merge procedure is required to 
agglomerate the data across processors. The advantage of data partitioning 
methods is that they do not require all processors to have access to the 
entire raw data set. Each processor only requires a local copy of a portion 
of the raw data which can, e.g., be stored on its local disk. This makes such 
methods feasible for shared-nothing parallel machines. 

 

2. Why parallelize data mining? 

Data-mining applications fall into two groups based on their intent. In some 
applications, the goal is to find explanations for the most variable elements of 
the data set that is, to find and explain the outliers. In other applications, the 



goal is to understand the variations of the majority of the data set elements, 
with little interest in the outliers. Scientific data mining seems to be mostly of 
the first kind, whereas commercial applications seem to be of the second kind 
(“understand the buying habits of most of our customers”). In applications of the 
first kind, parallel computing seems to be essential. In applications of the second 
kind, the question is still open because it is not known how effective sampling 
from a large data set might be at answering broader questions. Parallel 
computing thus has considerable potential as a tool for data mining, but it is not 
yet completely clear whether it represents the future of data mining. 
 

3. Technologies 

• Parallel computing 
Single systems with many processors work on same problem. 

• Distributed computing 
Many systems loosely coupled by a scheduler to work on related problems. 

• Grid Computing (Meta Computing) 
Many systems tightly coupled by software, perhaps geographically 
distributed, are made to work together on single problems or on 
related problems. 

 

3.1 Properties of algorithms for association discovery 
Most algorithms for association discovery follow the same general procedure, 
based on the sequential Apriori algorithm. The basic idea is to make multiple 
passes over the database, building larger and larger groups of associations on 
each pass. Thus, the first pass determines the "items" that occur most frequently 
in all the transactions in the database; each subsequent pass builds a list of 
possible frequent item tuples based on the results of the 



 
 
 

previous pass, and then scans the database, discarding those tuples that do not 
occur frequently in the database. The intuition is that for any set of items that 
occurs frequently, all subsets of that set must also occur frequently. 
Notice that, for large association sets, this algorithm and its derivatives must 
make many passes over a potentially enormous database. It is also typically 
implemented  using a hash tree, a complex data structure that exhibits very poor 
locality (and thus poor cache behavior). Although there exist workable sequential 
algorithms for data mining (such as Apriori, above), there is a desperate need for 
a parallel solution for most realistic-sized problems. The most obvious (and most 
compelling) argument for parallelism revolves around database size. The 
databases used for data mining are typically extremely large, often containing 
the details of the entire history of a company's standard transactional databases. 
As these databases grow past hundreds of gigabytes towards a terabyte or 
more, it becomes nearly impossible to process them on a single sequential 
machine, for both time and space reasons: no more than a fraction of the 
database can be kept in main memory at any given time, and the amount of 
local disk storage and bandwidth needed to keep the sequential CPU supplied 
with data is enormous. Additionally, with an algorithm such as Apriori that 
requires many complete passes over the database, the actual running time 
required to complete the algorithm becomes excessive. 
The basic approach to parallelizing association-discovery data mining is via 
database partitioning. Each available node in the networking environment is 
assigned a subset of the database records, and computes independently on that 
subset, usually using a variation on the sequential Apriori algorithm. All of the 
parallel data mining algorithms require some amount of global all-all or all-one 
communication to coordinate the independent nodes. 
 

3.2 Problems in developing parallel algorithms for distributed 
environment 

There are several problems in developing parallel algorithms for a distributed 
environment with association discovery data mining which is being considered in 
this research work. These are: 

• Data distribution: One of the benefits of parallel and distributed data mining is that each node 
can potentially work with a reduced-size subset of the total database. A parallel algorithm in 
distributed environment must effectively distribute data to allow each node to make 
independent progress with its incomplete view of the entire database. 

• I/O minimization: Even with good data distribution, parallel data mining algorithms must strive 
to minimize the amount of I/O they perform to the database. 

• Load balancing: To maximize the effect/efficiency of parallelism, each workstation must have 
approximately the same amount of work to do. Although a good initial data distribution can 
help provide load-balancing, with some algorithms, periodic data redistribution is required to 



obtain good overall load-balancing. 

• Avoiding duplication: Ideally, no workstation should do redundant work (work already 
performed by another node). 

• Minimizing communication: An ideal parallel data mining algorithm allows all workstations to 
operate asynchronously, without having to stall frequently for global barriers or for 
communication delays. 

• Maximizing locality: As in all performance programming, high-performance parallel data 
mining algorithms must be designed to reap the full performance potential of 

 
 

 

hardware. This involves maximizing locality for good cache behavior, 
utilizing as much of the machine's memory bandwidth as possible, etc. 

Achieving all of the above goals in one algorithm is nearly impossible, as 
there are tradeoffs between several of the above points. Existing 
algorithms for parallel data mining attempt to achieve an optimal balance 
between these factors. 

 

3.3 Algorithms in parallel and distributed data mining 
The major algorithms used for parallel and distributed data mining are: 
• Count Distribution: this algorithm achieves parallelism by partitioning data. Each of N 

workstations gets 1/Nth of the database, and performs an Apriori-like algorithm on the subset. 

At the end of each iteration however, is a communication phase, in which the frequency of item 
occurrence in the various data partitions is exchanged between all workstations. Thus, this 

algorithm trades off I/O and duplication for minimal communication and good load-balance: 
each workstation must scan its database partition multiple times (causing a huge I/O load) and 

maintains a full copy of the (poor-locality) data structures used (causing duplicated data 
structure maintenance), but only requires a small amount of per-iteration communication (an 

asynchronous broadcast of frequency counts) and has a good distribution of work. 

• Data Distribution: This algorithm is designed to minimize computational redundancy and 
maximize use of the memory bandwidth of each workstation. It works by partitioning the 

current maximal-frequency itemset candidates (like those generated by Apriori) amongst work 
stations. Thus, each workstation examines a disjoint set of possibilities; however, each 

workstation must scan the entire database to examine its candidates. Thus this algorithm 
trades off a huge amount of communication (to fetch the database partitions stored on other 

workstations) for better use of machine resources and to avoid duplicated work. 

• Candidate Distribution: This algorithm is similar to data distribution in that it partitions the 
candidates across workstations, but it attempts to minimize communication by selectively 

partitioning the database such that each workstation has locally the data needed to process its 
candidate set. It does this after a fixed (small) number of passes of the standard data 

distribution algorithm. This trades off duplication (the same data may need to be replicated on 
more than one node) and poor load-balancing (after redistributing the data, the workload of 

each workstation may not be balanced) in order to minimize communication and 
synchronization. The effects of poor load balancing are mitigated somewhat, since global 

barriers at the end of each pass are not required. 

• Eclat: This sophisticated algorithm avoids most of the tradeoffs above by using an initial 

clustering step to pre-process the data before partitioning it between workstations. It thus 
achieves many of the benefits of candidate distribution without  the costs. Little 

synchronization or communication is needed, since each node can process its partitioned 
dataset independently. A transformation of the data during partitioning allows the use of 



simple database intersections (rather than hash trees), maximizing cache locality and memory 

bandwidth usage. The transformation also drastically cuts down the I/O bandwidth 
requirements by only necessitating three database scans.
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This chapter discusses Boolean algebra and Karnaugh maps. After you learnthe laws and theorems of Boolean algebra, you can rearrange Boolean equa- tions to arrive at simpler logic circuits. An alternative method of simplifica- tion is based on the Karnaugh map. In this approach, geometric rather than algebraic techniques are used to simplify logic circuits. There are two fundamental approaches in logic design: the sum-of-prod.ucts method and the product-of-sums method. Either method producesa logic circuit corresponding to a given truth table. The sum-of-products solu- tion results in a NAND-NAND circuit, while the product-of-sums solution results in a NOR-NOR circuit. Either can be used, although a designer usually selects the simpler circuit because it costs less and is more reliable. 
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The associative laws are 

A+(B +C)- (A + B) + C (2-3) 
A(BC) (AB)C (2-4) 

These laws show that the order of combining variables has no effect on the final answer 
In terms of logic cireuits., Fig. 2-Ic illustrates Eq. (2-3), while Fig. 2-1d represents Eq. 

(2-4) 
The distributive law is 

A(BC) AB + AC (2-5) 

This law is easy to remember because it is identical to ordinary algebra. Figure 2-1e 
shows the coresponding logic equivalence. The distributive law gives you a hint about 

the value of Boolean algebra. If you can rearrange a Boolean expression, the correspond- 

ing logic circuit may be simpler. 
The first five laws present no difficulties because they are identical to ordinary alge- 

bra. You can use these laws to simplify complicated Boolean expressions and arrive at 

simpler logic circuits. But before you begin, you have to learm other Boolean laws and 

theorems. 

OR Operations 
The next four Boolean relations are about OR operations. Here is the first: 

A +0 A (2-6) 

This says that a variable ORed with 0 equals the variable. If you think about it, it makes 

perfect sense. When A is 0, 

0+0 0 

And when A is 1, 

1+0 1 

In either case, Eq. (2-6) is true. 

Another Boolean relation is 

A+A A (2-7) 

Again, you can see right through this by substituting the two possible values of A. First, 

when A = 0, Eq. (2-7) gives 

0+0 0 

which is true. Next, A = 1 results in 

11 1 

which is also true because 1 ORed with 1 produces 1. Therefore, any variable ORed with 

itself equals the variable. 

Another Boolean rule worth knowing is 

(2-8) 
A+1= 
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TABLE 2-4 

TABLE 23 Design Tuth Table 

C 
0 

1TBC 
0 
0 I»ABC 

1 ABC 

1ABC 

0 

0 

we cannot build the circuit of Fig. 2-7 because a 4-input OR gate is not avaiabie as 

chip (a synonym for integrated circuit). But a 4-input NAND gate is. Figure 4o 

S ne logic circuit as a NAND-NAND circuit with TTL pin numbers. AISo nouc 

e inputs come from a bus, a group of wires carrying logic signals. In Fig. 2-3, Une 

S S wires with logic signals A, B, C, and their complements. Microcomputers ac 

Dus-organized, meaning that the input and outout sigmals of the logic circuits are con 

nected to buses. 

EXAMPLE 2--4 
Suppose a three-variable truth table has a high output for these input conditions: 000, 010, 
100, and 110. What is the sum-of-products circuit? 

SOLUTION 
Here are the fundamental products: 

000: ABCC 
010 ABC 
100: AB C 
110: ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

Y 

ABC 

ABC 

FIG. 2-7. AND-OR solution 
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8 C  
7410 

7420 

12 
7410 

FIG. 2-8. 

When you OR these products, you get 

Y=ABC + ABC+ABC + ABT 

The circuit of Fig. 2-8 will work if we reconnect the input lines to the bus as follows: 

A:pins l and 3 

B pins 2 and 10 
C: pins 13, 5, 11, and 13 

pins 9 and 1 
pins 4 and 2 

A 

B 

EXAMPLE 2-5
Simplify the Boolean equation in Example 2-4 and describe the logic circuit. 

soLUTION 

The Boolean equation is 

Y ABC +ABC + AB�+ AB� 

Since C is common to each term, factor as follows: 

Y (A B +AB + AB + AB)C 

Again, factor to get 

Y= [A(B + B) + A(B + B)]C 

Now, simplify as the foregoing as follows 
Y= [A(1) + A(1)]C = (A + A)C 
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1 

(d 

(b) 

FIG. 2-9. Constructing a Kamaugh map 

or 

Y C 
re 

ns ina equation means that you don't even need a logic circuit. All you need awac 

connecting input C to output Y. 

ne iesson is clear. The AND-OR (NAND-NAND) circuit you get with the sum-or- 

P cEs method is not necessarily as simple as possible. With algebra, you orten can 

aetor and reduce the sum-of-products equation to arive at a simpler Boolean equauon, 

wnich means a simpler logic circuit. A simpler logic circuit is preferred because it usuainy 

costs less to build and is more reliable. 

2-3/TRUTH TABLE TO KARNAUGH MAP 
A Karnaugh map is a visual display of the fundamental products needed for a sum-or 

products solution, For instance, here is how to convert Table 2-5 into its Karnaugh map. 
Begin by drawing Fig. 2-9a. Note the variables and complements: the vertical column 
has A followed by A, and the horizontal row has B followed by B. Now, look for output Is 
in Table 2-5. The first output 1 appears for A = '1 and B = 0. The fundamental product 

for this input condition is AB. Enter this fundamental product on the Karnaugh map as 
shown in Fig. 2-9b. This 1 represents the product AB because the 1 is in row A and 
column B. 

Similarly, Table 2-5 has an output 1 appearing for inputs of A = 1 and B = 1. The 
fundamental product is AB, which can be entered on the Kamaugh map as shown in Fig. 2-9c. The final step in drawing the Karmaugh map is to enter Os in the remaining spaces (see Fig. 2-9d). 

TABLE 2-5 TABLE 2-6 

A A B 

0 
1 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

1 0 
0 
0 
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CC C C C 

AB 1 0 

AB AB 1 AB 1 

AB O 

) (c) 

FIG. 2-10. Three-variable Kamaugh map 

Three-Variable Maps 
Here is how to draw a Karnaugh map for Table 2-6. First, draw the blank map of Fig 
2-10a. The vertical column is labeled   AB, and AB. With this order, only one 
variable changes from complemented to uncomplemented form (or vice versa) as you 
move downward. 

Next, look for output 1s in Table 2-6. Output Is appear for ABC inputs of 010, 110, 
and 111. The fundamental products for these input conditions are ABC, ABC, and ABC 
Enter Is for these products on the Karnaugh map (Fig. 2-10b). 

The final step is to enter Os in the remaining spaces (Fig. 2-10c). 

Four-Variable Maps 
Many digital computers and systems process 4-bit numbers. For instance, some digital 
chips will work with nibbles like 0000, 0001, 0010, and so on. For this reason, logic 
circuits are often designed to handle 4 input variables (or their complements). This is why 
you must know how to draw a four-variable Karnaugh map. 

Here is an example. Suppose you have a truth table like Table 2-7. Start by drawing a 
blank map like Fig. 2-1la Notice the order. The vertical column is A B, AB AB, and AB. 
The horizontal row is CD, CD, and CD. In Table 2-7, you have output 1s appearing for 
ABCD inputs of 0001, 0110, 0111, and 1110. The fundamental products for these input 

onditions are A B CD, ABCD, ABCD, and ABCD. After entering 1ls on the Kamaugh 
map, you have Fig. 2-11b. The final step of filling in Os results in the complete map of 

Fig. 2-11c. 

CO CD CD CD CD co CD CD CD 

AB AB 0 1 0 

AB 1 1 0 

AB 0 0 AB AB 1 

AB AB AB 0 0 

(b) c) 

FIG. 2-11. Constructing a four-variable Karnaugh map 
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CD CD CD CD 

AB 0 0 00 AB C D 

0 

( AB 0 

AB 

AB 0 0 x 

(b) a 

FIG. 2-26. Decoding 0111 

and Fig. 2-26b is the logic circuit. This 3-input AND gate produces a high output only for 

an input of A = 0, B = 1, C = 1, and D = 1 because the input possibilities range only

from 0000 to 1001. 

2-7 PRODUCT.OF.SUMs METHOD 
With the sum-of-products method the design starts with a truth table that summarizes the 

desired input-output conditions. The next step is to convert the truth table into an equiva- 

lent sum-of-products equation. The final step is to draw the AND-OR network or its 

NAND-NAND equivalent. 
The product-of-sums method is similar. Given a truth table, you identify the funda- 

mental sums needed for a logic design. Then by ANDing these sums, you get the product 

of-sums equation corresponding to the truth table. But there are some differences between 

the two approaches. With the sum-of-products method, the fundamental product produces 

an output I for the corresponding input condition. But with the product-of-sums method. 

the fundamental sum produces an output 0 for the corresponding input condition. The best 

way to understand this distinction is with an example. 

Converting a Truth Table to an Equation 
Suppose you are given a truth table like Table 2-9 and you want to get the product-of- 

sums equation. What you have to do is locate each output 0 in the truth table and write 

down its fundamental sum. In Table 2-9, the first output 0 appears for A = 0, B = 0, and 

C=0. The fundamental sum for these inputs is A + B +C. Why? Because this produces 

an output zero for the corresponding input condition: 

Y A + B+C = 0+ 0+ 0 = 0 

TABLE 2-9 

A B C 

0 0 A +B +C 

0 

0 

0A+ B +C 
0 

0 

0A+ B+C 



A A B c 
7427 

12 
13 

1 7427 

2 12Y 

10 

11 

FIG. 2-28. 

The circuit of Fig. 2-28 will work if we reconnect the input lines as follows: 

A pins 1, 3, and 9 
B: pins 2 and 4 
C: pins 13 and 11 
B: pin 10 

C: pin 5 

2.8 PRODUCT.OF.SUMS SIMPLIFICATION 
After you write a product-of-sums equation, you can simplify it with Boolean algebra. 

Alternatively, you may prefer simplification based on the Karnaugh map. There are sev. 

eral ways of using the Karmaugh map. In this section, we will discuss one of the easiest 

methods. 

Sum-of-Products Circuit 

Suppose the design starts with a truth table like Table 2-10 The first thing to do is to draw 

the Karnaugh map in the usual way to get Fig. 2-29a. The encircled groups allow us to 

write a sum-of-products equation 
Y = AB + AB + AC 

Figure 229b shows the corresponding NAND-NAND circuit. 

Complementary Circuit 

To get a product-of-sums circuit, begin by complementing each 0 and I on the Karnaugh 

map of Fig. 2-29a. This results in the complemented map shown in Fig. 2-29c. The 

encircled ls allow us to write the following sum-of-products equation: 

Y AB + ABC 

Why is this Y instead of Y? Because complementing the Karnaugh map is the same as 

complementing the output of the truth table, which means the sum-of-products equation 

for Fig. 2-29c is for Y instead of Y. 
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itiplex means many into one. A multiplexer is a circuit with many inputs but onl 

otpu. By applying control signals, we can steer any input to the output. Figure 

usirates the general idea. The circuit has n input signals, m control signals, and 1 O 

signal. One of the 
4control bits. and 1 output bit. 

one 3-1 MULTIPLEXERS 

3-1 
utput has 16 input bits, 

popular multiplexers is the 16-to-1 multiplexer which i 

igure 3-2 shows a 16-t0-1 multiplexer, which is also called adtg selector because the 

output bit depends on the input data bit that is selected. The input bits are labeled Da to 
D15. Only one of these is transmitted to the output. Which one depends on the value of 

ABCD, the control input. For instance, when 

16-to-1 Multiplexer 

ABCD 0000 

the upper AND gate is enabled while all other AND gates are disabled. Therefore, deta bit 
Do is transmitted to the output, giving 

Y = Do 

If Do is iow, Y is low; if Do is high, Yis high. The point is that Y depends only on the value of Do. 

If the control nibble is changed to 

ABCD 1111 
all gates are disabled except the bottom AND gate. In this case, Dis is the only bit transmitted to the output, and 

Y D1S 
As you can see, the control nibble determines which of the input data bits is transmitted to 
the output. 

The 74150 
Try to visualize the 16-input OR gate of Fig. 3-2 changed to a NOR gate. What effect 
does this have on the operation of the circuit? Almost none. All that happens is we get the 

m control signals 

n input 

signals Multiplexer 1 output 

signal 

FIG. 3-1. Multiplexer 
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74150 

D 24 ec 
23 0 

o 3 

20 D 
19 O2 

8 17 
16 D 

Do 

Strobe 9 
15 D 

14 C 
r10 

GND 12 
13 B 

FIG. 3-3. Pinout diagram of 74150 

Do1 = 00 

D = 0 = 1 

D2 = 1 = 0 

and so forth, up to 
Dis1 = 0 

Next, wire the data inputs of 74150 as shown in Fig. 3-4, so that they equal the foregoing 

values. In other words, Do is grounded, D, is connected to +5 V, D2 is grounded, and so 

on. In each case, the data input is the complement of the desired Y output of Table 3-2 

Figure 3-4 is the multiplexer design 
solution. It has the same truth table given in 

Table 3-2. If in doubt, analyze it as 
follows for each input 

condition. 
When ABCD = 

0000, Do is the selected input in Fig. 3-4. Since Do is low, Y is high. When ABCD = 

C001, D, is selected. Since D, is high, Y is low. If you 
check the remaining input 

possibilities, you 
will see that the circuit has the truth table given in Tatle 3-2. 

Bubbles on Signal Lines 

Data sheets often show 
inversion 

bubbles on some of the signal lines. For instance. 
notice 

the buvble on pin 10, the output of Fig. 3-4. This bubble is a 
reminder that the output is 

the complement 
of the selected data bit. 

Also notice the bubble on the strobe input (pin 9). As 
discussed 

earlier, the multi 

plexer is active (enabled) 
when the strobe is low and inactive 

(disabled) 
when it is high 

Because of this, the strobe is called an active-low signal; it 
causes 

something 
to happen 
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4V 

74150 

D 

Sere 

12 GNO Dn 
1D 

D 

FIG. 3-4. Using a 74150 for multiplerer logic 
when it is low rather than when it is high. Most schematic diagrams use bubbles o indicate active-low signals. From now on, whenever you see a bubble on an input pin, remember that it means the signal is active-low. 

Universal Logic Circuit 
The circuit of Fig. 3-4 is an example of multüiplezer logic. You gound an input data pn 
when the coresponding output is high in the truth table. You connect an input data pin to 
a high voltage if the corresponding output is low in the truth table. The 74150 is some 
times called a universal logic circuit because it can be used as a design solution for any 
four-variable truth table. In other words, by changing the input data bits in Fig. 3-4, we 
can use the same integrated circuit (IC) to generate thousands of different truth tables. Nibble Multiplexers 

Sometimes we want to select one of two input nibbles. In this case, we can use a nibble 
multiplexer like the one shown in Fig. 3-5. The input nibble on the left is AAzd Ag and 
the one on the right is BB,B,B,. The control signal labeled SELECT determines which 
input nibble is transmitted to the output. When SELECT is low, the four NAND 2ates on 

the left are activated; therefore 

When SELECT is high. the four NAND gates on the nght are active, and Y,YY,Y%= B,B,B,B, 
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o 

SELECT- 

L 

Y Y Y Yo 

FIG.3-5.Nibble multiplexer 

Figure 3-6a shows the pinout diagram of a 74!57, a nibble multiplexer with a 

SELECT input as previously 
described. When SELECT is low, the left nibble is steered to 

the output. 
When 

SELECT is high, the right 
nibble is steered to the output. The 74157 

also includes a strobe input. As before, the strobe must be low for the multiplexer to work 

properly. 
When the strobe is high, the multiplexer is inoperative. Figure 

3-6b shows how 

to draw a 74157 on a 
schematic diagram. The bubble on pin 15 teils us that STROBE is 

an active-low input. 

74157 

16 Mc 
A Az A Ao 8 8 B, 

SELECT 

15 STROBE 
4 14 

A 
SELECT 74157 

13 Bo 

12Y STROBE 

10 6, 

GND b 

(3) 
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FIG. 3-6. 

Pinout diagrarns 
of 74157 
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m control signals 

1 input signal Demultiplexer n output signais 

FIG. 3-8. Demultiplexer

3-2 DEMULTIPLEXERS

Demultiplex means one into many. A demultiplexer is a logic circuit with one input and 

many outputs. By applying control signals, we can steer the input signal to one of the 

output lnes. Figure 3-8 illustrates the general idea. The circuit hasI input signal, m 

control signals, and n output signals. 

1-to-16 Demultiplexer 
Figure 3-9 shows a 1-to-16 demultiplexer. The input bit is labeled D. This data bit (D) is 

transmitted to the data bit of the output lines. But which one? Again this depends on the 

value of ABCD, the control input. When 

ABCD= 0000 

the upper AND gate is enabled while all other AND gates are disabled. Therefore, data bit 

D is transmitted only to the Yo output, giving 

D 
A 

Yo Data D 

Y 

Ya 

Y15 

FIG. 3-9. 1-to-16 demultiplexer 
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74164 

23 D 

C 22 

235 
20 A 

19 STROBE 

18 Data D 

1 

14 Ya 

13 Y GND 

FIG. 3-10. Pinout diagram of 74154 

Yo D 
IfD is low, Yo is low. IfD is high, Yo is high. As you can see, the value of Yo depends on 
the value of D. All other outputs are in the low state. If the control nibble is changed to 

ABCD 1111 
all gates are disabled except the bottom AND gate. Then, D is transmitted only to the Yis 
output, and 

Yis D 

The 74154 
The 74154 is a 1-to-16 demultiplexer with the pin diagram of Fig. 3-10. Pin 18 is for the 

input data D, and pins 20 to 25 are tor the control bits ABCD. Pins 1 to 11 and 13 to 17 

are for the output bits Y% to Y15. Pin 19 1s for the strobe, again an active-low input. Finally. 
pin 24 is for Vcc and pin 12 for ground. Table 3-3 shows the truth table of a 74154. First, notice the STROBE input. It has to 

mines which of the output lines is low when the data input is low. Wher 

be low to activate the 74154. When the STROBE is low, the control inpu put ABCD deter 
hen the data input is 
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9 
2 

4 

to its 
BCD 

form as 

follows: 

1001 

anyone 

using 
the 

BCD 
code. 

0100 
0010 

1001 
is 

equivalent 

to 429 

AS 
another 

example. 

here is 
how to 

convert 

the 

decimal 

number 
8962 

form 

0010 
0100 3 to ts BC 

6 
9 

O011 
0110 

1001 

gain. we have changed 
each 

decimal digit 
to its binary 

equivalent 

Some early compute 

1000 hat the decim al num 

eTS 
Were changed into BCD 

numbers, 
which the 

computer 
then added, su 

ne tinal 
answer was 

converted 
from BCD back to 

decimal 
numbers. 

then added, subtracted, ete ced BCD.h the coeimal nu ato the decima 
uters 

processed 

BCD 
numbers. 

This 
means 

tha 

Here is an examp. 
of how to 

convert 
from the BCD form ba 

number: 
0111 

1000 
0101 

7 

AS you can see, 578 is the decimal equivalent of 0101 0111 TO00. 

One final point should be considered. 
Notice that BCD digits are from 0000 to l01

All combinations "above this (1010 to 1111) cannot exist in the BCD code because the 

highest decimal digit being coded is 9. 

BCD-to-Decimal Decoder 

The circuir of Fig. 3-16 is called a 1-0f 10 decoder because only 1 of the 10 output lines is 

high. For instance, when ABCD is 0011, only the Ys AND gate has all high inputs 

therefore, only the Y3 output is high. If ABCD changes to l000, only the Ya AND gate has 

all high inputs; as a result, only the Ys output goes high. 

If you check the other ABCD possibilities (0000 to 1001), you will find that the 

subscript of the high output always equals the decimal equivalent of the input BCD digit. 

For this reason, the circuit is also called a BCD-to-decimal converter. 

The 7445 

Typically, you would not build a decoder with separate inverters and AND gates, 2 
shown in Fig. 3-16. Instead. you would usea TTL IC like the 7445 of Fig. 3-17. Pin lo 

connects to the supply voltage Vcc and pin 8 is grounded Pins 12 to 15 are for the BCD 

input, while pins I to 7 and 9 to l1 are for the outputs. This IC is functionally equivae 

to the one in Fig. 3- 16, except that the active output line is in the low state. All otn 
output lines are in the h1gh state, as shown in Table 3-4. Notice that an invalid BCD inpu 

(1010 to I11) forces all output lines into the high state. 

EXAMPLE 3-5 
The decoded outputs of a 7445 can be connected to light-emitting diodes (LEDS shown in Fig. 3-18. I1 each resIstance is I kSl and each LED has a forward voliage 

f ?V. how much current is there through a LED when it is conducting? 

. 3 

rop 
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MG. 3-16. 1-of-10 decoder 

GND 



a. ABCD = 0101. 

b. ABCD = 1001. 
C. ABCD = 1100. 

soLUTION 
a. When ABCD = 0101, the decoded output line is Ys. Since Ys is approximately 

grounded, LED 5 lights up. All other LEDs remain off because the other outputs 

are high. 
b. When ABCD = 1001, LED 9 is on. 

c. ABCD = 1100 is an invalid input. Therefore, none of the LEDs is on because all 

output lines are high (see Table 3-4). 

3-6 9EVEN.SEGMENT DECODERS 

A LED emits radiation when forward-biased. Why? Because free electrons recombine 

with holes near the junction. As the free electrons fall from a higher energy level to a 

lower one, they give up energy in the form of heat and light. By using elements like 

gallium, arsenic, and phosphorus, a manufacturer can produce LEDs that emit red, green, 

yellow, blue, orange, and infrared (invisible) light. LEDs that produce visible radiation 

are useful in test instruments, pocket calculators, etc. 

Seven-Segment Indicator 

(Figure 3-19a shows a seven-segment indicator; i.e., seven LEDs labeled a through g. By 

forward-biasing different LEDs, we can display the digits 0 through 9 (see Fig. 3-19b). 

For instance, to display a 0, we need to light up segments a, b, c, d, e, and f. To light up 

a 5, we need segments a, c, d, f, and 8 

L 

(a 

FIG. 3-19. Seven-segment 
indicator 
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+Vae 

6) () 

PIG. 3-20. (a) Common-anode type, (b) Common-cathode type. 

Seven-segment indicators may be the common-anode type where all anoda. 
nected together (Fig. 3-20a) or the common-cathode type where all cathode 

are Dected together (Fig. 3-20b). With the common-anode type of Fig. 3-20a. v 
this tes 

connect a current-limiting resistor between each LED and ground. The size of th 

betwea 
determines how much current flows through the LED. (Typical LED current is heh. and 50 mA.) The common-cathode type of Fig. 3-20b uses a curent-limitino between each LED and +Vcc 

The 7446 
A seven-segment decoder-driver is an IC decoder that can be used to drive a seven ment indicator. There are two types of decoder-drivers, corTesponding to the commo anode and common-cathode indicators. Each decoder-driver has 4 input pins (the BC input) and 7 output pins (the a through g segments). Figure 3-21a shows a 7446 driving a common-anode indicator. Logic circuits insu the 7446 convert the BCD input to the required output. For instance, if the BCD inpur 0111, the internal logic (not shown) of the 7446 will force LEDs a, b, and c to condur because the coresponding transistors go into saturation. As a result, digit 7 will appeara 

the seven-segment indicator.
Notice the curent-limiting resistors between the seven-segment indicator and 

7446 of Fig. 3-21a. You have to connect these external resistors to limit the cuenl 
each segment to a safe value between I and 50 mA, depending on how bright you wanius 
display to be. 

The 7448 
Figure 3-21b is the alternative decoding approach. Here, a 7448 drives a commou 
ode indicator. Again, intemal logic converts the BCD input to the required ouupo 
example, when a BCD input of 0100 is used, the internal logic forces LEDs b, C.J: * 
to conduct. The seven-segment indicator then displays a 4. Unlike the 7446 that re 

and 
o conduct. The seven-segment indicator th nal logic forces LEDs b, c.J.u external current-limiting resistors, the 7448 has its own curent-limiting resistoi 

equres 

on h 
chip 
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BCD input 

A B CD 
Vec GND 

7-Segment indicator 

Vcc-C 16 

7448 

Decoder/driver 

--- 

|13 12 11 10 9 155 |14 
13 12 11 10 

7446 Decoder/driver 

7 1 2 6 3 

U 
GND 

7-Segment indicator 
Voc 

BCD input 

FIG. 3-21. (a) 7446 decoder-driver, (b) 7448 decoder-driver 

An encoder converts an active input signal into a coded óutput signal. Figure 3-22 

illustrates the general idea. There are n input lines, only one of which is active. Internal 

logic within the encoder converts this active input to a coded binary output with m bits. 

3.6 ENCODERS 

Encoder n Inputs 

m Outputs 

FIG. 3-22. Encoder 
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FIG. 3-23. Decimal-to-bcd encoder 

Decimal-to-BCD Encoder 

Figure 3-23 shows a common type of encoder-the decimal-to-BCD encoder 

switches are push-button switches like those of a pocket calculator. When button 

pressed, the C and D OR gates have high inputs; therefore, the output is 

ABCD 0011 

If button 5 is pressed, the output becomes 

ABCD = 0101 

When switch 9 is pressed, 

ABCD= 1001 

The 74147 
Figure 3-24a is the pinout diagram for a 74147, a decimal-to-BCD encoder. The decin input, X, to X, connect to pins I to 5, and 10 to 13. The BCD output comes from pu 6,7, and 9. Pin 16 is for the supply voltage, and pin 8 is grounded. The label NC On 15 means no connection (the pin is not used). Figure 3-24b shows how to draw a 74147 on a schematic diagram. As ul 

u, t* bubbles indicate active-low inputs and outputs. Table 3-5 is the truth table of a i" 
Notice the following. When all X inputs are high, all outputs are hig 

74147 
the ABCD output is LHHL (equivalent to 9 if you complement the bits). w 

high. When X, is low 

bits). When Xs 
only low input, ABCD 1s LHHH (equivalent to 8 if the bits are complementeo) 
is the only low input, ABCD becomes HLLL (equivalent to 7 if the bits anLal 

When 

active-low decimal input is being converted to a complemented BCD outpul 

mented). Co Continue like this through the rest of the truth table and 

Comple 

uial you can see 
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74147 74147 

11X |16 
Vcc 16 Vcc 

GND 15 NC 
3 

14 A 
4 1 

13 
5 

X 
10 

GND8 
(b) a 

FIG. 3-24. (a) Pinout diagram of 74147, (b) Logic diagram 

Incidentally, the 74147 is called a priority encoder because it gives priority to the 

highest-order input. You can see this by looking at Table 3-5. If all inputs X through X9 
are low, the highest of these, X9, is encoded to get an output of LHHL. In other words, X9 

has priority over all others. When Xg is high, Xg is next in line of priority and gets encoded 

if it is low. Working your way through Table 3-5. you can see that the highest active-low 

from X9 to X has priority and will control the encoding. 

EXAMPLE 3-7 

What is the ABCD output of Fig. 3-25 when the button 6 is pressed? 

+5 V 

16 All Tesistors are 1 kS2 

Vcc 
X, 

74147 12 
13 A 

9 4 
D X 

SX 
10X GNO 

FIG. 3-25. 



Decimal-to-BCD Encoder 
oder. Figure 3-23 shows a common type of encoder-the decimal-to-BCD encodas 

switches are push-button switches like those of a pocket calculator. When button 1 ton J 
pressed, the C and D OR gates have high inputs; therefore, the output is 

ABCD = 0011 

If button 5 is pressed, the output becomes 

ABCD 0101 

When switch 9 is pressed, 
ABCD 1001 

The 74147 
Figure 3-24a is the pinout diagram for a 74147, a decimal-to-BCD encoder. The decm input, X, to X9, connect to pins l to 5, and 10 to 13. The BCD output comes from plns 6,7, and 9. Pin 16 is for the supply voltage, and pin 8 is grounded. The label N 0u on ps 

Figure 3-24b shows how to draw a 74147 on a schematic diagram. AsA 
bubbles indicate active-low inputs and outputs. Table 3-5 is the truth table o 

15 means no connection (the pin is not used). 

414 

the ABCD output is LHHL (equivalent to 9 if you complement the bits). whei 

usual, 

Notice the following. When allX inputs are high, all outputs are high. When only low input, ABCD is LHHH (equivalent to 8 if the bits are complement X om is t* 
is the only low input, ABCD becomes HLLL (equivalent to7 if the bits a 

mplemented). hen 
mented). Continue like this through the rest of the truth table and you ca 

Jow decimal input is being converted to a complemented BCD oup" 

(equivalent to 7 if the bits are c 
mpe 

active-low decima 

ted BCD output. 
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74147 
147 

|16 Vcc 16 
Vcc 

12 
8 

GND |15 NC 

4 X 13 
3 

10x 5 
GND 8 10 

(b) a) 

FIG. 3-24. (a) Pinout diagram of 74147, (b) Logic diagram 

Incidentally, the 74147 is called a priority encoder because it gives priority to the 
highest-order input. You can see this by looking at Table 3-5. If all inputs X, through X 
are low, the highest of these, Xo, is encoded to get an output of LHHL. In other words, Xg 

has priority over all others. When Xg is high, Xg is next in line of priority and gets encoded 

if it is low. Working your way through Table 3-5, you can see that the highest active-low 

from X9 to Xo has priority and will control the encoding. 

EXAMPLE 3-7 
What is the ABCD output of Fig. 3-25 when the button 6 is pressed? 

+5 V 

16 

1X 12X 
All resistors are 1 k2 

Vcc 

74147 
14 

AP 13 

6 
B 

C 

3 X6 9 4 
X 

5 

10X GND 8 
8 

FIG. 3-25. 
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TABLE 3-6 Exclusive-OR Truth Tab. 

A B 

0 0 
0 
1 

0 

Table 3-6 shows the truth table for a 2-input exclusive-OR gate. The output is high when A or B is high, but not when both are high. This is why the circuit is known as an 
exclusive-OR gate. In other words, the output is a l only when the inputs are different. 

Figure 3-27 shqws the symbol for a 2-input exclusive--OR gate. Whenever you see 
this symbol, remember the action-the output is high if either input is high, but not when 
both are high. Stated another way, the inputs must be different to get a high output. 

Four Inputs 
Figure 328a shows a pair of exclusive-OR gates driving an exclusive-OR gate. If all 
inputs (A to D) are low, the input gates have low outputs, so the final gate has a low 
output. IfA to C are low and D is high, the upper gate has a low output, the lower gate has 
a high output, and output gate has a high output. 

If we continue analyzing the circuit operation for the remaining input possibilities, we 

can work out Table 3-7. The following is an important property of this truth table. Each 
ABCD input with an odd number of ls produces an output 1. For instance, the first ABCDD entry to produce an output 1 is 0001; this has an odd number of Is. The next ABCD entryy 
to produce an output 1 is 0010; again, an odd number of ls. An output 1 also occurs for 

hese ABCD inputs: 0100, 0111, 1000, 1011, 1101, and 1110, each of which has an odd 
number of ls. 

TABLE 3-7 4-Input Exclusive-OR 
Gate 

Comment C DY A B 

Even 0 0 0 0 0 
Odd 0 0 
Odd 0 0 1 0 
Even 0 0 0 
Odd 1 0 0 1 
Even 0 1 

Even 0 
Odd 
Odd 0 0 0 
Even 0 0 
Even 0 
Odd 
Even 

1 
0 

Odd 0 
Odd 
Even 
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3 
5V- 

4c 

FIG. 3-34. Diode ROM 

forth. Figure 3-34 shows one way to store the nibbles given in Table 3-9. When the 

switch is in position 0 (address 0), the upper row of diodes is turned on, so that the output 

of the ROM is 
Y3Y2Y1Yo= 0111 

When the switch is moved to position 1, the second row is activated and

Y2YYo=1000 

As you move the switch to the remaining positions or addresses, you get a Y3* Yo output 

that matches the nibbles given in Table 3-9. 

On-Chip Decoding 
Rather than switch-select the addresses as shown in Fig. 3-34, a manufacturer uses 

on-chip decoding. Figure 3-35 illustrates the idea. The 3-input pins (A, B, and C) supply 

the binary address of the stored number. Then, a 1-of-8 decoder produces a high output to 

one of the diode rows. For instance, if 

ABC = 100 

107 
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In conclusion, switches, cores. punched cards, tape, transistors, and almost all other 
digital components are based on binary operation. This is why it is convenient to use 
binary numbers when analyzing or designing digital circuits. Besides knowing how to 
count with binary numbers, it is necessary to leam how to convert from binary to decimal, 
and vice versa. 

BINARY-TO-DECIMAL CONVERBION 
Table 4-1 lists the binary numbers from 0000 to 1111. But how do you convert larger 

binary numbers into their decimal values? For instance, what does binary 101001 repre- 
sent in decimal numbers? This section shows how to convert a binary number quickly and
easily into its decimal equivalent. 

Positional Notation and Welghts 
We can express any decimal integer (a whole number) in units, tens, hundreds, thousands, 
and so on. For instance, decimal number 2945 may be written as 

2945 2000+900+ 40+ 5 

In powers of 10, this becomes 

2945 2(10) + 9(10) + 4(10') + 5(10 

The decimal number system is an example of positional notation, each digit position 
has a weight or value. With decimal numbers, the weights are units, tens, hundreds, 

thousands, and so on. The sum of all the digits multiplied by their weights gives the total 

amount being represented. In the foregoing example, the 2 is multiplied by a weight of 

1000, the 9 by a weight of 100, the 4 by a weight of 10, and the 5 by a weight of l; the 

total is 
2000+900+40+5 = 2945 

TABLE 4-1 Binary Numbers 

Binary Decimal 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 

1000 
1001 

2 

9 

1010 10 

1011 
1100 12 

1101 13 

1110 

111 

14 

15 
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na 
Similar way, we can 

rewrite any 
binary 

number 
in 

terms 
of weights, Eo 

binary number 111 becomes 

For instance Binary Weights 

(4-1 111 = 100 + 10+ 1 

In decimal numbers, this may be rewritten as 

7 4 + 2+1 4- 
Writing a binary number as shown in Eq. (4-1) is the _ame as splitting ds, ite each digu 

has a weight of 1. The second position from the right has a weight of 2; the nev.gh 

We 

ts decima 
the r 

then 8, 16, 32, and so forth. These weights are in ascending8 powers of 2; theref d 

can write the foregoing equation as 

equivalent into units, 2s, and 4s as indicated by Eq. (4-2). In other words. 

efore, 
position in a binary number has a weight. The least significant digit (the one on 

7 1(2) + 1(2) + 1(2) 

fol Whenever you look at a binary number, you can find its decimal equivalent as 

1. When there is a l in a digit position, add the weight of that position. 
2. When there is a 0 in a digit position, disregard the weight of that position, Fo 

example, binary number 101 has a decimal equivalent of 

lows: 

4+0+ 1 5 

As another example, binary number 1011 is equivalent to 

8+0+ 2 +1 11 
Still another example is 11001, which is equivalent to 

16+8+0+0+1= 25 
Streamlined Method 
We can streamline binary-to-decimal conversion by the following procedure. 

. Write the binary number. 2. Directly under the binary number write 1,2,4,8,16,. . 
. 

, working from ng 

left 
3. Ifa zero appears in a digit position, cross out the decimal weight for that po> 

4. Add the remaining weights to obtain the decimal equivalent. 
As an example of this approach, let us convert binary 101 to its decimal eu 

Step 1 10 
Step 2 4 21 
Step 3 4 2ZI Step 4 4 +1 = 5 

working from nght t 

ecimal weight for that position 

its decimal equiv 
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As another example, notice how quickly 10101 is converted to its decimal equivalent:

0 1 0 1 
16 4 Z 1+ 21 

Fractions
So far, we have discussed binary integers (whole numbers). How are binary fractions 

converted into corresponding decimal equivalents? For instance, what is the decimnal 

equivalent of 0.101? In this case, the weights of digit positions to the right of the binary 

point are given by 2, 4, 3. rs, and so on. In powers of 2, the weights are 

2-1 2-2 2-3 24 etc. 

or in decimal formn: 

0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 etc. 

Here is an example. Binary fraction 0.101 has a decimal equivalent of 

0.1 0 1 
0.5+0 +0.125 = 0.625 

Another example, the decimal equivalent of 0.1101is 

0.1 10 1 

0.5+0.25 +0+0.0625 = 0.8125 

Mixed Numbers 

For mixed numbers (numbers with an integer and a fractional part), handle each pat 

according to the rules just developed. The weights for a mixed number are 

etc. 23 22 2' 2 2-1 22 2 etc. 

Binary point 

Computer Diagram 

During our discussion of binary numbers, it will help to have a basic idea of what is inside 

a computer. Look at Fig. 4-2 for each of the following sections: 

Input This transfers into the computer a sequence of instructions called a program anda 

set of numbers called data. In microcomputers the input section includes a keyboard 

that converts letters and numbers into strings of binary data. 

Memory Here is where the program and data are stored before a calculation begins. Also. 

during calculations the memory stores intermediate answers, 
similar to the way we 

use a scratch pad during a long calculation. The memory of a microcomputer 
includes 

read-only memory (ROM) and random-access memory (RAM) (discussed in a later 

chapter). 
Control This part of the computer 

eliminates the human operator from the calculution

process. The control section tells the 

data. 

nrocess the 
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Control 

Arithmetic 

and logiC 
Output 

Mermory 

Progr am Input 
ed deta 

FIG. 4-2. Basie parts of a computer 

t al 

Arithmetic and logic This section adds, subtracts, muluplies, and divides . 

sectio 
Output This transfers the final answer to the outside world. The output 

foms logic like CRing. ANDing, and so on. 

alentu 
microcomputer 

includes a video display to allow the user to see the Dro 

future reference, Table 4-2 lists powers of 2 and their decimal equival 

avethe number of K. The abbreviation K stands for 1024. Therefore, 1K means 

stands for 2048, 4K represents 4096, and so on. Many personal computers h 

memories; this means that they can store up to 65,536 bytes in the memory section 

in Fig. 4-2. 

EXAMPLE 4-1 
Convert binary 110.001 to a decimàl number. 

SOLUTION 

0 
4 2 5 025 0.125 -~6.125 

TABLE 4-2 Powers of 2 

Powers of 2 Decimal Equivalent Abbreviation 
20 

8 
16 

23 
32 
64 

2 
8 

128 
256 
512 

1,024 
2,048 
4,096 

2 K 
2K 
4K 
8K 
16K 
32K 

22 
2 

8.192 
16.384 
32,768 
65.536 

214 

216 
64K 

188 
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EXAMPLE 4-2 
What is the decimal value of binary 1011.I1? 

sOLUTION 
01 

8 21 0.5 0.25> 11.75 

EXAMPLE 4-3 
A computer has a 256K memory. What is the decimal equivalent of 256K? 

USOLUTION 
256 x 1024 262,144 

This means that the computer can store 262,144 bytes in its memory. 

4-3 DECIMAL-TO-BINARY CONVERBION 
One way to convert a decimal number into its binary equivalent is to reverse the process 
described in the preceding section. For instance, suppose that you want to convert decimal 
9 into the corresponding binary number. All you need to do is express 9 as a sum of 

powers of 2, and then write ls and 0s in the appropriate digit positions: 

9 8+0+0+1 
1001 

As another example: 

25 16 +8+0+0+1 
11001 

Double Dabble 
A popular way to convert decimal numbers to binary numbers is the double-dabble 

method. In the double-dabble method you progressively divide the decimal number by 2, 
writing down the remainder after each division. The remainders, taken in reverse order, 
form the binary number. The best way to understand the method is to go through an 

example step by step. 
Here is how to convert decimal 13 to its binary equivalent: 

Step 1 Divide 13 by 2, writing your work like this: 

(first remainder) 6 
2)13 

The quotient is 6 with a remainder of 1. 

Step 2 Divide 6 by 2 to get 

3 
2)6 

2)13 

0(second remainder) 

1(first remainder) 

This division gives 3 with a remainder of 0. 
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4.4 OCTAL NUMBERS 

The base of a number system equals the number of digits it uses. The decimal numhe 

system has a base of 10 because it uses the digits 0 to 9. The binary number system has 
base of 2 because it uses only the digits 0 and 1. The octal number system has a base of 
8. Although we can use any eight digits, it is customary to use the first eight decimal digits: 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
(There is no 8 or 9 in the octal number code.) These digits, 0 through 7, have exactly the 
same physical meaning as decimal symbols; that is, 2 stands for , S symbolizes eeo, 
and so on. 

Octal Odometer 
The easiest way to learn how to count in octal numbers is to use an octal odometer. This 
hypothetical device is similar to the odometer of a car, except that each display wheel 

contains only eight digits, numbered 0 to 7. When a wheel turns from 7 back to 0, it sends 

a cary to the next-higher wheel. Initially, an octal odometer shows 

0000 The next 7 miles produces readings of 
(zero 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
O005 
O006 
0007 

(one) 
(two) 
(three) 
(four) 
(five) 
(six) 
(seven) 
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At this point, the least-significant wheel has run out of digits. Theretore, the next mile 

forces a reset and carry to odtan 

0010 (eight) 
The next 7 miles produces these readings: 0011, 0012, 0013, 0014, 0015, 0016, and 

0017. Once again, the least-significant wheel has run out of digits. So the next mile results 

in a reset and cary: 

0020 (Sixteen) 

Subsequent miles produce readings of 0021, 0022. 0023. 0024, 0025, 0026, 0027, 0030, 

0031, and so on. 
You should have the idea by now. Each mile advances the least-significant wheel by 

one. When this wheel runs out of octal digits, it resets and carries. And so on for the other 

wheels. For instance, if the odometer reading is 6377, the next octal number is 6400. 

Octal-to-Decimal Conversion 
How do we convert octal numbers to decimal numbers? In the octal number system each 

digit position corresponds to a power of 8 as follow: 

83 82 8' 8 882 8-3 

Octal point 

Therefore, to convert from octal to decimal, multiply each octal digit by its weight and 

add the resulting products. 
For iastance, octal 23 converts to decimal like this: 

28)+3(8) = 16 + 3 19

Here is another example. Octal 257 converts to 

2(8) + 5(8') + 7(8°) = 128 + 40 +7 175 

Decimal-to-Octal Conversion 

How do you convert in the opposite direction, that is, from decimal to octal? Octal 

dabble, a method similar to double dabble, is used with octal numbers. Instead of dividing 

by 2 (the base of binary numbers), you divide by 8 (the base of octal numbers) writing 

down the remainders after each division. The remainders in reverse order form the octal 

number. As an example, convert decimal 175 as follows: 

2(third remainder)

5(second remainder)

7(first remainder) 

0 

8)2 
8)21 

8)175 

You can condense these steps by writing 

0 
2 Read down 

21 
8)175 
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Fractions the integ to 

position. An example of this is to convert decimal 0.23 into an octal fracti 

Read down 

With decimal fractions, multiply instead of divide, writing the carry inte action 

with a cary of 1 

with a carry of 6 

with a cary of 5 

0.23 x 8 = 1.84 = 0.84 

0.84 x 8 6.72 = 0.72 

0.72 x 8 = 5.76 = 0.76 

etc 

The carries read downward give the octal fraction 0. 165. We terminated after thre 

if more accuracy were required. we would continue multiplying to obtain mPce 

digits. 
oct 

Octal-to-Binary Conversion 

you can convert from octal to binary as follows: change each octal digit to its bin 

equivalent. For instance, change octal 23 to its binary equivalent as follows: 

Because 8 (the base of octal numbers) is the third powwer of 2 (the base of binary number 

binary 
2 3 

010 011 

Here, each octal digit converts to its binary equivalent (2 becomes 010, and 3 becomes 
011). The binary equivalent of octal 23 is 010 011, or 010011. Often, a space is let 
between groups of 3 bits; this makes it easier to read the binary number. 

As another example, octal 3574 converts to binary as follows: 

011 101 111 100 

Hence binary 011101l11100 is equivalent to octal 3574. Notice how much easier the 
binary number is to read if we leave a space between groups of 3 bits: 011 101 111 100. 

Mixed octal numbers are no problem. Convert each octal digit to its equivalent binary 
value. Octal 34.562 becomes 

5 

011 100.101 10 010 

Binary-to-Octal Conversion 
Conversion from binary to octal is a reversal of the foregoing procedures. Simply reme ber to group the bits in threes, starting at the binary point; then convert each group of thrce 
to its octal equivalent (0s are added at each end, if necessary). For instance, binay number 1011.01101 converts as follows: 

1011.01101-001 011.011 010 

2 
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TABLE 
4-4 

Heudecimal 

Digits 

Hexadecimal 

Binary 
Decimal 

O000 

(001 
0010 
0011 

0 
2 

0100 

0101 

0110 

0111 
1000 
1001 

8 

9 
1010 

1011 
10 
11 
12 
13 

C 
D 

1100 

1101 

1110 14 
15 1111 

Initially, an hexadecimal odometer shows 

0000 (zero) 

The next 9 miles produces readings of 

0001 (one) 
(two) 
(three)
(four) 
(five) 
(six) 

0002 
0003 

0004 

0005 

0006 
0007 (seven)

(eight)
(nine) 

0008 
0009 

The next 6 miles gives 
000A (ten) 
000B (eleven) 

(twelve) 
(thirteen) 
(fourteen) 
(fifteen) 

At this point, the least-significant wheel has run out of digits. Therefore, the nexi 

000C 
00OD 
00OE 
000F 

forces a reset and carry to obtain 

0010 (sixteen) The next 15 miles produces these readings: 0011, 001 *** 0017,0018, 0019, 001 001B,001C, 00ID, O0 nificant wheel has nun out of digits. S 

ml6. 
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O20 thirty-two) 
Subsequent miles prmduce readings of 0021, 0022, 0023, 0024, 0025, 0026, 0027, 0028. 0029. 002A, 002B, 002C. 002D, 002E, and 002F You shoukd have the idea by now. Each mile advances the least-significant wheel by one. When this wheel runs out of hexadecimal digits, it resets and carries. and so on for the other wheels. For instance, here are three more examples: 

Number Next number 
83SC 835D 
A47F 

BFFF 
A480 
CO00 

Hexadecimal-to-Binary Conversion 
To convert a hexadecimal number to a binary number, convert each hexadecimal digit to 
ts 4-bit equivalent using the code given in Table 4-4. For instance, here's how 9AF 
converts to binary: 

9 F 

1001 1010 1111 

As another example,. CSE2 converts like this: 

C E 

1100 0101 1110 0010 

Binary-to-Hexadecimal Conversion 
To convert in the opposite direction. from binary to hexadecimal, again use the code from 
Table 4-4. Here are two examples. Binary 1000 1100 converts as follows: 

1000 1100 

C 

Binary 1110 1000 1101 0110 converts like this: 

1110 1000 1101 0110 

E 8 D 

In both these conversions, we start with a binary number and wind up with the equivalent 

hexadecimal number. 

Hexadecimal-to-Decimal Conversion 
How do we convert hexadecimal numbers to decimal numbers? In the hexadecimal num- 

ber system each digit position coresponds to a power of 16. The weights of the digit 

positions in a hexadecimal number are as follows: 
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16 162 16 3 16 16 
16 16 

Hexadecimal point 

Therefore, to convert 
from 

hexadecimal to dec 

ts weight and add the resulting products. 

Here's an example. 
Hexadecimal 

FBE6.39 con verts t 

lecimal, multiply 
hexa ecimal converts to decim: 

as follow 

FNE6 F16) + 8(16) + E(16') + 6(16°) + 3(16-1 )+ +9(16-2 
- 15(16) +8(16) + 14(16') +| 

= 61,440 + 2048 + 224 +6 +0.1875 + 0.03$2 
6(16) + 3(161) +9016 2 

63,718.2227

Decimal-to-Hexadecimal Conversion
One way to convert from decimal to hexadecimal is the hex dabble T. 

succesively by 16, writing down the remainders. Here's a samnle. 
convert decimal 2479 to hexadecimal, the first division is 

The idea is to 
154 15F 

16)2479 

of 15 (equivalent 
In this first division, we get a quotient of 154 with a remainder. The next step is 

10 A 
15F 

9 

154 
16/2479 

Here we obtain a quotient of 9 with a remainder of 10 (same as A). The final sten 0 99 
10 A 
15F Read down 154 

16)2479 
Therefore, hexadecimal 9AF is equivalent to decimal 2479. 

Notice how similar hex dabble is to double dabble. Notice also that remainden 

greater than 9 have to be changed to hexadecimal digits (10 becomes A, 15 becomes i 

etc.) 

Using Appendix 1 
A typical microcomputer can store up to 65,535 bytes. The decimal addresses o 

bytes are from 0 to 65,535. The equivalent binary addresses are from 
thes 0000 0000 00m- 

The first 8 bits 
- s ll 1111 er byte, and the second 8 bits are the the lower byt 
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4-6 THE ASCII CODE 
To get information into and out of a computer, we need to use some kind of alphanun code (one for letters, numbers, and other symbols). At one time, manufactures u 

own alphanumeric codes, which led to all kinds of confusion. Eventually, indusuy 
on an input-output code known as the American Standard Code for Informano 

change (abbreviated ASCI). This code allows manufacturers to standardl 
hardware such as keyboards, printers, and video displays. 

sed ther 

setle 

Inter 

uneTER 



TABLE 4-5 Decimal-Binary Heradecimal Equivalences Decimal 
Binary Hexadecimal 1. 

111 

IF 
3F 
7F 

binary 63 
127 
255 
S11 

I,023 
2.047 
4.095 

191 
16,383 
32,767 
65.535 

11 1111 
111 

FF 
IFF 
3FF 
7FF 
FFF 
IFFF 

11 1111I11 

ss n 
1111 1111 1111 

11 1111 1111 1111 
111 1111 1111 1111 

3FFF 
7FFF 
FFFF 1111 1111 1111 1111 

Using the Code 
The ASCII (pronounced ask'-ee) code is a 7-bit code whose format is 

XXXXX2X,Xo 
where each X is a 0 or a 1. For instance, the letter A is coded as 

1000001

For easier reading, we can leave a space as follows: 

100 0001 

Table 4-6 shows the ASCII code. Read the table similar to the way you read a graph. 
For instance, the letter A has an XXX4 of 100 and an X,XX,Xo of 0001. Therefore, the 
ASCII code is 

100 0001 (A) 

Table 4-6 includes the ASCIl code for lowercase letters. The letter a is coded as 

110 0001 (a) 

More examples are 

110 0010 (b) 
110 0011 (c) 
110 0100 (d) 

and so on. 

Also study the punctuation and mathematical symbols. Some examples are 

010 0100 (S) 
010 1011 (+) 
011 1101 (F) 
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EXAMPLE 4-13 
A Computer sends a message to another computer using an odd-parity bit. Here is the 

message in ASCII code, plus the parity bit: 

1100 1000 
0100 0101 
0100 1100 
0100 1100 
0100 1111 

What do these numbers mean? 

SOLUTION 

First, notice that each 8-bit number has odd-parity, an indication that no 1-bit errors 
occurred during transmission. Next, use Table 4-6 to translate the ASCII characters. If 
you do this correctly, you get a message of HELLO. 

4-7 THE EXCESS.3 CODE 
The excess-3 code is an important 4-bit code sometimes used with binary-coded decimal 
(BCD) numbers. To convert any decimal number into its excess-3 form, add 3 to each 
decimal digit, and then convert the sum to a BCD number. For example, here is how to 

convert 12 to an excess-3 number. First, add 3 to each decimal digit: 

2 

Second, convert the sum to BCD form: 

4 5 

0100 0101 

So, 0100 0101 in the excess-3 code stands for decimal 12. 

Take another example; convern 29 to an excess-3 number: 

0101 1100 

After adding 9 and 3, do not cary the 1 into the next column; instead, leave the result 

intact as 12, and then convert as shown. Therefore, 0101 1100 in the excess-3 code stands 

for decimal 29. 

Table 4-7 shows the excess-3 code. In each case, the excess-3 code numbei is 3 

greater than the BCD equivalent. The reason for this is that it simplifies BCD addition. 

Incidentally, if you need an integrated circuit (1C) that converts from excess 3 to decimal, 
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usn tutton witeh 

FIG.-3 Using a logie pulser and a logie probe 

8.42. and 1. As shown in Appendix 4, there are many other weighted codes such as the 
7421. 6311, 5421, and so on. 

4.9 TROUBLESHOOTING WITH A LOGIC 
PULSER 
Figure 4-3 shows a typical logic pulser, a troubleshooting tool that generates a bricf 

voltage pulse when its push-button switch is pressed. Because of its design, the logic 
pulser (on the left) senses the onginal state of the node and produces a voltage pulse of the 
opposite polanty. When this happens, the logic probe (on the right) blinks, indicating a 
temporary change of output state. 

Thévenin Circuit 
Figure 4-4a shows the Thévenin equivalent circuit for a typical logic pulser. The Théve- 
nin voltage is a pulse with an amplitude of 5 V; the polarity automatically adjusts to the 
oniginal state of the test node. As shown, the Thévenin resistance or output impedanceis 
only 20. This Thévenin resistance is representative; the exact value depends on the 

particular logic pulser being used. 
Typically, a TTL gate has an output resistance between 12 (low state) and 70 N (high 

state). When a logic pulser drives the output of a NAND gate, the equivalent circuit 
appears as shown in Fig. 4-46. Because of the low output impedance (2 ) of the logic 
pulser. most of the voltage pulse appears across the load (12 to 70 0). Therefore, the 

output is briefly driven into the opposite voltage state. 

Testing Any Node 
You can use a logic pulser to drive any node in a circuit, whether input or output. Almost 
always, the load impedance of the node being driven is larger than the output impedance 
of the logic pulser. For this reason, the logic pulser can usually change the state of any 

node in a logic circuit. Also, the pulse width is kept very short (fractions of a microsec 
ond) to avoid damaging the circuit being tested. (Note: Power dissipation is what damages 

ICs. A brief voltage pulse produces only a small power dissipation.) 
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This chapter discusses Boolean algebra and Karnaugh maps. After you learnthe laws and theorems of Boolean algebra, you can rearrange Boolean equa- tions to arrive at simpler logic circuits. An alternative method of simplifica- tion is based on the Karnaugh map. In this approach, geometric rather than algebraic techniques are used to simplify logic circuits. There are two fundamental approaches in logic design: the sum-of-prod.ucts method and the product-of-sums method. Either method producesa logic circuit corresponding to a given truth table. The sum-of-products solu- tion results in a NAND-NAND circuit, while the product-of-sums solution results in a NOR-NOR circuit. Either can be used, although a designer usually selects the simpler circuit because it costs less and is more reliable. 
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The associative laws are 

A+(B +C)- (A + B) + C (2-3) 
A(BC) (AB)C (2-4) 

These laws show that the order of combining variables has no effect on the final answer 
In terms of logic cireuits., Fig. 2-Ic illustrates Eq. (2-3), while Fig. 2-1d represents Eq. 

(2-4) 
The distributive law is 

A(BC) AB + AC (2-5) 

This law is easy to remember because it is identical to ordinary algebra. Figure 2-1e 
shows the coresponding logic equivalence. The distributive law gives you a hint about 

the value of Boolean algebra. If you can rearrange a Boolean expression, the correspond- 

ing logic circuit may be simpler. 
The first five laws present no difficulties because they are identical to ordinary alge- 

bra. You can use these laws to simplify complicated Boolean expressions and arrive at 

simpler logic circuits. But before you begin, you have to learm other Boolean laws and 

theorems. 

OR Operations 
The next four Boolean relations are about OR operations. Here is the first: 

A +0 A (2-6) 

This says that a variable ORed with 0 equals the variable. If you think about it, it makes 

perfect sense. When A is 0, 

0+0 0 

And when A is 1, 

1+0 1 

In either case, Eq. (2-6) is true. 

Another Boolean relation is 

A+A A (2-7) 

Again, you can see right through this by substituting the two possible values of A. First, 

when A = 0, Eq. (2-7) gives 

0+0 0 

which is true. Next, A = 1 results in 

11 1 

which is also true because 1 ORed with 1 produces 1. Therefore, any variable ORed with 

itself equals the variable. 

Another Boolean rule worth knowing is 

(2-8) 
A+1= 
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TABLE 2-4 

TABLE 23 Design Tuth Table 

C 
0 

1TBC 
0 
0 I»ABC 

1 ABC 

1ABC 

0 

0 

we cannot build the circuit of Fig. 2-7 because a 4-input OR gate is not avaiabie as 

chip (a synonym for integrated circuit). But a 4-input NAND gate is. Figure 4o 

S ne logic circuit as a NAND-NAND circuit with TTL pin numbers. AISo nouc 

e inputs come from a bus, a group of wires carrying logic signals. In Fig. 2-3, Une 

S S wires with logic signals A, B, C, and their complements. Microcomputers ac 

Dus-organized, meaning that the input and outout sigmals of the logic circuits are con 

nected to buses. 

EXAMPLE 2--4 
Suppose a three-variable truth table has a high output for these input conditions: 000, 010, 
100, and 110. What is the sum-of-products circuit? 

SOLUTION 
Here are the fundamental products: 

000: ABCC 
010 ABC 
100: AB C 
110: ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

Y 

ABC 

ABC 

FIG. 2-7. AND-OR solution 
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8 C  
7410 

7420 

12 
7410 

FIG. 2-8. 

When you OR these products, you get 

Y=ABC + ABC+ABC + ABT 

The circuit of Fig. 2-8 will work if we reconnect the input lines to the bus as follows: 

A:pins l and 3 

B pins 2 and 10 
C: pins 13, 5, 11, and 13 

pins 9 and 1 
pins 4 and 2 

A 

B 

EXAMPLE 2-5
Simplify the Boolean equation in Example 2-4 and describe the logic circuit. 

soLUTION 

The Boolean equation is 

Y ABC +ABC + AB�+ AB� 

Since C is common to each term, factor as follows: 

Y (A B +AB + AB + AB)C 

Again, factor to get 

Y= [A(B + B) + A(B + B)]C 

Now, simplify as the foregoing as follows 
Y= [A(1) + A(1)]C = (A + A)C 
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1 

(d 

(b) 

FIG. 2-9. Constructing a Kamaugh map 

or 

Y C 
re 

ns ina equation means that you don't even need a logic circuit. All you need awac 

connecting input C to output Y. 

ne iesson is clear. The AND-OR (NAND-NAND) circuit you get with the sum-or- 

P cEs method is not necessarily as simple as possible. With algebra, you orten can 

aetor and reduce the sum-of-products equation to arive at a simpler Boolean equauon, 

wnich means a simpler logic circuit. A simpler logic circuit is preferred because it usuainy 

costs less to build and is more reliable. 

2-3/TRUTH TABLE TO KARNAUGH MAP 
A Karnaugh map is a visual display of the fundamental products needed for a sum-or 

products solution, For instance, here is how to convert Table 2-5 into its Karnaugh map. 
Begin by drawing Fig. 2-9a. Note the variables and complements: the vertical column 
has A followed by A, and the horizontal row has B followed by B. Now, look for output Is 
in Table 2-5. The first output 1 appears for A = '1 and B = 0. The fundamental product 

for this input condition is AB. Enter this fundamental product on the Karnaugh map as 
shown in Fig. 2-9b. This 1 represents the product AB because the 1 is in row A and 
column B. 

Similarly, Table 2-5 has an output 1 appearing for inputs of A = 1 and B = 1. The 
fundamental product is AB, which can be entered on the Kamaugh map as shown in Fig. 2-9c. The final step in drawing the Karmaugh map is to enter Os in the remaining spaces (see Fig. 2-9d). 

TABLE 2-5 TABLE 2-6 

A A B 

0 
1 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

1 0 
0 
0 
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CC C C C 

AB 1 0 

AB AB 1 AB 1 

AB O 

) (c) 

FIG. 2-10. Three-variable Kamaugh map 

Three-Variable Maps 
Here is how to draw a Karnaugh map for Table 2-6. First, draw the blank map of Fig 
2-10a. The vertical column is labeled   AB, and AB. With this order, only one 
variable changes from complemented to uncomplemented form (or vice versa) as you 
move downward. 

Next, look for output 1s in Table 2-6. Output Is appear for ABC inputs of 010, 110, 
and 111. The fundamental products for these input conditions are ABC, ABC, and ABC 
Enter Is for these products on the Karnaugh map (Fig. 2-10b). 

The final step is to enter Os in the remaining spaces (Fig. 2-10c). 

Four-Variable Maps 
Many digital computers and systems process 4-bit numbers. For instance, some digital 
chips will work with nibbles like 0000, 0001, 0010, and so on. For this reason, logic 
circuits are often designed to handle 4 input variables (or their complements). This is why 
you must know how to draw a four-variable Karnaugh map. 

Here is an example. Suppose you have a truth table like Table 2-7. Start by drawing a 
blank map like Fig. 2-1la Notice the order. The vertical column is A B, AB AB, and AB. 
The horizontal row is CD, CD, and CD. In Table 2-7, you have output 1s appearing for 
ABCD inputs of 0001, 0110, 0111, and 1110. The fundamental products for these input 

onditions are A B CD, ABCD, ABCD, and ABCD. After entering 1ls on the Kamaugh 
map, you have Fig. 2-11b. The final step of filling in Os results in the complete map of 

Fig. 2-11c. 

CO CD CD CD CD co CD CD CD 

AB AB 0 1 0 

AB 1 1 0 

AB 0 0 AB AB 1 

AB AB AB 0 0 

(b) c) 

FIG. 2-11. Constructing a four-variable Karnaugh map 
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CD CD CD CD 

AB 0 0 00 AB C D 

0 

( AB 0 

AB 

AB 0 0 x 

(b) a 

FIG. 2-26. Decoding 0111 

and Fig. 2-26b is the logic circuit. This 3-input AND gate produces a high output only for 

an input of A = 0, B = 1, C = 1, and D = 1 because the input possibilities range only

from 0000 to 1001. 

2-7 PRODUCT.OF.SUMs METHOD 
With the sum-of-products method the design starts with a truth table that summarizes the 

desired input-output conditions. The next step is to convert the truth table into an equiva- 

lent sum-of-products equation. The final step is to draw the AND-OR network or its 

NAND-NAND equivalent. 
The product-of-sums method is similar. Given a truth table, you identify the funda- 

mental sums needed for a logic design. Then by ANDing these sums, you get the product 

of-sums equation corresponding to the truth table. But there are some differences between 

the two approaches. With the sum-of-products method, the fundamental product produces 

an output I for the corresponding input condition. But with the product-of-sums method. 

the fundamental sum produces an output 0 for the corresponding input condition. The best 

way to understand this distinction is with an example. 

Converting a Truth Table to an Equation 
Suppose you are given a truth table like Table 2-9 and you want to get the product-of- 

sums equation. What you have to do is locate each output 0 in the truth table and write 

down its fundamental sum. In Table 2-9, the first output 0 appears for A = 0, B = 0, and 

C=0. The fundamental sum for these inputs is A + B +C. Why? Because this produces 

an output zero for the corresponding input condition: 

Y A + B+C = 0+ 0+ 0 = 0 

TABLE 2-9 

A B C 

0 0 A +B +C 

0 

0 

0A+ B +C 
0 

0 

0A+ B+C 



A A B c 
7427 

12 
13 

1 7427 

2 12Y 

10 

11 

FIG. 2-28. 

The circuit of Fig. 2-28 will work if we reconnect the input lines as follows: 

A pins 1, 3, and 9 
B: pins 2 and 4 
C: pins 13 and 11 
B: pin 10 

C: pin 5 

2.8 PRODUCT.OF.SUMS SIMPLIFICATION 
After you write a product-of-sums equation, you can simplify it with Boolean algebra. 

Alternatively, you may prefer simplification based on the Karnaugh map. There are sev. 

eral ways of using the Karmaugh map. In this section, we will discuss one of the easiest 

methods. 

Sum-of-Products Circuit 

Suppose the design starts with a truth table like Table 2-10 The first thing to do is to draw 

the Karnaugh map in the usual way to get Fig. 2-29a. The encircled groups allow us to 

write a sum-of-products equation 
Y = AB + AB + AC 

Figure 229b shows the corresponding NAND-NAND circuit. 

Complementary Circuit 

To get a product-of-sums circuit, begin by complementing each 0 and I on the Karnaugh 

map of Fig. 2-29a. This results in the complemented map shown in Fig. 2-29c. The 

encircled ls allow us to write the following sum-of-products equation: 

Y AB + ABC 

Why is this Y instead of Y? Because complementing the Karnaugh map is the same as 

complementing the output of the truth table, which means the sum-of-products equation 

for Fig. 2-29c is for Y instead of Y. 
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itiplex means many into one. A multiplexer is a circuit with many inputs but onl 

otpu. By applying control signals, we can steer any input to the output. Figure 

usirates the general idea. The circuit has n input signals, m control signals, and 1 O 

signal. One of the 
4control bits. and 1 output bit. 

one 3-1 MULTIPLEXERS 

3-1 
utput has 16 input bits, 

popular multiplexers is the 16-to-1 multiplexer which i 

igure 3-2 shows a 16-t0-1 multiplexer, which is also called adtg selector because the 

output bit depends on the input data bit that is selected. The input bits are labeled Da to 
D15. Only one of these is transmitted to the output. Which one depends on the value of 

ABCD, the control input. For instance, when 

16-to-1 Multiplexer 

ABCD 0000 

the upper AND gate is enabled while all other AND gates are disabled. Therefore, deta bit 
Do is transmitted to the output, giving 

Y = Do 

If Do is iow, Y is low; if Do is high, Yis high. The point is that Y depends only on the value of Do. 

If the control nibble is changed to 

ABCD 1111 
all gates are disabled except the bottom AND gate. In this case, Dis is the only bit transmitted to the output, and 

Y D1S 
As you can see, the control nibble determines which of the input data bits is transmitted to 
the output. 

The 74150 
Try to visualize the 16-input OR gate of Fig. 3-2 changed to a NOR gate. What effect 
does this have on the operation of the circuit? Almost none. All that happens is we get the 

m control signals 

n input 

signals Multiplexer 1 output 

signal 

FIG. 3-1. Multiplexer 
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74150 

D 24 ec 
23 0 

o 3 

20 D 
19 O2 

8 17 
16 D 

Do 

Strobe 9 
15 D 

14 C 
r10 

GND 12 
13 B 

FIG. 3-3. Pinout diagram of 74150 

Do1 = 00 

D = 0 = 1 

D2 = 1 = 0 

and so forth, up to 
Dis1 = 0 

Next, wire the data inputs of 74150 as shown in Fig. 3-4, so that they equal the foregoing 

values. In other words, Do is grounded, D, is connected to +5 V, D2 is grounded, and so 

on. In each case, the data input is the complement of the desired Y output of Table 3-2 

Figure 3-4 is the multiplexer design 
solution. It has the same truth table given in 

Table 3-2. If in doubt, analyze it as 
follows for each input 

condition. 
When ABCD = 

0000, Do is the selected input in Fig. 3-4. Since Do is low, Y is high. When ABCD = 

C001, D, is selected. Since D, is high, Y is low. If you 
check the remaining input 

possibilities, you 
will see that the circuit has the truth table given in Tatle 3-2. 

Bubbles on Signal Lines 

Data sheets often show 
inversion 

bubbles on some of the signal lines. For instance. 
notice 

the buvble on pin 10, the output of Fig. 3-4. This bubble is a 
reminder that the output is 

the complement 
of the selected data bit. 

Also notice the bubble on the strobe input (pin 9). As 
discussed 

earlier, the multi 

plexer is active (enabled) 
when the strobe is low and inactive 

(disabled) 
when it is high 

Because of this, the strobe is called an active-low signal; it 
causes 

something 
to happen 
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4V 

74150 

D 

Sere 

12 GNO Dn 
1D 

D 

FIG. 3-4. Using a 74150 for multiplerer logic 
when it is low rather than when it is high. Most schematic diagrams use bubbles o indicate active-low signals. From now on, whenever you see a bubble on an input pin, remember that it means the signal is active-low. 

Universal Logic Circuit 
The circuit of Fig. 3-4 is an example of multüiplezer logic. You gound an input data pn 
when the coresponding output is high in the truth table. You connect an input data pin to 
a high voltage if the corresponding output is low in the truth table. The 74150 is some 
times called a universal logic circuit because it can be used as a design solution for any 
four-variable truth table. In other words, by changing the input data bits in Fig. 3-4, we 
can use the same integrated circuit (IC) to generate thousands of different truth tables. Nibble Multiplexers 

Sometimes we want to select one of two input nibbles. In this case, we can use a nibble 
multiplexer like the one shown in Fig. 3-5. The input nibble on the left is AAzd Ag and 
the one on the right is BB,B,B,. The control signal labeled SELECT determines which 
input nibble is transmitted to the output. When SELECT is low, the four NAND 2ates on 

the left are activated; therefore 

When SELECT is high. the four NAND gates on the nght are active, and Y,YY,Y%= B,B,B,B, 
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o 

SELECT- 

L 

Y Y Y Yo 

FIG.3-5.Nibble multiplexer 

Figure 3-6a shows the pinout diagram of a 74!57, a nibble multiplexer with a 

SELECT input as previously 
described. When SELECT is low, the left nibble is steered to 

the output. 
When 

SELECT is high, the right 
nibble is steered to the output. The 74157 

also includes a strobe input. As before, the strobe must be low for the multiplexer to work 

properly. 
When the strobe is high, the multiplexer is inoperative. Figure 

3-6b shows how 

to draw a 74157 on a 
schematic diagram. The bubble on pin 15 teils us that STROBE is 

an active-low input. 

74157 

16 Mc 
A Az A Ao 8 8 B, 

SELECT 

15 STROBE 
4 14 

A 
SELECT 74157 

13 Bo 

12Y STROBE 

10 6, 

GND b 

(3) 

83 
FIG. 3-6. 

Pinout diagrarns 
of 74157 
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m control signals 

1 input signal Demultiplexer n output signais 

FIG. 3-8. Demultiplexer

3-2 DEMULTIPLEXERS

Demultiplex means one into many. A demultiplexer is a logic circuit with one input and 

many outputs. By applying control signals, we can steer the input signal to one of the 

output lnes. Figure 3-8 illustrates the general idea. The circuit hasI input signal, m 

control signals, and n output signals. 

1-to-16 Demultiplexer 
Figure 3-9 shows a 1-to-16 demultiplexer. The input bit is labeled D. This data bit (D) is 

transmitted to the data bit of the output lines. But which one? Again this depends on the 

value of ABCD, the control input. When 

ABCD= 0000 

the upper AND gate is enabled while all other AND gates are disabled. Therefore, data bit 

D is transmitted only to the Yo output, giving 

D 
A 

Yo Data D 

Y 

Ya 

Y15 

FIG. 3-9. 1-to-16 demultiplexer 
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74164 

23 D 

C 22 

235 
20 A 

19 STROBE 

18 Data D 

1 

14 Ya 

13 Y GND 

FIG. 3-10. Pinout diagram of 74154 

Yo D 
IfD is low, Yo is low. IfD is high, Yo is high. As you can see, the value of Yo depends on 
the value of D. All other outputs are in the low state. If the control nibble is changed to 

ABCD 1111 
all gates are disabled except the bottom AND gate. Then, D is transmitted only to the Yis 
output, and 

Yis D 

The 74154 
The 74154 is a 1-to-16 demultiplexer with the pin diagram of Fig. 3-10. Pin 18 is for the 

input data D, and pins 20 to 25 are tor the control bits ABCD. Pins 1 to 11 and 13 to 17 

are for the output bits Y% to Y15. Pin 19 1s for the strobe, again an active-low input. Finally. 
pin 24 is for Vcc and pin 12 for ground. Table 3-3 shows the truth table of a 74154. First, notice the STROBE input. It has to 

mines which of the output lines is low when the data input is low. Wher 

be low to activate the 74154. When the STROBE is low, the control inpu put ABCD deter 
hen the data input is 
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9 
2 

4 

to its 
BCD 

form as 

follows: 

1001 

anyone 

using 
the 

BCD 
code. 

0100 
0010 

1001 
is 

equivalent 

to 429 

AS 
another 

example. 

here is 
how to 

convert 

the 

decimal 

number 
8962 

form 

0010 
0100 3 to ts BC 

6 
9 

O011 
0110 

1001 

gain. we have changed 
each 

decimal digit 
to its binary 

equivalent 

Some early compute 

1000 hat the decim al num 

eTS 
Were changed into BCD 

numbers, 
which the 

computer 
then added, su 

ne tinal 
answer was 

converted 
from BCD back to 

decimal 
numbers. 

then added, subtracted, ete ced BCD.h the coeimal nu ato the decima 
uters 

processed 

BCD 
numbers. 

This 
means 

tha 

Here is an examp. 
of how to 

convert 
from the BCD form ba 

number: 
0111 

1000 
0101 

7 

AS you can see, 578 is the decimal equivalent of 0101 0111 TO00. 

One final point should be considered. 
Notice that BCD digits are from 0000 to l01

All combinations "above this (1010 to 1111) cannot exist in the BCD code because the 

highest decimal digit being coded is 9. 

BCD-to-Decimal Decoder 

The circuir of Fig. 3-16 is called a 1-0f 10 decoder because only 1 of the 10 output lines is 

high. For instance, when ABCD is 0011, only the Ys AND gate has all high inputs 

therefore, only the Y3 output is high. If ABCD changes to l000, only the Ya AND gate has 

all high inputs; as a result, only the Ys output goes high. 

If you check the other ABCD possibilities (0000 to 1001), you will find that the 

subscript of the high output always equals the decimal equivalent of the input BCD digit. 

For this reason, the circuit is also called a BCD-to-decimal converter. 

The 7445 

Typically, you would not build a decoder with separate inverters and AND gates, 2 
shown in Fig. 3-16. Instead. you would usea TTL IC like the 7445 of Fig. 3-17. Pin lo 

connects to the supply voltage Vcc and pin 8 is grounded Pins 12 to 15 are for the BCD 

input, while pins I to 7 and 9 to l1 are for the outputs. This IC is functionally equivae 

to the one in Fig. 3- 16, except that the active output line is in the low state. All otn 
output lines are in the h1gh state, as shown in Table 3-4. Notice that an invalid BCD inpu 

(1010 to I11) forces all output lines into the high state. 

EXAMPLE 3-5 
The decoded outputs of a 7445 can be connected to light-emitting diodes (LEDS shown in Fig. 3-18. I1 each resIstance is I kSl and each LED has a forward voliage 

f ?V. how much current is there through a LED when it is conducting? 
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MG. 3-16. 1-of-10 decoder 

GND 



a. ABCD = 0101. 

b. ABCD = 1001. 
C. ABCD = 1100. 

soLUTION 
a. When ABCD = 0101, the decoded output line is Ys. Since Ys is approximately 

grounded, LED 5 lights up. All other LEDs remain off because the other outputs 

are high. 
b. When ABCD = 1001, LED 9 is on. 

c. ABCD = 1100 is an invalid input. Therefore, none of the LEDs is on because all 

output lines are high (see Table 3-4). 

3-6 9EVEN.SEGMENT DECODERS 

A LED emits radiation when forward-biased. Why? Because free electrons recombine 

with holes near the junction. As the free electrons fall from a higher energy level to a 

lower one, they give up energy in the form of heat and light. By using elements like 

gallium, arsenic, and phosphorus, a manufacturer can produce LEDs that emit red, green, 

yellow, blue, orange, and infrared (invisible) light. LEDs that produce visible radiation 

are useful in test instruments, pocket calculators, etc. 

Seven-Segment Indicator 

(Figure 3-19a shows a seven-segment indicator; i.e., seven LEDs labeled a through g. By 

forward-biasing different LEDs, we can display the digits 0 through 9 (see Fig. 3-19b). 

For instance, to display a 0, we need to light up segments a, b, c, d, e, and f. To light up 

a 5, we need segments a, c, d, f, and 8 

L 

(a 

FIG. 3-19. Seven-segment 
indicator 
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PIG. 3-20. (a) Common-anode type, (b) Common-cathode type. 

Seven-segment indicators may be the common-anode type where all anoda. 
nected together (Fig. 3-20a) or the common-cathode type where all cathode 

are Dected together (Fig. 3-20b). With the common-anode type of Fig. 3-20a. v 
this tes 

connect a current-limiting resistor between each LED and ground. The size of th 

betwea 
determines how much current flows through the LED. (Typical LED current is heh. and 50 mA.) The common-cathode type of Fig. 3-20b uses a curent-limitino between each LED and +Vcc 

The 7446 
A seven-segment decoder-driver is an IC decoder that can be used to drive a seven ment indicator. There are two types of decoder-drivers, corTesponding to the commo anode and common-cathode indicators. Each decoder-driver has 4 input pins (the BC input) and 7 output pins (the a through g segments). Figure 3-21a shows a 7446 driving a common-anode indicator. Logic circuits insu the 7446 convert the BCD input to the required output. For instance, if the BCD inpur 0111, the internal logic (not shown) of the 7446 will force LEDs a, b, and c to condur because the coresponding transistors go into saturation. As a result, digit 7 will appeara 

the seven-segment indicator.
Notice the curent-limiting resistors between the seven-segment indicator and 

7446 of Fig. 3-21a. You have to connect these external resistors to limit the cuenl 
each segment to a safe value between I and 50 mA, depending on how bright you wanius 
display to be. 

The 7448 
Figure 3-21b is the alternative decoding approach. Here, a 7448 drives a commou 
ode indicator. Again, intemal logic converts the BCD input to the required ouupo 
example, when a BCD input of 0100 is used, the internal logic forces LEDs b, C.J: * 
to conduct. The seven-segment indicator then displays a 4. Unlike the 7446 that re 

and 
o conduct. The seven-segment indicator th nal logic forces LEDs b, c.J.u external current-limiting resistors, the 7448 has its own curent-limiting resistoi 

equres 

on h 
chip 
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Vcc-C 16 

7448 
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7-Segment indicator 
Voc 
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FIG. 3-21. (a) 7446 decoder-driver, (b) 7448 decoder-driver 

An encoder converts an active input signal into a coded óutput signal. Figure 3-22 

illustrates the general idea. There are n input lines, only one of which is active. Internal 

logic within the encoder converts this active input to a coded binary output with m bits. 

3.6 ENCODERS 

Encoder n Inputs 

m Outputs 

FIG. 3-22. Encoder 
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FIG. 3-23. Decimal-to-bcd encoder 

Decimal-to-BCD Encoder 

Figure 3-23 shows a common type of encoder-the decimal-to-BCD encoder 

switches are push-button switches like those of a pocket calculator. When button 

pressed, the C and D OR gates have high inputs; therefore, the output is 

ABCD 0011 

If button 5 is pressed, the output becomes 

ABCD = 0101 

When switch 9 is pressed, 

ABCD= 1001 

The 74147 
Figure 3-24a is the pinout diagram for a 74147, a decimal-to-BCD encoder. The decin input, X, to X, connect to pins I to 5, and 10 to 13. The BCD output comes from pu 6,7, and 9. Pin 16 is for the supply voltage, and pin 8 is grounded. The label NC On 15 means no connection (the pin is not used). Figure 3-24b shows how to draw a 74147 on a schematic diagram. As ul 

u, t* bubbles indicate active-low inputs and outputs. Table 3-5 is the truth table of a i" 
Notice the following. When all X inputs are high, all outputs are hig 

74147 
the ABCD output is LHHL (equivalent to 9 if you complement the bits). w 

high. When X, is low 

bits). When Xs 
only low input, ABCD 1s LHHH (equivalent to 8 if the bits are complementeo) 
is the only low input, ABCD becomes HLLL (equivalent to 7 if the bits anLal 

When 

active-low decimal input is being converted to a complemented BCD outpul 

mented). Co Continue like this through the rest of the truth table and 

Comple 

uial you can see 
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74147 74147 

11X |16 
Vcc 16 Vcc 

GND 15 NC 
3 

14 A 
4 1 

13 
5 

X 
10 

GND8 
(b) a 

FIG. 3-24. (a) Pinout diagram of 74147, (b) Logic diagram 

Incidentally, the 74147 is called a priority encoder because it gives priority to the 

highest-order input. You can see this by looking at Table 3-5. If all inputs X through X9 
are low, the highest of these, X9, is encoded to get an output of LHHL. In other words, X9 

has priority over all others. When Xg is high, Xg is next in line of priority and gets encoded 

if it is low. Working your way through Table 3-5. you can see that the highest active-low 

from X9 to X has priority and will control the encoding. 

EXAMPLE 3-7 

What is the ABCD output of Fig. 3-25 when the button 6 is pressed? 

+5 V 

16 All Tesistors are 1 kS2 

Vcc 
X, 

74147 12 
13 A 

9 4 
D X 

SX 
10X GNO 

FIG. 3-25. 
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